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WATER and AIR COOLED

TRANSMITTING AND
RECTIFYING TUBES
Even

for small Amperex tubes, extraordinary

processing temperatures are specified by our

engineers. To achieve these, we employ high

frequency induction heating with high
power water cooled tube generators. This

"Amperextra" drives the ocluded gases from
ffl

the tube elements, after which they are pumped

out in an operation for which specific and unique

equipment was devised in our own tool shop.
A

better Amperex tube is the result

...

as

substantiated by operating economy and an
increased number of working hours per tube.
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power supplies^of weir apparatus require components of maximum dependability. The unit illustrated .is a typical power transformer for
cathode ray application. In addition to the tapped primary, this unit provides
The. complex

...

a low voltage filament winding
a 5,000 volt anode supply winding
and a filament winding insulated for 15,000 volts peak inverse.

..

.

this unit employs an all metal enclosure . . . glass
sealing compound which neither cracks nor flows from
seal terminals
-55°C to + 130°C.
For hermetic sealing

...

,May

we cooperate with you on design savings for your applicaions...war
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HA the control
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PARAGON DraftingMachine. The

lightest pressure is all you need to set the scales at the angle you
want, anywhere on the drawing board. Your right hand is always
free. For the full story of PARAGON features, convenience and

handsome modern appearance, write on your letterhead to Keuffel
& Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.
Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying
Equipment and Materials.
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by leaps

for electronic tubes for industrial equipment has jumped
for faster
and bounds, as more and more electronic equipment has been used
and more accurate production.

The demand

hard pressed
Like all tube manufacturers, Westinghouse until recently has been
to make deliveries.
Today our production is high enough to ease this situation. Many types of tubes
are available in limited quantities. We can even deliver spare tubes for many
electronic devices.

.

Looking ahead to continued development of electronic equipment in industry,
postwar, we now have a plan to make Westinghouse Electronic Tubes quickly and
easily available. Stocks of the most widely used tubes are now available through
/Testinghouse Electronic Tube Distributors and Westinghouse District Warehouses.
As rapidly as possible additional types will be added to local stocks to make a
complete line of Quality Controlled Westinghouse Electronic Tubes

available to everyone.
included in this new distribution setup is a plan for surveying the electronic
tube needs of individual tube users to better serve their requirements. It will
be to your advantage to have your plant included in this survey. Fill in the
coupon below and without obligating you in any way, a representative will
call and give you complete details and make the survey.

,.

estinehouse
0

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

...

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

ELECTRONIC TUBES

ZffG'

r
Westinghouse Electric

$ Manufacturing Co.

Electronic Tube Sales Dept.
Bloomfield, N. J.
Please have your representative call and explain your plan for surveying our Electronic Tube needs.

Name
Address
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Old Mining Shaft at New'
gate Prison in Granby, Conn.
The Granby Mines, perhaps
the most historic in America,
are over 225 years old.
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The Capacity to "TAKE

.I

Tobe Capacitors have proved they can "take it"under all operating conditions. Their reputation
for long life and dependability has grown constantly through sixteen years of specialized capacitor manufacturing experience. Behind this record stands unceasing Tobe research, frequent and
rigid inspections and conservative ratings. The
Tobe SPG capacitor illustrated below is a good
example of Tobe quality. Top grade materials,
of course. Kraft tissue, aluminum foil. Mineral oil
impregnated and filled, in a streamlined drawn
container, hermetically sealed. Designed for
operation under a wide temperature range. Tobe
engineers are at your ready disposal in all
capacitor problems. Inquiries and requests for
samples will receive prompt attention.
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SPECIFICATIONS
MIDGET SPG-CAPACITORS

SPG-CAPACITORS
SPG*
RATINGS ...05 to 2.0 mfd. 600 V. D. C.
.05 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 1,000 V. D. C.
TYPE

...

20%**
Twice D. C. rating
. 2,500 Volts D. C.
. . -55° F to 185° F

STANDARD CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

...

TEST VOLTAGE
GROUND TEST

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

.05 to 0.1 mfd. 20,000 megohms
.25 to 0.5 mfd. 12,000 megohms
1.0 mfd. 10,000 megohms

2.0 mfd. 5,000 megohms
1,000 cycles-.002 to .005

CONTAINER SIZE

Width

5/e",

length

15/16",

CHN1giv*

L'
6

::

SPGM*

MIDGET
SPG
CAPACITOR

.05, .1 and
2 x .05
600 V. D. C.
.05 and .1 1,000-V. D. C.

...

20%**
2,500 V. D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURES.. -55° F to 185° F
20,000 megohms
SHUNT RESISTANCE
POWER FACTOR . . At 1,000 cycles-.0075
STANDARD CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

21/4"

....

SPG
CAPACITOR

CONTAINER SIZE

Width

5/e",

length

MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

15/t6",

height

111/84"
11/2"

*Data sheets showing complete code number for units having a specific capacitance value and voltage rating available on request. **Other tolerances available.

Illustrations show capacitors with terminals on bottom.
Capacitors also available with terminals on top.

1.eo
A

49á'

height

11/2"

MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

ow

RATINGS

GROUND TEST

SHUNT RESISTANCE

POWER FACTOR

TYPE

small part in victory today...A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW

' MASSALNJ'
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BOTH ARE URGENTLY NEEDED
CONT:.,INERS FOR BLOOD PLASMA _._.

W1'7,.TEPAPEA

A White "Star" has,been added to the "E" flag of the McElroy
r

Manufacturing Corporation, symbolizing that McElroy
workers hcive continued to excel in the production of radiotelegraph

equipment for the Army and Navy.
of

It is

a matter

deep pride to us to learn that ours is the
only organization of its kind in the country
flying the White "Star" on our
"E" flag. For this, our second award in

six months,

publicly thank our loyal men

I

and women employees and our suppliers.
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MANUFACTURING CORP.

8se
McELROY

ENGINEERS NEVER
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COPY AND

NEVER

IMIT-ATE7 WE

CREATE,

M

I

DESIGN,

BUILD. WE ARE

NEVER SATISFIED

WITH

MEDIOCRITY
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HaMmarlilnd' engineers developed the technique of soldering
variable ,capacitors as

a

néaris of preserving their original chár-

actéristics. Whére specifications call

for vibration -proof compo-

nents, always -specify Hammárlund solder -bonded variables.
°aG

N

P

O

0.4!
t

ir

THE iIAMMARLUND MFG. CO.; INC,, 460 W. 34TH ST., N. Y.C.
MANUFACTURERS -OF -PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
ESTaeUSNED .1910

8
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SPECIFICATIONS

THE` ONLY HIGH °FREQUENCY
Yr

'..

...

.:.

ti

.

Power Factor.
0.0010
1 megacycle
sees . .
Dielectric constant.
,.7.4
1 megacycle
sees.
Loss factor. 1 megacycle ,,.0.013
Measured after 46 hours immersion In d1.t ll.d water In accordance with American War Standard C-73,1-1043 (JAN.-1.10).
Dielectric constant Is unchanged
from SO kilocycles to 10 megacycles.
Surface resistance.
m.qo h ms .....sees .....300.000
After 56 hours at OS' F. and OS
relative humidity, with 1 Inch
electrode spacing.
Specific gravity _
.. 3 0
Impact strength. Charpy. 41 In.

a

aINSULATIOIIT FOR ELECTRÓNICS
,

.

.

-

COaMBINING'rTHESE . LONG -SOUGHT ADVAl11TAGE$:
.

r

..

.

..

.

MACHINABILITY TO

L-4,

TOLERANCES AS

CHARACTERISTICS

CLOSE AS

± 0.001 -IN.

-

s ,1 in. 0.016 h. Ib.

TODAY'S news about low -loss insulation is that MYCALEX 400 is
making other glass -and -mica insulation old-fashioned. It is no longer
true that "all glass -bonded mica is pretty much the same."

II

III

was impossible to obtain L-4
characteristics plus precise machinability in one and the same insulation.
But now MYCALEX 400 combines these long -sought dual advantages. Yet
this vastly improved ALL-PURPOSE MYCALEX costs no more.
Before the advent of MYCALEX 400,

MYCALEX

I

400 has a loss factor considerably lower than

Unlike other low -loss ceramic insulators, MYCALEX 400 can be machined
with precision
drilled, tapped, milled, sawed, turned on a lathe and
threaded. It has exceedingly low vapor pressure. It makes a perfect seal
with metal.

IF

(Moo u ed al

Ambibn

Tempnarur

70

F.

and Mumldily 70%)

..

I

PV

'11
I

/AEOUFNCr-MEGACYCUS

1111

i

I

lWII

II

.

OW,

M YCALEX is not a generic term designating a class of materials.
but is the registered. trade name for the low loss insulation manufactured
in the Western Hemisphere by the Mycalex Corporation of America

Write for samples. Order any quantities, in sheets or rods
fabricate your component products in Mycalex.

- or

have us
INSULATING BLOCK

MYCALEX ,CORPORATION
l:
OF :AMERICA
,

THE
TRADE
.1"

INSULATOR'
KatlicpEG

-

/

U. S, PAT OFF
-

.

Exclusive Licensee under all patents of MYCALEX (PARENT)
CO. LTD.

60 CLIFTON" BOULEVARD

-t

I'
d

I

I

-

I

it

any other insulation in its class. Its surface resistivity is higher than that of
other comparable insulators. This is an important advancement where the
application involves high temperature and high humidity, as in the tropics.

.

I

CLIFTON, 'NEW JERSEY

EXECUTIVE -OFFICES: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

,at

GENERAL ELECTRIC
announces the appointment of

and.

IN ADDITION TO G -E DISTRICT
as national distributors of General Electric
General Electric announces the formation
of a national network of electronic-tube
distributorships.

Three well-known national electrical sales
and service organizations: the Graybar
Electric Company, the General Electric
Supply Corporation, and all G-E district
and local apparatus offices.
Each of these national distributors will
carry a diversified stock of electronic
tubes as soon as priority regulations per-

mit. Now available is a weekly stock and
delivery estimate schedule that will tell
you when your electronic -tube order will
be delivered.

Each distributor will be glad to obtain
engineering information on request for
any electronic -tube problem.
We urge you to take full advantage of this
improved electronic -tulle service. Tube
Division, Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady, New York.

Tune in General Electric's "The World Today" and hear the news from the men
who see it happen, every evening except Sunday at 0:45 E.N.T. over CBS network.
On Sunday evening listen to the G-E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 E.N.T. over NBC.

THERE IS

A

ELECTRONIC TUBE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

G -E

r

PHANOTRON

-

for high -frequency

electronic heating

[10

PHOTOTUBE

-

for counting,

sorting, grading

1

THYRATRON
-

-

for industrial

equipment control

-

IGÑITRON
for
resistance welding
and converting
a -c fo d -c

PLIOTRON

-

for induction and
dielectric heating

-

PENTODE
a general-purpose

August 1944
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AND LOCAL APPARATUS OFFICES
electronic tubes for industrial applications
HERE'S WHAT THIS NEW NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
MEANS TO YOU AS AN ELECTRONIC -TUBE PURCHASER:
There are now over 265 distributing
houses ready to serve you with dependable G -E electronic tubes for industrial
applications.
Two regional electronic -tube warehouses
have been established for the purpose of

speeding up deliveries-one at Chicago
for the central region; one at San Francisco for the western region (opening in
the immediate future).

Eight emergency electronic -tube depots
have been established to provide you with
24 -hour electronic -tube replacements on
critical types for vital war production
processes. These are located in
:

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

CLEVELAND
DALLAS

PHILADELPHIA
SCHENECTADY

DETROIT

SEATTLE

Consult, the telephone directory for the address of
your nearest Grayhar Electric Company, GE Supply
Corporation, or General Electric office.

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-

August 1944
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When you

find time to consider post war problems, give a thought to what can
be accomplished now by better industry standardization of components.
Prior to this war, the variety of tubes,, resistors, condensers, coils and hardware
was limited only by the desires or fancies of hundreds of engineers and by the

ability of parts makers to tool and tool and tool. Possibly this haphazard procedure
was a necessary adjunct to pioneering and growth.
The automotive industry experienced similar confusion in its early days, but with
the advent of stability there also came standardization-of spark plugs, tire sizes,
bumper heights, fan belts, sealed beam headlights, etc: Or maybe cooperative
standardization helped to bring about industry stability.
Today-while post war radio sets are still in the making-is the time for top radio
executives to insist that engineering and commercial departments work with the
proper Committees of the Radio Manufacturers' Association to establish industry
standards. If it is not done now, the next opportunity may be years away.
Here is an example of what can be accomplished. In one class of component,
namely dry electrolytic condensers,there were more than 500 different types, ratings
or sizes used as filters in the various radio sets made in a pre-war year. Chief
Engineers appear to agree that between 30 to 40 standard units will meet all
filtering requirements in 95% of the chasses built.
Should something like 40 electrolytics be adopted as standard type filters, the
manufacturers of these condensers can produce in larger quantities and in more
fully mechanized departments, furnishing a more uniform product at lower cost.
It is probable that metal encased units-with their .longer life-can be made so
economically that inferior cardboard enclosures can be eliminated as standards.
Some production can be maintained in "off-season." Set manufacturers' and service
department inventories can be kept lower than heretofore. The public obviously
will benefit by cost reduction in both sets and service charges.
Although condensers are used as an example, similar benefits and economies will
accrue to the industry and the public by elimination of unnecessary types of other
components.
This standardization is a matter which is vital to our industry's growth. If you
believe in it, do something about it. Write or confer with the Chairman of the
R. M. A. Parts Division, or contact the heads of the various special R. M. A.
Committees on components. Only concerted industry effort will bring results. There
is great need for leadership. Yours is solicited.
Ordered and paid for by a Capacitor Manufacturer, who. for the sake of industry
cooperation, prefers to remain anonymous.

li

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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WIRE AND ASSEMBLY TIME
SAVED WITH LATEST WIRING

IMPROVE

I

HARNESS TECHNIQUES
Better, faster production possible with
conductors cut to proper lengths and
provided with lugs and identifying

Wiring Harness Methods

with IRVINGTON

markers. Harnesses reduce copper
waste; can be bench -fabricated by
practically unskilled workers.

.r

Plastic.

Tubing and Wire Markers
...

,

...

Wiring harness
pre -fabricated wiring sub -assemblies
are
doing much to speed the manufacture of many war products. They
do this by placing the job of wire cutting, stripping, fitting and
binding, where it belongs-on a sub -assembly bench.
Conductors used in the assembly of harnesses can be effectively
grouped and further insulated with. sleeves of Transflex, a transparent plastic tubing which then serves as a flexible, protective
conduit. Transflex reduces-often eliminates-the need for lacing;
has unusual elongation and may be stretched over lugs, splices and
other projections. It withstands attack by moisture, oils, solvents,
acids and alkalies, and may be safely used at temperatures as low
as -58° F. It does not support combustion.
Irvington Plastic Marker - Insulators are useful in harness
construction because they provide both terminal insulation and
positive wire identificatión. Made of the same resistant material
as the plastic flexible conduit, they are tough and elastic ... withstand similar service conditions ... may be used at operating temperatures up to 170 deg. F. Where continuous higher temperatures
are encountered, Varnished Wire Markers are recommended.
For detailed information on these Irvington products, send for
technical data sheets describing Transflex and Wire Markers.
Please write Dept. 106.
Colored and
marked wires
are easily distinguishable through Transflex
plastic tubing.

<Kr 6 icy
Fastening lug and slipping
Marker -Insulator into position on
wires already cut to size.

©Enclosing wires in Transflex plastic tubing conduit eliminates need

for lacing.

'

wires to cor©Connecting ha
responding equipment terminals.

,P

tll E1. ri

Irvington Plastic
and Varnished
Wire Markers are both

available in a variety
of sizes and colors;

~

6

t<ó
It

t

o

Completed unit ready for testing.
Markers simplify inspection, "in production" changes, and servicing.

are marked to specifications.

IRVINGTON. VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY
IRVINGTON 11, N. J.
RESINS
14

,

EXTENDERS

PLASTICIZERS

EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING
August 1944
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Mica capacitors play a vital part in the correct
functioning of many types of equipment. Radio
receivers, transmitters, hearing aids, underwater
sound *equipment, induction heating, and many
other devices depend upon the faithful performance of capacitors to enable them to function
properly.
'

.ryJ

=

Many 'applications of .capacitors in these various
equipments necessitate a wide range of sizes,
shapes, voltages, and current carrying ability in
'order that the proper capacitor may be used, depending upon the physical space limitations and
electrical characteristics to be met.
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illustrated, Sangámo manufactures .a large
variety of capacitors from the small wire lead '
type. having a body size of only 23/32" in length,
15/32" in width, and .20" thick to the large
ceramic case type -capable of operating. ,,at voltages up to 35,000 and.- handling large amounts of
radio frequency current. This wide. variety of capacitors insures the availability of the proper unit
for almost any mica capacitor requirement.
As
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WHAT HAPPENS TO STEEL WHEN NUT MEETS BOLT?

Blow them up 100 times in the Metalgraph
and see why some fasteners fail
'
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This photograph shows somewhat ercessive decarburization in the bolt, and a lap in the thread. Nut is ratiafactory.
Heat treatment O.K.

Decarburization of bolt satisfactory. Thread form good.
Heat treatment elightiv deficient. Nut satisfactory.

To the naked eye, nuts and bolts are just nuts
and bolts. To be sure, surface defects are sometimes apparent, but they are easily detected.

What happens to the granular structure of
the metal when the nut has been fastened to the
bolt, and then broken in test, is something else
again . . . and terribly important.
This is just one of the many precautions our
metallurgists and engineers take
to insure superlative performance
. .
. an example of the minute
attention to details that makes
for National Quality.
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structure of steel by means
of the Metalgraph.
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Heat -treated alloy steel, enlarged 1,000 times.
Yki
,
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Spheroidized alloy steel

wire, enlarged 750 times.

11.

THE NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND 4, 0.
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Franklin's $64 Question Gave Electricity a Job
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

17=
COMPRESSIVE

I
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IGHTNING
d

LOW MOISTURE ABSORPTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE

FI

streaked through ages,
feared hut unchallenged. Then to
Ben{amin Franklin it flashed the answer to a question that unlocked the
future of electricity.
Technical plastics, Synthane for example, have already answered many
$1 to $64 questions for people who
make things. And may for you. The
question, of course, should come before the answer-for only you know,
11-

STRENGTH

TENSILE STRENGTH

FLEXURAL STRENGTH

as you do, what your requirements are.
If whatever you are working on sug-

gests a material of excellent electrical
insulating characteristics, resistance to
corrosion, mechanical strength, stability at usual temperatures, easy ma-

chineahility, or a variety of other
inter -related properties, our type of

'technical plastics may readily he indicated. Our latchstring is always out
to any inquiry.
Synthane Corporation, Oaks, Penna.
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SYNTIIANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS

IMPACT STRENGTH

STABLE OVER A

WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE

Many More Properties-Combined

SHEETS

RODS

TUBES FABRICATED PARTS

SYNrUANt

MOLDEDLAMINATED MOLDEDMACERATEO

Plan your present and future products with Synthane Technical Plastics

comparison of SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS with
certain metals, debunking a popular notion that plastics
being eem agic" can be used indiscriminately
A

IT

to back a winner

CHARACTERISTICALLY HUMAN

IS

... to ascribe

IT IS IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, TO REMEMBER that on o weight basis,
Synthane may be stronger though redesign of a port for plastics may
be necessary.

pre-

cipitately to vitamins or sulfa drugs or plastics more powers and claims
than sober research can keep up with. Plastics have their possibilities
and their limitations. Good design is the reward of knowing both.

...

HARDNESS IS A PROPERTY in which another interesting comparison of
Synthane with metals can be made. Brinell'hardness, tested with 500
Kg. load, 10 mm boll, shows approximately these values: Alloyed aluminum 45-110, Brass 95-150, magnesium (drawn annealed) 29, annealed cost iron 77, Synthane 24-40.

Plastics are doing many jobs that metals used to do, especially since
certain critical metal shortages have cropped up. But, basically, plastics
are not substitute materials. Correctly applied, they should and do

stand solely on their own merits.

BEHAVIOR UNDER TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS is characteristic of Synthane's
non-metallic composition. For instance, whereas the thermal conductivity
of aluminum alloys may range from .20 to .54 calories per second per
square centimeter per centimeter of thickness per degree C., Synthane's
thermal conductivity is about .0005 to .0008. The coefficient of thermal
expansion of Synthane is about .0000140 inches per inch per degree
F., approximately the same as alloyed aluminum, slightly more than pure
aluminum, copper, brass.

the point can be made between our
certain metals. Synthane is made by

INTERESTING COMPARISONS TO PROVE

type of plastics-Synthane-and
applying heat and pressure to paper or fabric impregnated with thermosetting resins. It is non-metallic, a fact which should at once suggest uses
fundamentally different from those of metals. Actually, Synthane is an
excellent electrical insulator, and so you find it in hundreds of rodio and
electrical products and applications, not in place of metal, but to insulate
metal. That does not imply Synthane cannot replace metal. As a matter
of fact, Synthane has taken over for metals in pulleys, bearings, panels,
structural members, scales, dials. The reasons can usually be traced to
one or a combination of the many properties of Synthane technical

ONE

CORROSION RESISTANCE IS A SUBJECT of such complications as to temperature, degree of concentration, and type of agent that any comparison
with metals would necessarily be lengthy. Synthane does resist corrosion
from water, many acids, oils, and salts, and to a greater or lesser extent
than metals depending on the metal with which it is compared and the
corrosion conditions. Synthane is extensively used as a corrosion resistant

a

material.

plastics.
OF THE PRINCIPAL REASONS at present is light weight. Synthane has
specific gravity ranging from L20 to 1.70, about half that of aluminum,
less than magnesium. So in many unstressed parts for aircraft Synthane
is

a

APART FROM ITS PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, electrical and chemical properties,
Synthane may be easily and quickly machined by ordinary shop methods,
a point which may occasionally influence selection when other factors are
the some. And, just as metals are cast for economy in large quantities,
so Synthane is available in two molded forms, molded -laminated and
molded -macerated, for economy of duplication.

logical consideration.

SYNTHANE LAMINATED PLASTICS GENERALLY

than metals fora given cross section.
comparison might read like this:

Alloyed Aluminum
Brass

Cast Iron

Synthane

have lower mechanical strength
For example, an approximate

Tensile Strength

Compressive Strength

(p.s.i.) ultimate

(p.s.i.)

16,000-60,000
40,000-80,000
16,000-45,000

9,000- 47,000 (y)
28,000-126,000 (u)
80,000-200,000 (u)
30,000- 50,000 (u)

8,000-12,000

(y-yield

there can be no question of whether to
material must be an
electrical conductor or an electrical insulator. In other cases, weight or
strength may decide, or corrosion resistance, resilience, hardness, machinability. Or as often happens, the decision may rest upon the extent to
which the material required meets many combined specifications. Synthane technical plastics are usually more desired for their combination
of properties than for any one specific property for which another specific
material or metal may be the only logical answer.
OBVIOUSLY,

IN

CERTAIN

CASES

use Synthane plastics or a metal such as when the

strength

u-ultimate strength)

I
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SYIIANE
PLAN YOUR PRESENT AND FUTURE

PRODUCTS WITH SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS

SHEETS

RODS

TUBES

s

14s. .

FABRICATED

PARTS

ARK..

MOLDED -LAMINATED

MOLDED -MACERATED

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, OAKS, PENNA.
REPRESENTATIVES IN

ALL PRINCIPAL

CITIES
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ARE YOU WELDING STAINLESS STEEL?
,n'átr ON THE SUBJECT
HEREFS,7/040
SUCCESSFUL stainless steel
welding, as many a shop has
found out the hard way, puts a
premium not only on knowing
what to do, but also what to avoid

doing-and why.
That is because the problem,
first of all, is a double one as com-

Chis book can save you time and
avoid spoilage of vital alloys, both

,
+

nore than ever essential to the war
)rogram today. Describes and il+Íustrates equipment, procedures,
precautions. Request copies on
'your company letterhead, please.
5

ADDRESS DEPT. E-24
ILECTRONICS
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pared to ordinary carbon steel
welding, since it calls for maintaining the corrosion resistance of
the parent metal across the weld
area, as well as its strength. Furthermore, although stainless steel welds
easily, the various members of the
stainless family differ considerably
from carbon steel-and even from
each other-in the physical and
chemical phenomena they exhibit
during the welding process.
Information, clear and complete,
is the basic answer. We've supplied
it in a new 64 -page, full -color booklet, "Welding Stainless Steels,"Coy-

ering all the commonly -used hand
or machine methods of welding
Allegheny Metal. Employing a new
idea in graphic illustration, this
book is, we believe, the most complete and understandable coverage
of the subject yet published-a
welding shop "bible" purposely
made so clear and simple that it is
also ideal for student training.
Write for your copy (see at left).

I

4//eqhenyLHd/ate

'STEEL CORPORATION
RAGKRNNIDO[. PENN
AYIVANIA

...

Branch Offices in Principal Cities
Allegheny Metal also
handled by all Joseph T. Ryerson & Sons, Inc. Warehouses

Á-9078... W&D
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popular 12" and 16"
aluminum base

e

audiodiscs
toad 3145bfk2

~idi4có

,Once.more aluminum base Audiodiscs are available. Once more
'these. discs are' acclaimed for their excellent irecording prop=
..ertles by professional recordists and radio station engineers.
For those who have discovered that glass base Audiodiscs
leave nothing to be desired, these. fine blanks can still .be had
in' the same sizes as aluminum 'base discs-as well as in 8".
and 30? diameters, for which .sizes \VPB has not released
any aluminum.
Current price lists are now ready and will be sent upon.
request. Orders will- be, filled as promptly as possible.' Confect
your ,Audiodisc distributor, or address Andio Devices, Inc.,
444' Madisóri Avenue; New York 22, N.' Y.
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Mr. Szantay and three associates,
founded The Sinko Tool Er Mfg.
Co. 25 years ago. With his guidance, the business has grown and
prospered. An expert tool designer,
he was also a pioneer in molding
thermoplastics. Today as the

owner of the company, Mr.

Szantay continues to supervise the
management of the business.
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the change in name of one of America's leading manufacturers of Injection Molded
Plastic parts and products. The Sinko Tool & Manufacturing Company will
hereafter be known as SANTAY CORPORATION. For many months, 100% of
our facilities have been operating three shifts a day, producing intricate Thermoplastic Parts and Electro -Mechanical Assemblies for the Army and Navy. Invaluable knowledge and experience has been gained, which is bound to be
reflected in the products we make in the future. Post-war planners are invited to
consult with our master craftsmen on the simplest or most involved metal or
thermoplastic part or product.

r

SANTAY CORPORATION
FORMERLY SINKO

t!
I1NJECTION

TOOL

&

MANUFACTURIN

351-359 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE

A

MOLDING

AND

METAL

STAMPING

G

CO.

CHICAGO 24,

ILLINOIS

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL
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2. Shown above, Mica's new "3 mil" bias cut
cambric tape, for wound insulation where space factor. Particularly adapted
,;1.,-----1--- ..--1'---='-'- saving is an important
_t¢srregularly shaped conductors and available in
=.>,
widths, either yellow or black.
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Punched end washers Joretéel it
condensers -made of paper -base.
cold No. 6020 and faced with Neoprene:
Punching is 3/8" thick and 7/16" wide,
with center -drilled hole 1/8" in diameter.
3.
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DESIGNED
'FOR DESIGNERS
tion facilities and nation-wide distribution of
LAMICOID plastic laminates-EMPIRE varnished
cloths and tapes-MICA and MICANITE-we are
equipped and conditioned by half a hundred
years of insulation experience to offer a quick,
dependable and complete source of highly specialized insulating materials and products.
Designers and manufacturers of electrical
and electronic equipment of all kinds are invited
to enlist this service-without obligation-in
the solution of insulation problems-present
or projected.

. greater
Elevated operating temperatures
speeds ... higher frequencies ... compactness of
the new functional designs-all mark the trend
in re -designing postwar products for civilian use.
And all point clearly to the need for "made-to measure" insulations, which combine the surety
of time -tested materials with precision fabrication of intricate insulating parts.
Mica Insulator Company brings to this problem a single supply source of diversified materials and an undivided responsibility for their
fabrication. Wíth strategically located fabrica.

.

insulating tube made for
interpole coils of a submarine blower motor. One of
many unusual applications of Supermicanite-an exelusive Mica Insulator Company product.
1. A specially designed oval
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BRANCH OFFICES
Chicago: 600 West Van Buren Street
Cleveland: 1276 West 3 d Street
Detroit: Book Building
Cincinnati: 3403 Hazelwood Avenue
West Coast Representatives:
COMPANY
San Francisco: 1045 Bryant Street
Los Angeles: 340 Azusa Street
Seattle: 95 Connecticut Street
THE TRIANGLE PACIFIC

IABRICAYORS
Mica Insulator Company, 200 Varick Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Insulating
Fabricators, Inc., 12 East 12th Street, New York 3, N. Y.
Insulating
Fabricators of New England, Inc., 22 Elkins Street, South Boston 27, Mass.
Lamicoid Fabricators, Inc., 3600 Potomac Avenue, Chicago 51, Illinois
The Kirby Company, 13,000 Athens Avenue, Cleveland 7, Ohio

INSULATOR COWIPANY
200 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK 14, N:
ELECTRONICS
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midTODAY
The Army -Navy Production \ward
for outstanding achievement in producing vitally important matcri is essential to the war effort will be an
added incentive\to the management and employees of

to keep producing more
and better equipment for the men who are doing the
fighting. While yesterday WARD Antennas were accessories for pleasure, today they are implements of War.
WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION

i

Irt<1.1z-
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THE

WARD

:LECTRONICS
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PRODUCTS
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ESMERALDA
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MANT
SALINA
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ALONG THE PANAGRA ROUTE

GUAYAQUIL

'C r

located AAC transmitting equipment
at approximately 30 different points in
Cólombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile; Bolivia'
and Argentina-forming the nucleus of
the radio navigation and communications system.
Panagra is today primarily devoting
its personnel and facilities to maintenance of aerial lifelines between the
Americas, across which are speeding
men, mail and materials vital to the success of the democratic war efforts.
is

CUENCA

LOJA.

CHICLAYT],\

l4

rR

Np4is
AREOUIP

.

ANTOFAGAST
I

I

SAO PAULO

SALTA

RIO DE JANEIRO

TUCUMAN

or_

-

TODAY, the skill and experiente of the. AAC Elec-

tronics and HydraulicDivisions are devoted to sery-

I

I
.

CORDOBA
*MENDOZA
BUENO
pG

AIRES

.

I

ing.:a fighting America.

.1.

-"V""--""......,,_..._4

.

However, AAC engineers
are planning ahead for the

;great peacetime future

'.'when .new and improved
-AAC.products will be ready.
;to meet postwar needs.
'

l

1

,

:.:(Right) Type 500 Transemitter as designed by AAC
;"for' Panagra. Consists of
.multi -channel transmitting
equipment, 1,000 watts
each channel: Two chan-

3r

1°

4

°

'nels may be operated simlil-

taneously.. Telephone and
telegraph transmission. Frequency range 250-550 KC
and 1500-12000 KC.
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Mañufáactúrérs of° P It EC 1510
Burbank,- Calif:
Kans
r
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AND OTHER COMM.UICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Dependable Operation Of Airlines And
Various Communication Services
a
*Today, AAC transmitters and other AAC communications equipment play
well
as
fronts,
vital part in dependable operation cf warplanes on the fighting
as airlines serving the war -busy Americans on the home fronts.
AAC Electronics Division has won distinctive leadership as one .of the
country's large producers of radio transmitting and receiving equipment. One
outstanding, example of AAC communications engineering is the equipment designed and built to meet the specified needs of Pan American -Grace Airways, Inc.
Consisting of a multi-channel 1,000 watt transmitter, this equipment is used by
Panagra for radio homing and communication purposes. It represents one of a
complete line of transmitting equipment for use by airlines or services having
similar communication needs.
At the present time practically all AAC facilities are devoted to war production. However, your inquiries are welcomed now for commercial equipment which
can be supplied in limited quantities if adequate priority ratings are available.
AAC products in transport planes, cargo carriers, troop ships, bombers ..
airport traffic net, police or other services where communications are crucial, can
be depended upon as expertly engineered and built to the most efficient performance standards.
.

Products of

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

AIRCRAFT & TANK ANTENNAS

TRANSMITTERS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

RADIO TEST EQUIPMENT

(Below) Panagra airliner delivers important
cargo of mail and passengers.
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CCESSORIES
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
ofity, Kans.

ORPOILA TION'

HYDRAULICS

New York; N. Y.

/..

-

ELECTRONICS

.'.Cable Address: AACPRO

I
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MARINE WARFARE
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BRUSH SURFACE ANALYZER

Pneani tc them ..
Speed, ruggedness, dependability-the basis of P. T.
engine design. Accurate control of surface finish is one of
the important factors facing the builder of P. T. motors.

Mated, moving parts must be precision made with surface
finish accurately held to low microinch smoothness. The

Brush Surface Analyzer provides charts which reveal
surface irregularities to one millionth of an inch or less.
Should accurate control of surface finish be essential
in your business, write today for a fully illustrated bulletin on what the Brush Surface Analyzer can do for you.

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3 4 2 3
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Microscopic enlargement

approximately i0 power

cXe\\ce 05\"\\1\1,1101M1:0\\\*-\\\t
Commonly you think of the microscope
as a scientific laboratory instrument.
But at National Union, these days, you
will find it even more extensively used,
as a production machine, insuring microscopic
precision step by step through many processes
of manufacture.
With the aid of microscopes, National Union
workers accurately check almost invisibly small
parts. They see to it that welds are sound, clearances are exact and the structure is mechanically
perfect. In the photograph above for example, a
N. U. 6AG5 miniature tube mount, no higher
than your thumb nail is enlarged approximately
10 times, to permit minute examination of important structural factors. Enlargements up to

500 times-making a hair on your head look as
tall as a tree-are just as readily obtained, when
needed. Moreover, this tube, assembled from
31 individual parts, must pass 40 individual inspections, in addition to thorough examination
under the microscope.
Here, again, is one of those unusual techniques developed by National Union engineers
to make tube manufacture a more exact science.
Such infinite care makes certain that every electronic tube which carries the National Union
name will deliver a uniformly high level of performance with long service life. Count on
National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N. J.; Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa.

NATIONAL'

"

UNION

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
Transmitting, Cathode Ray, Receiving, Special Purpose Tubes Condensers Volume Controls

ELECTRONICS

-
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Photo Electric Cells Panel Lamps

Flashlight Bulbs
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broadcast

used by discriminating

Widely

Typical

engineers.

installation by

is the Phasing

é

Equipment

WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio.

r

Variable air condensers, fixed air condensers,
gas pressure condensers

(for higher voltages),

inductors (all kinds), chokes, remote motor

driven tuning controls and other components.

4 y..,.k

o',.N..

;i'5.;..: y\3.:1%._Y;
;

Send your specifications or problems For

'%

is

Johnson suggestions and prices -- no obligation.
Ask
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for Catalog 9680
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SMALLEST PAPER
CAPACITOR - = yet r00%

TYPE

P5N

MOISTUREPROOF
o

TYPE

P4N

.

FEATURES
1. Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot
pull out, even under hot conditions.

2. Nor. -Inductive.
3. Excellent Temperature Coefficient.
4. Very high leakage Resistance.

4:>L
rNM,r

5. Fine PowerFaelor.

lí`''

crib

'

6. Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.
From 150 volts to 600 volts.

.

7. Types PAN. P5N for 100% humidity operation.

.

8. Types P4, P5 for 95% humidity operation.
Samples and price list on Request

ti
Y'

BUY

i

to

Pat.

Pend.

EXTRA WAR

'Til THE

BONDS

WAR

IS

.

.

OVER.

1

1

5,1

To,

I1

.

DU
Nil
ELECTRIC CO.
inn

MFR'S OF

IW

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY
REQUIREMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW
YORK, N. Y.
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{COILS CAN RATE HIGH ON BOTH COUNTS
If you start with FORMER magnet wire
9

A

Now you can use the varnishes and
biking cycles that will produce
solidly bonded coils without risk of
,weakening the magnet -wire insulation,
because FORMEX* magnet wire is strongly resistant to the action of the solvents
in varnishes used for bonding.
This tough magnet wire is also highly
resistant to heat shock. FORMEX wound
assemblies can be exposed to varnishes
and temperatures which would cause a
fatal percentage of rejects on coils wound
with conventional enameled wire.

Resistance to Solvents

11111

Because FORMEX is essentially selfsufficient, varnishes can be chosen entirely
for .their cementing action, thus simplifying the choice of the bonding agent.
Stronger and more compact. coils are the

result.

For more detailed information on how
to improve wound assemblies by the use
of FORMEX magnet wire and G -E varnishes and thinners, get in touch with our
nearest office. General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
'

'Reg. U.S. Pal. Off.

Solvent

HF
Formes

Enamel

Petroleum naphtha
Toluol coal tar

Slight softening
Slight softening
Fails

Alcohols

Fails

Kerosene

No effect

10% sulphuric

No effect

1% potassium

hydroxide
Slight soften- Freon F-12 gas
ing at 4000 Cresol, plus alsohot
hours
Ammonia
No effect
Gasoline

Acetone

Trichlorethylene

Fails
Fails

'

ELECTRONICS-August

1944

No effect

Fails
Fails

No effect

Slight softening
Fails
Fails

No effect after
72 hours
No effect after
5000 hours
No effect

Fails

Fails

Fails

Recommended Baking Practice
Varnish
G -E
No.

Thinner

1678
1679
9535
9550

Specific

G -E

'Gravity

No.

at 21 C

1513
1513
9407

0.930

Pet. Spts.

<

0.930
0.965

0.915

Viscosityy

Minimum baking time, hoúrs

Centipose
at 21 C
800
950
750
250

110 C

8-10
10-12
8-10
8-10

125 C

135 C

150 C

5-7
6-8
5-7
5-7

3-5
4-6
4-6

2-4
3-5
3-5
2-5

4

6

Baking temperature of 135 C or above is preferred for all of these varnishes. Flash point 60 F.

Buy all the BONDS

you

can.-and

keep all you buy

GENERAL

No effect

Slight soften- Asphaltic, or peing at 4000
troleumasphalt
hours
Benzine, plus alNo effect
cohol, plus gas75% softening
oline

Fails

No effect

No effect

acid

(Methyl
through
octyl)
Xylol coal tar

HF
Formes

Heavy
Enamel

Solvent

ELECTRIC

FORM
MgGNET

Ex

wiRE
31

The PLUS Answer
to. B2A
Specifications

.1

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY CONTACTS PROVIDE 'BIG

SAFETY FACTOR'
Fn

,

47'
WITHSTANDS

90 gst.

Y

-- A SHOCK -PROOF
RELAY...THAT'S

Really
SHOCK -PROOF!
if your problem

is one of finding a B2A relay on
which the contacts stay open or stay closed unfailingly under the most severe conditions of shock and
vibration, write for details on Struthers -Dunn Type
17AXX. Small in size, light in weight, it meets and
exceeds all specifications for such services.

Struthers -Dunn Nutcracker Type 61HXX100 answers the
need for suitable relays for extreme services particularly
where severe overloads may cause trouble on units on which
contacts have a less generous heavy-duty safety factor .Typical
applications include such services ás controlling aircraft landing lights, or controlling a number of solenoids simultaneously.

These relays are compact and sturdy, have double -break
contacts, and meet the latest 94-32185p specifications with
contact safety factor to spare. By a.simple system of removable
links, they may be converted to meet any one of the earlier
94-32185 or 94-32185A, B, or C specifications-or, they
can be supplied in their universal type which enables you to
make your own adaptation, quickly and easily for any of
these specifications.
STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., 1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

'
I

..
s
1

l

In

t

5,288.,RELAY 7YPE5
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES': ATLANTA . BALTIMORE

BOSTON . BUFFALO . CHICAGO . CINCINNATI .

CLEVELAND
'DENVER . DETROIT'. HARTFORD'. INDIANAPOLIS
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES . MINNEAPOLIS . MONTREAL
.
ST. LOUIS . SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE.. SYRACUSE . TORONTO
NEW YOR.K,. PITTSBURGH
. WASHINGTON
32
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made Only by Driver -Harris
Product of unceasing Driver -Harris research
Nichrome* is more than a combination of
metals. It is the result of 45 years of specialized
knowledge and exclusive D- H methods, formulas and quality controls in the production of
the world's foremost resistance alloy.
is a toast to longer life and
Nichrome*
improved performance in your post-war products, so specify it and other D -H resistance alloys
when buying resistors and heating elements.

Electrical resistance and heating elements
wound with Nichrome* live a longer life of
satisfactory service because of perfected heat

and corrosion resistance properties.

-

Nichrome* is the universally
accepted standard of quality in dependable resistance alloys, for this exclusive Driver -Harris
nickel -chromium product enjoys an enviable
record with leading manufacturers of electrical
equipment throughout the world.
Indeed

.

*Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

i

Driver -Ha rrls
COMPANY

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES:

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

1

Of PERFECT'
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TEMCO Model 350-BC
Radio Telephone Broad-

cast Trcnsmitter for
single frequency operation; power output 350
watts.

/
/

tiiilib

1111

TEMCO Model

-

150 -

MS ten frequency, 150

%
%

watt Marine Radio Telephone Transmitter. The
to
frequency range

-2

30 M C.

detail of croftsmanship-from the TEMCO Model 757-8E Cathode Ray Life Test
Unit, in upper background; enlarged to show the unusual excellence of inter -wiring.
A

t

story behind TEMCO'S dependable efficiency is d
in design, in quality
story of higher standards
of component parts and in painstaking workmanship.
From an engineering standpoint, transmitting
equipment built by TEMCO is as handsome "in back"
as in front. Behind each TEMCO control panel there is
always a job of assembly, wiring and layout of such
quality as to meet the most exacting inspection standgraphically revealing the plus in TEMCO perards
formance.
THE

.

.

-

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
.

TRANSMITTER

EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.

345 Hudson Street

New York 14, N.

Y.
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Strength
RigI1Meë

lOj Strength
Low power.

Factor.
Resistance
Nigh

THESE

Arc Resistance

important properties are only
21 -year success story of G-E

part of the
mycalex.

In addition, G-E mycalex is easily
subjected to all machining operationsdrilling, filing, sawing, grinding, polishing
and its stability permits closely

-

held tolerances.
t
I

It has high imperviousness to moistore, oils and gases, making it ideal
when these conditions are present.
It's unique

as a

ceramic product

.

.

because metal parts can be inserted and

securely anchored right in it during the
process of molding.

Bad'o, electronic and electrical engi'leers have found that G -E mycalex

.7 1

Ji

meets many of their specialized insulation needs. Let this outstanding allpurpose insulating material help you
solve your insulation problem's. And
help yourself to General Electric's un-

FREEG-E MYCALEX

BULLETIN
Section 3-D
ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT

equaled experience in the application of
this amazing material.
For a list of specialists in the fabrication of G-E mycalex-for a free sample

GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady. N. Y.

of this material and a copy of the data
bulletin, "G - E Compression -I\lolded
1\lycalex"- please fill out the coupon.

Please send me a free sample of O -E
mycalex and your descriptive bulletin
explaining the methods and tools to
use in machining G-E mycalex.
(If you wish a list of fabricators of
G -E mycalex, check here
.)
Name

... General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

Tune in General Electric's "The World Today" and hear the news from the men who
see it happen, every ereninp except Sunday at
6:45 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday evening
listen to the G -E -'All-Girl Orchestra" at 10
E.W.T. over NBC.

Oyer 21 Years of Mycalex Experience-Your Assurance of Qualify

ELECTRONICS-August 1944.
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Company
Address

L

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
177.111-05.9915

33,

liberal choice
of types to meet most electrical
and mechanical, equirements...
A

'

aof.,"

Along with pioneering the dry electrolytic capacitor for radio,
electronic and motor -starting functions, Aerovox has always main-

'

G

4i :6Q-oQ,
. tiQc,4a

hp

5
C Wv ''''''",.1

e"r

tained an outstanding choice of types.
The new Aerovox Capacitor Catalog now off the press lists 17
types of electrolytics-round-can, square -can, cardboard -case, tubulars, plug -ins; twist -prong base, etc. You will usually find a type
listed that precisely meets your capacitance, doltage, mounting,

\

terminal and container requirements. But if your requirements happen to be very unusual, this wide variety of designs enables Aerovox to work out a special type to meet those high -priority needs
quickly, satisfactorily, economically.

{

,I

Write for Literature ...
Write on your business stationery for latest catalog on
electrolytics. Submit that capacitance problem for our
engineering collaboration, specifications, quotations.

INDIVIDUALLY. TESTED
.,

AEROVOX. CORPORATION; NEW. BEDFORD, MASS:',

.Export:
34

'

13 .E. 40 ST.,` NEW.

YORK

16,.N.

Y.

Cable: 'ARLAB'

SALES OFFICES

In Canada: AEROVOX

IN

ALL PRINCIPAL. CITIES

-

CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.
August 1944
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The gadget above is a junction box for a' co -axial -gas filled transmission line. It is one of a series of coupling units, end seals and other fittings for high
frequency transmission-designed and built by Lapp.
To this type of construction, Lapp brings several
innovations and improvements. For example, such a,',
line from Lapp parts is genuinely leak -proof. Every
gasket is under spring loading, so there's no leakage
created by vibration or thermal change.
Whether or not you're interested in gas -filled
transmission lines, you ought to know about Lapp.
Here is an organization of engineers and manufacturers with broad basic knowledge of ceramics and
their application. With experience in hundreds upon
hundreds of special-purpose electronic parts, we
have been able countless times to improve performance, or reduce costs, or cut production time through

"

ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION

the application of our specialized skills to design and
manufacture of, parts involving porcelain or steatite
and associated metal parts.
For quick and efficient assistance on a war production subcontract-or for the competitive advantage
Lapp -designed and Lapp -built parts will give to you
in the postwar battle-an inquiry to Lapp now may
pay you dividends. Lapp InsulatorCo., Inc.; LeRoy, N. Y.

f

77

MAVY

u
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D elco Radio Products Mean Uniform Quality
Delco Radio products-wherever in
For two reasons

tories

use-are of uniformly fine quality.

... First, capable engineering

... Second, advanced techniques in

by Delco Radio's labora-

mass production. It is through

this combination of engineering vision and manufacturing precision

that Delco Radio meets the demands of war, the needs of peace.

Put Your Dollars In Action
.BUY MORE WAR BONDS

I
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A standard type to meet the
widest range of requirements
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portable, rugged instrument; the laboratory technician
requiring an instrument covering an exceptionally wide
range of frequencies; the instructor demonstrating intricate wave forms to large student bodies-for each of these
widely varying applications, and all those between, there
is a DuMont cathode-ray oscillograph and. cathode-ray
tube, as well as accessories, best suited to the precise
operating conditions.
Furthermore, as new requirements arise in this rapidly developing technique there become available still.
more up-to-the-minute DuMont types to fill the bill.
The DuMont Cathode -Ray Manual already lists an outstanding selection of oscillographs, tubes, accessories.
New bulletins are constantly being issued on new items,
refinements, applications. And for -scoops" on the very
latest cathode-ray developments, just follow these
monthly DuMont advertisements.

+
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The maintenance man in need of a low-cost, simple,

Write on business stationery
for literature ...
O ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES. INC.

I

o
ALLEN

I

lr
1,1!

B.

LECTRONICS

//11i/Í/YT/!I%/ v

DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY

-

J 7Z-4'

GOiL

CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK

-10
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Photo Courtesy Pan American Airways
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Model 600-D

COMMUNICATION
MICROPHONE
(REPLACING MODEL 600-C)
:./K

«FOR

MOBILE RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND SOUND EOUIPMENT

Resistant to' high humidity, wide temperature ranges, mechanical shock and

111

vibration
111

Frequency curve scientifically designed for highest articulation through interference and background noise
The new Electro -Voice

4111

Model 600-D is available in high or low impedance output

Lightweight, can be held for long periods without fatigue
Shock -proof, high impact molded phenolic case
Press -to -talk switch (switch -lock

optional) for relay operation, with choice of

switching circuits
growing list of Electro -Voice developments, we now
odd the Model 600-D which may be adapted to a number
,f essential civilian applications. Built to rigid wartime specifications, it reflects the painstaking care of the Electra -Voice
design laboratory. Electro -Voice Microphones serve you better
for longer periods of time.

If your present limited quantity

To the

...

'

needs can be filled by
any of our Standard Model Microphones, with or without minor modifications, please contact your nearest
radio parts distributor.

.... _SAVE

PAPER PACKS A WAR PUNCH

.

.

.

EVERY SCRAP

.1239.:SOUTH`BEND:AJENUE. SOUTH' BEND,
Éxpórf'_D:i:vi'siori:%13 East'40th Stréet,+. Ne;w,Yofc fb.N. Ys.
`.11; S: A. Cáb'les: ARLÁfe

.ELÉCTRO=VOICE MANUFACTURING.
CO.,,,INC:
.
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The pair of HK -1054 Gommatrons shown fn

the master oscillator of

a

Mann -Russell RF

generator at upper right, provide

a

-maxi-

'-3

mum of 13,300 BTUs per hour at 20 to 30

meters for dielectric heating applicatioris:

.

-

0,000

BTU PER HOUR

s

r

¡ROM A PAIR OF HK -1054 TU,B,ES
1tdio-frequency generators, such as the Mann -Russell unit
Ictured here, require tubes capable of producing consider ale power at high -frequencies, plus remarkable stamina
%ten faced with overloading and abuse. Gammatron tubes
designed to meet such "cast iron" requirements.
For example, the enclosed plate in Gammatrons results
high efficiency at high -frequencies. It traps electrons which
?i>uld otherwise escape, and at the same time eliminates electn bombardment, thus raising voltage limitations.
To designers of high -frequency heating equipment Heintz
ltd Kaufman, Ltd. offers a type of tube that has the electrical
lamina, the efficiency and long life which are so important
ii the economical operation of h -f generators.

IIEINTZ
SAN

AND

KAUFMAN

FRANCISCO.. CALI

FO RN

IA,

.£

r"

.-

:ty

LTD.
U.

S.

A.
MANN -RUSSELL

GENERATOR. High -frequency generators, such
unit above, provide a new, cleaner, faster and
entirely different Method of heating, drying, setting, baking, preheating, sterilizing, and dehydrating non -conducting materials.
R -F

as the Mann -Russell

UY

ANOTHER WAR BOND THIS MONTH

.1ECTRONICS

-
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How RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
Assure Dependable Operation of
Precision 'Equipment
CONSTANT AC OUTPUT VOLTAGE
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers control fluctuating input voltages and hold constant
%%.
output voltage to
WIDE AC INPUT VOLTAGE LIMITS
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers will stabilize
input voltages varying from 95 t9-130-volts.

QUICK RESPONSE
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers stabilize the
varying input voltage within 2 cycles. Variations cannot be observed on an ordinary
volt meter.
ENTIRELY AUTOMATIC
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers are entirely

automatic in operation. They require no
adjustments or maintenance.

NO MOVING PARTS
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers have no moving parts
Nothing to wear out, thus

...

'assuring long life.
STABILIZER
O

!.
.

.t

¡WIZ¡WIZ¡WIZº
IQIT

já O
tu

Ea% aiti

ENDBELL MODEL

SEND FOR THIS NEW BULLETIN

.. .

It contains a complete description of how
the stabilizer operates, its advantages, perfcrmance curves, dimensions and other pertinent
facts. Simply request Bulletin DL 48-537 and
your copy will be promptly mailed.

,óNov,tu.és
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1
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emrik!u
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PRO TE ÇTION

N
M,4MthIC

RJiÍT BREAKERS
High speed trip on short circuit means quick and positive protection for
costly equipment, while delayed trip on harmless overloads means no
unnecessary interruption in the current supply.
c

The overload trip unit is ELECTRO -MAGNETIC, which is inherently

accurate and dependable. Fractional ratings which match the characteristics of almost any circuit may be had between 10 milliamperes and 50
amperes, and with any one of three different inverse time delays.
When time delay is not desired, breaker with instantaneous trip only
is available.

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Subsidiary of Heinemann Electric Co., Est. 1888
97 PLUM STREET
TRENTON, N. J.

IRE

toLlYl

The Signal Corps is

getting it

through mile by tortuous mile

COMMUNICATIONS
...

in spite of cold, heat,
Must get through
humidity, dryness, or the enemy. Communications is one of the deciding factors in quickly
getting the most men and equipment where
they can accomplish the greatest good.

RADIO

... TELEPHONE ..

TELEGRAPH

All have a vital role in the giant web of communications which
is the unseen hand guiding the destiny of our fighting men in
every sphere of action. All of this communications equipment
depends on ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIALS for
its successful operation.
1

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND

is making thousands
of insulating parts for Military Communications Equipment.
Parts fabricated from C -D insulating materials engineered to
remain stable from 70°F. below zero to 160°F. above zero.

e

C-D insulating parts being made for \K'ar Equipment from C-D products
CELORON.
DILECTENE
VULCOID ... DIAMOND FIBRE .. MICABOND
Complete technical data is available in bulletin GF. Write for it today on your business letterhead.

A few

of the many

DILECTO

CR -44

..

.

...

.

...

DISTRICT OFFICES: New York - Cleveland - Chicago - Spartanburg, S. C.
West Coast Rep., Marwood, Ltd., San Francisco - Sales Offices in principal cities

IJíthwnd. 'FIBRECOMPANYY
Established 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911-NEWARK .16

DELAWARE
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li-point accuracy plus battle stamina with CALLITE TUBE COMPONENTS
;tifire concussions and tempera ID extremes make ruggedness
y,:ntial to the Raytheon Type
let u.h.f. tube. But ruggedness
lice won't do the job.
ctally important are
roscopic accuracy and
1

t

formity. Proof that

Tungsten Wire has
hse requirements is
ht the Raytheon Manuaturing Company re it: on Callite for comic ents in this pentode.
I( our
advanced engiiering methods and pre:t.on mass production
ro

ECTRONICS
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are entrusted many of the war jobs
today requiring the utmost accuracy in tremendous volume. For
dependable metallurgical components, investigate our specialized abilities. Callite

Tungsten Corporation,
544 Thirty-ninth St.,
Union City, New Jersey.
Branch. Offices : Chicago,
Cleveland.

R/X FOR R' -DAY (Reconversion)
Will metallurgical components be
important in your post-war product? By consulting us now you

-

may save design changes and
delays later. Our engineers will
work with you in advance of
R-day
to help you to be ready.

-

.-°" (5).,.
1V M6 SPIN

e tube components
r

HARD GLASS LEADS, TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM WIRE, ROD
AND SHEET, FORMED PARTS, AND OTHER COMPONENTS FOR
ELECTRONIC TUBES AND INCANDESCENT LAMPS
41
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If lt's.Hard To Get At
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.

s
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THE SCREW THAT'S

THE TIGHTEST -SETTING
SMALL SCREW ON THE MARKET
f

...

..

greater holding
the reasons
are
convenient disassembly
power
why Bristo Multiple -Spline Socket Set Screws are being
used in tremendous quantities now that it is so important
to specify the best. To accommodate greatly enlarged
demand, manufacturing facilities have again been inand further expansion is
this time by 25%
creased
being planned.
EASIER,

...

FASTER ASSEMBLIES

.

...

-

-

When the fastening point ís awkwardly located
or where'
or so small that it's hard to get at
plan on using
vibration will be encountered
Bristo Screws.
The unique multiple spline design ¿ears the
for convenience in handling
screw to the key
and to utilize greater wrenching force with,
out damage. ,The Bristo screw can be turned fat
beyond the point where an ordinary screw woull
burst or at least round out. Sizes as small as No
Ye
4 wire can be set to withstand real vibration.
kc
if adjustments need to be made, a flick of the
will loosen the screw.
Specified by leading aircraft and communic"
tions equipment manufacturers; ideal for del
trical appliances, cameras, motor assemblies
instruments, etc. See other applications listed i

WHY

...

-

...

THOMAS' REGISTER.

"BRISTO"
MEANS

Bristo: No

"TIGHTER"

u
GEARED TO THE

expand-

ing pressure; the
key pulls the screw

1:6

around.
SPLINE
SOCKET SET

u
KEY-FOR

BRISTOL

ti

Y

I

S S

S

U

P

V

lY

DIVISIO

FASTER, EASIER, TIGHTER SETTING
August 1944-ELECTRONIC

rake the

ou to Rubber Mounts

(Where X is the UNKNOWN Rate of Deflection)

e

Silentbloc shear -type
mounts and bearings
are simple to incorporate in designs.

el

Design with Engineered

These parts of a Silentbloc, before assembly, show
why it is different from all other rubber mountings. Rubber ring is inserted under high pressure
into outer tube. Inner sleeve (or solid shaft) is

"shot" with extreme force through inner diameter of rubber. All parts can be varied to achieve
exact performance needed.

f._

Comparison of this completed Silentbloc with
unassembled parts shows how rubber is elongated
and compressed. Any kind of rubber, synthetic,
natural or reclaimed, and any kind of metal
can be used. Inner metal member can be sleeve
or bearing type, or solid shaft threaded or
grooved. Natural pull of live rubber makes adhesion of rubber-to -metal virtually indestructible.

ciat,

GENERAL

SILENTBLOC
MOUNTINGS ...BEARINGS
COUPLINGS

9
iii_ECTRONICS

-

GENERAL SILENTBLOC
Of course rubber is resilient. But how resilient-what's the rate
and direction of deflection?
You can remove that X with General Silentbloc. These shear -type
rubber mountings, bearings and couplings can be engineered
by our skilled staff to give the exact performance your job
requires. If you know the rate of deflection needed, we can
design a Silentbloc to match that curve.
Such precise control is made .possible by the patented Silentbloc
principle of elongation and confinement of rubber. By variation
of size and design of the fitting, kind of rubber, the degree of
elongation of the rubber and distortion of its outer and inner
diameters,Silentbloc mountings and bearings can be engineered to :
-Provide soft cushioning for axial load but maintain
rigidity to radial or conical loads, or vice versa
-Snub at either or both ends for shock loads
-Allow a wide controlled amplitude of torque action
-Exert greater pressure on the outer or inner diameter
-Control deflection under increasing load.
These are a few examples-the variations of
Silentbloc are
almost unlimited. They are used today in many fields-automotive, aviation, industrial and domestic machinery,
electrical

and electronic equipment, marine equipment and others.
You can improve your products with Silentbloc to control
vibration, isolate parts, insulate against foreign vibration, give
torque
action, correct against bearing or mounting misalignment.
For
factual literature, write The General Tire & Rubber
Company,
Dept.
91, Wabash, Indiana.

THE GENERAL TIRE

&

RUBBER CO.

Mechanical Products Division, Wabash, Indiana

August 1944
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to Connect With

A Good Firm

For Your Postwar Needs in:
ON N ECTO R S-such

as coaxial cable connectors, multiple

contad connectors, cable plugs

AND RELATED UNITS

and such other small components to which our experience, manufacturing

facilities and volume production in this field can be applied.

`

C0
RESISIANCE

o11NIERNA119NL

.Illustrated arid; 'describéd iñ this catalog are the types of
connectors. we :.are now producing.... A member of our
'Engineeriñg Staff is available for .consultation on other
:types _of ,connectors for industrial use.

*CONNECTOR .DIVISION OF

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
401 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA B, PA.

' FORMERLY

44

CONNICTOR CORPORATION
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STEATITE BUSHINGS
c

-'

-;-

G

F

ID

C-

1

L

LEAD-INS

For TRANSFORMERS

>

tliiLf
"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

STUPAKOFF
:i

ANTENNAS

BUSHINGS are but one of thousands of items which we produce for
the electronic industry. Attention to every design detail, plus the
Stupakoff precision method of manufacture, produces bushings of
maximum mechanical strength and minimum electrical losses.
'Stupakoff bushings are stocked in many sizes and styles-singly
-in pairs, consisting of male and female-assembled with hardware;
also bushings with metal bands for solder sealing. Special styles will
be made promptly to your design.

Knowledge gained through years of experience, engineering
ability and modern manufacturing facilities enable Stupakoff to produce millions of ceramic insulators daily. Your inquiries will receive
prompt attention.

Sf n 75.7s.

Do More Than

Before-Buy

EXTRA

War Bonds

INSULATORS
pnoductd fon

t

o

wined of

Eeect'io#sied

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
-

ECTRONICS

-

August 1944
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TOMO1t!tt

HERMETICALLY SEALED
TRANSFORMERS

_r-t,,1

Two years ago, when production of civilian radio was put aside
for the duration, we stopped our Mica Trimmer. Condenser assem-

bly lines.
Today our efforts are devoted entirely to production of R. F.
and I. F. coils, hermetically sealed. transformers, assemblies and
equipment for our armed services. But we haven't lost our "know
in fact, the pressure of allhow" on products for peacetime use
out war work has added much to our store of knowledge.
Tomorrow, when the war is won, we will again be at your
service with all our former products.. We are planning for tomorrow
NOW, and anything you can tell us NOW about yolir plans will
help us prepare to serve you better when tomorrow comes.
Right now we have open facilities for war work!

R. F.

COILS

-

-

KEEP
THE

BACKING
ATTACKI

BUY

WAR

IITOMA

MORE

BO.NDS

iiii)

I:

E.

tolls

CHOKE

COILS

`FINDING CO., INC.
ELECTRONIC
PASSAJC A V E.

COMPLETE
9 0 0

L
46
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ASSEMBLIES

&

COMPONENT .PARTS
EAST N E W A R K, N: J.

:__...
August 1944
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The 6AL5 fills the need for a high perveance twin diode with the
low voltage drop required for many special r.f. circuit applications.
WPB and the Services consider diode connection of the 6J6 twin
triode (and other triodes) to be a wasteful misuse. With minor
changes óf socket wiring, the. 6AL5 easily replaces the diode connected 6J6.
Specifically manufactured and rated as a diode, the 6AL5 is
tested as a diode. Close production control keeps within a narrow
range the cutoff characteristic in the contact potential region. Designed throughout for efficiency on high and very -high radio
frequencies, the 6AL5 has a separately connected shield which
may be grounded to isolate the two diodes and their associated
circuits. A midget miniature bulb permits extra space savings.
Possible uses include: Detector and AVC, clipper, limiter,
FM frequency discriminator, special high -frequency diode,
power rectifier.

TYPE. 6AL5
(Develópmental
tlytron 027),

l'4 l
BASING

Colhodé
;Plate 2
Asoter

1

Fün

°Pin 2
3

.
1

_

Pin
Pin 4'_- Neater
2
Cathode
Pin 5
Pin 6-Shield
1
Plate
Pin

7

,HYTRON TYPE 6AL5
.
Diode.
Very Migh-Frí4uency
t

i
1otentialt
ELF,CTRICAL

-

CONSTRUCTIONAL
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FEATURES

i

mount is
short,
Í'supportéd'by
leads
stem
heavy
s .;
well as by top
cathode -to Close
Z, plate'spacing giyes
high perveance.fins.)
o

Réd

Heater curroe
pea rover

::

;

:

Peak inverse

t

,

.....350 max volts
60.max- ma

'

'

'
.

plat t'.

' '

.. ..

.

max. DC má'
:

{; ..
trimf:
.2.8 rimf.3:8 mmf.
'
..
-fitting 3: ) d
.

.....

til:

PHYSICAL

k

Bulb

,fir
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.

,

Base

I'

I

'
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MANUFACTURER

,

'

:

T -5y2 Widget..

:.Miniature

.

,.

button. !Wait.

1.82 utt0fl r
...... :...........1.82-inches
..0.75 inch

ax.iall

a

1

'

.,

-

_

alto for
10% Lowe r to
diode
twotww
the
one. of
Value is for

in
ratings

Maximum
Mai
approximately

is

a

1

.

iis-ham.::e;YF

.

..... rna><imuTn should be
overall
Height......
dester+
D{arriettr ..... ......
variations.
absolute;
abso
Liao voltage V en
s shown are
w
T

v

EXCLUSIVE

HARACTERIST
CHARACTERISTICS

.

W.i

OLbEST

max. volts

460.

.

fr
, .......'......:..
Plate 1 to plate
-plate to cathode
.
.
'
es with close
Cathode to allycos are .averages
Capacitan
ICS

y

rode

-

'

0.3' amperes

,

(NTEREL'ECTRODE
xú.

'

capacitances.

`

i

ST1C5

Pealekpae
entperpae
.current
Ave rage plate
CAPACITANCES

shield
Electrostatic
3 connects to pin 6.
mica shields
A
from
:} Baffle
the elements
getter spray'
stem perMiniature
lead
negligible
5 mits
4tnum

'

lalf

PHeater-cathode
current per
curr

cooling
Mote plots

Imamiinterelec

CHARACTERI

AC..or DC)
.

Twin
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- TUBES
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o
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NEWgURYPORT, MASS
BUY ANOTHER WAR BOND
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NAME AND
INSTRUCTION PLATES)
Amen

TRANSMISSION SHIFT PATTERN
FRONT

ENGRAVED
MANUFACTURERS
RECOM MENDATIONS
MIN.

yar-.:,

10
7 QTS.

TRANSMISSION, TRANSFER CASE.
FRONT AXLE DECLUTCH 6 P.LLOWALOCK
80
OIL, WINTER, S. A. E.
90
SUMMER, S. A. E.
4.5
QTS
TRANSMISSION CAPACITY

'

'

8-628 0

.I

le: R-528
C-881

I

TRANSFER CASE
FRONT AXLE DECLUTCH
PILLOWBLOCK CAPACITY

EMBOSSED

R.630
C-663 o

30

SUMMER. S.A.E.
CRANK CASE CAPACITY

a

I

68

OCTANE RATING OF GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL. WINTER, SA E.

..

o C-678

4 PTS.
.5 PT.

"

LEVER DOWN
FOR HIGH RATIO.
UP FOR LOW

o C-565
R-5.38

R-560

USE LOW TRANSFER

R-603

SO. REAR
12 -VOLTS

BATTERY

o C-680
8-638
o R-547

g

°R-628

R-849 IT

R-687

R-827

I

.

LITHOGRAPHED
PRINTED

HOT PRESSED

RATIO. ONLY AFTER
COMPLETELY ENGAG
ING FRONT AXLE

.5 PT.

60/FRONT

TIRE INFLATION

FRONT AXLE
DECLUTCH
LEVER DOWN TO
DISENGAGE AXLE.
UP TO ENGAGE

TRANSFER CASE

0-584

Y

LAMINATED PHENOLIC

2-13

R-613

'CHAIN LOCKER

R-368

'..A -302E

R-666

0-568

0

R-535

o

R-563

8-684

WHITE CORE-BLACK
SURFACE

COLORED SURFACES

MELAMINE

CARRIER RING`.
SUPPLY..

LUCITE

LANDING'
FLAPS

2..-47_

1

I

CREWS MESSING &, BERTHING,.
A --.205L`

a
War is

a

tISC

PLEXIGLASS

and other Plastic
materials
as specified

proving ground for many

things. Take Plastic Name and Instruction Plates for instance. Because

Oi=58

of their clean-cut legibility and dura-

RADIO ROOM

bility under severe usage, these plates

A-ÍOIACEL

are proving their worth in scores of

applications Including many types of
combat equipment.
As

specialists

In

specification

fabrication, we have acquired the
knack of producing these plates in

quantity

...

faster

...

producing them better

... and more

18T0 2.3'IN CL.
nlll,
Illlr.

III.

economically!

Let us prove this to you. Send us

the

specifications

for

your

next

:IIts

requirements.

1

Specilticalaut qalvtical444 at
GLASS BONDED MICA, PHENOL FIBRE,

ji

.

i'recisíon

FABRICATORS, INC.
112

N. FITZHUGH ST., ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

VULCANIZED FIBRE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS,
CORK, CORPRENE AND OTHER MATERIALS

branch Offices: NEW -YORK: 420 LEXINGTON AVE., DETROIT: 14319 STRATHMOOR AV
PHILADELPHIA: 6710 HOLLIS ST., CHICAGO: 4317 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
4e
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GOOD'

ELECTRIC DRILL
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.
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Nationally advertised identifying mark
a corditis.free electrica tool or ap

'of

1

t
5

1

,

p'us

--1

:.

A GOOD CORD

,.

... that's

why it's running today

pliance-the Belden unbreakable plug.

Most Belden -,equipped electrical machines are still running today, when failure can mean loss of service for the duration.

For years the identifying mark of a 'good appliance, Belden
electrical cords and plugs are an indication to the purchaser that
the manufacturer was careful in the selection of the parts for his
One of the many Belden Strain Reliefs
may simplify assembly problems-lower
product. The buyer has confidence that Belden cords assure freeproduction costs-and add longer serv- r
ice life to the product.
dom from Corditis, irritating disease that ruins cords and plugs.

When designing your post-war products take advantage of the
plus values of Belden electrical cords, perfected through years of
experimenting, testing, controlled production, and cooperation
with industry. Specify Belden.

e yen

Belden Plugs, Cords, Strain Reliefin a wide range of combinations-make
up complete corditisfree cords for every electrical requirement.

Belden Manufacturing Company
4625 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 44, Illinois

°°°°-CORDS

l

iLECTRONICS
!t

1

-
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Don't Handicap Important Designs.
for Lack of

a SMALL

Electric Switch
ti

THE:;G-E SWITCHETTE
IS ONLY THIS BIG

3 basic contact' arrangements

single -circuit, normally open

-

s°r

single -circuit, normally closed

l

-

----.7

y

a t,,,,_,

r

L

1

double-círcuit1 one nórma ly *open
ar.d one normally closed

11

1

r._t-

3`

(This one is
ACTUAL _SIZE)

And: many special

forms. For example:

three-point structure

WHEREVER you need a tiny contact mechanism in ratings up
to 10 amperes at 24 volts d-c-an enclosed, self-contained
unit that's light and compact, yet can withstand thousands of
operations-there's a G -E Switchette to do the job.
This tiny switch weighs only 9 grams, and is suitable for use at
altitudes up to 50,000 feet and in ambient temperatures from 200 F
to 70 F. It's corrosion-proof-meets 50 -hour salt -spray tests. It's
vibration -resistant. The contacts will not chatter when subjected to
mechanical frequencies of 5 to 55 cycles per second at 1 /32 -inch
maximum amplitude (1/16 -inch total travel), or to a linear acceleration of 25 g in any direction.
Two terminal arrangements are available-out the ends of the
case as shown above, or out the top through the cover. This makes
for easy mounting in any position.
More than 200 design modifications of the G -E Switchette are
available to provide for a wide variety of electrical and mechanical
arrangements.

-

single -break; normally open

sing ¿break, double -throw

SHIPMENT FROM STOCK

Some forms are now available from warehouse stocks in sub-

stantial quantities, to give you quick delivery for your important

war jobs.

SWITCH E T T E. S
BUY WAR BONDS
50

For your copy of our new catalog (GEA-3818B) which gives
dimensions, ratings, and ordering directions for both standard and
modified Switchettes, call our local office. General Electric Co.,
Schenectady 5, New York.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
076740-8940

August 1944
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What is your sheet metal fabrication problem?

a

.

.

-

.

.:.Y

04

yÁ

^9

1

IS IT DELIVERY?

IS IT QUALITY?
IS IT PRICE.?
The arithmetic is simple:

KARP'S production and engineering techniques plus tools, equipment,

personnel and hundreds of stock dies ADD UP TO

..

.

KARP'S savings for you in time, labor and expense and

KARP'S universally praised

ARTI SANS
SHEET METAL

IN\

AID

124 30th

5

ELECTRONICS-August

1944

quality and delivery at competitive prices.

lehi MIMI
BONDS

.

.

.

CABINETS CHASSIS

5 role
Y

RACKS

11,Y

BROOKLYN 31, N.

STREET

IT'S IMPORTANT TO BUY WAR

...

PANELS

Y.

MORE IMPORTANT TO HOLD

ON TO THEM
51

E:.

ACA

Prevent Disastrous Slips
...

... in setting

in assembling planes

fractured bones

7.
4

,.T
E1.iF

...°

.

Just as American Phillips Screws protect against slashes on an airplane's
skin, so they protect fracture-patients
against wounds caused by the driver
slipping out of slotted -head screws.
A western surgeon writes: "We have
hadaVitallium metal driverandscrews
cast on this (Phillips) principle, and
have been highlygratified by their use.
Time of driving is much less. Driver
never slips and jabs the patient. Actual
asepsis (freedom from germs) is better
because the surgeon is not tempted to
use his free hand to steady the driver".

Firm, 4 -point engagement of the
American Phillips Driver with the
recessed American Phillips Screw
is positive prevention of the driver slipping out, and ripping up the plane's
"skin" .... on which not a scratch
is permissible.

American Phillips Screw and Driver
align themselves automatically into
way
a single unit that can't drive any
but straight. That's why American
Phillips Screws are so easy to handle,
to
so quick to drive, só untiring even
women workers.
from
And that's why, in all applications

No matter what your fastening prob.
lem, you will profit equally by using
American Phillips Screws.

airplane manufacturing to bone surgery,
up to fo%.
the total time they save often adds

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY
DETROIT

RHODE ISLAND

Pú't -the s.crews on :the

589 E. Illinois Street
502 Stephenson Building

CHICAGO 11

PROVIDENCE 1,

eiemy

. .

-..

2:

s

BUY .WAR BONDS!
August 1944
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From the engineer's blueprint to the finished product, Cornell-Dubilier
Capacitors are planned to give maximum operating efficiency and tróuble-free
long life. Electronic engineers rely on the quality and stamina of C-D
Capacitors with the confidence of long association. They know that CD has
developed and built good capacitors'for 34 years. For information about them,
write to the world's largest, manufacturer of capacitors. CornellDubilier
Electric Corporation, South _Plainfield, New Jersey.

---01~1/tet /anal

.!

r1Í

develoftme

TYPE' 6K Ideal for high stability tuned
circuits where constant capacity is required.

A compensated

unit which .coin be made having any
temperature coefflcient between the limits of + .003%
to
.005% per degree C..(tólerance ± .001% per
degree C.) over o 'temperature ronge of from -40°C.
to+70°C., mode in a wide -variety Of capacity and
voltage ratings.

-

-

MICA

DYKANOL

P.APE,A

W.ET.AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS

Six modern Cornell-Dubilier plants have every facility for mass production. Huge batteries
of 'automatic machines, moulding presses; and the largest radio capacitor impregnating
system in the world, are ready to serve your requirements. Up-to-the-minute precision
testing devices, including high power oscillators for overload tests -at any frequency, hold
production to exacting laboratory standards.

Cornell=Dubilie - Capacitors
-

August. 1944
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TRANSMITTING

4 STANDARD, TYPE

"4 TUBES

RECEIVING TUBES

MINIATURE RADIO

SYLVANIA "LOCK -IN'''

4 RECEIVING

RECEIVING TUBES

TUBES'

MIÑIATURE SIZE
GAS VOLTAGE

STANDARD' SIZE

REGULATOR TUBES

GAS VOLTAGE
.

1

,µ

CATHODE RAY TUBES

-.1,

REGULATOR TUBES

n1i,l,1

STROBOTRONS
FACSIMILE
PIRANI, TUBES

RECORDING TUBES

ELECTRON TUBES
in Search of an Inventor
,

Whether the inventor is an individual or the research laboratory
of a great corporation, Sylvania offers a wide variety of
electron tubes. A few of them are shown here, together with
components-as a sample of our manufacture to one standard
-the highest anywhere known. There are many more, some
of which are on the restricted list. For information about
Sylvania electron and radio tubes, write Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.W.

FI

.One Standard

-

The Highest Anywhere Known

Ar SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

THERMOCOUPLE
TUBES

'

54

4 RADIO TUBE,

PARTS

4 POWER
MEASUREMENT TUBES

WELDS AND LEADS

August
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WE CAN'T BUY 'EM

- SO

-

BUILD 'EM

WE
I

lttd/G e7a.a.d.9

requires tools and dies
of exceptionally closes tolerances. So to meet our standards
we make our own.
That's doing it the hard way but it's worth it. For now

fi

))
'

t.

.

II.'

,i,'

we have a tool and die manufacturing plant second to none
in precision, accuracy and general excellence

of product.

It's an organization of skilled tool makers, none with less than seven
years experience. These expert craftsmen work with the best equipment and
the finest materials. It is a big plant with a capacity many times our ordinary
needs. But this production margin means better tools, more efficient machines, replacements long before exhaustion and thus, of course, connectors
we're proud to identify with the Cannon trade mark.
_

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.
Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Co.,

-

Representatives in principal cities

;q

_

f4'fJ.

ltd., Toronto

Consult your local telephone book
-

.a

.-

F,b

.

CANNON

.

:

I
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Cannon AN Bulletin free on
request. Address Dept. A-120

Cannon Electric Development Co., 3209 Humboldt
Street, Los Angeles 31, Calif.
55

I
AND NOTHING ELSE!
of
Making wire-that's the full time, all time job
Roebling wire specialists. Wire Specializationthat's the secret of Roebling quality.
When you see thename Roebling on a reel or coil
-you know it has real significance. It stands for
integrity in electrical wires and cables-integrity
that has been the watchword of generations of
wire specialists.
Give your pLoduct the plus in safety and dependability which Roebling electrical wires and cables
assure. Available in types for all purposes-from
portable cords and magnet wire to heavy power

.
.

t,-,7-,
mi
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A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY
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/::.:1-...
,LI

.
I
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f
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Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities

e

CD

Magnet Wire ... syn;
thetic resin coated
pocks more copper ín

'spacé-retains

'':

.

TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY

less

h

II]-

cables.

JOHN

II:

'

'

flexibility and dielectric strength under
adverse conditions.

.

l
o

ROEBLING

'PACEMAKER IN
WIRE PRODUCTS

FITTINGS
AERIAL WIRE ROPE SYSTEMS
ROUND AND SHAPED WIRE
COLD ROLLED STRIP
WIRE ROPE AND STRAND
ELECTRICAL WIRES AND CABLES
SUSPENSION BRIDGES AND CABLES
AIRCORD, SWAGED TERMINALS AND ASSEMBLIES
WIRE CLOTH AND NETTING
NIGH AND LOW CARBON ACID AND BASIC OPEN HEARTH STEER;
t
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Clean cut mechanical nicety literally radiates
from these UNITED mercury rectifiers. It is only
natural that their eye appeal impresses the exacting minds of so many government and commercial,
engineers.

..º
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,,7111,-1,

TEST
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ELECT RONMet

The physical ruggedness and sterling workmanship in these tubes reveal the kind of care and
.precision that has entered into the electrical phases
of their design. They ore criterions, rather than
ordinary conformers to the constantly stiffening
Army and Navy test specifications-both mechan- I
t'
ical and electrical.

f¡
UX-973

SERVICE RECORDS
Representative service records, maintained over
of 10 years by large users prove an average of many thousands of hours satisfactory operating life.
a period

ps1"
'9.-,-,

'i
THERE IS NO SPECULATION IN

<,:

..;a.,_..F`-.
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CHOOSING UNITED

MERCURY RECTIFIERS
CI

972rA

171

MERCURY

RECTIFIERS
The UNITED types illustrated will interchange
with and replace other type tubes
fvlIowss

is

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

NEWARK 2, N. J.

Transmitting tubes exclusively since 1934

USE UNITED"TYPE
":

"
"

967
to replocé FC.17
" 872-A
972-A
UX-973

"

973(Not illustrated).873
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Ferris Instruments, world famous signal generators, set

4G-At. 6ENE4-ANro
...,;.ü.-t:w..,.

../

rW.n

.°,r.

the standard for the entire electronic industry by maintaining accuracy to within 0.01 percent. Insulation specifications for an instrument of Ferris' perfection are consequently
of the highest order.

.

-

(0

2.°.

fr

4 REASONS WHY FERRIS ENGINEERS SELECTED MYKROY

(1) Despite wide temperature swing, the insulation must
unfailingly maintain low loss factor.
(2) No change in dielectric constant can be tolerated.

(3) Physical stability must be assured to prevent changes
in inductances and capacitances.

(4) The ceramic must have great mechanical stability
to carry safely the load of rugged Ferris construction.
q
.

i

For these most exacting insulation specifications MYKROY

"fills the bill" dependably.
Ferris engineers are particularly satisfied with MYKROY
because it can be machined to closest tolerances permitting

MYKROY ENGINEERS MANUAL contain-

them to make spot changes in structural design rapidly and
easily in their own shop. Though your own H -F designs may
not embrace such critical standards, it is wise to use
MYKROY for dependably high results.

ing the newest facts about the improved
insulation. A request on your letterhead

(Illustrated/ 20-250 Megacycle Ferris Standard Signal Generator

SEND FOR

YOUR FREE COPY

OF THE

will bring your copy by return mail.

MYKROY 'IS SUPPLIED IN SHEETS, AND RODS
jyIAD.E'E.XCIUSIVEIY BY

.

MACHINED 'OR MOLDED

/CS '70
1 'c..

CLI.FT.ON BOIU4.EVA'RD

TO--

SPECIFICATIONS

CLIFTON: NÉW JERSEY

Chicago 47:,1917 NO. SPRINGFIELD AVENUE 2: TEL.- Albany 4310
Export Office: 89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
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This
is

how
an electron
behaves
CP

\\
designing a new electronic tube,
ithematical calculations are invalu;le, but as every designer knows, they
(e but preliminaries. After them, there

wally come many tests of various
i:perimental tubes. Machlett thought
'e cut -and -try method not only waste:
1, but not productive of the best
'suits. So we shortened and simplified

procedure by what our laboratory
lople call the "rubber model."

.e

Here is a stretched rubber sheet. At
le high end is a model of the cathode
iillectron emitter) of a proposed tube,
¡Ind at the other end the anode, or

.;irget of an X-ray tube, plate of an
scillator or rectifier. The slope between
°

ELECTRONICS- August 1944

proportional to the desired
potential difference. By means of an
electro -magnet, a steel ball can be
held in any position along the cathode,
then released to roll under gravity to
the anode, where the point it strikes
can be observed and measured. This
the two

is

is an electro -mechanical analogy.
By means of this rubber model technique, months have been shortened
into days, weeks into hours. More than
that, new and higher performance has
been achieved in the final product, so

that when you buy a Machlett tube, you
are assured of precise results, longer
life, greater economy ...Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Connecticut.

The Machlett 880 'is o rodio oscillator tube for
use in transmitters, and has o maximum output

of 60 KW.

tzi

CHLEIt
RAY TUBES SINCE 1898

TODAY THEIR LARGEST MAKER
57
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OF TU

TYPE NEED?

we
of tubes you
variety
... what will
in the great
you need engineers tube
answer
tube
Our if such a
find thewhat sort of
on
be used.
you
to
us
is
tell
probably
it
write
informationand
how obligation,
not,
You can
if
...
But
complete facilitiesWrite
make.it to accomplishand, without
receive laboratory
will
problem.
you
wish your problem
Further, their exceptional
solve your
study
you
with to help
is practicable.
do
Continental,
can
what experience, there is no obligation!
long remember,
today:

WHAT
DO YOU

Phototubes
CUIR!Ñ41
Rectifiers

Staweands.
Tubes
24a1a9
Electronic
71~
Set

0NTINENT
CHICgCO11
DISE MART
903 MERCHgtiOFF/Cp
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SPECIALIZED SKILLS
A DIME A

t

ZEN

BUT what makes Lewyt "different" is the ability with which we use
our specialized skills for your benefit ... especially when\ yóu've got
your eye on post-war cost-conscious buyers.
Will there be many sub -contractors in wartime products biddingl for your
work? Be cautious, then, with those of only war-born experience...whose
production education is largely limited to the lush years of "Cost- ';lus"
operations.
But in the period of re-conversion to a civilian economy, cost -sensitive
production will be an imperative must. There will be no place or time for
carelessness, or laxity, or indifference to costs.
Lewyt is not a war baby. Lewyt is a "Manufacturer's Manufacturer" with
56 years of widely diversified production experience ... with highly developed skills for making things better at less cost. We are doing it for many
of the greatest names in American Industry. Perhaps we can "whet your
appetite" for some of these skills, too.
It costs nothing to consult us. Even if present conditions preclude figuring
on the job now, we can quote on WAR BONDS. They start at. $18.75.

CHECK THESE OPERATIONS
FOR IMPORTANT SAVINGS

We specialize in electric and
electronic instruments, chassis
and housings; mechanical and
electrical assemblies; highest

precision machine work; sheet
metal fabrications; all types of
welding, product finishing, etc.
Write on your business stationery for illustrated 48 -page book,
"Let Lewyt Do It" ... postage
paid, no charge, no obligation.
See Lewyt listings in Thomas'

Register.

LEWYT CORPORATION,

62 BROADWAY,

LET LEWYT
ELECTRONICS

-
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DO IT
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Whether your requirements are for a standard
type relay or a special relay for an unusual application, you can rely on Cook engineering .to give
you those "plus features that make all Cook

Y

o

:914*

relays "extra -ordinary."
Here are some facts about Cook relays for you to
consider when planning your relay requirements.

BELOW -Type 311C -A double polo,
double threw, !etching relay ar
ranged will. two interlocking arma
rare,. ,Either :oil operates wiln a
single ;inputs, and contact remains
until the ether coil is energized.

J

Alt,

Tooled and fabricated completely under one roof.
Precision manufactured with modern
equipment.

K

-A

:r -T¡pe

souble
áUtoouk+e th.rnw, aialian
type elay w;, 'r, 'pore O.I.e

pole

(ails featuring

Carefully designed to the high standards of Cook engineering.

a

h,

ing., adjustable r..
back -stop,

4r

'ype bear' a.d

-

-

Manufactured in a model plant with
efficiency that provides capacity to
produce in quantity.

Annunciator
BELOW
Relay -Combines relay
contacts and a visual
leaf

type signal. Two

contact pileups are

-

may be
available
operated en either
A. C. or D. C.

Cook Electric Company has been engaged in the manufacture of precision
electrical apparatus since 1897.

ACOvr.lsingle pot'-,

S+r.v'l,
-ingac ;1 ew retay
'vaitibl- with coil re^t.lorrce from ;ho to
'r`d ohm-. Can be
cube.
ress,,rrted 'rt a
Contact: han die mars
!mum of 5 arnberci.

Illustrated here are a few of the standard types
of Cook relays. Your requirements may be supplied with a standard type relay; however, it is
when you have an unusual problem that Cook's
engineering and manufacturing facilities, the
ability to quickly design, manufacture and assemble all under one roof are of invaluable service.

l'

c,

.;

s=`
'

Cook special relays are built to meet customer
requirements-not "just another.relay"- not a
combination of stock -bin parts, but a carefully
engineered, designed and tooled product.

Cook's engineering staff is at your service to help
you solve those unusual problems. A staff of field
engineers located in various key cities throughout
the United States is also available to you.

APoVr -Type n.A--Conforms I)
Arrry Air force spep.iicalious for a
pin
í! Impeie or ecta{nor. Feature'
type besring double break conta:t
the
itec
'..ran. umr It which clir

:

necessity for current car:ying p'q
nails. Adjustable te-idual and ba.k
ap

114F7-1-9

r'RGYE -- Dttf:erbat
Rc'ay-A two coil an.
sitivr: relay with a bal.
an-ed a,naiu:u t: make
i:r°tile re.
it I+
vib +iron nrd no. k.
re
be
o 'o calCan
each
d'Ce Witt. .3V a
coil and I, operate with
Mf. nn c.oe coil and
[M.r, in Ile other coil
for d4 v^thcperaii,n or
the equivalent in am re, terns.

-

°r

°

+.i

reef

iFl
_-,
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Assembled and tested with exacting
care by skilled workers.
Highest grades of all materials are
used in all parts of Cook relays.

°

-

Ir --

<vitc!sps

Ditlerential ?clap

Dit!erenli
-

with

ith

to standard
-sl ianilar
Bola', tut e.;uipped

;pall

rwrtshes to oh -lain

.grearir sonlart ratings.

For complete service to the aviation, communications, electrical and electronics industries, Cook
Electric Company also manufactures accessories,
such as jacks, plugs, lamp jack strips, terminal
strips, binding posts, solenoids, solenoid contactors, turn keys, lever keys, push keys, etc.
A new catalog of the complete line of Cook
relays and accessories is now in preparation. A request on your letterhead will bring
one to you immediately upon its completion.
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Cook Relays,.,'

whether special or
standard type,are
ir

(

-ordinary

RIGHT -Type 124 -Secial
keying relay using silicon

-

steel armature and heel
piece with -e laminated sili-

71°

.e

-477°J/4414"4134;
r

...r
n,1

con steel core enablin op
eration on direct current at

keying speeds up
words per minute,

to
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ABOYE -Type 142 -Po -tale
tale
pila -up relay on
phone type fe' -n iepreseat-,
ing approximate y the maxicommum number of
binations.

BELOW -Type I28 --A St nciard short frame re.12,

'ge

type relay with bakelit..

pregnated, Air Corps aoprmye4 coil.
.

-

New, small. telephone
BOVE -Typs s00
type relay, approximately 1/2 site of former
type
relays. Available
telephone
small,
single and double pile-ups and special
spyread terminals.
A

;',"

-;$

1

-A

-- 7v' 107
tang..
type lab. izorie rehly t -e
for keyin9 sod a 4eana
switching. !' ys sati».actur
ily at 20
ds per ra*.iuteMycalex raUla
se the
I.
,tti;ey
antenna
LEFT

ABOVE-Type 113-An A.C.
relay having a laminated
core, heavy Oilite bearing
yoke, special silicon steel
armature and heel piece,
and plug-in base.

imumesie

.

LEFT -Small Time De-

lay Relay -Slug type
on a short` telephone

type frame, a maximum of I2R
seconds delay in op.
eration can be obtained.

hleoji`

N.A4

..441411

.

-

014")_,
,r

r;f7

4111,

ABOVE- lyre 100- Repre
..erits a typical tonlect pile.
iip combination on the short
telephone type relay frame.

ABOVE - Type 107 -Time delay eelay of the slug type. Pure
conpe, slug on heel end of co,e proicies lea,icuin of 300
mil-itoc.onds delay in contai_I opening alter ci,cui: is broken

-..

A5OYE-Vype t01-Ar,:enrie
switching conta .1 rearnbina,
bor. with MyLalee
s
gals. Ha: a side cefitar
rilesunt to raduce capacity

1111...en antenna zirco,1
ind oround
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CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS
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testing the testers!
Tests are meaningless unless the testing
equipment is accurate. Utah's "bureau
of standards" is kept under guard to
assure absolute accuracy . these special
testing devices, used to check the testing
equipment on the line, are operated only
by. specially trained men and are never
allowed to reach full-scale reading.
;

.

píete testing laboratory can always be re-

lied upon-failures due to inadequate,
inaccurate testing are avoided.

These comprehensive testing techniques which have been developed by
Utah engineers are playing an important
part in the adaptation of the many new

radio and electronic ideas to military
needs today-and will play an equally
vital part in meeting commercial requirements tomorrow.

*

*

*

Every Product Made for the Trade,.by
Utah,IsThoroughlyTosted and Approved

Because of this testing of testing
equipment, the results of Utah's com-

Keyed to .'tomerrow'i?e demands: Utah transformers,
ipeákers; vibrators, vitreéus ériameQe ''stars, wire wound controls,
plugs, jaéks, switches anif small electric motors.

ÚtjRFidlo Products Company, 857 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, III.
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MORE small

and medium

TRANS

f

1

AVAILABLE
because production facilities have been
expanded AGAIN
More rapid delivery is now possible because an additional expansion of
production facilities has made possible the increased manufacture of
Consolidated's well-known small -and medium transformers. These trans-

former types include Pulse Transformers, Power Transformers, Solenoid
Coils and Search Coils. Other products include Range Filters and Headsets.
'Consolidated engineers will also design transformers for special ápplica-

tions or will build to your specifications.

e
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'CONSOLIDATED RADIO
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;,CONSIDER
WHEN YOU SELECT'
Off the air, right in the middle of a program-that's
the nightmare of operating a radio station. That's
when seconds seem like hours, and minutes like
eternities. As though you didn't know!
Westinghouse Transmitters havé been designed to
cut program outage down to an almost unbelievable
point. For example:
1. Indicator Lights show at a glance which circuit
suffered an overload-even, though the' transmitter has returned to the -air :.. making circuit
checkup easy.
2. Conservative Operation of All Tubes -greatly
increases reliability ... lengthens tube life. :

3. Air -Cooled Tubes-eliminate complicated and
unreliable water cooling, equipment.
4. Surgeproof Metal Rectifiers_ eliminate low

voltage rectifier failures.
5.- Tube Life Meter indicates the end of reliable
tube life.

A

NEW TRANSMITTER
undervoltage protection automatically reducing
length of outage.
We'll gladly give you complete information on
these features, as well as other important advantages of Westinghouse Transmitters, such as: Low

Operating Cost, Simplicity of Control, High
Fidelity Signals, Ease of Maintenance.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
FOR YOUR POSTWAR TRANSMITTER

placing your order todayifor;a Westinghouse
Transmitter, you assure yourself°óf the fastest possible
delivery following the lifting of wartime manufacturing restrictions. We are scheduling deliveries in the
sequence in which orders are received. For details,
write Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, Dept.
1NB, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
By

J-080 79

WTestinghóuse RADIO
PUNTS IN 25 CITIES...

A
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HOW

large or small must a mounting be to fill the twin duties
of efficiently absorbing shock and vibration, and also possess long
functional life? All Lord Mountings are compact, light -weight units,
based on long-term studies of the mechanical properties of natural and
synthetic rubber when stressed in shear. Lord Bonded Rubber Mountings
can be literally termed "a miracle in a handful". The mounting illustrated
above has a load -carrying capacity of 100 pounds at 1/16" deflection,
yet is only 1" in diameter, 112" long, and weighs less than 3 ounces.

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

...

t

In every line of industry
in every type of structure in motion, the
use of Lord Mountings will prolong equipment life, lower maintenance costsPol
insure greater accuracy of operation, reduce material weights by eliminatinglO.
the necessity for inertia masses, increase personnel efficiency by eliminating

nerve -wearing noise and vibration transmitted through solid conduction.

Whether you are an engineer or financier, production manager or operator
of equipment, you should he interested in elim jating harmful vibration.
Send for literature on vibration control or call in a Lord Vibration Engineer
for consultation on your vibration problems. There is no obligation.

IT TAKES

RUBBER

9 5441,1

TO ABSORB VIBRATION

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERIE,

PENNSYLVANIA

SALES RtPREEENTATIVES
NEW YORK - 350 MADISON AVE.

CHICAGO
520 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
7710 W000WARD AVE.
DETROIT
BORBANK. CAL.
245 C. OLIVE AVE.

CÁ..01.

11411.411111

RVUUICCCM

M.

4 P01á110
CORP.,
t AIU. WINO
CC

LTD.CANA

Originators of Shear Type Bonded Rubber Mountings

BONDED RUBBER

S441' 'fizz
MOUNTINGS
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ing compared ro things to come.
To cNrrent -war time triumphs in
this field Leland engineering has
contributed a full share. To tomorrow's great strides Leland will
also contribute in full measure.

THE -LELAND ELECTRIC CO..
DAYTON 1, OHIO

B

The Leland line includes motors,

9

generators, motor generator sets,
inverters and. voltage regulators.

.11

Leland Carbon Pile Voltage Regulator-control
device on air -borne electronic equipment component.

,CR'EATIVE

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

66

Consult Leland. They may be able
to supply or design, exactly what
you require.

¿,rfr,,j
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ELECTRIC.
YOUR MOST IMPORTANT OBLIGATION-THE PURCHASE OF WAR BONDS
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Intensive research, creative engineering

and precision mass production are the

factors diligently followed in the development and manufacture of Chicago
Telephone Supply Company variable
resistors, both wire wound and carbon.

44444

oil

Tect.wÍNpa/

VARIABLE RESISTORS, PLUGS, SWITCHES,
JACKS, TELEPHONE GENERATORS, RINGERS
BRANCH OFFICES
S. J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Brood Street
Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania

REPRESENTATIVES
.
R
W Farris
2600 Grand Avenue
Kansas City 8, Missouri

Phone: Walnut 5369

Phone: Victory 3070

IN CANADA
Meredith & Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

Fronk A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, California

C. C.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

eon xaBufx
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Reservation Plan. There are other prospective telecasters in your area, so send
for this plan. It contains cost estimates
...offers our arrangement for reserving
and custom -building your transmitting
set-up; for training your personnel.
The demand for television time will
soar after victory. There'll be a peacetime scramble to be "first with tele$.
S
vision," because S
DuMont's extensive specialized experience in precision electronics, in
television station construction and management is at your command... in the
DuMont Equipment Reservation Plan.

The dollar sign is the answer. It completes the.well-used television formula
S + S, or Sight plus Sound, and it's a
rather dramatic way of saying that television will bring profit to you.

+

-

has been just a promise
for a long time. But it's due to become
a reality shortly after victory.
You're informed on television, of
course, or you wouldn't be reading this
publication. But is "being informed"
enough? Isn't it high time for action...
for constructive planning?
DuMont will fill this need for planS

S

$

$

-

.

ning-with the DuMont Equipment

,.

Copyríphl Allen 8. DuMonl Laboratories, Inc., 1944
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2 MAIN AVENUE. PASSAIC, N. J.
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW ' YORK

AND PLANT,
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES
TELEVISION

STUDIOS AND STATION
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The graph shows only one of the interesting points of discussion: "Frequency
response curves of the same loud speaker.
as measured in three different labora-

tories."
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dorad Speakers from Frequency Response Carves
For years we at Jensen have keenly felt the need of dependable and useful information to
guide both the professional and the layman in their selection, purchase, installation and use
loud speakers. Now we are going to meet that need by a series of informative technical Monographs
prepared by the Jensen Technical Service Department.
The first Monograph in the series
deals with one of the most interesting and controversial subjects in the field of acoustics,
LOUD SPEAKER FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS." It discusses thoroughly the practical
aspects of this subject in such a way that the material is unhesitatingly recommended to the whole
profession: the engineer, the trade, the student, and even the layman. The first Monograph is
ready now. Copies are available from Jensen jobbers .and dealers everywhere, or fill out the coupon
below and send it with 25c to

f

*M.

Watch for the rest of the series to be
nnounced later. Other Monographs
4vt1
leal with equally important and
inteNiMiwn subjects.
ig.jhe Military Services, to
Military Technacnt Twat;nq Centers, and
to Technical Schools
d'Ui t .ries. lust
write and request a copy. - FREE to men

IECTRONICS
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Contact springs employing any of these forms can be furnished.
tl

tl

CLARE

FORM

FORM

A

B

FORM

FORM C

For

J

V

TYPE C" RE LAY

...

FORME

D

6

Applications

Where Rapid Opening
and Closing of Circuits
is Required.

./-

-fa/::..:í'

L:.r.'Ci

i.1

L,j

1!

.11

FEATURES
Contacts are made from precious metals and alloys, such as
silver, palladium, palladium -irid1.

!!ii!S .
144,

PA:

I

ei%N

_'
=4

1

C d. c. Relay with Plug -In Mounting
Data regarding turns and resistance appears
on all coils-protected by transparent covering.

Clare Type

ium, tungsten and elkonium.

They can be furnished in sizes from
.062" silver, rated at 1 ampere, 50
watts, to .1875" tungsten, rated at
4 amperes, 500 watts. Various types
can be incorporated in one relay.

Pile-up assembly is locked together under hydraulic pressure.
Projecting wafer insulators which
provide creepage path of '/" between contact springs can be furnished. The entire assembly withstands very heavy breakdown tests.
2.

3. Heelpiece, coil core and armature assembly are of magnetic

metal, carefully annealed. Where
sensitivity and timing are important factors, a special magnetic metal
is recommended to provide permeability.
Spring bushing insulators of
Bakelite rod give excellent service
where heavy contact pressures are
employed, where vibration exists,
or heavy duty service is desired.
4.

5.

Coils are carefully wound to ex-

act turns on precision machines:
Lead out wires are securely soldered. Coils impregnated with
special varnish are available. The
coil is protected with a transparent

acetate covering.
b. Relay illustrated is arranged for

octal base plug mounting which
makes for easy service and replacement. Other types of mounting,
such as individual angle bracket,
strip or panel can be furnished.
Easy to handle slip-on Bakelite
covers for individual mounting or
metal covers for group .mounting
can be supplied.

High voltage pileup insulation with-

stands heavy

break -down tests.

Contacts of rare
metals and special
alloys, welded to
nickel silver springs.

Spring bushing insu-

lators made by

a

patented process
from Bakelite rod.

Double arm armature, stainless steel
shaft in brass yoke
can be furnished.

PTIHE Clare Type "C" d.c. Relay is especially desirable for applicaIt
tions which require rapid opening and closing of circuits.
circuits.
12
to
up
of
may be used for control
where
Special adjustment and special coil selection is necessary
high
extremely
operation of the relay involves limited coil current,
where
cases
In
requirements.
speed operation, or other unusual
unusually close operating limits are required, we recommend that
complete data be submitted to Clare engineers.
Because of the wide range of cóntact arrangements possible with the
Clare Type"C" Relay, Clare can"custom-build" you a relay that will

most exacíly fit your requirements. Standard spring assemblies may
be equipped with any combination of the forms shown. Many different standard and special -sizes of contacts may be provided.
So, whether your production problem involves sequence control

of

machine tools, electric eye controls, counting equipment, alarm systems, radio, radar or other electronic controls, it will pay you to
know all about Clare "Custom -Built" Relays and what they can
mean .to you in the reduction of relay costs.
While the Type "C" is designed to be mounted in a horizontal
position, it will operate satisfactorily in any position. Spring assemblies may be located on either the right or left hand side for convenience in mounting.
Let Clare engineers know your specific relay problem. Send for the
Clare data book and catalog. Write to C. P. Clare and Co., 4719
Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago (30), Illinois. Sales engineers in all
principal cities. Cable address: CLARELAY.

CLARE RE-LAYS
"Custom -Built" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical, Electronic. and Industrial
August 1944
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W. J. HALLIGAN, President,
Hallicrafters Radio

are building radio communications equip
in the future for radios and radio
ment in this war anticipate a tremendous demand
and many other applications."
use,
to
shore
telephones for plane to ground, ship

Mr. Halligan
.

.

.

says, "Those

of us who

Ii
.~a

Ir

N

10*

,

o

"COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT IS ONLY AS GOOD
AS ITS POWER SUPPLY"
'adio equipment needs an efficient, reliable power supply," continues Mr. Halligan,
nd /or that reason, the radio industry is constantly on the alert for new and better
err supplies and devices for adapting current for radio use. Such power supplies and
pIr devices are of inestimable value to the communications equipment manufacturer."

I

I;ctronic Laboratories has vibrator power supplies for use wherever current must
changed in voltage, frequency or type, or will engineer one to fit specific space,
sight and voltage requirements. EL Vibrator Power Supplies offer many advant:es for all current conversion requirements up to 1500 watts as a result of develment in circuits and design pioneered and perfected by Electronic Laboratories.
L Power Supplies are definitely more efficient, and give substantially longer
vice life. In addition, they are highly versatile, permitting multiple inputs and
itputs, any needed wave -form, great flexibility in shape and size, and a high delte of voltage regulation when needed. They are economical in price and require
.nost no attention or mainrenance. Their dependability is being demonstrated every i y on the fightin fronts. Ii. L
engineers offer consultation on power supply problems.

E

-L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
MODEL

307

for

the operation of standard 110 volt AC equipment, such as radios and small motors, from a 6
volt battery. Characteristics: Input voltage, 6 v.
DC; Output voltage, 115 v. AC; Output power,
100 watts: Output frequency, 60 cycles.
Dimensions: 71/2x 81/2x 101/2 in. Weight: 231/2 pounds.

Write for farther
information of this
and other models
of the extensive
E-L line.

LABORATORIES
INC.
IN DIANAPO LI5'
VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES FOR LIGHTING,
COMMUNICATIONS, AND ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATION

ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC

AND OTHER EOUIPMLNI

NEW LETTER CONTEST
for SERVICEMEN!
ELEVEN 1st PRIZE WINNERS IN 5 MONTHS IN CONTEST No.

1.!,

were so swell that double first prize winners
Yes sir, guys, the hundreds of letters received
there were triple first prize winners the
had to be awarded each of the first four months and

fifth and last month ...

SO -HERE WE GO AGAIN!
Get in on this NEW letter contest

- write and tell

us

your first hand experiences with all types
of Radio Communications equipment
built by Hallicrafters including the
famous SCR -299!

RULES FOR
THE CONTEST
Hallicrafters will give $100.00 for
the best letter received during each
of the five months of April, May,
June, July and August. (Deadline:
Received by midnight, the last day

of each month.) ....For every serious
letter received Hallicrafters will send

$1.00

so even

if you do not win

a

big prize your time will not be in vain.
... Your letter will become the property of Hallicrafters and they will
have the right to reproduce it in a

Hallicrafters advertisement. Write as
many letters as you wish. V -mail let-

do....

Military regulations
prohibit the publication of winners'
ters will

names and photos at present

...

monthly winners will be notified immediately upon judging.

BUY

A

WAR BOND TODAY!

hallirrafters
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC

RADIO

EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.

S. A.

HREE OF THESE PLASTICS
OULD FAIL ON YOUR PRODUCT!
...

.t,-.:

Y

r

- do you know which one is right?
the above four widely known
ppstic materials is suited to your product.
lie other three, while ideal for other uses,
Cily one of

r.ght be costly failures to you. Creative uses
and many others.
four of these plastics
le have no interest in pushing any of them.

-

When you decide that you might like a

don't worry
iurself searching through lists of plastics
ranufacturers, and then trying to judge betreen materials. Instead, call on Creative
3stic material on your product,

and let an expert, with no particular material
to sell, study your problem and advise you
which type of plastic, if any, will do your
job best.

What is more, you may be pleasantly surprised to learn that your product can be produced by us without the cost and delays of
molds. Possibly the very item that you want
is carried in our stock for immediate delivery.
In any case, get the habit of applying
Call on Creative
our "know-how"

...

.
-

IECTRONICS

-

PLASTICS CORP.
978 KENT AVE , BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
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Standard of
Excellence
Bliley Crystal Units are doing a great wartime job. Increased
engineering knowledge, expanded facilities, and improved
production. techniques have emerged from this effort. This
wartime experience will be reflected in peacetime application.
Bliley Crystals will again take their rightful place with their
pre`-war record of dependability, accuracy and user acceptance. Not counting applications covered by wartime secrecy
necessities, there will be Bliley Precision -made Crystals for
diathermy, ultrasonic generators., pressure gauges, carrier current communications systems, radio frequency filters, and
precision interval timers.- And, of course, in greater quantities
than ever before, frequency controlling crystal units for all
radio communication necessities, F. M. or A. M., fixed, portable,
mobile or air borne: As always, Bliley Engineers are ready to
call on them freely.
extend their assistance to you
-

...
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;LILE`Y

Wit:,.
OFFICIAL SIGNAL CORPS PHOTO Z1
MOBILE RADIO STATION

RYSTALSD

SCR -299

Accurate
bependable
BLILEY..ELEC'TRIC COMPANY
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Back in the days when thousands of home basements shelterea
embryo radio research laboratories, "Amphenol," stamped on a plug,
socket or knob, meant a "good job." The "hams" learned the value of
quality the hard way, and after the first disappointments saved their
dimes and quarters to buy the better job identified by "Amphenol."
Now those "hams" are grown-up sergeants, ensigns, lieutenants,
captains. They are communications officers,'radio.technicians, members
of the secret *radar fraternity, or concerned in some of the other wartime uses of electronics. Many of them are getting to foreign countries
ín person instead of by airwave. But wherever they are, "Amphenol"
ís with them-on cables, on wiring assemblies, connectors, sockets.
To them Amphenol quality today has a new meaning, a more important personal dependability, in the electrical and
electronics equipment they use in battle.
They will bring home their battle experience to
Connecloas
the new radio sets, television, frequency moduµlu^RS
Conaua
lation, the electronic.and electrical developCab"
"'Ito
meats to.follow V -Day. Quality parts will
R
:a
be.made by an equally war-seasonedand
sttbeucs
lt~
p`pN
'broadened Ampheáo.l-a leader
RppR
,
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wherever electronic and electrical.
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Electronic

Increases Use

and Extends- Applications

of PANELYTE* COMPREG
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This popular R.C.A. adver-

É

tisement featured electronic

heating` apparatus used in
manufacture of Compreg.

Cl.
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One of the new high frequency Units, used in
production of Compreg Propeller Blades and
speeds "curing" time. PreWing Spars
vents heat checking of material by supplying
uniform heat throughout.

-

L

PANELYTE Compreg Propeller
Blades
rotary cut veneer impreg.
noted with phenol-formoldehyde. it
possesses extremely high tensile,
compressive and flexural strength.
Carving is done by Engineering Re -search, Riverdale, Md.

-

'Mass production of sheets, rods,
tubes, molded forms and fabricated
parts in paper, fabric, wood veneer,
fibre glass and asbestos base thereto-setting plastics.

This laminated resinous plastic with
wood veneer base is superior to wood in
dimensional stability, strength uniformity and resistance to moisture and decay.
Panelyte Compreg is superior to light
alloys in weight saving and resistance to
fatigue failure, erosion and corrosion.
"Gluing by radio waves" cuts "curing"
saving
time from hours to minutes

-

production time and costs.
Compreg is preeminently suited to all
structural beam applications, within

sizes available in the material., Cornpreg's early use in circuit breaker rods
indicates its adaptability in electrical design. Compreg is also a good heat insu-1

lating material, and this, coupled with its
high strength, makes it ideal for supports in magazines and cold storage units
in ships. It prevents heat conduction
from deck plates and bulkheads, which
occurred when steel supports were used.
Samples and full technical data immediately available.

PANELYTE

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas,
Kansas City, Los Angeles, Montreal, New Orleans,
Detroit,
Denver,
Vancouver
St. Louis, St. Paul, San Francisco, Seattle, Syracuse, Toronto, Trenton,
Safes Offices:

MASS PRODUCTION OF SHEETS, RODS,
76

TUBES,

MOLDED FORMS,

-

FABRICATED PARTS
August 1944
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American Airlines Photo

Delta Airlines Photo

American Airlines Photo

LOUISVILLE'S BOWMAN FIELD

NEW ORLEANS AIRPORT
Modern airport terminal at the Crescent
City- an architectural gem.

VASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT
ye notion's own, of the Capitol CityOperated by CAA.

m

Pride of the Blue Grass State.

.'.
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American Airlines Photo

ATLANTA

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

-

Serving the metropolis of Southeastern U.S.

Se~

1

Delta Air Lines Photo

Braniff Airways Photo

HOUSTON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
lafeway to Mealeo and Central America.

i

LA GUARDIA AIRPORT, NEW YORK
One of the world's largest and busiest

airports.

S

01 tlse

the control towers of the
busy
notion's airports that stand guard night and day. Each safe arrival and departure at these
Each
terminals rests on the vigilance of their skilled staffs and the reliability of their radio equipment.
must function with never failing dependability-in peace as in war.
not too early to plan for that postwar
airport for your municipality. Let Radio Re-

Radio Receptor airport traffic control radio
equipment, examples of which are to be found
throughout the nation in leading civil airports,
and around the world in army airfields, is noted
for its rugged construction and reliability in
operation.

It

Specify Radio Receptor radio equipment' for
your airport and you may rest assured that
your equipment will be equal to the best.

opinion on the importance of radio in aviation
l-sent on request to those interested in airport

ceptor aid you. Send for our Airport Radio
Questionnaire no obligation.

-

Highways óf the Air

COOPERATION OF ARCHITECTS, CONSULTANTS

RADIO RECEPTOR
Engineers and Manufacturers of Airway and Airport Radio Equipment

SINCE
iiLECTRONICS

-

1
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design, construction and

review of fact and

operation.'

AND CONTRACTORS INVITED

C.O.,

Communications Equipment

_RADIO

-a

AND

INC.
Industrial Electronics

YORK9t11Si.
Electronic Heating Equipment
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WItcO:A$NouÑcES
Larger Plant
New Equipment

Increaséd Fácilities
for prOducing

TUBING
The demand for Wilco tubing, wire and other products used in various electronic applications
for the Army and Navy has caused the H. A. Wilson Company to increase its manufacturing
facilities and develop new products and techniques. Both present and future customers will
find these new Wilco developments of great advantage.
The H. A. Wilson Company manufactures and is interested in receiving inquiries regarding
the following productsWILCO RADIO TUBING

WILCO RADIO WIRE

Silver Tubing (Fine, Coin,. Sterling)
Gold Tubing (any karat)
Gold on silver (on one or both sides)
Gold on bronze (on one or both sides)

Silver (Fine, Coin, Sterling)
Silver -jacketed Invar
Silver -jacketed Brass and Bronze
Silver -jacketed Copper
Gold Wire
Gold on silver
Gold -jacketed Bronze and Brass
Any other type of jacketed wire desired

Silver on copper (on one or both sides)
Tubing made to order from special materials or any combination of materials.

Let us analyze your problems. Write

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street, Newark 5, N. J.

Branches: Detroit
78

Chicago
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Producers of Variable Resistors
Selector Switches

Ceramic Capacitors,
Fixed and Variable

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee

Steatite Insulators.
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Meet our 9 best
salesmen for Pyrex

COMPANY
UNITED TRANSFORMER
NEW YORK 13. N.M

ISO VARICK STREET

6

[CRS

Metallized Bushings

r.R u1.i, :aERS

á
S.f.BOWSER

ómPAN1PINc.

,vud . S

>,..,

R.

;

LRCL
ORLE REFRIGERATION
O7f ICL :+.

New VORR

DIVISION

S

OEOG

could never pay these "salesmen'
what they're worth ! For it's com
panies like these who have discovered
for you all the savings that Pyrex metal.
lized bushings can bring. This. unique
method features a metallized layer that
solders easily yet gives you a positive seal
against leakage of oil, water, or air.With
fewer parts and operations you save time
and money on assembly. Best of all,
Corning type metallizing can be applied
to a wide range of glasses offering extreme
resistance to thermal, mechanical, or elec.
trical shock as needed.
Thís new metallizing method is just one
of many ways Corning Research in Glass
can help you. Let us send you full details
of hermetic metallizing on glass plus a
new booklet, "There Will Be More Glass!
Parts in Post-war Electrical Products.
Write Electronic Sales Department E.8
Bulb and Tubing Division, Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y.
WE

COPPER WIRE PRODUCTS
q\S1
.A4~.,

.Ne

Cena

+a,L,'r;a

Coal C!/.w.Z.rujo,

L[5[ BAN6.

r..

.
11

11r-1o,1141:1111
26

NEW YORK

WAVERLY PLACE

0.....0

51E13

.00

3. N. Y.

1.5071

AUDIO DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATION
2131

COMPANY

EQUIPMENT

iNnwnm A..nN. South

MINNEAPOLIS NINNESOTA

EQUIPMENT
REMOTE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC AND

CONTROL CORPORATION
boo

NNHIAPOLIL .R. ousolLSoTA

f.NfO, q.rlhA.O

`

federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

[''

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

67 BROAD STRECT
[L.Vwow

THE

A.., V.
4.[[w

BOB L...a

0-5600

a

ROLA COMPANY
?Ho sWLbOA AV[NB[
CLEV[LAND

WINING
means

II.

OHIO. U. S A

INC.

11.".---

the thing
SOLDERING METAL TO GLASS is one of
c
. . but many
done".
be
"couldn't
said
they

panies are now doing ít every day. With Comityti
of
method the base for the solder becomes part sta
glass itself providing a permanent hermetic

Electronic Glassware

Research in Glass

trade -marks of Corning Glass Works
"PYREX" and "CORNING" are registered
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haste without waste
neer is living proof that haste without waste is possible.
Advanced electronic tubes and equipment are play-

electronic engineer has been doing a tremendous
job. The increasing importance of advanced electronic
equipment in modern warfare has multiplied his task

The

ing a role of immeasurable importance in the Allied
Nations' drive for Victory. When the war ends, the
results of Raytheon's intensive research and manufacturing experience will be utilized to meet advanced

hundredfold. But, the special training and vitally
important knowledge of the electronic engineer enables
him to tackle each day's job regardless of its magnitude and get it out of the way. The electronic engia

electronic tube requirements.

ON

ARMY-NAVY "E" WITH STARS
Awarded All Four Divisions of Raytheon
for Continued Eeceilence In Production

E

Raythhoñ Manufacturing Cot>ñpvny '
'
uE,c9,R rC Á L, t;,Q U P M E N T Oil/15450W
.

1

a'

o-

4YollÁam' and NewtonI'Mtissachvsetfs

.

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
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FIRSTS in Ceramic Condenser Design

R.,
TUBULAR CERAMICONS

~

. .e-.%

""----.-.....__N.._
-

DISC CERAMICONS

HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMITTING CERAMICON
DOUBLE CUP

CERAMICON,

CERAMICON TRIMMERS

illustrated five types of ceramic
condensers that are playing a vital part
in today's wartime electronic apparatus and
that will greatly effect the functioning of
future electronics. Each is built around a
,basic design first created by Erie Resistor.
The first silver -ceramic condenser made
in this country was an insulated tubular unit
'designed and produced by Erie Resistor
over seven years ago. These popular temperature -compensating Ceramicons have fully
proved themselves under severe
wartime conditions. A few years
later Erie Ceramicon Trimmers gave
the U. S. radio industry an entirely
new type of padder with hitherto
unobtainable characteristics.
For obtaining relative high capacities in compact, low -loss units
HERE are

for high frequency applications, Erie Resistor

engineers originated disc -type Ceramicons.
The original Erie double -cup design for
high voltage applications has overcome
many problems that formerly limited the
expansion of ceramic condensers for high
voltage, high KVA applications.
Large, high voltage transmitting condensers are now a reality with the characteristic stability of silvered ceramic construction, thanks to another pioneering Erie
Resistor Ceramicon design.
We believe that existing Erie

Ceramicons, and other Erie

(OH HIGH ICMICVCM(M(
IN NAN PRODUCTION

Ceramicon designs to come from
our development laboratory in
the future will play an important
part in the progress of the electronic industry.

Back The Attack-With War Bonds
RIE RESISTOR CORP.; ERIE, PA
82

LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, .CANADA.
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SOLIDLINEDENOTES PHILLIPS..
.

RECESS

"2.

L Jo
...t""

It

H I LLI
drawing shows how scientifically the center corners of
Instead of being squared, these
with every angle and every
rounded
in
a
of
flat
planes,
series
rice
a
contribution
to
driving efficiency.
nrpn making definite
' makes it possible for workers to utilize full turning, power ) danger of burring or reamingout the heads of Phillips Screws.
a examine the right-hand drawing. This shows more scientific
,eying. Instead of being tapered to a sharp point that would
e, the screw shank, the Phillips Recess has a nearly flat bottom.
jsnakes it possible to set screws up uniformly tight without fear
heads shearing off. The flat bottom also permitted design of a
a eft -hand

fillips Recess are engineered.

r

longer -lasting driver point.
1 the Phillips Recess is engineered
this way. Only when you
k;crews with the Phillips Recessed Head can you get the freedom
the strength and driving speed these features make
.ouble
b:. You can get Phillips Recessed Head Screws in any head style;
r,

...

t

AND PEACETIME PROFITS -.USE PHILLIPS SCREWS

AND DRIVERS

Faster Starting: Driver point

automatically centers in the

Phillips Recess ... fits snugly.
Fumbling, wobbly starts, slant
driving are eliminated. Work is
made trouble -proof for inexperienced hands.

,

Faster Driving: Spiral añd power

driving are made practical.

size.

PHI LLI PS%1SCREWS
SCREWS

TO MAKE WARTIME.QUOTAS

MACHINE SCREWS

SELF

-TAPPING

American Screw Co., Providence. R. I.
The Bristol Co...Waterbury. Conn.
Central Screw Car Chicago. III.
gIs eAler Products Corp., -Cleveland. Ohio
Continental Strew Co.. New Bedford, Mass.
The Corbin Strew Corp., New Britain; Conn,
General Strew Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.
The if. M. Kuper Ca. Chicago, III.

SCREWS

Driver won't slip from recess to
spoil material or injure worker.
(Average time saving is 50%.)
Easier Driving: Able to utilize
their full turning power, workers can maintain speed without
tiring.

STOVE BOLTS

International Strew Co.. Detroit, Mich. The Lamson & Sessions Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
Manufacturen Screw Products. Chicago.911.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co., Milford. Conn.'
The National Screw & Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
New England Sérew'Ca., Keene, N. H.
Parker-Kalon Coro., New York, N. Y.
Pawtucket Screw.Co., Pawtucket, R. I.

Pheell Manufacturing Co.. Chicago. Ill.
Reading Screw Co.. NorHstewn. Pa.
Russell Burdsall & Ward Bolt & Nut Co.. Port Chester, N. Y.
',Yeovil! Manufacturing Co., Waterville, Conn.
Shakoproof Int.. Chicago, III.
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co.. Southington, Conn." .
Wolverine Bolt Co.. Detroit. Mleh.

THEATRE
DRIVEIN
I0T..CT
100

.000.11 A140 ,OAT ,ACA.O. MIW.W.II

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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We installed this Sola Constant Voltage
the Drive-In Theatre is out in the
because
Transformer
The voltage is
country, about five miles from town.
to operate
impossible
be
very irregular and it would
unit.
the
an amplifier without

GREATER FIDELITY in sound

projection is

accomplished with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Because of the heavy demands for
industrial power, stable voltages are
practically non-existant on America's power lines.
These fluctuating voltages are noticeable in the operation of anything
electrical. But where they affect the
greatest part of the American public
is in the operation of sound and communication equipment.
Even before Pearl Harbor the

Drive -In Theatre of Columbia,
South Carolina found it impossible

to operate its amplifying system
with the irregular voltages available
from its power source. Only through
the installation of a SoLA Constant

Voltage Transformer were they able

to correct this situation and deliver
an acceptable performance to their
public. Many other theatres have
followed this example.
The lessons learned before Pearl
Harbor, and greatly amplified by the
increased tempo of industrial production, will contribute towards the
future enjoyment of entertainment
and communication facilities.
But SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers are now at war and further
improvements in theatre entertainment must wait until the guns are
stilled. SoLA Constant Voltage Transformers are figuring prominently in

Constall`r,e

'ormersTroia

blue prints of the post-war world.
When victory is complete Sou
Constant Voltage Transformers
be available as a built-in part of mo;
tion picture and sound projection
equipment, they will add to yowl
enjoyment of FM and television,
they will transmit your voice with
greater clarity to distant parts o
the globe, they will guide you safelll
through the air, and in hundreds u:
other ways contribute to the useful
ness of all things electrical.
Custom-made units can be de
signed to exact specifications. Stand
and units are available in capaci
ties from 10VA to 15KVA.
To Manufacturers:
Built-in voltage control guarantees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on

details of design specifications.
Ask for Bulletin DCV.74

lighting Mercury Lamps Series lighting Fluorescent lighting X -Ray Equipment luminous Tube Sig
Transformers for: Constant Voltage Cold Cathode
I
Signal Systems Door Bells and Chimes 'etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14,
Oil Burner Ignition Radio Power Controls
August 1944
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Uniform, Synchronous Speed
at Every Station
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Electric motors driving the intricate mechanisms of
machines that transmit and record messages verbatim
must have identical operating characteristics at every
station. Since standard "off-the -shelf" motors cannot
meet the strict performance requirements, such as uniform, synchronous speed, quietness, load cycles, etc.,
the solution is a special motor designed to exactly meet
the particular operating conditions.
For over 50 years Holtzer-Cabot has designed and built
special motors to fit the application. Many machines

SPECIAL

\

powered
teletype Machine

with

"

a

tioltzerCabot

o

motor

teletype machines, and other sending and
receiving equipment are Holtzer-Cabot powered.

such

as

Although, today, all of our plant facilities are being
utilized for building special fractional H.P. motors for
military use, our motor development engineers will
gladly discuss your post-war motor requirements with
you. No obligation of course.

MOTORS DESIGNED TO FIT THE APPLICATION

HOLTZER-CABOT
Division First Industrial Corporation

Designers and Builders
125 AMORY STREET, ROSTON 19, MASSACHUSETTS

IECTRONICS
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of Special Fractional HP Motors and Electrical Apparatus

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NEW YORK, NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
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Aircraft type bracket as well' as aircraft type
jewels and pivots; ruggedly built; unaffected ,by
vibration or humidity and temperature extremes
Specially built apparatus Winds' the armature on
a precision coil form;'the number of turns and the
internal resistance of the armature are held i to

.

.

-

close tolerances
Low-resistance bronze torque springs are adjusted

and tested before assembly; high torque to weight
ratio; damping factor as prescribed by American
Standard Association war standards
Pivots .are microscopically inspected before assembly; balance weights, made of selected beryllium copper wire,, are permanently fixed in place
DeJur Meters are characterized by their ruggedness, close tolerances, and highest quality materials

YOUR BLOOD IS URGENTLY NEEDED ON THE ROAD TO BERLIN
oe

r-,

wog

úr= o ,msco°

MANUFAoCTURERY OF OuJUR

METERS,

'SNELTON;

RHEOSTATS.

NEW YORK PLANT; 99 Hudson Street. New York

86

13.

POTENTIOMETERS

N.Y.

...DONATE

A PINT TO THE -RED CROSS TODAY
.

iytueaRrH

i-p.oration

ANO' OTHER

PRECISION

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

CONNECTICUT

CANADIAN SALES OFFICE: 560 King street west. Toronto
August
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MOTORIZED
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VALVE
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PHOTOSWITCH QONCENTRATE CONTROLS
LI

ótUID MIXTURE CHANGES

'I,

.

- -

Photoswitch Concentrate Controls electronic teammates of
Photoswitch Level Controls check liquid mixtures, detect
changes aihd contamination, and act instantly to sound alarms,
operate signal lights, start pumps, open or close valves
as
required.

...

how Photoswitch Detects
Contaminated Condensate
Fl 1. This tank contains hot condensate water, used
tnheat coils through which flows an electrolyte con:ating acids. Photoswitch Concentrate Control P25N,
.v t horizontal probe fitting permanently installed in the
_ek wall, guards against contamination of the condense: by the acid, should a leak develop in the coils.

the electrolyte coils.

Fl

2.

A leak develops in

Pi

3.

Concentration of acid leaking into the conden-

tat has reached the critical low solution point at which
:h highly sensitive Photoswitch Electronic Control is de-

to operate. A microcurrent passes through the
itid at the probe, and is amplified by the Photoswitch
2ttrol to operate a signal and a three-way, motorized
u re which cuts off flow of condensate from the tank to
b boilers, and dumps the contaminated water into the
>il:ed

teen
F

e

4,

Exhaust valve empties tank so that coil leak

be repaired.

The installation pictured here is used in a large smelting
plant for automatic detection and control of contamination in hot condensate, used to heat coils through which
an acid electrolyte flows. Coil leaks permit the acids to
mix with the condensate, rendering it unfit for use in the
boilers. Electronic detection and automatic control provide the surest, simplest and most economical solution
of the problem.
This is another example of the electronic versatility
and economy of Photoswitch Level Controls for liquids
and powders. Their magic fingers are also handling single
level indication and control, on and off pump control at
two levels, or boiler feedwater control in thousands of
plants and industries throughout the country. They are
floatless, efficient, maintenance -free, and have no
moving parts to wear out.

Write today for Bulletin 1100.

*

*

*

Photoswitch Incorporated

also manufactures photoelectric
electronic equipment for Turbidity Control, Smoke Density and
Indication, Counting, Automatic
Inspection, Conveyor Control,
Machinery Safeguards, Property
Protection, and similar industrial applications.
Lt

LEVEL

CONTROLS

OTOELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
FOR EVERY INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE
°ICTRONICS

-

ÍTOSWITCH

INCORPORATE

D

CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS
District Offices in All Principal Cities

August 1944
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Opens Up
New Sleeving Advantages
PROVE TO YOURSELF THE NON -FRAY.
ING, FLEXIBLE QUALITIES OF BH EXTRA
FLEX FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

test right at your desk and you'll
see that here at last is a truly non -fraying, flexible
sleeving. Just take a length of BH Extra Flexible
Fiberglas. Sleeving and jam an ordinary key into
one end. Turn it around and push it up and down
in the sleeving. Notice how the sleeving spreads
but doesn't fray. Now do the same with a similar
size piece of your present saturated sleeving. It
breaks and frays. Further abuse unravels it. But
BH Sleeving stands up under rough handling and
MAKE THIS simple

severe service alike.

THE RESULTS MAGNIFIED

BH EXTRA FLEXIBLE FIBERGLAS SLEEVING
NON -FRAYING

INFLAMMABLE

FLEXIBLE

WATER-RESISTANT

NON -DETERIORATING

STRENGTH

The

HEAT -RESISTANT

NON-

VERMIN -PROOF

HIGH DIELECTRIC AND YARN

NON -CRYSTALLIZING at LOW TEMPERATURES

BH Sleeving is woven from choicest continuous filament Fiberglas yarns and treated by an exclusive
BH process that gives it stamina and pliability.
Natural properties of Fiberglas as an insulator are
virtually unequalled. So why be content with any
less efficient sleeving? You'll want to try the BH
test yourself. BH Sleeving is available in all sizes
from No. 20 to /8", inclusive. Write for samples
of specific sizes today and be convinced. Bentley,
Harris Manufacturing Co., Dept. E, Conshohocken, Pa.

Ordinary

Way*

NON -BURNING IMPREGNÁTED MAGNETO TUBING

VARNISHED TUBING

- NON -BURNING

FLEXIBLE

SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING

PRODUCTS

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Conshohocken, Penna.
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THE NATIONAL DEBT
and Your Postwar Job
coming upon the heels of

a ruinous ten-

depression, this war has once more made
it lear to us that the strength of our country
ioends upon our ability and willingness to
place. Until the world conflict eclipsed
th depression, we saw what failure to use
a. productive capacity can do
even to a
:entry potentially as rich as ours.
the stark reality of war finally shocked us
)1 of our economic lethargy. The necessity
3fcupplying our Armed Forces with almost
limited quantities of goods unleashed our
itntive genius and revealed to us our real
acity to produce. It indicated what our
stadard of living might be if, in time of
Nee, we used our full productive capacity.
Foday we arc producing more than all
other nations combined, half again as
ch as in 1940. Today our production is
:n firing victory to our fighting men.
3ut what of the future?
lready our national debt has reached
ispnomical proportions, and it is going
li her. The depression years' fear of insecurt that all but paralyzed our spirit of cnter)ne, our inventive genius, and our natural
n:inct for expansion, appears likely to rem promptly if industrial activity again is
:utailed for long because of unwise public
yc.r

-

)(ivies.

This war is being fought to make men
r:9. But our economy cannot be kept free
:bough military conquest alone. There is
lather responsibility which we on the
inc front cannot:avoid any more than. we
!,1 build walls around our future. That is

the problem created by our frightening public debt.
This is a two hundred billion dollar war.
It affects the lives of every one of us. At the
end of this war, the public debt of the
United States will be at least ten times the
twenty-five billion dollars that it was at the
end of the first World War. It will be almost
twice the present annual national income of
the country. The interest charge alone will
be about 4 per cent of the national income.
If the burden were spread evenly, interest
alone would take at least $80.00 of every
worker's income per year, or approximately
$1.60 out of each and every weekly pay
check.
Some people fear that the heavy taxes required by the debt will keep the country
poor by obstructing employment and limiting the output of goods.
Others believe that the size of the debt
does not matter because we owe it to ourselves. They reason that if A is taxed $100
to pay $100 interest to B, A has $100 less
to spend and B has $100 more, but both
together have the same amount. They, therefore, hold that the demand for goods and:the
volume of employment remain unchanged.
Which view is correct?
Is our huge debt bound to be a crushing
burden which limits employment and lowers the nation's standard of living, or 'will
it simply redistribute income? May the public debt under certain conditions even :be
used to help increase employment ánd"raise
our living standards?
..»;:!

Most people, rich and poor alike, find it
difficult to believe that the national debt
"just doesn't matter". They know that the
interest alone on this huge debt will be
almost equal to the total amount of taxes ever
raised before by the government for all purposes in any peacetime year. They find it
difficult to follow the kind of reasoning that
suggests increasing the already mammoth
debt year by year in order to maintain full
production and employment. They fail to
see how this "debt raising" can go on indefinitely.
On the other hand, the records show that
other natidns have more than once successfully managed even greater debt burdens
than will confront the United States after
the present war. The interest on the British
debt after the Napoleonic \Vars was nearly
8 per cent of the national income, and after
the first World War was over 7 per cent. But
despite heavy taxes and some unfortunate
mistakes in economic policy (such as restoring the prewar pound) , per capita real income in Great Britain rose about 31 per
cent between 1920 and 1929. In fact, it rose
as rapidly, as it did in the United States. The
world depression was far less severe in
Britain than it \vas in the United States; and,
by 1936, when industrial production still was
6 per cent below 1929 in the Uníted.States, it
was nearly 16 per cent above 1929 in Britain.
Britain's heavy debt burden proved less of a
handicap to her dúring the depression than
our weak banking system did to us.
Whether the debt becomes a crushing
burden or whether we use it to further our
progress depends upon who holds the debt
and how the money is raised to pay the interest.
Here are the important possibilities:
the expenses of the government, including the interest on the debt, are met largely by heavy taxes upon business profits-i.e., by taxes upon job-giving-then they
will reduce employment, output, and our standard of
living, regardless of who holds the debt. I leavy taxes on
profits prevent enterprise from expanding current operations or enlarging the capacity of its plants, unless the

1. If

prospects for profit seem certain and the prospects for
loss are slim. Hence the jobs that might be created to
take advantage of long chances will not come into exist.
ence, and the country as a whole will be poorer.
2. If the expenses of the government are met largely by stiff
surtaxes upon the incomes of persons who do a consider.
able amount of saving, and the debt is, in the mairy
owned by millions of small investors, then the net effect
of the debt upon the volume of employment and output!
will be fairly neutral. The stiff surtaxes, while reducing
the savings of the well-to-do, will cause them to avoid
risky investments and to hold part of the savings of each
year in the form of cash. This will limit the demand for
goods and the volume of employment. But this effect
will be partially offset if millions of small holders of the
debt arc led by their savings ín government bonds to
spend a larger part of their current income.
3. If the expenses of the government arc met largely by
sales taxes or other taxes on small incomes, and if the
debt is held largely by the well-to-do or by business cos
porations, then the effect of the debt will be unfavorable
to employment and production. The limitation to the,
spending power of the small -income group will reduce
the volume of investment opportunities, and the transfer s
of income to the well-to-do will increase the volume of
investment -seeking funds.
4. If the debt is widely distributed among millions of small
holders, and the expenses of the government are met
largely by taxes on individuals, if substantial exemptions
from surtaxes arc given for all income invested in new
plant or equipment, and if there are liberal offsets fort
losses, then the debt will help increase employment andí
raise the standard of living. The millions of small holders
will gain a sense of security from their accumulated say'.
ings and hence be encouraged to spend a larger portioú
of their current incomes. The stiff surtaxes will redu c
the savings of the well-to-do; liberal exemptions for id;
come put into new plant and equipment, and genero s
treatment of losses, will cause the well-to-do to invest
their savings in job -giving enterprise rather than to hold
them in idle cash.

But what is the situation today?
Today, non -banking corporations own'
nearly half of the Federal debt, commercial
banks about one-fourth, and individuals less'
than one-fourth. Not more, and probably
less, than one -tenth of the debt is held by
persons earning less than $ 5,000 althougl><
these persons receive three -fourths of all
income.
Today, about half of the revenues of the.
Federal government come largely from taxes,
which must be regarded as taxes upon
the creation of new jobs. If these conditions continue, we may be sure that the
debt will be a disastrous obstacle to a rising
standard of living after the war.
What can be done to change this situation?

-

1 begin with, vigorous steps should be

iku to get much more of the debt into the
rls of individuals, particularly of those in
is small -income group. During the last
ire years, the incomes of individuals, after
a .;, have exceeded the supply of consumer
c,ds by $74.2 billion. In other words, inivluals have been compelled, by the sheer
;ity of goods, to save over $74 billion.
) :his amount, only $27.4 billion, or 37
ens out of every dollar, has gone into govrnient bonds. Indeed, individuals have
avd more in the form of cash and bank
cpsits than in the form of government
'pls. The sale of war bonds to individuals
va:most disappointing in the recent drive.
t ras so disappointing, in fact, that I would
avr a special drive for individuals only,

e

scheduled before the next general
During 1944, when the supplies of
hilan goods are severely restricted and
vhn the fighting is at its climax, the Treasury
vil have its best opportunity to persuade inliduals to buy more bonds. This opportunt ' would not be lost. An increase of at least
wnty-five billion should be the goal for the
le.: year. Every citizen should be made to
n crstand that by buying war bonds now,
le s not only helping to win the war; he is
wiping to make possible a more prosperous
n( stable America after the war.
'he efforts to sell bonds to individuals
hold be vigorously continued throughout
hdshift from war production to civilian prohltion. During this period, corporations
vl'ch, up to now, have been the largest
Elers of government bonds, will need all
hlr depreciation allowances and undistribitLl t rofits to pay for new equipment, and
nlcstorc their own dealers' inventories. The
zOernment, however, will still have large
Jigs to settle and will need to sell as many
)(lids as it can for sonic months after the
of hostilities. During this period, the
-band for most types of goods is likely to
3xeed the immediate productive capacity
o

of industry. Hence, the sale of bonds by the
government will make for economic stability.
The huge expenses, including interest on
the debt, which the government must meet
after the war, require that the tax system be
drastically reformed. Today, taxes fall most
heavily upon those incomes which arc the
reward for increasing production and employment, because profits are taxed first as
corporate profits, and taxed again as dividends to owners of the corporation. Surtaxes
are so stiff and offsets for losses so meager
that the well-to-do capitalists cannot afford
to encourage and help promising young businessmen to start new enterprises.
A nation whose expenses are as large as
those of the United States will be after the
war must be sure that its tax system provides
incentives, not penalties, for increasing pro-

duction and employment.
Should the debt be repaid? Some people
fear that any reduction of the debt would
have a deflationary effect and cause unemployment. An opposi}e iew was expressed
by Mr. Morgcnthau recently: "We have a
big public debt that must be paid off, and
the quicker we do that the better." Both of
these view s arc extreme. Repayment of part
of the debt during a period of depression
would increase unemplo\ ment. Every period
of high prosperity, however, would give the
government an opportunity to pay off part
of the debt without Iimiting employment.
During these periods of prosperity, business
corporations will sell government bonds in
order to buy equipment; and many individuals will redeem war savings bonds in order
to purchase houses, automobiles, and other
goods. If the government budget runs a surplus during periods of high prosperity, and
if this surplus is used to retire some of the
bonds sold by corporations or redeemed by
individuals, the country will be protected
against a disorderly and speculative rise in
prices. Thus, reduction of the debt can be
made a device for stabilizing our economy.
N

There. are two other reasons why reduc-.
tion of the debt will,be desirable:
In the first place, .it will help prepare' the
country financially for a possible third
World War. Determined as we are that this
war shall be the last one, common sense
tells us not'to count on this. At any rate, we
must be prepared for any eventuality.
In the second place, gradual reduction of
the debt would stimulate employment by
creating the expectation of lower taxes. It is
not generally appreciated how much the
willingness of individuals and business concerns to spend money is affected by the prospects of higher or lower taxes. One of the
best ways to make individuals and enterprises spend more freely is to convince them
that taxes will become a little lower, year by
year..
Man) people have difficulty in visualizing
the day when there will be a substantial reduction in the burden of the national debt.
And yet, if the country pursues wise economic policies, there is no reason why the
debt burden should not be cut in half during the next generation.
The days of technological progress and
economic expansion are not over. They are,
in fact, only well begun. During the Twenties, the national income in dollars of constant purchasing power increased' by well
over 50 per cent. Between 1929 and 1939,
it increased by less than 6 per cent. Perhaps
the rate of the Twenties cannot be maintained indefinitely; but scientific research
and development work in industry are laying
the foundation for very large advances in
national income. Suppose that the national
income increases 33 per cent in the first decade after fighting stops (say, hopefully, 1945),
25 per cent in the next decade, and thereafter at the rate of 20 per cent a decade. In
1955, the national income (at present prices)
would be about $173 billion; in 1965, about
$216 billion; ánd in 1975, about $257 billion. By 1970,' the burden of the debt would
.

.

,

be reduced by nearly half, even if not a cell
of it were repaid! :
A huge public debt is, a test of the cha
acter, the common, sense, the foresight, an
.the equally. :important technical and engi
neering skill of a nation. It requires the
.

tens of millions of small incon
earners be willing to become sue
stantial holders of the debt. It rc
quires that the' notion be willing t
tax itself heavily, but in ways whirl
increase 'the :attractiveness of jo
giving or self-employment relative to
job -holding; it requires that the na
tion be willing to pursue policies of
expansion rand to put o rising incomes
for the nation ahead of the pleas of
self-seeking groups in labor, agri
culture, and industry.
,

.

'

A huge debt may so draw out the hidden
powers of a people that it makes the nation

wealthier rather than poorer, stronger raffle(
than weaker.
Up to now, Americans have not met th(
test of a big public debt too well. Individual
have saved more in cash than in government
bonds, and the country has shown little in
terest in avoiding the kind of taxes that re
duce the demand for labor. These shortcomings, I am sure, stem largely from the
fact that the American people never hay
had the problems of debt and taxation hone
estly and adequately explained to them.
I have confidencein the American people'
I believe that Americans have the intellii
.genre to understand this problem of thu
public debt, the character to face their réi
sponsibility regarding it, and the commo'
sense to accept the challenge and make the
most .of it.

President, McGraw-Hill 'Publishing Company,
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I vacuum tubes many complicated
sapes, large and small, must be
nude within very close tolerances.
Enac's know-how of handling glass
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Enac's ability to do a superior job.
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Simplify Low Current Circuit Selection
Bécause of advances in radio and industrial
electronics, there is scarcely a business that
isn't eventually confronted by a problem of
low current multiple circuit selection.
Mallory switches have a faculty of simplifying
such situations-and of providing, in addition,
great operating convenience. That's why you'll
find them in so many precision instruments
today...machines for balancing aircraft crankshafts... the new Electron Microscope, fifty
times more powerful than. the optical kind.
All contacting members of Mallory switches
are heavily silver-plated with a hard finish to

withstand great wear. The high lift of the contact springs assures a wiping, self-cleaning
movement. The Mallory "hill and valley" index
guarantees the most positive action possible,
eliminating "drag" between contacts. An adjustable stop element provides for additional combinations on each switch.
These and many other features, combined with
Mallory "know how," have licked the toughest
industrial problems-and are ready to work for
you. Send for the complete catalog of Mallory
Switches and Approved Precision Parts-or
see your Mallory distributor.
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TALK

'RIDE

...

At the close of the New York Phil hmonic concert on June 25, the United States Rub h
b Company stated over the CBS network that "there
'

c .Id be no

rubber industry without chemists." This

3.a very fine acknowledgment from one of Americ's large industrial concerns that its business was
d1)endent upon its technicians. It is a fact, of
curse, but it is no more true of the rubber industry
t?,n it is true of the radio industry. Yet-has there
en- been a member of the radio industry who had
tl, grace to make a similar public statement?
Por some reason the role played by radio engineers
ha never been played up; never glamorized; seldom
.a :no ledged. In fact large elements of the radio

eiver business have felt that its engineers were
n:essary evils, payroll names to be unloaded in bad
ties when company policies and company politics
g in a turmoil.
radio engineers today are in a different situation.
Ti ?ir work is properly assayed by the war agencies
rich make such good use of them; engineers are in
ghat demand; they have a big share in big things.
'Pair ego must have improved. It is difficult to estimte too highly, however, the betterment of the averai: radio man's morale if the radio companies suddaly realized the fact that "there could be no radio
ii ustry without engineers" and began to tell that
fit to the public; began, in truth, to take some pride
i their technicians.
n

D''.MATEURS

...

In spite of the fact that everyadmits the value of the radio amateur in time of
p.ce or war, disquieting rumors get about that he is
tcbe liquidated.
seems highly undesirable from every stand pint. As he has 'demonstrated time and again, the
atateur is an essential element of the radio indus-

try, an essential part of our national life. This is not
true, alone, because he pounds' brass and can help
out in time of distress; nor is it true because he
builds radio apparatus and, therefore, is an engineer;
nor .is it true, alone, because he is a member of the
amateur game where he has learned the value of a
high esprit de corps. The amateur is all of thesehe knows his equipment, he can build it and maintain
it in operation; he has enough theory, and lots of
practical experience and knowledge:
Within the past few months, the Editor of ELECTRONICS has had his hands full of a high -priority job
for one of the armed services. Many men have been
hired. It is only fair to state, right now, that the best
men on his staff are those who have had amateur experience. This testimony is available anytime, anywhere that it may be useful in keeping the amateur in
radio after the war.
FUN . . . Within the last year much has been
made of the electronic method of flowing tin on tinplate. The plate is first coated with tin in an electroplating process; then by induction heating,. the tin is
flowed so that it goes into all the little crevasses of the
material coated. Very nifty system. Now comes one
Craig Walsh, ex -Associate Editor of ELECTRONICS, and
states that he has a much simpler process. He simply
boils the coated plate in Crisco!
OPA cracked down on the black market in radio sets
in New York City recently. Seems the boys were buying up junk parts, old auto sets, components, etc.,
putting them together for a few dollars, selling the
assembly for many dollars more than the ceiling price
for sets of similar numbers of tubes etc., permitted.
Sounds just like the good old pre-war days!
MD., DD., LLD . . Mairzie-Doates, Dozy-Doates,
Little-Lamsie-Divy.
.
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1-The proposed frequency allocation

for commercial

television broadcasting Is shown in the upper bar providing
26 channels, as contrasted with the present allocation shown

iercial broadcasting is shown in
'ig. 1. The present allocation
lower bar in the figure) consists
,f 18 six -megacycle channels from
,0 to 294 Mc. The proposed allocaion (upper bar) suggests the addiion of 8 six -megacycle channels,
naking 26 channels in all, extendng from 50 to 246 Mc. According
.0 this proposal, television would
Iccupy about 80 percent of the
(pace from 50 to 246 Mc. Gaps are
eft for the present amateur bands
Ind for aviation, government, and
niscellaneous services.
The justification for this large
mount of ether space is found in
.he requirements for a national alocation of television service. The
irst 30 metropolitan markets, deáned by the U. S. Department of
commerce and roughly spotted in
Fig. 2, are used as the basis of the
Panel's plan., The most critical region from the allocation standpoint is the eastern seaboard from
Boston to Washington, within
which nine of the thirty markets
are located. Figure 3 shows a possible allocation of one station to
each of these nine markets, using
four channels. The interference
radius is shown as 170 miles.
To provide more than one station
ELECTRONICS

-
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bar and providing 18 channels. Individual station
bandwidths aie the same in each case, 6 Mc. Relaying channels and experimental channels are not shown here
in the lower

per city, and to offer service in
smaller cities in the same region, a
large number of additional channels are required. Table I shows a
possible allocation of the 26 proposed channels to the eastern seaboard which would allow 12 stations
in New York, 10 stations in Boston,
nine stations in Philadelphia and
eight stations in Washington (the
primary markets). The table shows
a total of 65 stations in 15 market
areas. (The same allocation plan
would provide 12 stations in Chicago, nine in Detroit, eight in Pittsburgh, seven in Cleveland, and a
smaller number in the nearby
smaller communities.)
This is television service on a
scale not thought of before the war.
In view of the present level of production and employment in the industry, supplying the equipment
for such a system should prove easy,
provided only that the public is
willing to pay for it. Public acceptance depends not only on the technical excellence and availability of
service, but also on the quality and
quantity of program material.
Relaying and Experimental Channels

The cost of television programming is such that network connec-

tions are considered essential, so
that several stations may share the
cost.
To prepare for relaying requirements, as' well as to permit studio to -transmitter service and outside
pick-up, the RTPB Panel has proposed allocations for commercial
television relay service. The channels are classified in three groups:
Group B, consisting of a number
of 12 -Mc channels from 162 to 294
Mc (which will eventually be displaced by assignments to television
broadcasting) ; Group C consisting
of twenty 10 -Mc channels in a continuous band somewhere 'between
the limits 300 and 1000 Mc; and
Group D consisting of twenty 20 Mc channels in a continuous band
somewhere between the limits 1000
and 3000 Mc. Proposed assign-

ments for relaying constitute 600
Mc in all, or about 22 percent of the
space between 300 and 3000 Mc.
The remaining 78 percent is more
than sufficient to take care of other
needs, including post-war radar
and similar wideband services.
The final allocation proposal has
to do with experimental stations.
The Panel is on record to the effect
that an improved system of television should be investigated by ex 93
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2-Basis of the RTPB Television Panel's plan is the assignment of channels to stations in the first 30 metropolitan
markets, as defined by the U. S. Department' of Commerce.
Markets roughly spotted on the map include: (1) New York;
(2) Chicago; (3) Los Angeles; (4) Philadelphia; (5) Boston;
(6) Detroit; (7) San Francisco; (8) Pittsburgh; (9) Cleveland:
FIG.

petimentation. To provide for such
experimental work, it was recommended that 30 channels, each
20-Mc wide, should be assigned in a
continuous band between 600 and
2000 Mc. Although it is recommended by thePanel that no standards for use in such channels be
set up at present, -calculation shows
that :a 20 -Mc channel (maximum
video sideband 18.25 Mc) is capable of accommodating a picture of
1100 lines, possessing detail comparable to professional 35 -mm motion pictures.
The experimental stations to
some extent may occupy the same
channels as relay stations. Allowing 50 percent duplication, the allocation of experimental facilities
adds 300 Mc of space to the previously mentioned 600 -Mc requirement for relaying and lifts the total
'requirement for television space to
33 percent in the region from 300
to 3000 Mc.
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(10) St. Louis; (11) Minneapolis; (12) Washington; (13) Baltimore; (14) Buffalo; (15) Milwaukee; (16) Cincinnati; (17) Kansas City: (18) ,Providence; (19) Seattle; ,(20) Hartford; (21)
Houston; (22) Portland; (23) Albany; (24) Indianapolis; (25)
Atlanta; (26) Denver; (27) Dallas; (28) Rochester; (29) Columbus; (30) Scranton

Additional allocations for experimentation are suggested in the
region above 3000 Mc, including a
continuous band of sixty 20 -Mc
channels in the region from 3000
to 10,000 Mc, and an unspecified

number of 20 -Mc channels above
10,000 Mc. The channels above
3000 Mc are desired primarily
for experimentation with television relaying,. rather than for
experimental broadcasting. Here
r

\4

¡JIÚ

\3
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Channel II

3-The most critical region, from a television allocation standpoint, is the
eastern seaboard from Boston to Washington, within which nine of the 30 major

FIG.
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akin the requirements for space
ar great, but the percentage of the
milable space is not excessive.
IPB

Proposed Television Standards

'he RTPB Panel has reviewed

ti standards governing commer-

ci. television broadcasting (NTSC-

FC standards) and has reaffirmed
ni;t of them. Two basic changes
h:'e been made. The alternative
u: of frequency modulation for the
piture and synchronizing signals
b:, been eliminated, and the specications for frequency modulati i of the associated sound signal
h: e been modified. In all other resicts, including the scanning specications, the RTPB recommendatils coincide with the existing
sindards.
.'he complete list of standards is
g en in Table II. The explanation
Oach standard has appeared previdsly in an ELECTRONICS report
(;abruary 1941, p. 17) on the
N'SC proceedings. They have also
bin described in detail in the book
"',1levision Standards and Pract

f'

(McGraw-Hill,

New York,

113). In the interest of completenils in this report; a brief discus sin of the standards is presented.

the first four standards have to
diwith the 6 -Mc television channel,
slrwn in Fig. 4. These standards
a! identical in all respects to the
! 'SC -FCC values. The 6 -Mc chanu permits vestigial sideband pictl'e transmission with a maximum
vleo sideband of about 4.25 Mc.
le sound carrier is spaced 4.5 Mc
firm the picture carrier, rather
'

TABLE II-PROPOSED STANDARDS
shall be 6 Mc.
(1) The width of the standard television broadcast channel
4.5 Mc lower in frequency
carrier
visual
the
to
locate
standard
be
(2) It shall

than the unmodulated aural carrier.
aural carrier 0.25 Mc
(3) It shall be standard to locate the unmodulated
the
channel.
of
limit
lower than the upper frequency
shall be that
(4) The standard visual transmission amplitude characteristic

shown in appended Drawing I (Fig. 4)
period shall be 525,
(5) The standard number of scanning lines per frame

interlaced two -to -one.
second and the standard
(6) The standard frame frequency shall be 30 per
second.
60
per
be
shall
field frequency
picture shall be 4
(7) The standard aspect ratio of the transmitted television
units horizontally to 3 units vertically.
left to
(8) It shall be standard, during active scanning intervals, to scan
velocities.
right horizontally and from top to bottom vertically, at uniform
to modulate
(9) It shall be standard in television broadcasting transmission
both picture and synchronizing
a carrier within a single television channel for
in amplitude.
signals, the two signals comprising different modulation ranges
(10) It shall be standard that a decrease in initial light intensity cause an
increase in radiated power.
(11) It shall be standard that the black level be represented by a definite
carrier level, independent of light and shade in the picture.
(12) It shall be standard to transmit the black level at 75 percent (with
amplitude.
a tolerance of plus or minus 2.5 percent) of the peak carrier
(13) It shall be standard to use trequency modulation for the television
aural transmission, with a maximum frequency swing of 25 kc.
(14) It shall be standard to pre -emphasize the aural transmission in accordance with the impedance -frequency characteristic of a series inductance resistance network having a time constant of 50 microseconds.
(15) It shall be standard in television broadcast transmission to radiate a
signal in conformity with the appended drawing "Television Synchronizing
Waveform," Committee 2, Panel 6, RTPB, March 1 5, 1944 (Fig: 5), as modified
by vestigial sideband operation as specified in Drawing I of the FCC "Standards
of Good Engineering Practice," dated April 30, 1941.
(16) The time interval between the leading edges of successive horizontal
pulses shall vary less than one half of one percent of the average interval.
(17) It shall be standard in television transmission that the rate -of -change
of the frequency of recurrence of the leading edges of the horizontal synchronizing signals be not greater than 0.15 percent per second, the frequency
to be determined by an averaging process carried out over a period of not
less than 20, nor more than 100 lines, such lines not to include any portion
of the vertical blanking signal.
(18) It shall be standard to rate the visual transmitter in terms of its peak power
when transmitting a standard television signal.
(19) Modulation of the visual transmitter, the radio -frequency signal amplitude shall be 15 percent or less of the peak amplitude, for maximum white.
(20) It shall be standard to employ an unmodulated radiated carrier power
of the aural transmission not less than 100 percent nor more than 150 percent
of the peak radiated power of the picture transmission.
(21) It shall be standard in television broadcasting to radiate signals having
horizontal polarization.

markets shown in Fig. 2 are located. Assuming an interference radius of 170 miles,
each of the nine could have a station by using four channels as shown here
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than 1.25 Mc (which would be possible if the sound carrier were
moved from the right edge of the
diagram to the left .edge) because
the effect of cross-modulation between carriers is not noticeable
with the wide spacing and would be
visible with the narrower spacing.
The next four standards, on
scanning specifications, are also
identical with the NTSC-FCC values. The picture scanning figures
remain at 525 lines, 30 frames per
second, interlaced two -to -one. It
was the concensus of Committee 3
of the Panel, which investigated the
matter, that these values represented the best values with which to
employ the full capabilities of the
95

Technical Plan
For POST-WAR
The Television Panel of the Radio Technical Planning
Board, in its latest report, suggests a vast new empire for
television, including 26 commercial channels from 50 to
246 Mc, with relaying and experimental channels extending above 10,000 Mc

ON

June

2, 1944,

the Television

Panel of the Radio Technical
Planning Board approved unanimously a report outlining standards of transmission and frequency allocations for a nationwide
television service. This report, the
blueprint for post-war expansion of
the video art, is now being reviewed
by the RTPB and will be placed before the Federal Communications
Commission for action.
Since the report represents the

unanimous opinion of the leading
technical figures in the television
field, it is believed that the recommendations will be adopted without
major changes. The following summary and interpretation have been
prepared by the editors from the
records of the Television Panel and
its six Committees.**
The Television Panel, the first
RTPB Panel to complete its work,
stems from the National Television
System Committee, which drew up

TABLE I -POSSIBLE ALLOCATIONS IF 26 CHANNELS ARE
USED IN THE BOSTON TO WASHINGTON AREA
Not
Yet

No.
Market
New York City
Philadelphia
Boston

Washington, D. C.
Baltimore
Providence
Hartford
Schenectady, Albany,
Troy
Scranton, Wilkes-Barre
Springfield, Holyoke
New Haven
Worcester
Allentown, Bethlehem,

Present
Stations

plied

3

2

7

12

17,

1

2

6

9

11,

0

0

10

10

1

2

5

8

0

0

4

4

0
0

0

3

3

0

3

3

0

3

4

Channels
1, 2, 4', 6,-8,
12, 14, 16,
20, 22
3, 7, 9, 13, 15,
19, 21, 23
1, 2, 4, 6, 8,

11,
18,

Syracuse

1, 2, 4, 6, 11, 12,
14, 16
8, 18, 20, 22
10, 19, 21

5,9,15

3,7,13,17

1

Total

Proposed Frequency Allocations

The recommendations for frequency assignments constitute the
most radical proposal of the RTPB
Panel report. Allocations are proposed for commercial channels in
the region from 50 to 246 Mc, for
relaying (network and outside
pick-up connections) in the region
from 162 to 3000 Mc, and for ex-

perimentation in the region

from

600 to above 10,000 Mc.
- The channel width proposed for
commercial broadcasting remains
at its present value, 6 Mc. For relaying, channels of 10 -Mc and 20
Mc widths are proposed, and for experimentation, channels of 20 -Mc
width.
The proposed allocation for corn,
e
The members of the RTPB Tel
vision Panel are : D. B. Smith (Milos)ll
chairman ; I. J. Saar (GE), vice chairman
George Town (Stromberg Carlson), seen
L. Beers (RCA
s (Form
BingleyG(Ph lco); B. Ray Cummings
Cum. i
worth) ; A. B. DuMont (DuMont Labs);
O. B. Hanson (NBC) J. D. Reid (Crosley);
Peter Goidmark (CBS) M. L. Levy (Enter
son); A. F. Murray (Hughes Productions),
C. A. Priest (GE); R. H. Manson (Strom
berg Carlson) J. E. Brown (Zenith) 1)
G. Fink (Electronics) ; $. R. Lubcke (Do'
Lee) W. A. MacDonald (Hazeltine); T.13.
Grenier (Metropolitan Television) ; C. E
Nobles (Westinghouse); Jean Brand (Ray
theon) ; P. J. Larsen (SMPE) R. J. Rock.
well (Crosley-WLW) D. A. Quarles (Bell
Labs); J. R. Poppele (Bamberger-WUR),
H. G. Boyle (N. A. Philips) N. P. Caw
-

10, 26
24
25
23, 25
24, 25

0

0

0

0
0

0

25
4, 6, 14

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

3

3

0
0

Note: This tabulation is only one of many possible allocation plans.
assigned anywhere In the general area of the designated market
Frequency change of existing transmitter.

92

For

12,14,16,18

Easton

Lowell, Lawrence

Ap-

CP's
Requested

the television standards now officially sanctioned by the FCC. The
Panel has substantially reaffirmed
the NTSC television standards and
has gone on to consider the frequency allocation problem.

Channels could be

(Hamilton); H. S. Frazier (NAB); E. Labia
(Federal); and W. Auerbacker (Rode
Television Institute). In addition, 18 alter
notes and 21 observers were attached to
the Panel, but did not vote. The six cow'
mittees of the Panel had 60 additional
members and alternates.
August 1944
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1-The proposed frequency allocation

channels. as contrasted with the present allocation shown

zercial broadcasting is shown in
The present allocation
^ig. 1.
lower bar in the figure) consists
.1 18 six -megacycle channels from
0 to 294 Mc. The proposed allocaion (upper bar) suggests the addiion of 8 six -megacycle channels,
naking 26 channels in all, extendng from 50 to 246 Mc. According
o this proposal, television would
Iccupy about 80 percent of the
;pace from 50 to 246 Mc. Gaps are
left for the present amateur bands

for aviation, government, and
niscellaneous services.
The justification for this large
mount of ether space is found in
,he requirements for a national alocation of television service. The
irst 30 metropolitan markets, de3ned by the U. S. Department of
commerce and roughly spotted in
Fig. 2, are used as the basis of the
Panel's plan. The most critical region from the allocation standpoint is the eastern seaboard from
Boston to Washington, within
which nine of the thirty markets
are located. Figure 3 shows a possible allocation of one station to
each of these nine markets, using
four channels. The interference
Ind

¿radius is shown as 170 miles.
To provide more than one station
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in the lower bar and providing 18 channels. Individual station
bandwidths are the same in each case, 6 Mc. Relaying channels and experimental channels are not shown here

per city, and to offer service in
smaller cities in the same region, a
large number of additional channels are required. Table I shows a
possible allocation of the 26 proposed channels to the eastern seaboard which would allow 12 stations
in New York, 10 stations in Boston,
nine stations in Philadelphia and
eight stations in Washington (the
primary markets). The table shows
a total of 65 stations in 15 market
areas. (The same allocation plan
would provide' 12 stations in Chicago, nine in Detroit, eight in Pittsburgh, seven in Cleveland, and a
smaller number in the nearby
smaller communities.)
This is television service on a
scale not thought of before the war.
In view of the present level of production and employment in the industry, supplying the equipment
for such a system should prove easy,
provided only that the public is
willing to pay for it. Public acceptance depends not only on the technical excellence and availability of
service, but also on the quality and
quantity of program material.
Relaying and Experimental Channels

The cost of television programming is such that network connec-

tions are considered essential, so

that several stations may share the
cost.
To prepare for relaying requirements, as well as to permit studioto -transmitter service and outside
pick-up, the RTPB Panel has proposed allocations for commercial.
television relay service. The channels are classified in three groups :
Group B, consisting of a number
of 12 -Mc channels from 162 to 294
Mc (which will eventually be displaced by assignments to television
broadcasting) ; Group C consisting
of twenty 10 -Mc channels in a continuous band somewhere between
the limits 300 and 1000 Mc; and
Group D consisting of twenty 20 Mc channels in a continuous band
somewhere between the limits 1000
and 3000 Mc. Proposed assign-

ments for relaying constitute 600
Mc in all, or about 22 percent of the
space between 300 and 3000 Mc.
The remaining 78 percent is more
than sufficient to take care of other
needs, including post-war radar
and similar wideband services.
The final allocation proposal has
to do with experimental stations.
The Panel is on record to the effect
that an improved system of television should be investigated by ex 93
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2-Basis of the RTPB Television Panel's plan is the assignment of channels to stations in the first 30 metropolitan
markets, as defined by the U. S. Department' of Commerce.
Markets roughly spotted on the map include: (1) New York;
(2) Chicago; (3) Los Angeles; (4) Philadelphia; (5) Boston;
(6) Detroit; (7) San Francisco; (8) Pittsburgh; (9) Cleveland;
FIG.

perimentation. To provide for such
experimental work, it was recommended that 30 channels, each
20 -Mc wide, should be assigned in a
continuous band between 600 and
2000 Mc. Although it is recommended by thePanel that no standards for use in such channels be
set up at present, calculation shows
that a 20 -Mc channel (maximum
video sideband 18.25 Mc) is capable of accommodating a picture of
1100 lines, possessing detail comparable to professional 35 -mm motion pictures.
The experimental stations to
some extent may occupy the same
channels as relay stations. Allowing 50 percent duplication, the allocation of experimental facilities
adds 300 Mc of space to the previously mentioned 600-11c requirement for relaying and lifts the total
requirement for television space to
33 percent in the region from 300
to 3000 Mc.
94

,

(10) St. Louis; (11) Minneapolis; (12) Washington; (13) Baltimore; (14) Buffalo; (15) Milwaukee; (16) Cincinnati; 117) Kansas City; (18) VProvidence; (19) Seattle; (20) Hartford; (21)
Houston; (22) Portland; (23) Albany; (24) Indianapolis; (25)
Atlanta; (26) Denver; (27) Dallas; -(28) Rochester; (29) Columbus; (30) Scranton

Additional allocations for experimentation are suggested in the
region above 3000 Mc, including a
continuous band of sixty 20 -Mc
channels in the region from 3000
to 10,000 Mc, and an unspecified

number of 20 -Mc channels above
10,000 Mc. The channels above
3000 Mc are desired primarily
for experimentation with television relaying, rather than for
experimental broadcasting. Here

3-The most critical region, from a television allocation standpoint, is the
eastern seaboard from Boston to Washington, within which nine of the 30 major

FIG.
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.lain the requirements for space
.:e great, but the percentage of the
iailable space is not excessive.
tTPB Proposed Television Standards

The RTPB Panel has reviewed
standards governing commeral television broadcasting (NTSCCC standards) and has reaffirmed
Lost of them. Two basic changes
ave been made. The alternative
se of frequency modulation for the
se

icture and synchronizing signals
as been eliminated, and the speifications for frequency modula .on of the associated sound signal
ave been modified. In all other rends, including the scanning speifications, the RTPB recommendaons coincide with the existing
tandards.
The complete list of standards is
iven in Table II. The explanation
f each standard has appeared prev-

rusly in an ELECTRONICS report
p. 17) on the
ITSC proceedings. They have also
een described in detail in the book

February 1941,

Television Standards and Pracice" (McGraw-Hill, New York,
943). In the interest of completeess in this report; a brief discus ion of the standards is presented.
The first four 'standards have to
o with the 6 -Mc television channel,
hown in Fig. 4. These standards
re identical in all respects to the
ZTSC-FCC values. The 6 -Mc chan.el permits vestigial sideband picure transmission with a maximum
'ideo sideband of about 4.25 Mc.
.'he sound carrier is spaced 4.5 Mc
'rom the picture carrier, rather

TABLE 11-PROPOSED STANDARDS

channel shall be 6 Mc.
(1) The width of the standard television broadcast
Mc lower in frequency
4.5
carrier
visual
the
locate
to
(2) It shall be standard
than the unmodulated aural carrier.
aural carrier 0.25 Mc
(3) It shall be standard to locate the unmodulated
channel.
the
of
limit
lower than the upper frequency
characteristic shall be that
(4) The standard visual transmission amplitude
4)
(Fig.
I
shown in appended Drawing
period shall be 525,
(5) The standard number of scanning lines per frame
interlaced two -to -one.
and the standard
(6) The standard frame frequency shall be 30 per second
second.
60
per
be
shall
field frequency
picture shall be 4
(7) The standard aspect ratio of the transmitted television
vertically.
3
units
to
horizontally
units
to scan left to
(8) It shall be standard, during active scanning intervals,
uniform velocities.
right horizontally and from top to bottom vertically, at
to modulate
(9) It shall be standard in television broadcasting transmission
for both picture and synchronizing
a carrier within a single television channel
amplitude.
signals, the two signals comprising different modulation ranges in
an
(10) It shall be standard that a decrease in initial light intensity cause
increase in radiated power.
(11) It shall be standard that the black level be represented by a definite
carrier level, independent of light and shade in the picture.
(12) It shall be standard to transmit the black level at 75 percent (with
amplitude.
a tolerance of plus or minus 2.5 percent) of the peak carrier
(13) It shall be standard to use trequency modulation for the television
aural transmission, with a maximum frequency swing of 25 kc.
(14) It shall be standard to pre -emphasize the aural transmission in accordance with the impedance -frequency characteristic of a series inductance resistance network having a time constant of 50 microseConds.
(15) It shall be standard in television broadcast transmission to radiate a
signal in conformity with the appended drawing "Television Synchronizing
Waveform," Committee 2, Panel 6, RTPB, March 15, 1944 (Fig: 5), as modified
by vestigial sideband operation as specified in Drawing of the FCC "Standards
of Good Engineering Practice," dated April 30, 1941.
(16) The time interval between the leading edges of successive horizontal
pulses shall vary less than one half of one percent of the average interval.
(17) It shall be standard in television transmission that the rate -of -change
of the frequency of recurrence of the leading edges of the horizontal synchronizing signals be not greater than 0.15 percent per second, the frequency
to be determined by an averaging process carried out over a' period of not
less than 20, nor more than 100 lines, such lines not to include any portion
of the vertical blanking signal.
(18) It shall be standard to rate the visual transmitter in terms of its peak power
when transmitting a standard television signal.
(19) Modulation of the visual transmitter, the radio -frequency signal amplitude shall be 15 percent or less of the peak amplitude, for maximum white.
(20) It shall be standard to employ an unmodulated radiated carrier power
of the aural transmission not less than 100 percent nor more than 150 percent
of the peak radiated power of the picture transmission.
(21) It shall be standard in television broadcasting to radiate signals having
horizontal polarization.

markets shown in Fig. 2 are located. Assuming an interference radius of 170 miles,
each of the nine could have a station by using four channels as shown here
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than 1.25 Mc (which would be possible if the sound carrier were
moved from the right edge of the
diagram to the left edge) because
the effect of cross -modulation between carriers is not noticeable
with the wide spacing and would be
visible with the narrower spacing.
The next four standards, on
scanning specifications, are also
identical with the NTSC-FCC values. The picture scanning figures
remain at 525 lines, 30 frames per
second, interlaced two -to -one. It
was the concensus of Committee 3
of the Panel, which investigated the
matter, that these values represented the best values with which to
employ the full capabilities of the
95

4.25 Mc video sideband previously

mentioned.
F -M

Video Not Permitted

Standard number 9, relating to
the type of modulation to be used in
transmitting the picture, has been
changed to permit amplitude modulation only. The NTSC-FCC version of this standard permitted the
use of either amplitude or frequency modulation for picture and
synchronizing signals. Experience
has shown, since the NTSC investigation, that frequency modulation
has serious limitations in broadcasting the picture, due to the effects of multipath transmission.
When multipath effects are present, the direct wave and a wave reflected from a structure off the direct path tend to cancel or reinforce
each other by wave interference,
depending on the relative phases of
the signals. When frequency modulation is employed, the arrival of
one value of the carrier frequency
may be delayed in the reflected path
just enough to interfere with (and
possibly cancel) the same value of
the carrier frequency transmitted
by the direct path. The effect is
particularly pronounced when frequency modulation is used for the
sync signals, since the maximum
and minimum amplitudes of the
sync correspond to two discrete carrier frequency values. Demonstrations showed that multipath
transmission may result in total
loss of the sync signal when f-m is
used, whereas no such serious effect occurs when a-m is used.
The effect of multipath transmission is also serious in the picture itself. In this case, the effect of multipath transmission is to produce a

beat -note pattern which has no evident relationship to the picture
content and flickers over the screen
in a distracting fashion. The same
multipath conditions, when a -m is
employed, produce a ghost image
displaced from the true image but
similar to it in form. Such a -m
ghosts, while troublesome, are much
less annoying than the f -m ghosts.
Hence it was concluded by Committee 2 of the Panel, which studied
the matter, that frequency modulation was impractical for picture
broadcasting. (It should be noted,
however, that f -m is highly suitable
for relay picture transmissions,
where the use of directive transmitting and receiving antennas
eliminates the effect of reflected signals.)
The next three standards, relating to the polarity of transmission,
d -c transmission, and the percentage of carrier amplitude devoted to
sync signals, are identical with the
NTSC-FCC standards. Here again
Committee 2 agreed that these
methods of transmission represented the best practice known to
the art, and should be preserved
for post-war use. The numerical
values stated in the standards are
illustrated in the sync -signal waveform, shown in Fig. 5.
Audio Standards Substantially Changed

The next standards, numbered 13
and 14, relate to the transmission
of the associated sóund signal.
Strangely enough it is only in these
standards, which do not relate to
the television problem proper, that
any substantial changes appear.
The NTSC-FCC standards specify
frequency modulation with a maximum deviation of plus or minus 75
kc, and frequency pre -emphasis in
accordance with a 100 -microsecond
time constant. The RTPB Panel
standards specify frequency modulation with maximum deviation of
plus or minus 25 kc. and pre -emphasis according to a 50 -microsecond time constant. The most
important change relates to the
frequency deviation, which represents a lowering of the signal-tonoise ratio by a factor of three in
voltage (9.6 db).
amtransmission
picture
The minutes of Committee 3, to
4-Idealized
FIG.
plitude characteristic. The relative field which this matter was referred,
strength outside the picture side bands (at show that considerable discussion
a) is not to exceed 0.0005. Details are discentered on this question. The
cussed in the text
96

NTSC had standardized on a deviation of 75 kc with the tacit understanding that only the Group A
channels (up to 108 Mc) would be
available for broadcasting in the
initial stages. The RTPB, as shown
earlier in this report, was faced by
the definite prospect of using channels as high as 250 Mc. Between
100 Mc and 250 Mc there has been
found to exist a dividing line above
which the frequency drift of the
receiver local oscillator becomes a
serious factor. It has been appreciated for some time that frequencymodulated sound transmission requires more precise tuning than amplitude -modulated signals, because
the wider spectrum of the f-m
transmission occupies fully the
bandwidth allotted to it in the receiver and because full noise suppression is obtained only when the
f -m signal is centered on the discriminator characteristic. Thus the
receiver drift problem operates
against proper reception of f-m
sound signals on the channels above
100 Mc.

Two proposals were offered to
solve the problem. One was to revert to amplitude modulation for
the sound channel, while retaining
the receiver bandwidth at the 200kc value. This would permit the receiver oscillator to drift plus or
minus 80 kc _(about 0.03 percent at
250 Mc) without affecting the
strength or quality of the sound
transmission. The other alternative was to reduce the deviation of
the f -m transmission, but likewise
retain the full bandwidth at 200 kc.
The 25-kc deviation permits the receiver oscillator to drift about 60
kc (0.02 percent at 250 Mc) before
serious difficulties with the quality
of the reproduction ensue. If 75-kc
deviation were used, the allowable
drift in a 200-kc bandwidth is only
10 kc (0.004 percent). The mem-

bers of Committee 3 stated that
present best practice in the control
of 250 -Mc oscillators would not assure drift less than 0.02 percent,
unless crystal control were used,
and this was deemed uneconomical
for domestic equipment, espeCially
in view of the large number of
channels to be covered. Consequently it was deemed Inadvisable
to retain the 75-kc deviation and
25-kc was substituted for, it.
Another -problem encountered in
August 1944
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FIG. 5-Recommended television synchronizing waveform

Notes: (1) 1/ equals time from start of one line to start of next line; (2)
V equals time from start of one field to start of next field; (3) Leading and
trailing edges of vertical blanking should he complete in less than 0.1 Il; (4)
Leading and trailing slopes of horizontal blanking must he steep enough to
preserve minimum and maximum values of (x-4- ) under all conditions of
picture content; ('5) Dimensions marked with an asterisk indicate that tolerances given are permitted only for long time tariations, and not for successive
cycles; (6) Equalizing pulse area shall he between 0.45 and 0.5 of the area of a
horizontal sync pulse.

8l transmission is the audio dist Lion which can be produced when
mltipath effects are present. Such
"ditortion arises from the cancellaWI of two components of the car signal, one arriving directly,
other by a reflected path. When
ttl reelected signal is comparable
`i strength to the direct signal,
,n.iceable distortion may occur.
tTis problem was thoroughly disclsed by Committee 3. This effect
v'3 considered to be of small imporitfce compared with the receiver!

ft problem.

('he reduction of the time cons nt from 100 to 50 -microseconds
1113 recommended on the advice of
t broadcasters, who indicated
tit the 100 -microsecond characEICTRONICS
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diated power. The RTPB Panel
recommendation is that the sound radiated power be increased to a
value from 100 to 150 percent of the
picture power. This amounts to
maximum increase of 3 times in.
power (about 3 db), which compensates partly for the 9-db loss due to
lowered deviation. It was believed
that the noise -reduction. inherent in
f -m transmission was sufficient to
take care of the 6 db difference in
all parts of the service area.

teristic introduces somewhat excessive peaking of the high frequencies, causing the studio operator to ride gain at a low value to
avoid overmodulation on high -frequency peaks. It was believed that
the lower value of 50 microseconds
would permit the studio gain control to be set safely at a higher
value, and thus obtain more efficient
use of the sound transmitter.
Standard number 20, which
states the relative power of the picture and sound transmission, was
changed to take into account, in
part, the reduced deviation in the
sound transmission. The NTSCFCC standard specifies that the
sound radiated power shall be from
50 to 100 percent of the picture ra.

.

The next three standards (15, 16
and 17) specify the synchronizing
signal waveform and certain tolerances. The only change here is another elimination of an alternative.
The NTSC-FCC standards specify the serrated vertical synchronizing waveform of Fig. 5, but they
also permit an alternative form, the
so-called 500-kc vertical sync. The
deliberations of Committee 2 revolved about the relative merits of
the two systems. It was brought out
that the resonant band-pass circuit
used to separate the vertical pulses
in the 500-kc signal have twice the
band -width of the low-pass integrating circuit used with the serrated pulses of Fig. 5, and that the
noise accepted by the former circuit
might therefore be greater, depending on the noise spectrum actually
present. But the principal factor
favoring the serrated pulse was the
fact that it offered excellent performance when used with a newly
developed a -f -c vertical sync circuit,
which so improves the general performance of the synchronization
system as to provide solid syílchlonization even when the signal
strength is so low that the picture
is barely recognizable. In possession of such a satisfactory solution
of the sync problem, the Committee
voted to eliminate the alternative
form of sync pulse in the interest
of simplification of the standards.
The synchronization waveform
shown i.n Fig. 5 is identical in all
numerical values and shapes to the
standard NTSC-FCC waveform.
Minor corrections and additions to
the dimensions have been incorporated in the interest of greater precision and to clarify the meaning of
the specifications. The tolerance
standards 16 and 17 were set up by
(Continued on page 164)
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Army Airways
service, weather information, aelo
Army Air .Force affiliate provides point-to-point
landing fields in domestic and
nautical navigational aids and coordination at various
the way for post-war develop.
foreign theaters, facilitating military flying and pointing
ment of international air travel

for administration are level-headed
aviation or communications men
who know what field conditions are
7
J'
.
beause they have flown planes and
I
. .
operated communication systems.
1!°
'..
L#
Some have extensive experience in
'
,'
commercial communications and
many have built and maintained
their own stations as amateur radio
operators.
Beause of the importance which
i
is attached to field operations, a
high degree of decentralization is
desirable. Men operating control
portablen"
towers or, perhaps,
marker -beacons, are "on their ow
to a large extent. At the same timer
,
.the high degree of specialized,
knowledge which these men re
.t
quire, the fact that they often have
very severe responsibilities, and
left
at
the
operator
The
airdrome.
AAF
that they are called upon to proTypical AACS radio station at major
handles arrival
center
the
in
one
the
bases,
other
with
data
exchanges weather
duce results regardless of the cir
contact with aircraft
and departure messages, the man at the right maintains
cumstances in which they find'
enroute and the man in the foreground is the supervisor
themselves calls for particular',
dependable, resourceful and reliabl
will
AACS
the
The activities of
REFLECTING the rapid rise in
in peace -time personnel.
military aviation, and fore- have definite value
As a result of necessary decen
despite the
and,
aviation
shadowing the future development military
military airways do not tralization, the usual array of
of air travel together with the com- fact that
follow routes desirable "echelons" has been streamlined to
munications system which will necessarily
service, should also the point where the remotest (let'
make it possible, is the Army Air.- for commercial
in re-establishing comways Communications System with prove useful
aviation in the
civilian
and
headquarters in the City Hall mercial
period.
Building at Asheville, North Caro- post-war

.-.

.

'

,

I

lina.
The AACS, a worldwide organization, is part of the Army Air
Force. Its immediate objective is
to make military flying as safe,
foolproof and reliable as is humanly
possible in wartime. To this end
the organization operates a vast array of wire and radio communications facilities, direction -finding
and range -beacon stations, weather
stations and other radio- facilities
and also coordinates many similar

services at various landing fields.
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Organization

The AACS is primarily an operating or service organization in
which field activities are of para-

mount importance.

The adminis-

trative headquarters are unobtrusive and practical; those responsible

Ip

This ugly duckling, consisting of a few
boards, some rusty nails, a signal -light
gun. a field telephone, a cot, a receiver

and a transmitter served as a control
tower at a Chinese field until more
elaborate equipment arrived
August 1944
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Communications System
achment is only a few layers re (roved from the top man. The
:eadquarters in Asheville is the
terve center of the entire system.
t is largely an administrative unit
.nd coordinates its activities ,with
hose of the Army, Navy, the Civil
eronautic Administration and our
flies. It establishes policies for
he overall system.
So far as the AACS is concerned,
he world is divided into 8 Wings
or purposes of administration. In

lost instances, Wing Headquarnear the terminals
f the various air -ferry and airransport commands. In general,
Ving Headquarters is responsible
or the supervision and inspection
f installations and equipment and
)1- the establishment of policies resting to operations within the
Ting. Each Wing is divided into
coups, of which 24 exist at the
resent time. Of these, four are loated in the continental United
tates and the balance in foreign
r intries.
A Detachment is a field operatig unit charged with the responsiility of operating and maintainig one of the many AACS stations
hich may be located almost anyhere throughout the world. The
tetachment is set up to provide op rating and maintenance services
rily. However, in many cases mem2rs of a Detachment are required
perform additional services, such
installing and even constructing
mtrol towers and communications
3rs are located

EWE

Flying freights find cargoes waiting, thanks to rapid exchange of information
between ARCS radio stations. Minimum delay at stops spells efficient operation

equipment, usually beause of their
remoteness from normal facilities
for such purposes.
Such a streamlined organization
is well adapted to carry out the activities in 1v hich the AACS is primarily engaged. Broadly speaking,
these activities are three -fold: (1)
to provide point-to-point communiations throughout the world, especially with ground stations along
military airways, (2) to collect, coordinate and disseminate weather
information along military airways, and (3) to provide aeronautical navigational aids and various types of flight controls for air-
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craft operating between ground
stations.
Problems

Numerous unusual and interesting problems confront the AACS
and in each case a satisfactory
answer must be found promptly.
For example, the organization must
maintain a continuous watch
throughout the world for all military airways for whose operation it
is responsible. It must establish
communications quickly in war
theaters and this may be a task of
considerable proportions and difficulties in a war of a high degree of
mobility.
Although the Signal
Corps is charged with the installation and. major repairs of equipment, conditions sometimes make it
necessary for AACS personnel to
install and service equipment as
well as to maintain it.
While it is necessary to be sure
that our own personnel is adequately informed of weather and
other conditions in which they are
interested, it is equally important
to keep such information from the
enemy. This requirement imposes
Direction -finding stations like this, set up
all over the world, give bearings to military aircraft hundreds of miles away
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certain restrictions on the system,
which do not exist to the sau3e.:i?X=.

tent in commercial instaltlátions: T2

,

.

provide adequate weáther
tion, it is necessAry to operate weather stations throughout the world.
The Weather Wing of the Army
Air Force makes the observations
from which weather reports are
prepared, but the AACS serves as
the transmission agency in disseminating this data.
These various requirements make
it mandatory to have personnel
resourceful in the field, for many
improvisátions may be required.
The system is constantly in a state
of -change to cope with new conditions or to expand its service.

-

,

,"1.§.a

i

Facilities

The wide variety of services rendered by the 'AACS requires that it
employ practically all known means
of communications.
In outpost detachments, where a
new installation is just getting under way or where traffic is light,
manually-keyed radio circuits are
usually adequate. Such circuits are
most useful where the traffic does
not exceed about 100,000.words per
month.
As traffic- increases, manually keyed radio: circuits give way to
automátic-keyed, high-speed radio

Radio -range transmitter in the far north, being checked by an AACS mainte-

nance technician

circuits. This type of facility is
used in stations at major terminals
and generally handles from a million to a million -and -a -half words
per month. Should point-to-point
communications be limited to a few
hours a day, due to ionosphere characteristics, automatic keying is particularly useful as it is often permissable for traffic to pile up while

circuits are inoperative and then
to push it all through during the 't
period in which transmission characteristics are desirable.
Point-to-point communication is
used to send dispatcher notices to7
planes, for identifying planes, for
location of planes during flight, to
indicate to the next airport when
planes are expected to arrive and
to assure that the point of arrival
has adequate facilities for feeding,
housing, and otherwise taking care
of the mission. Such point-to-point
service is in continuous operation;
periodic schedules are not adequate.
In the average ground stations, radio operators customarily monitor
and guard more than one frequency,
although this service ís not available in all installations. Communication is frequently carried on by
means of 10 -channel transmitters,
and frequently multiple transmissions are made to insure the safety
of crews and to check reports.
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A complete airways radio station, serving aircraft shuttling
hops in the South Pacific. A gasoline generator may be seen

hut and an antenna at the upper right
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over long water at the left of the

Where the volume of traffic is appreciably greater than a million
words per month radio -teletype systems replace automatic tape circuits. Teletype transmissions can
take place at 60 words per minute
and additional personnel and time
are not required to code' messages
sent in this manner.
August 1944
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The extensive use which the
IA('S makes of teletype service
nd the rapid expansion which
nany of the communications ceners undergo has produced some
.eal problems in design and contruction. To alleviate this trouble
.nd, so far as possible, to relieve
he field personnel of the responsitility for the engineering and planting of large permanent installaions, Headquarters has undertaken
he task of designing many teleype communication centers.

**,

o

me ma*
----

In the best amateur tradition, captured
lap parts are pressed into service to

build an emergency transmitter

Upon being ad; ised of the local
acilities available for communicaions, Headquarters plans an adetivate center and submits floor plans
for the installation. Asheville even
trovides its field personnel with
terspective photographs indicating
general appearance and layout.
['here photographs aid field persontel in visualizing what the center
should look like when it is built.
['his is accomplished by means of
nodels of various pieces of teletype
quipment and office furniture,
uilt to scale and arranged to best
neet requirements.

weather forecaster is located. On
the basis of information sent to
him, the weather forecaster can
make his predictions and prepare a
weather map. By means of facsimile such weather maps are transmitted from the key station to other
stations in its region. By this
method, the usefulness of trained
weather forecasters is considerably
increased.
Radiophone

Radio -telephone service is installed in airplanes primarily to enable them to communicate with control towers. Few point-to-point
services employ radiophones since
these are wasteful of frequency as
compared to continuous -wave transmission. (Radio -telephone service
is used to some extent in a number
of Canadian Detachments.) Furthermore, the lack of secrecy of
such equipment very definitely restrícts the use which can be made
of this class of service for military
application.
Of course, both commercial -telephone and teletype -wire facilities
are used to maximum advantage
wherever these are available. Commercial services are used in the
United States or other countries
where such facilities exist.

centers and airfields, private -wire
facilities are used to supplement
general or commercial facilities.
For example: interphone or intercom equipment is often used, over a
private wire line, to connect the
engineering department, control
tower, base hospital, commanding
officer, fire house and crash crew.
The purpose of such an emergency
line is to provide reliable instantaneous service in the event of
crash landing, fire, or other emergencies, without having to depend
on commercial circuits. Interphone
systems are set up so that stations
are connected together throughout all hours of the day and are
ready for immediate operation from
any one of the interconnected stations. Any station can communicate immediately with any other
station on the interphone system.
In addition to interphone or intercom private lines, a special
crash -alarm is used at all permanent bases. This connects the tower,
fire house, hospital and similar
emergency services and important
centers. This alarm system is set up
so that all interconnected stations
can be connected together simultaneously to receive the same message. This system is employed only
for crash landings or similar emergencies.

Private Wire Facilities

Equipment for the location, con -

At the various communication

(Continued on page 204)
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Facsimile

Facsimile picture transmission is
1,mployed not only to speed transmission but also to conserve the

ime of key personnel.

Since the number of well -trained
veather-forecasters is limited, it is
lot possible to hake a forecaster
fat each landing field.
However,
Aeather observers can be placed
it the various landing fields. These
nen make continuous observations
nd transmit their meteorological
lata to a central station, at which a
'sIECTRONICS
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Modern AACS control tower, perched like an eagle's nest
on top of a hangar
at a permanent Army air base
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E lec t ronic Communication
__L

_Description of typical radio, rail carrier and induction systems used for maintaining t is oway telephonic contact. Advantages and disadvantages of each. Discussion of safety
deN ices designed to indicate equipment failures

r ..4Irc1 ion box

Loudspeaker

Antenna

unction

box ---s

speaker

(frt.nt)

(rear)
Remote.
control

unit

which utilize the combined induction and radiation fields generated
by radio -frequency carrier -signal
energy impressed on wayside conductors, such as electric power, telephone, or telegraph wires. Carrier
signal energy may be inductively
impressed on wayside conductors
by loop antennas installed in mobile units, or by use of inductive or
capacitive line -coupling methods at
fixed stations.

'loud-

-

Remate

1

1 T

control

unit

Space radio telephone equipment on a Diesel-electric locomotive, showing location of whip antenna, auxiliary remote -control units and loudspeakers.
The
installation may be operated by personnel on the ground or by trainmen

IN APPLYING radio and other electronic signaling principles as a
means of increasing efficiency and
safety in the railroad field, engineers have developed a number of

practicable train communicating
methods. While the various methods have as a common denominator
the electronic tube, and incorporate
basic circuits known to the majority of communications engineers,
modes of operation differ widely.
Each method has certain technical
and operational advantages and disadvantages, and practical experience on American railroads has indicated the advisability of considering all methods carefully when
selecting a system to meet a specific requirement.
The available train -communicating systems may be grouped under
three general classifications, according to the signal propagíition
method employed:
(1) Space Radio Systems, in
which radio, -wave energy is propagated into space by non -directional
or directional antenna systems.
(2) Rail Carrier, Telephone Systems, in which carrier signals, at
102

Space Radio Systems

frequencies usually below 10 kc, are
applied primarily to the rails.
Reception on mobile units is ordinarily by an inductive method, with
pickup coils located in proximity to
the rails.
(3) Induction Radio Systems,

Space radio systems, by virtue of
their inherent ability to operate

without the use of wayside wires or
other conductors extending along
railroad right of ways, provide the
most flexible and versatile means of
train communications. As metallic
signaling circuits are not required,
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1-Typical arrangement

of central -station equipment employed in a space
radio installation now in railway service
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By WILLIAM S. HALSTEAD
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President
Halstead Traffic COa,la,laiealions Corp.
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alpace radio system will continue
,t 'unction with full efficiency when

wyside wires or tracks are damal'd by storm, floods, or other
cases and maintenance of positive
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is
most
ways
r:ht of

FIG. 2-Equipment used
in the cab of a locomotive in a typical space

relay
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52-V D-C

radio installation

Conduit{

ded.

i

the majority of railroad radio :phone installations now in use,
"fluency-- modulation equipment
d<igned for operation at frequencif above 30 Mc is employed. In
Any instances notably on the railw,r systems of government -owned
olnance plants, operation has been
ct.ducted in the 30-40 Mc band,
Iwh output power ratings of locon

'

with transmitting equipment and
normally is mounted in the same
case, as shown in Fig. 2. A relay is
employed to transfer the antenna
from receiver to transmitter. In order to pros ide an audio signal of
good

intelligibility within the

amplifier having
output rating of at least
an audio

cab,

power
3 watts
is ordinarily used in the receiver,
while the loudspeaker employed in
locomotive cabs is usually of the
re-entrant, type. Flexible "w hip"
antennas are employed, as far as is
known, in all locomotive radiotelephone installations, so the antenna
will not be damaged in entering
roundhouses or passing under
power lines and other overhead
structures.
a

rrtive transmitters ranging from
2lto 50 watts. These installations
f< the most part utilize coaxial
riliators at central stations to efflt relatively uniform propagation
o' radio wave energy in all horiz<tal directions, thereby providing
e iplete coverage of yards extend i over comparatively wide areas.
Rana of the railroad radio in :Illations now in use comprise a
Power Supplies and Shock Moun+s
ct:ral-station transmitter having
Much of the railroad radiotelentninal power output ratings rang ií from 25 to 50 watts, although phone equipment now installed on
aplitude-modulated transmitters
Diesel-electric locomotives in ordfled as low as 15 watts have been nance plants and elsewhere is operscessfully used for yard opera- ated on a separate 6 -volt storage
Wis. The transmitter, its associbattery, with a belt -driven generaid central -station receiver, and
ator being employed to charge the
ti coaxial antenna are usually in - radio battery during periods in
allied at an elevated point or other .which the Diesel motors are in opstable location near the center of eration. Voltage regulators are
ti: railroad yard, with telephone
used to maintain proper charging
l'e connections to.a remote control
rate, as in the conventional electriuit at a yardmaster's or dispatch- cal systems of automobiles.
eis office as indicated in Fig. 1.
Because of the prevalence of 32 eceiving equipment on locomo- volt d -c power sources on practically
t:ies is cooperatively associated
all steam locomotives and on many
.
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Conduit's
Press -to- talk
switch

.
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locomotives of other types, it is
often desirable to provide radiotelephone equipment designed for
32 -volt d -c operation.
All mobile transmitting and receiving units must be protected
against the shock and vibration of
locomotive service by means of
shock mounts of suitable type. On
steam locomotives employed in
yard areas, proper shock -mount design is of considerable importance
as both shock and vibration are of
relatively great amplitude and of
three-dimensional character. The
impact experienced when a y and
locomotive moves against a long
string of loaded freight cars is
often of considerable magnitude
and may cause serious damage to
components if adequate cushioning
of shocks is not afforded.
In addition to the need for adequate protection against shock and
vibration, it is important that locomotive radio equipment, on steam
engines especially, be properly
housed in order to protect components from the damaging effects of
water and dampness, as well as
from such trouble makers as carbon particles and corrosive gases.
Fail -Safe Provision's

The circuits employed in railroad
radio equipment now in service in
ordnance plants and at other locations are similar, in general, to
103

owned, ordnance depots, such as the
Kingsbury Ordnance Plant, a tone
signal of 1000 cycles is utilized. In
other installations, frequencies
ranging from 180 to 1000 cycles
have been employed.
In order to prevent interference

between the automatically-trarsmitted checking signals and voice
signals from mobile units or secondary stations operating on the
same carrier frequency, a carrier
operated lock-out relay in the central -station receiver automatically
suspends pulse transmission during
periods in which signals are being
transmitted by mobile units or secondary stations.
An overall carrier -check is also
utilized at the central -station control point to provide an indication
of proper emission of checking and
-

3-Current flow from caboose to locomotive through rails and back through
ground in rail carrier telephone system developed by Union Switch and Signal Co.

FIG.

those utilized in conventional police
radio apparatus. However, in certain instances, protective checking
circuits have been incorporated in
order to provide an equivalent of
the normally closed-circuit principle employed in railway signaling
practice. An example is the standard semaphore arm, which drops
by gravity to the "stop" position
when power fails; the engineer of
an approaching train must then
follow a precautionary procedure.
Instructions given by radiotelephone to an engineer must be followed in minute detail unless they
are countermanded. Should central -station equipment fail
after issuance of orders, or should
locomotive receiving apparatus become inoperative. for any reason,
the engineer, if not advised of such
failure, would proceed to follow the
original instructions regardless of
attempts by the dispatcher to
change these orders.
Typical Audio -Visual Checking System

In railroad radiotelephone systems developed by engineers of the
Halstead Corporation, checking signals are continuously transmitted
from the central station or other
control station at intervals of several seconds. In locomotive cabs,
these signals are reproduced by cab
loudspeakers and control the operation of visual indicators to provide audio-visual indication of proper operation of the system.
104

Receiving

Loudspeaker

coils
32-V
D -C

Trans,

Rec.

and dynamotor
Connections bolted
to frame,,

-

Rear truck

'4/

Nand mike or
handset
Control panel
,'Output "trans former

-copper pip e l'if Front truck
iaar

4-Block diagram of two-way rail carrier telephone
system used on caboose by Union Switch and Signal Co.
FIG.

In a system of this type, which
has been successfully utilized in
some ordnance plant installations
over a period of two years, carrier
wave energy is transmitted from

voice signals by the central -station
transmitter. In some of the railroad radio installations now in
service, this check is provided by
means of a meter and a carrier -op-

the central station at periodic intervals by means of an automatic pulsing device which momentarily key3
the transmitter at predetermined
intervals. Concurrently with emission of the carrier, a tone signal is
impressed on the input circuit of
the transmitter. In locomotive cabs,
the recurrent pulse signal actuates
a check light, while the tone signal
ís reproduced by the cab loudspeaker. The frequency of the tone
signal is such that it may be heard
above normal background noise
within a cab. In some government -

erated signal light incorporated in
a carrier-check receiver located at,
the remote -control point.
A system of this general type
provides a check on overall operation of the radio control system. In
event of failure of the central -station transmitter, or any portion of
the locomotive receiver, including
the loudspeaker, the audio-visual
signals are not repeated in the cab,
thereby warning the engineer that
the radio system is inoperative.
In some locomotive radiotelephone installations in which the
August 1944
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adio-visual checking system is emloyed, a carrier-operated relay, orinarily connected in the audio gate
r squelch circuit of the receiver, is
tilized to control operation of the
:leek light. In other instances, the
leek light is selectively controlled
y a relay actuated by rectified sigal energy of predetermined audio
requency. In this .case, an audiorequency filter having suitable
andpass characteristics is emloyed in connection with the audio
utput circuit of the receiver to ac ?pt the checking signal of predenrmined frequency, such as 180
voles, and to reject voice or other
)ntrol frequencies. A signal rectier, usually of the selenium or toper -oxide type, is then utilized to
)nvert the audio-frequency checkig signal into direct -current enrgy for operation of a relay, which
)ntrols the operation of the check
ght.

Protective radio control techiques are of particular value durig freight classifying operations
'hen a locomotive is pushing a
Ong string of cars over a "hump"
'here freight cars are uncoupled,
sually one at a time, and allowed
coast down to a particular track
the classification yard. Inasiuch as the engineer is freuently out of sight of critical
and operations in this case it is
Tiportant for the engineer to
now that he is in constant touch
Irith the control point at the

"hump" and that in event of equipment failure a positive indication
will be given.
In applying radio communicating
techniques on mainline trackage,
several engineering problems are
presented.' The substantially line of-sight propagation characteristics of ultrahigh -frequency radio
wave energy, particularly at frequencies above 300 Mc, will probably necessitate the use of automatic repeaters at certain points ín
urban areas and in mountainous
country where obstructions in the
transmission path, such as steel frame buildings and hills, produce
objectionable shielding effects.
While the use of repeaters in this
manner may invol\ e a comparatively large number of wayside
units, this equipment should also
prove to be of value to wayside
personnel who may be expected to
utilize the repeater equipment
for localized zone communications
functions, thus sub -dividing the
longitudinal radio -telephone network into a series of zones, each
under local control as well as centralized control.
Automatic Repeaters on Main Lines

In repeater networks intended
for operation at frequencies above
300 Mc, directional antenna systems with extremely high front-to back ratios will probably be used
for zone to zone work.
Radiotelephony is also expected

to be of particular value in intratrain communications services, such
as cab -to -caboose signaling. In this
type of service, where distances are
relatively short (ordinarily in the
neighborhood of 7000 feet or less),
the use of frequencies above 100
Mc and especially above 300 Mc
appears logical.
Intra-train radio services are
aided by the extended metallic
ground path offered by the rails, as
well as by the wave reflecting media
presented by sides of hills and elevated wayside wire circuits where
these are present. These factors
are of particular importance at
curves in railroad right of ways
where hills and other obstructions
in the line -of -sight transmission
path between cab and caboose might
otherwise cause objectionable suspension of communications.
Disadvantages of Space Radio

While space radio systems have
maximum flexibility and are not dependent on wire and rail conductors
along right of ways, the use of
space radio, in the opinion of some
railroad people, presents a serious
problem in that the portions of the
radio frequency spectrum where
existing commercial equipment may
be operated are already over=
crowded. Also, any comprehensive
use of radio equipment by the railroads must allow for the fact that
most of the nation's principal rail
transportation systems operate over

FIG. 5-Induction radio system for use on extended railway trackage requiring automatic repeater equipment, showing both inductive and capacitive methods of coupling to wayside conductors paralleling the tracks
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ably be required for use in main
line operations. The cost of such
repeater equipment, while it may
not be prohibitive, does present an
economic problem of considerable
importance from the railroad operator's point of view.
I

I
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Carrier
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6-Block diagram showing units employed

on a locomotive in an induction

radio system

long distances on an interstate
basis, and in some instances a single railway system will span half
a continent.
Unlike most other high -frequency radio services, therefore, allocation of frequencies for railroad
use cannot be made on a limited area basis as is the case in the majority of municipal, county, or state
police radio installations. Studies
now being made by the Federal
Communications Commission and
other governmental agencies, the
Radio Technical Planning Board,
the Association of American Railroads, and other groups should result in an intelligent, long-range

solution to the allocation problem.
It is likely that full consideration
will be given to the possible use of
frequencies above 300 Mc, where
service assignments have not yet
been made, since there is an apparent dearth of available frequencies
below 300 Mc. As an aid in this direction, development programs are
now being conducted by capable engineering groups to determine the
service capabilities of railroad radio equipment operating at frequencies above 300 Mc as well as at
lower frequencies.
A relatively large number of
automatic repeater stations, plus
multichannel operation, will prob-

FIG. 7-Induction radio unit for fixed -station use, containing
an f -m receiver, a zone transmitter, and a carrier -operated
relay to provide automatic repeater functions. Power output is 10 watts
IOb

In rail carrier or induction telephone systems, in which carrier signal energy is fed directly to the
rails (and sometimes secondarily,
to wayside wires), current flow is
through the rails, with return
through ground as shown in Fig. 3. '
The concentrated induction field
produced by the rail current is utilized in reception by means of pickup coils, usually located in proxim-I
ity to the track.
Rail carrier telephone communication systems are useful only
within a short lateral distance of
rail circuits. As appreciable radiation of radio wave energy does not
occur, such systems do not require
Federal licensing or frequency allocation. As signals are confined substantially to railroad property, a
degree of privacy exists which' is
not ordinarily obtainable with space
radio systems. Rail carrier telephone systems offer means for effecting transmission 'of signals over
comparatively long distances, sometimes in excess of 100 miles between wayside stations and trains
and over distances of 10 miles or

,

l

Trani m,fter

FIG.

I

1:

nI

8-Top view of the chassis of the f -m transmitter employed in the induction radio unit of Fig. 7. Tuning controls
and other adjustments are behind a locked panel having a
window for the meter at the center

FIG.
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and other obstructions to
pace radio propagation.

msl
representative rail carrier tele rnf equipment now installed
I in operation, such as that emved in a train communication
tr m developed by the Union
itch and Signal Company,' ordi-

ily

the upper side
ad of a relatively low -frequency
rier, such as 5700 cycles. Ali1ugh frequencies below 10 kc
Ill employed in rail carrier equipinnt now in operation on railroad
Dstems, it is understood that freilencies as high as 250 kc and
ft

1

employs

ye may be

utilized.

;.wrier signal energy is sup to the rails by direct metal connection between the output
i:uit of the transmitter and
'
rails, usually by means of a
r,nection from the output transr;mer to the insulated trucks of
tl locomotive or caboose. Signals
lumally are received on mobile
lits by inductive pick-up from the
s. At fixed stations, carrier sig-

energy ordinarily is applied bet
en a wire line and a track as
fund connection, although in
lie instances it is understood that
i rals are applied between tracks.
n rail carrier telephone installais now in service, mobile trans tiling equipment with primary

power input rating of approximately 500 watts is employed, with
four 6L6 tubes in parallel push-pull
connection in the power amplifier
stage of the transmitter. Signal
energy is applied to rail circuits by
conductive connection between the
output transformer of the transmitter and the rails, usually
through the wheels of an insulated
truck of the vehicle as indicated in

Fig. 4.
The output transformer of the
mobile transmitter is connected to
a loop of one -inch copper pipe, extending from the insulated truck at
one end of the vehicle through the
secondary of the output transformer (with which a tuning capacitor is associated) to the truck at
the other end of the vehicle, with
the loop completed through the running rails between the wheels to
which connections are made. The
voltage drop across the impedance
presented by the running rails between the Isheels is the transmitting rail voltage, this voltage being
produced along both rails in parallel.

1
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FIG. 9-Block diagram showing a -I signal selector units used in providing
one
form of automatic cab signal control.. Operation invalues reception
of tone signals
of predetermined frequencies, each related to a given traffic
control signal. Voice
signals may be received concurrently without interfering with
control functions
E
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This
light flickers with modulation of
the carrier, thereby indicating to
the user that an effective modulated
carrier signal is being transmitted
to the rail circuit. A signal selector
unit may also be connected with the
receiver to control the operation of
a bell during calling operations, in
sion of a modulated carrier.

which a 1050 -cycle tone signal is
impressed on the carrier at the
station where the call originates.
The same selector unit may also be
used to control the operation of red
and green cab signals. In this procedure, the green, or "proceed,"
light is energized as long as the
1050 -cycle "calling" signal is being
received, while the loudspeaker is
disconnected. When the tone signal
is terminated, the red, or "stop"
light is energized, the bell is operated, and the loudspeaker is connected for speech reception. The
"proceed" indication is thus given
in accordance with the normally

closed-circuit principle utilized in
other forms of railway signaling.
The range of a rail carrier sy stem is extended considerably when
wire lines run parallel to main -line
trackage, due to inductive coupling
between the rails and the lines.
Disadvantages of Rail Carrier
Telephone Systems

Rail carrier or induction tele1.5-F

'Bard- pass

Carrie-

Rodio-confro//ed
cob signa/s\

Bard -pass
Ifilter Nol

operated
re'ov

peak -limiting, for operation of the
cab loudspeaker.
An indicating light is provided
on a control box associated with
the mobile transmitter and receiver, to serve as a check on emis-

Cob

filter

circuits
0 C circuits

RPCP., e,

Carrier

Signal pick-up in mobile units is
accomplished ordinarily by means
of coils located beneath the mobile
units and in proximity to the rails.
The signal is then amplified and

Nigh -pass
A -F

on Rail

Systems

demodulated, with subsequent audio amplification after filtering and

phone systems, in which signal energy is impressed primarily on the
rails, require good electric connections or bonding between the rails,
which, in some instances, may entail considerable expense. As rail

circuits rapidly attenuate carrier
signal energy, transmitting equipment is of relatively large power output rating and size as compared
with space radio apparatus. Installation of rail carrier telephone
equipment now in operation on
some railways also requires the
insulation of trucks of both the
locomotive and the caboose from

If a locomotive is derailed, or in case of actual rail
(Continued on page 262)

the body.
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Synchronized Oscillatórs
as F -M Receiver Limiters
An oscillator stage following the i -f amplifier and synchronized to a subharmonic of th
and good'.
i -f signal 'gives voltage gain, adjacent -channel selectivity, quieting sensitivity,
amplitude -limiting action. Synchronizing voltage, can be injected in several ways

FIG. 1-Impedanceless generator in series
with grid injects a synchronizing signal into

a simplified Hartley oscillator

IN prewar f -m receivers the only
nonlinear element was the amplitude limiter. Distortionless amplification of an f -m signal is
independent, within limits, of the
amplitude characteristic of the r-f
and i -f amplifiers. Accordingly, it
was thought that some of the nonlinear but extremely sensitive amplifiers used in the early days and
long abandoned for a -m reception
might prove useful as limiters in
f -m receivers.
Following this line, the Zenith
Laboratories in 1941 started a
study of the possible advantages of
synchronized oscillators in f -m reception. As used in an f -m receiver,
the application comprises an oscillator stage following the i -f amplifier, with the oscillator frequency
synchronized to the frequency of
the i -f signal, or to a subharmonic
of it. Thus, if frequency of the i -f
signal deviates over 150 kc with a
center frequency of 8.3 Mc, the
synchronized oscillator may operate over the same range, or at a
subharmonic such as 4.15 l\ic, with
a deviation of 75 kc. The practical
108

application of subharmonic synchronization for frequency division
is well known.'
Because of the priority of military work, research and development of this type f -m receiver have
been on a limited scale. Unconventional ways have been found for using a synchronized oscillator to
advantage, but these developments
will have to wait for publication
until practical application can be
realized.
Interest in the phenomena exhibited by synchronized oscillators
goes back to the early days of vacuum tubes and references are extensive. Several hundred papers,
largely of a theoretical nature, have
been written on the behavior of oscillators. Of these, a substantial
fraction have dealt with synchronization and frequency division. A
few of the best representatives of
these references are listed in the
bibliography at the end of this article. Papers on actual applications
are scarce, for the reason that up
to the present, the field has been
relatively limited.

oscillator for f -m code reception
The idea then seems to have lan
guished until the middle thirties
In 1935, Armstrong' obtained
patent on the use of a synchronize
oscillator at the intermediate flit
quency in an f-m receiver, with
limiter following the oscillator tt
remove amplitude variations. It
describe(
1938, the Japanese'
the use of a synchronized oscil
lator to separate the f-m com
ponent from a signal which co
tained both frequency and ampl
tude modulation. Their oscillato
was adjusted so that it acted simul
taneously as a fair amplitude lim
iter. Synchronization on a sub
harmonic of the received signal wa
tried, but unfavorable results weri
obtained.
In 1940 two Russian workers
Kisselgof and Knazev'), suggestel
and built a synchronized amplifies
for f -m receivers. The oscillator
was synchronized at the interm
diate frequency, and amplitude him,
itation was achieved by loadin,
the oscillator with a pair of shunt
connected diode clippers. These in,1
b

Some Actual Applications

vestigators showed that norma
amplifier gains could be obtained ii

There have been several suggested and actual applications to
f -m receiver technique. Among
these is British Patent No. 163,462,
issued to Eccles and Vincent in
1920. It covers the use of an oscillator synchronized at the carrier
frequency for the reception of narrow-band f -m, code and phone
transmissions. The inherent selectivity of a synchronized oscillator
seems to have been realized at this
early date. Some work was also
clone about this time by H. G.
Moller', who used a synchronized

an oscillator stage. The problem o
injecting the synchronizing sign
from the high -impedance circuit o
a preceding amplifier was met
employing a pentagrid tube, th
6L7, with the i -f signal applied
the first grid and the oscillatio
circuit connected between the thirt
grid and plate. By thus allowin&
only electron coupling between th
source of injected voltage and th
oscillator circuit they minimize
interaction between the two cir
circuits and thereby eliminated 1
major feedback problem.
August 1944
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Chicago, Ill.
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Practically all the references on
t': synchronized oscillator are
twretical in nature, and highly
ntthematical, due to the non-linear
involved.
dferential equations
Ville a simplified explanation may
l:k rigor, at least it has the adc!itage of presenting a physical
Fiture of the mechanism of syn-

chronization for both fundamental
and subharmonic operation.
This analysis is based on a consideration of the actions occurring
over one cycle of a synchronized oscillator. Such a treatment has been
published recently for a free -running Hartley oscillatory. Referring
to Fig. 1, consider a simplified
Hartley oscillator with the tank circuit connected between plate and
grid, and with the synchronizing
signal injected by an impedanceless
generator in series with the grid
lead.
Theory of the Synchronized Oscillator

3-Phase relations between oscillation
and synchronizing voltage when the latter
is of twice the former's frequency. Time
lapse here represents the amplification
period of the tube, during which the effect
is that of a synchronizing wave of identical
frequency but double amplitude
FIG.

angular velocity of the tuned circuit. Actually, angular velocity dur-

ing the amplification period will
differ from this, because of the
changed circuit conditions during
this period, with the result that the
average angular velocity of the
amplitude vector of a free -running
oscillator over one cycle will, in general, not agree exactly with the resonant angular velocity of the tank

Figure 2(a) shows the plate current of the tube as a function of the circuit.
The possibility of a change in
instantaneous voltage across the
astank circuit. The oscillator is
angular velocity during the amplisumed to operate class C without fication period gives the clue to
plate -current saturation. Figure what occurs during synchroniza2(a) shows instantaneous oscil- tion. For if E, is not zero, and has
lator voltage as the projection of a an angular velocity not equal to that
vector A of variable length, rotat- of the free -running oscillator, staing in a counter -clockwise direction. ble synchronization means that the
For a free -running oscillator, i.e., average angular velocity of the osE,
0, the angular velocity of this
cillation amplitude vector must
vector may be assumed constant change until it is equal to that of
over the cycle. From A, to A, the the injected signal.
During the cut-off period, s5 ng,, of the tube is zero, the damping
factor of the oscillation is positive, chronizing voltage E, can have no
and the vector amplitude decreases effect'on the oscillation vector, the
exponentially.
angular velocity of which during
From A to A the amplitude must this period is, say, co,, the resonant
increase exponentially to its ori- angular velocity of the tuned cirginal value if oscillation amplitude cuit. During the amplification peris to remain stable. During this am- iod, however, E, causes a componplification period, when the tube is ent of plate current which may
conducting, the damping factor is change the phase angle of the osnegative. The condition for stabil- cillation vector. Thus the angular
ity in a free -running oscillator is velocity of the oscillation vector
that the loss in amplitude during during the amplification period may
the cut-off period, when the tube is be decreased or increased, dependnot conducting, must be just equal ing on whether the phase of the
to the gain in amplitude during the plate current produced by E, is lag-'
amplification period.
ging or leading the phase of the
We have assumed that for a free - free -running oscillation current at
running oscillator the angular ve- the start of the amplification perlocity of the amplitude vector is iod.
constant, and equal to the resonant
If the angular velocity of E, is

-

1:. 2-Plate current of oscillator in Fig. 1
! a function of instantaneous voltage
cross tank circuit, which appears as the
))fection of vector A. For a free -running
eillator, (a) angular velocity is assumed
instant. In (b), angular velocity of the synsronizing signal is greater and A, is the
t,k-voltage component due to synchronizing voltage
.ECTRONICS
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greater or less than

synchronization occurs only when the A vector
rotates through 2a radians in exactly one cycle of E,. The' condition for stable synchronization is
that the gain or loss in relative
phase angle between A and E, during the amplification period shall
exactly balance the loss or gain in
relative phase angle during the cutoff period.
ui,,

Vector Relations

In Fig. 2(b), are shown the vector relations existing when the angular velocity of the synchronizing
signal is greater than u>., the free running angular velocity. Here A,
is the component of the tank voltage due to the synchronizing voltage E,. This component is added
in quadrature with the oscillation
vector during the amplification
period, so the angular velocity, w1,
of the resultant is increased during
this period. If t,o, is the angular
velocity of the synchronizing signal, the average value of angular
velocity of the resultant over a complete cycle must be equal to u4
for stable synchronization.
For a given difference between
to, and co the angular velocity of
the phase angle between E, and
A at the start of the amplification
period will be 90 deg for the minimum amplitude of E, required for

E

synchronization. If the magnitude
of E, is less than this critical value,
the gain in phase during the amplification period will not balance the
loss in phase during the cut-off
period, and. the effect of E, during
the next conductive period will be
reduced due to .the discrepancy in
correct phasing at the start.. Thus
the phase conditions never stabilize,
and no synchronization exists.
If the magnitude of E, is greater
than that required at optimum
phasing, the gain in phase during
the amplification period will be
greater than required, and the
phase at the start of the next amplification period will be less than
90 deg, thus reducing gain in

this

period. This process will continue
until the relative phase at the start
of the amplification period is reduced to a value which remains stable with the given magnitude of

E,.
The phenomenon of stable synchronization is thus due to the fact
110

circuits, since the same genera
principles hold for all.
Synchronization sensitivity ma
be defined roughly as the amplitud
of the injected voltage required
synchronize the oscillator over
given frequency range of the syf
chronizing voltage, for a given et
cillator frequency and amplitude.
Since the synchronization pros
ess is essentially that of adding
reactive component of current du
ing a fraction of the oscillate
cycle in order to slow down or sped
up the angular velocity of the osci
lation vector during this peria,
the action is similar to that of
frequency modulator of the rea
ance tube type. Factors affectin
sensitivity are the same in bol,
lV

FIG.

4-Addition

of a

tuned secondary to

the tank -circuit inductance increases synchronization sensitivity by reducing phaseangle variation of the primary impedance

that the oscillation vector can slip
in relation to the synchronizing
vector until stable phase and amplitude conditions are reached. If E,
is variable in frequency, but always of sufficient amplitude, the
oscillator will adjust itself almost
instantaneously to every change in
frequency of E,.
Synchronization with an injected
signal whose frequency is a multiple of the free -running frequency
can be explained in a similar manner. Figure 3 shows the phase relations which might exist during
the amplification period and between the oscillation voltage and a
synchronizing voltage of twice the
frequency. During the active period the double -frequency synchronizing wave is practically equivalent
to a synchronizing wave with the
frequency of the oscillator but twice
the amplitude of the double -frequency wave. It is clear that if the
amplification period extended beyond the boundaries marked in
Fig. 3, the effect of the injected
voltage at double frequency would
be to decrease the desired change in
oscillation vector phase, since the
added portions would produce a reactance change in the opposite direction.
For subharmonic operation, the
fraction of the oscillator cycle comprising the amplification period
should be limited to a half cycle (or
an odd multiple of a half cycle) of
the synchronizing voltage.

1

1

cases.
The L/C ratio of the tank cii
cuit should be as high as possibl
since then the reactive voltage d
veloped across the tuned circuit isi
maximum for a given amplitude e
reactive plate current. The g,,,
the tube during the amplificatia
period should be as high as possible
to secure the required reactive plan
current with the least injected vole
age.
With the single -circuit oscillate
shown in Fig. 1, sensitivity ca
usually be increased for low osci
lator voltages by damping th
tuned circuit. If damping is it
creased, the amplitude of the rot
quired reactive plate current re,
mains the same for a given devia
tion from the resonant frequencl
1

L

Sensitivity of Synchronization

While the method of injecting
synchronizing voltage shown in
Fig. 1 cannot generally be realized
in a practical f -m receiver, it can
be used to illustrate the factors affecting synchronization sensitivity
of the amplifier -limiter- in practical

.I
5-Phase characteristics of primar
impedance in Fig. 4 for a single circuit (1
two circuits critically coupled (2) and tw
circuits over-critically coupled (3). In cury
(3), synchronization sensitivity in the cente
is largely lost
FIG.
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since the decrease in impedance of
;he tuned circuit is balanced by a
lecrease in the phase angle of the

.mpedance. However, the g,,, of the
;ube during the amplification perod must be increased to

maintain

;he same oscillator voltage, and

fence the required synchronizing
is
.voltage on the grid of the tube

.

-

lecreased. For optimum adjustnent, damp the tuned circuit until,
or a desired oscillator voltage, the
)late current and the g,,. of the tube
re as high as possible.
In a single -circuit oscillator the
:equired reactive current varies

inearly with frequency deviation
:or a small range on either side of
:esonance, since it varies with the
sine of the phase angle of the tuned
:ircuit impedance. This phase-anzle variation may be reduced by á
large factor over a small range, and
;ynchronization sensitivity correspondingly increased, by adding a
;uned secondary to the tank circuit
:nductance, as shown in Fig. 4. If
;ircuit Q factors and coupling are
adjusted to give a band-pass charicteristic over the desired freluency range, the phase angle varittion of the primary impedance can
ae easily reduced by a factor of
lye or more, with a corresponding
'ncrease in the synchronization
sensitivity.
Figure 5 shows the phase characteristics of the primary impedance
for (1) a single circuit, (2) two
zircuits critically coupled, and (3)
two circuits over -critically coupled.
Even a moderate degree of coupling will provide considerable im'orovement of the sensitivity. This
increase in sensitivity with a bandpass tank circuit was first noted
Sterky.'2 If the two circuits are
.)ver -critically coupled, giving the
Dhase characteristic (3) of Fig. 5.
¡the free -running frequency of the
)scillator tends to rest on either
side of the double bend in the characteristic,
and
synchronization
ensitivit to a signal in the center
is largely lost. This condition may
also occur unintentionally through
regenerative coupling to a preceding high -Q i -f circuit, and is to be
¡avoided at all costs.
Difficulties

i'
G

with Subharmonics

All the factors discussed above,
namely high L/C ratio, high g,,,,
and two -mesh tank circuits, which
ELECTRONICS
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for high synchronization
sensitivity at the fundamental, also
hold for synchronization at a sub harmonic of the injected voltage.
This is because, as discussed above,
the action of the injected signal at
a higher frequency than the oscillator, over a limited period of
amplification, is exactly analogous
to the action of a signal at the same
frequency as the oscillator. There
is, however, some loss in sensitivity over operation at the fundamental, due to the restriction of the
amplification period, and the only
justification for subharmonic operation is that it avoids the practical
difficulties of feeding an oscillator
from a high -impedance source, and
make

FIG.

times not recognized at first if a
demodulated signal is \ iewed on an
ose i l oscope.
I

Distortion caused by suppression
of the subharmonic at the center of
the band then has a similar appearance to distortion caused by insufficient synchronizing signal and the
consequent loss of synchronization
over part of the modulation cycle.
The effect appears to be c ue to upper bend saturation in the tube
characteristic, so that too much injected \ oltage lowers the effective
g,,, of the tube to the point where
the lower -frequency oscillations can
no longer be sustained. While this
effect is analogous to i -f overloading in an a -m receiver, the result -

6-Typical synchronized -oscillator circuit having synchronizing voltage

developed

in the grid circuit of the type 1852

tube while oscillation is maintained

by a cathode tickler winding

minimizes difficulties in oscillator
alignment due to overall regeneration.
Some of the loss in sensitivity
entailed in subharmonic operation
can be recovered by a proper adjustment of bias on the oscillator,
since this determines the length of
the amplification period In general, however, fixed bias on the oscillator grid makes it difficult to
start at the desired level of 5 to 10
volts, and not much latitude exists
in bias voltage.
of Subharmonic
Oscillations

Suppression

An unpleasant feature which is
associated with high sensitivity for
subharmonic operation is the longknown fact that oscillations at the
subharmonic frequency are suppressed if the injected signal rises
to the same order of magnitude as
the oscillator voltage. This is some-

ing audio distortion is much worse,
and cannot be tolerated.
If minimum synchronizing voltage, delivered by the i -f amplifier,
is of the order of a volt, suppression of the subharmonic oscillation
by stronger signals can be satisfactorily overcome with a complete
automatic gain -control circuit deriving voltage from rectification in
the last i -f grid circuit before the
limiter. If, however, full advantage
is taken of the gain in a synchronized oscillator, the required minimum synchronizing voltage will be
much less than one volt, and generally there will not be enough gain
in the -f amplifier to provide satisfactory gain control. Fortunately,
srecial circuit means exist that will
not suppress the oscillation until
the voltage on the last i -f amplifier
is high enough to cause this stage
i

(Continued on page 332)

Carrier Communication
Orders go to crane operators 'by wireless means in this installation and all transmissio:I,i
is cleared through a central desk. Inherent disadvantages of telephone systems are over
come while control and coordination are improved

banks of transformers feed twl
4800 -volt busses to the various sul
stations throughout the plant. I'
each sub -station is located a 48001
440 -volt step-down transforme,
connected delta -delta.

,
9
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Line Coupling Unit

TA:

An attempt was made to feed thi
160 kc carrier frequency into th
440 -volt service mains. As ex

_:'.
+

r

4".

u

rf

pected, there was little or no stie he
in the power loaf,
were very great, with the resul
that transmitter loading was alst'
changed.
¡oi
The r -f energy was next fed into
the 4800 -volt side of one of the substations through a 0.001 µf block-I ,.
ing capacitor. Considerable difficulty was experienced in coupling
the transmitter output to the power cr
mains; impedance of the power',ue
system was such that satisfactory(Ny
loading of the transmitter could!
not be achieved. A number of, rF
schemes were tried, the final result`
being the tapped vario -couplet' iou
shown in Fig. 1.

cess-variations

,u
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Experimental model of special -design receiver for carrier -current signal reception fits into the corner of a crane cab at plant No. 2 of GM's Fisher Cleveland
Aircraft Div. At the controls is R. B. Jones, who had charge of construction
and testing on the installation

By

M:

Radio Section General Foreman, Fisher Cleveland
L. SNEDEKER Aircraft
Div., General Motors Corp., Cleveland, Ohio

audio communication
with crane operators has been
provided in many industrial plants
by telephone. The utility of such
systems has often suffered from delays in transmission of orders because of a busy line and confusion
because several individuals might
call the cabman concerning the
same job of lift.
Clearing of all instructions to the
crane operators through one central desk is highly desirable since
it enables the operations foreman
always to know just where each of
the several cabs is operating. There
are also occasions when two cabs
must operate from the same bridge
for lifting heavy pieces. In addiDIRECT

-
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tion to requiring no special conductors, a carrier -communication system held the promise of greater
flexibility than telephone service.
Power Distribution System

As is usually the case, working
out the idea required considerably
more effort than its formulation did.
An investigation was first made of
the power distribution system of
the plant. Several interesting
points came to light-chief among
which was the fact that it consisted, for the most part, of three conductor sheathed -in -lead cable
having a very high capacitance to
ground.
From the 132 -kv high -line, two

FIG.

1-Line coupling unit consists

of

tapped vario -coupler with coarse impedance -matching adjustment by taps
August 1944 -'ELECTRONICS

to Crane Cabs
Between C and D the winding is
typed every turn: this allows the
s;jiTedance of the link L to be
csely matched. The winding beOtkteen A and B is tapped every
s,enth turn. This provides a
cirse adjustment of inductance
.ile fine adjustment is made with

The entire vario 272 turns of
lib. 16 wire on k four -inch diam;.pw
form.
[n the rotor are 34 turns of No.
"1 wire on a three-inch diameter
:'
m. Inductance is 0.07 mh. The
L consists of 12 turns of No.
1 enameled wire, wound pn a 3ái diameter form. This is coupled
Icncentrically to the final tank circit of the transmitter. With this
'arangement it is possible to load
tº transmitter to any desired
aiount, and power -load variations
--sun to have no effect.
Using this set-up with an r -f
Ewer of approximately 50 watts,
-.ecellent coverage throughout the
ártnt was achieved, even though
ne of the runs through the lead- lcathed 4800 -volt cables were sevth it hundred feet in length. Car-rnr-frequency traps in the load
4:es adjacent to the feed point
,vtre not used since there was satistJtory signal strength without
tam.
s
Comprising a 6F6 electron-

rotor EF.

F' ipler AE consists of

11

k

;»capled oscillator operating at 160

f

Oscillator

Buffer

kc, a 6V6 buffer and two 807's in

parallel as the final amplifier, the
transmitter circuit is quite conventional.

,

Push-pull 6,L6's are used in the
modulator unit. While the circuit
of the transmitter is more or less
standard, there are two special features. Every component of the
transmitter, and particularly of the
power supply units, was designed
to operate considerably below its
maximum rating since the system
is in operation 24 hours a day. This
over -design has paid dividends by
providing almost zero maintenance.
The entire transmitter is housed
in a cabinet with a thermostatically
controlled blower set to operate
when the ambient temperature exceeds 130 deg. F. A block diagram
is shown in Fig. 2.
Special Receivers Required

Initial tests, made with a commercial receiver in a crane cab, indicated that special receiving
equipment would be necessary. The
electrical noise level in the plant
was so high that ordinary noise
suppression circuits were useless.
It was evident therefore that a signal of considerable strength would
have to be available at the receiver
and also that a highly effective
squelch circuit must be employed.

Final

Line Coupling

Unit

Line

Modulator
Remote
Speech Amy

Power

Speech Amp.

Supply

*,.}.
,

Transmitter for Minimum Maintenance

Power Supply

Power Supply

t%

Control Eclpt.

,.,,I,..

I. VI=

`st

-

;Mia

`,"T',

111111,

t
TT.

I
e

Cabinet of carrier -current transmitter
contains, from top to bottom, line matching unit, final amplifier, oscillator
buffer, modulator, local speech amplifier, modulator power supply, final
power supply, and control elements.
Thermostatically - controlled ventilating
blower has intake through elbow on top
-

With these requirements in mind,
an r -f power of 50 watts was decided upon, and a great deal of experimenting was done with all sorts
of noise -reducing circuits.
The receiver used in the crane
installations was designed by E. T.
Rosenberg and is diagrammed in
Fig. 3. Of special interest is the
squelch circuit.

Employing a straightforward
t -r -f circuit, the receiver uses three
6SK7 tubes as r -f amplifiers, a
6SQ7 tube as diode detector and
first audio amplifier, a 6F6 as power
amplifier, a 6SJ7 in a squelch otcarrier-operated noise -suppressor
circuit, and a type 80 rectifier. Ordinary 175-kc i -f transformers
tuned to approximately 160 kc are
utilized as interstage transformers
T, to T,.

I

FIG.

2-Block diagram relates functions

of units in transmitter rack illustrated.
Remote speech -amplifier is located at the dispatcher's desk, with duplicate in
cabinet for test purposes
-

s
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Bias for the first two r -f amplifiers is obtained through a 500 -ohm
resistor in each cathode, both re -

Auyurt 1944
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junction of the resistors and applied across the 250,000-ohm
volume control through a 0.004-µf
capacitor. The arm of the potentiometer goes directly to the grid of
the triode, which is resistance
coupled to the 6F6 output tube.
Bias for the 6SQ7 is obtained by
means of a 5,000 -ohm resistor from
cathode to ground. The 10,000 ohm squelch control is in parallel
with this resistor. Since the cathode of the 6SJ7 squelch tube is
tied to that of the 6SQ7, the total
plate current of both tubes flows
through this parallel combination.

sistors being run to ground
through a common 25,000 -ohm
sensitivity control. In ordinary operation this control is left in the
extreme counter -clockwise position,
of maximum resistance. The cathodes are then approximately 13 to
15 volts above ground. The third
r -f amplifier has a cathode bias of
2.5 to 3 volts, .obtained by means
of a 500 -ohm resistor from cathode

to ground.

'Screen voltage for the r -f amplifidrs and the squelch tube is obtained from a voltage divider consisting of a 15,000 -ohm resistor and
a 10,000 -ohm resistor in series
Squelch Circuit
across the power supply. This arOperation of the squelch circuit
rangement supplies approximately
is as follows: The control grid of
100 volts to the screens.
Incorporated in the plate supply the 6SJ7 is tied through a 0.5 meglead to each r -f amplifier is a filter ohm filter -resistor to the low side
consisting of a series 10,000 -ohm of the diode load resistor. With no
resistor and a 0.05-µf by-pass ca- signal, there is no diode current
pacitor. Voltage, measured at the and no voltage drop across the
plates of the 6SK7 tubes, will be diode load resistor. Since the 6SQ7
from 225 to 285 volts, with the and 6SJ7 cathodes are connected tovoltage at the third r-f tube plate gether, there is no bias on the 6SJ7
being somewhat lower than the tube, which, therefore draws 6 or 7
others, due to the lower bias and ma of plate current. This causes a
large drop across the paralleled
higher plate current.
The type 6SQ7 tube is connected 5,000 -ohm resistor and 10,000 -ohm
as a conventional diode detector squelch control, biasing the 6SQ7
and audio amplifier; the diodes be- beyond cutoff and rendering the reing tied together to form a half- ceiver inoperative.
When a carrier is received, a d -c
wave rectifier. Rectified r -f voltage
appears across the diode
voltage
resistors,
appears across the load
and biases the 6SJ7 to
resistor
load
con-ohms
50,000 -ohms and 250,000
current now flowonly
The
cutoff.
to
cathode
nected in series from the
bias reparalleled
the
through
ing
r
-f
transformer
the low side of the
is the
squelch
control
sistor
and
secondary.
bias
the
6SQ7,
of
the
plate
current
at
the
is
picked
off
Audio voltage

of which is now at the correct operating value, and the receiver func- II'
tions normally. Obviously, the receiver should never be operated
with the squelch in the maximum
clockwise, or minimum resistance,
position as this will remove all bias
from the 6SQ7 and cause excessive
current to flow. Bias on the 6SQ7,
without signal, is 15 to 17 volts;
with signal, 1.5 to 2 volts.
Voltage at the plate of the 6SQ7
is approximately 200 to 250 volts.
Voltage at the plate of the 6SJ7 is
285 to 300 volts, the same as that
at the screen of thé 6F6 since both
are connected directly to the output
of the plate supply filter. Plate volt -1
age on the 6F6 is 275 to 290 volts and
grid bias, about 17 volts, is obtained by means of a 500 -ohm re -I
sistor from cathode to ground.
Designed for 110 -volt 60-cycle
operation, the receiver power supply consists of an ordinary, cornmercial power transformer, full Í:
wave rectifier, and single -section
capacitor input filter. For operatI

j

'

ing the receiver from the 440 -volt
3 -phase power source in the crane
cabs, the primary of the power
transformer is connected in series
with a bank of four 50 -watt, 115 volt, rough -service lamps across
one phase. A separate fuse and
switch -box is provided for the receiver which is independent of
the interlock and manual safety
switches in the crane cab. The antenna lead from the receiver is
connected to all three phases
(Continued on page 377)

Detector and
R -.F

R

-F

'65k7

65K7

65K7

Audio Amplifier.

R -F

65Q7

Squelch
q

65J

-0.0005
250,000
500

0.051

10,000

500

10,000

7

0.004-

Output

6F6

oTT 500

-10,000

1500
500,000)

250,000'

25,000

10,000(low)
0.25
To

Coupling Capacitors

FIG. 3-Schematic diagram gives details of special receiver designed and built for
carrier-current crane communication. Controls include sensitivity, volume, and squelch
114
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Working with the set.up above, Dr. Christopher Coates of the New York Zoological Society Aquarium has classified fish
Trace at right represents the sounds of feeding goldfish
moods and their corresponding audible manifestations.
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Osculation at left and corresponding oscillation at right, above, characterize an amorous pair of Malayan gouramies.
Many fish make sounds by grinding their teeth, while others blow air from swim bladders to make croaking noises

No political implications, lust an angry boxfish, above, expressing
Grunts of annoyance form agitated, uneven curves. Happy catfish,

I
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indignation after having been jabbed with a pencil:.
below, produces purring' sound pictured at the right
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28 -Volt Operation
of

Receiving Tubes
By C.

R. HAMMOND, E. KOHLER and W.
Ken-Rad Tube

FIG.

1-Typleal grid current character-

istics of type 9003 pentode in contact

potential region

of receiving
tubes at plate and screen voltages of 28 volts enables the designer
of aircraft radio and related equipment to effect substantial simplifications. The direct use of the aircraft
primary battery for the B supply
permits elimination of high -voltage
generating components with consequent reduction in size, weight,
cost, maintenance, and power requirements of the equipment. Improved reliability and efficiency are
also obtained.
Heretofore there has been a lack
of published data and performance
ratings covering operation of available tube types from a 28 -volt B
supply. This paper attempts to provide this data 'for typical operation
of standard r -f 'pentodes, triodes,
and voltage amplifier types. Singleended 12 -volt metal types were
chosen, mainly because they have
been the accepted standard of the
Services and of the majority of
leading aircraft radio manufacturers. Miniature tube types are included because they will exhibit advantages in vhf equipment. Data
on several GT double-triode types
are given, since it is thought they
may find application as phase inverters, multivibrators, or oscillators.
THE APPLICATION

,6

Lamp Corporation, Utoeneboro, Aentueky

establishing design practices, equipment performance tolerances, and
choice of tube types. These difficulties are principally:
1. Variation of grid contact potential between tubes of a given
type.
2.

J. LATTIN

Greater percentage varlation

of transconductance and other characteristics, for certain types (tube to -tube) than is experienced with
the same tubes at maximum voltage

ratings.
The wide range of battery
voltage (occurring in the aircraft)
over which satisfactory tube performance must be obtained.
Tube operation at 28 volts plate
and screen supply makes it necessary to employ the lowest possible
bias. At zero bias with low grid circuit resistance, an obvious difficulty
with grid current loading of tuned
circuits arises. At low orders of
fixed or cathpde bias difficulty is
experieti'ced .. vifh many tubes of a
tar*e lot drawing grid current because the bias is not high enough
to overcome the contact potential.
ff the bias is made high enough
that no tubes draw grid current the
3.

average gain for all tubes is at an
undesirable low level. A good compromise is to employ grid -leak bias
which evens out the variations of
gain from tube to tube. Tubes
which tend to run high in grid contact potential also tend to run high
in transconductance, and vice versa,
so that tubes with high G., will bias
themseltes back further than tubes
with low
Effective Grid Blot

We define grid contact potential,'
as employed in this discussion only,
to be that grid potential at which

the grid current characteristic (in
the absence of gas or positive ion
current) intercepts the zero grid
current axis. The grid current
characteristics of several type 9003
tubes are shown in Fig. 1. The grid
contact potential values are approximately -0.7 volt for tube 1 and
1.0 volt for tube 3. The values
are usually found to lie between
0.2 and -1.2 volts for most vacuum tubes of the classes discussed
herein. Since the potential depends
on such items as the work functions of emitting materials, mean

-

'

Operating Problems at 28 Volts

Operation of electron tubes with
plate and screen voltages obtained
directly from the primary 28 -volt
aircraft battery offers a few difficultiesuwhich must be recognized in
116

TABLE

I-CHARACTERISTICS

AMPLIFIER
TYPE

TRANSCONDUCTANCE

TYPES

WITH

PLATE
RESISTANCE

OF

R -F

28 -VOLT

PLATE
CURRENT

B

PENTODE
SUPPLY

SCREEN
CURRENT

.40 MA

.10 MA

-2

V.

00 MA
.35 MA

-Y

V.

-10V.
10 V.

1300

12SF7

125G7

1075 U m7105
13251.1 MNOS

.4 MEG.
OVER.75MEG.

125717

1200

II M7405

OVER 2 MEG.

2.0 MA
.75MA
.35MA

1350U MMOS
1350/JUNOS

OVER.75MEG.

1.0744

OVER .3 MEG.

1150

u 747405

OVER .7 MEG

2.01.4A
.65 MA

.30 MA
.60 MA
30 MA

1259

u MHOS

OVER

3 MEG.

1.6 MA

70MÁ

1Il2SJ7
125K7

111111'9001

9003

OVER

I

BIAS

MEG.

644,5

kJ 7.71405

tt1TOiF

OVER

CutuR'Lint fur tranecouduetau.e of
with rated bj t r voltage. plate and :e
,through Z meguliwa.

10

.15 MA

-5
-2
-3
-3

V.

V.
V.

V.

I
1

I

l

Wlerornhus. Duna to this table was obtained'
voltage of I'S volts ajd grid bias of zero volts
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TABLE II -TYPICAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER OPERATION OF TRIODES AT 28 VOLTS

HEATER VOLTAGE

12.6

12J5GT
12.6

HEATER CURRENT

0.15

0.15

TUBE TYPE

12AH7GT

12

12.6

12.6

9002
6.3

0.30

0.15

0.15

SN7GT

-I

0

GRID RESISTOR

PLATE: CURRENT'
TRANSCONDUCTANCE
PLATE RESISTANCE

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

28

28
-1

0

0

10

0

10

1.2
1.25
1.0
1625
1100
1200
14,000 15,000 12,250
20
18.5
16.8

GRID BIAS VOLTAGE
GRID RESISTOR

PLATE LOAD RESISTOR
FOLLOWING GRID RESISTOR
PLATE CURRENT
AMPLIFICATION
MAX OUTPUT

0

0

10

10

10

0

10

0

MEGOHMS

VOLTS

1.0

0.75

0.50

0.50

MILLIAMPS

IISO

1000

1150

1100

MICROMHOSI

12,250
20

14,500

15,750

16.000

17,750

21,000

21

18

18

20.5

23

OHMS

IP

AMPLIFIER

A- F

ks

I

28

0

O

10

10

28

dVOLTS

0

VOLTS
MEGOHMS

I

0.05 0.10 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.22 0.05
0.10 0.22 1.0 0.10 0.22 1.0 0.10 022 r 1.0 0.10 0.22 1.0 0.10
175
225 ISO 75 225 ISO 75 1250 ISO 75
275 150 75
13
12
10
9
II
13
II
12
12
12
II
9.5
II
4
1.5
3
4
3
3
4 12.5
2.5
2.5
3
3.5 5
I

(5"/o DIST)

-I

1.0

0(PER SECTION)
28

28

28

0

1450

1.2

21

-I

1625

1.0

(PER SECTION)

PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE

0

VOLTS

0

-I

10

1450
14,500

28

28

0

i

RESISTANCE COUPLED
'

-

(PER SECTION)

(PER SECTION)
28

GRID BIAS VOLTAGE

0

A -F AMPLIFIER

TRANSFORMER OR CHOKE FED

PLATE VOLTAGE

12SR7

'

1t

1

0.10 0.22 MEGOHMS

0.22

MEGOHMS

1.0

100

50 IMICROAMP

11.5

13

2

3

el

4
cG

RMS VOLTS!!
dl

velocity of emitted electrons, area
of effective electron emission, cathode temperature, grid -cathode spacing, potentials on other tube elements, etc., it is impossible to hold
the value to that degree of uniformity achieved in the control of other

parameters during the manufacture
of vacuum tubes.
When a grid leak resistor is used,
the value of bias for the tube under
consideration will be found at the
point at which the load line for the
resistor intersects the grid current
characteristic of the tube, as illustrated in Fig. 1.. Thus tube 1 will
assume a bias of about -0.5 volt
and tube 3 about -0.7 volt with a
2-megohm grid resistor. If both of
these tubes were operated with a
common 2-megohm grid resistor,
they would both have a bias of
-0.7 volt determined by the higher
contact potential tube. Therefore,
it may be desirable in many cases
of 28 -volt operation to use separate
isolating resistors for each tube in
the avc system unless the effects of
higher contact potential tubes in
increasing bias on all tubes of the
avc system is acceptable. Of course,
in some instances where a very high
.

value of d -c diode load is employed,
the diode contact potential- may es-

tablish the bias for the tubes on
the ave line and the use of separate
118

isolating resistors would not be important.
Minimizing Effects of

Variations

Gm

Since the minimum bias for maximum gain for each tube of a lot
is established by the grid leak, this
method of bias is recommended instead of cathode bias for 28 -volt operation. While cathode bias tends
to smooth out tube variations, it can
be shown that cathode bias will riot
minimize G,,, variations except when
the bias is so large that the average
G. is reduced more than can be
tolerated in 28 -volt operation. Grid
leak bias is almost as effective for
smoothing tube variations and is
inherently available in most ave
systems. For this reason all tube
ratings published herewith are
made with a 2-megohm grid leak
(with the exception of voltage am TABLE III -TYPICAL

R E S I S T A N CE COUPLED AUDIO AMPLIFIER OPERATION OF PENTODES AT 28 VOLTS

plifiers which employ a 10-megohr
leak) at zero external bias. Thel pt
grid signal employed is 0.10 volt: ml
rms.
This signal is standard on the G. iptr
test line of the tube plant and is
employed in the laboratory so that
data are directly useful for trans.
lation into test limits. For the con
dition of zero grid circuit resis
tance at 28 volts B supply the value
of Gm observed varies negligibly
as the grid signal is reduced from,
0.1 v. For the condition of 2 meg.l
ohms grid circuit resistance some
grid current rectification occurs
and biases the grid back somewhat
Therefore higher measured value'' z
of Gm will be observed for grid sig F
nals less than 0.1 volt.
5
"High" Gm types show morl
change in Gm with signal level thar ó
"medium" Gm types. "Low" G.
tubes of a given type tend to show
more change than "high" Gm tubes o
For example, when the grid signa:
is reduced from 100 millivolts to 5(
millivolts for type 12SH7 the high,
est tubes increase their observei
e
Gm about 5 percent, while the low
est tubes increase it about 9 per.
cent. For type 12SG7 the respective
differences are 3.5 percent and
percent, and for type 12SK7 theyiL
are 1.2. percent and 1.5 percent
Thus the following data indicate

I:g

Hn

1'

11'

1

II

Q

11

TUBE
HEATER

12SF7

TYPE

HEATER CURRENT

125J7

9001

-AMR

PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE- V
GRID BIAS VOLTAGE

-V

SCREEN GRID
PLATE LOAD RESISTOR

FOLLOWING GRID RES.

PLATE CURRENT RNA
CURRENT -IAA
SCREEN

(S,

1010

h3

OW

01S7.) -V

O

27

0.10 0.22

(ilirilm mom
170

®®90

39

AMPLIFICATION
MAR OUTPUT

0

0

- MEGOHNS
RESISTOR "

GRID RESISTOR

3

4

4

4.5

3.5

70
36

52
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mum plate and screen voltage ratings, and no appreciable reduction
in bias ís obtained with grid leak
bias. For tubes like types 12SJ7
and 12SK7 which are rated with
-3.0 volts bias at maximum voltage ratings, it is possible to reduce
the bias sufficiently for 28-volt operation that a value of transconductance is obtained equal to or

tremes of voltage variation, Fig. 4
and 5 show the order of variation in
stage gains to be expected for each
tube type as the B voltage is varied
(heater voltage constant). The disadvantage of "high G," tubes such
as types 6AG5, 12SG7, and 12SH7
is apparent.
Typical transconductance variations as a function of heater voltage (B voltage constant) are illustrated in Fig. 6. Both effects must
be tolerated and allowed for in
equipment performance test specifications. Figure 6 also demonstrates that contact potential bias
is to be preferred over fixed or
cathode bias if variation in trans conductance over a range of heater
voltage is an important considera-

ightly lower values and less uni)rmity than might be obtained in
ircuit practice.
The average characteristics of
?veral pentode types for 28 -volt
peration are shown in Table I. The
tutual conductance curves for re tote cut-off pentodes are given in
'ig. 2, and for sharp cut-off pen Wes in Fig. 3. These curves are
)r the condition of zero grid ciruit resistance, and the high value
G, shown for some types at bias
alues less than about -0.75 volt
ill not be realized in r-f amplifier
pplications with 2-megohm grid
.ak bias (see Table I).
ransconductance Variations at 28 -Volt
Design Center

It is of practical interest to note
he percentage variation in trans-

better than that of the "high G,"
types. In addition, the "medium
G," types exhibit tube-to -tube uniformity at 28 volts comparable to
that obtained at maximum voltage
ratings, while the "high Gm" types
do not.
Selection of, Tube Types

The comparative average trans conductance and the typical range
of variation between tubes of a
given lot are illustrated in Fig. 7
for several types. This figure should
assist the designer who is critical
of product variations in the selection of types to be used. Figures 2
and 3 should be useful in the choice
of types for a particular application. For most r -f and i -f applications with avc the 12SK7 appears to
be a good selection both from the
standpoint of average characteris(Continued on page 379)

tion.

There is one point which should
be emphasized in connection with

onductance which occurs as the B
upply voltage is varied. Some air raft radio equipments must operte over a range of 22 volts mini turn to 32 volts maximum, or -21
ercent and +14 percent from a deign center of 28 volts. From a
athode temperature standpoint
It,'ubes cannot be' rated for supply
oltage variations greater than ±10
;. 'ercent for continuous operation.
i
lowever, if equipments are to be
treasured for performance at ex -

operation of standard receiving tubes. It is that a tube rated
for a very high transconductance at
higher voltages will not necessarily
exhibit a higher transconductance
at 28 volts than the medium transconductance tubes such as the types
12SJ7, 12SK7, etc. The curves of
Fig. 4 and 5 demonstrate this fact.
Furthermore, many of the very
high transconductance types are
rated with -1.0 volt bias at maxi28 -volt

h1

.11

B

EB=EC2= 28 VOLTS
uI- ECI- O THRU 2 MEG
22-ECI=O, RK-7501.,
*13-E CI= O, RK

Er -RATED,
Eb =

-400u

28

V,

ECU -O THRU

EC2

- 28

2 MEG

V

THE POINT AT THE OBTUSE ANGLE OF EACH
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CRYSTAL

l

By 1. A. ELBL
Engineering Department
Crystal Products Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

pass from equatorial ground temperatures to the sub -zero temperatures of the stratosphere in a few
minutes. A good crystal must work
efficiently, no matter what the tem-

1Ip

(a
the

perature.

tu

Crystal Tests

For the above reasons each crystal is tested, both for frequency and Jt
activity, over the entire temperature range of its anticipated use.
A minimum activity and an allowable frequency deviation are set up
and crystals which do not conform
over the established temperaturel,a
e

range are rejected.
Variation in frequency with a t1`
change in temperature, or temper- i
ature coefficient', is characteristic
of the type of cut made. Frequency temperature curves of some of the
more common cuts are shown in
Fig. 1. These curves show that

Temperature -controlled testing box accommodates as many as 600
crystal units at a time. Manual checks are made at two -deg intervals
over required temperature range. For resulting data, see Fig. 3

are shipped
from the laboratory, they are
put through a series of exacting
tests which approach as nearly as
possible the conditions and treatBEFORE

CRYSTALS

ment encountered in actual use.
The daily testing program is
broken up into three parts: (1) incoming inspection, (2) production
testing, and (3) acceptance testing.
In the incoming inspection department, all component parts of a
crystal unit are examined as they
come into the plant. Holders, electrodes, springs, gaskets, nameplates, etc. are visually and mechanically examined to insure proper
workmanship and design. Faulty
material is discarded or reprocessed
before it goes to the assembly line.
Production tests are made on the
finished units. These tests cover
frequency, spurious frequency, activity, drop, and altitude, as well as
visual and mechanical inspection.
Acceptance testing routine includes
starting, full load, vibration, immersion, cleaning, and internal inspection. These will be discussed.
Crystals are expected to operate
efficiently at widely different tem120

4i

peratures. Some, for instance, will
be used in the frigid climates of
Alaska and Siberia, while others
will be used in the equatorial regions of Africa and the South Pacific. One crystal, in a bomber, may

I

every type has a turning point

at'

some temperature. To hold the crys-

FIG. 1-Temperature coefficients for different crystal cuts are indicated in
terms of frequency change. Each curve reveals a turning point at some

u
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TESTING TECHNIQUES
:ep-by-step account of characteristic production and acceptance hurdles in the path of
crystal oscillator plate before its final approval, with details on procedures, interpretation of results, and methods of reclaiming initially faulty units

tft within frequency tolerances set
P t in the specifications, it is imporli
tat that the turning point be at
to middle of the temperature range
1.:t utilize the symmetry of the
c rve.

.

c

Turning point can be changed by
icreasing or decreasing the B
a') angle. This is shown graph idly in Fig. 2. The A and C angles
Et() affect the turning point but to
¡much lesser degree. By way of
a example, assume that a 5000 kc,
I: -cut crystal is being tested from
)0 deg C to -50 deg C. Suppose
s specifications call for a maxi frequency deviation of not
I1)re than 0.02 percent. This means
tat the allowable deviation is
:11000 cycles. In Fig. 3 are shown
i eral cases encountered in check-

Case (1) is that of a good crystal
ving its peak in the middle of the
imperature range and being
91)
thin tolerance at both ends of the
(rve. No. (2) is mounted too high
fd is out of tolerance at room
imperature. Some such crystals

Vc

48°

can be repaired and brought within
tolerance by decreasing the air gap
between crystal and electrodes.
Usually, however, the crystal must
be ground to the next higher frequency.
Example (3) is cut at the wrong
angle, making it peak at the wrong
temperature, so it cannot be used

for this particular temperature
range. No. (4) is mounted too low
at room temperature and goes out
of tolerance at both ends. This
crystal can be repaired by very
slight grinding and a thorough
washing. No. (5) has a spurious
frequency caused by coupling.' This
crystal can be repaired by a slight
change in dimensions of the blank.
Current Must Hold Up

U

2,000

/

Y

1,500

in-

48°30'

E

1,000
.

tl-

h
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o

49 30'

500

<
aa
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i
A
.n,.1- mow
,

1,500R

-7,000
o-

-30 -70

10
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Turning Point Tempera ure

50
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2-Turning point temperature of
specific crystal cut depends in this
tanner on the B (ZZ') angle.
This
property is used to maintain tolerance
IG.
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-50

-40

-30

(6)

-20

0

-10

-

in Deg

ill,'13)

(7 )

I,a'.'''E.

._,.000.

50'30

fore putting that frequency into
actual production. Even though
finishers have both the dimensions
and contour as perfect as possible
and have maximum activity of the
crystal at room temperature, activity dips may occur at some point in
the temperature range which will
cause a crystal to fall below the
activity minimum. In Fig. 5 are
shown several common dips found
in checking crystals.
In No. (1) the sharp dip over a
small temperature range is usually
caused by improper dimensioning
of the blank, resulting in interfer-

i\.."

Activity of a crystal is required
to remain above a certain minimum
over the entire temperature range.'
First of all, activity is a function
of the contour and geometric dimensions of the crystal blank. By
leaving the thickness and length of

o
ó

a blank constant but changing the
width, one can make activity go
through a number of maxima and
minima. A typical activity curve is
shown in Fig. 4.
Contour of the faces of the blank
is equally important-affecting the
activity in a similar manner. In
manufacture it is imperative that
the geometrical dimensions and flatness required for obtaining maximum activity at a given frequency
be determined experimentally be-

10

20

30

Temperature In Deg

40

50

60

70

80

(1)

(4)

90

C

3-Studies of five crystals under frequency -temperature test shows
only No. 1 to be satisfactorily within 1000 -cycle tolerance. Some of the
others
can be adjusted to requirements, some must be reprocessed by further grinding
to another, higher frequency
FIG.
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4

of sound at this temperature
1130 fps. Substituting in Eq. (

Two other factors which affect
overall activity of a crystal in the
holder are size of air gap and condition of contact points on the electrodes. In the former case, resonance occurs at a certain relationship between frequency of the crystal and size of the air gap. When
component motion of the faces of
the crystal takes place in the direction of the electrodes, a supersonic
air pulse is set up. This pulse travels across the air gap and is reflected back to the crystal.

r:

1130 X 12

Bell jar serves in altitude test when pressure is reduced to V2 in. of mercury.

Ability of crystals to resist atmospheric
penetration is vital in aircraft application

Friction Resists Activity

The second factor, condition

ing modes of vibration or coupling.
A crystal of this sort is repaired by
changing the dimensions of the
blank slightly so as to eliminate interfering modes. There appears to
be'a correlation between the spurious frequencies mentioned previously and these activity dips. Where
one occurs, the other is also present. Where the dip is a gradual one
over a wide temperature range, as
No. (2), it is termed a mechanical
dip. This is usually caused by slippage of electrodes or change of
spring pressure. Sometimes the
crystal is slightly undersize and
shifts in the case. Repair for such
a crystal consists of changing the
spring or electrodes. No. (3) and
(5) dip out at the temperature extremes. This means poor contour
on the crystal or electrodes, or both.
Changing of electrodes will often
remedy this situation, but it is
sometimes necessary to lap the
blank to the next higher frequency.
No. (4) dips out completely at
0 deg, which reveals water vapor ín
the holder. In this circumstance, a
new holder is used. No. (6) is a
good, crystal showing only slight
variations due to. slippage of the
spring used to hold the electrodes
in contact with the crystal.

li!
II

important because friction betwet
the electrodes and the crystal tI,
creases activity. Electrodes are
ped perfectly flat and then polístill
on very fine carborundum paper

t

with optical powder. Reducing fry
tion increases activity.
Too much spring pressure 1
often decrease activity since it
hibits vibration of the crystal. He
ever, the spring has to prevent sll
page of the crystal so the probl
becomes one of having precis'
the right pressure.

I^1

Types of Apparatus

(I)

where g is dimension of the air gap
in thousandths of an inch, y is velocity of the supersonic pulse
(sound) at a particular temperature, and f is frequency of crystal.
By way of illustration, consider
an 8 Mc crystal at 20 deg C. Velocity

Testing equipment, for mak
the temperature runs, varies wid
in design. However, there are 1,
general types: (1) equipment `
test each crystal continuously o
the entire temperature range
(2) equipment in which the temp,
ature can be held constant at int
vals over the temperature rai
while a large number of crystals
;

I

7

I

I

Thickness held constant
Width held

6

constant

at 495 mils

o

v

5

:_

+.4L
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FIG. 4-Electrical activity, at constant thickness and width of crystal, relates
to length in accordance with this typical curve. - Satisfactory crystal must
in
not have an activity dip going below the established minimum anywhere

I

I

temperature range
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u

the contact points of electrodes,1

for any particular frequency, there
is a certain size of aír gap at which
interference occurs and causes a
decrease in activity. The dimensions of a resonant air gap can be
calculated, for any frequency, from
the formula
= 2f

I''

than in pure thickness oscillator 1,4

When the total path traveled by
the air pulse is equal to the wavelength of the supersonic wave, interference occurs as the pulse returns to the crystal surface. Thus,

t7

N 0.00084 in.

Air gap resonance has much le
effect in thickness-shear oscillate'

Supersonic Interference

.

2X8X10

9

cl

11944
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4,

(ecked at each interval for activity

frequency. Recording of freú (lency and activity may be either
ranual or automatic. The autolatic self -recording test apparatus
of course, the most convenient to
te. But it does not adapt itself
mass production so well as man i.1 means-the reason being that it
it'
(tails prohibitive cost to have
ul (ough
testing units to care for
beh lrge
numbers of crystals. Most
l)oratories use a simple insulated
arillx, similar to that illustrated,
Erich will accommodate from 5040 crystals at a time. These are
-weed in an indexed wheel inside
le box and the crystals checked at
i servals of two degrees over the en to range.
,
In the general run of crystals apr.-11'oximately 85 percent pass the acpr,b1rity and frequency tests on the
rtmperature run. Of the 15 percent
iilures, about 14 are activity and
]frequency rejects. Rejected cryslls go to the repair department
here they are reworked. About
percent of the repaired crystals
1.ss upon being retested. Those
Crown out on the second run are
rain reworked, being checked for
(ntour, twinning, and flaws and on
le next temperature run, about
Iv. percent pass. General practice is
discard those failing on the third
ad

i

1

1

i

1

n.

I

Shock, Frequency, and Sealing

Another production test is used
r determining the mechanical stality of a crystal. Each unit is peritted to fall five times from a
light of eight inches to a horizon two-inch oak plank (most plants
ve substituted several sharp taps
an oak plank for the drop test).
'ter the drop test, there must be
resulting damage to the unit and
tivity must not have changed
)re than 10 percent nor freency more than 0.002 percent.
Crystals are tested at room temrature for spurious frequencies.
lis is done by placing the unit in
tuned -plate oscillator and tuning
e plate circuit over the frequency
nge (5-10 Mc) The crystal must
ciliate at a single frequency.
For testing the seal on aircraft
ystals, a reduced pressure test is
ed. Each unit must be sealed so
at when subjected to an absolute
ternal pressure of t in. of merI
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FIG. 5-Activity dips in production -tested crystals take these forms, each of
which reveals some characteristic trouble.
For instance, No. 4 exhibits
presence of water vapor which halts activity at freezing point

cury, ten minutes is required for the
pressure inside the unit to drop to
atmosphere. Testing is done with
a device as illustrated which measures the ion current through each
crystal when a d -c potential of
1000-2000 volts is applied to the
crystal unit in series with a high
resistance.
Here is the purpose of this test.
If a crystal has an air leak, internal
pressure decreases, due to a decrease in atmospheric pressure, as
the plane carrying it ascends. When
the plane is in a dive, or descends,
atmospheric pressure on the outside
increases-forcing air into the
holder. If the plane goes through a
cloud where humidity is high, the
entering air is moist. This moisture condenses in the holder, shortcircuiting the unit.
Examination Ends Production Checks

Close, visual external inspection
of the finished product is the last

production test. Causes for most
common rejections are bad prongs,
scratches or chips in the Bakelite
case, and poor lettering or stamping. In each circumstance these are
set aside to be repaired. Bad prongs
are caused by faulty soldering of
the tips or scratches exposing the
brass. Prongs are made of nickel or chrome -plated brass. If the brass
is exposed the crystal is rejected
because brass tarnishes. In these
cases, the prongs are resoldered,
smoothed down, and replated electrolytically. Scratched or chipped
holders are replaced with new
ones. If the stamping is bad, it is

usually buffed off and re -done. In
some cases addition of whiting will
remedy the situation.
Acceptance Tests

At this point, crystal units are
submitted to inspectors for acceptance. These inspectors do not
check every crystal through all their
tests. In most cases, they make a
spot or type test. This involves taking at random a group of 30 crystals out of each thousand. These
are submitted to visual and mechanical inspection; frequency, activity,
starting, spurious frequency, full
load, drop, seal, vibration, and immersion tests; cleaning; and internal inspection.
The manufacturer submits crystals' in groups of 1000. Inspectors
select 30 at random from the group
of 1000 and run them through the
various tests. If more than one
crystal fails out of the group of 30,
another 30 crystals is selected from
the original 1000. If 3 or more units
fail out of the two groups of 30,
(60 crystals) the original 1000
crystals are rejected and cannot be
shipped.
At this point, the manufacturer
may rework the thousand crystals
and re -submit 30 for another spot
check, or he may submit the entire
1000 units, without reworking, to
be run through all the acceptance
tests.
Acceptance tests are primarily
the same as the production tests
with these exceptions: In the starting test, a crystal is measured for
(Continued on page 380),
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EFFICIENCY OF

InductiOn

Ét:

Examination of the action occurring in induction heating of metals, including analy'..t
of current distribution in work coil and load, relation between frequency and couplii
efficiency, impedance considerations and discussion of factors affecting choice of frequent.

IN induction heating of metals,
the object to be heated is placed
in the field of a suitably designed
coil which is carrying an alternating current. Currents are then induced in the object, generating heat
without contact. The action is that
of a transformer with the secondary short-circuited.

of the load or shorted turn, while
the inductance of the work coil has
decreased.
Let Q = oiL2/R2. Then the increase ín resistance due to the
presence of the metal to be heated
is
= (11,2')2R2(22(2+2

and

Equivalent Circuit for Induction
Heating

In the 'circuit of Fig. 1,* a coil
of inductance L, and resistance R,
is placed across the terminals of a
generator which is developing a
voltage V,. The generator may be a
rotating machine, a spark -gap oscillator, or a vacuum -tube oscillator. A piece of metal to be heated
may be represented as the shorted

= IR,

}

1wL,l 1,

-F

jcoMll

(1)

and
0 = jwMfi -I- [R2 +.10A-2112

(2)

where f is the frequency in cycles
per second, ,o equals 2af, and M is
the mutual inductance in henrys.
Elimination between these two
equations gives the impedance presented to the terminals of the gen-

M

°L,=-

Q2

2

LZQ2+1

jn

(5)

Equations for Efficiency

R,

+

- R,+AR`
M

L2
(MY

R,

R,
RZ
Q2

+1

+(1)2R2Q2+2

(6)

The Q of the secondary circuit' is
generally much larger than unity
for most of the frequencies used
for induction heating. The variation of the factor Q2/(Q2-1-1) as a
function of Q is shown in Fig. 2.
It is seen that as Q becomes large,
the factor in question approaches

+ R2 (`-l-`)2

(wM)2R2
+ (<E4)2

R22

2
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is the circuit treated briefly by
Kirkpatrick, Magnetic Induction
Air -Core Coils, Wireless Engineer,
239. August, 1943, p. 378.

`

R'

2R2

R,

LZ

At high frequencies, the curr5ie
flowing in a conductor tends to c
centrate near the surface. The ci
rent density drops off exponentiij
with the depth. A depth, s, may
defined as the thickness of a la;ji
of metal which, if it carried u
form current, would present
same resistance as the total mE sheet carrying the exponentidiih
decaying current. Then

FIG.

(centimeters)

11c

<10-gµ,

where

Q2

2

+ (ww2
primary resisthe
Thus we see that
the presence
by
tance is increased
This
B.
Field of
XX, No.

`

1+((M

s

R22

C.

-

2Rz

1

Efficiency

erator.
V,II, = R, -F.1oL,

Efficiency

(M

1,,
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The 'efficiency of the heating circuit, that is, the ratio of the power
transferred to the work to the total
power supplied is

secondary turn with a resistance
R2 and an inductance L2. The circuit equations are
Vr

(4)

unity. If we make this limiting]
silmption, Eq. (6) becomes

1-Equivalent circuit for induction
heating

= the relative permeability of the m
= the conductivity of the metal (n
for a centimeter cube)
f = frequency (cycles per second)
o

Since this layer varies inversely/

the square root of.the frequency'
may be shown that the resistail
varies directly as the square r..°
of the frequency. The preced.C°
statements are predicated on r,°
assumption that the metal in qu to
tion has a thickness several tir
greater than the skin thickness
Now, if the metal which is plat
in the work coil has a thickness'
a diameter which satisfies these I
quirements, the resistance R2 wh
appears in Eq. (7) will vary as _Ill
square root of the frequency. Hear
ever, the same statement holds t'
for the resistance of the work c
R1. In this case, the ratio R2/R1
be simply a constant which is in'
pendent of frequency, and the t'
August 1944
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By
GEORGE H. BROWN
RCA Laboratories
Princeton, Neu, Jersey
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also becomes independent of

nuency.
t should be remembered that we
assumed that Q is large, and
13,1t the skin thickness is small
alcipared to thickness or diameter
d;he conductors in question. Also,
lthould be noted that this reason' r cannot be extrapolated into the
3(uremely high frequencies where
u"acitance effects must be taken
.IID account.
d

Factors Affecting Choice of
Frequency

lince the efficiency is independof frequency, it is interesting to
It.mine other factors which may
;elrruence the choice of frequency.
a vacuum-tube oscillator, the
enc.1
1er is limited by the characterisa
1. of the particular vacuum tubes
re
rlId in the oscillator. Then, for a
'

11

non

power and large values of Q,
current in the primary is

,Id

91'!

P

Is$

R,

peg

y Rs -1- ( I-1x R,

+ of¿,

J
lt,\1+

P

1

0Pí0

tie
151

M sRx

(Lz)

(9)

Rs

constant ratio indeudent of frequency, the current

33IR2/R, is a

primary for a constant power
inversely
proportional to the
r.
,a re root of the primary resis5iatce. But this resistance is di dtpilhe
1.

B1

he

10
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rectly proportional to the square
root of the frequency, so that

I,a

EMOI
aaIN
fanI

11111115111111

Under the assumption we have
been making, the inductance at the
input terminals is independent of
frequency. Also, the reactance at
these terminals is generally large
compared to the resistance, so that
the voltage at the terminals is
Vs

=

_sL,)

Ii

W_.:M%E
05

(11)

Taking Eq. (10) into consideration,
we see that
ysa fo.7s
(12)
We may thus sum up our observations, remembering the assumptions that have been made during
the course of the development:
1. The efficiency of power transfer is independent of frequency.
2. The reactance at the input
terminals of the work coil varied
directly with frequency.
3. The resistance at the terminals of the work coil varies with the
square root of the frequency.
4. The current in the work coil,
for. a constant power input, varies
inversely as the one-fourth power
of the frequency.
5. The voltage in the work coil,
for a constant power input, varies
directly as the three -fourths power
of the frequency.
To test the foregoing conclusions,
experimental data was assembled

i=

R,*AR,

(10)

1/fo.s>s

EEM
O%/
IMPW

UEN

Single -turn work coil being used for localized hardening of the slotted tops of
set screws. The rotating iig automatically dunks each screw in the cooling tray
'1Iiricy

of factor in Eq. (6) with
induction-hea ing secondary circuit

2-Variation
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in inductively heating an
RCA -6A6 vacuum tube
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FIG. 4-Current and voltage values on the
work coil used to heat the RCA -6A6 vacuum tube when coil power is 1000 watts
125

concerning a coil placed around a
vacuum tube. The coil in question
was a helix or solenoid, consisting
of copper tubing which had a diameter of 5/32 inch, wound to form
eleven turns which were 21 inches
in diameter. The length of the coil
was 31 inches. The work or object
to be heated was an RCA-6A6 vacuum tube}..
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Experimental Verification

l

Measurements were first made of
coil resistance and reactance with
the vacuum tube out. The coil was
found to have an inductance of 2.76
microhenries, which remained essentially constant over the range
of frequencies at which measurements were made. The resistance
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5-Resistance values

of

multi -turn

work -coil closely coupled to steel load
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FIG.

7-Current-carrying conductor above
and parallel to a conducting sheet

R, varied with frequency as shown
in Fig. 3. Then the vacuum tube
was inserted in the coil and the

measurements repeated. The inductance decreased only about one
on'e-hundredth of a microhenry.
The new resistance R, -I- IR, is
shown in Fig. 3. Efficiency of power transfer is
also shown in Fig. 3. This curve
was computed directly from the
measured values of resistance. We
see that the efficiency lies between
72.0 and 78.5 percent for all frequencies between 1 and 15 Mc.
The current in the coil under
load conditions and the voltage
across the terminals of the coil are
shown in Fig. 4 for the case where
the available power is 1000 watts.
The coil current is approximately
50 amp at a frequency of 1 Mc, and
decreases to about 20 amp when the
frequency has increased to 15 Mc.
Since Fig. 3 shows that the efficiency is approximately the same
at the two frequencies, the coil will
not get any hotter with the increased current at the low frequency than it will at the higher
frequency with less current. On the
other hand, the voltage is less than
1000 volts at the. low frequency
while it rises to more than 5000
'
volts at 15 Mc.
.

Heating
l00

a

Steel Cylinder

The high voltages shown here are
due to the, loose coupling. Closer
coupling to the work will make áL,
have a greater numerical value, so
that the total reactance will be decreased. This important effect of
close coupling will be illustrated by

so

i%IIE
2

F.equency (Megocycles)

FIG. 6-Reactance, voltage and current

of

multi -turn work -coil closely coupled to steel

load
126

means of another example. Th'
work coil was very similar to th
one used for coupling to the RCA
6A6 tube. Copper tubing whit.'
had a diameter of 5/32 in. wa
wound to form 11 turns. The tote
length of the coil was 31 in., ani,,I
the inside diameter of the coil wa/ go.
;4.92 cm. This coil was placed arouni
a,steel cylinder which had a dianl ¿
eter of 4.76 cm. Thus the spacin'
between the coil and the steel cylic
der was 0.08 cm.
The measured values of R, aq
R, -- IR, are shown in Fig. 5, t
gether with the calculated values
_SR,. The efficiency calculated fro
Eq. (6) "is exactly 90 percent ov
the range of frequencies at whit' "
measurements were made so the
is no need to show the results
curve form.
The measured values of reactan
with and without the steel cylindel s
are shown in Fig. 6. Because
the close coupling, the reactancll
drops a great deal when the cylir,1
der is inserted. The effect of

t An RCA -6A6 tube was chosen as a
convenient load for obtaining these data,
but this heating operation was simply a
laboratory experiment which had no connection with the manufacture of this type
of tube.
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8-Current distribution in the sheet fi
a filamentary conductor at various hiigh
above the sheet

FIG.

ti

is remarkable when the voltag
across the coil is considered. Figurl
6 shows that this voltage lies bu
tween 80 and 160 volts when tkr
operating frequency is between 0'
and 2.4 Mc. The current in the col.?
as a function of frequency is alt
shown in Fig. 6.

la

Analysis of Single -Turn Coupling
Coil

b

At times, it becomes necessary I
couple to a cylinder of metal wit th
a single -turn coil closely spacErr
to the work. Then the coil impet,
ance is very low and transfolmelll
must be used to obtain efficient 011'
eration. This is true in many so `
EAugust 1944
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I

-H

I

h

rrh'+x2

ahl+¡xl2

(15)

h

s

Current Distribution

(

- dx

.

t

9

(above. left)-Current-carrying patch
surface of a conducting sheet

in

have the power lost
in the sheet in a slice taken at right
angles to the cylindrical conductor,
where the thickness of the slice in
the direction along the conductor is
one centimeter. If P,,, equals the
power lost in a 1 -cm slice of the
metal sheet,

to x

1

Metal Sheet

Figure 8 shows the current distribution in the sheet for a number
of values of h, with the current I in
the conductor, and flowing out of

= +

co, we

+

n the

the paper, equal to one ampere. We
see that as the conductor is placed
Fl. 10 (above. right)-Current distribution
or a cylindrical conductor far removed
closer to the layer or sheet, the curfrom sheet
rent density increases directly below the conductor, but drops off.
Ding operations and in the prac- quickly in a lateral direction.
5:ii: of scanning for case -hardening
To sum up all of the current in
nktf3teel by self -quenching. Before
'the sheet, integrate Eq. (15) from
lhtcsidering the transformers which x = -co to x =
+ co. Then
ttw be used in this operation, ít
dx
x=
fx -+ceJdx=
tests desirable to examine the ach2 + x2
0
co
=
x
iu of the single -turn coupling coil.
fthe cylinder to be heated is of
(16)
=;h h-tan-'e)+x=0
age diameter, the case may be
The total current flowing in the
ittaitplified by treating the problem
t:a straight conductor parallel to sheet is thus equal to the current
assumed to be flowing in the single
t at sheet of metal of great thick conductor.
us.
n Fig. 7, we see a long conductor
f, lallel to a conducting layer and
nits above the layer. This fila0.9
nitary conductor is carrying cur0.8
et into the paper. For the pur0.7
-,te of computing fields above the
1917=0.9
0.6
conwe
place
another
n:al layer,
dor or image h units below the
a/17=0.5
,tlface of the layer. This image is
ctively a conductor carrying
-trent out of the paper. At a point
cr/h =0
01
nits along the conducting layer,
03
shown in Fig. 7, the current2
0
3
2
_..trying conductor above the metal
x(Centimters
,let sets up a magnetic intensity FIG. 11-Current distribution in the con.(tor H, which is at right angles ducting sheet when the conductor has a
finite radius and h = 1.0 cm
the line r drawn from the conjitor to the point in question. The
We will now proceed with a con'ignitude of this magnetic intenis
sideration of the losses in the
sheet. The current density J flows
111= I/2rrr
(13)
out of the paper in a small patch
igt :re r = '/h2 + x2. The
magnetic
of unit lateral width and of thick!nsity due to the image is H. and
xactly equal to H, in magnitude ness s. This dimension s (Fig. 9)
is the skin thickness given by Eq.
t points in the direction shown in
(8). The current flowing out of the
cc:. 7. The vector sum of these two
patch
shown in Fig. 9 is J dx. The
alitors is parallel to the surface of
resistance
of the patch shown, with
layer and has a magnitude
a length of one centimeter into the
ch is
paper, is
diI

11-20s

f
r=

-

(li2

+

x2)

2

(19)

But
X

x

=

/'

dx
(h2

= 0

+ x2)2
x

x2hl

-I

P

CO

dx

fx=0

21012

11,

t

J2dx

-

2h'

so

tan

-1

\h

=

CO

x=0

_ 4hr

(20)

that
Pm

1'

12

2rrvsh

h

(21)
Q

Finite Cylindrical Conductor

Since the cylindrical conductor
generally has a conductivity and
relative permeability different from
the metal sheet, we should distinguish between the quantities. Let
Qm

e,

= conductivity of the metal sheet
= conductivity of the current -carrying

=
µ =
µm

conductor placed parallel to the
sheet
relative permeability of the metal
sheet
relative permeability of the current carrying conductor

Then Eq. (21) should be
Pm

=

12

II 10 2µ4

li

o

(22)

If the conductor of radius a is
placed far enough from the sheet so
that the presence of the sheet does

n t

H=

cos it, = 2h 111/r
(14)
y if the layer is a good conducthe current in the layer will be

'f)

2111

icentrated near the surface. Then
current density J in amp per
Orin the little patch shown in Fig.
.1vhere the patch is of unit width
tl
°1, x and h are in cm, is
1

Plc:,

Y(

'

TRONICS

- Anus'

1944

dII

= 1/os dx

(17)

The watts lost (I'R) in this small
element is
(J

dx)2 dR

=

J2 dx
os

(18)

If we now substitute Eq. (15) in
(18) and integrate from x =
co

-

FIG. 12-Cross-section of cylindrical conductor and image in the sheet
127

18)h
0007

values of the radius, where the
height of .the conductor is equal to
Increasing the
one centimeter.
radius of the cylinder has the same
effect as bringing a thin filament
closer to the metal sheet.
The power loss in the metal sheet
may be obtained by substituting h'
for. h in Eq. (22), with the result

I_

,n

1

i

O.

'

\

04

h., 2o

\
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13-Cu rent distribution

on the cylin-

drical conductor occasioned by the presence of the metal sheet

not alter the current distribution
on the conductor, the current on
the conductor will flow in a thin
layer s equal to the skin thickness
(Fig. 10). Then the power lost in
a centimeter of conductor is
Pe =

L2

.2ar ascot,

h

- I2a V 10-9µa1'

(23)

oe

mmoe

J (amp per radian) =

!1

Me am

h2-a2=h!1-(h)2

\1(h)2

(25)

26)

+ h
is
distribution
The current density
of
number
a
for
11
shown in Fig.
h

128

Cylinder

Pe =

2a

a(h)

2

(28)

--coso

By substituting 360° for 27c radians
in Eq. (28), we may express the
current density in amperes per de 1.0

,

(24)

The effect on the current density\/ in
the metal sheet may be studied by
substituting it' for h in Eq. (15).
Then
I

1
1

0.8

Before interpreting Eq. (24), examine the effect of the altered current distribution on the sheet and
on the conductor due to -close spacing.
When the conductor has a finite
radius, a, with the axis of the conductor a distance, h, above the
metal sheet, the fields external to
the conductor may be computed by
replacing the cylindrical conductor
by a filament carrying the current
1 at a new height, h', where

J (amp per cm)

ín

]o

1

so that

-fo./eo

a

--cos

- (h)21í1

(27)

11-(h)º

at

do

The integral itself is equal to

1

a

in the conductor is

h'=

o

1

om

The current distribution around
the surface of the cylindrical conductor may be obtained by using
the construction of Fig. 12. By
means of a tedious algebraic construction, it may be shown that the
current density on the surface of
the conductor, confined to a layer
so centimeters in thickness, is

and the ratio of the power spent in
the metal sheet to the power lost
Pm/ Po =

v

Current Distribution

---

180

-r
[i
o -

tic

` h /t J

27r2aooso
L2
L

rr

I10-'1:,,,j

Pm

ric

tJg

that

l;á

oop£
0005

- r (J do)2

p°^2fee -o osa do

0.6

e

12

2arase

( 1;-32
L2

a

4/10-' µ,j

r

1

111-(ü)2

oe

If we now divide Eq. (27) by
(30), we obtain

P,/ P

=

a

µm

Cr.

h

ic

Om

(1

)

ji
lo

(3

It is a somewhat surprising far
that this result is identical will
the result shown in Eq. (24) whicl
was deduced from simple assuml'
tions which did not take into

count the redistribution of curret
due to the finite conductor size.
Since in inductive heating tl
coupling coil is usually made of cop
per, the relative permeability
may be set equal to unity for sin
plicity. The efficiency is obtain
from Eq. (31) in the followin
manner.
Efficiency =

Lt 0.4

Pm
Pm

T

Po

_

r1,

If

1

1+Pm

0.2

o,
1

02

OA

06

08

(3_;

µm oe

a
10

Efficiency Curves

l4-Cotpl oy

e:::_:ca_ir o1 cylindrical
conductor parallel to a metal sheet

FIG.

gree. This has been done in con-

variation
a/h. TI
ratio
with
the
efficiency
spacing
'-i
conductor
close
need for

Figure

14 shows the

c

structing the curves of Fig. 13. The
current density distribution depends only upon the ratio of radius
to height. When the conductor is
brought very close to the metal
sheet, the current on the conductor
crowds around to the side closest to
the sheet.
The power loss in the conductor
is found by integrating the ¡21? loss
around the circumference of the
conductor. Then

11

11

i-

4

5

I,mOc
Om

FIG.

15-Coupliñg efficiency as a functit
of conductivity
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ladily seen. figure 15 shows the
(iciency curves replotted as a funct)n of µ0,/.7m The conductivity
( the conductor is important in.deIrmining the coupling efficiency.
There a copper conductor is used to
(uple to iron, the coupling effic:ncy may become high. However,
i is sometimes necessary to heat a
cpper article by induction. At the
strt of the heating cycle, the ratio
c'e,,, is unity (µ, = 1 for copper).
Iom Fig. 15, we see that the best
Issible efficiency is 0.5 when the
idius of the conductor is equal to
t3 height above the sheet. Hower, for practical purposes a/h is

radius many times larger than
the diameter of the conductor
which makes up the coil and large
compared to the spacing between
the coil and the work, we may use
these results obtained for a conductor parallel to a flat sheet. If
the circumference óf the load is C
centimeters, the resistance of a
single -turn coil may be obtained
from Eq. (27) and (30). This resistance is
a

so that the coupling
eiciency will be less than 50 per -

d

cat at the start of heating. Fortnately, the picture does not con hue to be so gloomy. The couplig coil or conductor is usually hollv tubing through which cooling
'liter flows, so that the conductivP of the conductor does not change
a time passes. The load begins to
Tat so that its conductivity de (pases. This results in, an imOvement in efficiency so that the
glductivity decreases still faster,
ad soon the efficiency assumes readlable proportions.
If the heating coil is wrapped
z)und a cylindrical load which has

R=

C

r(

a`

1-\h/
a 11

1+

L

h.Nl

a. a1_ (33)

To obtain the reactance, we must
first have available the expression
for the characteristic impedance of
the conductor over the flat sheet.
This is
Z. = 60 loge [(a1-2)(1

-Z)]
+ <1h

(34)

SUMMARY OF DATA IN EXAMPLE
FOR THREE VALUES OF it
h

044

(cm)

(%)
(ohms)
Z. (ohms)
X (ohms)
I (amp for 1000
Efficiency
R

w)
V

0.54
84.2
81.4
00195 0.0156
87
73
0 23
0.273

0.304

226

253

276

52

69

84

2260

2530

2760

520

691

840

0.64
78.5
0.0131
97

(volts for 1000
w)

500
400

(amp for 100,000
w)

300

V
200

(volts for 100,000 w)

This characteristic impedance as a
function of a/h is shown in Fig. 16.
The single -turn coil around the
load is usually fed in push-pull.
Then the mid -point of the coil is at
ground potential. The reactance
between one terminal of the coil
and the work is then the characteristic impedance multiplied by the
tangent of the electrical length of
the semi -circumference. The total
reactance is twice this value. That

¡6Ó
50

40

r 30
20

110

8

i

I

FIG.

17-A current transformer which

is

useful for inductive heating

rent and voltage. A casual inspection of these equations will reveal
that the five conclusions reached
early in the paper are sustained,
within the limits of the restrictions
placed on dimensions.
Practical Example

The magnitude of values encountered when a single-turn coil
is used will be shown by means of
an example. The following constants will be used:
C =15.0 cm
a =0.24 cm
h
=0.44 cm

= conductivity of copper coil =
580,000 mhos for a cm cube
am = conductivity of hot steel
6000
mhos for a cm cube
= unity for steel above the Curie point
ac

-

¡ =10° cycles per second
From Eq. (32), we find that the

]
1100
^ 80

11

Ir-1-

Characteristic Impedance of Load

300

700
600

F~

10-9J

If than unity,

,

A

6
5

4
3

%I
2

is,
s

"110

X = 2Z, tan
04

0.2

06

0.8

t0

°9h

16-Characteristic impedance of cylinder parallel to metal sheet
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247.

C

., 2irCZc

2irfZcC
(35)
3X1010

Thus we have at hand the necessary
formulas for computing the efficiency, resistance, reactance, cur-

efficiency is 84.2 percent.

Substi-

tuting the numerical values in Eq.
(33) gives a resistance of 0.0195
ohm, with a current of 226.0 amp
for a power of 1000 watts.
Since a/h is 0.545, Fig. 16 gives
characteristic impedance. Then Eq. (35) shows that
the reactance is 0.23 ohm. This reactance multiplied by the current
gives a voltage across the terminals of the coil of 52 volts.
The. table gives a summary of this
numerical data for a few values of
h. It may be seen that increasing
h results in a slight increase in the
current to be handled and a sharp
increase in the voltage appearing at
(Continued on page 382)
73 ohms for the
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COMMENTS ON
involved in high-fidelity
Discussion of technical, economic and human considerations
broadcasting systems
sound reproduction for post-war radio receivers and

term "high fidelity", as used
at present in the general radio
and sound reproduction field, has
THE

By O. B. HANSON
Vice -President and Chief Engineer

lalio,al Broadcasting

Company

come to mean an extension of the

audio .range to the upper frequency
limits of audibility of the human
ear, as contrasted with a range limited to the usual 4000 or 5000 cycles.
In reality, the term "high fidelity"
is comparative, and it would be
more correct to think of it as
"higher fidelity".
Today there is available to the
public a new system of program
transmission, using frequency modulation of the very high frequency
radio spectrum, where suitable
channel spacing has been allocated
by the FCC so that a wide audio
band can be transmitted. In the
interest of providing the public
with a better radio broadcasting
service, every advantage should be
taken of frequency modulation toward establishing improved standards of transmission and reception.
However, in determining these
standards, it is quite important to
take a practical view of what constitutes realizable high fidelity,
bearing in mind that, ín the overall
result, various practical mechanical
and electrical limitations, some
physiological and psychological phenomena and, last but not least, the
actual program content, are elements fully as important as a theoretically complete sound spectrum,
or perhaps more so.
Fidelity implies a faithful reproduction of the original, a condition
which in audio systems cannot actually be attained but, at best, only
approached. True fidelity would require that:'
1. The system not discriminate
in any of its component parts
against any frequency within the
range under consideration-.
2. No component part of the en -

tween said upper portion and th'
lower frequencies. Actually it ha
been discerned on the basis of mud
observation that a balanced fre
quency response is quite essenti
to program enjoyment, althoug
this balance factor has not yet been
reduced to a rigorous mathematical
formula. One authority has said
and our experience has confirmed
this general statement, that thi
product of the lower and upper fre
quency limits should equal a num
ber in the vicinity of 500,000. A sim
ple example will show the approxi.f
mate validity of this hypothesis a:
indicating the importance of ball
ance. A system having frequenci''
response limits of 50 to 8,000 cycles
or a total range of 7,950 cycles, i
conceded as satisfactory by moss

I

tire system introduce false harmonics.

There be no amplitude limitation of any portion of the spectrum
in either transmission or reception.
4. The system be free from phase
distortion.
5. The system be free from extraneous noise.
6. The loudspeaker and its driving amplifiers be capable of reproducing without distortion the full
frequency range at loudness levels
suitable for all listeners.
7. The acoustics of both the
pick-up and listening spaces be suit3.

I

E

;
,i

authorities. If we retain this sam
range and compare it with a rang, 8. The spatial relationships of
of from 250 to 10,500 cycles, there ill' °
the sources of sound be transmitted little question that the former
and reproduced. This last probably preferable for reasons of genera rr.'
requires some form of binaural or "naturalness" but particularly be
stereophonic system, neither of cause of the reproduction of a sub
which is economically feasible for stantial range below 250 cycle:,
general public service at this time. Note that with a range of 50 t'
A system as described above,
8000 cycles the bulk of prograz
with the exception of binaural or energy is in the band centerin
stereophonic transmission, is not about a point at approximate'
too difficult of realization from a 700
cycles.
transmitting standpoint. It might
Figure
1 shows preferred loweibr
be closely approached in a receiver
frequency limits in whicW_
and
upper
reproducing system, but the cost
is properly maintaine''
balance
the
would probably be beyond the value
It
will
noted
that the product c'11'
be
which would be placed upon ít by
frequency fin
and
lower
the
upper
the purchasing public, particularly
is approx
its,
been
specified,
as
has
if the receiver were required to rethe bettE
of
Many
mately
500,000.
produce frequencies from 30 to 15,of convei
receivers
home
radio
000 cycles.
tional type seem to fit surprising) ti
Balanced Frequency Response
well within these frequency limit
An extension of the frequent
It is curious that the emphasis
range
high
to 17,000 cycles and down
of
fidelin general discussions
30
would encompass the ei
extencycles
an
been
on
ity thus far has
tire
audible
spectrum, but at only
portion
of
the
sion of the upper
of the total tin
small
percentage
little
has
been
and
sound spectrum,
appreciable el'
any
would
be
balance
berequired
there
said about the

able.

I

1.
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HIGH FIDELITY
1--Loser

limit

frequency

Upper frequency

100

IOOdb

L

Loud

f-

:<

Nigh-fide/Yy consoles
loo

- - - -- Console
.

-

140
190

--Large

--Small

receiversfable

---

----r

sets-----

table sets

---

---

4

_

I

m80

_

80db

Z600

Moderate

000

60 db

3,500

+3,300

Vary

sot t

40 db

e

o

.

100

50

5 0
'

13.

,

,000

5,000

030

10,

1-Preferred lower and upper frequency limits
should equal approximately 500.000

el'y in the region above 10,000
les. Reproduction of frequencies
a].ve 10,000 cycles adds only to the

Tone Control Settings

ilxperience and various surveys
IPI,re shown that, even when listen have receivers capable of reproicing frequencies up to 5,000 cy11, they usually operate the tone
patrol to restrict the audio range
.,in upper frequency cut-off somevare between 2,500 and 4,000
les. Reasons given for this are
sic
t the "tone is mellower", "more
et
tsant", "less obtrusive", etc.
rl -ny listeners who are musically
oso,ined and who appreciate symvtl'llny and opera are, strangely
i ugh, numbered in this class, insiu,itting that this procedure does
inti;f stem from uncultivated
tastes
,u¢41 has some other, more general,
'

.1

-

,

V

10

onl
ti

ris.

t has been claimed that, if distion and noise were eliminated
the higher -frequency band,
public would then prefer the ex-

m

OrfiCTRONICS
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50.

100

'

500

Frequerity
for bal-

<cod frequency response in radio receivers. For any given
waiver. the product of the lower and upper frequency limits

ie

.

.Frequéncy in cP6

eloyment, if that is the word, of
3 h things as key jingles, foot°ts ps, handclapping and various ex.Gineous noises (non-musical) from
imsical instruments, such as resin
steaks, air rush from wind instruE.b
nts, and the like. These "sound
'0'e1cts" can hardly be considered
I`elential or worth high cost to atttn!

,

Very loud

limit-.

.5;000

1000

in

cps

10004

_

for normal ears at 20
age, for four different loudness levels at which radio
receivers may be operated. At low levels, low -frequency
sounds can barely be heard

FIG.

years

2-Frequency response curves
of

tended upper range. Perhaps so, if
the higher range is properly balanced by adequate bass reproduction. Distortion and noise are unpleasant at any portion of the sound
spectrum.
Present -Day Receivers

Receivers which at present provide millions of listeners with many
hours of enjoyment seem generally
adequate for reproducing the intelligence and entertainment contained in the program material.
The witticisms of Charlie McCarthy, for example, are just as
humorous on a receiver whose f requency range is 200 to 3,000 cycles
as on a higher -fidelity system.
In this connection, it should not
be overlooked that the entertainment and attention -engaging factors in musical listening are not
concerned with quality alone. Such
matters as appreciation of technique, melody itself, rhythm and
the like, are of great importance
to the musical ear and all these of
course can be reproduced satisfactorily within a reasonably restricted frequency range.
The average radio listener purchases the table model receiver rather than the console. The former
type of receiver cannot adequately
reproduce bass frequencies, the
fundamental reason being lack of
sufficient physical .size. It is only in

the console type that adequate reproduction in the low-frequen,cy
range can be approached, but few
even of this type have provided
really good bass response free from
noticeable cavity resonance. The
higher frequencies, however, may
be reproduced with properly designed smaller receivers, but generally at the expense of an undesirable directional characteristic. This
varies with frequency in the preponderant majority of loudspeakers, so that reproduction of these
higher frequencies is accentuated
in front of the speaker and decreases with the increase in angle
from the loudspeaker axis. The response at 45 deg is substantially
less than optimum, even at frequencies as low as 3,000 cycles.
A true higher -fidelity receiver
must so distribute the higher frequencies that, within a specified
solid, angle, the response at all frequencies is substantially uniform.
.

Acoustic Limitations

The acoustic conditions of the
studio and listening space can be
controlled only over a frequency
range of approximately 64 to 8,000
cycles, as design data and experience with materials and completed
rooms is available only within those
limits. At frequencies of 4,000
cycles and higher, the absorption
(Continued on page 385)
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INTRODUCTION to',
havt!t
treatment of the non -sinusoidal and transient wave forms that
first part, both graphi i
been used extensively in recent electronic developments. In this
of lumped linear circuit'
cal and mathematical methods are used to explain the behavior
excited with non -sinusoidal wave forms under steady-state conditions

A serialized elementary

By BEVERLY DUDLEY
TVestern

Editor

the circu
proach appears to be most suited transpires from the time
impulse
initial
an
for use when exact numerical re- is subjected to
equilibriut,
steady
a
sults are desired, or where general the time when
The steadl
laws are to be formulated. On the condition is attained.
equilibriud
is
that
other hand, graphical methods lend state condition
aft('
exists
which
themselves quite admirably to an state of affairs
decay
has
interpretation of some of the funda- the transient "cushion"
mental processes with which we to a negligibly small magnitude.
must deal.
Fundamentals of Circuit Behavior!
It is proposed to discuss three
phases of the general topic: (1) the
The fundamentals of linear ele1,
general voltage -current relations tric circuit theory are equally al
which exist for linear circuit ele- plicable to transient or steady -stay
ments and their applications to conditions. With emphasis plat
steady-state and transient non -sin- on the physical interpretation, tho:
usoidal wave forms, (2) a mathe- fundamental concepts which wi
matical and graphical interpreta- be employed may be stated as fo
tion of the behavior of simple lows:
circuits, composed of linear ele(1) The instantaneous voltag
ments, under steady-state condi- across a resistor is equal to tt,
tions with non -sinusoidal wave product of its resistance in ohm
forms, and (3) the analysis of simand the instantaneous value of th
ple circuits under transient condicurrent in amperes flowing throug
tions, with emphasis on the physical
interpretation of the method of it. (2) The instantaneous value ( i.is
solving the circuit equations.
voltage drop across an induct('
The combination of transient and the
to the product of its indutp ,
is
equal
steady-state conditions leads, of
henries and the time rain r
in
tance
course, to the complete solution of
of the current flowinl
of
change
the behavior of the electric circuit.
it
in amperes per secori 1
through
The transient solution represents
instantaneous value tri
(3)
The
that phase of circuit behavior which
the current flowing through a cl
pacitor is equal to the product .l
its capacitance in farads and ti t
time rate of change of the voltalrl
across its electrodes in volts ptrh
for
TABLE I-Voltage-Current Relations
Linear Circuit Elements
second.
(4) A magnetic field surroun tei
Current Equation
Voltage Equation
Circuit Element
ing an inductor is produced whE
an electric current flows through i (9
to =
es = Ria
Resistance, R
(5) An electric field is esta
lished between the two conductor
ii= 1 etdi
Self -Inductance, L
of a capacitor when a difference
potential exists between them.
is = Cddec
Capacitance, C
(6) A finite amount of time
required to establish an electric i ,#
a 'magnetic field.

the
industrial and communications aspects of electronics have
wave
non-sinusoidal
employed
forms and transients in greater and
greater degree. Indeed, it would
appear that the requirements of
modern electrical technology have
reached the stage where our concepts must be generalized and expanded beyond conventional alternating current theory to account
for the behavior of circuits when
subjected to periodic and non -periodic excitation of a wide variety of
wave forms.
It will be the purpose of this
series of articles to 'discuss, in elementary fashion, the behavior of a
few, simple electric circuits composed of linear elements (in which
current is directly or inversely proportional to voltage for any frequency), where non -sinusoidal and
transient voltages and current wave
forms play an important role. An
attempt will be made to outline
electric circuit behavior under
steady-state as' well as transient
conditions. To this end both mathematical and graphical methods will
be employed. The mathematical apRECENT
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TRANSIENTS...Part
bd

a¡;

of series circuit consisting of linear
elements R, L, and C

1-General type

(7) The superposition theorem
ude lay be applied to circuits composed
linear circuit elements, that is,
tl0t
circuit elements whose properties
7e independent of the voltage
:ross or the current through them.
he superposition theorem states
,tat in a network composed of lintr circuit elements, each electrootive force produces a current in ?pendent of any other electromofn
ve force, the electromotive forces
id currents of which may be added
1t`Ir'gebraically to obtain the result it. The ability to superpose cur tilts and voltages of a given freiency, independently of those of
;her frequency and of transients,
a direct consequence of the re'e ;riction that only linear circuit
ements are under discussion. The
iperposition theorem does not apy (at least, not without extenon) to non-linear elements.
al (8) For circuits employing
ries connections, Kirchhoff's voltacI a law applies. This law states
ic'
at the total voltage drop across
electric circuit is equal to the
it m of the voltage drops across
ich of its circuit elements, and is
ual to the sum of the voltage
noises or impressed electromotive
tsirces.
ighr (9)
For circuits employing par411e1 connections, Kirchhoff's curtli nt law is valid. This law states
celat the current flowing to any
Juncture is equal to the sum of the
1:rrents flowing away from the
ric ;ncture.
(It may be noted that
1ith forms of Kirchhoff's laws are
--a
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FIG.

2-General type

merely specialized forms of conservation of energy.)
The first three of these statements relates the voltage and cur-

rent for the three different linear
circuit elements, all of which are assumed to be ideal. An ideal circuit
element is one which is presumed
to behave physically in strict accordance with the mathematical
prediction of its behavior; all losses
are assumed to be zero (except the
resistance of a resistor) and distributed capacitance, inductance
and resistance are assumed absent.
When expressed in mathematical form, the first three statements (and their inverse) give rise
to the six equations of Table I.
The voltage -current relations expressed by these six equations are
derivable not only from experimental observation but also from definitions of fundamental electrical concepts. All six relations are of paramount importance to the study of
linear circuit behavior. However,
the mathematical expressions in
one column are merely alternative
forms of the equations in the other,
so there are only three, instead of
six independent relations. When
dealing with voltages and currents
in L and C elements, we are involved
not only ín algebraic operations, but
in rates of change and inverse rates
of change, treated, respectively, in
differential and integral calculus.
Calculus, dealing with quantities
which vary, introduces mental concepts which may be difficult to grasp
at first, just as it might be difficult

of

parallel circuit composed

elements R,

L,

of

linear

and C

to play, at first, a ball game in
which the number of players is constantly varying. While. no- one can
hope to be completely free to carry
out independent thinking on electric circuits who does -not have at
least a rudimentary knowledge of
elementary calculus, it is the aim
here to present the fundamental
concepts in graphical form so that a

formal acquaintance with this
branch of mathematics may be dispensed with.
We may obtain experimental
verification of the relation given in
Table I. However, since it is not
possible to obtain ideal circuit elements, no experimental verification
can be more than an approximation
to the ideal state of affairs. The
approximation may be exceedingly
good, and with well -designed circuit
elements it will be good. However,
it can be shown` that the voltage current relations of Table I have a
true theoretical foundation.
Derivation of Voltage -Current Relations

From a study of elementary electricity, the charge (the number of
electrons or ions) on a capacitor q
is proportional to the product of
the voltage e between the capacitor plates and the capacitance C of
the capacitor. Quantitatively, this
yields the result
y

= eC

(1)

Since charged particles are the
fundamental building-blocks of electricity, all electrical effects are explainable in terms of them, as for
instance, the concept of an electric
133

General
Notation
A

e

/

``

Designation

t(t)

Wave Form

Parallel

Series
Circuit

V

Circuit
e

'

Time

general analytical expressions whicl lip
support (and in fact are essentially
the same thing as) the graphics'
evaluation of wave forms which ar
carried out in this article. The in
tegration constant, KL specifies th
current at the time taken as th
lower limit of integration. The fa
is sometimes overlooked tha
steady-state circuit analysis make
use of the differential and integri
equations given in Table I. It i
true, of course, that when dealin
with steady-state sinusoidal coact; t
tions the somewhat awe-inspirin
relations of Table I are expressibl
in terms of the familiar jw factott i}y
which can then be treated algl ¡
braically. But the terms in juo atj la;
merely the result of applying tl
more general equations of Table
to a special case; when we no long
deal with a fortuitious special cas ¡
we must revert to thinking in tern
of fundamentals. These fund; ,
mentals involve time rates
change (and their inverse), a,
since these change for each n
type of wave form, they also involt
a completely new solution of tt
circuit relations. Essentially, t
same kind of generalization is ca
reed out when we proceed from sin
wave to non -sinusoidal wave fort
as is involved when we make t
jump from d -c to a -c theory.
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RLC circuit
FIG. 3-General type of wave form impressed on a series or parallel
circuit
the
of
portions
other
in
existing
forms
wave
resulting
and
(curve A)

current. From the study of the flow
of an electric current, we learn that
an electric current is the time rate

of change of charge. Expressed
analytically we have the result
(2)
i = dq/dt
of
these
first
the
If we substitute
equations into the second, and keep
in mind that C is a constant (since

we are dealing with circuit ele-

ments which are constants) the current can be expressed in terms of
the capacitance, and the voltage by
means of the equation

written in the form

- I-dt(eC)-ed +Cdt
de

= 0 -h C d = Cat

(3)

equation, the voltage across a capacitor is expressed in terms of the
current through it by means of the
'equation
(4)

The constant Ko is required to account for any residual charge which
may. appear on the capacitor at the
time for which t = O.
Similarly we may develop analyt134

ea=d(N.)=NdT+odo

dt

di

di

If we multiply this equation
through by dt, divide by C, and integrate both sides of the resultant

ec- CJidt+Kc

ical reasoning to support the equation connecting voltage and current
in an inductive circuit. From the
laws of electromagnetism, the voltage is related to the magnetic flux
by means of the experimental result stating that the voltage is proportional to the number of turns,
and also to the time rate of
change of flux. The total flux is
the product of the number of turns,
N, assumed to be constant, and the
flux, 4), per turn. The total flux
No is produced by the current, i,
and the resultant voltage may be

=

Nddt+o=Ld1

(5)

The last is permissible since the inductance, L, is defined as the flux
linkages per unit time or the number of turns times the derivative
of the flux with respect to the current, or L = Nd4)/dt. Again, multiplying by dt, dividing by L and
integrating both sides of the equation we obtain the result

i= Lfedt

c

(6)

Using the results of Table I and
Kirchhoff's law we can build up

Voltage -Current Relations Hold Fc
Transient and Steady -State Conditic

The fundamental voltage -curve';
relations given in Table I are cot
pletely general for linear circt
elements, and therefore may be a
plied to steady-state and transie
currents and voltages of any phy
cal realizable wave shape. Bef4
we may proceed it is necessary
build up a thorough understandir
of these voltage -current relatioi
This could be done by discussi
individually, the voltage -current
lations of each separate circuit t
ment, and subsequently apply
this reasoning to circuits compo9,I
of various combinations of circt
elements. We may combine both
these steps, and study the voltal
current relations of the vario
elements when combined in sell
or parallel circuits.
In the analysis of series circui'
it will be convenient to assume tau,
current of specified wave form a'
then ascertain the magnitude al'
I

&
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the voltage drops
gross each of the circuit elements
well as that of the impressed
'iltage. The voltage across each of
le circuit elements is determined
in
í terms of the equations given
By
I.
le third column of Table
:irchhoff's voltage law the im1essed voltage will be equal to the
m of the voltage drops around
le circuit. Such an analysis (in
Mich the current is regarded as
may
le independent variable)
carried out for any combina of the three fundamenn
l circuit elements connected
i series. Likewise, for parallel cirits composed of any combination
the three circuit elements, the
lagnitudes and wave forms of the
ve forms of

I

impressed voltage will be assumed
and the magnitudes and wave forms
of the total and branch currents
will be required.
Series Circuit

Consider the circuit of Fig. 1
composed of R, L, and C in series
and in which a current, i, flows as a
result of an impressed electromotive force, e. For this case, Kirchhoff's current law takes the form

i=iL=iR=ic
The voltage law becomes

1

:

Series

Circuit

e

= eL-1-ee -F ec =

(7)

i

di
Ldt+Ri

+C

di

(8)

By means of the second circuit

equation, the steady-state voltage
drops across portions of the circuit can be determined as soon as
the magnitude and wave form of
the current lowing through it are
known. Since the voltage across a
constant resistance is proportional
to the current through it, the current and voltage wave forms for a
resistance will be identical functions of time.
The voltage -current relations for
inductance and capacitance are expressed by more complicated equations and dissimilarity of current
and voltage wave forms may therefore be anticipated. In general, for
each different wave form of current
flowing through the series circuit
we may expect completely dissim-
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4-Current and voltage wave forms in series and parallel
rcuits with sinusoidal excitation. As applied to series circuits
le significance of the curves is as follows: (A) Current through
rcuit; (B) Voltage across R; (C) Voltage across L; (D) Voltage
:rose C; (E) Voltage across R and L; (F) Voltage across R
od C; (G) Voltage across L and C; (H) Voltage across R, L,
ad C. All `wave forms have the same frequency and
nusoldal type of variation, but differ in amplitude and phase
IG.
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FIG. 5-Current and voltage wave forms in linear circuits
with square wave excitation. As applied to parallel
circuits,
the curves have the following significance: (A) Impressed

voltage; (B) Current through R; (C) Current through C; (D)
Current through L; (E) Current through R and C: (F) Current
through R and L; (G) Current through L and C; (H) Current
through R, L, and C connected in parallel. The only
wave
form resembling the ,impressed excitation is that
for R

135

and physical interpre- ti
llar wave forms of voltage across equal to the sum of the three branch significance
mathematical expres-1
the
of
tation
circuit
the circuit as a whole as well as currents. Making use of the
i dt, de/dt, and e dt r
di/dt,
sions
Kirchhoff's
l'
across L and C. Indeed, when we relations of Table I,
with varying i'
associated
are
which
quantitaexpressed
be
may
carelaws
matter
the
to
consider
come
values of current and voltage. This i
fully it would appear quite remark- tively in the form
is especially important since these it
able that we should ever obtain
(9)
e = cc = ea = CL
symbols do not represent algebraic i'
voltage drops across different kinds for the voltages and in the form
quantities, in the usual sense of the
of circuit elements, whose wave
types of opera- a
forms were similar to one another i=icy is iL'=Cd R } LJ cdt (10) word, but designate
carried out.
be
must
which
tions
or (except in the case of the resisyou
will, tellif
physidirectives,
the
are
They
While
tance) similar to that of, the cur- for the currents.
a par- 'ytt
must
perform
we
how
is
difus
(8)
ing
Eq.
of
cal interpretation
rent flowing through the circuit.
desired
a
that
order
job
in
the
(10)
Eq.
titular
of
that
ferent from
Parallel Circuit
forms of the two equations are end result may be achieved. The: IN
indicate
Next consider the general parallel identical. The two circuits for symbolic notation, di/dt,
opera tee
the
out
carry
are
to
the
of
we
that
equations
circuit of Fig. 2 composed of the which differential
current
the
differentiating
be
to
of
said
tion
are
exist
three different circuit elements, same form
i, with respect to time, t. The nota 'lip
L, R, and C in parallel, across which duals.
exceedtion .i i dt calls for the process
representing
Although
an electromotive force, e, is applied.
recircuit
of integrating the current i with .
electric
important
From Kirchhoff's voltage law, the ingly
be
can
respect to time t, just as the sym- as
and
(10)
(8)
Eq.
voltage drop across each circuit ele- lations,
as
mathebol j calls for a 90 -degree rotation:e
far
merely
thus
regarded
ment is equal while from Kirchin a counter -clockwise direction o4
To
use
these
abstractions.
matical
hoff's current law the total current
true
know
the
the vector with which it is associai it
to
need
we
results
taken from the generator will be
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6-Current and voltage wave forms for series and

parallel RLC circuits with trapezoidal wave form excitation
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7-Current and voltage wave forms for series and.ti
parallel RLC circuits with triangular wave form excitation
FIG.
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The absolute value of the voltage across the inductor is obtainable by multiplying the time rate
of change of current, represented
by the derived curve C by a suitable constant, L, equal to the inductance of the circuit. If the ordinates of curve C are multiplied
by L, curve D will now represent the wave form of the voltage
across an inductance.
To ascertain the voltage across a
capacitor through which a known
current flows, it is necessary to
n:grals are represented by areas
integrate the current and divide by
',t er a curve. The fundamental
the capacitance, C. If the current is
ocepts involved in differentiation
Wave Form of Voltage Drop Across
represented graphically by curve
' it integration are really quite
Inductor
A, then the integral of the current
Fple, but a slight detour will be in
as
form
may be represented graphically by
With the current wave
er to review the physical interbe
it
will
the area under the current curve
Atations underlying these mathe- shown at A in Fig. 3
cur(A), as is shown in any text on innecessary to differentiate this
n;ical operations.
inductegral calculus. This area reprerent and multiply it by the
he process of differentiation is
across
voltage
sents what we have chosen to call
volved when we desire to deter- tance L to obtain the
curthe
which
the inverse rate of change. To il"'me the voltage drop across an in- the inductor through
it
is
therelustrate the fundamentals, it is now
,ttor whose current is known rent flows. Graphically
the
to
determine
necessary to carry out the process
fore necessary
L di/dt) or when it is necesgiven
of
the
slope)
of graphical integration.
y. to ascertain the current flow- derivative (or'
by
curve
wave
(represented
current
n through a capacitor in terms
Wave Form of Voltage Across
A) to obtain the rate of change
)f the voltage across its plates
Capacitor
(curve B) and then to multiply the
j:= C de/dt). On the other hand,
If we plot, point by point, the
result by L to obtain the voltage
process of integration is in inclosed between curve A and
area
L
(curve
C).
The
derivative
across
1 red in determining the current
axis, the resultant curve
zero
point
along
the
its
A
at
any
of
curve
Ih)ugh an inductor in terms of the
as
shown at E in Fig. 3. At
will
be
by
its
slope
at
the
is
given
t
axis
if,:age across it, iL = (1/L)
e dt,
along the abscissa, the
Accordingly,
if
any
point
in
question.
point
11 in
determining the voltage
E represents the
curve
of
A
at
height
slope
curve
we
the
of
measure
Mass a capacitor when the current
The integrated
A.
curve
plot,
as
in
area
under
point
ordinates
and
each
ough it is known e, = (1/C)
as the area of
increases
E,
of
these
curve,
curve
C,
the
magnitudes
't"i dt. Thus, both the processes
zero axis inA
the
above
at
the
corresslope
determínatíons
curve
,o differentiation and integration
C decreases
resultant
curve
whereas
of
t,
the
creases,
ponding
values
al not mere mathematical abstraccurve B is
area
under
derivative
of
when
the
will
the
curve,
C,
be
`iis, but represent exceedingly imwill
C,
negative.
curve
A.
The
derived
curve,
Irtant conditions of behavior of
be positive (above the zero axis)
In deriving curve E as the area
ti various electrical circuit elewhen
is
curve
A
posiunder
the original curve A, a certhe
slope
of
dMts.
tive-that is, when a line tangent tain amount of arbitrariness is in;raphical Approach to Analysis of
to the curve runs from the lower volved until the beginning and end
Voltage -Current Relations
left-hand to the upper right-hand points are specified on the original
region. The magnitude of the de- curve whose area is to be ascer1 formal treatment of the procof differentiation and integra- rived curve will be zero when the tained. These end points are called
Iia may be found in any standard
slope of the original curve is zero the limits of integration. The arbitbook on differential and integral
or when a line drawn tangent to the trariness resulting from failure to
Pzulus.
A graphical interpreta curve (at the value of t in ques- specify the limits between which
in will be substituted here for the
tion) is horizontal. The magnitude the original curve A is integrated,
re formal mathematical approach of the derived curve will increase makes it necessary, in general, to
the belief that in an elementary as the slope of the original curve add a constant, K,, to the integrated
atment this procedure results in increases and vice versa. A little .curve F. In the graphical plot, the
dearer understanding of the es- study will show the relation exist- need for inserting such a constant
itial physical principles.
The ing between the original curve, A, was not apparent since we began
.thematical operations will be in- and the derived curve, C. The finding the area under the curve at
rpreted in terms of electric cir- reader will understand, of course, a specific point, t
0, thus establ.t behavior.
that the graphical operations are lishing one limit of integration.
Suppose that time -varying curve merely representations, or ways of The other constant of integration
of Fig. 3, f(t), represents the indicating, the fundamental physi- is that value of t for which the proc`11vIve form of current flowing in the
cal phenomena taking place.
ess is discontinued. For purposes

te, It should be noted that differen,ation, indicated by the notation
rtiit, and integration, indicated
)3the notation, J' i dt, are inverse
rations just as are those of
a root.
.t oaring and extracting
commonly
derivative
the
ince
rate of
a
time
of
form
the
taes
`cl-nge, the corresponding integral
my be regarded as the inverse
'' rile rate of change. Graphically,
rats of change are indicated by
h slope of a graphical plot, while
'

'

series circuit of Fig. 1 or the voltage across the parallel circuit of
Fig. 2. The following analysis can
be carried out for either type of
circuit, according to the relations
given at the right of this diagram.
To be specific, we shall apply the
analysis to the series circuit of
Fig. 1. Since e = iR (where R is
a constant) the voltage across the
resistor will be exactly of the same
wave shape (except for scale factor
of the ordinates) as that of the current. Hence it may be represented
by curve B.
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FIG,

8-Current and voltage wave forms

for series and parallel

RLC circuits with saw -tooth wave form excitation. This wave
form is used extensively in sweep circuits of cathode-ray tubes

used in television transmitters, television receivers, oscilloscopes
and newly -developed cathode-ray equipment

of generality the integration constant, K,, has been retained in the
column marked General Notation.
Physically, the integration constant
represents the voltage across the
capacitor (for the series circuit) or
the current in,an inductor (for the
parallel circuit) when t = O. If we
assume, as we shall, that the voltages and currents are initially 0,
the constant may be dropped. This
has been done in writing the electrical equations at the right of the
wave form diagrams.
In obtaining the derivative or the
integral of the given time -varying
function, we have carried out an
operation of inversion on the original function representing the
given current. In obtaining the
derivative of the current this inversion has been obtained by means
of the operator, di/dt, whereas the
138

FIG.

9-Current and voltage wave forms

I

l¡I

for series and parall

RLC circuits with excitation which is a recurrent portion of

c

1

exponential wave form. All wave forms are identical exce
for amplitude, because the exponential function has the san
shape as its derivative and integral

operator J' i dt has been used in
obtaining the integral curve of the
current. The mathematical directives which indicate how these conversions are to be made are called
inversion operators.
Inversion Operators

We have now illustrated, by
graphical methods, the inversion of
wave forms by means of the inverand
sion operators, df(t)/dt
f(t)dt, and it is now necessary
to apply Kirchhoff's laws to solve
the voltage-current relations for
simple circuits. Consider, for example, a series circuit composed of
R and C or a parallel circuit composed of R and L, the necessary
voltage and current conditions of
which are shown by curves B and
F. By adding curves B and F
graphically, we carry out the neces-

I

¿R+LL; ¿C

sary algebraic operations requir;
by Kirchhoff's law. Thus, the f
line of curve G (representing t;
algebraic sum of curves B and 1
represents the wave form of vo
age across an RC series circuit ; t
the wave form of current for a c:'tóe
cuit of R and L in parallel. T
curves are lettered to apply only':
a series RC circuit. The graphic.*
addition is in accordance with t,
superposition theorem.
It will be observed that all of t
curves of Fig. 3 are single-valu
functions of time, without disco
tinuities. A single-valued functil
of time is, of course, some relati
having a single value at any giv
instant, and a continuous functii'et
is one having no breaks or disco
tinuities. Since we have chosen t
perfectly arbitrary function f',
purpose's of discussion, the gener
al

i
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locedure which has been developed
applicable to sinusoidal wave
rms which may be encountered in
ractice, since these are single.lued and continuous. In general,
'ese conditions will be fulfilled in
1 act ice.
raphical Method Applied to Sinusoidal
Waves
We shall apply the method outied above to an analysis of the

.miliar sinusoidal time variations
the first application of the graph al procedure. Since there exists a
,tal relation between the series and
'rallel RLC circuits, it will be
?cessary to analyze only one such
rcuit. For purposes of illustraon, the series circuit will be

eared.
The voltage -current relations exiting in series RLC circuit are
iven by Eq. (7) and (8). For the
articular application in question,
sinusoidal current is assumed so
tat the instantaneous value of the
irrent may be expressed graphiilly by curve A of Fig. 4 or matheiatically as
i =
y
to
ge

/,,, sin wt

(9)

inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8),
impressed voltage and the voltdrops will be given by

eL-Feh+co=Ldt(Imsin
R/m sin wt

{

f

Im sin

wt)
col

di

(10)

the voltage drop across the
esistor is proportional to the curent through it, we have immedisince

tely
eh = RI,,, sin wt

(11)

Iraphically this voltage drop is obtined by multiplying curve A of
gig. 4 by R to obtain curve B. For
le remaining voltage drops we
rust now differentiate and inte,t.rate the sine function in order to
take use of Eq. (10)
Since the derivative of the given
me -varying (sine) function is its
ope-or its time rate of change: is evident that the derivative will
¡¡;L e proportional to the frequency or
tti) w = 27:f since the slope varies
yclically with frequency. There lap
)re w will be a multiplying
actor. It is also evident that within
¡Isny cycle, or period, the time rate
f f change is equal to the slope of
f le given curve.
Now the slope of
the sine curve yields a cosine
l+

it

Fk¡

.

,t.

,.

le

G
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curve. Therefore, the derivative of
the sinusoidal current is curve

First four

di
d
(I,, ein wt) = wlm Cos wt
dt = dt

=

w1,á sin (wt

+

2

/

eL=Ldt=jwLlm sin wt=jwLi

First t¢rm-

=

-I

(I,,, sin wt) dt

sin

(wt

=

-1
w

--2) _ -j

ÍA.A,

1P'

i¡íl-

Time

Triangular
Wave

10-Two diagrams illustrating the
manner in which recurrent wave forms
may be constructed from a series of sine
waves of appropriate amplitude, frequency
and phase. The order of the harmonics is
indicated by the numerals. Successive
stages in the early development of the
desired waves are shown
FIG.

-j

is
The justification of the
based upon the same reasoning as
that already described above. The
voltage across the capacitor is
(15)
-jwCsinwt= - j Ci
obtained by multiplying Eq. (14)
by 1/C. Again, through the use of
the j operator we have been able to
express the voltage drop across the
capacitor in terms of a sine curve
which is used to express the time
variation of current.
Using Eq. (11), (13) and (14)
e

c

=

and Kirchhoff's voltage law,
e

= jwLI, sin wt

_ (jwL

RI,,, sin wt

-j

C

I,,, sin wt

R-j C)IlI,,, sin wt
(16)

cos wt

1,,,

IW

r
//
/

(13)

obtained by multiplying the final
form of Eq. (12) by L. The result
is shown graphically as curve C of
Fig. 4. It will be noted from Eq.
(12) and (13) that for a -c theory
involving sine waves, the inversion
operator, di/dt, can be replaced
with the expression ju>.
The graphical and geometric significance of the integral of a sine
wave is slightly more difficult. Since
the integral is represented graphically by the area under the given
curve, the area under the curve,
for each full cycle or period, will
decrease as the time interval of
the period decreases, or as the
frequency increases. The inverse
time rate of change is inversely proportional to frequency, just as the
time rate of change was found to be
proportional to frequency. Thus the
integral is inversely proportional
to w = 27cf, or is proportional to
1/w = 1/2af. Also, within any cycle or period the integral is proportional to the negative of the cosine
wave. Hence we have the result

f

Perms',

First two terms.

= jwl,,, sin wt = jwz (12)

The third step in the above equation is justified since there is a
90 -deg phase shift between the sine
and cosine function. We may indicate this 90 -deg phase shift by the
added angle, n/2 radians, or by any
other generally accepted notation
which will be understood as indicating a 90 -deg phase shift. Such a
device is the operator j. Accordingly we may multiply the final results by j (instead of adding the
angle n/2) to indicate the desired
shift. By means of this artifice we
have achieved the very important
advantage of being able to express
the voltage across the inductance as
a sine function (instead of a cosine
function) which is also the expression used to designate the time variation of current. The voltage across
the inductance is

fi dt =

I

First six terms.

sin

= -:17o

wt

(14)

Since L, R, and C are constants,
this equation shows that the instantaneous value of the impressed volt (Continued on page 392)
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PI NETWORKS
as Coupled Tank Circuits

I

circuits of tra
A development of the theory of pi networks as they apply to r -f output

M

mitters. A design procedure is outlined and curves are given to simplify matching t1;
output stage directly to the transmission line or antenna, without an output transform;,';
it

ii

Consultant

By FREDERIC D. SCHOTTLAND Forest Ilills,

N. Y.

G

2.

It must deliver

a prescril:

amount of energy at
maximum or required

sot
e
P,

ciency.
3.

It must provide

a preselect
attent
harmonic
of
degree
tion.
Review of Matching Problem

I
f!

FIG. l-Simplified representation of a class C r-f output stage feeding a transmission line or antenna at resonance through a coupled tank circuit (a) and
through an equivalent pi network (b)

Figure 1(a) is a simplified scl
matic of a vacuum tube coup] ('
through a plate -tuned transform
to a load which may be an anten
at resonance or a properly term:
ated transmission line. Figure
(b) accomplishes the same coupli
through the use of a is netwo
Both will perform the functici.
'I
listed above.
In the coupled tank circuit of h
1(a), the first function is confront
by correctly choosing the turns 1'
do of L, and L, and the amount
mutual inductance. The seco
function is accomplished by havi
the proper ratio of L, to C. Final
we obtain sufficient harmonic att(
uation by keeping the circuit abc
some minimum value of Q. In ot1-1)
words, we couple in a resistar
with a definite relationship to eitlreactance. All of these points £
well covered in existing literatu
and this knowledge is basic to t]
transmitter engineer.
Inspection of the st network t
Fig. 1 (b) does not immediately 1
r

manner as to apply directly to the
problem at hand. When following
the customary design procedure,
an infinite number of solutions are
indicated. Cut -and -try methods of
adjustment are extremely laborious, and modifications appear to
or operate transmitting equipment. give totally uncorrelated results.
This lack of knowledge generally The underlying theory as presented
results in a circuit containing few in texts is in such form as to give
of the obtainable advantages, and little help, since the means for imposing the further conditions necesone whose harmonic attenuation
sary to .obtain the single desired
leaves much to be desired.
solution .are by no means apparent.
New Approach Needed
If the st network is to replace the
tank circuit, obviously it
coupled
Unfortunately for the transmitthe same functions.
must
perform
ter engineer, design information on
basic requirements
the
general,
In
t networks is to be found princicircuit
are:
the
of
pally in texts concerning themselves
1. It must transform the load to
with filter and transmission -line
some predetermined impedsubthe
consequence,
As
a
theory.
ante.
a
y.
such
in
approached
not
ject is
xE use of a n configuration of
reactances to couple a class C
power amplifier to its load is not
new. However, the proper handling
of such a network in this application is far from being common
knowledge to engineers who design

I
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how all this is accomplished.
will transVI know that a in network
as a coupact
and
ftm'impedances
the
control
to
how
but
device,
li;
is
circuit
the
of
the
Q
and
etciency
n; indicated, nor is this design invr.l

f+nation available in convenient
f cm.
Reduction of

ir

to

L

any actual circuit we are not
ciicerned with the internal impedtta:e of our tube as such, but rather
s;h the impedance into which it
work. As a limiting case it
a n.st
will
e biomes that impedance which
re the maximum transfer of raof
+-frequency power under the speic operating conditions of grid
excitation and plate voltage
eiployed, without exceeding the
rted plate dissipation of the tube.
I the circuit of Fig. 2, therefore,
1 will be taken to mean the impedzee with which we wish to termina: our generator, and not the interrl impedance of the generator it'

[n

e.f.

s

The values of X,. and X. to match
to Ro are obtained from the reI iións*

RA

Xr=

en

Xc=

f

- XL'
± \1R0 R, - XL2

Ro
RA

To avoid an

,

R0 XL
<Ro Re

-

RA

XL

(1)

(2)

imaginary value for

or Xo,
i-

XL25RoRA
(3)
To make X. infinite in value so
mule output capacitor will drop out,
orel; must choose the negative sign
L"

uplIr
,á01
uch+

the radical and use a value of
such that

Everitt, W. L., Output Networks for
i+lio Frequency Power Amplifiers. Proc.
:.E., 19, No. 5, p. 725-737. May 1931.

-

XL2

(4)

This in no way changes the performance of the network, but the
circuit simplifies to the L network
of Fig. 3, which may be more easily analyzed.
The L network shown in Fig. 3
is of extreme interest. It is" not
only the equivalent circuit of a it
network, but if RA is taken as the
reflected resistance of the load, it is
the equivalent circuit of .a coupled
tank network as well. Here, then,
is common ground and a means of
correlating the two circuits. At
resonance, X, is equal to XL. Ro
was defined as the impedance into
which we are to work. That is, it is
the image impedance of the network, so
XL =

Xr=Ro/Q

(5)

R, = X L/Q
(6)
From Eq. (5), at any desired Q
the value of XL is fixed, and consequently the value of X. is also fixed.
The value of Rd is given by Eq. (6).
From Eq. (5) and (6) we see that
Ro = XL2/RA

1
ie+

= 1IRO RA

Limitations of

L

(7)

Network

We formerly intended to find a
network which would match Ro to
whatever antenna we had. Because
of the restriction of Eq. (4), however, we must now match our antenna to our network. This by no
means destroys the usefulness of
the network, for the value of RA
which has been obtained is the minimum impedance into which we may
work under the given operating
conditions. This minimum is entirely independent of the restrictions of Eq. (4).
If the actual load has an impedance greater than R,, it can be made

resisto look like RA so far as its
it
shunting
by
tance is concerned,
with the proper value of reactance.
Naturally we shall choose a capacitance for this purpose, since it will

act to increase the harmonic attenuation. If the actual antenna has an,
impedance smaller than Rd, there
is nothing we can do about it. Obviously, to increase the impedance
we must insert a reactance in series
with RA. If this is a capacitance, it
will subtract from XL, and if an inductance it will add. We may,
therefore, view the addition of a
series reactance as a change in the
value of XL. If we reduce XL to
obtain the required Q, the QXL is
reduced and Ro is not matched. Similarly, if XL is increased, we again
obtain a mismatch.
Fortunately, it is seldom necessary to couple into an antenna
whose impedance is much below
that usually found to be the proper
terminating impedance of the network. At low radio frequencies, of
course, this difficulty may very well
be encountered. Although the normal antenna in this case may be so
short electrically as to have low resistance, its capacitance in general
will also be quite low. To resonate
such an antenna, considerable inductance will be required in the
loading coil. The resistance of such
a coil will be comparable to the antenna itself, and added to it, will
bring the resistance into which the
network is coupled to a higher
value. Of course, this added resistance represents a loss, but that
loss was inherent in the circuit and
not added by the coupling network.
The whole matter may be resolved
as follows:
At low frequencies (such as radio.

of
1r0ó

us

not

XL.

are
llár

rOOObO'
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section used as a low-pass coupling network

-

FIG. 3-Equivalent circuit of

pi coupling network
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beacon frequencies below the broadcast band), it is desirable to use
a class C amplifier whose generator
impedance is as low as possible,
such as a low -voltage, high -current
tube or tubes in parallel. This will
make Ro and consequently RA lower.
If RA is still greater than the effec-

tive antenna resistance, the resulting circuit would have a higher Q
than required, and would, in effect,
be undercoupled.
When the actual load, which we
shall call RL, is greater than RA, the
problem has a complete solution. A
reactance in parallel with RL will
give a circuit whose impedance is
lower than RL. By properly choosing this reactance, the resistive
component may be made equal to
RA, something which was impossible to do with additions of series
reactances. This reactance should
be capacitive, to. increase harmonic
suppression.

Xc =

-

RL

(11)

RLR,RA
Equation (11) gives the value of
compensating capacitive reactance
X0 which will transform RL into
RA. Figure 5 is a family of curves
for this relationship, where RL is
plotted versus Xo for selected
values of

RA.

In using Fig. 5, the range may
be extended by multiplying all of
the quantities by the same factor.
For example, assume that it is required to find the reactance which

Terminating

XQ

Impedance

At best, the calculation of the
generator impedance of a class C
power amplifier is only an approxi.'
mation. An actual measurement un.
der operating conditions is much to
be preferred. While we cannot d
precisely that, we are able to d la
what is even more to the point. Thtli.;,,
circuit lends itself admirably tot to
measurement of Ro, the resistance, it
with which we actually wish t'
.d
terminate the vacuum tube.
The circuit of Fig. 3 is set ul .
with sufficient metering to obtain
plate current, plate voltage am
load current. In place of RA we ma ,p
use any convenient value which w'
shall call Ra. The circuit is thetl
tuned by means of X. and the out
put and input powers calculated, ;
If we have not exceeded or equald
the rated power dissipation capabil
ities of the tube, XL is reduced ant
the circuit retuned. This procedure tl
is continued until, at resonance ..i
either maximum or required power ¿tai
output is obtained within the limit
ations of tube power dissipation ,«
In the case of pentodes, the screer
as well as plate dissipation must be
watched, particularly if the ratit
of XL to Rx is large. Having ad
justed the circuit we have termi
nated it with the proper R0. Sine
we know R, or can measure it, b;
measuring XL or X. we are able t
calculate R. From this data R, ;I
fixed according to the circuit
which is to be used.
If Rs is much different from R
it is necessary to repeat the adjust,'a
ments and measurements using
some value of RS nearer to the cal
culated R,. Just when it is nece;
sary to repeat the measuremeny
may easily be determined. If Rd Led
quite large, upon adjusting the cirll,
cuit for proper impedance the rt
suiting Q will be a low value.
it becomes much below 10, the con t
ditions of maximum impedance any,.
unity power factor will not occu
simultaneously, and the harmon
generation will be appreciable
Is

u

FIG. 4-Load with reactance In parallel
(a), and its equivalent series circuit (b)

will transform an actual resistive
load RL of GO ohms into one of 20
ohms. Since there is no curve in
the range of R, = 20, we will use

RA = 2 curve and assume that
and Xo are also ten times their
given values. We enter the graph
from the left at the point RL = 6.
Traveling to the right we find that
the intersection with RA = 2 occurs
at X0 = 4.2. Multiplying by ten,
our answer is 42 ohms.
Equation (10) gives the series
equivalent reactance introduced by
Xo, thís being "the value by which
XL will have to be increased to compensate. Figure 6 is a family of
curves for this relationship. This
curve is also used in extended
ranges by multiplying all of the
quantities by the same factor. Proceeding with the above example, we
-jRLXc
enter the curve at Xo = 42, and find
jX,= RL -jXC
(8)
the intersection with RL = 60 at
Clearing j from the denominator, X, = 28 ohms. No factor was involved and the answer is read diR -jXa= RLXo2-JRL2Xo
RL2+ Xo2
rectly.
R, X02
Since the design procedure for a
R,-RL2+Xc2
(9)
coupled tank circuit holds for the
R,2 Xo
equivalent circuit of Fig. 3, any
Xi
(10)
RL2 ± X c2_
calculations which the engineer is
gives
now
accustomed to make to determine
Solving Eq. (9) for Xc
142

would remain
the same, while XL would have to
be increased by an amount equal
to the value of X,. Knowing Xo and
Q, R, could be readily obtained.
in most cases only

i

Development of it Circuit

It ís interesting to note that we
are throwing off the yoke of Eq.
(4), since we are now resynthesizing the original iv network of Fig.
2. However, for simplicity, and to
maintain the analogy to coupled
tank circuits, we shall continue to
use the L network of Fig. 3. We
shall treat this newly formed parallel circuit as an entity in terms of
its series equivalent.
Figure 4(a) shows this parallel
circuit, where RL is a load greater
than RA, and X0 is the compensating capacitive reactance necessary
to make the total circuit resistance
look like RA. Figure 4(b) is the
series equivalent, where X, becomes
the effective series reactance of
Fig. 4(a).. It will be as though XL
had been reduced. To compensate,
either XL or the tuning capacitance
must be increased. To maintain the
original conditions, we will naturally increase X.
From Fig. 4(b),

the proper reactances to use for a
coupled tank circuit hold equally'
well for the it network. Of course,

the
RL

i

t

91

v

t,

th

t
i
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Cdsequently, erroneous measure 'nits will result. If, on the other
tt d, R1 is too low, XL will be large
¡r)rder to bring R,, to its proper
:le. This will result in a condiof undercoupling. The tube
it
v. be delivering full output pos,ie under the conditions, but that
)lput will be low as will be the inpower. Since the internal imtrance of a vacuum tube is a func.jti t of the operating conditions,
R will be different from that unfit the required load conditions.
1

Antenna Measurement

n many cases, the actual antenna

'

'rtistance RL is not known. This
.tt may be found experimentally.
uyice we already know R0, by relo cing R, with the actual antenna,
sjusting for the required power,
a& measuring XL or Xr we have
s fiicient data to calculate the un4own load resistance. Here again

should have comparable values
liload, and the first measurement
,TIl generally have to be repeated
ling a value of Rj more nearly the
=tine as R,.. Of course, if equipment
tir'lavailable, the measurement may
bi
made by the substitution
in uthod. This means, in most cases,
shving available power resistors,
ftéltinuously variable, and with
alible or tunable reactance. The
''tiit method is quite accurate and
Eire adaptable to the equipment
the normal laboratory or transt tting plant.
,Note that for the antenna meast.ement, we are not concerned with
E,/ as it will finally exist, but simply
tsh to keep it constant for the
t,ito measurements, the one with
1
and the other with RL. To be
1 -tst accurate, therefore, all meter
adings should be the same for
i'
th measurements. Low power
f ty, of course, be used in this analiina resistance measurement.

Increase XL by XE.
If reasonable care has been exercised, the circuit will be found to
tune within a small percentage of
the calculated Xi., and the final ad(6).
justments will be easy to make.
4. Replace R, by RL, the actual
If X. was varied very much in.
load, and adjust the circuit for the
will alter the
required power output. Measure achieving tuning, this
Let us
corrected.
be
Q and should
XL or XT, and using the value of
inwas
X,
where
case
examine the
Ro found in step 1, calculate RL
if
that
knowing
tuning,
from Eq. (7) solved for RA, which creased for
proreverse
the
it were decreased
in this case is RL.
cedure would hold. In order to deby
an
RL
of
value
this
5. Replace
the capaciRa of approximately the same value crease X,. (increase
increased
be
must
XE
tance), either
and repeat steps 1 and 4.
on the
effect
The
or XL decreased.
6. If neither the value of R, used
indicate
will
clearly
output
in step 1 nor the value in step 5 is power
approximately equal to RA, repeat which is required. An examination
Xa is
steps 1, 2 and 3 using an RS more of Fig. 6 will show whether
to
decreased
ar
increased
nearly the same as that of R, as to be
It
XE.
in
change
proper
the
cause
found in step 3.
point
the
to
up
that
seen
be
7. Find XQ from Fig. 5 or from will
where X, is equal to RL an increase
Eq. (11).
in X, will cause an increase in XE.
8. Find XE from Fig. 6 or from
When the value of X0 is greater
Eq. (10).,

Select a value of Q for the required harmonic attenuation and
calculate XL and Xr from Eq. (5).
3. Find the value of Rd from Eq.

9.
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Design Summary

The following outline summar1-4:s the procedure to be followed in
p design of a v coupling network.
1. Set up the circuit of Fig. 3
th any value of RA, such as RL.
&just XL until when tuned by X,
e required power output within
'ssipation limits is obtained.
The rexro! easur@ R= and XL or X,..
tired load impedance Ro is given
Eq. (7).
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5-Chart giving value

of compensating capacitive

reactance

X0

required

to make load circuit have correct resistance for matching purposes
143

'

RL

3.

Inserting the actual antenna
and readjusting for maximum
power output, XL is found to be 413
4.

justment,

Example

XL
Ro

XT

is found to be 425

=

XL2/Rx

= 181,000/

Replacing
again readjustis measured as 417 ohms,

108 = 1660
Rx by RL and

Probably the best method of explaining the design procedure is to
work out a typical design. The following example is actual observed
data.
1. The circuit of Fig. 3 is set up,
choosing initially for R, the value
R, = 60 ohms. XL is adjusted for
maximum power output, then measured and 'found to be 308 ohms.
From this, Ro = XL'/Rx = 94,900/60

=

ohms.

ing, XL
and RL = XL'/Ro = 174,000/1660 =
105 ohms.

Since R, and both values of

6.

R, are quite different, we will repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 using Rx = 15.
When adjusted now, XL = 149
ohms, and Ro = XL-/Rx = 22,200/15
= 1480 ohms. At a Q of 12, XL =
Xr = 1480/12 = 123 ohms, and
R, = XL/Q = 123/12 = 10 ohms.
7. Using Fig. 5, we enter at
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6-Chart giving reactance value X. by which the inductive reactance
XL in
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Conclusion

The foregoing assumes thi
means for making reactance and trl

the network must be increased to give correct tuning

be so. However, it is hoped th:
sufficient light has been thrown c

the subject to enable "blind" tui
ing to be accomplished logical3
and rapidly.
As a suggestion, start with an
network, resonate the antenna, an
then add output capacitance as rt
quired. Up to a point, increases i
capacitance and inductance wil
bring up the antenna curren
Thereafter, the current will sta
to drop off. In other words, at fir: I'
RL is too large to achieve a lo,
enough Ro. As Xo reduces the effet:
tive RL the current will increase
the point of overcoupling and exce
sive power output, as evidenced b'
excessive plate current. Further r1
duction of RL or increase in XL wi
be in the direction of low coupliu
and high Q, which is, of cours,
more desirable. For safety, thei
adjustment is continued in this d
rection until the plate meter ind
cates that not too great a plate it
put is being delivered to the tub'
With a little experience, one wi
easily learn the "feel" of is netwoijly
adjustments, and will work od
rapid and surprisingly accural
methods of tuning without an,
equipment other than the transmi
ter meters.
,

ti

1,000

c

'

sistance measurements are at ham
In the field, particularly usin
emergency equipment, this will ni

10,000

Lo

=

5. Steps 1 and 4 are repeated
using Rx = 108 ohms. Upon read-

ohms, and

1580 ohms.
2. Using a Q of 12, XL

=

XL'/Ro
ohms. From this,
ohms.
108
171,000/1580 =
RL

= 10.5 ohms, and the intersec
tion with R, = 1 occurs at Xo _ 3.4
Since a factor of 10 has been use2
Xo = 34 ohms.
8. Using Fig. 6 we enter th
curve at Xo = 340 and, assuming if
curve RL = 105 to exist slightti
above RL = 100, we can estimat
the intersection to occur at X, i
30. Since a factor of 0.1 was use/ I
X. = 3 ohms.
9. XL is, therefore, increased t
126 ohms.
Our final circuit has Xr = 12
ohms, XL = 126 ohms, and Xo =3
ohms. It properly terminates ou
tube when loaded by a resonant II:
tenna of 105 ohms, yielding a cit. .
cuit Q of 12. In actual practid
this tuned almost perfectly as cti
culated, and the change in X, I
produce exact 'tuning was too slig
to warrant any further changes.
RL

11

ohms.

ently uncorrellated results.

=

= 1580/12 = 132 ohms.
R, = XL/Q = 132/12 =

Re/Q

a decrease in Xo is needed
to cause an increase in X8. Incidentally, it is just this effect that
makes the adjustment of a x network by cut -and -try methods so
confusing to the uninitiated. Not
only can' tuning be accomplished by
any of the three reactances, but the
change in the direction of the effect
of changes in Xo produces appar-

than
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Now may be an appropriate time to direct attention to leadership that has
a>:

proven itself under the most severe war demands and conditions:
t(

Cinch, alert and anticipating electronic socket requirements, presented

to

the industry a complete line of miniature socket assemblies-long
TIL(1

before general wide spread manufacture.
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ONE PIECE

SHIELD

MICA FILLED

11161

949

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION,

SUBSIDIARY
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STRAP NUT
1031

PIECE
CERAMIC
SOCKET 1305

2335 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 12, III.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Electronic Heating of Plastic Preforms

146

Electronic Vulcanizing of Tires for Army Trucks

148

X -Ray

1

152

Ceramic Products.

156

Production Tester for Mica Capacitors

Electronic Heating of Plastic Performs
plastic preforms, a new RCA r -f
generator is a package unit that delivers up to 2000 watts of power,
or 6800 BTU per hour, into a dielectric load of average characteristics. An operating frequency of
approximately 27.4 Mc permits
rapid heating of a wide variety of
materials without danger of arc over between plates.
To pre -heat plastic preforms for
molding, the operator places the
preform on the bottom electrode,
then closes the counter-balanced
lid, automatically bringing the re-

IN TIIE MANUFACTURE of plastic

products, uniform and rapid preheating provided by dielectric heating softens the entire preform to
an easily moldable state and eliminates gases before molding. This
action greatly reduces the chance
of warping or blistering the work
piece in the mold and virtually
eliminates the risk of damage to
the mold. Since the molding cycle
is cut from hours to minutes in
some applications, production time
is also saved.

Especially designed for heating

+

(

.

Igo

Close-up of the control panel and hea
ing chamber of the RCA r -f generato
The open -mesh cover permits gases t
escape during heating of the pretor
while two infrared lamps provide ro
diant heat to prevent cooling of the pre
form surface by surrounding air

1

1.

tracting upper electrode into co
tact with the work, and presses t
starter button. The top electro
mounting and operating mecha'
ism is designed to permit the el(
trode to seat flat and exert unifor
pressure on any thickness of pr
form within its operating rant
At the end of the heating cycle,
pre-set timer automatically ope
the lid and shuts off the power.

1

Controls

Timer, power controls, and ink
cators are mounted on a contt
panel, placed just below the lid at
tilted for visibility and convet,i
ence. Access to tubes and comr
nents of the generator equipme
for servicing and replacements
provided by front and rear doo1
in the body of the cabinet, boi
equipped with power disconmi
switches and key locks to prevel
entry except by authorized main
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The electronic power unit of the RCA model 2-B dielectric heating unit for heating

plastic preforms

146

nance personnel. Changes in opt,
ating setup are quickly made
means of the front panel contro,
without requiring access to the
side of the cabinet.
Once the best treatment is d
ter-mined for a given type prefor
each successive one is heated to t,
proper temperature for moldir
The generator, shown in the pho.
graphs, contains an electronic re
ulator which maintains the heati'
rate constant at a predetermine
value, irrespective of normal var
August
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CONTACT S
Can Make or Break a Vibrator

--.,
--=-/

\

That's the Point
of MALLORY
"Know How"

I_

Contacts in a vibrator take a lot of punishment. They must operate under widely
varying conditions of temperature and must
"make and break" 115 times a second.
Small wonder that alert engineers think of
contacts first when selecting a vibrator!

plant front material made to its own specifications. Thev give longer life, are subject
to a minimum of erosion and transfer.

For over 20 ears, Mallory has been industrial headquarters for every type of electrical contact. It has introduced new contact compositions . .. evolved better designs
... formulated improved surface finishes.

For Perfect Portable Power...
MALLORY Vibrapaek*

As a result of this wide experience, Mallory

equips its ibrators Nsith special grade
tungsten contacts which are cut in its own

Mallory is ready to apply its special vibrator `know how" to your specific applications.

The preferred s bra tor power supply in planes, boats and mobile
equipment of our armed forces.
Operates under great extremes of
heat, cold and humidity; withstands an abnormal amount of
vibration, jolts and jars.
i

*Vibrapºcl: is the register...! trademark of P. It. Mallory d- Co.,

Inc., for vibrator power supplies.

P. R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

War Bonds Are Your
Personal Invest ment

in Victory

P RoMALLORV a CO.Inco

VIBRATORS
AND VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES

I
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wise result from starting the unit
without an adequate filament warmup. An automatic voltage regulator, capable of handling a line
voltage range of 190 to 260 volts,
supplies constant filament voltage.
Although designed for heating
plastic preforms, the unit can be
connected to remote electrodes for
other types of operations, such as
heating assemblies of wood veneers
to set or cure the glue lines.
Close -coupled external loads having suitable electrical characteristics can be handled by the installa-

..

fi.

tion of an appropriate fitting fop
passage of a short transmissio
line.
Equipment beneath the heatin
chamber is cooled by air from
built-in blower system that con
tains dual filters to insure maxi
mum cleanliness of the cooling air
The unit is equipped with two RC?
833A oscillator tubes, four 8001
rectifier tubes, and two 2050 contro
tubes, anal weighs about 801
po.liiJs. It is mounted on ball -bear
ing casters and may be installed by
plugging into a 220-volt a -c line.

Electronic Vulcanizing of Tires for Army Trucks
A TIRE LIFE of 100,000 miles after
the war may be provided by com-

L'

-

L

the operator is
shown placing a preform on the lower
electrode. When the mesh cover is
lowered, the upper electrode makes
contact with the plastic material. The
cover pops open and power is shut off
at the end of a predetermined heating
In the photo above,

interval

tions in preform shapes or chemical
and physical changes which occur
during the heating cycle.
A synchronous motor timer, adjusted by means of a knob on the
front panel, may be set for time
cycles from two seconds to 120 seconds, depending on the size of the
work piece and other factors involved in a specific application. The
unit will heat up to one pound of
molding material per minute. An
additional feature consists of two
infrared lamps,' installed in the
heating chamber, to provide auxiliary radiant heat to prevent cooling
of the preform surfaces by the surrounding air.
Equipment Safety

In addition to safety features designed to protect operators, the
equipment itself is thoroughly protected. An r -f filter is included to
guard against r-f radiation via the
power circuits. The unit is completely shielded to minimize the
possibility of direct radiation.
Automatic overload relays guard
against tube overloads, and an
automatic time -delay relay prevents damage which might other148

mercial development of an electronic dielectric heating method of
vulcanizing rubber now being used
by the Army as a mobile means
of quickly effecting tire repairs.
Heretofore, heat for vulcanizing
has been provided by means of conduction from either steam or electrical resistance metal molds or
'open steam chambers. This type of
equipment as used by the Army
permitted a total of about ten repairs per hour. An example of the
weight involved is suggested by
the weight of an open steam repair
unit which, with its tanks, weighs
about twelve thousand pounds. It
is flexible as to tire sizes but not
portable on a standard size Army
truck permitted near the front
lines. In comparison, the electronic

i

P

unit, in addition to a generating
unit, weighs about 500 lb.
An example of the heating tini
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Fig. 2-Bags of filler material act as
flexible molds for curing tire patches
with dielectric heating
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1-Curing curves of steam pressure method of vulcanizing as shown by thermo
couples placed at the tread surface and tread base. The curves marked A were
obtained from one mold. A diíferent :mold was employed when curve B was plotted
Fig.
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TIMING

Industry is making increasing use of
electronic timers to liming or con-

trolling intervals that are beyond the
accuracy and scope of mechanical
measurement. Such applications as
measurement of the speed of

a

cam-

era's shutter, welding control, plastic

molding, photographic ex pas ure and
measurement of turbine speeds ore

typical.

Series 175 Relay

THERE'S A JOB FOR

Rz

The above diagram of an electronic timing circuit
shows a capacitor and an adjustable resistor connected to the grid of a thyratron or "trigger" type of
tube. As the capacitor discharges, the grid potential
reaches a point where the tube becomes conductive
and energizes a relay.
The relay is generally a fast -acting type such as the
Guardian Series 175 operating at a speed which minimizes interference with the timing interval. Coil operating voltages range from 6 to 110 volts D.C. (Also

GUARDIAN
1625-J

W. WALNUT
A

r.CTRONICS

-
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GUARDIAN
available for A.C. in Series 170). Contacts are rated at
121/s amps. at 110 volts, 60 cycles, non -inductive in
combinations up to D.P., D.T. Bakelite base is molded
to reduce surface leakage. Has binding post terminals
in place of solder lugs. Write for Bulletin 175.
Consult Guardian whenever a tube is used-however-Relays by Guardian are NOT limited to tube applications but are used wherever automatic control is
desired for making, breaking, or changing the characteristics of electrical circuits.

ELECTRIC

STREET
CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS
C0NIl[TI 11Mt of 51(005 S[etINC All[PICAN WAN INOUSTtr
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frequency generator shown in the
photograph is the laboratory model,
the field units being of more rug.
ged construction and having a minimum of dials and controls.
At a meeting of the Society of
Automotive Engineers at Philadelphia in June, Colonel- Vogt delivered a paper on the electronic vulcanizing process and included ex-1
cerpts from an official report of., r
Aberdeen Proving Ground. The
report stated that repaired tire
were subjected to road tests which
the Automotive Section has re
garded as highly satisfactorily,
The report went on to say that,
I
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repairing tires
The rf generator and two fixtures of the Vulcatrone development for
to vulcanize
designed
is
the
right
at
by means of dielectric heating. The fixture
only but
repairs
spot
handles
left
the
at
the
one
repairs,
spot
and
sectional
small
the
removing
without
depth
to
cord
patches
also cures sidewall, corner or tread
tire from the rim

of the older method of vulcanizing
is given in Fig. 1 where the curves

represent temperatures at tread
surface and tread base of tires during cures in molds. A variation of
from 12 to 50 deg on the outside
tire surfaces between the top and
bottom of tread is also shown.
Development work on the dielectric heating project was instigated

by Lt. Col. C. W. Vogt, Chief of the
Technical Staff for Supply, Transportation Corps of the Army. He
worked in conjunction with the
Lakso Company of Fitchburgh,
Mass. Test apparatus was made
up and tried out .at Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison,. Wis. where
several sizes of high frequency generators were available. The tests
showed that a type bag, filled with
pulverulent material arranged as
in Fig. 2, would:
1-Adjust itself readily to variations in shape and thickness of
tires at shoulder, sidewalls, and

treads.

2-Make possible spot and sectional cures in a few minutes and
with a minimum of teniperature
differences throughout these varying thicknesses of sections.
3-Maintain satisfactory sharp
shoulder edges to correspond with
edges of the tires adjacent to the
area of cures.
150

Since the tests at Madison, numerous experimental tire repairs
have been made and some of these
tires have been tested to destruction and found entirely satisfactory. Tests using thermocouples at
various points show that even at
ten times the speed of temperature
rise in the center of area cure,
temperature variations are considerably less than that obtained on
present day conventional repair
apparatus. Figure 3 shows that
practically uniform temperature is
maintained throughout the tire
thickness.
Flexible Mold

The sectional repair unit is based
on the principle of having the material to be heated placed between

two spaced electrodes. The variation in thickness between the tread
corner and sidewall is compensated
for by a bag containing a llowable
noncompressible material, this bag
automatically forming a mold of
the proper shape and enabling uniform pressure to be applied to the
patch area.
The fixtures to hold the tires are
designed so that a minimum of
labor is involved in the setting up
operation. The tire is laid into the
fixture and from then on is positioned by. handwheels. The high
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3-Curing curves of dielectric
heating for tire repair as shown by
themocouples placed at several points.
The solid curve represents temperature at surface of lining; dotted curve,
at center of tire; dash -dash curve, at
tread surface. All were recorded at
point of axis of the press
Fig.
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with present standard equipment'
the average time for individua
cure of a spot or section may rui,
over two hours. With the experi

i

mental electronic equipment, curínl1
is accomplished in ten minutes.
II(

Radiation

that because o r,
interferenc
radio
the possibility of
sue»
systems,
with other electrical
communication
and
as radár
Colonel Vogt said
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ENGINEERING COUNSEL AVAILABLE

I R Cs engineering staff will be glad to share with
interested executives its knowledge and experience
gained through years of specialization in the manufacture of resistance devices for practically every
kind of application.
It is quite possible a parallel case to your own
v
m
h
ben already u
a
FOR

Purr

dissipation.

I

401 N. Broad St. Philadelphia 8, Pa.
IRC

CO

makes mora types of resistance units, In mora shapes, for mora applications than any other manufacturar In the world.
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equipment, the Signal Corps sent
one of their mobile testing sets to
determine the extent of this interference so that the necessary pro.i
visions could be made to prevent!
harmful interference. A simple,
screening with the usual interlocks!
can be applied without slowing
down or adversely affecting the
speed, flexibility or operation of the
electronic heating tire repair unit.
"Another little known fact," said
Colonel Vogt, "which has beep
learned during our developmen
work is that livelier cures are mad
by the few minutes application o ' F.
`internal' heat as contrasted to ailN
hour or more of impressed or ei.
ternal heat. Contact with thti_
heated molds for an hour or more
causes a heat embrittlement of the,
outer tire surface resulting in ap
preciably reduced mileage from
this embrittled and case-hardened
rubber.
"In order to produce the proper
heat ín the center of the rubber tin
mass, an excessive heat has beet
necessary, time and temperature
wise, on the outside of this mass
This applies not only to repairs anj
recapping but also to new till
manufacture. Probably the reasol
that this condition is not morab
widely known is that apparently
means has been available heret .b
fore to overcome excessive surfa ües
heat in order to produce prop
internal temperature at the core 0 ill
the rubber.
age
"While our tests indicate tha
both recapping and new tire pro u
duction may advantageously utiliztl$c
methods we have evolved durin;
these last months, we have studs p
ously avoided branching out cordh
mercially into these phases, keep,a
ing in mind our primary purpod_
of making available as quickly 'd
possible to the armed forces, a lig 10,
weight, highly mobile unit, for e!
fecting tire repairs on a wide rangy
of tire sizes."
r

,

t
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HE

called himself a "philan-

thropi'st"; and yet the door of his villa at Torquay in France was
nailed with notices for unpaid debts. He gave away discoveries
worth millions of dollars tp the communications industries. He
founded the modern science of telephonic communication. His
name? Oliver Heaviside.

Advance theories of communication have been forced into practice
by urgent war needs. Fundamental to all new developments, in this
and other fields of electricity, is the transformer. Stancor engineers
are fully conscious of their responsibility to keep pace with and to
set pace in their transformer designs for tomorrow's

peacetime industry.
SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG

S

s

TAN CO E

t

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

1500 NORTH HALSTED

ST.

CHICAGO 22

Manufacturers of quality transformers,
reactors, power packs and allied products
for the electronic industries.

,
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X -Ray Ceramic

Products

THE RESULTS of an investigation

of problems in the manufacture '
ceramic materials, insulators, glade
refractories, crucible and chin,l
ware were announced by John 11.
Nielson, application engineer It
North American Philips Co., at th',
annual convention of the America'
August 1944
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,SCOVILL SPECIALIZES IN COLD -FORGED
FASTENINGS TO FILL YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

"Cold-forging"- proof

... more

to choose between "standard" and "special"

skill mastered that job illustrated
ibove-it was cold-forged by Scovill specialisi. Many buyers of special designed fastenings
'ieved their job could not be cold-forged
u it they were shown just what cold -forging
i.tenuity could accomplish.
''hat is where Scovill comes in. It is our job
aiScovill, not only to serve you effectively by
4.ping select the exact cold -forged fastenings
tbt will best fill your specific requirements,
LT: also to advise you just what fastenings can
should be cold -forged.
"1.o serve you effectively-we must understand
i it particular problems thoroughly- help you
LD-FORGING

_

.#22

each month

-

fastenings advise you candidly whether coldforging can and should be employed to obtain
the best results- design, or help you design,
the fastening device most advantageous to your
assembled product-deliver your job for minimum money- materials motions.

-

Save time, trouble, money- as many Scovill
customers have done by calling in one of
our Fastenings Experts from our nearest office
to plan your fastenings when the product
is still in the design stage.

-

11131.
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SYRACUSE, Syracuse - Kemper Insurance Bldg.
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DETROIT, 714 Fisher Building . CHICAGO, 1229 W. Washington Boulevard .

'ITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave.
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LOS ANGELES, 2627 S. Soto St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St.
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"And the crystal tolerances are the narrowest ever. How can we meet them ?"
f-

"Let's call in
Crystalab."
of spark -plug porcelains that failed under test. The original
picture shows small cracks in two units
and a metal particle embedded in the
third

Xray photograph

r

4

AS CRYSTAL specifications become more and more rigid, more and more

communication equipment builders are meeting the "specs" by acting on
the suggestion, "Let's call in Crystalab."

There are good reasons for this fact:

1 From the beginning, Crystalab has been meeting the rigid
specifications set by the U. S. Coast Guard, the U. S. Signal Corps,
the standards which
and other branches of the armed services
are the basis of specifications now used by most of the industry.

...

-2 Crystalab testing equipment, much of it designed and built
by our own engineers, is unsurpassed ín the industry. It includes
instruments for testing the performance of crystals under all temperature and frequency conditions. Thus, when a crystal leaves
Crystalab, it is accurate to highest precision standards.

Crystalab service goes far beyond crystal manufacture and testing, however. Our laboratory is available for special work in the design and calibration of new electronic circuits of all kinds. Our engineers are experienced
in all phases of communications research, design and building.
Whether your need is crystal supply, or specialized help in the solution
of electronic problems, there is an excellent possibility that you will find
the answer in the words

..

Ceramic Society in Pittsburgh,
Some twenty ceramic companies
cooperated in the investigation.
Radiographs, taken with Norelcc
Searchray equipment, of a number
of different products were shown
These included spark -plugs (showt
in the illustration), firebrick, re
fractory furnace orifice rings, an
plate and lead glass. In all cases
the x-ray photographs showed hid
den defects such as internal cracks
voids and foreign matter, that wen
not visible externally.
Bread plates that were x -raye
before and after glazing showed th
uneven distribution of the glaz
after firing. The glaze materil
contains substances of high atomi
weight that cause a high ray al
sorption and, although thin layer
of the material are usually applies
uneven layers show up the radis
graphs. Pieces of plate glass an
lead glass that appeared identici
to the eye were shown to be quit

c)

a
.4.,

.

M

'.

4r9,4,1
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Copyright

1944 by

Cryste( Research Laboratories, Inc.

CRYSTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

TWENTY-NINE ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
154

Rayproof and shockproof. A girl opera
tor adjusts the controls of the Norelu
Searchray model 150. Made by Nortl

American Philips Co., the unit has
built-in indirect fluoroscope and a pot
tential limit of 150 kvp
Aepo>ei 1944
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Master testing instruments are required to be

u.
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unfailingly accurate at all times. Comparable,
for example, to the U. S. Master Clock which
regulates all government time is 'the RAULAND
Frequency Standard which makes possible the
almost unbelievable control accuracy of 1/100th of 1%!

'

Its maximum backlash is .007 of one degree or
one part in

fifty thousand

.

.

.

and this precision

control is .maintained throughout the entire
range of minus 30° C. to plus50° C! A typical

example of RAULAND engineering thoroughness
and craftsmanship.

asks ot Crationa

ade

ship

Atore: Master Government
:lock located at U. S. Bureau
'Standard', Waihington, D.

C.

Right: RAULAND
Frequency Standard

RADIO

RADAR

SOUND

0;!'

TELEVISION

Electroneering is our business

j=k

101
Os

'COMMUNICATIONS

THE RAULAND CORPORATION
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of their salaries
in War Bonds
ZTRONICS

-
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spark -plugs for air.
craft are shown in this radiograph
200 plugs may be x-rayed at a time
on one film
Two assembled

different when radiographed. Tb 'greater absorption of the ray a
the lead makes it possible to di
termine small differences in leá
content of lead glass.
i

QUARTER
TURN

LOCKS OR UNLOCKS

Production Tester for
Capacitors
IN

Designed in answer to the aircraft indus-

try's urgent need for quick easy operation

of doors and

access panels

... millions of

Camloc fasteners today serve round the

world.
Camloc designs fasteners to fit precise
needs. Whether you plan .to make radios

or vacuum cleaners, automobiles or washing machines, you'll find Camloc has much

THE

MANUFACTURE

Mic
xi

of mi

capacitors, a method of rapi
measurement of capacity is nece
sary for sorting and other open
tions. Bridge balancing metho
are useful and capable of high acre
curacy and are used where gradi
to narrow tolerances must be don
Where less accuracy is require,
more rapid direct capacity readi
arrangements recommend then

i

selves.
The equipment to be describí
was developed for sorting mit

capacitors within the range 101
1200 iq f and is calibrated direct
for this range. The unit possessllh
the qualities needed for producti'l ío.
test equipment as it is small ar

11.

11

to offer. For the accumulated knowledge
and intensive experience that solved air-

craft's fastener problem

is

at your service.

CAMLOC FASTENER CORP.

420 Lexington Avenue, New York

77, N.Y.

Designers and Manufacturers

011-0C

<I1
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SPEED FASTENERS

0,1

compact, simple to use and to ser
ice, and supplies sufficient accura -for the purpose for which it wi
1
intended.
is
satt
it
For mica capacitors,
factory to measure capacity
terms of impedance, neglecting ti
effect which capacitor losses hai
on this impedance. Capacitors
bad power factor will be rejects¡
by other tests and, for the accurajl
of capacity required in sorting, di
impedance modification effected I
the loss factor is not significant.
Capacity accuracy to a few p
cent is. usually satisfactory and t
August
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idest range of utility of any Comparator Gage. Does the
irk of four separate Comparators. The only one providing

irr,gnifications from 5000 to 100,000.
dectly to one millionth of an inch.

re'`

I

,

Al

-II

,

..

Graduated to read.
7--

hf? outstanding features of the DoALL Comparator make
n

013

it
'

of the most helpful gages in any size plant.

.o ALL

MOBILE INIPEC7/ON UNIT

Etything for precision measuring, checking and inspection of tools, dies, gages, special
i^ or regular production line output. Wheel it right to the job in any part of your
dory. Includes the following:
.13 -piece

f

set

of DoALL Gage
flocks
)oALL Comparator Gage
loge Instruments
Dptical Flats
,4laster Squares, Flats, Parallels

Vernier

Holders
Sine Bar

and Height Gages and

Surface Plate

High
Light

Intensity

Monochromatic

Steel construction, rubber tired, with 40 -foot
power extension, outlet box, folding chair, etc.

Occupies 24 x 42" floor -space. 'Furnished complete or with just the equipment you need.

QUALITY CONTROL. Send for this free
64 -page Handbook on Scientific Inspection. You'll find it interesting and helpful.

I
Ii.

iMlft(

land filer

Sumo
Surface Grinders

Grindi

Meek

blonde!
(string Oils

Dust

(ollecters

Yarwae Speed

Band

iupectisn laboratory

Nr

Pulleys

and

POWDER METALLURGY

(BLO(l5

(desbird
041115//,I

and
Soluble Odt

i

(Want ystems

Meiji

.its
1

meets

I

44119

INDUSTRY'S NEW SET OF TOOLS

IoAL.

Sales

CONTINENTAL MACHINES, INC.
1366 S. Washington Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

& Service Offices: Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Erie,
Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rochester, Rockford, St,
Louis,
San Francisco, Seattle, Toledo, Tulsa, West Hartford.
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metals, fabrics, lacquers,
Literally hundreds of materials-among them
making
modern wire and
in
used
asphalts, synthetic polymers-are
all incoming raw
tests
of
metallurgical
physical,
cable. The -chemical,
Control Testing
in
the
materials for each plant are "double-checked"

Laboratory located at that plant. All 9 of these laboratories operate
however, under direct and dose supervision' of the General Cable
Research Laboratory the largest, it has been said, "in the world"
devoted exclusively to wire, and. cable research.

-

;ÁBLE'S 'OWÑ ".BUREAU OF STANDARDS'
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Assurance of standardized quality in the elec-

trical wire and cable products supplied by
General Cable starts with our firm control of
raw materials. To insure absolute uniformity at
all 9 manufacturing plants, each material used
is

accepted or rejected by the"Control Testing

Laboratories" situated in each plant, to speci-

-

ficatións established by the General Research

Laboratory at Bayonne. The time of an entire
Bureau of the General Research Laboratory

is

devoted to the setting of these standards and

the devising and supervising of uniform tests
to enforce them. Under such a program one
does not have to hope for or demand quality

control

- one gets it.

GENERAL CABLE
CORPORATION
-t

Manufacturers of Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables
for Every Electrical Purpose
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effect on impedance of a power fa,
tor even of. 0.5.percent would nt
affect the nominal capacity of tt
capacitor.
The method used for the evalt
ation of capacity is the measun
ment of the alternating curre 'tn
bowing through the capacitor frog'
a substantially constant voltal
source. The utmost simplicity wi
aimed at and for this reason t 11t
use of stabilized alternating cu
h'I`
rent generators or negative fee bio
back amplifiers was dispensed wit/,
and, instead, a rapid check meths:
was incorporated in the tester with
a screwdriver adjustment for con'
pensation.
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Circuit

CL-

... BIG
NOTE THESE

ADVANTAGES OF
B

&W "AIR WOUND"

CONSTRUCTION
Weigh less

Mount easier
Less susceptible to

damage
Offer greater design

adaptability

.-

or

LITTIL..

STANDARD

or SPECIAL

Here you see a large B&W low -frequency
variotneter-type inductor, tailor-made for a
war equipment application, compared in
size to the B&W 75 -watt "Junior" of amateur radio fame. If a 25 -watt "Baby" were
put in the picture you'd hardly see it-,
and some of the new coils just coming off
B&W production lines are -many times,
smaller than that !
The point is that B&W offers inductors,
in the broadest assortment of shapes, sizes,
and types on the market today. Whatever,
your requirement, write for recommendations and suggestions.

Wound to uniform
pitch,

Exceptionally low
dielectric loss

.,

BARKER

°

:.&

..

WILLIAMSON

23'5;'FAIR-FIELD`AV'ENUE

°

;

<,.

UPPER 'DARBY, PA.

Export: LINDETEVES, INC., 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y., U.
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S.

At,

The diagram shows a 6J7 tul
connected as an electron -couple
oscillator operating on a frequenc
of 25 kilocycles. The output (I.
this oscillator is taken by means
a wire-wound potentiometer to th

ío
re

P

C

16

ten
1ge

6J7

()

25000

nit

fRI,

r-

500,u,uf

Bt

bA
S.

To

o

ol,Mf

mica
capacitor

underfed

Circuit for rapid measurement of mica
capacitors. Coil L, consists of three
pies, each containing 500 turns of No.
40 SWG on a 1/2 -inch form. Feedback
coil L, Contains 200 turns of No. 36:
SWG wound between the pies of Li

terminals of the capacitor and
test. In series with this capacito,
a 1000 -ohm resistor is connected ti
ground. Across the 1000 -ohm réh.
sistor, a half -wave copper-oxid,
rectifier and a 0-1 d -c milliammete't
are used to give a measurement o.''
the current flowing through the rev,'
sistance by measuring the voltag'
across it. The milliammeter seal:
is calibrated in 100-µµf steps fronfl
100-1200 µµf, Towards the entl
of the scale there is a tendency foil'
the 100-µµf steps to be closer to., M
August 1944
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JEFFERSON TRANSFORMERS

\t`-II (ti'

It

Set" a

010~t eite 7461

In this war, the seen seas hare seen the
churning a a
of swift toast Guard Ships: and on the seabags
of
hers of the ( oast Guard w e find such names as
A
7 osa
I edala. Tulagi, I lorida
Island, Guadalcanal, Sy cy,
\ttu, Amchitka, (,el*. Licata, Singapore,'furrtt.nAc,
Salerno. the Marsh/11s, Makin ... Like the C. S
(,uard, Jefferson I Iectric Transformers arc stirringoast
srareJ

r.

t/ar u.r1J, too.
Jefferson I Iectric engineers and facilities were
-mass production to high quality standards Was ready,
an
atcompltshed fact-with all parts manufactured and
a.semhlcd under one supervision. Little won
rrcords of dependable performance hale been 'r th.t
lished by Jefferson I lectric Transformers on estabra

"\\ alkte-Talkies." (derision. communications
systems. elertrnn,c and control applications
around the globe. JEFFERSON FLECTRIC

t)\1P\NV, Bellwood (suburb of
( hoar). Illinois. In Canada: Canadian
Ie$er.on I lettric ('o., Ltd., )114
are \senue, Toronto,Unt.
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TAKE THESE TWO

"D -

Ad

The right relay, of course, is the one
Vl

which will exactly fit your needs, and
give you the longest, most depend-

able service at lowest cost. Here's

how you can get it:
1.

i
.

catalog. It lists over forty basic

,r
4»

Write for the Automatic Electric

ni

t} pes

of relays, providing every combination needed for modern electrical

l

control. All technical facts are clearly
tabulated for your guidance.
2.

If you want help in applying this

information to your problem, call in
our field engineer. He will be glad
to put his experience to work for you.
Send today for your copy of the

catalog-or simply ask our field engineer to bring one over.

2%

S

AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

,,,AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC
v

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, III.
M Cpeocle:

Aufomoric« Elecfric (Canada) Limitad, Toro",

a
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CP ADVANCED DESIGNS put control
t your fingertips with quality testrs simple to operate, flexible and
ast. Behind each design is the sound
ngineering reflected in superior

igrformance and unfailing accuracy.
fur new Tube Tester Model 314
emplifies many technical improveents. It is designed for faster
sting of Octal Loctal, Bantam
r., Miniature, Midget, and,_ all

QUALITY TESTING
INSTRUMENTS

acorn tubes. Model 314 tests all
present filament voltages from 1.1
range that anticito 117 volts
pates voltages -of the near future.
Has -sockets for all receiving tubes,

-a

no

N

adapters

-required;__indiidual

connections for each element.
--switching controls each
Lever type
tube prdng, checks roaming filaments, dual cathode structures and
multi -purpose tubes. Separate plate

tests on diodes and rectifiers. Neon
short tests detect leakage between

elements while tube is hot. 4%" rectangular meter with "Poor -Good"
scale. Pilot Lite indicator; double
fused plug protects transformer. In
durable 'oak case-1414 x13x6 iñches.
Weight: 121/4 lbs. Code: Atlas.
MODEL 314
Complete for operation on
60 cycles, 110 V
50-60 cycles, 220 V

Q
$48.50
$49.95

Other RCP instruments are described in our Catalog No. 128.
These are instruments which conform with Government specifications or are recognized as "standard". Our engineers, keenly aware
of the complex problems created
by the development of new products, are ready to assist you by designing special instruments for
your requirements.

fFRADIO
----------

CITY

J

1

PRODUCTS CO.
INC.
YORK

127 WEST 26th ST.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION ELECTRONIC LIMIT
TUBE VOLTMETERS

-

ANALYZER

TESTERS

ItTRONICS
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UNITS

AND

TURF

SPECIAL

ILL I AMMETERS

TESTERS

-

INSTRUMENTS

BRIDGES -VACUUM

- SIGNAL

MULTITESTERS

BUILT

TO

1,N.Y.

-

GENERATORS

APPLIANCE

SPECIFICATIONS.
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Television

Standards

on

(Continued from page

70 YOUR

PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS
MAY LIE

BETWEEN THESE,COVERS!,

97)

the NTSC to permit the use of
chanical scanning devices in th
ceiver, should such prove ad,
tageous. The RTPB Panel mad
changes in these standards.
The remaining standards
19 and 21) relating to the me
of rating television transmitter] if
maximum white level, and the' ,
larization of the emitted waves,i
identical to the previous rei
mendations of the NTSC.
In summary, the RTPB Panel
modified the NTSC-FCC standli
in one respect (reducing the is
mum deviation of the frequel i
modulated sound signal and inct`
ing the sound signal radii
power) to permit easier use on
higher frequency channels, and
tightened the standards in twd
spects (by the elimination of a
ternative method of picture rah
lation and an alternative ver
sync signal which is believe ; r
have no particular merit). 0 I
wise, the standards remain as'':
tip and adopted in 1941. This ii
itself a tribute to the work of
NTSC and of its predecessor,
RNA Committee on Television.
'

°

FAST DELIVERY

°

ON OVER

-r 10100

t1`E IVÍ S

SEND FOR

THIS MASSIVE

FREE

OVER
800 PAG ES

Buying Guide

-today!

éomfteetz. Saatce

°

RADIO PARTS
RADIO TUBES

Available without charge to authorized purchasing agents, engineers
and expediters, who write to us
on Company stationery, stating their title.
Address Box G

and INDUSTRIAL

In addition to the primary sta
ands of television transmission 1
described, proposed "standard4
good engineering practice" w
studied by Committee 5 of
Panel. These include tolerantll
(such as those expressed in Sta.I
ands 15, 16, and 17 of Table

certain transmitter operating clt
acteristics, and methods of me
urement which relate to the ba
standards.
Strict specification was del
impractical in many cases. For
ample, the linearity of sweep
en its in the camera was discusl1
and a method of measuring it
scribed, but no strict tolerances Itt
II

ELECTRONIC, EQUIPMENT

!I

á

Fois'INSTANT SERVICE-Telephone BArclay

7-1840

.I
1

.5

& ELECTRONICS' CO._
212 Fulfo.ri S+reef, New.York 7,' N..Y.
164

Standards of Good Engineerin+!
Practice

down. The "dynamic character\

tic" of the transmitter (the re
tionship between subject brightnii
in the studio and transmitter oil
put voltage) , is recommended to
"substantially logarithmic". Ho
ever, no tolerances are set up, pe
ing further studies.
Methods of measuring the si
August 1944
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Sound engineering principles incorporating
designs for both trouble -free performance and
a wide variety of mechanical applications
identify ceramic insulated sockets by National
Fabricated Products
.
F

g

lei',

it

FABRICATED PRODUCTS

2650 WEST BELDEN AVENUE,
CHICAGO 47. ILL.
Mann Iacturers of SOCKETS,
TERMINAL ASSEMBLIES,
JACKS AND CONNECTORS for
use in every field of

electronics.
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AM

Broadcasting, FM Broadcasting
and Television Sound

_y-

years ago, RCA engineers startled the industry
new
by announcing the development of a revolutionary
a
diaphragm.
without
microphone, "the microphone
That microphone was the first velocity microphone-and,
There was some
back in 1932. it was a daring innovation.
different,
looked
it
that
fact
shaking of heads over the
from the
-amplifier
pre
the
moved
and
worked differently,
microphone case to the equipment rack.
just then
But, the broadcasting industry-which was
Velocity
the
that
out
found
gear-quickly
moving into high
of
Microphone was more convenient, more dependable and
then
microphones
condenser
the
far better quality than
/wr:we

e

..._ --

.

in use.

With one accord, broadcasters adopted 'the RCA Velocity
have
Microphone for all high -quality pickups, and they
ever
numbers
increasing
constantly
in
them
been using
since.
Meantime. RCA engineers, not content with the first
They
velocity microphone, have gone on improving it.
achieve
to
materials
new
designed new mountings, used
higher output, added new finishes. 111'1935 they brought out
the Uni-directional Microphone, a velocity-type microphone
which has a single-sided pickup (as contrasted to the twosided pickup of the standard velocity microphone). And in
1939. the "Combination" Microphone-a model which provides uni-directional, bi-directional or non -directional pickup at the turn of a switch.
Today RCA broadcast microphones are the standard of
the industry. Used by NBC, CBS, the BLUE and nearly all
regional networks-as well as by most of the independent
stations, large and small.
For the best in microphones-and the best in all radio
equipment-look to RCA!

!

BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

The RCA 44BX Velocity Microphon
high -quality studio pickups. A frequwhich (when used with RCA pre -amp
form from 30 to 15,000 cycles,'Fnokes'
ideal microphone for FM broadcasting
qualityOAM broadcasting.

micro

ones

e

ne wor s
1

l.'

I

r
.

USE

M.X.10.
ona
i.

1

re
othe
1is l'OS.
most best -operated
so do
the

and

--and

networks
independent

The RCA 77-C1 Special-purpose Microphone.
Provides a uni-directional, bi-directional or non directional response as desired. Change from one
to another by turn of a switch. Frequency,response
constant through entire operating angle. A combination of flexibility and quality which is unequaled.

stations

The RCA 88-A Pressure Microphone. A rugged, noncritical unit especially suited for remote pickups.
Weighs only a pound, provides a high output level, has
a moisture -proof, molded.styrol diaphragm and a protecting wind screen. Response of 60 to 10,000 cycles
makes it suitable for many studio uses as well as remotes.

-
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Brunelleschí, the Florentine architect, was called insane
when he declared,"I propose to raise a cupola without
a center column and without any framework whátever.
It must be turned in the manner of the pointed arch
ánd must be double ...the building must be strengthened by the dove -tailing of the stones
the walls
must be girt around by strong beams of oak.". Brunelleschi's daring plan won a few followers. The architect
died, but his design was carried out and the exquisite
dome of Santa Maria del Fiore rose majestically over
the city. It is Brunelleschi's most famous work.

...

in Fig. 4, are also proposed. The
modulating signal consist of sync
pulses and variable-frequency sine waves whose peak -to -peak amplitude is 0.5 the peak sync -pulse am-

plitude. The sinewave frequency is
varied throughout the video range
and the field strength radiated by
the transmitter measured, against
the 100-kc sideband as a reference.
In case field strength measurements
are not sufficiently reliable, measurements of r -f voltage developed
across a resistive dummy load may
be used in conjunction with the
measured characteristics of the
transmitting radiator. The attenuation tolerance recommended is
that the field strength so measured
be down at least 20 db from the
100-kc value at values lower than
1.25 Mc and higher than 4.5 Mc
from the carrier. Within the side band regions, the characteristic is
to fall not more than 2 db up to a
modulating frequency of 1.25 11Ic
and not more than 6 db up to a frequency of 3 Mc. In the low frequency range it is recommended
that the variation in transmitter

POLICE RADIO IN
LONDON
`(N

Drawing pencils are tools which transform daring ideas
into tangible designs. Typhonite Eldorado pencils are
master tools. Whatever the point-needle or chiselTyphonite Eldorado is the easy, pleasant -to -use pencil
that makes the line or figure crisp, sharp, firm, clean.
Result? The job is better and the day made brighter
for all hands.

`1V,

itt

fo,

)'our Complimentary

"I Shall Arise"-a

Copy

portfolio of Typbonite

Eldorado pencil reproductions by Samuel Chamber -lam. Subtecls

are buildings of art and

his-

torical importance bombed by the Litflwaffr.

An efficient radio net is operated in
London by American MP's. As shown
above, men ín cruising jeeps report in-

cidents by radio to headquarters of
Provost Control via a central station
3P4r

"

=..<"

ií

TYPHON/TE

ELDORADO
PENCIL SALES DEPARTMENT 59J

168.

.

8

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY, JERSEY CITY 3, N. J.
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PRECISION PLATING
IN GOLD and SILVER

1P

.
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(HECK THESE TWO CASE HISTORIES

'/ It

had started simply enough . . . just an order to goldplate a small, precision -machined part to withstand a severe
ult spray test. Then a sudden shift in the tide of war
jnped the demand 500%
with high -rate deliveries needed
I once. With the celerity possible only when sure knowledge
trects large-scale facilities, deliveries were doubled
overqht
with full-scale production reached in only three days.
end this with no deviation from the specification for precision
pting, established by -'FIJI engineers on the basis of the
performance requirement.

...

-

-

Another problem' met by 40tu>
engineers is. .the application of
.an 'adherent' gold plate pn. a molybdenum. wire only .008" in diameter.
Since the ...plating must not' only be
able to withstand eifreme deformation
bust must
also "preserve the original
-' physical chára0eristics and limits of
the wire'.',. extremely ' dote. ;tolerances.
are. involved. To meet the tolerances
and to 'handle the many miles of ,wiré'
required to be plated each month,
special' machinery had to, be designed
and built. tospecifications for
use by 'men. skilled in precision plating.

'

:

ENGINEERING
DESIGNING
CASTING
WELDING

n STRü
IORTH

4ENUE

WAKEFIELD, .MASS4CHUSÉTTS

MACHINING

t

Thesé' are

but two ..of the widely divergent problems in precision plating
that are daily submitted to
/[ --, We
believe' our facilities and skills are
unique. We offer them for the soh',
Lion of your. plating problems.

.

SILVER SOLDERING
PLATING

ASSEMBLING

ti
OICS
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EVEN A BROADSIDE DOESN'T JAR THE
PLUG OUT OF THIS RECEPTACLE
Another Engineering Accomplishment of The Hubbell Development
ELECTRICAL connections aboard modern warships
must withstand the shock of gunfire as well as the
normal vibration of operation. When ordinary outlets
were used for plugging in portable electrical equipment,
considerable trouble was experienced with plugs working
loose, or being ejected by the recoil of a broadside. This
problem was solved with a product of the Hubbell Development Laboratory.
The Hubbell Twist -Tice Receptacle now used on various
classes of Naval vessels .firmly grips all standard parallel
blade plugs. This is an enormous advantage. It assures

HOW

THE

HUBBELL

the Navy of vibration -proof connections withou
necessity of putting special plugs on the extension
of all the clocks, fans, vacuum cleaners, radios
similar equipment used on every ship.
The function of the Hubbell Development Labol
is to help industry meet its ever-changing need for d
cal connectors, switches, sockets and receptacles. Mos
de. ices on the market today originated in, or hall
improved by the Hubbell Laboratory. If you have a'I
km within the scope of the Laboratory, let us know
We will gladly have a local technical adviser call
iit.

"TWIST-TITE" WORKS
TRADE

.INSERT STANDARD PLUG

TWIST IT TO THE RIGHT

Besides the advantage of the

.elimination of accidental plug disconnection, TWIST-TITE always
.assures a continuous, uninter-

.upted flow of current: The
'170

:abor-atoiy

IT

1S

FIRMLY GRIPPED

Laboratory has also developed a
complete line of TWIST- LOCK
connectors used extensively by industry where an absolute locking
device is desired.

MARK

HUBBEI
DEVELOPMENT LABORAT
HUBBELL,
OF HARVEY
I

1523 STATE ST., PPIn^EPORT
August 1944
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output from frame to frame be not
more than five percent, due to all

(ZING
,

,\.v

The many important

advantages of the Motion
Picture Two -Way Multi '

cellular loudspeaker system have been perfected
in a small, compact two-

way loudspeaker for
broadcast and home radio sound reproduction.
This new Altec Lansing

Duplex Speaker, with a
60° angle of horizontal

distribution, revolutionizes the methods of sound

reproduction.

causes, including hum, noise and
low-frequency response.
The peak power output of a transmitter is defined as 1.73 times the
average power measured in a resistive dummy load (resistance
equal to the transmission line)
when the transmitter is transmitting a standard black television image. Various definitions of rated
power, maximum peak power, and
operating peak power are stated.
The carrier frequency stability
recommended is plus or minus 0.005
percent, compared with 0.01 percent
required by the FCC at present.
Finally, it is urged that the esr (effective signal radiated) now used
by the FCC as a basis for licensing
television stations, be dropped in
favor of a more complete specification of transmitter coverage shown
on a contour map.
In conclusion, it is appropriate to
quote the RTPB Panel Report,
which expresses the unanimous
opinion of members concerning the
validity of the proposed standards
and their suitability for immediate
postwar use:
"It is understood that expansion
of commercial television activity
must await availability of materials
and personnel. Prior to the resumption of full-scale operations it is important that the proposed standards be periodically re-examined
in the light of technical developments. Panel 6 agrees that the proposed standards are the best on
which to resume television activity,
based on all presently available information, and, moreover, Panel 6
agrees that the standards do not in
any' way restrict the use of classified developments no individually
known to the Panel and its Committee members."

LANSING CORPORATION

1210 TAFT BLOC., HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF.

á

Type "C" D.C. Generator
Permanent Magnet Field, ball bearing
equipped: 11/4" outside diameter, 31/4" in
length

:.. weighs

16

ounces.

THE

ALL-IMPORTANT

IS

PROMPT DELIVERY
Elinco fractional

-

h.p. motors and gen-

erators combine compactness and small
size with utmost precision and
accuracy,
the result of long experience and
extreme manufacturing care and testing
. plus adequate
production to assure
the most prompt delivery possible.

Type

"8"

A.C. Generator

Permanent Magnet Field wound for one,
two
or three phase A.C. Ball -bearing
equipped;
flange or base mounted. 21/4" outside
diameter
weighs 16 ounces.

...

SEND FOR BULLETINS

LTE

u

RECORDINGS OF THE OLD and
New Testaments have been completed on 169 phonograph discs,
each playing a half hour, and have
been issued by the American Foundation for the Blind as a Talking
Book. The foundation had
the
financial assistance of the Library
of Congress, the American Bible
Society and the New York Bible
Society. All Talking Books are sent
to sightless persons at no cost.

Con supply quantity production on
standard items, or produce experimental
or production machines built to
your own
specifications.

ELECTRIC INDICATOR CO.
STAMFORD

U.S.A.
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One reason for the outstanding acceptance of *LEXEL Tape
as primary insulation for wire and cable is its good insulation resistance. This quality has enabled manufacturers of
communications systems to supply equipment with the
absolute minimum of interference or "cross talk".

Can't you imagine the staggering losses in lives- -mátewere jumbled or unintelligible?
*LEXEL provides this protection with extremely light,
thin material-a.marked saving in space and weight as
compared with most insulation for low tension circuits. Thís
is especially important in compact, portable
equipment.
In dielectric strength *LEXEL tests high; it
has' very low
moisture absorption and is flame retardant. It performs
efficiently at extreme temperatures.
The conductor is CENTER -SEALED in a
continuous
helical tube of *LEXEL-sealecl by the heat which
disperses
the lacquer solvents. It is furnished in sizes for
all gauges
of wire and cable, in rolls to fit standard serving
machines.
Let us send additional information, samples
for testing
and the names of manufacturers supplying
*LEXEL insulated wire.

rials-or both, if orders

r

CUSTOM-MADE INSULATION!
a regular service, Dobeckmun
engineers also develop laminated
insulation products custom-made to special
purpose specifications,
such as slot cell and phase insulation for
motors, insulation for
shipboard cables and other uses. if your
requirements are unusual,
call on us.

As

"LEXEL"

is a registered

trademark of The 1lobeckmun Company.

I

f

tt
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Two-Way F -M Units
Installed in Freight Yards

TUBES AT WORK
174

Convenient Remote Amplifier
Two -Way F -M Units Installed in Freight Yards

174
176

New Film Recorder in Invasion
Blind Landings with Electronic System

176

Convenient Remote Amplifier
By ALVIN H. SMITH
Chief Engineer KSOJ

have
need of an inexpensive single channel remote amplifier for convenience in handling remotes. Such
an amplifier has been in daily service at KSCJ for over a year and has
proven quite satisfactory.
The manner of solving the problem of maintaining a low noise
level, due to the proximity of the
power supply to the low-level high impedance audio circuits, will be of
interest to óther engineers.
Only one á-c transformer is used,
a low -wattage 6.3 -volt filament
transformer. This is mounted as
far from the microphone input
transformer as possible, and positioned for minimum a -c pickup in
the input transformer. The latter
transformer has more effect on
hum than any other single item in
the amplifier.
To keep the filter chokes well
away from the audio -frequency circuits, they were mounted on the
opposite side of the chassis from
BROADCAST

STATIONS

Island Lines in Chicago. The in -i
stallation consists of two locomotives equipped with portable f transmitting and receiving equip
ment and a master control unit in,
corporating transmitter and rel
ceiver at the freight yards at Bluey
Island and interconnected with th ',.
incoming and outgoing freight stak
tions. The equipment is used
primarily to increase efficiency of
operation and speed up service at
II

188

Quick Neutralizing Tests

R1ANY

F -M COMMUNICATION between,
trains was inaugurated June 5, a
the freight yards of the Roc

the a -f transformers. All high impedance leads were kept very
short or completely shielded. The
shells of the 6C5 tubes were
grounded to the chassis to present
oscillation.
An ideal output transformer was
not available, so an inexpensive
public address type transformer
was used. This did not provide the
proper loud impedance for the
117L7-GT but, due to the low power
output required, this was found to
be unimportant. Distortion is reduced somewhat by omitting the
cathode bypass capacitor on the
output stage to introduce degeneration.
The frequency response was
found to be plus or minus 2 db from
50 to 17,000 cps. At voice frequencies, the distortion was approximately 1 percent with 6 milliwatts
of output. The noise level was
found to be down 55 db from a
reference level of 6 milliwatts.
while the overall gain was 90 db.

.

On approaching the railroad yards,
train crews can now receive instructions from the train dispatcher via
Motorola f -m equipment mounted behind the engineer

well as to minimize delays ín

thr

routing of freight traffic.
The f-m radio equipment used i
fundamentally that described o1
page 102 of the January 1944 issu'

r

ELECTRONICS, and manufacturer
by the Gals in Mfg. Co. of Chicagi
Several modifications have been i
corporated in order to adopt th!
Motorola standard unit for trail
use.

of
6C5

117L7-GT (Tetrode)

6C 5

n

Technical Features
I'ED

117L7-GT
(Oiode)

8h

Bh

Provision ís made to commu1E1t1
cate by means of a hand telephon,ng
set, while a loudspeaker is used fill.
calling purposes. Wire telepholi '
links from two freight yards col
nect with the master radio contr Drr
unit and thence by radio links t
either of the two radio-equipp
locomotives. The master contr,
equipment is located at the base o
a 90-ft lighting tower which sup
re

spare parts at
Circuit of the inexpensive remote amplifier that was constructed of
KSCJ. The overall gain is 90 db
174
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ARCHED PRONGS

Why? Because It's a SPEED NUT
NUTS are made of heat -treated,
rib spring steel. They have a live arched
inward thread lock.
pbs big lock and an
spring action absorbs vibration instead
31:ED

ed

pb

a

-`

°¡gerely resisting it.

,

',tp;ore Pearl Harbor, over two million a day

re used on automobiles, refrigerators,
ves, heaters, radios and hundreds of
,,,
,, oier products. When the shooting is over.

-

still more will be used because more engineers have learned that SPEED NUTS are
lighter, double -locking and faster to apply.
And in addition to all their exclusive advantages, SPEED NUTS still cost substantially
less than other self-locking nuts. Write today.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
2106 Fulton Road, Cleveland, Ohio

In Canada: Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario
In England: Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd., London

/
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STAKTINO POSITION

J

INWARD THREAD SOCK
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PIING

SOCK

,PIS-UM -LOCKED POSITION
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ports a conventional whip antenna.
A selective tone system of calling
has been developed so that the desired train may be called without
interfering with other radio -equipped locomotives. This operates by

i
p

+..41
,

ri'''4

7

...

t ir; _

i
1.

I..1'
means of a resonant. system which
3
actuates the relays in the approprii
Ili
1:-,,
ate locomotive when the call system
. ).
,.oV..,.t
is actuated at the freight yard.
Provision is made for calling any
one of ten locomotives at will and
the system may be expanded. for
any number of units. All radio .c+l. 1
equipped trains can be called for a
general broadcast.
Each locomotive contains a whip
antenna, loudspeaker and hand set,
f-m receiver, f-m transmitter, and
power generating units. At present,
11tall communication is at 39.95 Mc,
but plans are under way to operate
a The movie film recorder in action with George
about 250 Mc after the war.
Hicks. Blue Network correspont
while he interviews Navy men aboard an
LST just prior to D -Day. The
Another application of f -m equiprecorder ,G
both sides of a 50 -ft film to
accommodate a 12,000 -ft sound track
ment which was demonstrated by
]rr/
the Rock Island Lines is an f-m pad. A second sapphire in
a mag- complished by feeding the al'
system for duplex operation in the netic head is used for
playback:
of the original film into awl
event of failure of railway teleAn important feature of the mamachine and breaking the ci
phone lines. In operation, one port- chine is that starting and
stopping
when
censoring was necessary,
able radio unit is used at each end are controlled by
either a manual this process, it was discovered
of the line where a break occurs. switch, electrical
impulses or voice syllables of words could be deli
Provision is made for feeding audio or sound. An
automatic
energy from the telephone line into control circuit is used to volume In one recording, the censor
prevent jected to a word that was Of
the radio unit. Two such units re- overmodulation and
resultant
over- The next word was singular, b
place the damaged wire circuits and lapping of the
sound grooves. Made form a sentence it had to be
pl
permit an operation over a distance by Amertype
of 15 miles. Operating under the New York. Recordgraph Corp. of so the sibilant sound of the
taken off the first word and pu
call letters KBPK on frequencies of
Censoring of Hicks story was ac- the second word.
30.66 and 39.54 Mc, this duplex
equipment has already seen useful
service when storms damaged wire Blind Landings with Electronic System
communications facilities.
AN INSTRUMENT Which permits
beams transmitted by the gr
.pilots to make blind landings on
equipment. One receiver resp
runways within fifty feet of a pre- to
the localizer, or on -course be
selected spot is now being built
New Film Recorder
and moves the vertical pointer
into combat planes and trainers.
in InvasioIIlr
the instrument dial. The secól
The instrument, shown in the
receiver
THE NOW FAMOUS BROADCAST by
photographs, is used as the indi- nals and responds to altitude s
George Hicks, Blue Network cor- cator
operates the horizoli
of an
respondent, (an eyewitness account is the result electronic system that pointer.
of seven years of conof a Nazi aerial attack on Allied
tinuous research and development
Transmitters
jut
ships in the first stages of the in- by
Westinghouse
Elec.
and
Mfg.
Four radio transmitters and tt r
vasion) was made on a recorder Co. and
the Washington Institute antenna
using 35 -mm movie film.
systems at and near 1111.
of
which worked with airport
The machine embosses a sound the Technology,
comprise
the ground rad
U. S. Navy
track on blank film and can record plified device to originate a sim- equipment. These produce bean
for taking the guess- which
120 lines across the width of the
first indicate the pilot's
work out of blind landings.
strip. This provides a 12,000 -ft
proach to the field and then' ma ¡
In the electronic system,
the the field's boundary; establish tI
sound track on a 50-ft film, about pilot gets
all directions for descent
five hours of steady recording. The by
watching two crossed pointers invisible glide path which leads °1
the runway; and signal directio*pra
is
embossing
made with a sap- and two signal
phire stylus mounted in a magnetic strument. Theselamps on the in- for .keeping the glide to the fiel
are actuated by neither too
head that presses against the film two radio
shallow nor too steep Ni
receivers
in the plane
Vertical guidance is provided It
when it is supported by a resilient which are
tuned to the directional three
of these transmitters. Ont,
s

.
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There's no
ONE -MAN -BAN

Electronic
'Heating
in

I

Although it is possible to construct an electronic heater that
will generate a great range of high frequency currents, it will not
perform all heating jobs efficiently and it would be very costly
in use.
Virtually every application of electronic heating requires a
specific FREQUENCY AND POWER combination. Therefore, to
realize the maximum advantages of this improved heating method,
each installation should be designed and built for its particular
application. For example: when a heating operation can best be
done at 5 kw and 22 megacycles it would be wasteful and inefficient
to use a machine that delivers 20 kw at 500 kc.
Many first-time users of electronic heating are induced to buy
"misfits" when they try to find an all-purpose machine. Our
extensive line of equipment offers you the broadest range of power
and frequency combinations at prices lower than other makes of

comparable quality.
Investigate the production economies and advanced engineering
designs offered by our greater variety of units . . each one time tested for high efficiency.
Before you buy write to us for detailed information
.

fur
rs
fJ

equipment of-

you a selection
frequencies up to
DO megacycles

-

id the following
3wer range, with
epless control from
ro to full load:
lEL;TRONICS

-

3

Kw

5

Kw

751

Kw

10 Kw

12zKw
15

Kw

18

Kw

25 Kw

40 Kw
100 Kw

j-k-;
DIVISION OF "S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED
CAP COMPANY

119 Monroe Street

Garfield, New Jersey

Manufacturers of Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap
Converters since 1921
August 1944
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FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUERS and VARNISHES:

Protecting the Lifeline of Communications
FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUER
FUNGUS RESISTANT VARNISH
Contains

., For-,
o quick
"Finish"

.

Buy more

WAR
BONDS

non -mercury

#86-A
#512-A

bearing Fungicide.

FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUER
FUNGUS RESISTANT VARNISH

#96-A
#522-A

Contains mercury bearing Fungicide.

High solids and good moisture resistance.

Four high grade moisture and fungus resistant
coatings made to meet Signal
Corps Specification #71-2202-A, dated April 12, 1944, the
fungicides meeting
the requirements cf the Signal Corps and the Navy.
Send for Bulletin "Dulac Fungus Resistant
Coatings for
Tropicalization of Radio, Signal and Communication

Equipment."

MAAS & WALDSTEI-N COMPANY, NEWARK, N.

J.

PRODUCERS OF LACQUERS, ENAMELS, SYNTHETICS AND SPECIALTY FINISHES
FOR -ALL PURPOSES
Branch Offices & Warehouses: 1658 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill.
1228 W. Pico

I

Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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find a dozen ideas

How to

1
s-

Tey're all in this molded Durez air elk sextant case...a dozen and more
is for designers, engineers, and prod'ition men. The case is an excellent
ii

If

eimple of ingenious solutions to
difficult molding problems and
o1.he reasons for specifying a Durez

'vry

plmolic.

Slants, of course, must be protected
n the bitterest moods of climate
geography. As far as service rerements go, almost everything in the
blk is thrown at these Durez cases
-from salt spray and fog to blister ir heat and freezing cold. Most of
ti service conditions to which your
op products may be exposed are
p bably part of the daily life of the
a

I

q

---extreme temperatures affect neither inherent properties nor dimensional stability. There's powerful resistance to
the corrosive attacks of chemicals, oils,
mild acids and alkalies. And, there's a series of electrical properties which make
Durez a first choice for that industry.
In the versatility of Durez may lie at
least part of the answer to
your production and merchandising problems.For instance, ease of moldability,

s,tánt case.
,Isatility is the outstanding property
Durez. Check off a few of its char a eristics. There's light weight, yet
tesile strength is very good. There's
ir>act strength which can take plenty

opunishment. There's the fact that

J
'

.

PE`6
O

another characteristic of Durez compounds, provided part of the answer
to the highly complicated molding
problem of the sextant case. We suggest that now is the time to start talking it over with your custom molder.
And we are always ready with valuable data and personal assistance in
answering plastic materials questions.
Write to Durez Plastics & Chemicals,
Inc., 88 Walck Road, North Tonawanda,
New York.

QOJ

O4
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PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
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THE LATEST, UP -TO -THE- MINUTE RADIO AND furnishes the glide path, a no
beam similar to the funnel-sha;1
ELECTRONIC CATALOG IN THE COUNTRY TODAY! ray thrown by a flashlight.

Il

,E

other two transmitters are markt,
whose beacon signals, transmit;
vertically, light the lamps on
instrument panel via the plat,
marker receivers. The first R;

,

-

I,

40,111;151.
t3
ti

-;.413,.,,

The two crossed pointers on the instru
ment above the control post remain h.
alignment with dotted lines on tht
panel face as long as a pilot's descent

to an unseen runway ís precisely
course. Signals from transmitters on
ground actuate the pointers

oq
the'

tells the pilot he is. a few mil
from the airport and that he shou
prepare for the glide path by mai
taining an altitude of 1500 feel
When a similar beam from the see
and marker lights the other lamp)
the pilot knows he has reached tht
boundary of the field.
I

Newest listings of amplifiers, communications
equipment, radio tubes, testers, etc.
The Lafayette Radio Catalog No.
94 will be rushed to you upon

The latest developments in inter -communications
equipment.

Fill out .this coupon

request.

.

NOW!

Greatly expanded listing of needed' tools, especially for assembly and factory use.

Q

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
E. 901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Dept. G8
='Please rush my

Lafayette

FREE copy of the
Rodio Catalog No. 94.

CITY

brand new, up-to-the-minute catalog that
should be in the hands of industrial plants,
laboratories, government and military services,
'. schools, radio servicemen and dealers (on
L265),
LI everybody engaged in vital war and civilian
work.
A

°

U ADDRESS

ó

Advance listings of 1944 radio and electronic
books; repair and replacement parts; bargain
section of values.

'

NAME
-

t}

or° ó

...
CD

STATE

'tom

-C or

j.t

901 W. Jackson'Blvd., Chicago 7,
180

Illinois* 265

Peachtree Street, Atlanta 3,

Operation
The homing path, or localizes,
is produced by ultrahigh frequency)
radio transmitters feeding tw-

sharply directional loops. Signal,
strength emanating from the loop
is almost equal if the plane is on
course and flying in directly between them.
This the vertical
pointer of the instrument interprets by assuming an upright position. Should the plane wander,
to the left or right of the course,
the corresponding signal predominates and the vertical pointer
veers in that direction in an
amount roughly proportional to the
distance the ship has flown off

course.
The horizontal pointer remains
Georgia' in position across
the center of the
August 1944
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WRITE TODAY!
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GET ACQUAINTED
NOW WITH:THE

ro

mY

RESISTORS OF

\.

TOMORROW!

4o,M1
w

4941
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HERE'S THE LATEST DATA.::`
up-to-the-minute resistors

on the most

Time and again, during the past seven
years, Sprague Koolohms have demonstrated convincingly their ability to
handle jobs that old-style, conventional
wire-wound resistor types could not
handle satisfactorily.
One after another, they have proved
their superiority in practically every
essential characteristic from faster

-

heat dissipation with resulting use up
to full rated wattage values, tó better
performance under humid conditions.

Whether for war use today, or for
greater efficiency for your post war
product tomorrow, it should pay you
to become fully acquainted with this

remarkable resistor development.
Write for this big new catalog today!

Resistor types in this new catalog include:
Voltage divider sections, 10-,
Wire -wound power types, 515- and 25 -watts.
to 120 -watts. Inductive and
non -inductive.
Hermetically -sealed precision
Hermetically- sealed .wire - meter multipliers resistors.
Megomax hermetically -sealed
wound types, 10- to 120 -watts.
high -voltage, high -temperature
Wire -wound bobbin types.
resistors.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, Resistor Division
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)

`

SPRAGUE

Kra

0K

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

RESISTORS

The Greatest Wire -Wound Resistor Development in 20 Years
.ECT RON ICS

-
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PERMANENT MAGNETS MAY DO IT BETTEt

J'

Ii

-1.

i
!

QUALITY

...IN

QUANTITY!

Because permanent magnets must conform precisely to specifications, producing them by the
million is an unusual engineering achievement.
This company is America's largest exclusive maker of permanent magnets.

7

,,L.
-

- --

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCT!

-

-

I

6 NORTH

MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO

2,

ILLINOIS

* Specialists in Permanent Magnets Since 1910 *
Manufacturers with permanent magnet problems
to solve have received invaluable assistance from
our design and development engineers. Their specialized experience is available to you, too. Write
for a copy of our "Permanent Magnet Manual."
Help Win the War in '44-Buy War Bonds!
COPYRIGHT

1944, THE INDIANA
9
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interesting, 24 -page booklet

describes in detail the new and improved Q -Max A-27 Radio Frequency
Lacquer.
Uses are illustrated and described ...
the excellent electrical and physical properties, as determined by careful laboratory tests, are recorded ...the dielectric

constant, power factor and low loss
factor over a wide frequency range are
reproduced in graph form ...the results
of laboratory tests on density, dielectric
strength, acid number, drying time and
other characteristics are shown.
Send for your copy of this informative

booklet today.
COMMUNICATION 'PRODUCTS CO., INC.
744 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J.
Send me...copies of your Q -Max A-27 Lacquer Booklet.

PRODUCTS
744 BROAD

ST.

COMPANY,

?

Chic.

FACTORY: 346 BERGEN AVE., JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Ster:ing Switches
Coaxial Transmission Line and Fittings
0 -Max
Auto-Dryoire
Antenna and Radiating Systems
A-27 Radio Frequency lacquer

.ECTRONICS

-
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NEWARK, N. J.

Company

Address_
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dial while the plane is descendi.
at the correct angle. If the gli,
is too shallow, the pointer rist
if it is too steep, the pointer mot
downward.
The electronic landing system
in daily service at Indianapo
and several other commercial a
ports as well as on Army and Na
flying fields. Pilots learn quick
how to use it and thousands
our Army and Navy pilots ha.

learned to use and depend on it
modern flight technique.

,

Y°t.

..
PPflFORMflnónXÇPT1OflRL

the Army -Navy "E" forawarded
been
of Radio
INSULINE has
in the production
performance
exceptional
Electronic Products.
we accept
naturally with pride,
Glory
With resolution, and
Old
flying beside"
"E"
The
pennant
honor
this
is a ringing challenge.
men
"Back up our fighting to
saying
cry,
battle.
a
is
which
It.
strength with
Give them the material
hearts!"
implement their fighting
be answered with
this cali
that
resolvéd
are
We
hanew records of ex production
-up
stepped
of the trust placed in us
worthy
ceptional performance
by the Armed Forces.
:

r.

Cross pointer indicators for blind land.
ing of aircraft are checked in the Westinghouse Meter Division at Newark.
N. ). The instruments operate on a current change as small as 12 micro.

X911

amperes
It

Many instances of blind landings,
have been reported where air crews)
have saved

themselves

by

using

f

of

civil

this visual dashboard instrument
for guidance during their hazardous

work,

t
engaged in vital war
Zult.t.ag ,¢head Though
We are gearing our organizaInsulin is looking ahead.
Radio-Elecrequirements of the
tion for the post-war
tronics Industry.

QÚÁRTÉRS

.

oO1RON/( pRG
ck-

.

'
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..

.

\

LQRP. op

Write for the 48 -page Catalogue
of ICA Products, and brochure
on the ICA organization

and

facilities.

'
CORPORATION

INSULINE BUILDING
184

OF

AMERICA

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

last mile earthward.
In a
typical case, nine bombers with 90
men, operating out of North
Africa, returned from a mission
to find their Tunisian base completely fogged in. Instructions by
radio told them to make for an
Algerian port, as their Tunisian
terminal was not then equipped
with instrument landing transmitters.
They reached the alternate field
after nightfall, and were compelled
by dwindling gas supplies to make
short work of their landings. The
indicator guided them quickly and
precisely down to a base unknown
to them, amid rough, dangerous
terrain. Landing there without
aid of the indicator might have
been disastrous.
August 1944
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but Full Capacity Production at
All in all, industry did, and is still doing,
has rolled up a stupendous
p grand job
record of accomplishment in the past four
ears. But, looking back, we can see errors of
procedure which made the going tough in

-

Cq

spots, obstacles that retarded progress.

conditions were due to confusion and lack
of experience in the drastic conversion from

use

civilian to war production. Our industry can

I.

well profit by these mistakes as we mdke
the transition back to peacetime activity.

We at G. I., anticipating WPB's recent Go -Ahead
plans
signal, have readied definite plans
which will enable us to swing into capacity
execution of post-war assignments the instant

-

our facilities are no longer wholly required
for the supplying of military equipment.

GENERAL UNSTRUMENT

CORP.

829 NEWARK AVENUE, ELIZABETH 3, N.
'oduSUY fo0r

G.

J.

b44,S

r

will be
to produce such precision instruments, featuring new deigns, innovations and improvements, for civilian use
in the fields of electronics and
communications equipments.

has been
the volume output of variable
condensers, many with circuit
applications never before possible, wired assemblies, automatic tuning mechanisms, etc.

OUR PEACETIME JOB

OUR WARTIME JOB

--=
.ECTRONICS

-
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PROFESSORS PREFER...
JAMES KNIGHTS

r-.,
p;?

ti-or+r-'.f,1

.,
t

11
;

VRE Q,

.... for

14 p,E

:1,

Efficiency,

Dependability and Accuracy
In instance after instance, James Knights is
called upon tó supply precision quartz crystals
to meet the intricate specifications of university
experimental work. In many of these cases, research done in university laboratories with James
Knights Crystals is contributing directly to war
communication development. That James Knights
Crystals are so often considered `first choice"
with university scientists is proof of their superior
qualifications under the most exacting conditions. Why not let the men of The James Knights
Company help with your crystal problems!

i

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

Th.e
C RYSTALS
cC.

IRt

lY

S T. A

IL

.S

.

IF

JAMES KNIGHTS
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS

- --

-

Co.

-

O IRt T IHf ÍE

cC

R If T C A\
II
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TOOLS AND TECHNICIANS

..Yours On Contract
Planning to add products to your line? Do
. .
it without manufacturing headaches
new equipment expenditures ... tooling -up
delays ... employee instruction problems
sudden big increases in manpower
.
.

.

like adding a

wing

to your plant"

.

demands!
Do it in one of three ways. Let a qualified

organization (1) make the parts that pose
your problems, (2) make the entire new
article, or (3) make and market the article.
Qualified should mean ample manufacturing facilities in plant and personnel, in
machines and in technicians who supervise their use and, in the case of Foote,
Pierson, it means all that and more!
With Foote, Pierson's wide background
goes a service which can include: engineering and design, machine shop, plating
and metal finishing, assembly; inspection
and checking; packing, warehousing and
storage. Foote, Pierson's favorable location, in an area served by a number of
main railroads, also.offers shipping advantages by water and by air freight.
Foote, Pierson was among the first to
produce non -interfering succession fire
alarm call boxes, stock tickers, x-ray apparatus, many components of telegraph
equipment, instruments and aircraft radio
communication apparatus.
There's* no obligation in a get-together
discussion NOW for your peacetime
product plans.

-

31E"OOTE

PIERSON dk CO IN
75 Hudson Strcct Newark, 4, N. J.

Established
E

CTRONICS
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Quick Neutralizing Tests

?tt'.
INS

DOGt tIPs.

agpsillp
N11T

Problem

Soldering

to. solve EV
ykot

N
Ma

de

+om*EtkoloY

A

from

m ode
;P' ,la..'dio.
530 LhssÁ
No EtkotoY

.

.

By JOSEPH ZELLE
Columbia Broadcasting System

that are on the
for long pediods of time, or conti
uous 24 -hour operation, can
checked for neutralization while 01
erating. This is accomplished 1'
the simple expedient of tuning tI
plate controls slightly off resonanil
and observing the action of tl
grid meters. This procedure
based on the assumption that tl
circuit is operating as a pure an
plifier, with the deviation from not 11
mal readings indicating some
regularity. It also assumes that th
Q of the circuit is constant over
th
tuning range. Theoretically the i F,`
is constant for only one frequency
in a given circuit; however, for thi
small tuning change the Q is vir'
1`
tually the same.
Figure 1 illustrates the condition
under investigation while tunin1
the r -f amplifier. At A is a bloc;
diagram of a neutralized amplifier
TRANSMITTERS

.1

for P1ostics
No 277 BrosMarking
br

R-F

No. 537 Pencil Tip, made from
Elkaloy A, Tip Vs- dia.

their debut

ruggedly constructed, built to

take plenty of punishment. Yet
it's lightweight
weighs only
3.6 ounces
is perfectly balanced ... handles with the ease of
a fountain pen
heats in 90
seconds, draws only 17 watts.
Overall length, 7 inches.
lems.
The soldering unit complete
Originally designed for speedy,
with handle and cord set, No.
precision production on intricate,
776 and any one of the tips pichard -to-reach soldering jobs, the
tured above sells for considerably
Ungar Soldering Pencil is now less than
$2.00 each. Priority
five times more versatile 100% required on
all orders. Immedimore efficient can be used for ate delivery.
everything from the most delicate
Please send your order to your
operations to some of tin larger, nearest Electronics
Distributor or
heavier soldering tasks.
Mill Supply House.

...

-

-

...

HARRY A. INNGAR, Inc.
Los Angeles 12,

All
,MANUFACTURERS

OF

ELECTRICAL

California

ar./nc...
WAR

R- F feedback

PRODUCTS

,.

R -F

Stage
t3

R F

input

Rf%edbackF

...

-

615 Ducommun Street, Dept. 200

R

F output

A

The Ungar Soldering Pencil is

-

R- F

Stage

The "Quin -TIP -lets" make
The Electrical industry's newest, trimmest, slimmest soldering
tool-the Ungar light -as -a -feather
Soldering Pencil now available
in your choice of FIVE INTERCHANGEABLE TIPS each an
entirely different design to solve
your particular soldering prob-

input -+J

R-F output

,

R -F

Stage

R-Foutput
-R-.R

:
FIG.

1-Typical conditions of operation
an r -f stage in a transmitter

of

11

the r-f input to the grid circuit
alone being used to obtain. the
power output. Almost the samer!
condition exists at B of the same '
figure, an r -f oscillator. It is merely
an r -f amplifier with some of its
own plate power fed back, usually
in the neighborhood of 5 percent
of the output and in proper phase lei
for sustained oscillations. Thus in
the grid circuits of A and B only
one r -f current flows to vary the
bias voltage. In C of Fig. 1, we
have the case of the unneutralized IB
amplifier, where r -f is fed from a
preceding stage, but some r -f is
also fed back from a spurious frequency in the plate circuit. This is 1
really a combination of an r -f amplifier and an oscillator that results
1,
I

I

Of
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DOING THE "UNUSUAL"
IS NOT DIFFICULT for

WHITAKER l
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Send us blueprints
of your requirements

covering -WIRING HARNESSES

*BONDING JUMPERS

1

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
AIRCRAFT and RADIO

CABLE PRODUCTS
I
tECTRONICS

i

`iMi,''_',l,{.l

-
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Above is illustrated one of many complicated wiring assemblies turned out
by Whitaker. It serves as tangible proof
of the statement that "doing the unusual is not difficult for Whitaker." Many
other examples could be cited covering
our production of cable products for
automotive, aircraft, marine and radio

.
.

..

...

equipment
Regardless of whether
your wiring requirements are immediate, or for the future, it will pay you to
get in touch with us. You will find that
we have the "know-how", skilled manpower,and ample plant facilities for a big
volume of wartime and post-war production ...Your inquiries are solicited.

CABLE CORPORATION
WHITAKER
General Office: 1307 Burlington Avenue,
Factories: Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City 16, Missouri
St. Joseph, Mo.
Philadelphia
Oakland
189
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ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
AND MOLDING SKILL

ASSEMBLIES Above is part of a transmission unit used to
power revolving turrets in military aircraft.
The view aptly illustrates what we mean by
"engineered plastics." The molded stator is

exnerienced in the use of plastics with complementary metals. Working with combinations of these materials, we have developed

metal plated, incorporating the best features
of plastics and metals for the job' at hand. We
deliver the assembly complete with rotor and

number of product problems.
If you are making war products that may
be benefitted through molded plastics, or if
you are considering postwar applications, get
in touch with us now.

connections, ready for installation.
Our design engineers and molders are fully

some original techniques which have solved a

PLASTIC MANUFACTURERS
INCORPORATED
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
DESIGN ENGINEERING

-

MOLD MAKING

INJECTION & TRANSFER MOLDING

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

Representatives: DETROIT 2 805-06 New Center Bldg.
NEW YORK 1-19 West 34th St.
LOS ANGELES 35-1440 So.
Robertson Blvd.
CANADA-A. & M. Accessories Ltd., 19 Melinda Street, Toronto; 744 West
Hastings Street, Vancouver;
1405 Bishop Street,

Montreal

Up,
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Sow many customers do your springs cost?
Science in Springs
"Science iii Springs,, "Science
is a combination of design that pre -evaluates
all specifications, and blueprints a spring's

rrIIOUGII

your product may not (nisei_ Lion at all without springs, springs are
nsually a fraction of the total cost of manufacture. 1,'his occasionally gives substance
to a belief that any spring passing a routine
factory inspection will do.
The acid test of a spring actually conies
later-when your product goes to work for
our customer. Then, if trouble des clops,
but quick. One of
you'll hear about it
the most reliable prevent is es for spring failure is scientific design and manufacture or

...

and manufacperformance in advance
ture that produces the right spring for the
job. DI athensatics and met allurgy, research
and statistical control of quality, lunch
table conversation at Iíunter, are all ingredients of good springs. Figure springs in
terms of customers held and lost. and we
belies e you'll agree II unterScience iii Springs
is a bargain in customer insurance.

...

lir
IF

HEY COULD MAKE A WISH

his pal could make a
suppress publication
if to Bunter Data Book. Many
pigs now allied against them
¡f itler and
eh, they'd

a
TYPICAL APPLICATION OF A TORSION SPRING AT WORK. A torsion spring is o fundamental spring for resisting
turning movement of an arm about an axis, or for storing a turning force loran indefinite time until release is desired. There are many types, wound in round or rectangular wire, and In single or space -saving double coils.

designed out of this interest in nformative book. Your signa w on your letterhead will bring

we

4.y to you on the
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not only in poor efficiency butts,
duces undesirable frequencies
With cases illustrated at Ai
B, an ammeter in the grid c.
t
will show the current flowing&
ing resonance, and this current
fall off in about the same dir
either side of resonance, as u,
trated by curve AA of Fig.
Some operators prefer to vr..
plate and grid ammeters at'
same time, the one rising ant
other falling about the same der
either side of resonance. How
in tightly coupled circuits,
cially at high frequencies, these;
relationships may not hold though the amplifier is perfd

á

1,

neutralized.

Instability
HIGHElectrical

Resistivity:-

1050 ohms per circular mil foot, or about 60%
higher resistivity than most commercial alloys.
Ideally suited for low temperature resistor applications, rheostats, circuit breakers, and
other electrically heated elements.

Coefficient of

moil

Temperature
Expansion:
--

.

twice as great as that of ordinary steel, considerably higher than aluminum.

I

When another current is pre,
in the grid circuit due to extrani,
oscillations, the current will not.lG
off at the same angle, but one+i
will have a steeper dip than
other. Thus, if in tuning fron¡+I
to Fl and
the curve AC resin
and may be an indication of un
ance, possibly caused by bad t
tralization. Curve AC might it,

F

LOW Thermal Conductivity:-

II

only 2% that of copper. Brackets of this alloy
are being used as barriers to reduce heat losses
by 50%.

_

..H IGH Vibration DamN in9

Constant:--

about 25 times greater than that of steel. Especially desirable in applications which cannot
incorporate rubber or plastics to reduce vibration.

WORKABILITY: -can be readily machined, stamped, drawn,
flanged or extruded. Can be spot welded, butt
welded, or soldered to itself or steel, or it can
be welded by the atomic hydrogen process.

NOW AVAILABLE

IN:-

sheets, strips, rods, and special shapes.
Complete engineering and research facilities
available. Send for "Bulletin No. A-942"
which gives detailed information regarding
Chace Manganese Alloy No. 772.

W.M.

CN AC co

Thermostatic Bimeta
1630 BEARD AVE

s

and Special Alloys
DETROIT

9 , MICH.

B

-7

C

A

F

A

F1

2-Graph showing the possibl t
changes in grid current of an r -f amp1,
fier when the plate tank circuit is tun
'I
through resonance
Fig.

I.

t

la

cate instability at frequencies abolu
resonance, which would call for !.
duction of inductance (in indul"
tance neutralization). Curve BAIL
would show possible instability b'tlilgl
low resonance, requiring moré
ductance or capacitance in the nett
Ili
tralization circuit.
While this system may indic a!
an unbalance in the tank circuit, ply
is not to be used to obtain neutral
ization. Even if an unbalance
noticed, it is no assurance that th
circuit is not neutralized. Further
more, only operators thoroughl.1
I

I

t
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Awarded to our

Hicksville, Long Island Plant
for outstanding Achievement
in War Production

I
RESS WIRELESS; INC.,
IS DEVELOPING

received and transmitted 99,707,063 words of
paid messages and 3,662 radiophotographs on its overseas circuits. It
transmitted radio programs from the United States to foreign countries for
a total of 15,533 hours. It received 1,734 hours of news service over its own
radiotelephone circuits during the year. In addition to the above, it transmitted radiophotographs for a total of 417 hours to various points abroad
and performed other services of importance to the reading and listening
people of the earth.
PRESS WIRELESS in 1943

)R MANUFACTURING
HIGH POWER TRANSMITTERS

DIVERSITY RECEIVERS
u

h

AIRCRAFT AND AIRFIELD
RADIO EQUIPMENT
RADIO PRINTER SYSTEMS

s

MODUPLEX UNITS "TRADE MARK"

PREWIrt has been identified with international radio communications of increasing volume and importance. PREWI is now incorporated
in the trademark appearing on radio transmitters and other units Press
Wireless is manufacturing for our armed forces. PREWI thus has become a
symbol of outstanding service, not only in the interchange of world-wide radio
communications but also in supplying instruments which make such interchange

For years,

CHANNELING DEVICES
RADIO PHOTO TERMINALS
h

FACSIMILE MACHINES
ND OTHER TYPES

COMMUNICATIONS

NC.

AND
EQUIPMENT

OF RADIO

11via

possible.

ales Office. Manufacturing Division
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

1811

RI1 DE

JANEIRO to]
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BERNE «n

SANTIAGO

DE

\VIRELESS,INC.

CHILE I%

NEW YORK

il

CHICAGO ro

435

N.

Offices
MICHIGAN AVENUE,

LOS ANGELES

''

LONDON ref

CHICAGO
HAVANA
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PROTECTION against arcing,

flash -over and

uncontrolled high -voltage electrical currents is
assured by the unusual dielectric properties of
Plaskon. Under these conditions extremely condensed chemical residues, high in insulation
value, form on the surface of the molded Plaskon
unit. And long exposure to high humidities, even
immersion in salt solution for 24 hours, fail to

iiede

ane trie aduaataged

Plaskon Urea -Formaldehyde
Compound
1. Wide range of lightfast hues, from
translucent natural and pure
white to jet black.

2. Smooth surface, eye-catching,
warm to touch.

3. Completely resistant to common
organic solvents, impervious to

oils and grease.
4. Possesses extremely high flexural,
impact and tensile strength.
5. Highly resistant to arcing and
tracking under high voltages and
high frequencies.

Pe4d/0.o.c

Plaskon Grade 2
Compound
1. A Plaskon urea -formaldehyde of
good quality, lower in price than
regular Plaskon, and adaptable to
economy production requirements.
2. High resistance to, and retains
lustre, surface and color in, presence of water, common organic
solvents, soaps, etc.
3. Identical unusualdielectricstrength
and freedom from arcing and
tracking as regular Plaskon.
Furnished in one shade of black
and brown only.

PLASKON DIVISION,

LIBBEY
2736 SYLVAN AVENUE

destroy the resistance of Plaskon to arcing.
Plaskon is available in a wide range of colors,
for decorative and utility use in switch plates,
plugs, color -coded controls, high and low
tension circuit breakers and fuse blocks, heavy
duty switchboards, line connectors, and many
other electrical control duties.

~íaed 07 Sleetaeeae ziedlg.cúeq :
Plaskon Melamine
Compound
1. Assures ample protection where
water or high humidity present
the use of urea compounds.
2. Exceptional resistance to acids

and alkalies. Non -porous, non

corrodible.
3. Under extreme conditions of heat
and humidity, is non -tracking,
highly resistant to arcing, and has
high dielectric strength.
4. Highest heat resistance of all lightcolored plastics.

--

II

Plaskon Resin
Glue

Materials bonded by Plasko

1.

Resin Glue cannot be separate
at glue line-the material fails first

2. Plaskon glue line is complete
moisture -resistant, cannot b

'jeS

uurne

weakened by mold or fungi.

3. Maintains its tenacious

grit)iáü

heavy-duty service for years,
water, on land, in the air,

undt

II
ode!

OWENS

FORD GLASS COMPANY
TOLEDO 6, OHIO

Canadian Agent: Canadian Industries, Ltd., Montreal,

P. O.

--

t

tauX71rilusli HOuteial
properties and, 'characteristics of Plaskon
in molded form, and the proper methods of
fabrilation, ore discussed in detail in this
valuable.Plaskon handbook. Its contents will be
of interest to. engiheeri and fabricators alike.
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The problems of measuring low
quncies usually require a great deal of flexibility
'iñTuments and in such work it is generally desir-

make measurements by-lissijou pattern method.
h offers a simple solution to such problems with
e iodel 100B Frequency Standard in conjunction
tilt 10 cycle frequency divider. This combination
lu;:ated) will give an output of 10,100,1000,
1,0(I and 100,000 CPS with accuracy within
us r minus .001%. To provide a large numlenl

ber of harmonics for measuring frequencies above
100KC,generators and mixing panels can be supplied.
These additions will provide the means for measuring
frequencies up to 50 megacycles. -hp- can also supply
standardization and measurement equipment for much
higher frequencies.
Ask for more detailed data and information. Give
us details of your problem so we can provide
an intelligent answer. There is, of course,
no cost or obligation. Write us today.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Box

ECIONICS

-
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Station A

Palo Alto, California
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S.

familiar with their transmi.,
should use this method, sincep

CTE

resonance operation can raise,
plate current to the point when
overload circuits would operato
would then be difficult to bring
trols back to normal to get'
transmitter back on the air.
serving the grid ammeters shy
be used only to determine
conditions, with any unu'
changes warning the operator;
some kind of irregularity.

FREQ IE.NCY.
HEATIN G

I

o

Call it what you will-electronic, induction
or electro-static heating-there is a specific Cardwell
Air Capacitor, variable or fixed, for any "dielectric
heating" apparatus using a vacuum tube oscillator
as the radio frequency power source.

1

.

Another Method

Another way of checking r,
tralization rapidly is by cutting!'
excitation. (This may requir`,.
recording of a carrier break}º
the transmitter log.) This is
by shutting off the auxiliary oti,;ia
lator's plate supply and then swiii'
ing the oscillator transfer swiír,t.
to the dead oscillator, killing -bey
to all succeeding tubes. If ó
tubes are all biased to cut-off j
beyond, the grid and plate
meters should all drop to zero ii' perfectly neutralized transmit
and the carrier should go off
air. Any flow of plate and 11
current will indicate possible os,
K
lation in the earliest stage
should be checked through regu
neutralization procedures.
This process of checking tal

711

4

}

a

The Cardwell "T" and "P"
types of variable air ca-

pacitors, illustrated, represent general frame size
and construction found
most acceptable for this
equipment. Smaller sizes
may be had for electronic
sewing machines and similar applications.

Available, or quickly made to specifications, are either
single or dual section models
furnished with airgaps
up to one-half inch between rotor and stator plates, and
with your required capacities.

...

.

cooperative Cardwell Engineer will advise you as to
the type of capacitor your problem demands. Discover
for yourself why Cardwell Condensers continue to
be
famous in the field as the
A

S

T

A'N

D

A

R D

OF. COMPARISON

CÁRDWELL
THE ALLEN .D. CARDWELL
81

CONDENSERS,
'MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

PROSPECT STREET

Buy Another War Bond This Pay Day
196

BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

only a couple of seconds, lo
enough for the technician to
serve that the particular ammeter
read zero, while plate and gf
voltmeters remain at normal roil!
ings. Amplifiers with self -bias a VI
so biased that, with all excitatito++k'
removed a safe amount of pia,
current flows. Such a stage won
seem to have regeneration or q
ciliation, but the skilled technici'
will be familiar with his circus
Where plate current flows wi
excitation off, the difficulty may t
ti-aced not only to improper net
tralization but to spurious oscillf
tions, caused generally by simila
r -f chokes resonating in the plat to
and grid circuits at some far re! 1,
moved low frequency. Parasitiel
of high frequency due to long i'l
leads may also cause irregular
operation and may show up with,
this check.

,

1

Checks After Shutdown

If the operator has more
available and his transmitter
the air, he has two other easy
August 1944
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"ENGINEERED
LOCKING!
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sttion showing Shakeproof Type
Dine Lock Washer. Shakeproof
miLock Washers with plain perir _rlare particularly advantageous
¢n sed to span oversize or elonw'eeclearance holds. Pressure is
ccd to the outer rim, distributing
lid over a large area.
'I

,
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WRITE EOR.FREE

Modern fastening techniques, such as those developed and
recommended by Shakeproof Engineers, have led to the improved utility of countless products. These engineers, with
their thorough knowledge of fastenings and the materials
with which they are used, are well qualified to help you in
obtaining the most efficient locking for your particular
applications. Shakeproof offers you this service in the
interest of product improvement-without obligation.
There's a "plus" value to the Shakeproof service... providing you with the choice of six standard lock washer styles
... all incorporating the exclusive Shakeproof taperedtwisted tooth locking principle. Such a combination
assures locked-tight, vibration -resisting efficiency. Call in a
Shakeproof engineer-let him analyze your products and
show you how these fastenings will help give them a
longer life and more satisfactory performance. Write today!

SH'P'KE

H

TOOTH
NnlgAPPIco
O
EXTERNAL-INTERNAL
'TYPE

... A REAL AID TO

TEST KIT

No. 21

F,
ñ c.
écrcqr/tiitd I
®O

Distributor of Shakeproof Products Manufactured by ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS
2501 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Plants at Chicago and Elgin, Illinois
In Canada: Canada Illinois Tools, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
1
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Type

1

ng Screws

etals

akeproof
Type 25 Thread -Cutting

Screws for Plastics

Sems Fastener Units
Pre -Assembled Shakeproof Lock

Washer and Screw

Shakeproof Cowl
Fasteners ..."The Quick Opening Lock'

`
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IMEM.MIWINMSa.

íré don't care
We make all kinds of insulated assemblies at Ucinite. But we have no special

preferences

... and play no fiLvorites in manutitcturing them.

It's the customer that

calls the turn. We don't care whether the order is for
laminated or molded bases. 11 e don't care whether the lugs and metal parts
need to
be made by punch presses or screw machines. Tell us what
type of assembly you
require and we will produce it the way you want it.
It is a matter of professional pride, with us, to make our specialized skill and
varied equipment count in getting things done in strict accordance
with specifications
and time schedules, too.

...

1

The- 'UCiI ITÉ CO..
.Newtonville 60; Mass
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.
198
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LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES'
CERAMIC SOCKETS
JACKS

PLUGS

BANANA PINS

CONNECTORS
August 1944
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
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EXPORT DEPT.,
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101 HAZEL STREET, PATERSON 3, N. J.

BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 4, N. Y.

CHICAGO 47, 1917 NO: SPRINGFIELD AVE.
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1/ow to Mead a
VIBRATING REED FREQUENCY METER

i

in

of checking roughly for neutral,.
tion. With the filament of
amplifier tube lit, but the plate
age off, r -f voltage is fed to
amplifier. While observing
grid current meter, the plate .
tuning capacitor is rotated thr(
resonance (with no plate volta
In a perfectly neutralized st

I

the grid ammeter reading sh
remain steady, since the plate .
cuit is supposed to have no reac
upon the grid circuit.
In a badly neutralized sta
there will be a violent dip of the
meter while tuning through ret
ance. There will generally be st
slight reaction on the meter, es
cially on the higher frequenc
even though the amplifier is n
ON THE NOSE! Model 21-FX, full cycle
increment. shown indicating a frequency of 60 cycles.
tralized, but the operator will eat
The 60 cycle reed is vibrating to full
amplitude
QXt.fc/'ltal:Q ó
recognize this flutter of the neéj
with the adjacent 59 and 61 cycle reeds
prac
from the more pronounced
tically at a stand still,
caused by poor neutralization.
Another quick check is good
all but the final stage. This
quires that two stages have no pl
voltage while checking, althol'
60
60
the filaments remain on. With'
60.5 cycles. The 60 and 61
60.75 cycles. The 60 cycle
cycle reeds are vibrating
60.75 cycles. Note this is a
reed
is
preceding stage tuned to resonan
vibrating
a
little, and
equally, but to less than full
half -cycle instrument. The 60.5
the 61 cycle reed is vibrating
amplitude. Side reeds are quiet.
and the 61 cycle reeds are vi(but no plate voltage) the succe 11
to almost full amplitude. Other
brating equally.
reeds are quiet.
ing amplifier is likewise tuned !.Dort
resonance and its plate meter o tin
served for current. The present
L9171]
of current will be a fairly sure sits
um
of
r-f leaking through the preceii
ijcA120
790 400 4Í0
ing amplifier tube and being rect
24.85. Watch the scale! Each
118.0.
This
fled in the succeeding stage.
one
is
easy.
Each
395. This is a cinch, too. How
division is one half cycle. Fro.
1,1
division reprehents a full cycle.
quency lies between 24.5
many cycles per division? Five
The
118
cycle
Obviously
reed
has
the
no comfinal
stage
cycles and 25 cycles and closer
canrlj
-right.
The
395
cycle
petition In this example.
reed has
to 25 than 29.5.
everything its own way, here.
be checked in this manner sine sk
there is no following stage bi
A/ow,
which to detect the presence of r-~
Watch your Scales!
At higher frequencies or due tÍ
A
stray
B
couplings, some r-f may still,
C
feed through but the engineer
=111f11
conscious of these peculiarities.
.
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SIMPLY READ THE REED

lZt.i

1

Other Effects

b

7tefueney/i1Lt

Bulletin VF.43 with
supplements gives
detailed descriptions
of the complete line
of J-BT Frequency
Meters. Your copy is
waiting for you.

BJPT

Añswers, but

(Manufactured under Triplett Patents and/or Patents
Pending)

i -B -I

2

NO PEEKING
3
O'06E = 8
S'6S

=

V

1

It must be stressed that the tech
nician must be fully acquainted;
with the circuits he tests by theselt
methods, to avoid damage and
trouble. These checks should serve' d3
to indicate that everything is operating normally, any deviations from
usual readings only warning the
operator for more careful checking.
Even after these tests, there may
be extraneous oscillations due to
shock excitation, transients, or
other strays developed by long
operation of circuits, which will
escape these tests. Such special 01
conditions require treatment with
extensive and elaborate equipment.

h

V14

INSTRUMENTS, INC.
8,

431 CHAPEL STREET

NEW HAVEN

CONNECTICUT

11
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1

TRANSTAT

'

LIGHTER
THAM

BEFOII.

k).>'....!'

....---

'

MAXIMUM LOAD 340 VA, 50/60 CYCLES,
LOAD 300 VA, 50/60 CYCLES,
115 VOLTS INPUT, 0 TO 130 VOLTS
VOLTS INPUT, 0 TO 115 VOLTS
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
MAXIMUM BRUSH CURRENT 2.6 AMPERES

NOMINAL
115

FLEXIBLE-New Brush Assembly Facilitates
Mounting Changes

nth this new model, many smaller communications and

iiustrial applications can have Tronstat's smooth con-

,.tif, high efficiency and ruggedness. An ideal componit, this transformer-type a.c. voltage regulator is
oe:J one-half the size and less ,than one-half the weight
*the smallest previous TH Transtat.

UNIFORM-Interchangeable Bakelite Bases

II'

rh

liiiddition to the well-known Bakelite closeness of tolerbte,

these bases have insulating barriers between ter -

lals to prevent shorting of leads.

1'

The unique brush arm shaft mechanism provides ease

of

change from table mounting to back of panel mounting
or ganging. Die cast brush arm permits quick brush
changes, improves heat dissipation and has generous
brush contact area.

Other features include extra wire
insulation and impregnation of core and coil with special
synthetic phenolic varnish. For complete details write for
bulletin.
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY, 178 Emmet St., Newark 5, N.

1

,Y1

1-1917-1-1*

:T'fT1-1

Ipckwlw rotation of hand.
'+tool Increases the ',elicits*
we oblomeu*ted unit Is
aaader as shown below.

For back of panel mounting,
connect Transtat es shown
end reverse shaft to provide
veltoee Increase en clockwise
movement.

circuits ere possible
the now Tronstal Is
for polyphase or
simultaneous sinote phone

.MAony

when

fanged

control.

For fuse testing, spot weldlog, soldering, etc., an od
lustobie low voltage can be

furnished

as

show*.

For rediller plate supply, end
other h.*. applications, the
new Trans -tee way be tea.
netted thus.

Pioneer Manufacturers

f

Transformers, Reactors

d Rectifiers for Electronics
and Power Transmission

M ANUF.Ar;URENG

SINCE

1901

AT

NEWARK

N

J.
1

e
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WHERE TOMORROW MEETS TODAY
,.

Lip

,

.

there

above the clouds
the Dreams of Tomorrow
are being proven
today

SOARING GOMBAT PLANES sing a song of the future! In
equipment and efficiency they far outstrip normal peace -time
ambitions. They are born of the grim challenge of war for new and
ever -improved electrical design.
Vision and inventive genius are required to originate such new
developments, and in this field Small Electric Motors (Canada)
Limited havebeen privileged to make important scientific contributions. Out of the experience gained today by forward -looking
firms :like this,: substantial benefits will a6crue to the world of
tomorrow.:

At the moment, Small Electric Motors is in full production for
Victory but in the post-war field of electrical equipment the
influence of this aggregation of creative engineering minds will
also he recognized for specialized services of a high order.

.

L

E

A

S

I

D

E-

(.CÁNADA)

kIMITED

TORONTO.

DESIGNERS
AND MANUFACTURERS
Of All Types of Precision
Electrical Apparatus
Including :
D.C. Sc A.C. Motors for

Specialized Purposes
Aircraft Generators
Aircraft Engine'Starterk
Alternators
Afotor Generators
Electric Pumps
Motors with Governor:
GYr'IIS, etc.

~ow
CANADA
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POSITIVE CLUE

';

to Life Expectancy
and Dependability!

CATHODE-RAY LIFE RACKS

PULSE LIFE RACKS
'OSCILLATION LIFE RACKS

It is axiomatic in the field of electronics that no piece of equipment is worth its salt until it has been
checked- for performance. Axiomatic-and an inexorable specification, as we who make Sherron Test
Equipment are in a position to know. Electronic standards are high; come -down, or compromise is
taboo. Quality control is the ruling consideration. In the case of life tests, this means that the racks
must not only simulate, but exceed every operational condition of the tube in actual use. Endurance
and durability trust be built into the racks, if they are to stand up under the punishing routine of
intensive checking. Designed and engineered to anticipate the most rigorous, realistic demands.
sh.rrnn life racks are serving the country's leading tube manufacturers.

,Sherron

"Where the Ideal is the Standard, Sherron Test
Units Are Standard Equipment"

Electronics
SHERRON METALLIC CORP.
1201 FLUSHING AVENUE

EECTRONICS

-
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BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.
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Communication
Systems

/

(Continued from page 101)

THERMADOR'S PRECISION

j/llO

EQUIPMENT

trol and direction of aircraft tall
a variety of forms. In all cases t
aim is to provide reliable servil
under any and all conditions, wi,
adequate alternatives provided
case of failure of the primary syl

,

IPICIlriltl'a,r~11ssG/I'.e
=--_'

.-

,,,
-

:

"

.%

l

tern.

The most elementary type
equipment for. use in planes is ti
compass receiver which enables tl
pilot to ascertain his own locatiol
Such a receiver permits broadcast
stations to be used as homing bel
cons.

us

Range -Beacons

31.W.+1

.

T\J.

...

I.

n

,

7,*

.

.

o

!

i
a

il

Various types of radio -range be
cons are in use. Loop -type radi
range-stations were originally it
stalled and in some cases these ar
still in operation. They are, hom
ever, subject to considerable nigh
error and consequently are beis
replaced by Adcock antennas wher
ever feasible. These are virtuallt
free from this undesirable charac
teristic. Such radio ranges provide
the well known A and N homing,
beams.
Beacons are supplemented by fang
markers, usually several miles from!,
the airfield. The purpose of the fan
markers is to give a definite indication to the pilot that he is a specified distance from the field and to
leo
permit him to make necessary adjustments before landing. In addi- ,tres
tion to the fan markers a 75 -Mc
Z marker is used to provide a definite indication that the pilot is over ,cro
the beacon station. This Z marker
provides a signal which operates a
flashing lamp on the instrument
panel of the plane. The electrical
characteristics of the system are II
such that the Z signal takes the dóy
place of the cone of silence which
would otherwise occur when the
pilot is directly over the antenna of
the radio range -beacon. Thus, a
definite position indication is substituted for an absence of signal
when the pilot has reached his objective.
The Z marker is also used to indicate a change in course, since the
Z marker signal is received at the
I
intersection of two range -courses.
Such an intersection, or turn, is
usually indicated by keying the Z
u

Two of Thermador's autonratit high speed lamination pump

The production of quality transformers is more than just
an assembly job; it sis an intricate manufacturing process
which requires modern precision equipment. In this respect
Thermador's position is unique. For Thermador has, within
its own plant, all the facilities needed for each operation in
the manufacture of transformers. Thermador can produce
in quantity, quality transformers with exacting tolerances.
The combination of these factors is seldom available to a

Whet

transformer manufacturer.
When it's quality you demand-quality in material, qua!ity in manufacturing and quality in engineering in quantity

-discuss transformers with Thermador.

THERMADOR TRANSFORMERS
DEFEAT

'
204

-HEAT

i3i

COLD

f

HUMIDITY

THERMADOR ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING
N.
CO.
5119 South, Riverside Dr,iye

Los

Angeles 22, California

.

J
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A RE YOU MOVING FORWARD WITH

Ii

That's why ít

been mighty tough going every inch of the way for him

trudging over the burning sands of African deserts

crawling over the jagged rocks of Italy

cuing a blood -paved path to Paris

.

.

.

?

our sacred obligation to plan for hím and

his future now. We must be ready to convert to peacetime

.

production

yughing through the steaming jungles of the South Pacific
.

is

f//M

and now,

a

... ready

to start building that better world

.

world in which there will be a well -deserved place for him:

!

When he comes back, he will expect to find a better

+rld waiting for him than the one he left to go out
fight for

<d

..

and he. has a right to expect it

*Bur

;
(

.

M

A

.'

7/

!

MORE THAN BEFORE... BONDS

MA G U/RE INDUSTRIES,

INC..
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TAMFORD

BRIDGEPORT

No industry can afford to overlook Electronics when
planning new production methods ... for in Electronics will be found the key to the streamlining of
many processes by automatic "magic eye" controls.

NEW MILFORO

NEW YORK
205
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A

COMPLETE

`CLAY"RAMIC
SERVICE
for every electrical, chemical and
mechanical application.
Locke has unrivalled facilities for the
production of tired clay pieces hvi
every known method.

(1) Dry Process-Porcelain
Steatite

andll

A process ideally suited to the.
production of certain pieces with

reasonable tolerances and adeII
prate mechanical and electrical
strength.

t

(2) Vacutite Process-Porcelain and
Steatite

PP

process developed by Locke
for forming intricate pieces.
Close tolerances. -Mechanical and
electrical strength almost equal
to wet process.
A

.

-

"Opt

at-me-lath 1,44 a
two, ciúfft'oct

izo~de,1

Those were the requirements for the base insulator of one
of America's great stations. And this insulator is the one that
met them.
The insulator you need may be only a tiny standoff or
entrance insulator milli practically no mechanical requirement at all, but at Locke these get just the same attention to
engineering and manufacturing detail that is given spectacular developments such as this two million pound insulator.
Because your requirements are small, don't hesitate to call
on us. You will get the same consideration and service as

the biggest jobs get.

Z

sulators, and porcelain for'ii
mechanical and chemical applica

tions. Exceptionally strong
mechanically and electrically.
Locke \\'et Process porcelain and
Locketite is produced by the follow.
ing methods, the selection of method
depending upon the piece.

(1) Pugging
(5) Jiggering
(2) RamExtrusion(6) Plastic Press
(3) \Vet and Dry 17) Core Casting
Turning
(8) Drain Casting
(4) Plunging
19) Throwing
and certain other methods which at

the

1,

resent have only limited

application.
Other clayranic products will be
available in the future to meet special
conditions. Whatever your problem,
our experienced electrical, mechanical
and ceramic engineers will be glad
to help. Their services have resulted
in material savings in money, time
and critical materials to other manu
facturers. Perhaps they can help you.

-P INSULATOR CORPORATION

o

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
206

(3) Wet Process
Porcelain and
Steatite
The standard process for the
production of high voltage in.

%&40110.4.4 C.4(LuyLQ.yKGQ

_...-
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straight furrow. And a good plowman
is never satisfied with anything short of perfection. It takes men of
experience and judgment-men imbued with quality ideals-to build
quality products. The skilled direction the NEW DETROLA
management now applies to the manufacture of precision war
It takes a steady, knowing hand to plow a

ti

equipment will one day guide the making of fine electronic
products for home and industry. Hasten The Day Of Victory By
Buying More And MORE TVar Bonds.

DEIR01.11 RIIHIO

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION

C.

eCTRONICS
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RUSSELL

FELDMANN

BEARD AT CHATFIELD,

cy

DETROIT!, MICH.

PRESIDENT
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marker in a specified manner. 9,
Z markers are also used to indict
I
clearance to the pilot to proceed,'
the next fan marker. When used,
this way, the Z markers are used
traffic lights to indicate a clear s
passage on the next leg of the jo

""P

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
KC

c

Micur
PETERSEN RADIO
(OUII(IL'BLUIIs.

:

(0..

IA.

NAME IN U.S.A

ney.

Combined Voice and

We Are Busy
Operating 24 hrs. per day in the most
modern, efficient crystal plant.
Every crystal finished individually to exact
frequency mechanically, completely eliminating hand work, assuring highest uniformity
and quality.

D -F

While these facilities are use,
in directing a plane, experience
shown that it is often desirable 141
necessary to talk to the pilot Mil
he is flying a course. Early install
tions made provisions for such t,
arrangement by transmitting void
modulation in place of the radIIl
range beacon signal. Such a pill

I

l'

k

PETERSEN RADIO. CO.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
CRYSTALS EXCLUSIVELY SINCE

1934

ELIMINATES NAME PLATES
ON FRONT PANELS
A proven method for placing durable characters
on metal. panels, chassis, etc.

* Inlaid

baked enamel characters,
protected by background finish; resistant to abrasion and salt spray;
guaranteed to pass 50 hour salt
spray test.
* Front panel will match finish of
cabinets.
* Recommended and endorsed by
scores of manufacturers of electronic, sound and communication

.

.

u

,t

1

cedure made it neéessary to shut off
the A -N signals when voice coml1
munication was desired. This want'"1
undesirable since it temporarily!
denied the homing device to pilota`,il
flying the course.
To overcome this objection, a sim-lli
ultaneous radio -range beacon was'
devised. This permits the operateT
in the control tower to speak to pi- ,ia..t
lots in flight at the same time that
the pilot makes use of direction- ,
finding signals. Simultaneous ra
dio -range stations are used to transmit weather data to pilots while
flying, and to direct traffic near the
control tower. Ordinarily, these
simultaneous radio -range stations
operate 24 hours a day except in

il
1

o

-

.

-

.ó

1

equipment.

1

PROMPT DELIVERIES-Send us your bore fabricated
steeL,vnd within two weeks we will
return it finished and marked to

'

i

ALSO...

your complete satisfaction.

SILK SCREENING
on front panels and
chcssis, either metal or
plastic. Sharp clear charN. yocters durably printed
on finished or unfinished

RE EN MAKERS
64 FULTON

STREET
NEW 1(ORK 7,
Tel:: REctor 2-9867
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-h-f direction -finder on wheels.I
used to guide fighter aircraft to emer- Ii n
gency fields
N

AACS

surfaces.

i
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iinn4ufaing Materials

<

Akraile blf in Production Quantities

i
I
,f
iallt

atstanding high temperature
des ned for use with heat stable

Mating m, Trials. These product')
operatin temperatures as high
7''t ey combo heat resistance and
proofness wit' exceptional
of electrical i ,perties.
-

It

4

993-i silicone resin for
Fiberglas st ed magnet
yrglas or asbe as cloth, tape and
1. impregnating otor stators, transformer
other electric' equipment. Operating
mire. 150°C. tc 00°C.
e ,ilnD M:152- . silicone resin for impregPating ec[uipn It. Operating
ning

ti

ha-

d'.iITg

-

i

in 125°C. tc 75°C.
ding

Sllflconm 'Products

Include:

on liquids, wit riscosity little affected
perature changes; fi operation
zero ad W ell as elevs 1 temperatures.
rio

tes-For lubrication t valves in' high temperature or
ive chemical services 'lug Cock Grease-For metal valves
ek Grease-For glasDnd ceramic valves.
.

.a.

DOW CORNING'
CORPORATION
5OX 592

MIDLAND

i
N

J

-MICHIGAN

lasting Wolf Pac

't.:'

with ,=Coñvérsátn
o

Sinking U-boats

.

e

blasting
enemy planes ...silencing hostile

I

sy

--

.

.

.

batteries ... these are but a few of
the many "missions" now being

carried out by Transformers, the "bombs"

that are activated by TALK instead of TNT.
Thus Transformers, along with the other
important components that make up the Communications Systems for our armed forces, are

r

doing,théir "talking" where it really counts...
which is a fine example for us at home to follow.
THE ROLA COMPANY, INC., 2530 Superior Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

"Mike"

Let the man with the
A
e

'`

do the talking

{

lawZr'

Help Shorten the War

SOUND
210

Buy

1

I.

More War Bonds

^

MAKERS OF THE FINEST IN
REPRODUCING AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

x
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Write today for samples of
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your Free
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PARTIAL LIST OF M'RpRA ODUCTS
Braided Steering

Cotton Topes,
hated Varnish
4

SleevingsFiberglas

Mares
of cal types
weh'ugd

.

Pqy:r;,

ORn %. Aje
NEW YORK

C..-:
Ya

.Esr. 1889

Steering and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos
and TapeImpr
Extruded Plastic
Varni
Cloth and
Mica
teCambric
Tape, Paper, Cothaand Tubing
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combat zones. In such cases t,
operate only at the request o],
pilot.
o

Direction -Finding Methods Provld
Bearings

-

/ fr?%.

fasr- ca.r..?:.9.

_''""3e
,...--.1.,

i..tii.`:'=::'...r-

i'':i
-_

....e,::y .

S

R.i Q.t..

......,
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I

for Pilots

While radio range -beacons are .
lied on as much as possible, these
cilities may not always be depenf!
upon. This is particularly true
combat areas where equipment nil
be damaged as a result of enei
action, where fighter pilots are t i7
too well trained in radio ran
beacon methods, or where blat 1,1i
outs may be encountered. In su
cases, radio direction -finding met j
II.
ods are used to ad9antage.
Of course, bearings must be q
ken at several positions from tram
1

missions sent out from the pia
requesting its bearings. Bearin
from several stations are then cord
municated to a central or key sti 1
tion where the position of the plat
is determined. The plane's positi
is then communicated to the pi!
By taking sucessive bearings at vs
ious time intervals, the pilot can
kept advised of his position.-B.i
l

3

EW radio developments are being
worked out -behind these new doors iOn
the success of its past achievements Pacific
Division's Radío Engineering Laboratory
has earned for itself a. greatly expanded
workshop. 5The satñé'engineers who
developed the Gibson Girl Emergency
Transmitter
who -pioneered in radio
remote control equipment, now have the
full facilities to accelerate ¿heir development work. Principally they are working
on a new interpretation of simplified UHF
for aircraft and other uses.'The doors of
this new laboratory will open tomorrow
when this development is perfected.

e

SORTING PLATINUM
WIRES IS FINE WORK

...

i

1,11

.

Q

f

TPacØcO/v1uon

ti

.

-Vendi Aviation':CorP oration

1114

b

O

t

Ikt

J.

W

,

\t-<,
Q$y

`i

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL/F.

o

a

)

c

Before Pearl Harbor Pacific Division developed
the famous Gibson Girl Emergency Transmitter,
-- which is now standard equipment on
every A.A.F.
and A. T; C. airplane' making,o$erwater flights.

Platinum wires having diameters of 20.,
22 and 24 thousandths of an inch can
be sorted by sight and touch alone by
79 -year old Warren Black. Employed
by Brown Instrument Co.. he hasn't
been found wrong in 20 years by inspectors

212
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SELF -GENERATING PHOTÚELECTR1CT CELLS
d.

r

1101
.

Selenium Corporation of America photo -electric cells are of
the self-generating type and are manufactured to highest sensitivity and permanence standards. All S. C. A. self-generating
cells can be used in a range from -70° C. to +70° C. and are
rendered permanently stable by a special forming process.The
most modern methods and equipment available are used in
the manufacture of S. C. A. products. All, cells and types,
thoroughly inspected and matched with regard to sensitivity,
spectral response, etc., are available.

makes photoelectric cells, mounted
and unmounted, in over
30 standard sizes. Many
of these standard types
S. C. A.

can be shipped from stock.
technical
photo -electric

Write for special

Bulletin

on

cells and Selenium Rectifiers

with output from 100 microamperes to 1000 amperes.

5
L

,_

SELENIUM CORPORATION OF, AMERICA
1.

EL:TRONICS
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THE ELECTRON ART
Infrared Spectroscopy in Industry
Radial Beam Tubes
Control of Radium Poisoning
Phase -Indicating Null Indicator for Bridges

214
214
230
242

Infrared Spectroscopy in Industry
THAT THE USE OF INFRARED spectroscopy in industry has passed

through its first phase in which the
fundamental work has been done is
pointed out in a recently published
book, "Infrared Spectroscopy" by
Barnes, Gore, Liddel and Williams,
of American Cyanamid Co. (Reviewed in July, 1944 ELECTRONICS,
p. 370) The authors review the
preliminary work of spectroscopists in developing their own
methods of quantitative analysis
and suggest ways in which the new
technique may be further improved
as an industrial tool. A condensation of their views follows.
Industrial infrared spectroscopy
is now entering its second phasethe development from proving
potentialities under ideal research
conditions to widespread applications under any practical conditions which might occur. It has
passed the stage of hiring a trained
infrared spectroscopist with the
general instruction that he should
build an instrument and then proceed to demonstrate its utility.
Neither sufficient time nor trained
personnel is available to permit
such an approach. With the large
number of companies now conducting infrared research, it is necessary that commercial spectrometers
be available, that there be sufficient
background information in the
literature so that an operator may
produce results immediately without spending a long time acquiring
basic data.
The infrared spectroscopist already at work in the field was called
upon to study the possibility of performing analyses which were difficult or tedious by chemical
methods. Once a satisfactory analysis had been established, his research instrument was generally
tied up for a month or more on
routine work while research on
214

further exploratory problems suffered. For his own protection, the
spectroscopist developed simple,
compact instruments having sufficient resolving power to handle the
majority of the analytical problems
encountered. With such instruments available, the role of the
research spectrometer in analysis
may be restricted to obtaining the
pure spectra of the components involved. From these spectra, the
analytical frequencies can be
chosen and the rest of the analysis
performed by means of the small
spectrometer. For convenience in
setting to these frequencies, mechanical stops are provided. These
small instruments can be operated
in the laboratory or moved to the
site of the chemical reaction.
There are at least two important
advances in the instrumentology
of research spectrometers which
must be made. Most infrared spectra are obtained today as records of
frequency vs galvanometer deflection superimposed upon the radiation background. To obtain full
significance from these results it is
necessary to convert them to f requency vs percent transmission or
log of percent transmission. This
conversion now involves considerable tedious labor and it is highly
desirable that the instrument make
this conversion automatically. In
short, infrared needs a spectrophotometer to replace its present
spectrometer.
Most infrared recording is done
by means of a very sensitive galvanometer amplifier. Unless the
stability conditions of the building
in which the instrument is used are
favorable, such a mechanically
sensitive device is not satisfactory.
An improved detecting system is
required and it is highly desirable
that a means of electronic amplification of thermocouple output be

devised to replace the present u
of galvanometers. There is a gro""
ing tendency to use pen recorde
rather than photographic method
for recording the galvanomet'
deflections. This means that
electronic stage must be interpos,
between the galvanometer bea
and the actual record. If the enti,
amplification from the radiation d
tector to the record could be doll
electronically, the use of some tyll
of a split beam instrument wou
answer the instrumental problen
of the infrared spectroscopist.
tI

!%

Radial Beam Tubes
A NEW TYPE of vacuum tube, I
which a flat radial beam of electron
in a cylindrical structure may b

made to rotate about the axis,'is dl
scribed by A. M. Skellett in th
Bell System Technical Journal fo'
April, 1944. Features of the tub
are its absence of an internal focul
ing structure and resultant simplic
ity of design, its small size, low op'
erating voltage and high beam cur`
rent.
Several designs and variations o
the fundamental idea exhibited i
this tube are possible. In its most
elementary form, as illustrated il
Fig. 1, the tube consists of a cylin

I

Electron
beams
Cathode

Anode structure
Fig. 1-Metal plates arranged cylindrically about the cathode form sepa
rate anodes in this new type of vacuum
tube

drical cathode surrounded by
cylindrical anode structure which
is divided into a number of parallel
strips or separate rectangular
anodes. When the potential of the
a
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scientists
engineers,
know and .
From experience have come to
for
and Rheostats
and manufacturers
Resistors
rely on Ohmite resistance-control.
fixed or variable
advances, this
development
increasingAs electronicreliability becomes
Ohmite
of
find
you
assurance
As a result,
present-day
ly important. used not only in
for use in
Units widely but also selected
industrial
war equipment, laboratory and
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efficiency,
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quality.
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prove product
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If You Are Interested in the Design and Application
of Permanent Magnets ... Send for These 4 Pamphlets
Much is known today about permanent magnets and their usefulness
.
. .
and much of what is known is
discussed in a practical way in these
four articles written by our Chief En.
gineer, Earl M. Underhill. If you are
interested in the design and appli-

C INAU.DAÇ RAPH
CORPORATION

cation of permanent magnets, you
should have these pamphlets for immediate study and ready reference.
They're yours for the asking.
CINAUDAGRAPH CORPORATION
2
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A -N Quick Disconnect Plugs and Receptacles

for

Use in

Aircraft

Ordnance

Signal Corps

Radios

Instruments

-Ts

.1

r
Finish: New,

conductive.

and corrosionresistant.
Contacts: Made of a new silver clad material affording greater
conductivity, and positioned for
easier and faster fabrication.

Split Shell: Designed to facilitate
assembly, inspection, and maintenance, with all the advantages

Coupling Ring: Multiple
positions for safety wiring.

Assembly Ring: Provides positive

locking of split shell and eliminates hazards front vibration.

of solid construction.

Harwood Connectors, constructed in accordance with
Army and Navy Specifications Nos. AN -9534a and
AN -W -C-591, have been consistently improved and
simplified through progressive engineering, constant
retooling, use of better materials, and rigid quality
control.
Expanded production facilities make Harwood Conrec-

tors available in large quantities with assurance that
your delivery requirements will be met on schedule. A
complete line of AN 3100, AN 3102, AN 3106, and
AN 3108 plugs and receptacles are available in sizes
ranging from 10S to 48.
Harwood Connectors are used by practically all of the
principal aircraft, instrument, and radio concerns.

THE HARWOOD CO,
Division olas p gels corporation

ECTORS.

ELECTRIC
540 North Lo Breó-Avenue

Los

Angeles 36,. California

WEbster 7184
I
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various anodes is made posit,
with respect to that of the catho
electrons are drawn to each of till
segments. When a uniform m
netic field is applied, with its dirt
tion at right angles to the axis
the tube, the electrons "are focus
in two diametrically opposite beat:
as shown, the direction of the ma.
netic field being indicated by t
arrow marked H.
The beams are parallel to t
lines of force of the magnetic fie
so that if the field is rotated t'
electron beams move around ti
tube with it. In this way, the ma
netic field serves both to focus tl
electrons and to direct the resultir
beams to different elements of tl,
anode structure.

:
l

Single Beam

For some applications it is desii
able to eliminate one of the tw
beams and this may be acco
plished by substituting a unifo
electrical field in the tube for t
cylindrical field which results wh
all anode segments are at the sam

1

,

.1

Here's the Heart

of Postwar Radio
Crystal-clear reception is a requisite feature to the American

public in its postwar radio sets. And crystal control, as you
know, is a positive and dependable answer to avoidance of

strays, static and other undesirable signal.
Pan -El is ready now to work with any radio, fin or other

electronic device manufacturer who knows the importance
of engineering crystal control into his postwar circuits. Our

staff of Electronic Engineers, veterans now, ís always at your
service, and eager to help you take full advantage of the
quality our crystals can bring to your apparatus.

We are in

quantity production even of the most difficult types.

PAN -ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES, INC.

500 Spring Street, N.W.

"t"
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iy QUANTITY

PRODUCERS OF

Atlanta, Georgia

J

STANDARDND

SPECIAL

potential. The uniform field may q¡
obtained by applying to the anodl1
elements a series of potentials whiclj
vary according to the sine of th I
angle taken around the axis. Thil
line joining the maximum poten
tials (+ and
is maintaine
parallel to the magnetic field so tha
on one side of this cathode the poll
tentials are all negative and th
beam on that side is suppressed!,
The remaining beam will have
somewhat less current than the
corresponding one in the cylindrical field but the magnetic field
strength required for focusing is
reduced.
The magnetic field may be conveniently provided by inserting the
tube in place of the armature in the
stator of a two -pole polyphase alternating current motor. The rotation of the magnetic field in the
stator of the motor determines the
rotation of the electron beams
within the tube. Permanent magnets may also be used for applications where the electron beams
within the tube are not required to
rotate continuously. A rotating
field for the stator of the motor may
be produced from a single-phase
power supply by inserting a capacitor in series with each winding
of a split single-phase stator so that
the current through one phase

-)
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THE LUMARITH* SODA STRAW
was just a SPRINGBOARD ..

.

Note these new electrical uses for spirally -wound LUMARITH!
You'll find the old Lumarith soda straw

idea doing business all over the warfront these days-precision grommets,
for one thing, of spirally -wound
Lumarith, and doing a real job. Spirallywound units are also serving in aircraft
hydraulic controls, on small motors, in
lamps, push button tuning coils, coil
forms and as "spaghetti."
These transparent Lumarith parts are
efficient performers wherever light

weight, toughness, good insulating
qualities are important, plus Lumarith's
well-known resistance to the "black
hand" of corrosion.
Fabricatorsproducing spirally -wound

Abutstanding development, by one fabricator, is the spirally wind grommet of Lumarith-supplied with one end spun.
Air the grommet is in place, the other end is spun on standardrill press equipment, making a tight -fitting, permanent
inglation. The Lumarith won't crack or comb out despite climlc changes

EICTRONICS

-

August 1944,

tubing of Lumarith offer a range of

lengths, diameters and wall thick-

nesses, suitable to many types of applications in the electrical field. What
new uses can you visualize in your
products?
You'll also want to be posted on
the excellent insulating qualities and
corrosion-resistance of Lumarith foils,
films and molding materials. Send for
"Lumarith for the Electrical Industry,"
a

comprehensive booklet. Celanese

Celluloid Corporation, The First Name
in Plastics, a division of the Celanese
Corporation of America, 180 Madison
Reg. U. S. rat. on.
Avenue, I Tew York 13.

LUMARITH*
c/faia,neái 9:gaate
219

One company
cam

15

of

these.needed
1

'

1l

v

1.

An°her

needed

hether your requirements are 15 or 15,000
Arnold Brilhart, Ltd. will build dies and mold
to yossr specifications. The average problem
in precision plastics is closely
connected
with short -run production.
We realize this and are set up fo solve your
difficult problems regardless of quantity. In
fact we do not accept the ordinary long -run,

"loose tolerance", type of molding or fabri-

eating.

434
Y40

MIDDLE NECK ROAD

-

1

00 ° e0mPa"Y
of these.

All dies are made in our own tool
room.
INJECTION MOLDING
COMPRESSION MOLDING
TRANSFER MOLDING

HEAT FORMING
PRECISION FABRICATION

Complete production facilities in all
fields of
Plastics insure . . .
"THE PROPER SOLUTION TO YOUR
TOUGH PLASTICS PROBLEMS"

GREAT NECK,

N..Y. - Phone:GREAT
NECK4054
August 1944
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"Leap -Frog" Corrosion damages underground
pipes and cables.

t,

,

Pipes or other metal structures are in places
electro -positive in relation to the soil and due
to natural galvanic action corrosion results.
Metal is taken away from one section of pipe
and deposited somewhere else along the exposed pipe.
By

using Federal Cathodic Protection Recti-

fiers, "Leap -Frog" corrosion is foiled. On con-

stant guard is a direct current charge which
cancels the harmful electrolytic corrosive action on oil, gas and water pipelines and underground cables.
These Federal units have no moving parts, so
they last indefinitely with the absolute minimum of attention. In desert heat or torrid
dampness they keep on the job day and night.

-

V

Federal Cathodic Protection
Rectifier, Model FTR 5114-S. Ousput 20 G-nat 10 to 40 volts. Other sizes as requir.d.

04

Proper engineering for the corrosion problem at hand calls for the specialized
consulting engineering service which
is yours
when you look to Federal.
Write today for full details.

-

peres

Federal Telephone and Rallo CbrporI/oi'.
Newark

EL:TRONICS

-
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winding lags by 45 deg and
through the other leads by an
angle.
0.

Construction

'i
.,

The fundamental principles

in this type of tube may be mod

.

1

RUGG ED
'A

;+

and elaborated, depending uponi,
application for which the tub
intended. The diagram of Fi
shows the arrangement of the
ternal elements of a tube ha
30 anodes and various auxil
elements.
Surrounding the cathode is a t'
trol grid which modulates the t
tron beams in much the same i
as any control grid. The er
patched structure with 30 slot
maintained at a positive potes
with respect to the cathode an
analogous in its operation to
screen grid of a tetrode or pent
Behind each window of the sc
is a pair of paraxial wires wh
because of similarity in funs
to the fourth element of a pen
is called a suppressor grid. In

I

,

I

INSULATORS
are a "'main factor" of the high power
electronic tube. Quartz is the best electrical insulator known to science. Many other
qualities make it ideal for the job.... Not
subject to thermal shock. Non hygroscopic.
High surface resistance. Shaped to specification.
ULTRA VIOLET LAMPS (quartz mercury arcs)

HYDROGEN ARCS IN QUARTZ
FUSED QUARTZ ROD,

TUBING, PLATES and SPECIAL SHAPES

HANOVIA
CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING
Dept. E-10

CO.

NEWARK 5, N. J.

óntro/grid
Hat

Individual

anode

ors,

EIq

2-This mechanical arrangemesI
electrodes permits a radial electroi its
beam to be directed to each set of elan
ments by a magnetic field
Fart

Fig.
of

Q

of each suppressor is a separa
anode. Projection -like gear teet
in back of the screen elements ar
employed to prevent electrons, des
tined for one anode, from reachi
an adjacent one.
As shown in Fig. 2, the scree
consists of only one element. Howl
ever, it may be split into a numbe
of elements, if necessary to provid
a separate screen for each individ
ual anode. Likewise, the grid action
of the suppressor grid may be increased by means of lateral wires
across the window of the screen.
grid tube. The curves of Fig. 3'
shows the characteristics of the
tubes represented in Fig. 2. Curve
B is obtained with lateral wires)
previously mentioned whereas curve
A is obtained with simply the two;
i
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Here's important radio equipment powered
by Ray -O -Vac batteries and used in
establishing beachheads as at Attu,
in Africa and Europe.

The Manufacture Of Dry Batteries For War Use Has
Iliown Us How To Make Better Batteries. For Peace
and Walkie-Talkies, mine detetors, and other war -important electronic
Irelopments call for dry batteries. A large
piportion of these batteries on the fighting
.frints are made by Ray -O -Vac, in close coTh Handle-

opration with the U.S. Signal Corps.

your products require dry batteries, there
are many ways in which Ray -O -Vac engineers may help you. Check with them before you "freeze" your post-war designsand insure the advantages of "the batteries
of the future."
If

Other facWrite Dept. E., Ray -O-Vac Co., Madison 4. Wis.
du Lac.
Fond
Milwaukee,
City,
Sioux
tories, Clinton, Lancaster,

BUY WAR STAMPS

BUY WAR BONDS

'4TO

.71:'
TELEPHONE
IICTRON ICS

-
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ONICA
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AVIATION:7--

EQUIPMENT

PG
99rI

5
-p
IÓTO 1P+S,

MANUFACTURING !DIESIGNING

ENGINEERING TO ORDER

ELTRO#IC tQU

PME'KT

flADIO TRANSMITTERS
RADIO RECEIVERS
TESTING EQU IPMEAIT
.,.

,.

HIGH & ULTRA HIGH
.

FREQUENCY UNITS

?!.`-;

/
'

AMPLIFIERS
STANDARD PRODUCTION

f

AIRCRAFTMARINE

:

PO.LICEMOBILE

II

OR BASE RADIO

EQUIPMENT'

REXINCORPORATED
BASSETT
F O R

T. L A V

D E R

DALE, FL

O R I

DA.
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Maximum

Discrimination

-

.11

,á

e_

-,1

1

.

I

V

'1

A
11,1J

.1

\\

5(.11

"

FREQUENCY MODULATION receivers require linear discrimination against undesirable signals. Guthman engineers have
developed precise DISCRIMINATOR COILS to discriminate
equally on both sides of the reEciona::: curve, proUTHMAN viding maximum discrimination.
...;,,

2eadel1 41

yodad~tiC4

tír,".--

.....

1

DO YOUR BEST . . .
INVEST IN WAR BONDS!

EDWIN L GUTHMAN &
-15

-
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paraxial suppressor grid wirl
Measurements on this tube show
it to have the following characttlt
istics

:l
,

:

Without
Laterals
100
30,000
3.5

Transconductance (micromhos)
Anode Resistance (ohms)
Amplification Factor

-80

Cut-off Voltage

Witt'

,.o
141.0

fC IC.A

vA1.

I

2!
64,0C
16.

-9

It should be noted that the da
in this table, as well as the gra
of Fig. 3 shows the transfer ch
acteristic with respect to the s
pressor grid, rather than with
spect to the control grid as
usually the case. It is apparent th
amplification of signals applied
the individual suppressors may
readily obtained. The article givr
14.[.
,qq

,

Laters1

Ei

;

ISO

f/..11 ,

DRAWN PROM PHOTO BY

U.S. NAVY

COMBAT PHOIOBRAPHER

Flight Control uses Operadio equipment aboard a "Flat -top" as dive bomber takes off
á

40

WHEN THE NAVY WANTS ACTION IT'S

~GM vu Poronw

Fig. 3-Suppressor grid characteristics'
of the new tube. Curve A was obtained
with lateral wires, curve B with lateral

wires

no data concerning the transfe

... and when

ti

the time comes for action on electronic applications
to your product or process, come to Operadio-one of the first to
build and deliver; this vital Communications Control Equipment for the U. S.
Navy. For its design, engineering and manufacture, the Navy placed full
responsibility with Operadio. Having pioneered in designing and building the
first commercial portable radio more than 20 years ago, we were naturally
proud to utilize our seasoned electronic "know-how" on such an essential was
job. This experience is helping solve today's war problems ... let it serve you
on tomorrow's business problems. Operadio Manufacturing Company.
OPERADIO PLANT BROADCASTING FOR MUSIC AND VOICE -PAGING
. .
FLEXIFONE INTERCOMMUNICATION
.

characteristics as determined b
the control grid but there are n
indications to believe that this con
trol grid would behave different],
from that of any other tube strucl.
ture.
The article gives drawings an'
photographic reproductions of the
formation of electron beams under
varying magnetic fields and pro
vides a mathematical analysis for
the case of a cylindrical electrical
field as well as a uniform electrical

-1

field.

While a tube of this general type
should obviously be expected to lend
itself to many useful and interesting applications, Dr. Skellett's a"
tide limits discussion to the use of
this tube as an electronic commutator and the application of the
tube to multiplex telegraphy. It is
stated that a 30 -channel multiplex
system for signalling using two of
the 30 -anode tubes has been siccessfully tested over short distances
in New. York City.
-

oPERADIo
OPERADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. CHARLES, ILL.
SYMBOL OF ELECTRONIC
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NEW CAT

FRANKLIN'S

LOG

of electronic components
illustrated and detailed in this:new catalog are the products
of 2 years development to meet the rigid requirements of wartime necessity ... newly designed and patented Sockets, Plugs,
Switches, Contacts, Terminal Boards and Assemblies for wartime electronic use.
When the armed services, demanded new designs Franklin
engineers were ready with a specialized background of many
years experience with Radio and Electronic Components and a
full understanding of operating conditions under wartime use.
The products shown in this new catalog are war -tested proof
of Franklin's ability to develop and produce the goods...today
for the armed services
tomorrow, the moment Victory is
ours, for the Radio and Electronic Industries Peacetime Products.

...

Design Engineers will find the New Franklin
Catalog of inestimable value

..

it.liT. FRAI'KWN

Write for your copy on your company letterhead.

MANUFACTURING CORP.
CKETS

TERMINAL STRIPS

PLUGS

SWITCHES

PLASTIC FABRICATION

METAL STAMPINGS

ASSEMBLIES

175 VARICK ST., NEW _YORK 14, N.Y._
EL=TRONICS

-
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THE

SPHERE

OF

C

The sphere of electronics is increasing constantly
... it now encompasses practically all industries.
Electronic devices are being applied to do old
jobs quicker and more efficiently, and to accomplish tasks heretofore considered impossible.
At 'I. C. E. new methods of solving radio -electronics problems are being developed
and
these developments will be ready to serve you
when the peace is won. The time is coming when

...

ot fc

1b

can help put your post-war blue -prints
into action. One of the precision -engineered
tubes ready now is the I. C. E. 257B ... Beam
I. C. E.

Pentode transmitter tube ... 75 watt plate dissipation ... 200 watt output and 0.1 watt driving
power. Send your inquiries now.

ELECTRONIC TUBES

INDUSTRIAL
BE L M O N

228
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

CALIFORNIA
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Control of Radium Poison

"PACKAGED :METAL ENGINEERING"
saves you time, money, labtor>on

i - - - - -..-:-

INTRICATE, IJ:NUSU:AL,: CO;MY L EX °J0BS
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PANEL OF PRODUCTION AND
DECORATIVE INGENUITIES!
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This radio control panel, 54" x 27" is a "prize package" of
precision production and versatility -76 accurately positioned,
machined holes and slots, 3 -tone enamel finish and color inlay,
combination metal etching, a number of artistically produced
escutcheons and bezels, and easy -to -read dials with sharply defined calibrations.
It is another typical example of Grammes complete precision
production skills and facilities to produce Panels, Dials, Escutcheons, Bezels, and Name Plates that are intricate, varied,
and unusual.
With 69 yeárs of precision fabricating skills, broad "knowhow;' and cleverly devised assembly methods, Grammes can
save you time, money, and materials on your parts or product.
The facilities listed provide a centralized set-up for efficient and
economical precision fabricating and assembling.
Grammes can also be your complete manufacturing source,
providing the all-inclusive services and facilities of "Packaged
Metal Engineering"-*in one package ... in one service ... we
lake over ALL responsibility, acting as YOUR factory, from Design Research to Drop Sh)pments.

DRAWING

SPINNING
WIRE FORMING

ETCHING

EMBOSSING
HARD ENAMELING
SCREW MACHINES

LINE ASSEMBLY

MACHINING
SPRAYING
HEAT TREATING

DRILLING
WELDING
PLATING
ENAMELING

DECORATED

1-8.

METAL

PRODUCTS SPECIALISTS

-applying artistic
designs and finishes
that add beauty and
color to your product.

"MASTER CRAFTSMEN IN METAL"

L /JY./

L. F.

GRAMMES'6c.

SC>1VS;

CHICAGO

DETRC:T

,'S
MILWAUKEE

PH:LADELPri:A

I

E

.

:0r

d-DECORATED METAL PRODUCTS
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ETCHED

creased possibility of inj
Ksail}
through ignorance.
In controlling this type of haza 14two
important physical measu 10'11
men
are required. The rad iYicto
content of the workroom air kaov
of the expired breath of the mnb
dividual workers must be det
mined. With these measuremen í16e
it is possible to ascertain whethbrered
the workroom air contains sul
cient radon to constitute a haza ntra
and whether workers are taku ape
any of the radium paint into the
bodies.

as. 01

Apparatus previously used f ,ll it ti
measurements of radon consist', reum
of a sensitive string electroinetd,
connected to an ionization chair'"''
ber, in which the sample of a ,lot(
was placed to measure the strengtsaD
of the ion current which the rada
in the sample produced. This io
current is proportional to tb An,
111
amount of radon present. To sa'
time, it was necessary to mak
this electrometer record its read
ings automatically. This require'
a special camera and the result] ,
were not known until the film way
_developed and interpreted. Man) stf},
other disadvantages combined tt' t
reduce the rate at which testa;
could be made, such as failure of
insulators in humid weather and'1
the necessity for adjusting the
sensitivity of the electrometer to
the strength of each sample.
I

INC.; ÁLLEÑTOWN, PA.

CLEVELAND

,1(

111

ESTABLISHED 18754
NEW YORK

I
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LITHOGRAPHING
TOOLS & DIES

CONTRACT SERVICE

Grammes"-Dept.

lg (

I.

STAMPING

-your COMPLETE manufacturing source
From idea development and product improvement to post-war manufacture, Grammes Contract Service facilities are available NOW for
Research, Design, and Engineering. Let us work with you, complete
confidence assured. Send today for our booklet-"Contract Service by

'a

I

. ..,ü fi
1

has revive(
the problem of preventing poi;
ing and other injuries from rad'
in plants engaged in paint
luminous dials. This is a nat?
result of the great increase in tl
type of work for the manufact'(
of military equipment. Althoff
the principles of protection

now well known, many new wo e
et s under foremen who have
cently entered this field are N1O
gaged in applying radioactive pa'
and there is, therefore, an aere

-

:

,i

RECENTLY INTEREST

DIALS PANELS
PLATESCONTACTSTERMINALSCLIPSLUGSETC.

Electronic Method
To speed up these tests and also
to improve their accuracy, a new,:
method was developed by L. F.
Curtiss and F. J. Davis and described in the September, 1943 III,.
Journal of Research. To make clear
the principle employed, it should
be explained that radon is a radioactive gas which emits alpha par'
August 1944
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-andie Talkie signals

e

attack

II

:

HANDIE-TALKIE IS

110THER MOTOROLA RADIO FIRST!

liihere is glory at all in war, all of it
to the men who
f, :s without question
prodl the fighting. We who on the

,

''

d:tion front turn out the weapons
Victory find ample satisfaction in
I knowledge that our product delors when needed.
Ehe Handie-Talkie is a battery
liwered radio receiver and trans cuter no larger than a cracker box.
'llc operator talks, giving informa nn, and listens, receiving instruct ns. Officers and men in the infantry
it the "fightingest" radio set in
t : army! The "Handie-Talkie" was
¡peered and developed exclusively
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Motorola Llectronics Engineers.
Ws a Motorola habit to be first!
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The superiority of Ken-Rad "self -shielding"

metal tubes is best exemplified by 10 years'
successful manufacture of over sixty million
Today millions more are demanded by the
military This experience and capacity becomes
available for civilian requirements postwar

-.

TRANSMITTING TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 'l

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

O'W

E N S B O

EXPORTS

Id

R.O

M O O R E

RECEIVING TUBES

K E N
STREET

T U C K

NEW

YORK

Y.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FLUORESCENT LAMPS
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Until now most of the better high frequency insulators have been either brittle
or subject to deformation at elevated temperatures. With the development of
glass mat base Formica there is available an insulator that allows only minimum
losses at high frequencies and at the same time retains the mechanical strength
and machinability that is characteristic of other grades of Formica.
For low losses at high frequencies we suggest thcit you test Formica Grade
MF 66 which has been found to be the answer for antenna insulators and coil
forms on airborne and ground installations. It withstands the vibrations and
mechanical stresses to which military radio equipment is subject. This material

aVY

is

resistant to attacks of fungus growth and can be used in the tropics.

Sample on request. "The Formica Story" is a moving picture showing the
qualities of Formica, how it is made, how it is used. Available for meetings
of engineers and business groups.

THE FORMICA
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RONICS
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INSULATION COMPANY

4661 Spring Grove Avenue

Cincinnati,

3 2

Ohio
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tides, helium atoms, traveling
high speeds. It is these al NIII
particles that produce the ion c, II
rents in an ionization chaml 1'
Therefore, a method of count.
the number of alpha particles l
hour from a sample gives a
proportional to the amountvai
radon present in the sample. 9,.f
authors have devised equipment'
means of which this may be di
and the number per hour prin
automatically on adding -mach
I

ao,0000
0.00002

'

10,000 VOLTS

TO

paper.

First, all oxygen is

. v.

MODEL

`

'

o

k.

ó

"

..

300

VIP
NO

-

...ó

"

remoii Iprá

from the sample, since this l
hinders the production of a shl
4

electrical pulse in the ion counts

ELECTRONIC

chamber. The gas sample, mir
oxygen, is introduced into
at
chamber, which is a large can w I}o
an insulated rod projecting oRe
the center. The can is connec
to a source of voltage of ab N'
1,000 volts.
Under the conditions just :'''41
scribed, each alpha particle resú ;u&
in a sharp voltage pulse on the ce Rats
tral rod as the ions it produces
shooting through the gas a %
driven to the central rod by t >t-Ie
voltage applied to the can. Th
occurs in an extremely short tin
less than 0.001 second. This sha
pulse is amplified by a vacuu .L,
e
tube circuit until the current
strong enough to operate a tra odo
recorder, such as is used to cow
vehicles on a highway. This d
vice automatically prints the da md¡f
of the week, the hour of the dai b,
and the number of alpha particle
that have passed through th
chamber at that hour. This pr pail
vides the necessary data for con svo
puting the amount of radon pres ell
eli
ent.
G

.

VOLTMETER

ii

1>Ic

MODEL

220

DECADE

AMPLIFIER

mÁ'

1"

ta

MODEL

402

I

MULTIPLIER

`

A

R!dui

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred
million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy. 2% over most of the
range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with
logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.
Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also
be used as a highly stable amplifier, 70 DR
gain, flat to 150,000 cycles.

BALLitTIE LABORATORIES,
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY,
234

U. S. A.

INC.

1

ii,

Operation

diagram of the compleü,
system for counting alpha pat,
titles from radon is shown in the
illustration. In use, system
evacuated as far as stopcock T
with all other stopcocks in the
position shown. With reduced copper in tube C, heated to a dull red,
T, is closed and T, turned to admit a moderate stream of nitrogen
from the cylinder through the fur4i
nace and drying bulbs into the ion,
chamber. When the open manor'
eter M shows that atmospheric
pressure has been established inl
the ion chamber, T, is closed. Thei
A

1`
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'enicillin

' CA electronic
Drying Time Cut from
4 Hours to 30 Minutes

4.
5.

Reduction of floor space by about 90%.
Large savings in initial plant investment, compared with installations us mg "freeze-drying" process.

Is Made: Penicillin is produced by a special type of mold (either
by surface or submerged fermentation) in
containers holding up to several thousand
gallons. The penicillin-containing broth
is then separated from the mold by filtration, and the crude penicillin extracted
from the broth with an organic solvent.
It is next given an elaborate series of
chemical treatments which removes most
of the Impurities and reduces the bulk
about 600 times.
This is the point where the final bulk reduction must begin. The potency of the
solution must be increased from about
40,000 units per cc to about 100,000 units
per cc. The penicillin is then "freezedried" to its final powder form.
Much painstaking research in the
Squibb Laboratories has contributed to
the perfection of these processes and to
the designing of equipment to carry them
out on a large scale.
How Electronic Heat Is Used: Since evaporation by ordinary heat methods would
destroy the effectiveness of the drug, bulk reduction has been achieved through
"freeze-drying"-a process in which the
liquid is caused to evaporate from the
penicillin solution in' a high vacuum at
temperatures below the freezing point of
water.
In the electronic bulk -reduction method
developed at RCA, the solution is boiled,
under low pressure, at about 50°F. A
series of three glass bulbs is used in the
process, the high -frequency power from

r,,,/ '

How Penicillin

York, June 26-To aid in increasing
piduction of the drug penicillin, RCA
I.4.oratories, Princeton, N. J., developed
a lew electronic method for the bulkrductton of the purified penicillin soluThe new system, using electronic
13.
Poet, completes in 30 minutes a process
miring 24 hours by conventional
v!hods!
the achievement was announced jointly
RCA Laboratories, Inc., and E. R.
tibb & Sons, manufacturing chemists to
medical profession, under whose
'Aces extensive tests have just been
c zpleted.
,'ih RCA electronic heating apparatus
al concentrate in 24 hours enough
tticillin to treat 4000 patients requiring
5,000 units each.
,ier Benefits: Squibb scientists completed
,re than 1000 tests to compare the elecNg

method with the conventional
Ithod of concentrating penicillin. The
Vantages of electronic heat, in addition
d'nic

t.

speed, included:

Reduction of operating costs. One ton
of dry ice (costing $65) is saved every
24 hours.
Reduction in maintenance costs
through elimination of complicated
freezing apparatus and high -vacuum
pumps.
9 Smoother flow of production with less
chance of shut -downs due to mechanical difficulties.
1

RCA ELECTRONIC HEAT
BUY

WAR
BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

I
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CAMDEN, N.

J.

,

to.".r

This is the new RCA 2000 -watt electronic gen-

designed for the plastics
industry and other applications requiring power
of frequencies up to 27 megacycles.

erator especially

the 2000 -watt RCA electronic generator
being applied to the solution in the lower
bulb, which holds about 200 cc.
High -frequency electric current passes
through the solution, raising its temperature to 50°F.-the boiling point under the
vacuum used. Evaporation into the two
upper bulbs takes place at the rate of about
2000 cc per hour. Provision is made for
supplying penicillin solution to the lower
bulb on a continuous basis.
The electronic generator, which was
built for this particular application, takes
about 15 square feet of floor space, and
stands about 7% feet high.
According to Mr. Horace A. Holaday,
Associate Director in charge of Squibb
Biological Laboratories, who supervised
the tests, "The RCA apparatus offers an
important contribution in facilitating the
evaporation of the final purified penicillin
solution. It greatly simplifies the operation, and eliminates the necessity of using
much more elaborate equipment."
RCA Equipment Availability: RCA electronic
generators suitable for bulk -reduction of
penicillin will be available through RCA
on priority. Other RCA electronic generators for a wide variety of industrial
heating applications are also available.
If you have a practical problem which
RCA electronic heat might solve, please
write, stating your problem, to Radio
Corporation of America, Electronic Apparatus Section (70-48x), Camden, N. J.
235

AS IN THE PAST....
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QUALITY RADIO COMBINATION
MANUFACTURERS CAN RELY UPON
SEEBURG RECORD CHANGERS

...IN
PMY

.

s

apVY

's41._
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Awarded to the
FINE MUSICAL

Seeburg Corporation for

outstanding production
of war materials in
each of its four plants
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THE FUTURE!
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WEBSTER DYNAMO
,ELECTRO -DYNAMIC PRECISION BALANCING -CIF'
ENTIRE ARMATURE ASSEMBLY ASSURES

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE AND

-,

ALUMINUM

,¿.`1i7+<J.:

-;..,;:,
fQ'

liW\iwdl4i4444+1.'

ND CAP FOR
AIR -BORNE

,.

.--.,

CENTER

i\

,,

COMMUTATOR

,

-=

^

GROUND
HIGH -FINISH

.

SURFACE
SUPER -FINISHED

,

ti'

_

'.

:

SHAFT

(WITH DIAMOND
TOOL) ON
PRE -LOADED
BEARINGS

.

HIGH
OMMUTATOR
e

1.

°

rum..

IGHT-WEIGHT.

CLOSE TOLERANCE
DIE-CAST ALUMINUM
'
END BRACKETS
WITH STEEL
BEARING SLEEVE
INSERT

-LIFE

STRENGTH
ASSURED BY
SPIN AND
ROCKWELL

°

`

-

rfi
^r-,
--->/i/4

I

all=`';,

---;I

FOR

MAXIMUM

CONTACT WITH

MINIMUM
RESISTANCE

'

,y 1,1 76a.,.LL1'LC

.1
...-I

-

BRUSHES

PRESSURE S.°`°°°
TESTS AT

*

HIGH -LOW

PREFORMED
'.'a PRIMARY OR

EMPERATURES-

.

MOTOR

"WINDINGS

HIGH -RESISTANCE,
VINYL ACETAL
TRIPLE -INSULATED
WIRE USED IN
ARMATURE COILS

AND

SECONDARY .OR
GENERATOR'.

SUPER -

FINISHED

WINDINGS

ó

Inproved Design and Manufacturing Processes
Bring Measurable Superiority
Tests show Webster dynamotors far surpass Government require-

LOOK TO
WEBSTER. PRODUCTS

TODAY

ments on leakage to ground, vibration, ripple, temperature rise,

operation under extremes of temperature, operation in the pres-

Dynamotors and
Voltage Regulators

ence of moisture and all other vital specifications. Reasonably

TOMORROW

prompt delivery in production quantities can be made on prac-

World -Acclaimed
Record Changers

tically all dynamotors listed under frames Q, R and
of the American War

ó1.1V

MORE

AR
'BONDS
HOW4j

Standards Bulletin

S on

page 18

on dynamotors,

No. C75. 13-1944. Within wattage limitations of these frame

ti

sizes, we can supply dynamotors of different input and output

values. We will- be glad to discuss your specific dynamotor

problems with you.

WEBS

PRO

3825 W. ARMITAGE AVE.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

E
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voltage is then applied to the
ii
chamber and the counting procel

THE FIRST EFFECTIVE

FUNGICIDAL CONCENTRATE
'

FOR

ELECTRONIC WAXES-

''

started.

When a sufficient number
pulses have been recorded for

I

satisfactory determination of tl

background, the chamber may j
calibrated by admitting a knoq
quantity of radon from the start
and radium solution stored in bu'

This is accomplished by agai,
evacuating the system up to stol
cock T. with the furnace hot. The,'
nitrogen from the cylinder is ail
mitted slowly through T, into th
bulb S with T. and T, open to th
chamber and T, closed. At the sam
time, sufficient heat is applied ti
bulb S to cause the solution to boil
Nitrogen is admitted until thi
pressure in the ion chamber i1
again atmospheric. This transfer!
to the ion chamber the quantity o.

i

S.

Capacitor wíth
standard wax.

Capacitor with
treated war.

INSL-X

After5 days" actual exposure

anzlQz

liQav

MEETS U. S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS REQUIREMENTS

*
INSL-X TOXICANTS:-

Will not vaporize or

lose potency

at

Complete system for determination of
radon. At 1 is the ion -counting cham.
ber; S is the standard radium solution;
C. reduced copper; B Drierite; B,,
P20,; M. open mercury manometer.

bath temperatures.

radon accumulated in the standard
solution since it was last removed.
This can be computed from the
known quantity of radium in the

Are non-toxic to humans.
Are non -corrosive to metals.

FUNGUS PREVENTION FACTS

New booklet "Fungus Proofing for the Electronic
Industry" contains important facts on Fungus Prevention. Describes complete line of INSL-X fungi-

cidal products. Write todayl

THE

238

.

INSi X. CO.i. Inc.,

Chicago

Detroit

:

851. Meeker Avenue

Los Angeles

'

.

"Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia

solution and the elapsed time.
The measurement of an unknown may now be made by evacuating the chamber as before and
attaching the flask containing the
unknown at Ts. Stopcock T, is
turned to connect the flask to the
furnace and a flushing tube is connected to the supply of nitrogen
from the cylinder. By closing T,
and opening T,, the ion chamber is
filled to atmospheric pressure with
oxygen -free nitrogen, since the oxygen originally in the sample flask is
removed in the furnace. At the
same time, the radon in the sample
flask is also transferred to the ion
chamber. Then T,, is closed and the
August 1944 -ELECTRONICS
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WILL YOU NEED
SMOOTH POWER MOTORS?

c0

,

I

I f your new or improved

postwar products will

-

We're sorry we can't accept your immediate

...

call for low torque power, we suggest your con-

orders. But there'll come a dal when we can

s'deration of General Industries Smooth Power

and when we can devote our capable engineering

motors.

staff to your small motor problems. When that

In our long and well-known line of small

time arrives, you'll find us a good company to do

motors, we'll have units with almost any charac-

business with.

teristics you'll need. Or, if necessary, we'll adapt

THE GENERAL

one for you, or work with

to design a brand-

\Toil

INDUSTRIES COMPANY
ELYRIA, OHIO

new one to match your needs exactly.

General Industries Smooth Power motors are

THE

.

EN.ERAL

compact. They're as light as possible for the jobs

NDUSTRIES

they must do. They' start and stop smoothly,
come to full speed quickly

.

.

.

they're dependable. They did a host of peacetime jobs before the War

.

.

.

COMPANY

and above all,

and right now,

they're to be found in the thick of the lighting,

G

Smoo.Z4

770~.

on every front.

:CTRONICS
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No. 511 Magnetic

Calterhead

i
,

oo

-r9

:5

'

Ift'' .

;.p "`
-.71-7

l

- flat within ±

2 db. to 9,000 cycles, with an exceptionally
low distortion content.
Measured by the "light" method, the Fairchild Magnetic
Cutterhead reveals an ideal curve for instantaneous recording.
And mechanically,. it offers exclusive features that damp
the moving armature; that permit its accurate adjustment
without disassembly of the Cutterhead; and that fully modulate the groove at 98 lines per inch with a minimum of distortion
a feature extremely desirable in making masters
for pressing.

-

Standard with the No. 539 Fairchild Recorder, the No. 541

'

.!/

S

.r

ideal
frequency
response
Magnetic Cutterhead is easily adapted to any recorder.
With professional use in mind, all Fairchild recording in
struments are built to meet the exacting requirements of the
radio and communications fields. To electronic skill
Fairchild
has added the plus of exceptional
mechanical skill skill long
practiced in .0002" tolerance production of aerial
cameras,
electronic devices and radio direction finders.
The result of persistent research to provide
unusually high
volume level recording with exceptionally low
distortion con tent is the No. 541 Magnetic Cutterhead. Descriptive and
priority data are available.
SOUND
EOM I'M1iNT
-

-

AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
88-06 VAN WYCK BOULEVARD, JAMAICA 1, N. Y.
New York Off ice: 475 TENTH AVENUE, NEW
YORK 18, N.
SOUND EQUIPMEITT-PRF.0/S/ON/ZF.D-tnrrhanically and

Y.

f1wt.ronieally-FOR FINER PERFORM tNCB
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SPECIFICATIONS:
"IV -15/32 long x t/+-" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
to 300,000 ohm
copper wire leads.
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound-t/2 watt, 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.
1

"A+''-Same as

B -I.

with leads reversed.

A -I,

1/2" dia.-Mountable with
filester screw. No. 21 tinned
to 500,000 ohm
copper wire leads.
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1 watt, 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -300 D. C.
maximum operating, voltage. Baked varnish finish.

'SB'- 15/16 long

x

6-32 flat or

1

"BI- Same as

with leads reversed.

B-1,

long
- 1-1/32
wound -1/4

B=R

7/16" dia.-inductively
strap terminals-35 to
watts,
100° C. maximum
35,000 ohms-2
operating temperature-normal accuracy
1%. Baked varnish finish.
"1'-1.13/32 long x 3/4" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 screw-l/8 x .015 thick strap terminals
-non inductive wound-1 meg ohm maximum resistance -600 volts maximum operating voltage -100° C. maximum operating temperature -1.5 watts -1% normal
accuracy. Baked varnish finish.
-15/32 long x t/2 " dia.-Mountable with
°
6-32 flat or filester head screw: No. 21
to 500.000
'tinned copper wire leads.
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracynon inductive pie wound .8 watts, 30°
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. maximum operating temperature. 200 D. C.
maximum. operating voltage. Baked var
nish finish.
'

x

x .015

QUALITY IS
OUR STOCK

IN TRADE
That's why we're doing a BIG
job for the BIG names in radio
and instrument manufacturing.

1

G

We've been meeting wartime
deadlines with the same precision. All our production facilities, engineering and craftsmanship are geared for the all
important necessity of making

PROMPT
DELIVERIES!

lit

West 18th Street, New York, N.
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Telephone - Watkins 9-4774-5
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alpha particles from the sampl
may be counted.
The new arrangement is so con
pact that six ion chambers can !.
b
operated in the space required to
one ionization chamber with
it
electrometer and camera. No photo
graphic process is involved and th
final record is immediately avail
able, thus saving considerabl
time. Insulation of moderate qual
ity may be used throughout thu
new equipment, because it is
onh
important that the current be largt p
G
enough to insure its being counted

9. ,
O

LI

_

-

-

A5
o

'

THE USE OF

9

IP

-.

II

MEASUREMENT PROBLEM?
10 ohms to

.00005 ohms

Need a quick, accurate method for testing bond or
contact resistance against a predetermined low resistance standard?
Shallcross Low Resistance Test Sets are available
in a variety of portable and semi -portable types to
facilitate the making of a large number of tests without the use of a bridge. Whether for production
line testing of contact resistance of electrical equipment, or field testing of railway or aircraft bonding,
they offer maximum. efficiency and economy.
Shallcross Type 645 (illustrated) is completely selfcontained and may be used either in a fixed position
or suspended ' comfortably from the operator's
shoulders for field work.A connection is made to one
side of the bond or contact under test and the Pistol
Grip Exploring Probe touched tá the other side for a
fast, accurate reading on the meter. Bar -to-bar commutator resistance measurements are as simple to
make as a voltmeter reading.
"

WRITE! The complete line of
Shallcross Low Resistance Test Seta is
described in the bulletin illustrated.
Write [mil today-or tell us what your
test problem is and let our engineers
make suggestions.

ll'

For Field, Production, or
Laboratory Testing of Low
Resistances Encountered in:
Bonds of all types
Radio -electronic

Equipment

Contact -resistance of any
Electrical Equipment
Bar -to -bar Commutator

Resistance Readings
.

,

and many others

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
DEPT.

ENGINEERING
242

A -C operated bridges
íL
often severely limited by the. fact
that the usual methods of detection
of balance do not indicate the direc
tion of deviation. Thus, in the simplest case of a four -arm bridge
with resistive elements, .a balance
detector sensitive to alternating;
current will not indicate whether i:
the balancing resistor should bd
made larger or smaller to reach
balance. This makes it practically
impossible to use an a -c operated
bridge for automatic control pur
poses because a. signal originatingi,
in the balance indicator would not
indicate, to whatever correcting element is being used, the direction it
will have to move in order to obtain
balance.
There are several schemes available which will obtain, on a zerocenter d-c instrument, deflections eicd
to the right or to the left if the oel m
deviation of an a -c operated bridge pan
from balance is in opposite- direc- Hate
tions. An analysis follows of the
action of one of the balanced detector circuits for a -c bridges which te
has recently been used very suc- pl
cessfully on the commercial strain
gage indicator described in the December 1943 issue of ELECTRONICS.
Consider the simple Wheatstone 1aí
bridge arrangement shown in Fig. es
i
1. With the bridge in balance,
there
will be zero voltage between points
A and B. When unbalanced with X
larger than R3, point A will be positive with respect to point B on the '
half cycle during which C is positive with respect to D. That is, the
alternating voltage EA, will be in
phase with the a -c voltage Ear
With X smaller than demanded by
1

Have you a LOW -RESISTANCE

... from

A(

II

Phase -Indicating Null
Indicator for Bridges

+11,1rt

E-84, COLLINGDALE, PA.

DESIGNING'. MANUFACTURING

e

it

oa

-
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Production up-Price down
plan on
Iteason enou g h

toStyron

Add all the other well-known advantages of polystyrene and
you get a clear picture of Styron's place in plastics

.

;y 'ºr,=="

k

l

'le individual qúalitiés of Styron (Dow polystyr ie) are well known. One reason for this recog!non is the surprisingly wide variety of products
tilt are made possible, or made better, by the
to of these qualities.
the fluorescent -light fixture shown above, as one
sample, Styron's exceptional clarity and high ref:lctive index are peculiarly valuable. Its unique
dnensional stability under extremely low temFrature, its freedom from odor and its complete
ltek of water ábsorption are but a few of the grope ies which account for its success in the refrigerI

con field. The brilliant crystalline beauty

of

Styron, its resistance to acids and alkalies, and
the ease of its moldability make it both decorative
and practical for use in products for the home.
Now, topolystyrene's own characteristics and versatility can be added the advantage of huge war keyed production. As a result, Dow, pioneer and
major producer of this outstanding thermoplastic,
has been able to reduce substantially the base
price-a trend of vast significance to the plastics
industry. These facts are reason enough to plan
on Styron.
THE DOW CHEMICAL
New York

Boston
St. Louis

COMPANY

Philadelphia
Houston

Washington

San Francisco

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
Cleveland
Angeles

Los

Detroit
Seattle

Chicago

DOW PLASTICS INCLUDE-Styron, Saran, Ethocel, Saran Film and Ethocel Sheeting

D ow
(DOW POLYSTYRENE)

cIuMICALS

PLASTICS

MAGNESIUt'

013AISPIINSAISLIZ TO INDUSTRY AND VICTO.Y

i

ONLY

2' PARTS

i

,80Tí/ IDENTICAL

-

-

-SSAY TocFTf/E R_ U NT/L
/NTFNT/ONALLY=TAXEN APART

of the AMP Splicing Terminal, using identical
ends with a knife -switch wiping action, has proven so superior
to conventional splicing methods that AMP now introduces a
disconnect splicing system to cover o wide variety of adaptations. Typical examples are shown here. Each of these incorporates the same exceptional electrical and mechanical characteristics inherent in the basic design. All current carrying parts
are integral stampings of pure electrical copper, having minimum weight. No reduced conductivity alloys.
The basic design

Write today for your copy of AMP Bulletin
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balance, A will be negative with I,
spect to B during the half cycle tbi
C is positive with respect to D,a
the voltage EAB will consequen'
be 180 deg out of phase with t
voltage Eoo. It is evident that a b
ance detector for the voltage E
which at the same time would i
dicate its phase relation with
spect to the voltage Eoo, would be
valuable addition to the tools of ti
electrical engineer.

'

I

Indicator Circuit
The strain gage indicator 11'
ferred to uses an unusual arrang
ment of small dry -type rectifiers
shown in Fig. 2. A 1000 -cycle alternating voltage is applied to tl
bridge and the unbalanced voltaiÍ
existing between points A and B
fed through an amplifier. The an
plified output voltage is applil
through a transformer to one dial ,
onal of
four -element rectik
bridge arranged so as to short -cu
cuit itself. The other diagonal
connected to a winding on the trans vittl
former furnishing the voltage f 10'
the bridge. This voltage is cons 'W r
quently in phase with the voltag

a

i1

:4

.!.

;;

3

i.

rL
K
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Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. Dependable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud Of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline -driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery chargers.
DYNAMOTORS
GENERATORS

... CONVERTERS
.... MOTORS
D C

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

`.

BUY WAR BONDS!

Fig. 1-Wheatstone bridge circuit in
which the polarity of the voltage be-

tween points A and B changes when
the value of X is above and below the
value required for balance

rR
-Y
1

!

'!,

'e;

*dCo

PIONEER GEN -E -MOTOR
5841 W. DICKENS AVE.
CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
EXPORT ADDRESS: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, U. S. A.
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CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE, NEW YORK

Eoo. The d -c

indicating instrument
is connected as shown between the

centertaps of the transformer windings connected to the diagonals of
the bridge.
To analyze the performance of
the circuit, the essential voltage
sources and rectifiers are redrawn
in fig. 3 where vacuum-tube rectifiers are shown, simply for the conAugust 1944
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Tomorrow's Products Today,

Assures Long -Lived Wire Performance
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Permanently Insulated

wires, cables and cords
By giving advance consideration to such operating factors as probable ambient temperatures,
dielectric and mechanical strength, operating
voltage, diameters, bending, flexing, vibration,
destructive elements, severe operating condiand then
tions, Underwriters' approval, etc.,
selecting the wire or wires that meet the particudesigners will
lar performance requirement
avoid wire -failure headaches when the equipment is in service by getting a head start now.
Protect your future products against wire failure and assure years of dependable wire
performance with Rockbestos permanently insulated wires, cables and cords. 122 standard
all of which
constructions to select from
have a permanent asbestos insulation that
resists heat, flame, moisture, cold, oil, grease
and alkalies.
If you need wire -engineering assistance,
whether it's for the complete solution of
your wire problems or a special wire construction, Rockbestos Research will gladly
work with you. No obligation, of course.
Write nearest branch office or

-
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Rockbestos Products Corp., 414 Nicoll Street
New Haven 4, Conn.

ROCKBESTOS
Research Solves difficult Wiring Problems

CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, PORTLAND, ORE.
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Overlay. precious metals,
one side or both sides,
any thickness.

i1

Base metal, steel, copper,

nickel, etc.

USE GENERAL PLATE

od,~4t:Fi(i

Now, while your post-war products are in the design
stages, is the time to consider General Plate Laminated
Metals. These permanently bonded laminations of
precious metals to base metals or base metal to base
metal combinations offer many worthwhile advantages
nol found in solid metals.
For instance, in electrical equipment such as contacts,
General Plate Laminated Metal combinations of silver on
Lase metal provide increased electrical conductiNity at
a fraction of the cost of solid precious metals. In chemical
apparatus and other equipment subjected to corrosive
attacks of gas, chemicals, alkalies, they provide maximum
corrosion resistance, economically. 11 hile in other

TODAY

-

products electronic devices, signal control apparatus,
instruments, etc., the precious metals assure maximum
performance and long life and the base metal adds
strength and workability.
General Plate Laminated Metals are available in raw
stock, sheet, wire and tube
inlaid or wholly covered
or as fabricated parts. New laminated metal combinations, developed since the war and proven in battle, will
also be available after peace. Get a head start by investigating General Plate Laminated Metals now. Our
engineers are available for consultation. 11 rite for their
services.

...

GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
50 Church St., New York, N. Y.

of Metals & Controls Corporation
205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
2791 Kensington Place East, Columbus, Ohio
2635 Page Drive, Altadena, California

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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For continued production
performance our second
award on June 10, 1944,
added the white star to
our E flag
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dying those minute. details that
:ike, big differences in. Operation...
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ANNI

POWER RECTIFIERS-The E -E diversified line
of high vacuum and mercury vapor half and
full wave rectified tubes is capable of meet-.

ing the most varied requirements. long life
and high efficiency are emphasized through

d;
ELECTRONIC
EIITERPRISES, INC. `r'
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electronic and engineering resourcefulness.
Inverse voltage flash -over, secondary emission and occluded gas difficulties are virtually
non-existant in these electronic components.
E -E engineering is not static-it is beamed to
the far horizons of ever wider applications.
These progressive engineering facilities are
available to you for collaboration relative to
present day problems or those looking to the
future. Inquiries are invited- no obligation.

Trae 8020, Half. Wave
High Vacuum Reclifier

Peak' mare, :e Volloge 40,000
Peak Plate Curren) 0.5 Amp.
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venience of being able to refer
their terminals as cathode a
anode. Resistances are shown
series with the tubes, to illustr;
the fact that copper -oxide rectif
elements have appreciable resl
tance in the forward direction.
One of the voltages can be cc
sidered as a reference voltage; tl
would be the voltage existing I 1
tween H and F. Assume this to
an alternating voltage of consta t
value and considerably larger th
the voltage RT which we wish
indicate. It will also be conveniti
to assume the two voltages HF ai
RT as square waves.
When the voltage RT is ze
voltage HF will produce current,
alternately through rectifiers a a,
b, when H is positive with respe
to F, and through rectifiers c at
d, when F is positive with respe
to H. Assuming equal rectifier ch.'
acteristics and series resistant
winding HF then forms a balance:
i

t

1

i
i

1

WHEN THE "LONGEST WAY `ROUND

IS THE SHORTEST WAY

C

HOME"...

Specify Walker-Turner Flexible Shafting
In transmitting light power loads between two points, it is often
possible to design a simpler, lighter, more compact product

with Flexible Shafting than with gears.
You'll find, toó, that it pays to specify Walker-Turner Flexible
Shafting on jobs like these
for smoother power flow, more
sensitive control,- trouble -free operation. Into this product,

!

y

-

we've packed all the "know-how" picked up in years of manufacturing ,our own flexible shaft machines
in years of
working with other manufacturers on problems of power
transmission and remote control. Let us know if we can put
that experience to work for you!
.

.

.

WALKER - TURNER COMPANY, INC. Plainfield, New Jersey

r

T

wa er-

urne ,FLEXIBLE

Company. I«.

GLNIflF1ELG.fl.l

Y.f.4

6-12.
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bridge circuit alternately with
branch a -b, and then with branch
c -d. When no voltage exists across
winding RT, points R, S and T are
always at equal potential, and consequently no current will flow in the
meter 1.
Inoperative Branch

_

Í `' itroJ-'

Fig. 2-Circuit of a strain gage indt
cator containing dry -type rectifiers and
an electronic amplifier

9

SHAFTING

FOR REMOTE' CONTROL AND POWER TRANSMISSION

To consider what happens in that
branch of rectifiers which is not
carrying current at a particular
instant, let R be just midway between H and F in potential. Since
G is also midway between H and F,
no potential exists between R and
Augur! 1944 -ELECTRONICS
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LECTROFILM
CAPACITORS
Their high dielectric

strength assures dependability
Lectrofilm* capacitors are excellent for radio -frequency blocking and by-pass applications where
"Q" and temperature coefficient are not critical.
Many thousands have been proved in G -E radio
equipment now in use on every battle front. Among
their outstanding features are the following:

insures dependability-note
the high ratio of d -c test voltage to d -c working
voltage shown in table.
Wide operational margin

Dependable operation over

a

wide range of ambient temper-

atures-from minus 55 C to plus 85 C.
Mechanically interchangeable with mica capacitors of
the same ratings built to American War Standards
(C-75.3-1942) in case sizes CM 60, 65, and 70.
RATINGS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN
CASE -60 TYPE SHOWN ABOVE
Cat.
D -c Test
CicromicroD -c WorkNo.
Voltage
farads f
ing Voltage
29F21
6250
2500
100
29F22
6250
2500
150
29F23'
6250
2500
220
29F24
6250
2500
330
29F8
6250
470
2500
29F9
2500
6250
680
29F10
6250
2500
1000
29F11
6250
2500
1500
29F12
6250
2200
2500
29F13
6250
2500
3300
29F16
4700
2500
6250
29F25
3000
1200
6800
29F26
3000
10000
1200
fCiacitance tolerance X10 per cent. Capacitance temperature coefficient approxima y 700 parts per million per degree C, as measured at 1000 cycles over a
teverature range of minus 40 C to plus 85 C.

Dense, strong, and moisture -resistant cases made of a
distinctive -green, low -loss plastic. The case -60
type is molded under high pressure and high
temperature; the case -65 and case -70 types are
potted with a special G -E compound, selected for
its moisture resistance and stability at high temperature. Lectrofilm capacitors will pass the above
American War Standards thermal -cycle tests without difficulty.
For information on "Q," temperature coefficient, and r

f

current -carrying capacity, ask for Bulletin GEA-4295.
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Illustration shows case
65 or 70 type. Bulletin

GEA-4295 lists ratings
available

Lectrofilm is General Electric's new synthetic dilectric made from materials that are available in
:le

United States.
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-and keep all you buy
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THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS ADDRESSED
TO FIVE CONCERNS
EACH NEEDING $500,000 -TOMORROW!

THIS

is

probably the most forthright

advertisement ever published by a conservative financial House. And advisedly so.

The tempo of the day and the temper of
industry's needs, under the lash of war, call
for unvarnished words and shirt -sleeve facts.

Accordingly, we say that you can have
our check for $500,000*... more, if you need

ment, buy out a partner, handle more business with your present capital ... or for any

...

other vitally important purpose
you
will be free to follow through with. your

more...less, if less is called for; on a basis that
will solve rather than involve your problems.

will be

And you can have it in an incredibly short

effect, it serves as capital money.

time-if there is a reasonable relationship be-

Frankly, our charges are higher than
bank rates. But figured on the basis of end results, extremely reasonable.

required. And provided we can help you make
money with reasonable safety to ourselves.
Whether. you want to use this money to
pay heavy taxes, purchase needed equip-

i1ti0

Under our plan of financing, current ratios
are not the controlling factor. .The cash
you get from us, under ordinary conditions,

tween your worth and the amount of money

BIEN

plans without the need for repaying this
money at the expense of your operation.

ilt

at your disposal indefinitely. In

B

You may communicate with us in strictest
confidence regarding our ability to meet your
specific needs. Write, phone or wire today.

fn 1943 our volume exceeded 1200,000,000

WALTER E. H E LLE R & COMPANY

Factors... Sales Financing-Installment Financing-Rediscounting
ESTAnWeeEu 1919

105

252

REST ADAMS ST., CHICAGO 90, ILL.

60 EAST 42ND ST., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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T7LENECK BUSTERS
No. 3 of a Series

r'

tmprefl

I

the Vacuum
as un
life
began

Ll.
r

DTLENECK:

ications required that condenser insula)1 I,e vacuum -impregnated with weatherqn'varnish. Delivery of the necessary cotnleraal impregnator would delay the start of
roáiction several months.
?e

I

at

BROKEN:

drum, an unused spray
nk standard vacuum gauges and an air exile pump, all. available, Sickles' production
lgi,eers built a suitable vacuum impregna or t a matter of days. Within a very few
io days, the device was in full production
f eather-proofed condensers. Several fac)ry;uilt impregnators were eventually in :a ld, but the original one is still giving
rots

a discarded oil

ath'actory service.
W. SICKLES COMPANY

HEF.

Here at Sickles, breaking bottlenecks is a regular practice.
With materials at hand, our "bottleneck busters," as we
affectionately call them, build the machines and test.
devices that get out production in quantity; on time.
For quality plus speed in the supply of condensers, choke
coils and other electronic specialties, specify Sickles'
equipment.

CHICOPEE, MASSACHUSETTS
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penny wise
pound foolish...

either of the two rectifie,
and d, no current can flow as
as point T does not become posi,
with respect, to H, in which
rectifier d would begin to con(
since its anode would then be p.
tive with respect to the cathodeii
as long as point T does not bec
negative with respect to F, ii wtt '.
case rectifier c would become (.
ducting. Therefore, during the k
cycle when H is positive with
spect to F, branch c -d could be
sidered as absent, as long as th
are no voltages trying to m
point T positive with respect t
or negative with respect to F. D
ing the half cycle when F is p
tive with respect to H, similar
soning applies to branch a -b al
point R.
When H is positive with resp
to F, point R is midway betwcl
them in potential and the potent'
of point T is then determined `i
the voltage appearing at this 1.
stant across winding RT. If till
voltage is less than half of the vol.
age HF, the conditions for consi
ering branch c -d as absent, as oi
lined above, are fulfilled. Assur
that the voltage TR is 4 volts wi
T positive, when voltage HF is
volts with H positive. Point S mil
then be 2 volts positive with respol
to R. If the meter resistance
high compared to the resistances
the,rectifier branches, point S wi
be also 2 volts positive with respe(
to point G, and current will floc
through the meter in the directio T
from S to G.
moo
During the next half cycle, F wit
be positive with respect to H. Cur
rent will flow through branch c-d
establishing point T midway in po
tential between F and H. Brant
a -b can now be considered as alr
sent. If the voltage RT is in phase
with voltage HF, its polarity will
also be reversed, that is, R will no Rot
be 4 volts positive with respect to
T, and S will again be 2 volts pole,
tive with respect to G. Current will
again be flowing through the meter
from S to G. It is obvious that
current would flow through the d.c'
meter in the opposite direction if
the phase of the voltage RT would
have been assumed opposite, that
is, if T were negative with respect
to R during the half cycle when H
III
is positive with respect to F.
Suppose the two waves are 90 deg Ia
out of phase, considering them still
G. In

1,

I

4

If you have to use Mica (and in many
places it is a must)-use the best mica.
There is no real cost difference but there is a

difference in the product itself and the
service and responsibility behind it. Reliability, uniformity, accuracy and technical
cooperation
these are matters of experience, resources and alertness.

-

When you think of MICA think of MACALLEN

i

fo11

.........-

the Macallen Cam a

.,

16 MACALLEN STREET

,..

CHICAGO: 555 W. Wanhi+aton

-
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CLEVELAND: 2005
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THERE is no such thing as a
"cure-all" brush for fractional

.

h.p. motor problems.
That's the big point about small, universalmotor problems in general. They're as alike as
peas in a pod-which means they're not alike
at all. They only seem alike superficially, and
that's why brush problems begin to pile up.
This becomes more understandable when it
is realized that a brush which works best on one
make of, say, vacuum cleaner, probably won't
work best on another. There are too many
points of difference requiring painstaking re-

search and testing to uncover. Moreover, this
work must be based on the specific application
involved, ,with full details at hand, and backed
by a COMPLETE line of brush types permitting
adaptations to any one of hundreds of widely
varying conditions that may be indicated.
Stackpole's facilities in this direction are
entirely adequate, our record of achievement in
solving small -motor brush problems is unsurpassed.
We'll gladly place these facilities at your
disposal in meeting either present or post-war
brush requirements.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PENNA.

ELECTRICAL BRUSHES AND *.CONTACTS (All
CONTACTS

PISTON, AND SEAL RINGS

LECIONICS

-

carbon, graphité, metal and composition' types)

WELDING RODS,.ELECTRODES, AND PLATES

August 1944

BRAZING BLOCKS

CARBON REGULATOR DISCS

SINTERED

RARE. METAL

, RHEOSTAT PLATES AND DISCS

IRON COMPONENTS

PACKING,

.CARBON PIPE, ETC.
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as square waves. During the i
cycle when H is positive with
spect to F, the voltage RT char,
its polarity, resulting in two NI
but opposite impulses of curet
through the meter, which wl
therefore read zero. If the pl
displacement is less than 90 t
the impulse in the one direction
be longer than in the other, l
the meter will indicate.
Voltage HF has been called
r
.reference voltage; it might also
called the "exciting" voltage of
measuring circuit. It does not c 11;
tribute anything to the reading, U
the meter, as long as it is at le
11

E`Eer"ON,cs

Usr

Ccou
E..

WITHOUT

.

CE+4,s

BE

EXCEPTION

.FOR USE IN

ARMY

1

--1_-

AND_
RADIOS

`

.r

G.

o

//' - -

pV
Q, SE1s

1

ACCURACY CANNOT

'

BE

FIG. 3-This simplified circuit of tI
units shown in Fig. 2 has been draw
with vacuum tube symbols replacLBh
the dry rectifiers for convenience
terminology

(OM-

PROMISED WITH IN THESE WAR
DAYS OF LIGHTNING

,

twice as much as the voltage
which is to be measured, or a.Li
tected. In practical applications
should not be difficult to brit
about this condition, so that till
meter reading will then be pro
tional to the voltage RT to be me
ured.
'''!

SPEEDS AND

I

WORLD

WIDE

COMMUNICATIONS,

'

ALL TUNED INTO OUR PRESENT

TEMPO

BY

PRECISION

GEARS.

Sinusoidal Waves

If a sinusoidal wave shape is
sumed, no change in operation 9
sults as long as voltage RT is eithá
in phase, or 180 deg out of phai,
with the reference voltage, and i'
less than half of the reference vole
age. The meter reading will thetl'
be determined by the average valu4,
of the voltage RT.
If a phase displacement betweel1
two sinusoidal voltages exists, there ,
will be periods when the instanter r
eous value of the voltage RT wi1
be higher than half of the voltage
HF (most obviously near the time
and at the instant when voltage Hf
passes through zero). During this élk
period, the original basis that
branches a -b and c-d can be consid
ered alternately as absent is not
,

I

f
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true any more. In the original

os

pOt
SAVE TIME
SAVE WORK

alysis, rectifiers d and c were t
tirely inoperative during the hi.
cycle when H was positive, provid
the voltage RT was less than h'
of the voltage HF. If this is not
case, current will flow in. one of
two rectifier elements, in d for
ample when T is more positive w'
respect to R than H is positive MI
respect to G, or in other words,
the voltage RT is more than hi
of the voltage HF. Regardless
this additional current in eleme;
d, S will still be positive with r
spect to G, and current will fl4
in the meter I the same as undi1
our original assumption. Only.tll
proportionality factor between ti
indication of the meter and ti
voltage RT will change the momei
that rectifier d becomes activ
Qualitatively nothing will chan,
when our original assumption (volt
age RT less than half of voltagl
HF) is not fulfilled any more. Wit
exactly 90 deg phase displaceme
between the two voltages, the nil
ter will read zero; with a phase di
placement less or more than 90 del:
the current through the meter wil
be in one or the other direction.

1

p

S

`

Get Everything in

call ALLIED first

ELECTRONICS
t

and RADIO

oo

;J.

from this One Source

--

resonance factors and

All you make is one contact. All you place is
one order
for everything! Allied carries
today's largest and most complete stocks under
one roof
ready for rush delivery. Over

4

10,000 items to meet the most diverse
needs. Procurement of "hard -to -get" items is
facilitated by our close contact with leading
manufacturers. This centralized stock and
procurement service does the job-faster! It's
always a good idea to call ALLIED First . .
for one item or a hundred!

New R -F Resonance and
Coil Winding Calculator
Easy to use! For fast accurate determination of

...
...

coil winding data.
No. 37-955. Postpaid, 25c

FREE
Complete

Ati

up -to -date
BUYING
GUIDE

Application

In control circuits, the meter
versal

_.--L=,;----_.

11.115

`..,.+

Y,

_i

V

I

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
833 West Jackson

_ Av.

RC

Centralab
Burgess

Hallicrafters

Triplett

Knight

Hammarlund

Supreme

Bliley
General Electric

I

CornellDubilier

E. F. Johnson

Cutler-Hammer
Hart & Hegeman

Littlefuse
Stancor
Thordarson
Belden
Meissner

Amphenol
Shure

Astatic
Amperite
Jensen
Utah
Sangamo
Dumont
Bussman

-

-----

-

-{.=
h?

Blvd. Dept. 24-H-4, Chicago 7, III.
In the Heart of America's Transportation System

ALLIED RADIO
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Write, Wire, or phone Haymarket 6800.

--1 14.11

Sprague
Aerovox

Mallory
Oh mite

relays, control

FREAK ACCIDENT

ATE

_

-

1^

;PATROL.

All these well known makes-and MORE!
RCA
Raytheon
Hickok

ma

be replaced by a polarized d -c relays
As possible applications, phase re-

F..

_....

I

h
1

.,.,.Nu,,.,.
AIp

After an accident, the driver of this
Missouri State patrol car was pinned in
the wreckage. A Motorola f-m transmit
ter was torn from its mounting and the
antenna bent back almost flat against
the" side of the car. In spite of the
damage, the patrolman made contact
with his home station forty miles away
to request assistance
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THE SUPERIOR WELDED-AND=DRAWN

METAL TUBING FROM 5/8": OD DOWN
.

WE LDRAWN is the trademarked Superior Tube Com-

pany welded tubing which combines essentially all of
the physical and metallurgical qualities ofe.seamless ..
smooth bright finish, homogenous structure, close tolerances, high tensile strength-with. economy. WELDRAWN
the result of
has .a firm preferred place in. industry
wide usage and highly satisfactory performance.
.

-

.

Produced in Stainless Steels (various analyses), and "Monel. "
WELDRAWN Stainless meets U. S. Government Specification AN -T -43-a typical example of the standard of perfor-

mance which you may expect when you specify Superior
WELDRAWN for a wide variety of small tubing applications.

THE BIG NAME'

IUiERIOR

TUBE

FOR

COMPANY,

NORRISTOWN,

PENNSYLVANIA

EVERY SMALL TUBING APPLICATION FROM 5/8" OD DOWN

Seamless in various analyses. WELDRAWN

SUIJkRIOR

1

Welded and drawn Stainless,"Monel" and "Inconel"

SEAMLESS and Patented LOCKSEAM Cathode Sleeves
ELETRONICS
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from a-c operated bridges (res.. J.
tance thermometers, for instant I
come to mind. Another highly val
able feature of this circuit is th
a voltage differing in frequen
from the reference voltage will n
cause any reading on the met<
This means that a 60 -cycle ma
netic pick-up in the leads will n
cause any deflection in the met('
as it would if the balance indicat I''
would simply indicate the presen '
of any alternating voltage. Th Í
frequency discriminating action
the circuit may provide other e
tremely interesting possibilities.
the reference voltage has, for e
ample, a frequency of 300 cps,
meter reading will be obtained on!
if the voltage RT is also of 3(
cycles, or has a component of till
frequency, and if this 300-cyt
component has in turn a componet
in phase (or 180 deg out of phas
with the 300 -cycle reference, vo
I'I

I

MOTORS for

I.

l

ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS

¿

age.

If the reference voltage is 61
cycles while voltage RT is 59 cycle)!
these two voltages beat together
produce a frequency of one cps. Th
d -c meter will then swing from
positive to a negative indication
and back once every second; a maxi
imum positive indication would foil
instance be a sign that the two volt!'
ages are in phase, and a polarizes:
relay in place of the meter might(
be used for automatic synchroniza
t1i

Ve

HP-115

V-60

Cy.

-1

1

Ph. 1600 RPM. Reversible-A. C.-Ventilated,

ball bearing.

Cut shows one of many types and sizes of Ohio Motors
designed for driving Electronic Devices.

tion of a -c generators.

DYNAMIC TUBE TESTER

RANGE
1/100 to
1/100 to
1/100 to

HP.-A.C.
HP.-D. C.
V4 HP.-A.C. Synchronous.
2
1

1 to 100 oz. ft. A.C. Torque.
Shell type motors for built-in applications to

-A.C.

4

HP.-D.C. and to

71/2

HP.

All usual voltages and cycles.

What Is your problem?

THE OHIO ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

5908 Maurice Avenue

Cleveland 4, Ohio
To properly season and activate the
filament, type 304TL tubes for VHF use
are operated at 15 megacycles for a
period of four hours in this dynamic
tester at the Dobbs Ferry plant of North
American Philips Co., Inc.
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GOAT is Stamping Grounds for Small Tough
Jobs. Shown are a few typical electronic tube
parts that have been stamped, drawn and
formed on GOAT machines, dies and pr

We

...

but we are

the demands of the electronic

pretty versatile in our own way.

industry for greater quality, dura-

years we have

been called upon to handle a

bility and quantity production.
Today, GOAT serves almost

great variety of tough jobs re-

every electronic tube manufac-

quiring skill, precision, efficiency

turer with a tremendous variety

and versatility. Because of experi-

of stock and special parts, made

ence gained throughout the years,

of any metal

can't juggle

During the past

15

TI

GOAT has been

able to meet

... to

any required

degree of accuracy.

Celebrating our Fifteenth Year of Manufacturing
Electronic Tube Parts and Shields
.

METAL: STAMPIN.G.SV INC.

n Affiliate of The Fred Goat
314 DEAN
EL:;TRONICS
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STREET,

Co.,

BROOKLYN

/#c,

Est. 1897

171_ N. Y..
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Communicationl
for Trains
(Continued from page 107)

FOR

SPECTACULAR
S

AI

1.

km

--

breakage, the communications
tem may be rendered inoperat
From a service point of vi
rail carrier systems, which r,
mally operate at low carrier
quencies; utilize portions of the Iii
quency spectrum where many el
rier circuits of telephone, telegrl
and electric power companies n
operate. This means that the nt
ber of available communicat
channels is relatively small, p
sibly limiting the use of rail carr
systems to operational communie
tions only, without provision
various passenger services.

-

o

NAVAL CRAFT

.. .

I

Induction Radio Systems

Induction radio systems comb
many of the features employed
space radio and rail carrier to
phone systems. Although
tion radio systems of the type
der discussion operate at ra1
frequencies, use is made of t
combined r -f induction and rad'i
tion fields existing in close proxi,,'II
ity to loop radiators and ways
wires on which radio -frequency si
nal energy is impressed»
Induction radio systems are di.
tinguished from normal space r,1
dio systems for the reason that
induction radio techniques use
made of the localized and highll A
concentrated r -f induction and n
diation fields which exist in clos
proximity to loop and other rad,
ators. These fields are usually co
sidered to be within the dista
of 157,000/f feet where f is in k
while space radio systems util'
the radiation field existant in spa
at distances considerably beyo
those at which the induction field
effective.
Induction radio techniques diffe
from those employed in rail care
rier telephone communication sys
tenis, in that signal energy at radi
frequencies is impressed primarily
on wayside wires .rather than on
rail circuits, while the combined in,
duction and radiation field sure
,

top quality
electrical sheets
From submarines which stalk their prey in enemy
waters to craft which land troops and tanks on hostile
shores, ingenious electrical and electronic apparatus is
playing a vital part. And Follansbee is supplying
Electrical Sheets to the rigid specifications required
for all types of this equipment.
The varied requirements for Electrical Sheets are
readily met by Follansbee's compact, highly skilled
organization. Small basic open-hearth furnaces are
closely controlled to precise specifications. The exclusive
Pre -Forging process-pressing ingots into billets-provides a uniform density that results in better flux
distribution in cores for every application.

i

P

1

i

For top punching quality . . . for closest gauge
tolerances ... for best surface conditions ... for superior
performance in your apparatus-Follansbee meets the
test. Check with Follansbee on your next order.

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES

PITTSBURGH 30, PA.

Sales Offices-New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, Cleveland, Detroit,
Milwaukee. Sales Agents-Chicago, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Nashville,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle; Toronto and Montreal, Canada.
Plants-Follansbee, W. Va. and Toronto, O.
ALLOY BLOOMS, BILLETS.
POLISHED BLUE SHEETS
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BARS. SHEET; & STRIP
ELECTRICAL SHEETS a STRIP

COLD ROLLED
SHEETS & STRIP
SEAMLESS TERNE ROLL ROOFING

I

rounding these wires is utilized
for communication purposes. No
conductive connections are Te.
quired to rail or wire circuits.
Inasmuch as induction radio signaling methods do not employ lowAugust 1944
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Let's look at television first-everybody else is!
Our own deep confidence in the ultimate success of television is founded on long, practical

AFTER THIS WAR

experience. As early as 1938, we were producing

HAT'S THE RADIO AND TELEVISION BUSINESS
GOING TO LOOK

LIKE?

television receiving sets commercially. In March
of this year we applied for a license to operate
our own television broadcasting station. But
confident as we are, we try to view television

+.

realistically, and with sound business judgment.

5
Ñ!E'S HOW WE SEE...THE TELEVISION PROSPECT

'

Lrelevision has a great future.
2.1"here is tremendous public interest in television.
Hwever, it will be several years after the war before
¿ugh television stations can be built to provide full
tonal coverage.

television broadcasting facilities develop-terterritory-good business opportunities will
b presented to you ... and to us.
Vhen television broadcasting develops in your territ<y, Stromberg-Carlson will have a full line of televíon receiving sets which will bring to this rich field
d 50 -year -old fact: "There is nothing finer than a
Sl mberg-Carlson!"
3 As

ry by

r

-

RE'S OUR VIEW OF

... THE

RADIO FORECAST

There always has been-always will be-a profit 91e demand for a good radio, and radio phonograph
i fine musical instrument.

AND HERE'S OUR PLEDGE TO HELP YOU TO A

PROFITABLE POST-WAR BUSINESS!

have-soon after Victory-a fine line of
Stromberg-Carlson FM .and AM radios, phonograph
combinations and television receivers in a wide range
of prices.
1. We will

2. We will have a policy of distribution planned to give
every Authorized Dealer a good profit opportunity on
the" Stromberg-Carlson line.
3. And the Stromberg-Carlson name will be even more

widely and more favorably known than ever before.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK

1

RADIOS, TELEVISION, TELEPHONES
AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

For the immediate post-war years, the expanding
rtrket for FM receivers and phonograph combina tins will provide your greatest profit opportunity.
2

3

We believe that such instruments must have suative tone quality and an appearance in keeping
th the best in furniture design.
n
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SMUDGES ARE OUT!
No need to worry
about smudges messing up your drawings
when you erase - not
with Arkwright Tracing Cloths! They're
specially processed to
erase neatly!

NEVER A DOUBT!
With Arkwright
Tracing Cloths you
always get good, clear,

easy -to -read blueprints. That's because

Arkwright Cloths
have the high transparency that assures
sharp transfer.

NO NEED TO SCOUT
around for sheets of

,iiql,iii;niicffi;,.
WlLIM,

Mrr

Arkwright Tracing
Cloths to try out! For
free samples, simply

write Arkwright

Finishing Company,
Providence, R. I.

Sold by leading drawing material dealers

everywhere

o

TRACING CLOTHS
AMERICA'S STANDARD. FOR OVER 20 YEARS
L

impedance rail circuits which t
pidly attenuate signal energy
frequencies above 10 kc, relative
low-power equipment, comparal
in power output rating, size, weig
and cost to space radio equipmet
can be utilized for two-way cot
munication between mobile uni
and wayside stations over distana
of 100 miles where normally-exis
ent wayside lines are present.
Induction radio systems also ha
a desirable characteristic possesse
by rail carrier telephone systerr
with respect to restriction in later
extent of the signal zone, so th
relative privacy of communication
as compared with normal space ra
dio systems, is maintained. Fut
ther, at the lower radio frequencies
equipment may be operated with
out Federal licensing providin
that such operation is in complil
ance with FCC regulations.
Since telephone, telegraph, o
electric power lines follow closel
most all railroad trackage, the ex
tensive wire network required to
operation of induction radio sys
tems on a comprehensive national
basis is already largely existent. In
the limited number of instances',
where wires leave the vicinity of'
the railroad right of way for distances greater than several hundred feet, inexpensive installations
of one or two wires across the gap
will carry the r -f carrier signals to
the points where the normal wire
circuits again are in proximity to
the tracks.
Induction radio techniques appear to be well -adapted for use in
various urban and mountainous
areas through which railroads operate. Signals impressed on wayside wires will follow the curvature
of trackage in sections where spaceradiated signals cannot readily be
received without the aid of repeating equipment.
As induction radio techniques are
not dependent on rail circuits, damage to the tracks does not prevent
effective functioning of the system.
Communications may usually be
maintained in event of line breaks
even though at reduced efficiency
(as is commonly the case in carrier
telephone installations of electric
power companies), because adjacent
lines or tracks themselves will often
provide an inductive bridge across
a break in a line.
The use of radio -frequency car -

264
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Top assis Mounting
MALLORYEP*
. Cap acitors
*Prsdemerk Registered

\\ ,

.

,

.

The !larder They Fight, the More
They Need-Buy War Bonds

/[ALLORY FP CAPACITORS embrace so many features,
VI and are ideally suited to so many types of service,
,aat they have largely outmoded the ridiculous array of

'specials" in use prior to their introduction. This standrdization has made possible appreciable savings in time
nd money, in addition to improved performance.
he patented "twisted ear" mounting of FP Capacitors
out the necessity of extra clamps, washers, nuts or
crews; no other parts are required for mounting. The
reatly reduced size of the capacitor carries its own
,bvious advantages, without any sacrifice of electrical
haracteristics. Special internal cartridge design assures
iinimum coupling with only occasional need of extra
ircuit isolation. And FP Capacitors are low in priceridespread acceptance has made that possible.
tales

pecifications and complete test data on FP and other
lIallory capacitors are contained in the latest Mallory
:atalog. Send for a copy today. See your Mallory distributor.
1.

R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

i

.

I

P. R.

MALLORY

8. CO..Incq

AL L 0 R.

ELECTROLYTIC,.
- FILM -ANDPAPER
-

CAPAC ITO RS
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riers

and frequency - modulati
techniques also provides relative
high signal-to-noise ratios at rece
ing stations where electric no
levels are of considerable mag
tude, as in electric or Diesel -elect
locomotives.
Induction Radio Equipment

This is a special new

hollow type Cherry Rivet.
Don't use self -plugging Cherrys for tacking.

Critical jobs that have to be just so

... jobs

that are hard

to hold together-bends and curves and shifty materials

... tack

'em temporarily with Cherry Tack Rivets. Easy?

On riveted jobs just flip in Cherrys every so often. For

welding, drill

a

few holes and pull in a few Cherry Rivets.

For bonding, stitching, soldering -fastening of any

sort-

metals, plastics, wood, rubber or

easier

fabrics-the job

is

if it's first tacked with Cherry Rivets. No obstacles, no
clamps-economical-easy to remove. And
of course Cherry Rivets work blind-one man
on one side of the job only.
CHERRY RIVETS. THEIR

MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION

ARE COVERED BY

U.S. PATENTS ISSUED AND PENDING

Get the complete story
of the Cherry system

crw
L

O

S

ANGELES,.

-riveting with

a pull
pound.
Write for Handbook
A-43. Cherry Rivet Co.,
Dept. A.120, 231 Win-

instead of

c

Á

L I

F O

R

N

t

A

ston St., Los Angeles
13,
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a

California.

Induction radiotelephone equ
ment utilized in railroad and oth
traffic
communicating
servii
usually employs central station '
wayside transmitters with pow
output ratings ranging from 3 to:
watts. Frequencies used are n:
mally in the portion of the radi
frequency spectrum extending fro
50 to 200 kc, although lower
higher frequencies may be utilize
Signal energy may be impress(
on wayside wire circuits throug
inductive coupling between tl
wire circuits and an r -f transmit
sion line extending parallel to an
in close proximity to such wires, ($
by means of capacitive coupling bi
tween the output circuit of el
transmitter and the one or moo
existing wayside wires which ei
tend along traffic lanes. In tb
former case, the transmission lin
or induction cable is usually locate
parallel to and several feet from
isting wayside wires. The line
terminated in its characteristic in
pedance to reduce standing wave
and resultant excessive radiatio
from the line.
In induction radiotelephone systems developed by the Halstead
Corporation an r -f attenuator unit,
usually adjustable in 2-db steps, is
sometimes employed in the power
output circuit of the transmitter to facilitate regulation of the
amount of r -f power impressed or
wire circuits without requiring a
change in the output loading circuit
of the transmitter. This unit also
aids non -technical personnel in
maintaining optimum field intensity under varying weather conditions, when moisture on line insulators may cause greater attenuation of r-f signal energy than when
insulators are dry.
Receiving equipment may be
coupled to the r-f transmission line
or to one or more wayside wires
through suitable capacitors, as
shown in Fig. 5.
Although amplitude - modulated
induction radiotelephone equipment
has been successfully employed in
August 1944
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Which

comes First in Plastics

- PRODUCTION or

DESIGN?

...

"design" you say?

enough-until you
how production influences design,
hie át Kurz-Kasch.
Design produces the mold, but the
tf Id must be engineered in accord ate with the molding characteristics
o the material selected, type of pre lining available, molding pressures
ttbe used and type of finish desired.
We solve this ring -around -rosy by
l;ling every new production problem
Chat seems easy

s

the Kurz-Kasch Round Table,
viere your procurement men and our
eperts in Design, Mold -Making,
biding and Finishing can all work
ci it together.
So there isn't actually any "first"

each
on a dependable schedule
one worthy of bearing the K -K mold
mark that's stood for the best in
molding since the birth of the plastics
industry.
Isn't that the kind of work you'll
want?
THE BRIGHT IDEA you'll want hatched tomorrow ought to be
incubated today. Right now, let us engineer your plastics parts .. .
assure you of that much priority when
make molds, if possible
the production jam develops. Ask for a Kurz-Kasch representative.

...

WAR BOND PURCHASES ARE ALWAYS "FIRSTS"-BOUGHT YOURS TODAY?

o

Ire. But there's a definite

end-pre-

'tion-molded plastic parts produced
IECTRONICS

-
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KURZKASCH.
For over 25 years Planners and Molders in Plastics
Kurz-Kasch, Inc., 1421 South Broadway, Dayton 1, Ohio
Chicago
Detroit
Branch Sales Offices: New York
Indianapolis
Los Angeles
Dallas
Toronto, Canada. Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City
St. Louis
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two-way communication service
tween wayside stations and locon '
tives at distances of more than 1
miles, the use of frequency modu'
tion results in appreciably great
signal-to-noise ratios, better overt
signal quality, and reduction
power requirements of mob
transmitting equipment. Tests
f -m induction radiotelephone s3
tems have shown that voice signi .
of good intelligibility may be i .
ceived when electrical noise level
of such magnitude as to complete' í
over-ride amplitude -modulated si
nals of equivalent signal intermit
Equipment employed on locom
tives and other mobile units usual
incorporates transmitters, receil
ers and control units similar in gei
eral design to that used in convei
tional radio practice at the low
frequencies, with the exception tin
a loop antenna is utilized. In so 'i
installations the loop is located o
the tender or another
and electrically-efficient point. i
1

6-*

,

1

x.-

Arrangement of Induction
Equipment

T'S the FINAL ANALYSIS that tells the story when
dynamotors reach this test board. During manufacture,
countless checks and measurements are made of the
various component parts. Then, after assembly and
preliminary inspection, each unit undergoes an extended
operation test on the run-in line. But the dynamotor must
still prove itself by successfully passing a series of tests
which are the basis of Eicor quality
using the
finest test -equipment obtainable.
First, each unit is checked at over -voltage and overload
to establish a predetermined electrical factor of safety.
This is followed by a complete point -by -point check of
the dynamotor and its performance, based on EICOR
design specifications. Output, regulation, speed, and
efficiency, together with other test data, are carefully
noted for engineering appraisal.
Specializing, as u'e do, ín the design
and manufacture of rotary electrical
equipment, our extensive experience
is fully utilized in building the
world's finest dynamotors and motors.

...

EICWit ERIC.:

.1501'W. Congress- St.;, Chicago; U. S. A..
D. C. MOTORS- POWER PLANTS CONVERTERS
Export: AdAúriemo, 89 Bread Sr., New. York, U. S.A. Cable: Auriema, New York
DYNAMOTORS
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The general electrical arrange'
ment of transmitting and receivinl,
units employed in induction radio'
telephone equipment of mobile typt.
is shown in Fig. 6. Mobile trans
mitters having power output rat,
ings of 10 to 25 watts have been
successfully utilized, with power
rating usually being dependen
upon the size and overall electrical
efficiency of the loop radiator.
Receiving equipment normally
employs an electronic squelch circuit to effect silencing of the audio output system except during per-

iods in which an effective carrier
signal is being received. A carrier operated relay is incorporated in
the squelch circuit of the receiver
to operate a check -light, as in some
space radio systems designed for
railway service.
Operation of locomotive equipment is such that an intense r-f
field is developed in proximity to
wayside conductors. by the combined induction and radiation fields
existent in the vicinity of a loop
antenna. The signal energy induced on wayside wires is then utilized for communications purposes,
attenuation per unit length of line
being sufficiently low to permit
maintenance of satisfactory signalto-noise ratios at receiving locaAugust 1944
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SIt%.pcih9
can solve

your control headaches

Type C-4351 Thermostat. Used
for Tube Warming, Tube Cooling, High limit Controls, etc.

L

IÍ

t

+

'i

./.21/1'

Type

ER

Series. Ambient Compensated
Time Delayed Relays

Type C-7220 Precision Snap Switch.
12 amps. 30 Volts D.C., 125 Volts A.C.

Type B-3120 Thermostat and
Heater, Crystal Dew Point Control

.

.

,

Type PM INAF-1131)

Circuit Breaker
Type C-2851 Thermostat. For such use as
Roughing Controls on Outer Crystal Ovens
%lL

'7r. e3

If you have a control problem-such as motor or transformer
overheat protection, electrical circuit overload protection, thermal
time delays or temperature control for radio equipment-there's a
Klixon Snap -Acting control that will solve your particular control
problem.
Small, compact, light in weight, Klixon controls provide positive,
accurate action under all operating conditions. The simple, foolproof actuating element
the scientifically calibrated Spencer
snaps to a clean '' break'' or solid'' make''.
thermostatic disc
And furthermore, the accurate performance of Klixon Controls is
not affected by motion, vibration, shock or altitude.
;
Klixon snap -acting controls are
available in many standard types,
such as those illustrated, to fit
most control requirements. Write
for complete information.
.

.

s,

Type

EI7RONICS

-

RT Thermostat. Adjustable
Temperature Control

.

.

.

.

SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
August 1944
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RECTIFIERS
\

869-B
FOR 'HIGH
VOLTAGE

HALF WAVE
MERCURY
VAPOR

a

I.

tions along railroad right of way.
In order to expand the usefll
range of induction radiotelephol;
systems along longitudinally -el
tending lanes of traffic such as rail
way tracks and highways, auto
matic f -m repeater equipment lu
been developed. A representatic
repeater unit of this type is illu,
trated in Fig. 7 and 8. This equil
ment includes an f -m receiver an
associated repeater or zone tran
mitten. A carrier -operated rela
employed in the receiver is utilize
in applying transmitter plate pow&
during periods in which carrier sig
nal energy is received from a pre'.
ceding repeater, central station, of
mobile transmitter. The contd.':i
circuits are such that the transmitl'
ter may also be locally controller,
to permit its use in such wayside
points as signal towers and othe
selected locations along railroa Í

.

right of ways.

Repeater Operation

Through the use of automatic ra ol
peater systems of this type, signals
from a mobile unit or waysids
transmitter operating on a given
carrier frequency may be received1
at a repeater station and thence re
transmitted automatically at a sec
and carrier frequency to any poin
along extensive railroad right o
ways. In such repeater installations, the audio-visual checking system is of operational value in establishing the integrity of the entire connecting network. A master
checking signal is transmitted from
the primary control station and is
relayed along the repeater network
to its termination. Reception of the
recurrent checking signal in all
locomotives or other mobile units
provides aural as well as visual indication of proper operation of the
entire system, while the carrier operated pulse lock -out method prevents interference between the
checking signals and voice signals
from mobile units or secondary staj

1. DOUBLE

Protection Against Loose

Anodes
2. LARGER, Heavy - duty Carbon
Anode
3. Withstands High - peak Inverse
Voltages with No Arc Back
4. Designed for ROUGHER Use

Withstands Vibration

-

IDEAL for INDUCTION HEATING
= 20,000 volts.
Maximum Peak Anode Current (25-150 cycles) = 10 amperes
Average Anode Current 2.5 amperes (In-phase filament excitation)
Typical Conditions in A Single Phase,
Full-R'aue Circuit (2 tubes)
A.C. Input voltage, 7070 (RMS per tube)-D.C. Output voltage, 6360
Maximum D.C. Load current-5 amperes
MAXIMUM PEAK INVERSE ANODE VOLTAGE (25-150 cycles)

A

Smaller .Member of the ARPIN Family

ARPIN 575-A MERCURY VAPOR RECTIFIER

Two tubes for full-wave rectification in single phase circuits deliver 5000 volts
D.C. at 3 amps. with good regulation. Filament 5 volts, 10 amps. Peak plate
current 6 amps. Peak inverse voltage 15,000 volts. Fully guaranteed.

WRITE FOR DETAILS ON THE 575-A
and other ARPIN Rectifiers
422 Alden Street
New Jersey

ARPIN MANUFACTURING CO . Orange,
270

tions.
Operating Cab Signal Lights

An adaptation of the signaling
method employed in the checking
system provides a practicable and
relatively simple means for effecting selective operation of red, green
or amber lights within locomotive
cabs when supplementary signal in August 1944
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Unique research, engineering, tool
design and production skills combine,
not only to build control devices that

.fulfill the most exacting requirements,
but also

to build special purpose

devices for which no specifications exist.

Our list of customers, the most exacting
in government, aviation and manu-

facturing, attest to these skills.

Manufacturers of

arrzid.'~ex
and Components ... for
Electric, Electronic and
Mechanical Applications

'

D-

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
585 Dean Street -Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
In Affiliate of

AN OUTSTANDING DESIGN!
1/50 H.P. CAPACITOR MOTOR
TYPE J-70
... 3

SEVEN weeks from inquiry to delivery
4 weeks to production.
final sample

...

60 Cycles, 115 Volts

weeks to engineer

Single

Phase -3400 R.P.M. Low temperature rise High efficiency:

Diameter 35/16", Overall
length 31/8", Shaft diameter
5/16", Weight 3 lbs. Applications are for driving
blowers in high ambient
temperatures and for
powering small control
devices of all types.

THE FRED GOAT CO., INC., Est. 1893

EL;TRONICS-August

1944
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INTRICATE.
NOW EASILY MADE!,

dications of this type are desire
Audio -frequency band-pass eel.
signal rectifiers and relays are cc
netted with the locomotive receive
to effect selective control of the si`
nal lights, as shown in Fig. 9, will
relay interconnections being It
that failure of carrier signaling cl'
cuits will cause a red light to
energized.
In this application of radio tra11
fic control techniques, tone signa
of definite audio frequency, corn
lated with and indicative of sull
traffic control signals as "stopl
"proceed", and "caution", are
mated to the locomotive cab by
low -power wayside transmitter wi
an associated r -f transmission lit
disposed in proximity to the traqI
for the length of a desired signal!
zone. The control signals are al;
reproduced by the cab loudspeaker
thereby serving as an aural aid art;
supplementary check on the visuf
control indication. Units of thi
type may prove to be of particula
valúe on trackage leading to th
"hump" of classification yards
where substantially continuota
control indications are desirable.

I

.
i

t

'j

NQ4

METAPLATED'("'h7,
7%
any intricate commutating surface,
either flat or round, can be obtained by Metaplating
,in the grooves of an insulator. The plating is brought up
flush with the surface regardless of the depth of groove.
RACTICALLY

Commutators having conductive surfaces as narrow as
.005 inch are readily Meta-

plated.

Our engineering department will gladly assist you.
The Slip -Ring, illustrated on the
right, shows how Metaplating
eliminates a ticklish assembly
job. Close fitting Slip-Rings are
plated into a one piece plastic
insulator.

.METAPLAST Process Patented
U. S.

and Foreign Patents

TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

While induction radio syste t
will undoubtedly be utilized in many

1

important railway services, ther
are several important factors to be
considered in determining to what
extent this type of signaling should

r;

be employed.

At points on main line trackage
where wayside wires may be buried
installed in lead -sheathing, oil
where wires run at substantial dis-'
tances from trackage, as in freigh
yards, supplementary wires must
be installed. While this may be a
relatively inexpensive matter in
most instances, it does involve some
complications.
In the event of floods or severe
storms, during which wire lines
may be destroyed or damaged for
considerable distances, the system
is likely to be made inoperative
within the damaged area.
As in rail and other carrier telephone services, the number of available communications channels is
not great. However, as the effective signaling zone extends only
for a limited distance from track
areas, this problem may not be of
sufficient magnitude to prevent extensive use of induction radio tech {{{

.COMPANY
Street
205 West 19
New York 11, N.

Y.

Metal Platíng on Plastíc.s

*
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Disadvantages of Induction Radio
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MINUTE
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THE BROWNING FREQUENCY METER, used
by police and other emergency radio facilities
for the past five years, is still the best meter for
such services because it was specifically designed for them. The design, which permits determination of any five frequencies from 1.5 to
120 Mc., makes for simplicity of operation
which requires less than one minute to check
one frequency. All Browning development work
aims at specific, rather than broad, uses. Thus,
all Browning equipment is best for its particular
job. Furthermore, Browning Laboratory facilities are available for study and solution of your
own, specific electronic engineering problems.
Write for data.

-
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á

1
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LAIORATORIES;

.I-N-CORPORATED
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niques, especially along main
trackage.

li

Conclusions

Although no one at the prese IC
time can predict with any degree
certainty the extent to which a
of the systems described above
be applied to railroad operation,?
is believed that comprehensive teal
now being conducted will indicall
to what extent each of the thri,Ip
systems can best serve the ral1
road industry.
It is probable, therefore, th1 lí
within the coming year there stl
be sufficient technical data and o llg
erational experience to guide ra
road operators in properly evaluat
ing the respective merits of till
various systems. Test installatiot ii
should likewise provide railroad of ñ
erators with tangible evidence
the extent to which the variou
train communications techniqu
can increase the efficiency an' ,
safety of rail operations.
1V

IR

Á
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FATIGUE TESTS
on
dependent

Tt1ORDARSoH

. . .
ELECTRONIC COLOR
RECORDER

AMPLIFIERS

;.

e

Four of the Thordarson 2500 Watt Amplifiers
ate used in the laboratories of the Curtiss
Wright Corporation -Propeller Division. Fatigue analysis of Aircraft components demands continuous 24-hour a day operation.
Thordarson amplifiers serve continuously in
these unusual tests, demonstrating their
ability to "stand the gaff" under the most
exacting conditions.

l2

FATIGUE AMPLIFIER
POWER OUTPUT -2500 watts,
less than 5% distortion, continuous duty.

f

FREQUENCY RESPONSEWithin
2db 35 1° 1500 C.P.S.

(Other frequency response
available on special order).
TRANSFORMER DIVISION
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG.CO.
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

:.,_jvtww)i. 5,,
ORIGINATORS
274

OF.

>,4r

GAIN -80 db.

-5, 7.5,

OUTPUT IMPEDANCES
10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75,

100,

125, 250 and 500 ohms
(Rotary switch selection).

.,51.4zel8y3'

-TRU=FIDELITY- AMPIi-FÍERS

:

.

..

by`

_d

r

In two minutes, this electronic instrU

ment does more accurately what a
trained man formerly did in two weeks.
The machine Is a recording spectrophotometer, used by RCA for testing
luminescent materials for cathode-ray
tubes, and produces a characteristic
curve for each variation of color
August 1944
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1aking CLOTH serve more ways
Cloth as woven, is

a

structural base in or upon which may
be built many colorings, finishes and coatings.

Cloth

CURRERT
PRODUCE lOR

1W51014
:ludes

COATED

ATEO FABRICS

.

,

and IMPREGINSULATING

SEPARATOR
lazed.
,CLOTHS
rubber,starch-RINT
:'LOTHS
PRINencil.
MAP
AND BLUE
'.RACING
p
or
ink
Sel
blue,
white and
CLOTH,
PHOTO
AB
sel --aCS.
LOTH,
CLOTHS,
REINFORCING
hesivBEL
'LOTH

BASE

is

flexible, has high tensile strength and

is very
durable. By special processing, cloth serves many purposes. Combining cloth with plastic types of fillings and
coatings opens up many new industrial use possibilities.

.

fd-

Our business

specialty finilhing of cloth to special needs.
Our research department is devoted to perfecting and
is

developing these processes.

AND TAG 'ink, meet
any
to take
BOOK -BIND waterproof problem.
O
CLOTH, imany inking
SHADE
ING CLOTHS.waterproof, .opaque,
SIGN,

pregnated

ór light proof.
CLOTH;
to consider with us
you
urge
consult
We
you to
and developand invite
requirements.
concerning possibilities
specíf!c
ments for your

translucent

SPECIAL

PgRposEs

Of CLOrHpSsllQ¿Etiest S
PRO CfSSORs
NORrV00DMin prn!P
Sales Agents
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dimensions, initial drain, disch:e
schedule, initial service life,
service life after storage.
It is obvious that since mult,I
cell batteries are combinationsti
different sizes, numbers, and t,
rangements of cells, an almost
limited variety of batteries is
sible. It is also obvious that es,1
battery added to the already t
siderable list of standards
creases the difficulty of proc
ment, stock keeping, assignmen
equipment, shipment, storage,
distribution at places of use. T
combined with the fact that all v
batteries have a limited shelf
depending to some extent on

'
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ELECTRONIC USES
The electronics -radio industry makes severe demands on the
talents of any spring producer. Reliable has abundant experience
in supplying all types of springs of extreme precision for builders

Reliable

of aircraft and aircraft equipment, and also for various electrical
devices. Reliable is well equipped to furnish springs to exact
engineering specifications, for communication, broadcasting, and receiving
apparatus, as well as control and ranging equipment, and for all industrial
applications of electronic devices. The physical and electrical requirements of
our products are held within narrow limits.

We believe that Reliable's superior standards of craftsmanship are
extremely
important to those who use springs in electrically operated equipment-and
that by the use of our springs you assure, in your products, batter
service and

performance.
Consult with

us on

your requirements. Reliable Catalog No. 44 supplied
on request.

THE RELIABLE SPRING & WIRE FORMS CO.
3167 Fulton Rd., Cleveland 9, Ohio

Representatives in Principal Cities

YOU CAN RELY ON

ROUND AND. FLAT
WIRE SPRINGS

.

.

o~,ofrlm

CLIPS

Automatic battery test set provided
choices between continuous and pra'i
gram loads with panel -light indicatioi
and moving -chart records of results
1

::.

l

t

conditions of storage, makes it ell'
tremely desirable that the standai
list be kept to the absolute min r
mum consistent with the fulfillme
of all necessary requirements. VI
this end it has been arranged th
no additions can be made to tll
standard list until necessity ha
been proved and proper authoritl
secured.
r
The latest specification in use
Signal Corps Tentative Specifics
tion 70-21-P-Bureau of Ships At

Interim Spec. 17-B-7 (Int.), WI
formulated by representatives el
the Army, Navy, and industries
under the direction of the SCSI
This specification provides stand
ards for both the Army and the
Navy and facilitates procurement
of batteries for all services by one
agency. This original specification
is to become a joint Army-NaVY
specification to be know as

HOOKS
LIGHT STAMPINGS

he

JAN

B-18.

Recent studies have resulted

278
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AGNAVOX HAS MADE

ELECTRONIC HISTORY
FOR 30 YEARS

was a Magnavox develu,:lent of twenty years ago ... an early example
f he pioneering by which Magnavox has pro.,db,:ed so many outstanding contributions to
,.ti radio industry. Among those contributions
«1a the electro - dynamic speaker, the "voice"
.uIS

GIANT SPEAKER

'of all modern electronic sound reproduction.

'resent wartime experience will enable
M;navox to serve the peacetime needs of the
'I ra!io industry even better than before. With
s ped-up efficiency and the excellent facilitiF of the modern six -acre plant, Magnavox
twi. again supply components for radio manufawrers, and will figure prominently in the

Largest loud speaker ever built-heard 9 miles. Built for Idora
Amusement Park, Oakland, Cal., in 1922. Standing in the speaker
is E. S. Pridham, now a vice-president, one of the founders of
Magnavox, and co -inventor of the electro -dynamic speaker.

.

coming peacetime developments of electronics.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

Magnavox craftsmanship won the first "E"
award in this field (1941), now with
3 White Star Renewal Citations.

a n, a vox
LOID SPEAKERS
E

:TRONICS
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6N.40o

the adoption of standard proci
ures and materials for moistu+

i

proofing assemblies and jackets
dry batteries to meet the sevi
climatic conditions prevailing
tropical areas. This treatm.
now generally followed by batt
manufacturers, consists of impr
nating and coating assembly ma
rials and jackets with a suita
moisture resistant wax.
A standard packaging specify
tion has been formulated under
rection of the Signal Corps Storsl
and Issue Agency in Philadelpi
and is now generally followed
manufacturers. This specificatl.

1

r

.

a°

.

The new Type 6NAO Self -Locking Palnut
may be used as a one-piece locknut to
securely fasten parts-or as an adjusting
nut to maintain accurate settings anywhere on the screw. (See typical uses

When the Type 6NAO Palnut is tightened, its arched, slotted jaws grip the
bolt like a chuck (1-1), while spring
tension is exerted upward on the bolt
threads and downward on the part (2-2),
securely locking both. A third grip is
exerted around the top of the bolt by
spring tension at 3.3.

herewith)

Rear view of test set illustrated showlll
how interchangeable resistor bank
plug in on banana -pin base mount

When used as a fastening, the full triple
grip is -utilized to keep parts tight under
vibration, without need of lockwashers.
When used as an adjusting nut, the third
gripping action (3-3) locks it firmly in
position.

Type 6NAO Palnuts are single thread
locknuts, made of tempered spring steel.
Light in weight, low in cost, easily,
speedily applied. Send details of your
assembly for samples and suggestions.
Write for new data sheet and copy of
Palnut Manual No. 2, giving information
on all types of Self -Locking Palnuts.

As

adjusting nut on contact switch.

THE PALNUT COMPANY
77 CORDIER ST.

IRVINGTON 11, N. J.

As fas ening to hold

electrical Terminals

Self-lacking PAIN UTS
280

t'

requires that batteries be package
in vapor proof bags which give pal A
tection from moisture and fungal
during shipment and in storage. El
These steps are expected to hi
effective in protection during ship;
ment, storage, and service regard.lp
less of the area in which batteries
are to be used.
H
co

Practical Benefits
Benefits which accrue from th
program of testing, specification T
writing, and standardization are! rt
many, among which are the following:
(a) Procurement of batteries
for Signal Corps use is restricted
to a reasonable number of standards.
(b) Very large numbers of the
major types are ordered and used.
per m i t t i n g continuous -quality'
manufacture on assembly lines in
the most efficient manner possible.
(c) Various services utilize the
August 1944
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'ANNOUNCING BULLETIN NO.. 143
Every engineer in the electronic field will appreciate the
concise method in which the Electrical and Mechanical properties
together with the design and dimensions of ALSI M AG
High Frequency' Insulators have been arranged and tabulated for
:,asy and quick reference in new Bulletin No. 143.
.The ALSIMAG insulators described are those most commonly used in high
Frequency applications. Deliveries can now be made within a reasonable period.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
Chattanooga 5, Tennessee

LCO has just been
awarded for the fourth
time the Army -Nary "E"
A

Award for"continued
excellence in

quantity

and quality of .essential
war production."

Note: When requesting copies
please include name and position
of others ín your organization to
whom we should send Bulletin
No. 143

so

your own

that you may retain

copy.

The insulators described in
Bulletin No. 143 represent only
a small portion of our output.
Specially made' insulators to
customer's specifications are
our principal products. Our
Engineering Staff will be glad
to cooperate on your designs.

-

In this push-button test kit, standarn
SIGMA 4-M: R.R.
RELAY

AC SENSITIVE RELAYS...
WITH DC PERFORMANCE
The conventional AC relay of shaded
pole construction has two limitations.
(i) Its power sensitivity is only a small fraction of that afforded by the same relay
operated on DC.
(2)

It cannot be successfully operated on a
gradually variable voltage or current without passing through states of instability
and chattering. This limits its usefulness
to circuits in which the input is sharply
changed from one level to another and
rules it out for sensitive control on continuously variable AC.

battery types BA -42 and BA -59 and
shown in relation to their means o
connection. This unit is part of tes
set IE-10

same standards, permitting simpl
fication of placing orders by orb
agency for all requirements.
(d) As a result of. the intensiv .
program of testing, research, an
standardization, there has been
marked improvement in quality an
performance of batteries.
(e) Groundwork has been lai1
for further advances and modificalI `
tions as may be required for battettijl
ies for use in tropical and arcti
areas. Already improvements along)
these lines are well under way.
(f) Stock keeping and issue ofi
batteries is simplified in depots)
and using areas.
(g) A mass of technical data and
experience has accumulated, providing a more definite and scientific
approach to the application of batteries for services of all kinds.
The accomplishment of this
standardization under the direction
of SCSA has included the utilization of much previous work done
by such organizations as the National Bureau of Standards and or
l

1

SIGMA

has perfected a complete unit which is an adaptation of most SIGMA Sensitive relays to AC operation
with neither of the above disadvantages, by incorporating
within the relay housing a midget seleniúm rectifier of
the full wave type, with or without a filter condenser
as circumstances dictate. Operation is attained
on continuously variable AC with no instability or chatter, and
at practically the same power sensitivity afforded on
DC. Unit is more compact and saves space.

uc

,

m

Suggested Operating Ranges:
higher voltages may be used with
series resistors mounted with the relay
enclosure.
Type 4 MBR
Type 5 MBR
4.0-12.0 volts
4.0-12.0 volts

5.0-35.0

ma.

0.5-10.0

ma.

Sigiu'a Instruments, Inc.

V.vn2dcúbe RELAYS
IN ADDRESS

62

.

CEYLON STREET
BOSTON so, MASS.

"_..-

.

<.

Besides miscellaneous tools and trans.
ceiver handset, case CS -79 contains

batteries BA -39 and BA-40.
power source for radio set

282
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Final test-Remle.r marine amplified
sound transmitting equipment.

tEMLER IS EQUIPPED with facilities for

the mass pro-

(f

uction of complete announcing and amplified sound trans-

equipment; radio;

plugs

and

connectors. Skilled

'ichnicians.and vigilant inspectors check and re -check final

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS

roducts to meet rigid specifications. The facilities of this or-

Signal Corps

mitting

anization backed by twenty-five years of experience in the
l

nufacture of electronic products and plastics,

is

at your

Isposal for further assignments.
EMLER COMPANY, LTD.

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10, Calif.

Types:
50-A

61

54
55
56
58
59
60

62
63
64
65
67
68

Navy Specifications
PL

74
76
77
104
09

120
124
125
127

112

149

108

R:E.MLER.
.,.
nnounctn.y
.ECTRONICS

-
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61
.

ommuntcatton - fat
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OTHER DESIGNS TO ORDER
4ti3

The Automatic
Robot
Inspector

. ..

,

..

.

...

The American Standards Associs
tion. It has also been aided b
efforts of the battery manufactus'
ers and by personnel of the arm
forces.
Before the issuance of the spec
fication it had been customary t
design each type of battery to th
equipment with which it was to b
used. Current practice is to desig
the equipment to use an approve
Signal Corps type battery. Signa
Corps dry batteries are not stand
ardized for general Signal Corp'
use but rather for use with indi
vidual equipment. The Standards'
Agency is charged with approva
of batteries for each particular usill
intended and manufacturers ma)
not use other batteries than thostl
so approved.

I

Prosperity Among
Broadcasters
ON THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY of ef-

fectuation of FCC chain broadcasting regulations, Chairman James;
L. Fly announced that broadcasting)
stations as a whole earned 50 per
cent more, before income taxes,
1943 than in 1942.

CHECKS A CIRCUIT A SECOND!
The accurate, automatic Rotobridge

is on a 24 -hour schedule in many
checking all types of electronic equipment for wiring errors, for
resistance and reactance values. Robot-like, the Rotobridge does your
bidding-exactly! Want a 10%, resistance tolerance here? A 25% capacity
tolerance there?. You get it with the Rotobridge-as you want it-and no
mistake! . And when the Rotobridge spots an error, there's no mistake
about
that either. The instant a defect is detected, the Rotobridge stops
deadwinks a warning red eye until its human co-worker records the number
of the
defective circuit on the inspection tag and pushes the go ahead button.

Specifically,
NBC's earnings
went up from 137 to 190 percent of
the value of its property, CBS from
97 to 158 percent, Blue from 8 percent to 149, and Mutual 59 to 841h
percent.
For 1943, 723 stations reported
income, while 73 reported losses.
Total income was $46,850,189,
while total losses were $368,792.

plants,

Vigilant andversatile! Rotobridge answers to both descriptions. You
can
put it to work on several small sub -assemblies or on a complete set,
involving
es many as 120 circuits.
If you're confronted with the problem of inspecting
a 30 or 40 tube equipment, you can put two or three
of these tireless robots
to work simultaneously. In five minutes-they will check the
equipment
over for you!
Testing of complex cable harness and transformers is also counted
among
the varied applications of the Rotobridge. Write for complete
details on
this and other C. M. L. testing equipment.

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY
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Research for Communications and Radar Leadership
is an activity which is keeping this country in
the lead in military electronics, according to Major General Harry C.
Ingles, Chief Signal Officer, who appeared before a House Committee
to discuss his 1945 budget.
The $50,000,000 requested was
characterized as essential to development work on low- and high-level
blind bombing, blind landing, other
air navigational equipment, control
equipment for guided missiles,
radio counter-measure equipment,
radio relay systems and equipment for front line Use.
He described American signal
equipment as the equal of German
CONTINUOUS RESEARCH
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A BASICALLY BETTER
ANTENNA STRAIN INSULATOR
SHIE LDS

FOR

PLATED

500

ON GERM/

S. TENSILE STRENGTH

-.
EDGES

SMOOTH
CLEAN,

A development of Bendix Radio* Creative Engineer-

ing, this new antenna insulator effectively removes
the dangers attendant on loosening of corona
shields. The shields cannot come loose because they
are plated directly on the ceramic-so insolubly
bonded as to make a single unit of ceramic and
metal. Careful manufacturing processes provide a
clean, point free edge on the metal shield to further
reduce the tendency of corona discharge.

e
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Baffle -designed to reduce flashover-and tested to
500 lbs. tensile strength-this performance -proved
Bendix development is now available .for general

n

BENDIX AVIATION

ITANDARD

The result? Well, tested in a pressure chamber
duplicating 40,000 feet altitude the Bendix Insulator forced a spark jump of 10 inches between the
transmitter and chamber wall without allowing
current to cross the insulator.

THE

use.

TTRADE.MRRK OF RENOIR AVIATION CORPORATION

IX

RADIO DIVISION

CORPORATION .

TO

AVIATION

W

SON,

MA

RYLAND

INDUSTRY
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apparatus in every way and fa
superior to Japanese. He
sal
American radar is better than
tha

of Germany.
Savings during the next fiscI'
year have been made possible
b
contract terminations and price re
negotiations and savings. He ob
served that signal equipment price
have been reduced approximately
111
percent. Quantity production ant
increased experience among manu
facturers were credited. Price estik
mates are being made more accur
ately by the Signal Corps, too, he
said.
One type of combat radio had
been reduced from $6,370 to $3,729,'
while one piece of radar equipment,;
after having been built in considerable number, was cut from $40,000
to $20,000. Component prices have
been similarly reduced.
1

I

American Transmission
to Europe
RADIO ACTIVITIES of the Psychological Warfare Branch of OWI include the establishment and operation of radio facilities to spread
our messages on the continent of
Europe.
Four 50 -kw medium -wave transmitters and at least four powerful

I

1

shortwave transmitters are beamed

Permoflux Means Progress!
When Permoflux Engineers began developing
wartime designs for acoustical communications equipment, old concepts of efficiency
stood only as relative measures for improvement. Permoflux contributions, by more than

meeting anticipated requirements, have

achieved new performance standards of far
reaching importance. The value of these
developments will be reflected in Permoflux
products of the future.
BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!
TRADE

MARK

,oFLU
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION

1

4916-22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III.

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET
DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS

to the Continent from points in
America, England, North Africa,
and Italy.
Thus, reception is practically assured for any listener with a short
or medium -wave receiver in any
part of Europe. Additional transmitters are in readiness for installation on the Continent.
No listener surveys have been
made, but indication of effectiveness is given by the fact that originally severe penalties for listening
have been made even most drastic
by German occupation authorities.

Conventions to Come
Aug.

29 -Sept. 1. Pacific Coast
Technical Meeting, Los Angeles,
Calif. American Institute of Electrical Engineers, H. H. Henline,
secretary, 29 West 39 St., New
York 18, N. Y.

Sept. 18-20. Eleventh Annual National Conference, Toledo, Ohio.
Associated Police Communication

286
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Today, metal mesh knit from INCO Nickel Alloys
does all these varied jobs.
Tomorrow? Perhaps it's the answer to an
electronic problem now on your drafting board.
For Knit Metal Mesh, product of the Metal
Textile Corp., Orange, N. J.,has many properties
that point to its wide future use in electronics.
Knit from Monel, Nickel or Inconel, it is rustless corrosion-resistant, tough, strong, able to
withstand high temperatures. In addition, its
special linked -loop design is flexible, highly resistant to breakage, unusually strong on the bias.
It offers, for instance, a firm fabric for grids because the linked loops allow normal expansion
when the grid is heated, and return the fabric to
its original shape as the grid cools.
The knit fabric holds together even when
made of very fine wire (.0045 diameter), and
with as few as 4 or 5 openings to the inch.
For further information about mesh knit from
the-INCo Nickel Alloys... and for other technical service on metal problems ... address:
The International Nickel Company, Inc., 67
Wall Street, New York 5, N: Y.
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Officers, Sgt. C. H. Knudel, chal
man, 720 Jefferson Ave., Toledo
Ohio.

GUARD AGAINST
Insulation Failures

Oct. 2-5. Forty -Ninth Annual mee l

ing, Boston, Mass. Internatiotu
Municipal Signal Associatioi
Irwin $hulsinger, secretary,
East 41 St., New York, N. Y.

5-7. National Electronic
Conference, Chicago, Ill. B. Dui
ley, secretary, 520 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
.Oct.

WITH THE HOLTZER-CABOT
Electronic
INSULATION RESISTANCE TESTER

Oct. 12-14. Fall Meeting, Buffal
N.

Y.

Electrochemical

Societe

Colin G. Fink, secretary, Columbi,
University, New York 27, N. Y.
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Oct. 16-18. Fifty -Sixth Semi -An
nual Fall Conference, New York}
N. Y. Society of Motion Pictur,
Engineers, W. C. Kunzmann, vic
president, Hotel Pennsylvania

,r..1s

yi

New York, N. Y.
Oct. 16-19. Twenty -Fifth Annua
.Meeting, Cleveland, Ohio. Ameri
can Welding Society, M. M. Kelly)
secretary, 33 West 39 St., Ne
York 18, N. Y.

w.

i

.... ..
e

,

I.

11

Oct. 19-21.

Electronic Parts and
Equipment Industry Conference, I
Chicago, Ill. Association of Electronic Parts and Equipment
Manufacturers; Eastern Div.,
Sales Managers Club; and National Electronics Distributors
Association. H. W. Clough, chair"

S
.'

PO Box 5070-A, Chicago

80,

Ill.
Nov. 2-3. National Time and Motion Study Clinic, Chicago, Ill.
Industrial Management Society.
C. S. Becker, vice president, 205
West Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, III.

Protect your electrical equipment from possible insulation failures
by making periodic tests with the Holtzer-Cabot insulation resistance tester. A self-contained, portable unit weighing only
3 lbs., it is always ready to use in the plant, laboratory
or field.
The hand crank generator delivers 500 volts D.C. testing voltage
... eliminates batteries and external power supply. Two indicator
buttons light up when generator is delivering correct testing
voltage. Electronic voltage regulation assures uniform testing
voltage over a wide range of cranking speeds.. Guard circuit
eliminates surface leakage from affecting measurements. Wide
range ...0 to 100 megohms. Scale is spaced for easy reading.
Get the complete story on Holtzer-Cabot insulation
resistance tester. Write, for bulletin today.

Nov. 13-14. Annual Receiver- and
Tube -design Meeting, Rochester,
N. Y. Radio

Manufacturers Association and Institute of Radio
Engineers; Bond Geddes, secretary RMA, 1317 F St. N.W., Washington, D. C.; Haraden Pratt,
secretary IRE, 330 West 42 St.,
New York 18, N. Y.

Signal Corps Is Pleased
NOTHING HAS BEEN MORE

400
288

Division First. Industrial Corp.

-

STUART STREETi. BOSTON 17; MAS'S:'
'

.

°

striking'

than the achievement of the electronic design and manufacturing
groups, in the opinion of Major
General William H. Harrison, chief
of the Procurement and DistribuAugust 1944
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Has your company considered selection of

Nor radio air. condensers?

It isn't

too soon to plan. And in planning, take into considera-

tion the importance of the air condenser. Recall how very
much our armed forces today depend upon communication
sets, and the necessity of accurate tuning to get every mes-

sage distinctly. It is significant that variable air condensers of

Radio Condenser Company are used by our armed forces.

Why wouldn't they continue to be a good bet after the war?
Plan

- and

use

- our air condensers and

push button tuning

devices in your post-war manufacture of radios.

RADIO CONDENSER CO.
CAMDEN, N.

J.

RADIO CONDENSER CO. LTD., TORONTO, CAN.

Cl
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important
as the circuit itself!
4
:

as

tion Service of the Signal C
He was conveying the thanks 01,
r
organization to the industry i.,
talk before RMA in Chicago;,',1
cently.
In addition to creating a sl
tion where our invasion forces].
lacked no essential signal eq
ment, the industry is credited
'1111
supplying complete equipment
French and Italian units. He t,
stantiated the belie f that all of 111
equipment outstripped that of 1,Ii
enemy in dependability, flexibil'IU
range, and general performance'

I

Electronic Production

O8 ,
WPB ANNOUNCES that commun 112
tion and electronic equipment f
percent below the level of Ma
production during April and wa "
percent behind schedule. Radio}}
declining program, fell 5 percp.i t
short. Airborne equipment, a 1'l
ing program, was 6 percent behill
and ship communication and ell.]
tronic equipment was 4 percent e
while ground equipment was 1 pt
cent ahead.
Q''

LONDON NEWS LETTE
BY JOHN H. JUPE
London Correspondent

CP

Recording High Speed TransientL
At a lecture recently deliver('
before the Association for Sciei
tific Photography some interest
ing data was disclosed, togethe'
with records taken from a or
screen at frequencies up to 41111(
In this case the maximum writin,
speed was 3,800 km per sec-1/&
the speed of light-yet the recort
was quite clear and occupier
about 8 complete cycles.
The lenses used were a 2-1
focus with an aperture of f/1.9,'
and a series of 1 -in. focus, with
apertures ranging from f/1.9 tO
1/1.4 There was also a special
lens constructed by Taylor, Taylor
and Hobson for the Kodak reI
search department with a 21 -in.
focus and an aperture of f/1.
In the opinion of W. Nethercot,
who conducted the work for the,,;
Electrical Research Association, 'the fastest films were orthochro'
matic, Kodak R.55 or Ilford 5.G.91.
The very slight increase in speed
obtained by using panchromatic I,
emulsions was not judged to alit'
II

Practical filter designs involve important compromises

between several related factors if

and attenuation

characteristics

are

physical
to

be

specifications
achieved

for

predetermined circuit requirements. The overall performance

of any design depends largely upon 'the
carefulness and
accuracy with which these considerations are carried out.
Behind every ADC Filter stands years of practical
design

experience-the type of knowledge that makes it possible
to turn out filters for the most exacting service
applications.

%,

<

283313th 11vé.
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MICROPROCESSE

TUBE SOCKET

NO.

1

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

258 BERGEN BOULEVARD

ABOUT

1

SPR0NGB®ARD

.211,

IEWORTHY

VOL

,ems"r

//.J,.S

PERFORMANCE DIRECT

MICRO -PROCESSED BERYLLIUM COPPER

WHAT

LITTLE FALLS, NEW -JERSEY

COPPER

BERYLLIUM
DOES

200,000 LB.

PER

SQ.

IN.

TENSILE STRENGTH MEAN IN SPRING

PERFORMANCE?

The higher strength of Certified "Silvercote" Beryllium Copper wire used
in I -S coil springs allows a 25% increase in design stress over ASTM
spec, wire. This makes it possible to
design a satisfactory spring in a
smaller space, and also greatly increases life under endurance service.
Resistance to drift is increased 5 to 20
times, an important advantage in a variety of every -day spring applications.

la rument Specialties is producing in
111(1,e quantities a new tube socket con which assures uniform, constant
pr sure on the tube pins under conditits of extreme vibration and tem-

pe.ture. This contact was designed
to ake full advantage of beryllium

permitting intricate forming
heat treatment, and SELECT' E HARDENING, a new heat treatliaitechnique. The spring end of the
¡co per,

'i to

is hardened to a tensile
st Ingth of 180,000 lb. per sq. in.
(lickwell 15N-80) for maximum stabily, and the tab end is heat treated
to i0,000 lb. per sq. in. (Rockwell
15-40) for ductility and ease of soltIdeng leads.

LITERATURE
YOU HAVE ON FILE?

cotact

'hese micro -processed beryllium
coyer contacts have maximum vibra-

stability, minimum drift under

tiv

load, and high conductivity, giving low
electrical losses.
The entire socket, produced by H. H.
Eby, Inc., Philadelphia, was made to
specifications and designs of the Signal
Corps Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.

DO
Recent technical article by Sheldon
Klock, I -S Field engineer, points out
contributions Of Micro -processing in
improving performance of electronic
equipment, and accomplishing results
impossible- with conventional spring
materials. Write for your copy today
FROM THE

I

-S LABORATORY

Cleaning Beryllium Copper Springs
T'M

ro -Processed Beryllium Copper

Highest Conductivity

Of

all

Spring Materials
ELEC.CONDUCTIvITY
PPOSPHOR BRONZE
NICKEL

SILVER

r.r v-ámvassro

BRUSH
SAVE

UP

SPRINGS WITHOUT SHUNTS
TO

30%

ON

Beryllium CoppermP,
with its high conductivity (see chart) and
ability to stand 100°F
higher working temperature, plus closer
tolerances on the ID

B(RYLUUN COPPER

has eliminated the

STAINLESS STEEL

need for pigtails on
brush springs in many

CARBON STEEL

are heat

it

cif

EICTRONICS
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light duty applica-

treatment, the conductivBeryllium Copper is the same as
p sphor bronze. Conductivity in c uses during heat treatment, and restnse varies with each lot of material.
V ro -processing is the only sure way
0 btaining the value shown above, and
n 'he same time reaching maximum
ONrall spring properties. Still higher
ekductivity values are obtainable at
('Ele sacrifice in other properties.
B

ASSEMBLIES

1944

tions. I -S unshunted
brush springs are far
easier to assemble,
give longer service life
at peak loads, and as-

sure constant, even
pressure at all times.
Send drawings to I -S
or write for I -S brush

spring data sheet.
One order for 1,250,000 contact coil
springs is being micro-processed by I -S
at the rate of 250,000 per week.

in Preparation for Soldering and

Electro - Plating
Two standard cleaning methods that
give excellent results on Beryllium

Copper:
1. Sulphuric-Bichromate Pickle
sulphuric acid
1 gal.
water
4 gals.
sodium bichromate..3 ozs. per gal.
temperature
140°-180° F
time
'/z to 10 mins.
Parts should be agitated in solution
to insure uniform attack. Time should
be kept to the minimum needed to prevent loss of spring pressure and to
avoid pitting. Rinse with cold water.
2. Bright Dip
Solution #1 may be used cold as a
bright dip or a typical bright dip as
follows may be used:
sulphuric acid
2 gals.
nitric acid
1 gal.
water
1 qt.
hydrochloric acid ..1 oz. per 5 gals.
temperature
cold
time
5 seconds to 5 mins.
Rinse in cold water followed by a
hot water rinse to aid in rapid drying.
Parts having a very light oxide surface such as results from salt bath
heat -treatment, may be satisfactorily
cleaned by using only the bright dip
solution. Such parts will then readily
electro -plate or solder.
291

weigh the additional difficult
encountered. Recommended
velopers were Kodak D.19b a'
Ilford I.D.33, followed in so
cases by treatment with uranll

intensifiers. For paper print
high contrast papers such
Kodak BG.4 or 5, or Velox VGII
were used with very good resul
Needless to say, only small nt'j
atives could be obtained, as, wi
out very bulky camera equipme
the lens must be near the oscill
graph screen, with consequent
duction in its depth of focus. Ii
focussing due to curvature of t!
screen and distortion due to t"
trace being at the edge, set furth
limits but a 5 -in. screen was fow"
to have a useful working ar,
about 4 in. in diameter.
Placing the film in direct co
tact with the screen products
fairly satisfactory results up
about 6 Mc but the results using
a camera were far better. Th
method was adopted for most
the work, which represents a bi
advance. in the recording of hig
speed transients at reasonabl
cost and without undue difficult!
t

look ahead

1

and look to

.

peril

,.

EVEN with the rapid
advancement of science,
spurred by war demands, we
have seen only a glimpse of
what lies beyond the uncharted
horizons.
The contributions which
Sperti has made in the field of

electronics, irradiation and
fluorescent lighting (as well as
biodynes with all they imply in
the Held of medicine) are but a
promise of significant new developments to come.
For beyond Sperti are laboratories devoted to pure research ...
stalled by scientists whose sole
purpose is to unselfishly roll back
the horizons of human knowledge
for the betterment of mankind.
Sperti, Inc. exists to make their'
mature discoveries available in applicable forum.
Even now, though Sperti is almost
wholly engaged in war work, there may.
be a discovery which has a place in your
postwar product planning.
It will pay you to keep Sperti in mindas you turn your mind toward tomorrow.

Police and Fire Radios
Separated
CITIES

WHOSE

FIRE DEPARTMENT}.

serye a population of 150,000 of
more and smaller localities witl
special problems are eligible fot
special municipal fire frequencies,
independent of their police chow
nels, according to the terms of a
recent act by FCC.
Available frequencies are 1630,
35580, and 37740 kc. Although only
one vhf will normally be assigned
to any locality, additional ones can
be considered in, the light of special
needs.
Power, in general, is restricted to
250 watts, while authorized types
of emission are: A-1, A-2, and A-3'
on 1630 kc ; A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, and
special emission for fm on 35580
and 37740 kc.

How Television May Grow

peril
RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING

1

AUDIENCES FOR FUTURE TELEVISION

INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO

entertainment may get their first
taste by blind listening to the audio

I
u

components of television broadcasts if the predictions of Leonard

Á

1,

292
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THE PAPER SECTION construction used by Anaconda is
exceedingly flexible and a wide variety of coils can he

made by this method. Standard Paper Section Coils may
be wound on round, square or rectangular cores. The
thickness of the inner layer of the paper is especially selected to suit the size of wire used for the winding.
In addition, special types of Paper Section Coils are
designed for high voltages, ranging up to 85,000 volts or
more, such as in the case of X-ray transformers.

Anaconda High Voltage Paper Section Coils are made
with special methods of insulation and construction to
accommodate high potentials. For example, the paper
margin is substantially larger; the number of inter -layer
paper wraps is graded throughout the coil; the inner and
outer layers of wire are usually wound with increased
pitch .to separate the individual turns; the type of paper
used is carefully selected to meet specific conditions.

Paper Section Coils are one of the many fine enginee,ed
products of Anaconda. Any of our sales offices will be glad
to refer inquiries to our coil engineering staff.
49218

A`tºA

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
'FERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York 4
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20
ELF:TRONICS

-August
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North Wacker Drive 6

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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No need to crystal gaze into the

future of electronics.

1

For, as we at

National Scientific Products Company
engage in secret wartime electronic
developments, many peacetime applications of these very same electronic

principles are revealed daily.

Cramer, vice president of Du M.
Laboratories, come true.
Speaking at a recent meeting
the Television Press Club of N,
York, he suggested that many III
the present differences of opinit
might be settled through the mot
tain-into-molehill effect of a tt
ing device which permits cont
uous tuning over a wide frequen
range. This development, the M
lory-Ware Inductuner, makes
feasible for immediate postwar f.
sets to cover the television aut
channels as well as their own.
Then, having had a taste of to A
vision, the listener would aspire
add a separate video unit whic
could be made available for $
or less.
Future development
such as the addition of color, at I
changes of standards would thi n
be more easily and inexpensive
achieved. Mr. Cramer envision;+ltt
the final top -bracket receiver asl;il
unit combination of television sigl' t
and sound, fm, am, and phonl,
graph with a price somewhere b¡a'
tween $500 and $1000. Such 1"
device would be the evolutional
outgrowth of the piecemeal systei
and would be considerably longer
coming.
c°

I

1

-s_

Razor -Blade Radios
'ia-

New, cost -saving electronic designs which are applicable to
post-war products ranging from radios, lighting units, thermal
devices, timing and measuring instruments, electrical -therapy
machines and door openers, to a host of other peacetime
items, are everyday occurrences in National laboratories.

If your post-war product incorporates a tube, singly or in
combination with an electrical control, or other electronic or

IN NEW YORK

RECENTLY,

Madill

Firéarms Co. was startled to heal?`
that its blued -steel razor blade'

were in considerable demand on th1.1
Italian front as. components fad
portable radio receiving sets.
In a letter from Lt. Maxie L. Rot'
pert, Anzio, details of the receivers
were provided, together with a wir
ing diagram.
Further development is appar
ently under way as engineers of Ns
°h

ih

-

electrical unit, we are prepared to make specific recom
mendations to bring it to maximum efficiency.

Write today. Your inquiry will receive prompt attention.
Electrical and .Yrt

nical Engineering

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers of Electrical and Mechanical Devices

5013-25 NORTH

294

KEDZIE AVE., CHICAGO 25, ILLINOIS
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ccording to War Department
ISi
records, rehabilitation of 49,176
wire miles of communications was
I
accomplished by the Signal Corps
on in Sicily alone.
The magazine, "Steel", comments
'lot,
Dn the fact that wire communication
Ott i'remains basic in this zone. It enjoys
Ai the advantage of a degree of secuvetlt rity not enjoyed by other mediums.
the editor of "Steel" points out that
the demand for wire field communiLek
cations will continue to be heavy until
the wars in both major zones are won.
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Imagine the demand for field

1,

:....

;telephone equipment with the whole
continent of Europe under invasion,
and Pacific operations constantly
expanding!
The men and women of Connecticut Telephone & Electric Division,
'commended personally by War Man-

!

d

4

power Commissioner McNutt for
¡their splendid record in turning out
Field telephones and other basic
communications equipment, realize

u°

o

.'

`

a/a-

t

_,

their ever-increasing responsibilities. They are determined to fulfill
this obligation to our armed forces
and those of our allies.
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CONNECTICUT

1
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TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC

*

DIVISION

*

/r

GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
'Y

'

CONN.

MERIDEN

G.A.I. divisions are producing for the
war effort: Military Trucks, Fire Apparatus, Communications and Electronic

Equipment, Aircraft Ignition Components, Cellular Rubber Products.
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tional Broadcasting Co. made a
unit from details of the letter, ; i
gesting that improved recep1;
might be brought about by sub.
tuting a short piece of pencil l+
for the steel contact pointof
safety pin detector. The receivet
lustrated here is the latter, Mod?,

i

I

/
..2"
.

Study of Automobile

Interference
WORKING IN COOPERATION

,
..01

Q:..

still delivering after

e

88,000

HOURS

with
Society of Automotive Enginee
the Engineering Department 1
RMA is undertaking a series'
tests to determine details of au
mobile interference with televis,
and f-m reception. Five thousa
dollars has been appropriated
the project.

Continuous Service

Soviet Electronic Plant

This Conant type M rectifier was returned as
defective on May 9, 1934. When routine
tests failed to show any defects, this rectifier Was
mounted on the back of a 15 mil meter
and put in operation as a line voltmeter, in an
effort to detect any intermittent condition.

partments of some' of the
Russian electronic plants are

PRODUCTION AND ENGINEERING

.

For more than ten years this "defective" Conant
rectifier has been in continuous serviceari estimated 88,000 hours-delivering a full
13 milliamperes, its original output. This
is the milliampere -hour equivalent of several
lifetimes of normal service.

This unintentional life test, begun a decade ago,
makes it possible to safely predict a normal
life of at least ten years for any Conant rectifier.
If it is important that your instruments
retain their initial calibration for life-choose
Conant rectifiers and be cértain.
r

----1

ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
6500 0
20 Vesey St:, New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
1215 Harmon el., Minneapolis 3, Minn.
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STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. 5. A.

2017 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
7935 Eustis St., Dallas 18, Texas
4018_Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
1526 Ivy St., Denver, Colo.

4214 Country Club Dr.,Long Beach 7,Cal.
4205 N.E. 22nd Ave., Portland 11, Ore.
Caixa Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmouth Rd., Toronto, Canada
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neti11

dot

work which compares very favc'
ably with some large American
ganizations, in the opinion of R
C. Ellis, director of the Radio a
Radar Division of WPB, who
cently returned from a two montl'
visit to the Soviet Union. Speakit'
before the Third War Producti
Conference of RMA in Chicago r
cently, he gave an account of son
of the impressions he had receive'
The Russian radio industry b:
fore the war was very small, wit
sets and parts produced in abou
fifteen factories. Development wor
originated with a central govern
ment planning agency, which wa
primarily interested in high -pow
transmitters, television, and op
vial tubes. There were two expert
mental television stations in opeil
ation.
Little work was done on redeiv
ing tubes, shortwave sets, high fidelity, fm, loudspeakers, or component parts. Foreign contact b])
their engineers was kept to a min{
imum and few outside radio men
were allowed inside Russia.
Between June and October, 1941,
because of the German invasion, all;
of the radio industry was evacuated
from western Russia to central Siberia, over 2,500 miles away. Here
temperatures vary more than any "
where else in the world, changing
from 100 deg F in summer to -50
in winter. Despite this and compli'
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40 pages of new,

WESTIIGg

up-to-the-minute

e

,,1

Tiff IHDUSTRIAÍ
PLASTIC

r
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1

FOR.

COMMUNICATIONS

ul

ENGINEERS
E.IIIGM

Here's new and up-to-the-minute data for
designers of communications and electronics
equipment in concise, easy-to -use form.
Forty pages of property tables, performance
curves and design suggestions provide working
data for selecting the proper grade of Micarta
for any communications application. Data covers
both laminated, molded, and formed Micarta.
Grades include those designed for severest wear
and high dielectric strength. Micarta terminal
blocks, commutators, bases, coil forms, switch
spacers and tube sockets, are now standard in the
industry. In these successful applications, you
may find the basis for ari improved design.
Reserve your copy of the new Micarta Data
Book today. Write Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N. J_06354 -Is
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GET THIS

HELPFUL DATA:
Grades of

istics

Micarta- their character-

... corresponding Army and

Navy types.
Properties of Micarta

-

electrical
.:. how
mechanical
...
chemical
...
they compare with other materials.
Designing Help-machining

data...

how to apply directional loads .. .
molded and formed Micarta design
suggestions.

Available-standard shapes
and sizes . . . plates, rods, tubes,
angles, channels, zees.
Forms

:ITt;'_

....

-
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.

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES
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;
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N
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OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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r

cations involved in housing .
ages and plant inadequacies.
ments of equipment began
months after the move.
One tube plant employs 2.('j'á

OS
ME.

ARE

sons and makes several t y p
metal tubes. Glass tubes are

1

1

,

made, including glass power to

'

acorn

i

tubes, water-cooled
tubes up to 100 kw, rectifiers
x-ray tubes. All are skillfully h.
built, including the glass blowi
Test equipment of all types s

lacking, lighting facilities were pi
and safety devices meager. N s
theless, the spirit with which p
duction quotas are strived for
ceeded the sort of thing genera
demonstrated in American piar'
About 85 percent of the employs
are characterised as a serio
minded group of women, rangij
from 14 to 55 years of age.
Recently some of the plants v,c l!
moved back to the west into mode
buildings which incorporate last
production knowledge. These buil
ings include elaborate precautio
against bombing and gas attacl
In one particular plant visited, t1
organization followed closely tha
principles accepted in Amerie
While production and engineerir
activities compared favorably wil'
ours, personnel and incentive di
partments are considerably ahen1
of those in many of our plants.
I

1

I

_

INSUROK
HAS LOW MOISTURE ABSORPTION"
dangers of damage from
are
minimized when INSUROK is
used. And, in addition, it has the
stamina to absorb shock and to
stand up under rough handling.
It is not strange, therefore, that
HE

1 moisture and corrosion

both Molded and Laminated

Television Picture Quality

INSUROK are being widely used
in war products-are being specified for use in many types of products for tomorrow.

EVEN IF THERE were no basil
change in television standards im
mediately after the war, ther
I

There are many grades and types

of Laminated and Molded INSUROK, with a wide range of chemical, electrical and mechanical

characteristics. One or more types
of INSUROK will meet practically
every requirement.
Richardson Plasticians have had
years of experience in working with
designers and manufacturers. They
will be glad to help you determine
the grae best suited to your needs.
Write for complete information.

Every day, parts and products made
of Laminated or Molded INSUROK
are successfully meeting all kinds of

moisture and temperature conditions. Be sure to get the facts about
this and other characteristics which
are causing INSUROK to be specified for so many types of products.

would be possible an appreciable
improvement in the quality of thll
picture produced, in the opinion o1
Allen B. DuMont. Speaking befon
one of the sessions of the Televis
ion Seminar of Radio Executives
Club in New York, Mr. Dupont
pointed out that most of the receivers in existence are of rather old
vintage and not capable of translating more than 250 lines of the
transmitted 525 into a useful

picture.
Contrasting
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television details
with those of motion pictures, he
showed that from the viewpoints of
flicker frequency (60 to -18 per sec.)
and intensity (20 to 12 foot lamberts), television had the advantage. As for comparative numbers
of picture elements, 35 mm film has
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PRECISION LABORATORY INSTRUMENT
Carefully and difficul+ly acquired experience enabled Federal to,
produce more Ultra High Frequency Test Signal Generators than
were ever thought possible-and quickly, too.

y

nq
led

tfp,
11,

r1t;

PEDE
II. H.F.
I G N AL

Breaking the tightness of demand by the Army and Navy, these high
quality laboratory precision instruments are available to research
laboratories and industrial manufacturers engaged in the production
of electronic equipment.

Your inquiries are invited.

CARRIER FREQUENCY RANGE: 7.6 to 330 megacycles plus or
for use with
blank coil form supplied.

S

minus 2%, direct -reading in 5 bands, 6th band available

t;,

gF'GENERATOR

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE: Calibrated Attenuator continuously
variable from to 20,000 microvolts, accuracy plus or minus 10%.
1

`m,11O

DELS

MODULATION: Internal Modulation 1,000 cycles; external modulation up to 20,000 cycles; 0 to 60% direct -reading modulation meter.

'1=1104 -CSI

STRAY FIELD LEAKAGE: Held to a minimum by Improved shielding
and R.F. Filters.

,

.

IIso

VIDEO OR PULSE MODULATION: Can be pulse modulated externally with signals having very steep wave fronts.

804-CS2

MORE DETAILED INFORd,TION WRITE TO DEPT. E-8
FIR

:

'

h

VOLTAGE REGULATED POWER SUPPLY: 115 or 230 volts, 40 to
60 cycles, single-phase.

.

Manufactured by arrangement with the General Radio Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and in accordance with their designs.
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about million while 525 line 4
vision has about half as ma
However, only theater projection
the television picture might t
full advantage of additional defi
tion.
Two of the recent developme:,
which will make better reception.
television pictures possible are fi
faced tubes, which aid contra
and tubes with black screens, wh,
reduce halo effects. Referring
the probable size of screen in po
war receivers, Mr. Dumont thougi
that 20-in. would be the maximu
with the flat -type, 16 -in. a mail
popular top size because of its mo
practical aspects with regard
cabinet mounting.
.

BLUE PRINTING THE

futur
Day in and day out the grim demands of
war call for more and more engineering ingenuity. More than ever "necessity is the
mother of invention".

Apace with this constant wartime pressure,
Temple engineers have gone far in the field
of electronics. Almost overnight new ideas
or new methods give birth to new developments in vital war equipment-give birth,
likewise, to blue prints for the vast commercial requirements at war's end.

When it comes to peacetime electronics it
will pay you to "team up with Temple".

~pie
Electronics Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO COMPANY
Mystic, Conn.

Beachhead Press
Communication
FOR THE FIRST TIME in history, ti
press has its own radio communic
tion service directly behind ti
battle lines in Normandy. Speéi
equipment previously prepared b
Press Wireless is capable of sew
ing and receiving all varieties c
radio traffic, including broadcai

services.
Besides a semi -permanent sta
tion, the European press crew ha
a truck with transmitting and 11
ceiving sets and a unit for generat
ing electric power to operate it. II
this unit are both radio-telephone
and radio -telegraph
equipment
which can be operated separatell
or simultaneously.
Transmission is possible either
directly to the eastern receiving
terminal of the company in the
United States or to their highspeed channels in London.

Electronics and the
Automatic Age
MODERN,

MULTI-ENGINED

bombers

constitute the most complete examples of complex, delicate jobs done.
automatically to eliminate fatigue.
and the element of human error, in
the opinion of Ernest R. Breech,
president of Bendix Aviation Corporation. "More varied tasks are
performed by scientific means inside the compact airframes of mili- t
tary aircraft than in any other
space of comparable size," he stated,
in the course of a display of Bendix-

engineered apparatus at Teterboro, N. J., recently.
At the same time, intensive train300
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RESEARCH

FOR BETTER ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
I
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Section of Burndy's test laboratory

a.FOUNDATION FOR
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Burndy's

'

LEADERSHIP

At Burndy, the development even oí a small, special
connector, means more than mere drawing board technique. It starts right from bed -rock ... because only
through complete laboratory findings on materials,
design, and performance, can service efficiency be as-

```

Hydrostatic
Chamber

sured.

The constant, relentless research here in Burndy's
completely equipped laboratory explains why so many
outstanding connector developments stem from this
source ... and why industry relies on Burndy for the
correct solution to any connector problem. Feel free to
use this service at any time!

urn

BURNDY

ENGINEERING

CO.,

Vibration
Machine

,,

o

,

.,.
.-

;nt
Y,p,

INC..

107 BRUCKNER BOULEVARD, NEW YORK 54, N.Y.
IN CANADA: Canadian line Materiols, Limited, Toronto 13

Corrosion
Chamber

,I
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(YOU FILL IN THE DATE)

i

Think of it! You as a civilian have the power to decide when the war will end.
Use that power to the utmost-NOW-by

1-

Buying war bonds to the limit of your capacity.

2.

Working harder, longer, and uninterruptedly turning out implements of
war.

.

3.
4-

Donating your blood to the Red Cross to save lives on the battle field.
Collecting waste paper and other scrap for which the government is
asking.

5-

Avoiding black markets as you would the plague. (Black markets cause
the plague of inflation.)
All of these are weapons of war-weapons that strike terror in the hearts of
our enemies. Use them.

We, the management and employees alike,
at Kenyon, are building better transformers
than we ever built before-and building them
faster for the armed forces.

TEE MARK OF

\ /

EXCELLENCE

INYON TRANSFORM
EICTRONICS

-
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gested the organization of colt
tive listening groups including,r 'j
least one radio technician and p
sessing at least one receiver. r
was also suggested that tubes ail
parts of old sets be kept for a col
munity stockpile. Then, whene
anyone is compelled to turn ovei1
radio receiver to the authorities (I
can take out the good tubes and j

MOISTURE
'Sealed Out"

I.

GASKET

.,

SEALING
RING

bad ones in their place before tit;
ing so.

BASE

Mi n..,

Standardization of
Hook-up Wire
1

ATTENTION OF EQUIPMENT manufal '

turers is directed to the two

OCTAL -TYPE BASE
HOWARD'S Octal -type base keeps out all moisture and dirt, in
spite of contraction and expansion caused by heat and cold, by
means of a gasket seated on a sealing ring. Designed for radio
tubes, crystal holders, transformers, electrolytic condensers, and
practically all types of plug-in equipment, this base is made in
natural or black Bakelite and has molded -in pins. Write today
to HOWARD for prices!

*

BUY WAR

*

BONDS

OWARD MANUFACTURING CORP.

LEA DE RSHI
.,

-. _
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Cinaudagráph
i

,./~

-

I

from 18 to 29, a
group of 33 women have just finished a special nine -month engi- r
neering training course at Car- i
negie Institute of Technology. They
are prepared to act as engineering
RANGING IN AGES

f w-

1

péakers, Iric.

assistants, participating in the

3911 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Export Div., 13 E. 40th St., New York -16, N. Y.

¿4 W4 Eftea

IMAGES WITH 800-line definitio
and color are being recommended
for English television by one British manufacturer, Pye, Ltd. Television activities of this company
were formerly under the direction)
of Dr. Peter Goldmark, television
specialist of the Columbia Broadcasting System here.

Women Engineers Ready

`0..
Lion

I

British Television
Standards

Oko

The result of precision engineer.
ing, painstaking production and
inherent stamina. This is the bat tie -tested'
-tested background you get with
every Cinaudagraph Speaker. If
delivery is slow, please remember
the armed forces have first choice.
Watch
Cinaudagraph Speakers '
after Victory!
-

DE

specifications which cover rad
hook-up wire. Published by the Si
nal Corps of the Army and the BI
reau of Ships of the Navy, the ti
standards do not differ from e4,
other greatly. Both are perform
ance specifications broad enough 1
permit the development of othtl,
types of insulations, and also to al
low the use of several differe I
kinds of materials now availabl
Copies of the Signal Corps stand
ard can be obtained from the Signs
Corps Standards Agency, 12 BroJ
St., Red Bank, N. J. Preliminar:
drafts of the Navy standard hays
been sent out for industry com
ment only.

e z

ail-G,' 9Po'u í

.

de-

sign of electrical equipment, in research work, in analysis and testing, writing specifications, and compiling engineering reports.
Selected from 275 candidates,
August 1944
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WILCO facilities
Expanded to Meet

Wartime Needs!
But Postwar Industry

will

be

the ultimate gainer from the

many new WILCO products
and developments

.:

I.x.
t

,.

Thermostatic Bimetals, Electrical Contacts,
and Precious Metal Bimetallic Products are
such important factors in the precision performance of ships, planes, tanks, guns, and
various instruments of the Army and Navy
that the H. A. Wilson Company has found
it necessary to enlarge its facilities and develop many important new products and
techniques.
Though now chiefly applied to the war
effort, these new Wilco developments are
destined to play as vital a role in the postwar industrial "comeback" as they are now
playing in'scores of wartime applications.
At the coming of peace, the skill and experience gained in the development and application of these new Wilco products and
techniques will mean much to automotive,
electrical appliance and many other types
of manufacturing customers. No company
will then be better equipped to meet individual requirements for Thermostatic
Bimetals and Electrical Contacts on any
desired scale than the H. A. Wilson Company, pioneers in this field.
WILCO PRODUCTS ARE: ContactsSilver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys, Sintered Powder Metal. Thermostatic MetalHigh and Low Temperature with new high
temperature deflection rates. Precious Metal
Collector Rings for rotating controls. Silver Clad Steel. Jacketed Wire-Silver on'
Steel. Copper, Invar, or other combinations
requested. Silver Clad Steel. Rolled Gold.
Plate. Special Materials.

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street, Newark 5, New Jersey

Thermometals-Electrical Contacts
Precious Metal Bimetallic Products
EtZTRONICS

-
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ELECTRICAL.' CC:ML'WINDINGS
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Two of thirty-three women engineers tt
finish a nine -month Westinghouse-sponlil
sored course at Carnegie Institute o,
Technology. Evelyn Work and Betty
Haynes determine the characteristics o
an amplifier tube with a cathoderay
oscilloscope and a wave analyzer

.

-w

these graduates are being placed
engineering and research laboril
tories of Westinghouse Elec. & Difl,
Co. plants in various eastern citieli
The company sponsored the train
ing program. During the course, th
students had all expenses paid anti.
in addition, receiNed $50 a months
;

For the

Home Front
For the
War Front

More Accurate Broadcast

Data

a

BECAUSE MANY BROADCAST licenseell,,(:
.

DOWN thru the
years COTO - COIL
has pioneered in the manufacture of every

type of coil winding.
All of this experience and skill acquired
thru "doing" now. are directed to the

production of vital military equipment.
When

*"C"

Day comes we will be ready

and waiting. May we help you

NOW or

have, in the past, been filing reytl
newal applications with gross er
rors which are repeated time and
time again, FCC has established
two new forms which require tha
the chief engineer or technical di- Ib
rector of a station swear or affirm 3

the accuracy of contained informa;
tion.
This step is to prevent the copying of data from previous renewal
applications without reexamination
by anyone hay ing knowledge or information of the facts. One of the
two forms applies to stations using
non -directional antennas, while the
other refers to those using directional types.

THEN?

If you have a coil winding problem,
phone, wire or write.
*

"CONVERSION DAY"

COTO -COIL CO.., 'INC.
65 PAVILION AVE.
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PROVIDENCE 5, R., I.

CAA Alaskan Radio
ALTHOUGH THE ARMY is operating
most of the aircraft communication
facilities in the Aleutians, Civil

Aeronautics Administration operates three radio services throughout territorial Alaska.
Of the three, one provides communication with the actual aircraft
in flight, another operates and
maintains radio aids to navigation,
and the third collects and disAugust

944- ELECTRONICS

Jo.
1

919

I
V.,o

1934
hasty development or Chinese copy
f the units of some other manufacturer,
ze popular Types 214-314 Rheostats
grave been made by us for many years.
hhe Type 214 was first brought out in
Its present general form in 1919. As
better wire .. .
improved
,etter insulation . . . more accurate
inding:methods ... better mechanical
resign of molded form, winding cards
. the Type 214
,nd contact arms .
radually reached its present stage.
'hey are being turned out just as
luickly and in just as large volume as
,!e are able. After the war we may have
)me radical improvements in our entire
ieostat line. In the meantime when
rdering rheostats that look like G-R,
hy not buy G -R, if our present delivry schedules meet your requirements.
TO

...

.

GENERA
-

UCTRONICS
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'Cambridge '39,. Ma'ssa'chusetts
NÉW FORK ',CHICAGO
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tributes

meteorological inform
tion.
When the radio installation pr
gram was started in 1940, point -t
point ground communication wi
served by medium -high frequenci
while ground to aircraft costa'
was maintained over the voii`
channel of the radio range whet
these services existed. More r
cently, communication facilitit
have been added with operatiorUl
located in the low -frequency ban '
Because of frequent unfavorab
conditions of the ionosphere i
northern latitudes, high frequenc),I
transmission is hampered. Thu
low -frequency facilities are mor 1
dependable, even though operatin
speed cannot be as high.
While the meteorological anV
point-to-point communication it
continental United States has fo
some time depended on land.linli
and teletypewriter transmission
the vast distances and scarcity o1
civilization make it likely that'.
Alaskan aircraft will depend o'
radio for some time to come.

_"'"'W,

_

'

r

.

y

ll

Survey of FM Activities
Photograph Signal Carps, U.

S.

Army

YOU'LL WANT TELEX RECEIVERS,TOO
WHETHER worn in the din of
battle somewhere in France or in
a library at home, Telex powerful, rugged, lightweight, magnetic
receivers deliver dependable
performance.
Magnetic receivers- are now
being made in large quantities
according to U. S. Army Signal
Corps specifications, by Telex,

creators of the world's first wearable electronic hearing aid.
Telex experience in supplying.
these receivers to the Signal
Corps should be of assistance to
you in any plans you have for
the creation of post u%ar sound
transmission or communication
devices requiring receivers. Write
and tell us your problem.

Telex Experience Offers:
MAGNETIC RECEIVERS:
Cu.

Vol.-Approx. 0.3

Impedance-Up to 5000

-18

Sensitivity
microwott input.

diaphragm

in

cm.

for

10

Cu.

Vol.-Down to .15 cu. in.
Material-High permeability steel

Core

alloys.

Construction-Rugged, stable, using only
finest materials, precisely machined-no

Windings-To your

specs. (Limit of six
outside leads on smallest cores.)

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION

PRODUCTS COMPANY
TELEX PARK
308

MINNEAPOLIS

+

Telex

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES:

ohms.

dynes/sq.

spacing washers

receivers.

cu. in.

COMMENTS REGARDING the extent to
which present and proposed policies
of f-m broadcasters conform to the
consideration of public interest,I(
convenience, and necessity have?
been requested by FCC. A letter'
requesting such information has re -i
cently been dispatched to all national and regional networks.
Quoting from regulations, FCC
points out that it is authorized to
consider, in addition to the minimum technical requirements, the
extent to which the station has
made or will make use of its facilities to develop a distinct and separate service from that otherwise '
available in the service area.

MINNESOTA

Civilian Essentialities
IT

IS

ESTIMATED

that

12,000,000

radio tubes above present production would be needed to put the
civilian economy on a basis of unrestricted supplies. William Y.
Elliott, vice chairman for civilian
requirements has established three
theoretical levels and supplied to
WPB estimated figures for meeting
each in a long list of commodities.
Level No. I is designated as mini August 1944
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THE RANGE AND SCOPE
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Because there are many places in electronic

equipment where a power drive is needed for
instrLments or other auxiliaries, and many
more that call for remote control of parts
requiring operational adjustment, every engineer -designer should be familiar with the possibilities of S. S. White Flexible Shafts. For
S. S. White shafts serve these two functions
with the following decisive advantages.

I.

SIMPLICITY-With

a

single, easily applied shaft

you can transmit power or remote control around turns,
past obstructions or through congested areas. This
means fewer parts, simplified assembly, faster production, lower costs.

DESIGNS-Flexible shafts give you complete freedom in placing driving and driven or controlled elements wherever you want to put them to
best satisfy circuit requirements, space conditions,
ease of assembly, convenience of operation and
servicing.

2. BETTER

ECONOMY-In addition to the. economy. of,simplicity, flexible shafts make accurate alignment of connected parts unnecessary, further reducing assembly

3.

costs.

FOR BASIC DATA on S. S. White Flexible Shafts
for power drives and for remote control ask for Bulletin
43. Your copy mailed on request.

TE

DENTAL MFG. CO.

WDUSTRIAL
DEPT.

FLEXIBLE

MOLDED

I.ECTRONICS

-
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10 EAST

40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N.

DIVISION
Y.

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
MOLDED ,PLASTICS
RESISTORS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS
SHAFTS
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mum essential requirements,

distribution

1

Wi

through rationing
Level No. II represents minim
essential requirements without a ,t
trol on distribution. Level No. I;'
means an unrestricted supply c
products.
Therefore, while the 4,500,01'11
vacuum tubes estimated to be prl
duced in the third quarter of tit
year will fill the requirements
I.

.

`

t`

Level I, 10,000,000 would be need('
for Level II and. 16,500,000 f((
Level III. Farm radio batteri1
are estimated at 45,000,000 cells ft
the third quarter, while 91,200,00
would be required for Level II an
121,600,000 for Level III.

f

Training in Electronics

-

SPECIAL FREE COURSES in radio an
electronics will start during Augus4
in major war production centel

f
.

i_

.

pWER
41i.'+;inrit

throughout the state of California
Offered by University of Cali
fornia, these classes are designe(;
for full-time workers who are ab4

r019
_
A

Covers resistance range
of 1 ohm to 999.999 ohms.

.*

Each decade dissipates
up to 225 watts. Green ohms (wire -wound -cement-coated power resistors) used throughout.
Glass -insulated wiring.

*

decade switches on
sloping panel.
Six

per
current
decade: 5, 1.5, .5, .15,
.05 and .005 amp.
Maximum

Attractive frosted - gray'
metal case. Etched black and - aluminum panel.
Dual binding posts for
left- and right-hand duty.
Grille at bottom and
louvres at side for adequate ventilation. Baffle
plate
protects
switch
mechanism against in-

ternal heat.

*

13" long, 81/2" deep, 53/"
high. Weight, 11 lbs.

,

* Since its introduction several

years

ago, the Clarostat Power Resistor Decade Box has become a "must" among
busy engineers, laboratory workers,
maintenance men and others. Especially so during the hustle and bustle
of war work.
Definitely in a class by itself. There's
nothing else lust like it. Note that it is
a power resistor decade box. That
means the introduction of the correct
resistance value for any circuit or application, for use under actual working
conditions, at- the mere twist of the
knobs. The resistance which provides
the correct operating conditions is then
read directly off the dials. No calculations required. No guesswork. No timeconsuming routine. No wonder the
Clarostat Power Resistor Decade Box
pays for itself in short order.

*

4

Write for literature

..

Descriptive bulletin sent on request. Likewise literature on controls or resistors
in
which you are particularly interested.
Let us quote on your requirements.

1 CLAOOSTAT
'4;1.
CIAROSTAT MFG, CO.; Inc:

285-1 N. 6th St:, Brooklyn, N. Y.

to devote two hours a week to lea'J
tubes and an equal amount to.homil
study.
Training is offered at both elet
mentaly and advanced levels. Pre
requisites are employment in a wat
industry plus high-school gradual
tion or equivalent. To facilitate
attendance, OPA regulations per
mit application for supplementary
gasoline allowances.
Detailed information can be ob,
tained from U of C war training
centers in Berkeley, Los Angeles,
or San Diego. Courses are part of
the Engineering, Science, and Ianagement War Training Program of
the U.S. Office of Education.

Postwar Prognostications
SURVEYS OF POTENTIAL MARKETS for

the months after the war are being
made in large numbers by government agencies, commercial concerns, and publications. Sample
findings:
Among the many appliances covered in a recent survey made by
WPB, radios placed sixth in consumer demand. Out of 4,488 households interviewed, 154 would buy
a radio first if such commodities
were readily available, and 89
would buy radios second. Estimated on the same basis, U. S.
.totals for first and second pur-

310
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Meyercord Decal diagrams "stay put"! They are easy to apply,
yet eliminate the danger present in easy -to -come -off paper and
glue -type diagrams. They're engineered to "stand up and take it"
under grueling tropical sun, in the frigid arctic, in humid jungle.
Meyercord Decals are washable-complete immersion will not
destroy their legibility or adhesion! They are durable, vibration proof, and can be produced in any size, design, or colors.
Wiring diagrams...special Ordnance lubricating guilles for combat vehicles ... stow age charts, spare parts listings-these are
but a few of the hundreds of ways in which Meyercord Decals are
serving the armed forces. Used for nameplates, instructions, and
insignia on vessels, tanks, planes, and other combat equipment,
they save time, money, weight and metal. Send for complete
literature. Address inquiries to Department 9-8.

Sfteed

t ley -Vuy

Vg,4 V4Kd,d

NIEYERCORD DECALS

Co... World's Largest Manufacturers. of Decalcomania
CHICAGO (44),ILLINOIS
323. WEST LAKE. STREET
The Meyercord

EL;TRONICS
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chases would amount to 2,030,5C
Ranking radios in potential po
ularity, and in order, were was'
ing machines, electric irons, a
chanical refrigerators, cookie
stoves, and electric toasters.
Meanwhile another survey, rl
off by McCall's magazine, indicat
a very striking preference f
modern over traditional styles
radio cabinets. Questions asked
women' in all parts of the count
and from all age, income, and o
cupational groups were designed ;,
indicate choices among consa
type radios, table models, radio
phonograph combinations, telex
sion sets, and pianos.
Depositors at the Franke ;
Square National Bank of Nassa'
County, Long Island, N. Y., has"

Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

participated in a plan in which the
make deposits earmarked for spil
cific postwar purchases. Televisio'
receivers head the list. And if ti
figures of the bank are extended
a national average, there are 1,600'
000 people in the country ready
utilize $652,000,000 for the sa

.

d,

Revolutionary Hy -cycle Automatic Arc
Provides Complete Control of Arc and Heat
At last, a development that automatically starts

the arc before the welding electrode actually
comes iq contact with the work! Eliminating
the "pecking" or "scratching" that so often
creates tension and operator fatigue. Its many
advantages contribute largely to saving time
and labor because an operator can be trained in
far less time than usual, and higher speeds can
be obtained. This by -cycle automatic arc unit,
called "Missing Link," permits the operator to
'weld with any welding rod, bare steel or alloy.
Rods that could not be used before can be
burned with ease-such as bare mild steel, dust

coated, reverse polarity, aluminum, bronze,
stainless steel, etc., AC or DC.
One of its most important advantages is welding light gauge. Light gauge requires low heat
-making many jobs almost impossible for ordinary methods. Since the "Missing Link"

sen, Crosley Corp., who recentll

You can

Simplifies welding vertical
and overhead

312

,

Surplus Electronic Goods
BESIDES

BASIC

COMPONENT

PARTS

like bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, ano
the like, the Surplus War PropertY
Division of U. S. Treasury Procurement is doing business in such
surplus war properties as radio'
tubes, professional and scientific
instruments and apparatus, coin'
operated machines, radio broadcast
receivers, and battery charging

tr

generators.
Makes it easy to weld light
gauge work

get complete information from

Mid -States Equipment Company, 2429 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 16, Illinois.

addressed the Advertising and;
Sales Executive Club of Kansas
City. He pointed out that the radio
industry produced 13,000,000 receivers in its peak year and that
during the current year it will produce about ten times thé value oil
that year's output.
-

starts automatically on as low as one ampere
of heat, the welding of light gauge sheet can be
done with surprising speed with no time out
for "pecking" and "sticking."
You all know that our fighting men need the
finest quality materials that we here at home
can- produce. That goes for Wrigley's Spearmint Gum, too. Although our stock pile of
quality raw materials is getting lower and lower
we are maintaining our standards of quality.
Naturally, wk are forced to limit production.
So we are giving priority where it is needed
most-and where you want us to-our fighting
men and women overseas only. Because chewing gum is essential to them-they are getting
all of our limited production of Wrigley's
Spearmint Gum.

,

purpose. Funds of $400 are set
aside by the depositors for th'
purpose.
Pent-up demand for radio r
ceivers is estimated at a potentia
of -20,000,000 sets by J. H. Rasmus

Y. 35

To keep posted on merchandise
available, write to the nearest regional office and ask to be put on
the appropriate mailing list. Re'
quests should be accompanied by a
statement of the specific merchandise lines normally manufactured
.
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Techrad LRR-4 is built to take it under
sry and all Conditions. This Techrad receiver has F.C.C.
sproval for low radiation, but there .are many more
Isons why it is winning such general acceptance.
Techrad LRR-4 is built to insure uninterrupted peri/rmance under the most drastic condii)ns of service .. anywhere in the world.
:ecause of its massive and rugged con:ruction, it can be counted on to get
Mere, and to get there intact. It will stand
ansshipment on the bang -slam carriers
tund in remote places and be ready to go
Nato service upon arrival at its destination.

"11

Techrad LRR-4 will work in any climate. It offers a
high degree of resistance to tropical humidity and to
tropical organisms because LRR-4 transformers are hermetically sealed... and LRR-4 wiring and terminal boards
are completelyAnti-Fungus treated. It will also stand up
under severe duty at sea, because LRR-4 is
capable of withstanding the Salt Spray Test.
Techrad LRR-4 is available in a number
of different models which cover a variety
of frequency ranges.

TECHRAD

MASTER ENGINEERING TAKES

NOTHING FOR GRANTED.

Radio Company
Technical
Over ten years of continuous experience
275 Ninth Street

San Francisco 3,

Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen, 301 Cloy St., Son Francisco

ECTRONICS
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California
California, U.S. A.
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or bought for resale. Regional
offices are located in Boston, Washington, Chicago, Atlanta, Kansas
City, Seattle, New York, Cincinnati, Denver, Fort Worth and San
Francisco. Capital and producer's
goods are being distributed by Reconstruction Finance Corp.

;

TO THE

POINT

°,l'I

Brazilian Radiophone
Network
states and territories of Brazil will be linked
together into one comprehensive
radiotelephone network, under the
terms of a decree recently issued by
President Getulio Vargas.
Existing internal radio and wire
THE CAPITALS of all

1

.--

a r

1

,.uic

We May
Have The

Answer
To Your
Post -War
Need For
Electronic
Controls or
Assemblies

lines are to be supplemented by new
equipment- built and operated by
a subsidiary of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
Since Brazil has no connections
between the central sections of the
country around Rio de Janeiro,
Sao Paulo, and Santos by land -wire
telephone to the south, north, and
west areas of the Republic, the new
facilities will fill a long -felt need.

Communication in the Navy
is featured heavily in
the communication procedures of
our Navy according tó comment
made by Rear Admiral Joseph R.
Redman, Director of Naval Communications, during recent ceremonies marking the anniversary of
the telegraph.
He pointed out that it is not even
MORSE CODE

The No. 37104

Terminal Strip
sturdy four -terminal strip of
molded black General Electric Textois o

lie

If you have
cion

post-war produc

involving

elec-

C

tronic devices or sub -assemblies r
in quantity, our broad experi `
ence in the design and manu l
facture of electronic equipment
may offer the best answer. Your
inquiry will put you under no
obligation.
1

much used on present production

Army and Navy equipment. Barriers
between contacts. "Non turning"

a

problem

ON THE AIR FROM A DUCK

studs, threaded.8/32 each end.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.

'

^3.

--

Among *our present products are
Electronic Sound Devices Intercommunicating Systems Industrial
Voice -Paging and Broadcasting

.'

z,

Equipment
Permanent and Port.
_able }Amplifying Systems
Record
ing and Disc -Playing Units ! Elec.

tronic Controls

Operating
Sequence Recorders
Other

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

.

Special Electronic Devices.

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS
Launched from an LST at Anzio beachhead, a duck similar to this bore the
first radio station to speak to the American public from a front line position.
It was designated by the call JJRP and
soon became known as Jig Jig Roger
Peter to the Army. The transmitter used
was an SCR -299, made for the Signal
Corps by Hallicrafters Co.. Chicago. Ill.

.

BELL

SOUND SYSTEMS, INC
Columbus 3, Ohio

1189 Essex Ave.

Export Off. 4900 Euclid Aye.. Cleveland 3,

August 1944
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SHOWS
A WIDE

BAND OF
FREQUENCIES

ALL
AT ONCE

c

defined as t114/SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL reception
of a multiplicity of radio signals ver a broad band of frequencies. It is a
technique that literally allows ou to see what you are missing. In communications, for example, w i e ordinarily only one station may be received
at one time, with Panora . e reception, the presence and characteristics
of a number of
signal strength, frequ= cy stability, modulation, etc.
stations may be se n concurrently.

Pa -ramie reception

is

-

-

-----,

other appliations, as well, Panoramic reception permits you to see
what you'r- missing. In direction finding, signals too weak to give an
aural in cation can be made to give a satisfactory bearing with its
transmission, field strength and frequency of transmitter
use.
accurately compared with a standard signal. And in producbe
ca
ion, Panoramic reception may be utilized to compare components
with a standard.

In

I

Why not let -one of our engineers explain to you the principle of
Panoramic technique, and how it may be used to your advantage.

OI'0. CORPOR.RTION::
^-+yéi+. s
- -

'.':TRONICS
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STURDILY BUILT FOR DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE

Drake Assemblies are widely
known for their unfailing dependability. However severely
they may be used, these fine Pilot
Light Assemblies keep on giving
economical trouble -free service.
For, quality is inherent in every
detail of their design and precision manufacture. DRAKE'S patented features, developed by our
research engineers, also add
greatly to the efficiency, economy

and dependable performance of
these Assemblies. Currently, vital
industries can get deliveries of
custom assemblies within 3 weeks
if no special blanking dies are
needed. Every conceivable type
all
of Dial Light is available
high
up
to
the
same
measuring
DRAKE standards. Please refer
to newest catalog for details about
our complete line.

...

possible to maintain peacetime spd
of transmission since the weal
link in the chain must be con;(.
ered. Also, since radio silence ry
be in effect, a repeat or verificalt
cannot be requested. Therefor
transmission goes on at a rater
about fifteen words a minute.
Certain unspoken agreements l
ist within radio communication. .
though, as he pointed out, effect
jamming methods for enemy tra.
missions have been developed, vs
little of it has been done because'
the fear' of retaliatory tactics. Fl
quency assignments are still reg.'
tered with the Berne Bureau, a
not long ago our State Departmr 1'
received via that organization
objection to some proposed f1
quency restriction from the
man Government.
f

I

'

,

Type No. 50
Pat. No. 2220516

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

BUSINESS NEWS
1.

Federal Telephone & Radio Col,
converts 3000 sq ft of space at 39
North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
to the purposes of its midweste
activities.
Name of radio and electron
equipment making Phil -America
1

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
713..WEST HÜB'BAIID

ST.,

CHICAGO 22, U.S.A.

Inc., New York, N. Y., is chang
to Philharmonic Radio Corp. Nei
location is 528 East 72 St., Ne
York 21, N. Y.
In Chicago, Ill., a new company
formed as Electronic Mfg. Co.
make transformers, chokes, an
wave filters, besides providin
I

1

consultation on apparatus

CRYSTALS
CABLES.

HARNESSES
ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES

CABINETS

Telephone Peru, Indiana

151
Serving the Radio and Electronic Industries with precision engineered products.

Wm.T. WALLACE
General Offices

Cable
316

MmFG.

PERU, IADIAAA
Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, Indiana

EC

desigl;

Colonial Radio Corp. Buffalo, N.1' I
becomes a wholly -owned subsir
iary of Sylvinia Electric Product
Inc. by purchase of capital stocl;:
No personnel changes are in'
volved.
Partial ownership of Progressiv
Welder Co., Detroit, Mich., iI
transferred to the employee
through a stock purchase ani'
ownership sharing program.
At Machlett Laboratories, whom

first radio transmitter tube!,
were recently put into service inl
NBC broadcasts to Europe, free)
electronics courses are offered toi
all employees both in Springdale,,
and Norwalk, Conn., location of
the company's two plants.
To meet increased war production
demands, United States Rubber'

1

Co. is

establishing new manufacAugust 1944
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B -L

SELENIUM RECTIFIER PLATES are

made in diameters from

3/4

inch

to 43/4 inches. B -L Copper Sulphide Junctions are made from 1/2 inch to 3/4 inch.
1

We assemble these elements into stacks of
varying sizes, to do innumerable powerconversion jobs. Typical applications of
B -I Metallic Rectifiers range all the way
from tiny stacks for sensitive control devices to huge assemblies for giant indus-

I

trial power units.
No matter what rectifier applications.you
are considering, B -L will be glad to work
with you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide
Rectifiers for all needs are available.

V

11,

áaá

Write for Bulletin No. 98
THE BENWOOD LINZE

C0.

ST. LOUIS

3, MO.

)esigners 8 manufacturers of Copper Sulphide d Selenium Rectifiers, Battery Chargers, and D. C. Power Supplies for practically every requirement.

E
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AC TIMING .MOT1
Available 450 Hp
(or feeler) lo I He
per montht meo

turing facilities in a number of
eastern and midwestern states.
Among them are Signal Corps
wire operations at Lowell, Mass.

A

1

lb. BILLET OF ALLOY
mGi

izeí1.

10.6 MILES
JELLIFF ALLOY

"C"

:o
WIRE

),

(.0008)
gym

factored to yt
apeciftc volt.«
frequency, sp

and

IS PRECIOUS
PLAN TODAY FOR
TOMORROW

d

MILL

previous location, include an enlarged engineering department,
new laboratory equipment for the
development and testing of electrical and electronic products, and
an assembly hall for engineering
meetings.
Radio station KEX, Portland,
Ore., is sold, subject to FCC approval, by the Portland Oregonian
to Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. Price was $400,000.

-

Timing is vital today-indispensable tomorrow!
Compact, rugged and with extreme flexibility, llaydon timing
motors lead the field. Manufactured to your specific voltage,
frequency, speed and torque requirements, they are available
with brake for instant stop-reversible, and with shift device for
automatic reset.
Whatever Your Timing Problems
May Be ... our timing engineers
are really and willing to help you
solve them- Just drop a line to
our Timing Engineering Service
Department.

Raytheon
Production
Corp.
changes its name to the Radio Receiving Tube Div., Ras theon Mfg.
Co.

With the formation of a subsidiary
company, RKO Television Corp.,
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. re-

-

lates its production and programming facilities to video.

THE

C. O. JELLIFF
SOUTHPORT

MFG. CORP.

- CONN.

SPECIALISTS IN

FINE WIRES

318

s

,`-

Facilities, which occupy several
times the space available at the

TIME

JELLIFF

l

In Boston, Mass., General Control
Co. removes to a new office and
plant at 1200 Soldiers Field Road.

.214acums

ifrz

lorqu

requiremeol

Grayhill is the brief name of a
new company organized in Chiéago, Ill., with general offices at 1
North Pulaski Road and manufacturing establishment in La Grange,
Ill.
Products are to include
mechanical and electrical switching devices.

Carbonyl iron powder, used in the
making of cores for inductive devices, is being made in this country by General Aniline & Film
Corp., New York, N. Y. The company, seized from German ownership, is supplying the entire demand for the material which was
formerly imported from Germany.
Other products include Polectron
resins used in the manufacture of
paper capacitors.

Addition of twelve RMA members
results in a peak record of 210.
New affiliates are Consolidated

As makers of the
most complete line of
Synchronous Timing

Motors, Ilaydon

Manufacturing Company offers a cam pieta TIMING ENGINEERING SERVICE

a don
MANUCACTUOINC COMPANY
IN CO moll tt TED

gomksiosile, Cootmiclic
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No. 1025-1

No.1025-6

12"x6"x6".

18"x9"x9"

24

STOCK SIZES

'
'
for shipboard úse, Electrical
and Mechanical. Navy grey finish. Immediate Delivery.
-WRITE -FOR PRICE LISTNumber I Length Width' I Height Number I Length Width ¡Height
12
18
18
6
1025-13
10256
12
24
15
1025-15
1025- 2
12
9
6
15
15
24
1025-16
12
12
6
1025- 3
12
18
24
1025-17
9
12
9
1025- 4
18
24
15
1025-18
9
6
18
1025- 5

As per specification 42 8.9 (Int)

112

No. 1025-14

rn-

30"x15"x12

prtitions not included).

nl

A
e'o

tt

-

-

`

'

- -

I

24

18

18

24

12

9

30

15

9

9

1025-19
1025-20
1025-23
1025-14

30

15

12

12

6

1025-22

36

12

9

15

12

1025-21

42

9

9

12

12

1025-24

42

12

1025- 6

18

9

9

1025- 7

18

12

9

1025- 8

18

6

6

1025- 9

18

15

1025-10

18

1025-11

18

1025-12

18

9_

Cole

stee
ce
w%// o
e9v;
9a¡,G
ofIC'r

Ae,h l

ot.q.;
fhP

`ror

/oble

COLE STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N.

Y.

FACTORY: BROOKLYN, N. Y.

E
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NEW

Radio Products Co., Chicago, Ill,
Crystal Research Laboratories
Hartford, Conn.; Electronic Lab
oratories, Indianapolis, Ind.; Elec
tronic Engineering Co., Chicago
Ill.; Electronic Tube Corp., Phila
delphia, Pa.; General Electronic

0

NAVY SPEC.
BAKELITE BASE

PILOT LIGHT

for

110

volt operation

Inc., New York, N. Y.; Seleniutii
Corp. of America, Los Angeles
Calif.; M. Simons & Son Co., Nev
York, N. Y.; Mark Simpson Mfg
Co., New York, N. Y.; Universa
Microphone Co., Inglewood, Calif. I
Viewtone Co., New York, N. Y..
and Winters & Crampton Corp'
Grandville, Mich.

This new light, with I" jewel, is available in three
models; No. 1032 faceted jewel; No. 1033 plain jewel
and No. 1034 frosted jewel, colored disc. Sockets are

molded of bakelite to meet Navy specifications, I7P4CFG. Removable jewel holder, of snap -in type, permits
change of lamp from front of panel. 3/g" between
terminals. Designed for Mazda 6S6 lamps. Selection
of jewel colors; red, green, amber, blue, opal and
clear-specify choice when ordering.

PERSONNEL
At Summit,

Ask for the new
Gothard Catalog
of other models.

ºg

N. J., F. H. Shepa
office and labor'
consultation on suc

I

Jr. opens his new

atory for
electronic specialties as industria

control, servo mechanisms, special
amplifiers, and photoelectric op
plications.

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

Permoflux Corp., Chicago, Ill
gives responsibility for develop
ment on acoustic transducers
new chief engineer, Raymond C
Bierman, former studio field engineer with NBC.

1310 North Ninth St.

Springfield, Illinois
BAIWLITE SOCKET
NAVY

'SPEC. 17P4-CFG

'

Louis Dolinko joins the engineering staff of United Electronics Co.,
Newark, N. J. He has been an in..
structor in radio engineering at1i
Scott Field, Ill.
I(

ENGINEERS: Here's
the BIG POINT about

t

AMPERITE

In Brooklyn, N. Y. Amperex Elec-

tronic Products adds to its engi-,
neering staff John F. Dryer Jr.,
previously chief of the electrical
research department, Duramold
Div., Fairchild Engine & Airplane'

REGULATORS
°

AMPERITE

Corp.

7eadscua:
Amperites cut battery
voltage fluctuation from
approximately 50% to 2%.
2. Hermetically sealed
not affected by altitude,
ambient temperatur.e.
humidity.
3. Compact
light .
and inexpensive.
Used by U.S. Army, Navy,
and Air Corps.
1.

-

VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER
VARIES APPROX..
°

50%

WITH AMPERITE
VOLTAGE VARIES
ONLY

2%

.

.

.

.

.

DELAY RELAYS: For delays from -to 100 seconds.
Hermetically sealed. Unaffected by altitude.... Send for catalogue sheet.
1

folder will help you solve Current and Voltage Problems;
contains much valuable data in practical form-Write for your copy now.
NEW!

A

4 -page

MMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York.(12), N. Y.
/n Canada: Atlas Rádío Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto
320

The Rochester, N. Y., section of
AIEE elects to chairmanship
Oliver L. Angevine, radio -tele-,
phony engineer of StrombergCarlson Co. Manager of research
and engineering at the same company, Dr. George R. Town becomes
treasurer of the section.

Caxton Brown succeeds Edward F.
Weston to the presidency of
Weston Electrical Instrument; Co.,
Newark, N. J. Mr. Weston becomes chairman of the board.
In the electronic apparatus section of RCA Victor Div., Radio
Corp. of America, Camden, N. J,
Walter L. Tesch becomes application engineer while Thomas F.
August 1944
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I

is our business!.
fl

t

i

k

4,Í"

Every move our fighters make on land, at sea or in the air
is based on communications. Men depend not only for

44

their

orders but for their very lives on radio and telephone and many other
communications devices. In every battle, on every front including the
home front, you'll find apparatus made by Western

Electric-the nation's

largest producer of electronic and communications equipment for war.
Buy all the War Bonds you

can-and keep all the

War Bonds you buy!

ANNIVERgRr
151--

Cl*...

"id

011.,:i
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You Can -Get Them

Zf/idaut

Kenna becomes commercial engineer on high -frequency induction
heating equipment. Mr. Tesch has
been manager of the record. engineering department. Mr. Kenna
comes from Van Norman Machine
Tool Co.

At Lord Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa., Leon
Wallerstein Jr. advances to development engineer in charge of
the development laboratory. Paul
C. Roche becomes chief field engineer and R. C. Henshaw takes over
the function of chief engineer.

ARE INCLUDEDI'IPH

THIS /IIFW BOOK,LE1-

AVAI LA'BL

NOW

I

o

0;'

.

bOULDMOODY

-bCaekSeat'
GLASS BASE ..-.

:

INSTANTANEOUS'.

..RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"

discs by many leading engineers
have been earned by distinguished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the difference in quality of reproduc-.
tion, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of
Seal" construction. Choice
thin, flexible,
of two weights
interchangeable' with aluminum,
or medium weight both with

-

E. J. Rehfeldt (above) is manager
of planning and production, and
Harry Holubow (below) chief engineer of Electronic Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. Both have been with
Thordarson Electrical Mfg. Co.

-

four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically
available to broadcasting sta-

being employed to improve products,
lower costs and increase production. It
explains what Electrical Papers and
other Industrial Papers are, how their
physical properties can be controlled
to fit an amazing variety of purposes,
and contains a list of 68 Industrial
Papers, their characteristics and uses
in industry.
is

IT'S FREE! WRITE FOR

tions, recording studios and

schools. Enclosure of your priority rating will facilitate delivery
Old Aluminum Blanks Recoated with
'"Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

This colorful new book tells how paper

COPY TODAY.

YOUR
.

,

PP -5>

This book may contain the

to your production problem of today or
tomorrow.
solution

tior suU4

i

.
.1
gQN TIRA L ICJQ
MTG. U. S.

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

395 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

EXPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.
RI BROAD STRUT. N. Y.
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PAT. OFF.

CENTRAL PAPER COMPANY
I

NCORPORATED

2460 LAKESHORE DRIVE, MUSKEGON,

MICH.
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r.t~
K -100-2B

Capacity 100 mmf
Spacing .022"

?a
K-140

.

.

Maximum Capacity 140 mmf
6 mmf
Minimum Capacity
Has 29 plates spaced,.022"
(Photo VA times actual size(

-

R

-

VARIABLE

,,Mt>»>,s,

AIR CONDENSERS
'

K-150.050

FOR TANK CIRCUIT
.,...

..,

.

AND ANTENNA TUNING

Capacity 150 mmf
Spacing .050"

The small cross-section of Kaar
condensers allows a number of

Use this reliable

West Coast source, for

Variable Air Condensers
Kaar Engineering Company now
offers prompt delivery of standard and special types of variable
air condensers suitable for many
applications in radio transmitters
and receivers. They are particularly useful as tank and antenna
tuning capacitors in low and medium power transmitters.

MOBILE

RECEIVERS

-

Crystal

controlled superheterodynes
for medium and high frequen
cies. Easy to service.

them to be assembled in multichannel radio equipment in a
minimum amount of space. Every
Kaar capacitor is substantially
constructed with soldered and
plated brass rotor and stator plates.
Shafts can be furnished slotted for
screwdriver adjustment, and tapered lock nuts and split bushings
assure positive locking without
disturbing the adjustment.
Special types are available with
very wide air gaps, double rotors

CRYSTALS- Low -drift quartz

TRANSMITTERS-Mobile,

harmonic types available in
various holders.

high frequencies. Instant

plates. Fundamental and

marine, and central station
transmitters for medium and

heating, quickly serviced.

and stators,high maximum capacities or special mounting brackets.
Further information will be gladly furnished upon request.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: FRAZAR AND HANSEN
301 Cloy Street
San Francisco, Calif.

MICROPHONES-Type 4-C
single button carbon. Superb voice quality, high
output, ,moisture- resistant.

POWER PACKS-Heavy
duty vibrators and power
supplies for transmitters, receivers. 6, 12, 32 volts DC.

IR'

.

:?

F
I

d
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halter I. Hopewell joins La%
Laboratories, Morganville, N. J.
general manager. He has b.
with ANEPA, and before tl
Rubber Co.

U. S.

Th's
TRANSFORMER

I -F

is a

Star

From the Montana School of
Mines, where he has been profe
sor of physics, Dr. Daniel Q. l'osin
goes to the Radiation Laboratory
of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology as a physicist and
staff member concerned with war '
project research on high-fre-1'
quency techniques.

Here is a small (pictured actual size), permeability -tuned, precision built I -F Transformer that is performing brilliantly in a number of
important war applications. Now available fur more general use, you
may be able to use it to good advantage on some of your present or
projected components. In any event, y ou should have the complete
story on this simple, precise transformer in your files.
For complete information, specifications, quotations and delivery
estimates on this 1S-1 Transfutmer, write

CAMBRIDGE 747:4«.:5-hIG CORPORATION

In aglow
er._

^

ti

~

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

s-

411,

-

Within the Signal Corps, Brigadier Generals William S. Rumbough, chief signal officer in the
European theater of operations,
and George L. Van Deusen, commanding general of the Eastern
Signal Corps Training Center at
Fort Monmouth, are nominated to
the temporary ranks of major
general.

k-

'

In Bridgeport, Conn., H. R. Kreutter becomes acting supervisor of
.. 19

(

War work has expanded Triplett production far
beyond previous capacities and, w ith the experience
of more than forty years of instrument manufacturing, has bettered the Instruments coming off the
production lines.
Now-better instruments are ready for general
use. Place your orders, at once, with Tripletthéadquarters for instruments made to one fine
standard of engineering.

pointed electronics engineer.
D'Arsonral Moving Cod D.0
Instruments
Double Iron Repulsion A

C

Instruments
Electrodynamometer A.C.-D.C.
F. and Reclfier Types,
Sues 2' through rR

TRIPLETT_ ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
BLUFFTON

the technical service section, receiver division, General Electric
Co. He has been serving as a design engineer of military equipment. Another appointment makes
C. G. Fick receiver engineer responsible, among other activities
for production.
L. R. Thomas, system telegraph
engineer of the Atcheson, Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railway, is ap-

IIISTRUR1ERT DELIVERIES!

.324

research department.
New manager of the sw itchggeur
and control division, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., is J. H.
MacNeill, former manager of
switchgear engineering. He succeeds R. A. Neal, now vice president.

Performer

439 CONCORD AVENUE

At Eutectic Welding Alloys Co
New York, N. Y., Clinton E. Swift
joins the organization as assistant
manager in the engineering and

OHIO

Succeeding. Captain Maurice Edwin Curtis, Captain William Broil
ley Ammon assumes the post of
communications officer at the
headquarters of Commander -in Chief of the U. S. Fleet. Admiral
Ernest J. King.
-

Frederick A. O'Leary becomes
chief of the radio and radar section of the production department
August 1944
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MINE

SEALED METAL -CLAD

MICRO SWITCHES

used by REHNBERG-JACOBSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
to control operation of. this automatic drilling and reaming machine
l:hnherg-Jacobson Company of Rockford, Illifis, use nine sealed metal -clad Micro Switches at
ategic points to control the operation of their
,ttomatic Drilling and Reaming Machine. This
whine drills and reams 20 holes in sequence in
reduction gear pinion carrier for an aircraft
gine. The Type RN Micro Switches used are
stled against the entrance of oil, dirt, and chips.

_

"r-r.cf'

is held in a fixture mounted on a scandRehnberg 20" automatic index unit which is
(strolled by an 11 -step program wheel. On the
lit step, the reamers.rest; on the last step, the
ells rest. There are four horizontally -mounted
Mads, two for drills and two for reamers, paired
ake to drill two holes and ream two holes sit iltaneously.

l e piece

Z

'-

.2

al

le five metal -clad Micro

P,

7.

s-

Switches. shown on the

f nt of the machine, control the electrical circuit.
-e two innermost switches of the left hand group
ntrol the program of the drilling and reaming
.tits. The third switch of the group, directly in
fat, terminates the machine cycle after all drilling
2,i,reaming operations have been completed. The
lwer right hand switch stops the automatic index
rotor after each index cycle is completed. The
i,per right hand switch permits the machine cycle
be started only at the proper position of the
lexed table.

four Micro Switches mounted above each of
e four units of the machine electrically interlock
machine in such a way that should either the
lis or the reamers fail to retract from the Nsork,
t' automatic index table will not index and break
tools.

611515TfM GOR`0 ú.

Irhnberg-Jacobson Company's use of Micro
britches for this important operation is typical of
rte many uses which design engineers are finding
fr this tiny, accurate, snap -action electric switch.
"ey find that, more than any other, it meets modneeds for a switch to control substantial amounts

IlpAla6y 64 /SIM

e

1

e

,g.h,"

LpB.INSP': 'oÓ?ó
pEN
.:,-'GAPPtpA442'

A6 í
.

la

H

OV

yANp 1513046°V-4-

e t

(

r-

power yet operate in small space.

The basic Micro Switch is a thumb size, feather -light, plastic enclosed,
precision, snap -action switch, Underwriters' listed and rated at 1200
V.A. at 125 to 460 volts a -c. Capacity on d -c depends on load characteristics. Accurate repeat performance is experienced over millions of
operations. Wide variety of basic
switches and actuators meets requirements varying from high vibration
resistance to sensitivity of operating
force and motion as low as 2/1000
ounce -inches. Many types of metal
housings are available.

of special housings, actuators and

elect:al characteristics... more than 2700... are avail Send
a e to meet almost every design problem.
Micro Switch Handbook -Catalog No. 60 today
full particulars. If your design is for aircraft,
1id for Handbook -Catalog No. 70 also.

ousands

y`

.Nv
..

..

r

V.,

4414ZziN

es Unlimited"-o dramatic talking motion pictn of Micro Switches, in color, is available to

Size:

hpstrial groups, training classes, schools and
CLges, through Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bur u, New York, Chicago, San Francisco.
Ism, length: 40 minutes. Write us for details.

°.

Micro Switch Corporation, Freeport, Ill.

Let's All Back the AttackBuy EXTRA War Bonds

Branches: 43

E.

Ohio St., Chicago (11)

I1 Park PI., New York City (7)
Sales & Engineering Offices: Boston

4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland (3)
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles (14)
Hartford
Portland, Ore.
Dallas, Tez.

The trademark MICRO SWITCH is our property and identifies switches made by Micro Switch Corporation
TRADE

IMICRO

CL7

IT

5 S
CARE

lade Only By Micro Switch Corporation

.

.
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Freeport, Illinois,
"D
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in the regional office of WPB, Boston, Mass. He was previously

assistant chief and formerly with
Andrew Co., Chicago, I11., puts
Walter F. Kean in charge of a new
division which will supply field
engineering and allocation service
,:r,

LEADS and
Tube
Vacuum
MACHINERY

SPINTITES ARFL'i
'REAL SPEED UP
TOOLS. This is the':';
WRENCH that works
like a SCREW DRIVER

ru
MOW

te
r"

.WWWWWlis

E....En: :
mum
1111.

J

..--

N

Raytheon Mfg. Co.

Standard sizes for Hexagon nuts or headed

11,

screws
. special
SPINTITES for square
or knurled nuts. Handles are either fixed

Eííl
_

or

chjck type

SPEED-UP design by

makers of WALDEN
R

WORCESTER
WRENCHES

to a -m and f -m broadcasters. Mr.
Kean has been in charge of testing
on radio and

r'

radar projects for

Western Electric Co.

I

Within RMA, Raymond C. Cosgrove, vice president and general
manager of Crosley Corp., becomes president to succeed Paul
V. Galvin. Expansion of the board
of directors from 27 to 34 involves
the election of Herbert A. Bell of

,

I,

o

'11)/

".

I

<

We have end
es
background
faáilitid
engineering action manufacr

;.'
-it

11
I

.4.

modern preósion
{or the

lure

lectronic'tube
teo saand
tungsten athes
UP to

Caps,
Glass Working
for ttransmitting ,
Engineering Di "special
partmentu cn Your sP
Partin
roblems
partment problems.ÑúTA0
design
N%C

CTURING
STREET

2RAE20

126

ORANGE
NWARK 2,

Raymond C. Cosgrove,- right, receives
the gavel from retiring RMA president,
Paul V. Galvin

STEVENS WALDEN;'NC.
459 SHREWSBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
August 1944
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/NS/DE ELECTRONIC TUPES
CAN CAUSE TRO USL E TOO
Foreign matter within an Electronic Tube was always
a hazard. Now, with the .tendency toward miniature
tubes and smaller parts with less distances between
them, even a tiny thread of lint free in the glass
enclosure can prove very damaging.

of electrons from the filament.

The TUNG-SOL regular procedure of washing and
baking all mounts and glass enclosures just before
sealing has proven a more than worth while precaution.
It not only removes all dirt and dust and lint from
component parts but at the same time removes any
deposit of harmful salts that might poison the emission

TUNG-SOL Electronic Tubes their ruggedness, long
life, efficiency and uniformity. These characteristics
are important to both manufacturers and users of electronic devices. These engineers are available to you to
assist in the designing of circuits and in the selection of
the tubes that will do your job most efficiently.

EVERY DAY IS WASH

DAY..

This final cleaning is just one
of the innumerable practices
instituted by TUNG-SOL research and development engineers, who have given

.

A continuous flow

of hot
water is introduced through
the bottom of the washing
tank and is discharged out
the top floating the lint and
foreign matter out with it.
This prevents contamination
of water. After washing,
both mounts and enclosures
travel through a high temperature oven, thoroughly
clean and ready for exhaust.

`R

..

ELECTRONIC TUBES

E

`NAVY

LSO

TUNGSOL

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS. ALL -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTORS

IIECTRON ICS

-
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1

Packard -Bell Co., Joseph Gerl
Sonora Radio & Television Co
(set division), Fred R. Lack
Western Electric Co., Gent
Lewis of Federal Telephone & I
dio Corp. (transmitter divisioj
Ernest Searing of Internatioi
Resistance Co., S. I. Cole of Ae

ANOTHER
SPECIAL BY
PROGRESSIVE

vox Corp., and Monte Cohen
F. W. Sickles Co., (parts divisior
Frank M. Folsom of RCA Vic
Div. was elected to succeed
C. B. Jolliffe; R. E. Carlson
Tung -Sol Lamp Works, to succeil
Roy Burlew; and G. Richard Ft
ling of Erie Resistor Corp., to a
ceed George R. Blackburn.

;1I

,

ENLARGED

ANUAL

stiE

heads, onthreads.
lasten-r
Spec¡al
and fin,sheaay metalo

are ,l

"specials'"
71 other in Catalog
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25.
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MFG'
CONIC
Co.
PR pGRSSIVE
TORRINGTON.
ST.

so NORWOOD

qunUS

BUY MORE WAR

1315finy

At WABD, DuMont Television st
tion in New York, N. Y., Sal Patr
mio advances from operating engl
neer to acting chief.
As an application engineer, A.
Kruger joins Wheelco Instrumen
Co., Chicago, Ill. He has be
identified with industrial heati
and processing for a number
years.

J

1'I

I)r. Ellis R. Ott, recently associate
professor of mathematics at the'
University of Buffalo, becomes ex
ecutive engineer and assistant ti

RODUCTION

I

1I

h

$1

RECISION

6
tO

ROTECTION

f"'se

°``

v

\N

in 'one Timer are combined all the uses learned on the
production fronts of industries engaged in war work. The
Automatic Reset Time Delay Timer is designed for application
on alternating circuits where an adjustable or fixed time delay
between the closing of a circuit and the predetermined closing
or opening of another circuit is required.
HERE

Some

Typical
Uses

Control of heat applications
Conveyors
X-RAY Timing
Closing plate circuits (electronic
devices)
Time sequence control for timers
in

Write for bullet'n

A 12

multiple.

for complete information and prices

INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION
110 EDISIDN PLACE

328

I")
IIuurn

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

the director of engineering at Na'
tional Union Radio Corp. His
headquarters will be at the research and development labora
tories, Newark, N. J.

I

ABOUT 25 PERCENT of the prewar personnel of broadcasting stations. and networks are in uniform.
August 1944
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"HERE'S A
DEPENDABLE SOURCE
OF LABORATORY

D. C. POWER..."
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HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 106 PA

You'll find it ideal for operation with pulse generators,
measurement equipment, constant frequency applicators,
amplifiers and any other equipment requiring a constant
.flow of D.C. voltage.
Designed to operate from 115 volts A. C., the HARVEY
106 P A has a D. C. voltage output variable from between
200 to 300 volts and accurately controllable
to within one per cent. A model of efficiency
and convenience, it has separate fuses on each

transformer primary as well as the D. C. output circuit: pilot
lights on each switch; a D. C. voltmeter for measuring output voltage and a handy two -prong plug or binding posts
to permit easy hook-up.
For complete information on this precision -built, thoroughly dependable source of constant voltage, write for
the new HARVEY Regulated Power Supply
bulletin. Address your requests for this useful
new bulletin to

HARVEY
OF CAMBRIDGE

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

LATE HEWS FLASH

RA,
R.

Y

POWE
NEW REGGUL gTEDTWO
500
ANNOUNCES
HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGEFROM 500 TO 1000
AMPERE...
AN
OF
OUTPUT
TO 1000 AT .2
700
206 P A.
AMPERE;
OF AN
E
- 700 AT 4
TO WITHIN
ONE DERACENY T...FUSSDAON
TIME
AND
RANGES
BOTHCONTROLLABLE
OVERLOAD RELAY FOR. COMPLETE INFORMATION
PRIMARY SIDE. NOW ACCEPTED
INC.
FUSES ...OR.DERS WIRE HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES,
OR
WRITE, PHONE
i

.
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DO

YOU;'.

ARMY -NAVY EXCELLENCE
AWARDS

II

Huntington, W. Va.

POST-WAR

1

Associated Spring Corp.
The Wallace Barnes Co.
Rolling Mill Div.
Forestville, Conn.

PLANS CALL

11(IIIIIIIIIIIIII

11

Aerovox Corporation
Huntington Precision Prods. Div.

O

-

tapo is graduated in
hundredths of u minute
Values accurate to .0025
minutes are read easily and
The

directly.

Burgess Battery Co.
United States Battery Div.

Freeport, Ill.
Hercules Powder Co.
Badger Ordnance Works
Baraboo, Wis.

FOR PRECI-

Insuline Corporation of America
Long Island City, N. Y.

Markem Machine Co.
Keene, New Hampshire

SION PARTS

,¡,i"'`"''

Universal Microphone Co.
Inglewood, Calif.

n,,.,>tlt,

Ward Products Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio

In' -241'4

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER'S
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION

R

izations not eligible for Army -Navy

recognition

m.

Western Union Telegraph Co.

}

American Telephone

Mackay Radio

&

elemental time quickly and
curetely.

Telegraph Co-.

&

saves time because fewer
vations are necessary.

Telegraph Co.

National Association of Broadcasters

increases
confidence
befwep
management and labor.

"-"C

GUIDE -BOOK CAN HELP
YOU

JUST LIKE A WOMAN

... SEND FOR IT TODAY

Get this new illustrated booklet and
see how the Adeco organization and
facilities can meet your exact specifications for close-tolerance production
of parts and assemblies on a contract
basis. This helpful information is
yours for the asking.

obs I

no need to combine elements
every motion recorded at flOq
instant of recurrence.

Commercial Cable Co.

"
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MARSTO-CHRO

RCA Communications Inc.
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These awards are testimonials to the
contribution of individuals and organ-
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will demand greater individual opera
ing efficiency based on new methods

}
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.

.

o

e`

No watch to read
nothing
write down . . time values accurat
up to .0025 can be read directly, easil
and accurately. Postwar competitio

/- '
d

and more comprehensive time
Now is the time to get set.

studies.

Write today
learn how
.
the Marsto-Chron time study
method will give you more efficient production.
.

.

AIRCRAFT & DIESEL :EQUIPMENT CORP.
4401 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE.

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

Your ,Partners In frreel'slon

Girl operators of the Women's Division
of the RCAF take six months training
in the Wireless School at Montreal.
They find that the easiest letter to
learn in Morse is "Cr. which reminds
them of the first four notes of the
March"

BAY

PRODUCTS CORP.

171 CAMDEN ST.
BOSTON 18, MASS.
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!rove the simpler P -K Fastening
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~J

stronger instrument assemblies

,o

Jtlustrial Timer Corporation, N. J., makes numerous
ilIitnig devices widely used by the armed forces and by
,,trhlants. When planning the assembly of a newly
Ile;iced Running Time Meter, they first tried machine
ems for Iwo "tricky" fastenings. The result was costly
ap r g delays and unsatisfactory holding power.

TOUGH JOB TILL TAPPING GETS GO-BY. Fastening the plastic cover (A) to the plastic body was a tough job because
a brass part lay between. When tapped for machine screws,
brass chips fouled the plastic threads, holding power was
poor. P-K Type "F" Screws eliminated both tapping and
chip problem, assured a strong assembly.

FJttiliar with the advantages of P -K Self -tapping
cues from use in metal assemblies, they called in a
1 -K ssembly Engineer. By following his suggestions,

'hoJ5tltersone "bugs" were eliminated, along with both
upping operations.

P -K Assembly Engineer about your fasproblems. Ile has specialized in all types of

(k lo a

h

tentg

4

Nt.IVMN.:

/n1AE

A., until

,K"

pla,c and metal fastenings, and is well -prepared to
gun you how to save tapping time, prevent breakage,
imllave strength. He'll call at your request,-or, if you
prer, send assembly details for recommendations.
Parer -Ka Ion Corp., 208 \ arid. St., New York 14, N. Y.

1A111117:KALON

NO FIXTURES - NO FAILURES, now that P -K Type "Z" Screws
are used to fasten the brass dial plate (B) to the small
bollol brass tubes that have been molded into the plastic
case. With machine screws, a complicated fixture would
have been necessary to hold the tubes for tapping, also
tapping the tiny holes would have given constant trouble.
Girls now drive the P -K Screws easily, without fixtures,
into plain, untapped holes.

E1FTAP:pl NtI:S(REWS.
I

e

the Green

P -K SCREWS ARE SOLD BY GOOD DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

light --to to:War 'AslerhblíeS
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TARPING-SCREWS

FOR EYERY

METAL AND

PLASTIC ASSIMBLY
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to act as a limiter and so pre
a further rise.
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Advantages of the System
.

5,

a,

o,

Complete units or any component parts now available

-at

on the following:
NOW IN PRODUCTION
CD -318-A
CD -307-A
CD -874
JK-26
PE -86

JB-47

JK-48
P1-47

"A" Plug

PL -54

BC -366

PL -55

BC -347-C

PL -58

SW -141

At this point, the advantage'
using a synchronized oscillato1
an f -m receiver can be summar
as follows:
1. Selectivity to adjacent than
least equal to the selecti.
of two i -f stages.
2. If properly designed-a ii
chronization sensitivity 0
cient to give a voltage gain
an amplifier) considerably
ter than the conventional

P1.68

TD -3
iuerlt:vc

amplifier.

'

3. An

TRAV-L6R KARINDLA

RADIO AND TELÉVISION CORPORATION
'-1030 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

PRECISION RADIO .AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

4.

amplitude -limiting ac
better than that of a cone
ti on al limiter.
A quieting sensitivity invers

to frequency dev;
tion of the received signal. 1'.
The fact that overall regenel....
tion is decreased as a result of
1proportional

.

'

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

zi

`-

Is

/

.

ENAMELED
MAGNET WIRE

Much of the success of
this Hudson Wire product is due
to a new coating method that gives
a
smooth, permanently -adherent enameling.
Mercury -process tests
guarantee perfect uniformity; great tensile
strength assures perfect laying even at high winding speeds.
Especially adaptable for
reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing
Our engineering and design facilities electrical values.
at your
disposal-details and quotations on ore
request.

II DSON WIRE COMPANY
1

1

;71i
WINSTED

a

['

1d.á, 70.74

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum metal to metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires
at terminals.
6 SIZES
cover every requirement.
From 3/4"
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
to 21/2" wide and 11/4" high with

1/4"-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve as
well as simplify your electrical infra connecting problems.
Write today
for catalog and prices.

'CONNECTICUT
HOWARD B. JONES COMPANY
2460 West George Street

CHICAGO 18
332
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ELECTRONICS
1

IN 25° C. AMBIENT
CONTINUOUS DUTY
SERIES,
OR
SHUNT
21 VOLT,

1/300
11,000

Maximum H.P.
R.P.M.

250 min.

250 min.

250 min.

in % of full load torque
Starting torque

5,000
.300

8,500
.450

.480

Amps. Input

1/650

1/400

DIMENSIONS

2
This OSTER MOTOR
gives you maximum
}\
... with
46144--;

I

j

performance
minimum requirement
for weight and space

You can depend on Oster motors to live up to the
world-wide reputation of pre-war Oster appliances,
and to deliver results that add to the prestige of
your product for war and peacetime uses. Careful
engineering and precision workmanship assure you
of dependable, trouble -free performance. Let us help
you fit this or other Oster motors to your requirements.

Í

31-17

HOUSING

enclosed.
FINISH

-

-

FEATURES OF TYPE A -16A OSTER MOTOR
die cast aluminum, totally

black anodized.

ounces.
high quality single shielded
BEARINGS
ball hearings, lubricated with grease suited
for any specific application. Bearing housings fitted with steel inserts.
WEIGHT

MOUNTING

7

- standard

3/4"

diameter air

corps rabbet.

BRUSHES-high grade metal graphite of ample size to assure unusually long brush life.

-

available in shunt, series
and split series reversible, 12 and 24 volt,
intermittent and continuous duty.
TEMPERATURE RISE
55°C. Maximum
frame temperature rise at rated load.
MODIFICATIONS
special shaft extensions, mounting arrangements, leads, etc.
Also furnished for operation in high ambient temperatures and high altitudes.
APPLICATIONS
operation of small blowers, switching equipment and other similar
aircraft applications.
All data and ratings are approximate.
WINDINGS

-

-

-

John Oster Mfg. Co. of Illinois
Department L-17

El TRONICS-.4ugusf 1944

Genoa, Illinois
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YOUR

DO

ARMY -NAVY EXCELLENCE
AWARDS

I

'

Aerovoz Corporation

I

Í

-

'

tope is graduated in
hundredths of a minute
Values accurate to .0025
minutes are rend easily and
The

Associated Spring Corp.
The Wallace Barnes Co.
Rolling Mill Div.
Forestville, Conn.

PLANS CALL

I

tD

Huntington Precision Prods. Div.
Huntington, W. Va.

POST-WAR

II

IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
O
directly.

Burgess Battery Co.
United States Battery Div.

Freeport, Ill.
Hercules Powder Co.
Badger Ordnance Works
Baraboo, Wis.

FOR PRECI-

Insuline Corporation of America
Long Island City, N. Y.

Markem Machine Co.
Keene, New Hampshire

SION PARTS

e

._doR

Universal Microphone Co.
Inglewood, Calif.

Ward Products Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio

1.

9~14'1'12

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER'S
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
These awards are testimonials to the

contribution of individuals and organizations not eligible for Army -Navy
recognition

R

_

Cs4+'
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'
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THE NEW

MARSTO-CHR01.1
GATHERS

Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong

IPi

Western Union Telegraph Co.
American Telephone

elemental time quickly and at)

Telegraph Co.

&

curately.

RCA Communications Inc.
Mackay Radio

&

saves time because fewer obser
vations are necessary.

Telegraph Co.

-'

no need to combine elements
every motion recorded at Biel
instant of recurrence.

Commercial Cable Co.

Á.

THIS

National Association of Broadcasters

I
v

increases
confidence
between
management and labor.

-C

... SEND

FOR IT TODAY

K
o

'

A WOMAN
-.
-

.

No watch to read
nothing to
write down
time values accurateipt
up to .0025 can be read directly, easily
and accurately. Postwar competition:1
will demand greater individual operat
ing efficiency based on new methods
and more comprehensive time studies.
Now is the time to get set.
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AIRCRAFT & DIESEL :EQUIPMENT CORP.

e
u

-

=

'

Year Partners In Precision
.i

.

Write today
learn how
the Afarsto-Chron time study
method will give you more efficient production.
.

Fy

.

Girl operators of the Women's Division
of the RCAF take six months training
in the Wireless School at Montreal.

4401 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE.
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Get this new illustrated booklet and
see how the Adeco organization and
facilities can meet your exact specifications for close-tolerance production
of parts and assemblies on a contract
basis. This helpful information is
yours for the asking.

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

`I

JUST LIKE

GUIDE -BOOK CAN HELP
YOU

ir

Iry

They find that the easiest letter to
learn in Morse is ""Q'", which reminds
them of thé first four notes of the
"Wedding March"

BAY

PRODUCTS CORP.

1.71

CAMDEN ST.

BOSTON 18'; MASS.
At,9usi 1944
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ASSEMBLY ENGINEERS

"ILITZ" TWO TROUBLESOME
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11"
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P
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prove the simpler P -K Fastening

Method is

a

t.,

short cut
11104

It stronger

Fastening the plastic cover (A) to the plastic body was a tough job because
a brass part lay between. When tapped for machine screws,
brass chips fouled the plastic threads, holding power was
poor. P -K Type "F" Screws eliminated both tapping and
chip problem, assured a strong assembly.
TOUGH JOB TILL TAPPING GETS GO-BY.

idustrial Timer Corporation, N. J., makes numerous
Ititing devices widely used by the armed forces and by
T plants. When planning the assembly of a newly
deigned Running Time Meter, they first tried machine
sClms for two "tricky" fastenings. The result was costly
Guying delays and unsatisfactory holding power.

'

amiliar with the advantages of P -K Self -tapping
S >,ws from use in metal assemblies, they called in a
Ji, Assembly Engineer. By following his suggestions,
tit bothersome "bugs" were eliminated, along with bout
tit tapping operations.

i

--

instrument assemblies

balk to a P -K Assembly

i

P

pf/M/~«:

7/hM

r, e

Engineer about your fas-

toing problems. He has specialized in all types of
p_htic and metal fastenings, and is well -prepared to
srlw you how to save tapping time, prevent breakage,
in/wove strength. He'll call at your request,- or, if you
p fer, send assembly details for recommendations.
Erker-Kalon Corp., 208 Varick St., New York 14, N. Y.

IT!

-'...

.
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WYEN
?POOPS

,-¡

1

NO FIXTURES - NO FAILURES, now that P -K Type "Z" Screws
are used to listen the brass dial plate (B) to the small
hollow brass tubes that have been molded into the plastic
ease. With machine screws, a complicated fixture would
have been necessary to hold the tubes for tapping, also
tapping the tiny holes Mould have given constant trouble.
Girls now drive the P-K Screws easily, without fixtures,
into plain, untapped holes.

$EIF'TAI!.PINlS(RRV$
Gives

the Green

light.

P -K SCREWS ARE SOLD BY GOOD DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

=

War "Asseriibiies
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SELFTAPPINB SCREWS

FOR

EVERY

METAL AND

PLASTIC ASSEMBLY
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S A Signal

Synchronized
F-M Oscillators

1011s

(Continued from page
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to act as a limiter and so prey
a further rise.
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Advantages of the System

Complete units or any component parts now available
on the following:
NOW IN PRODUCTION
JK-48 PL -68
CD -307-A P1-47 "A" Plug
CD -874
PL -54 BC -366
1K-26
PL -55 BC -347-C
PE -86
PL -58 SW -141
JB-47
TD -3
CD -318-A

P

r

At this point, the advantages
using a synchronized oscillator
an f -m receiver can be summarill
as follows:
1.

2.

Selectivity to adjacent chann

-at least equal to the selectiv,'

of two i -f stages.
If properly designed-a si
chronization sensitivity stl
cient to give a voltage gain
an amplifier) considerably 11/1'
ter than the conventional
amplifier.
An amplitude -limiting actin
better than that of a conv4
tional limiter.
ó
11

laDtü:ºé

-

-

3.

4+!!AV-L6R KARINOZA
RADIO AND TELEVISION CORPORATION
1030 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

quieting sensitivity inverse,,
proportional to frequency devil
tion of the received signal.
The fact that overall regenerl
tion is decreased as a result of su
4. A

Il

PRECISION RADIO' AND .'COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
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JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

,

"

.

"fix
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ENAMELED
MAGNET WIRE

Much of the success of
this Hudson Wire product is due
to a new coating method that gives a
smooth, permanently -adherent enameling. Mercury
-process tests
guarantee perfect uniformity; great tensile strength
assures perfect laying even at high winding speeds.
Especially adaptable for
reduction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical
values.
Our engineering and design facilities are at your
disposal-details and quotations on request.

N

DSON WIRE COMPANY
7`7%/
L,

WINSTED

1

No. 151

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum metal to metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires
at terminals.
6 SIZES
cover every requirement.
From
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
to 21/2" wide and 11/4" high with
1/4"-28 screws.
Jones Barrier Strips will improve as
well as simplify your electrical infra connecting problems.
Write today
for catalog and prices.

CONNECTICUT
HOWARD B. JONES COMPANY
2460 West George Street

CHICAGO 18
332
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J1

27 VOLT

IN 25° C. AMBIENT
CONTINUOUS DUTY
SHUNT OR SERIES,

1/650
5,000
.300
250 min.

in % of full load
Starting torque

DIMENSIONS

2
This OSIER MOTOR
\,_gives you maximum

"performance ...with
minimum requirement
y:.
for weight and space
You can depend on Oster motors to live up to the
world-wide reputation of pre-war Oster appliances,
and to deliver results that add to the prestige of
your product for war and peacetime uses. Careful
engineering and precision workmanship assure you
of dependable, trouble -free performance. Let us help
you fit this or other Oster motors to your requirements.
M-17

HOUSING

enclosed.
FINISH

WEIGHT

-

-

FEATURES OF TYPE A -16A OSTER MOTOR
die cast aluminum, totally

black anodized.
7

-

ounces.

high quality single shielded
BEARINGS
ball bearings, lubricated with grease suited
for any specific application. Bearing housings fitted with steel inserts.
standard 1/4" diameter air
MOUNTING

-

corps rabbet.
BRUSHES-high grade metal graphite of ample size to assure unusually long brush life.

-

WINDINGS
available in shunt, series
and split series reversible, 12 and 24 volt,

intermittent and continuous duty.
RISE
55°C. Maximum

TEMPERATURE

-

frame temperature rise at rated load.
MODIFICATIONS
special shaft extensions, mounting arrangements, leads, etc.
Also furnished for operation in high ambient temperatures and high altitudes.
APPLICATIONS
operation of small blowers, switching equipment and other similar
aircraft applications.
All data and ratings are approximate.

-

-

John Oster Mfg. Co. of Illinois
Department L-17
.

E

Genoa, Illinois
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PORTABLE POWER

PROBLEMS
No. 2

-

Automatic Flight Recorder

..

WHEN CONSOLIDATED VULTEE developed
this superhuman radio flight reporter, the

need for compact, reliable, portable power
was met by Burgess Batteries-also used

in all laboratory testing and development
work at Vultee Field. When a plane is
test -flown, stress and strain conditions at
70 key points equipped With gauges are
relayed continuously to the ground station.

harmonic operation cannot be fairly
counted as an advantage, since operation on the fundamental is practically impossible, and subharmonic
operation may add to the receiver
cost by requiring an automatic
gain -control string.
Of the features listed, the firstselectivity-is an inherent property of any synchronized oscillator. It can be shown mathematically" that if two equal voltages,
one lying within the synchronizing
range of an oscillator, and one
without, are injected into the oscillator so that it is synchronized by
the first signal, the amplitude of
the second signal will be greatly reduced. Physically, the explanation
of this is that the effective gm of
the oscillator tube for the interfering signal is considerably reduced,
since it can produce an effect only
during the amplification period,
which is not synchronous with the
interfering signal.
With subharmonic operation, the
only effect of an adjacent -channel
signal is a very slight frequency
modulation which may occur during
the amplification periods. While
the desirability of good adjacent channel selectivity will be enhanced
as the f-m band is filled up, it is
doubtful whether this advantage
alone is sufficient to justify the use
of a synchronized oscillator, if it is
used following an i -f amplifier

Make Plans Now..

for

the coining

.

.

.

.

PLASTIC ERA

Consult....

BOGAN
Here at Rogan, seasoned engineers are ready and willing
to 'assist you in determining

your post-war Plastic require,
ments.

GIRL AND GONIOMETER

r

Whether your peacetime
products are to include electronic equipment, electrical appliances, stoves or what have

ti

you, the Rogan Organization
11.

.F

Et

100 MILES AWAY engineers watch

the ticker
tape of the Burgess -powered recorder .. .
direct flight maneuvers or warn the test
pilot of danger by radio. Why not bring
your electronic problems to Burgess Engineers when portable power is involved?

r.

-BURGESS BATTERI.ES"
334

ai

e

1

..

°

x+-.ré._,_

80 -page manual

Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.

advice on all phases of plastic

.

production.

FREE..ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
of basic data and characteristics of dry batteries for all electronic
applications. Tabbed for ready reference.
Write Dept. 9 .for free copy. Burgess

will gladly provide cost-free

3`111

ro'

Send us
Your Specifications Today!

F.

ROGAN BROTHERS
Airwoman "Petie" Houston. of Hamilton. Ont., operates a direction finder
with which she traces planes in flight.
She is one of a class of RCAF Women's
Division

students at No. 1 Wireless
School in Montreal

Compression Molders and Branders
of Plastics
2003 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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TRANSFORMER
OUTPUT
2 K.W.
.TYPE L597
'
T' RATED

PRIMARY
V

OUTPUT

POWER

IMPEDANCE

SECONDARY
Ee7 VOLTS

1300001

IMPEDANCE

e ONOS

7500

R M,S

.

1/FO 9Y
'
e

i

NI

1

1111

LAHGEYIN

6STN$T.
31 WEST

e

C0.1NC
NEW YORK.

NTr

R

,k

1

I

I

OF VSVP:EVCI.AL:VDESIGN

4).

Illustrated above is one of the many types of special application
tranformers designed and manufactured by us. We at Langevin

1

WARN

:

are interested solely in the manufacture of quality apparatus,
both transformer components and complete electronic units.
Your inquiries for either are solicited. Transformer capacity to
5

K.V.A.

The LangeVvin
.

Company

INCORPORATED

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
'NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

37 W. 65 St., 23

1050 Howard St., 3

'

LOS ANGELES
1000 N. Seward St., 38

which already has a good

Electrical

INSULATING
VARNISH
Can Give
You
GREATER
PENETRATION.
RESISTINCE
TO OILS,
.

ACIDS,..ALKALI

:ABRASIONR

'

a

ESISTAHCE

PRODUCTION

.'FLEXIBILITY

'..FASTER

You can get all of these advantages at a minimum of
overall cost when you complete your electrical jobs
with Pedigree electrical insulating varnish.

-

Why not give us an opportunity to show you how
you can take advantage of these benefits
either
in your present production or your postwar plans.

71e P. D.

GEORGE CO.

5200 North Second Street
.

Có11`In 'the

St. Louis,

Missouri

select

tivity.
At present, no known oscillator)
limiter circuit combines perfec
amplitude limiting with high syn
chronization sensitivity and volt
age gain. While it is possible tt
adjust an oscillator for a higl
amplitude, 20 volts or more, so tha
it limits very well for a signal a.
the center of the band, the amplil
tude still shows a variation ove]
the band, and the sensitivity usu'
ally drops by a factor of ten oil;
more.
On the other hand, an oscillato
with a lower amplitude level, ands
designed for maximum sensitivity
and voltage gain, can be followed'
with a very simple limiter stage o
the usual type, the combination giv
ing excellent limiting action over,
the entire band. The use of a con..
ventional limiter following the oscillator has the further advantage
that the oscillator is separated
from the frequency detector. If a
conventional diode discriminator is,
connected directly to the oscillator;
I

Pedigree -Varnish Manl..Nearest You.

--

,<://ANIEI

KONBAKlIAN
.

TUNGSTEN
'LEADS

STANDARD TYPE
or

.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

CAPACITORS
e404orié

aoca17)re!

DANIEL KONDAKJIAN experience in the
manufacture and fabrication of high quality Tungsten leads is both extensive and
all-inclusive. Products include rigid and flexible
leads -for critical installations in every type of electronic apparatus and equipment.
DANIEL KONDAKJIAN engineers and technicians ore,

--.

.r.

available for tungsten lead collaboration. Inquiries
pertaining to post-war specialties ore invited.

-

OKI SPOT WILDER . .. The DANIEL EONOAKIIAN bleb efficiency .not welder otters
bigra *peed reduction advantages worthy el
irnmediole contiderotion. Write today.

336

TH

.ENGINEERING CO

E
27 WRIGHT SIREET, NEWARK 5. NEW JERSEY

For the past 15 years Girard -Hopkins
have built standard and specially created capacitors, designed to meet the
most exacting climatic and technical
conditions. Our line includes every
stock type of capacitor for normal
needs
Increased manufacturing capacity and a highly trained engineering staff enable us to quickly build
and deliver specially designed capacitors to your specifications. Consult us
on your present and post-war capacitor
problems for either wax or oil types.

-

GIRARD-HOPKINS
1000 -40th Ave.

OAKLAND

1

August 1944
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I

GREEN (Selenium) RECTIFIER

Complete in ONE Cabinet with

'4

a

Built-in Meters and Controls
STANDARD UNITS

QiT..tyr
...x.T.....

6

Volts -25-50-75-100-300

500-1000-1500-2000
3000-4000-5000 amps.

h

8

Volts -300-600-900-1200

1800-2400-3000
3600 amps.

a

12 Volts -600-1200-1800-2400

3000 amps.

n,

t.

16

Volts -300-600-900-1200
1500-1800 amps.

24 Volts -300-600-900-1200

1.1

amps.
48 Volts -300-600 amps.

Special requirements incorporating either selenium or rectifier
tubes are met by engineering to
individual needs.

rs

42" wide, 24" deep
Approx. 81" Tall
Capacity up to 5000 amps.
at 6 volts

Write Dept. E for illustrated
booklet.

W. GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, TNC.
.

GREEN EXCHANGE BLDG1,

.13Q

CEDAR ST., NEW YORK .6, N.:Y.:

RECTIFIER
EST.

ELETRONICS

-
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IN DIALCO PILOT LIGHTS
n¡tXyz/L4Uei1L8sa

Weal -/
MAKES 'SOCKETS
PERMANENTLY ANCHORand FOOL -PROOF!

-

70

-1q
.-11'.4.9171h`s

'

_
m

\

ORIGINATED BY DIALCO,

rY

ONLY DIALCO UNITS
HAVE THIS VITAL

z

'í1GHí

>
Vs

O

z

IMPROVEMENT!
STAKED

TABs
Note this rugged construction: Shell,

z

o
tN

>

z
w

_

Injection of Synchronizing Voltage

z
o
70

production,

o

we can supply ony Pilot Light assembled with G.E. or Westinghouse lamps.

z

o
t/N

I-

U

z
o

DIAL LIGHT
CO.

of AMERICA, Inc.
900 BROADWAY
New York 3, N. Y

ficulties in production.
The last feature-a quieting
sensitivity inversely proportional
to frequency deviation-is of im,
portance in the application of th
synchronized oscillator -limiter
f-m services other than broadcast,
These services generally employ a
low deviation ratio, and a small
quieting voltage on the limiter it
very desirable because the r -f and!
i -f gains can be kept low and stable

-

bracket, and Tugs are permonently
ANCHOR -TIGHT and foolproof, preventing shorts. Dialco manufactures an extensive line of Pilot tights and Socket
Assemblies having this feature. Write
for samples and Catalogue.
PLUS LAMPS: To speed

through a secondary on the oscillator tank coil, the oscillator and discriminator alignments become in.
terdependent, with consequent dif-I Y

505

603

Algonquin 4-5180-1-2.3

611

In most of the previous applica
tions of the synchronized oscillator
injection has been accomplished
from low -impedance sources. Since
the source of synchronizing voltage
in a practical f -m receiver is the
last i -f stage, problems arise because of the high impedance of this
circuit. Coupling between the osI
cillator tank circuit and the synchronizing input circuit must be reduced to a minimum in order to obI

THERE'S A

DRAKE

SOLDERING IRON
EVERY TYPE -OF
ELECTRONIC WORK,
FOR

From that mighty mite
the Drake No. 400 to the high
speed production "honey"

the Drake No. 600-10 there is a
high quality Drake Soldering
Iron "just right" for the job.

There is no such handbook, so
let our twenty years of experience guide you.

Drake Heat Controls and
Drake "Magic Cup" Stand
important soldering aids.

(i;
ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO.
INCORPORATED

12 VESTRY ST.

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

the
are

SEE

YOUR RADIO
lu

PARTS JOBBER

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, Ill,

Iw

BÁKELITE SHEETS, RODS, TUBES
338
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POWERSTAT
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SURCR.).1
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[THE VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER
WITH THESE FEATURES
-- VERSATILE-A variety of equipment operated from a -c power

lines can be controlled by a POWERSTAT. Standard models transform
voltage from 115, 230, and 440 volt single or polyphase circuits to
any desired value between 0 and 17.5 percent above line.
CHOICE of CONTROL-In addition to the manually operated types,
Motor -driven POWERSTATS are available for automatic and push-

button operation.
THOROUGHLY ENGINEERED-Because of competent engineering
and extensive development, every POWERSTAT possesses excellent
regulation ... low exciting current ... no wave -form distortion ..
high efficiency ... no over -heating.
IDEAL CONSTRUCTION-Advanced methods of manufacture and
use of the highest grade materials assure a structurally strong, light
weight, compact, and smooth running unit.
.

Send

for Bulletins

149 LE and 163 LE

Superior Electric Company
207 Laurel Street, Bristol, Conn.

RLOR
E'LSTRONICS

-
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A
OF

NEW FEATURE
IMPORTANCE

GREAT

ADDED TO

Now

OUR "OLD TIMER"

...

Chatterless operation
added to the known sensitivity of our "Old Timer" (200
... The new feature
Series)
consists of an energy absorbing material sealed within a
contact carrying cage. The compound used is not affected by
age, oil, or moisture.
is

.

No Bounce!

...

Chatter!

No

in the new Kurman

200S Flat Keying Relay
KEYING FEATURES:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

No bounce. No chatter.
Input 50 Milliwatts.
Will key up to 150 words per
minute, or 60 impulses per
second.
Armature is mica insulated; is
suitable for keying a 50 Megacycle R.F. signal.
Contacts will carry up to 2 Amps.

...

New Feature
eliminates
"bounce" and "chatter "

1Zsir

NOT like this
Send also

a

for complete information on -the

net.. line of KURMA,1

vtbrohon.aroof

RELAVaa

.KURmfnELECOTRIC
35-I8 37,h

STREET

~t.®
ZNI111~=~.1=

~1~21

-LONG.ISLAND'CITY

Try us for those items
you need in a hurry. Our
stocks are big-our service, extra-fast!

was

accuracy in measurement
instance, a
In Ancient Arabia,
importance. For
great
no
of
apparently

1

"CA894n

was "somewhere in

the neighborhood

of

31/4

We've been at it since

1925

-and we know how!

inches.

Radio and Electronics,

of
and a
to the modern fields
with engineers
What o contrast
is a fetish
Little wonder that
men!
where accuracy
and maintenance
"must" with Production

rin

'

M® 1 A RC

everis

Calibrating Equipment
accuracy wherMeasuring-Testing-Calibrating
to provide unfailing
depended upon
and

F
G

whenever needed.

Monarch

0, DejteM
2f noes tally /4teefreed

`D

Well be ready

to dove -toil OUR
post- war plans with the plans
YOU have had in the waking.

DALES eINC.
Wholesale Distributors
RADIO -ELECTRONIC- SUPPLIES 8 PARTS

'17 Union Square

2014 N. Major Ave.,
340
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1

Oscilloscopic wave form
looks like this

.

taro normal gain from the i -f stage
Figure 6 shows a typical syn.
chronized-oscillator circuit using a
type 1852 tube with the synchroniz-,
ing voltage developed in the grid
circuit. Oscillation is maintained'
by a cathode tickler winding. Be.
cause of the grid -to-cathode capacitance, part of the oscillator voltage
across the tickler is developed
across the input tuned circuit which
at the same time works as the platen
load for the last i -f amplifier.
Normal gain of an i -f amplifier isl
g,QtoL, which might be 50 for an
f-m i -f amplifier. If the oscillator
operates at the fundamental, the
loading effect due to the reflected
oscillator voltage is so great that
the amplifier gain practically disappears. With subharmonic operation, a gain of 10 in the preceding
i -f amplifier is
obtainable. Thus
most of the gain in the oscillator
itself may be lost by the reduction
of gain in the preceding stage.
As mentioned, the Russian solution to this problem was the use of
a pentagrid mixer, in which the
first section acted as a buffer be- i

Chicago, Ill.

NEW YORK 3; N. Y.
°

Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7
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"MICROMETER CONSCIOUS"
in the quantity production
1

1
Forty-five

of minute precision parts

manufacturers of major prominence now

WADSWORTH

FACILITIES

are relying upon the micrometer-conscious Wadsworth

Die Making
Jigs & Fixtures
Gage Making
Model Building

Small Parts Division for scores of parts so minute
and precise that their quantity production is difficult

Milling

;

or expensive for the average plant.
:

At Wadsworth, such production is customary, and
:

meets the highest critical standards.

Here, a unique machine setup and workers who
think precision are intimately associated under one

roof. They contribute special operations to many
pieces and carry others through in their entirety, in

,

Turning

Stamping
Screw Machinir;
Hard Solderi»
Heat Treating

Line Assembly
Polishing
Lacquering
Photo -Etching
Silk Screening
Product Decorating
Metals Laboratory
Engineering Design
Product Design

CURRENTLY
SERVING THESE
INDUSTRIES
Aircraft

great quantities.
We welcome conversations with all companies who

intend to be postwar factors in their fields and will
be glad to discuss the matter of applying Wadsworth
:

skills to your special needs.

millig'

Automotive
Bearing
Electronics
Instruments
Machine Tool
Small Arms
Refrigeration

SMALL PARTS DIVISION

TH9VIC6WIOTWATCH

CASE CO., Inc.
DAYTON, KENTUCKY, SUBURB OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
PHONE COLONIAL 8194
(CINCINNATI EXCHANGE)
-

EL'?TRONICS

-
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Wadsworth Is heavily engaged in many-sided
war work. But our steady production of Military.
Watch Cases and our constant designing of the
precious metal cases for the future are preserving the art of fine watch case development.

TECHNICAL
NOTES
Excerpts from New Home
Study Lessons Being Pre
pared under the Direction
of the CREI Director of
Engineering Texts

Phase Inverter
Circuit
In the August issue of its
monthly magazine, CREI NEWS,
The Capitol Radio Engineering
Institute continues its series of
interesting technical articles. The
coming issue deals with an interesting type of phase inverter circuit, particularly suitable for
wide band operation, such as for
a cathode-ray oscilloscope.
Part I, 'which appears in the
August issue, describes the circuit, compares it with other types
of phase inverter circuits, and
analyzes its basic action.
A second article on the phase
inverter circuit will appear in
the September issue of the CREI
NEWS. It will evaluate its gain
and its stability under variable
operating conditions.
We are making these technical
articles available to every interested radioman. If you want to
receive these articles on the phase
inverter circuit, and other articles
to follow, merely write to the
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, and ask for the August issue of the CREI NEWS containing this article. This and other
future issues will be sent to you
free and without obligation.

The subject of "Phase Inverter
Circuit" is but one of many
that are being constantly revised and added to CREI lessons by A. Preisman, Director
of Engineering Tests, under the
personal supervision of CREI
President, E. H.. Rietzke. CREI
home study courses are of college calibre for the professional
engineer and technician as ho
recognizes CIIEI training as a
proven program for personal
advancement in the field of
Radio -Electronics. Complete details of the home study courses
sent on request. . . . Ask for
36 -page booklet.

CAPITOL RADIO
Engineering Institute
E.

Dept. E-8. 3224 -16th St. N. W.
WASHINGTON 10, D.C.

-

Contractors to the U. S. Navy-U. S.
Broadcasting
Canadian
Guard
Coast
Producers of Well -trained TechCorp.
nical Radiomen for Industry.
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eration.

Radio Manufacturers
Speed Production

-1

And

cut rejections and
with STEDMAN precision -made dummy tubes,
tube -pin straighteners, etc.
costs

L

ECONOMICAL-EFFICIENT
This special device was designed
to aid a manufacturer in accurate
alignment of chassis with panel
opening and contact points. We
will aid you in developing a similar
item designed for your particular
need. Send us your specifications.
Permit us to submit sample.

DUMMY MINIATURE TUBE
Precision made. Stainless Steel Pins.
Used to hold socket clips in correct
alignment during wiring.
Meets requirements of WPB sub-

committee on

miniature tubes.

REFERENCES
(1) Morrison J. F., Proc. IRE, 28. No.
10, p 444-450, Oct. 1940.
(2) Tucker, D. G., Electronic Engineering' Mar., Apr., June, Aug. 1943.
(3) van der Pol, B., Proo. IRE, 22,
p. 1051 Sept. 1934.
(4) Appleton, E. V., Proc. Camb. Phil.
Soc., 21, p. 231, 1922.
(5) Groszkowski, J., Proc. IRE. Is, p.
1960 Nov., 1930.
(6) Tucker, D. G., P. 0. E. E. Jour.,
p. 75, July, 1940.
(7) Moller. H. G., Jahrb. f. drahtl.
Telegr., p. 256, 1921.
(8) Armstrong, E. II., U. S. Patent
2,116,501.
(9) Hayasi, T., 'and Yamagiwa, S.
Nippon Elec. Comm. Eng., p. 436, Nov.,
1938.
(10) Kisselgot and Knazev, Izvest. Elektroprom. Slab. Toka, No. 10, p. 16, 1940.
(11) Record, F. A., and Stiles, J. L.,
Proc. IRE, p. 281, June, 1943.
(12) Sterky H., Proo. IRE, 25, p. 1153,
Sept.. 1937.
(13) Tucker, D. G., Electronic Engineering, p. 114, Aug., 1943.

H. RIETZKE, President

Hume Study Courses in Practical Radio Electronics Engineering for Professional
Sell -Improvement

-

Z

tween the input circuit and the oscillator. Unfortunately, with present tube structures this method has
two disadvantages. First, it is impossible to obtain the desired gm in
the oscillator section if the electron
stream is already limited by the
first grid. Second, because of the
low g,n, suppression of subharmonic
oscillations occurs at a considerably lower level than is the case
with high g,,, pentodes. It is expected that by using different injection methods and tube structures, these difficulties will be
overcome.
Even though the loading effect in
the oscillator input circuit is reduced to a negligible amount,
enough coupling may still exist between the oscillator and the i -f circuits to introduce hysteresis into
the oscillator. The worst offender
in this connection is stray coupling
between the oscillator and the input to the i -f amplifier. An amount
of coupling which ordinarily is acceptable in production will cause
the oscillator to jump suddenly
from one frequency to another during alignment, and make its correct adjustment impossible in production. Subharmonic operation
overcomes this to a large extent,
since the harmonic content of the
oscillator is not large without an
injected signal. Normal precautions
must be taken to reduce overall
feedback from the oscillator,- however, even with subharmonic op-

producing pile fabrics, by applying cut fibers to a
suitable backing material by an
electrostatic process, was halted
temporarily by the war.
A METHOD of

(4.

ars

MINIATURE TUBE PIN
STRAIGHTENER
Used with hardened tool steel insert
for factory use. Also stainless steel
insert when resistance to corrosion
Body
is desired. Precision made.
and posts cadmium plated. Inserts
replaceable.
Illustrated above are a few of the
products we are now delivering to
leading equipment manufacturers.
Standard items available. Special
items to fit your particular requirements.
Your Inquiry Will Receive Our Prompt Attention.

ROBERT L. STEDMAN
MACHINE WORKS
.Oyster Bay. N. Y.
August 1944
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PROVED Mt SER V/CE
TRANSFORMERS
NEW NEED WITH THE SAME
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE THAT HAS MADE
MEET
THEM

EVERY

"FIRST"

IN ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS.

FOSTER is FIRST AGAIN WITH
THEIR .NEW V ITROS EA LTERMINAL
a development that has definite advantages over
other types of hermetic seals for tropical use.

o

e
o
o
o
UNITS
nft

91ffY

USING

500 VA Plate Transformer

The .electrode can be bent at an angle 90°
from the upright position without breaking
the glass in the seal. In fact, it can be bent
and straightened several times and then the
terminal will break before the glass is damaged.

Extremely high resistance to thermal shock.

metallic parts are cold rolled steel,
rather than expensive alloys.
The

The terminals are fused directly into the
metal in multiple. Ordinary seals are made
up individually and are soldered into holes
in the transformer case.

A loop

SAME

is

provided for easy hook-up.

TERMINAL

Plate Reactor

CONSTRUCTION

Filament Reactor

i

Dual Bias Reactor

9

SPECIALISTS IN

As
+.ECTRONICS

-

BUILDING TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1938

P. FOSTER

COMPANY.

TRANSFORMER ENGIN.EE.RS & MANUFACTURERS
719 WYOMING AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO
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NEW PRODUCTS

3h x 3 in, open faced, and weigh
25 oz. The meter movements ar
guaranteed to be accurate within

percent. The voltage multipliers at
a metallized matched pair of resit
tors having a tolerance of 1 perceml
The basic meter is rated 0.400 mil

Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equipment; issue new technical bulletins, and

i

new catalogs
General Electric Products
are available
from General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
THREE NEW PRODUCTS

THE FIRST OF THESE, available
from the Industrial Control Division, is a new tempering attachment, (CR7503-D149), for use with
G. E. synchronous spot-welding controls which incorporate the phase shift method of heat control. The
attachment is particularly suitable
for use in the spot-welding of airhardenable steels, since it permits
tempering the weld while the work
is still in the machine. The attachment consists of a heat -control and
a time -control adjuster for tempering, and the relays which automatically transfer the additional heat -

round wire preN iously had to be
used. It increases the winding -space
factor and may be used in place of
larger size, rectangular magnet
wire to increase magnetic effect or
to reduce coil size. The wire is
smooth, strong, flexible, and able to
withstand high-speed winding
without damage to insulation. The
manufacturer states that its dielectric strength and the wire's resistance to abrasion, heat -shock, and
solvents, is greater than that of
other enameled wire.

electric systems
there is available standard dusttight enclosures which come in various lengths. They are designed to
house combinations of contactors,
relays, and other devices usually required in control systems for airplanes. The enclosures are light in
weight and provide ready accessibility to devices. They may also be
used as junction boxes.
FOR

AIRCRAFT

roamps. D -C meter, output meteli
milliammeter and ohmmeter prol
vide a total of 23 ranges. A -C am:
d -c voltmeter is rated up to 5,000
at 1,000 ohms per volt sensitivity
It comes supplied with batteries.
MODEL 314 is a tube tester. Th 1.
filament voltage switch is designe ti
to test all present filament voltage
9

1,

-;?*5

La
Radio City Products
THE FOLLOWING THREE new products are available from Radio City
Products, Inc., 127 West 26th St.,
New York 1, N. Y.

and -time adjustment from the spot=
welding control with which the attachment is being used. The attachment is enclosed in a metal case
designed for wall mounting. The
calibrated adjustment dials are
mounted on the hinged door of this
case, together with an on -off switch

for preventing the relays from being energized when ordinary spot
or pulsation welding is being done.
Bulletin CEA-4201 is available on
this unit.

ribbon-rectangular,magnet wire is now available as thin as
0.004 inch and can be applied where
FORMER,

344

MODEL 422 Supertester is for general circuit testing. Its features include current measurements ín both
a.c. and d.c. up to 25 amperes; voltage measurements in both a.c. and
d.c. up to 5,000 v; high voltage is
not applied to the selector switch
nor to general test circuits. It has
a 3 -inch sq meter with movement of
200 microamps, or 5,000 ohms per
volt sensitivity on d.c. voltage measurements. Resistance measurements
can be made up to 10 megohms. The
batteries are replaceable without
the use of a soldering iron.

MULTITESTOR MODEL 420 is

pact and rugged and measures

com64 x

from 1.1 to 117 colts. Lever type
switching individually controls each
tube prong, checks roaming filaments, and dual cathodes. The instrument provides separate plate
tests on diodes and rectifiers and
has a neon short test. The meter is
rectangular and measures 411
inches and has a poor -good scale.
A pilot light indicates on -off.

New Electron Tubes
EQUIPMENT man rifácturers may
now obtain against WPB rated orders two new electron tubes.
The first of these is designated
RCA -1P28 which is an ultravioletsensitive, high -vacuum. 9-stage

multiplier phototube utilizing electrostatic focusing. It is similar in
size and appearance to type 931-A
but is constructed with a special
Augout
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--America is one
one which gives

The story of the Electronic Corporation of
which has great significance at this time
life to the American principles of equality and opportunity
for all.

...

During the course of 25 years work in radio and electronics.
we have maintained close collaboration between management and labor. Responsible union representatives working
with equally responsible executives have established a hub
of friendly relations around which revolve various phases of
our production and internal structure.

-j
ti

N

One pertinent result of our smoothly operating labor-manproagement committee is that we are free from friction
duction schedules are, therefore, adhered to. Another is that
the quality of our products remains at a consistently high
level. And the most important immediate result is that our
cooperative efficiency has enabled us to increase our output
more than six -fold in a single year.

...

f

--t

1

!1

;
1

Our engineering, too, is a reflection of the ECA story. Experiences and knowledge have been tested under the rigid
requirements of military specifications. We give due credit
to our engineers for the accuracy and dependability of the
delicate equipment we are now producing for the Armies of
Liberation.
This, in brief, is the ECA story. Currently, we are engaged
100% in war work . . . and each of us is giving his best to
help speed the defeat of our enemies. In the coming electronic
era the same teamwork, the same skill, and the same efficiency will be devoted to the design and manufacture of
products for home and industry.

7^I

!
r

THESE ARE
THE WAR BONDS

THAT

COUNT...

r

/'¡fí

KEEP

BUYING
THEM

ELECTRONIC CORP.. OF AMERICA
45 WEST 18th STREET

IECTRONICS

-

August- 19.44
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NEW YORK

11,

N.Y. WATKINS 9-1870
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ICKS

IN PLACE

...SAVES SPACE!
THE BOOTS SELF-LOCKING

RADIO ANCHOR NUT SIZE NO. 6
designed especially for Radio
and Electronic Products

tight, vibration -proof connections.

Locks anywhere on bolt. Can be re -used
effectively many times. Simplifies assembly and maintenance. Saves weight.
Not affected by temperat ureorcorrosion.
Consider these other important features:

Sturdy but exceptionally smallsaves space, permits compact propor-

tions and good lines on

a

product.

Will not turn.
Applied with much more ease than a
clinch nut.
No distorted threads since no punch

BOOTS

is needed.

Makes possible a flush surface on
opposite side without chamfering.
Motion picture-"All Work And No Play"

SELF-LOCKING NUTS
NO

Exuae 'IV o /t4ilSboPin
Loose

16 mm. sound -30 minutes.
For information write Dept. A-7

Featuring small size, rugged col
struction, freedom from distortiol
low noise level, and extremely lo
dark -current, the tube is intend(

for scientific research and specie
ized applications where very lo
ultraviolet radiation levels are h
volved.
The other- tube is 6AQ6, which
a miniature multi -unit tube col
taining two diodes and a high-mt
triode in one envelope. Many of 114
i

The locking device is an integral part of
this all -metal nut. Assures permanently

.

glass bulb which transmits radiar
energy in the ultraviolet redo
down to about 2,000 Angstrom

-

Boots Aircraft Nut Corporation
General Offices
New Canaan, Conn.

electrical characteristics are sim
lar to those of the metal type 6Q',:
but it requires only half the heate
current and has appreciably lowe
grid -cathode and plate -cathode d
pacitances. The tube is designed fo'
use as a combined detector, ampli1.
fier, and automatic -volume -contri,
tube. Its small size facilitates the
design of small, compact receive!'
units.
RCA Victor Div., Radio Corpora
tion of America, Harrison, N. J.
hI

Aircraft Relays
I

KL are two nerll
types of relays designed for circuit
switching in aircraft radio applica.,
tions.
The KR Series are sturdy relays
designed for applications where
size and weight are important factors. Where current is not too lim
ited, the d. -c. types can be adjusted
to withstand the vibration encounSERIES KR AND

N

P

\

,Q///,
1'0.
D
`I

ca

The

Balancedºti

Pressure Seal

ANY

` :d.ES-`d

ROTATING SHAFT

This compact seal operates in either direction of shaft
rotation and seals fluids (including gases) with minimum power loss and frictional heating. "Sealol" is
available with or without retainer cup and is adaptable. to special conditions; requires minimum space,
and is easy to assemble into your equipment. Send
blueprints and complete information for recommendations. Descriptive bulletin on request.

SEALOL CORPORATION
41

Willard Avenue

Chicago

346

Cleveland

Providence 5,
Detroit

Los Angeles

R. I.

New York

tered in most aircraft applications.
The relays can be provided with a
mechanism for easy adjustment of
armature spring where a critical
pull in value of current or voltage
is required. Contacts are normally
supplied in silver. They are rated
at 3 amp, 110 v, 60 cps, noninductive load. Coils are available for
August
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DIAL LIGHT SOCKET
Tensile strength of leads and connections far in excess of requirements.

Tough, plastic shell molded around
bracket providing a secure bond with
mechanical strength far beyond any

normal requirement.
Rounded edge will not cut or fray wire

insulation.

-

Voltage Breakdown between contacts
1200 Volts. Voltage Breakdown to ground
-5000 Volts.
Lug on contact fits in groove in shell so
that contact cannot be turned or twisted

when inserting lamp.

Center contact mounted so that it cannot protrude from shell and short on
chassis when lamp is removed.
Plastic shell is recessed for contacts,
which cannot be pushed or pulled out
of position.

Stronger, tougher, neavy walled plastic
shell.

A variety of different mounting bracket
styles available, suitable for practically
any mounting.

For Your Present and Post -War Production
40th ANNIVERSARY

1904-1944

This year Lenz celebrates its
40th year of service to the

communications

industry.

for their superior mechanical
qualities and electrical characteristics.
Now these sockets are still further improved, with even' greater mechanical
strength. A stronger, tougher plastic shell is attached to the bracket with a
new type of construction that provides a virtually unbreakable bond between
shell and bracket. Its excellent .electrical; characteristics are maintained.
Consider these Lenz Dial Sockets for your present and post war production.
Write for sample today.
Lenz Dial Light Sockets have always been known

.

ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
LENZ

E L E,
iLECTRONICS

C T
o

-

1751

Since 1904

In Business

R

I. C
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voltages up to 110 v, 60 cps, or 60 v,
d.c. Contact arrangements may be
had up to and including DPDT. In
this series is included Type KRD-4
which measures llil x 11 x 11.1a in.,
not including the mounting stud.
The unit weighs 11 to 2 oz and is
designed to mount in two holes.
The KL Series have approximately twice as much coil space and
a larger number of poles than the

INDUSTRY
INCREDIBLE
SPEED

-'4 f:ts
,21;

gency Service to Irtdusiry on Power Supplies of every de We ship
with speed and efficiency heretofore considered impossible in
view of the scarcities
of war. W -J Industrial Emergency Service is our answer to
the endless delays
and trouble experienced by war industries everywhere in
getting radio and
electronic supplies.
Now, with specially

trained technicians,
oversized highly diversified stocks, and

new streamlined

methods
days,
and often weeks of
vitally needed time
is saved on essential
electronic projects.
.
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WRITE FOR W -J AVAILABILITY LIST
LARGE
GROUP OF ITEMS IN
STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

/Padfo t23'tl

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
.

311 S.

348

Western Ave., Chicago 12, III.
PHONE: CANAL 2525
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KR Series. These relays will .operate on values as low as 0.2 watts.
The contacts are normally supplied
in silver, and are rated at 3 amp,
110 v, GO cps non -inductive load.
Coils are supplied for voltages up
to 220 v, 60 cps, or 110 v, d.c. Con-

tact arrangements are available up
to and including 4 pole DT. Type
KLD-1 of this series measures 11á x
131 x 11L in., and weighs 31 to 4 oz.
Potter & Brumfield Mfg. Co., 150
N. First St., Princeton, Ind.

Whether you need Con-

verters, Battery Chargers. Rectifiers, a General Utility DC Power
Supply, or items from
many manufacturers,
you can rely upon us
for. service and cooperation.
Get 'vital jobs
thru on time. Start today.
Send W -J your
orders.
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QUICK.

DELIVERY
On Hundreds
Of Styles of

with
I

Sherman
Offers

SHIPPED TO

e.

s

Low -Frequency Crystals
A NEW TYPE

OF

patented low -fre-

quency crystal has been developed
by The James Knight Co., Sandwich, Ill.
This crystal can be made to
operate on frequencies from 300 kc
to 10 kc. The temperature coefficient, over minus 40 to plus 50 deg
C, can be made less than 1 part per
million per deg C. The frequency
can be increased or decreased by
contour grinding. The decrease,
however, is limited to about 200
cycles at the 100 kc frequency. The
crystal is also available in dual frequencies of 100 and 1,000 kc, using

longitudinal vibration for the low
frequency, and the thickness mode
for the higher frequency. The
crystal can be used in air -gap
mountings or can be plated and
clamped at the nodal point.
a

b.

A

One of the largest, most complete lines of Electrical Termi-

t!

o

nals available anywhere, is

a

offered you by Sherman. Hundreds of styles are available, and

ti

others are constantly being
added. Most of these are kept in
stock, ready for quick shipment.
Sherman probably has a stock
terminal exactly suited to your
own particular requirements. If
not, we would be happy to have
you submit your specifications to
our engineering departments.
Sherman also makes mahy
other big t quality electrical fittings, such as soldering and
solderless lugs, fuse clips, etc.
Write today for Sherman catalog.

tc

H. B. SHERMAN
Mfg. Company
Battle Creek
Michigan

Sherman
LUGS,

TERMINALS, FUSE CLIPS
August 1944
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ex ress
"Unless you can express

it

as a

...;

you have no information
laboratories today. Because
"National", graphite's purity-99.979%-could be expressed as a number,
the manufacturer's engineers knew what its performance characteristics
would be when used as the anode and anode shield material in this
Ignitron Rectifier.
Across the nation, banks of these rectifiers are serving war plants,
traction companies, shipyards and mills efficiently and dependably.
Engineers have long known that graphite does not fuse, soften or
warp, and has nearly perfect heat radiation properties. Thus, in many
types of both vacuum and gas -filled industrial and radio tubes where great
heat must be dissipated, or where warpage of multiple tube components
must be prevented, graphite is the ideal material.
As pioneers in the carbon and graphite manufacturing business in
America, National Carbon Company has brought to highest perfection
the art of Making high -purity graphite. That is why "National" High Purity Graphite is most frequently specified for vital industrial and radio
tube components. Graphite of even higher purity is supplied for some
applications. We welcome the opportunity to discuss the advantages o
this "National" electronic graphite.
THAT'S AN UNWRITTEN LAW in many

d

A

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Unio Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City.
New York. Pittsburgh, San Francisco
Te registered trade -mark "National" distinguishes products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
BY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS
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AGASTAT
ELECTRO -PNEUMATIC RELAY
TIME DELAY

COMPACT:
4 IN
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THE NEW ROTARY cam lever switch
is designed for one to six index

positions. Any combination of
spring -leaf contact assemblies is
available for each of the six positions. Practically any number of
circuits in sequence (or repeat)
can be opened or closed by the use
of a single control knob. One hole
is required in the panel for mounting, and contact assemblies in any
section can be removed from the
frame by removing one bolt. Other
features of the unit include spring

V.

eunal

COIL

WEIGHT:
POUNDS

»oM 2a

HIGH
1'/, IN DEEP
2'q IN mot

M-

Rotary Cam Lever Switch

w

,

_

uns

9
ELIZABETH
AMERICAN

GAS

A'G'A

NEWJERSEY

ACCUMULATOR

COMPANY

MILES

--.

and

MILES
of small

EXTRUDED PLASTIC ROD
In a wide range of shapes,
sizes and varied colors many
miles of Extruded Plastic Rod
are produced every day by
CARTER for bookbinding,

poultry bands and many special items. Accurately extruded
to plus or minus .003 tolerance.
Complete facilities for automatic
spooling and winding.

telephone cord wrappers,
Let us

figure onyour requirements

CALattáS1 CORPORATION
6922 CARNEGIE AVENUE
Play below shows

350

o

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

few of the many shapes

type actuators, cast aluminum
frame, Bakelite camp and rollers,
static -shielding nickel -plated phosphor bronze contact springs, solid
silver contacts, circular cams for
locating up to 12 low -friction
spring-type actuators, and contact
build-ups assembled under pressure.
The switch is rated at 10 amp,
125 v a.c., and is built to meet Government specifications.
General Control Co., 1200 Soldiers
Field Road, Boston 34, Mass.

Hardware Kit
FOR LABORATORY WORK there is
available a 1500 -piece radio hardware kit which is housed in a 18 compartment clear plastic box,
consisting of small, medium and
large 6-32, 8-32 and 10-32 screws
with service binder, washer and
rounded heads, nuts and washers,
as well as assorted lock washers,
Parker-Kalon self-tapping screws,
spade bolts, rivets, plus switch and
volume control hardware. Most of
the hardware is made of brass
stock with assorted finishes including nickel, copper, oxidized, cadmium and parkerized.
Walker-Jimieson, Inc., 311 S.
Western Ave., Chicago 12, Ill.
August 1944
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PANEL INSTRiIMENTS by

ROLLER -SMITH

1

t

more than 40 years of experience in
1 design and manufacture of precision
e]ctrical instruments, Roller -Smith is pro VPth

.7"

MICROAMPERÉS

DG. 20

.

OTHER

R

-S

30

1p __`11t1111111111''--_

variety of 3.5" miniature
pilel instruments that meet all require tints of A.S.A. War Standard C-39.2-1944.
%;tde in a full range of types and capacities,
tbse panel instruments are built to RollerStith high standards of precision and depidahility. Furthermore, our expanded
p)duction facilities are permitting us to
seed deliveries. Write today, outlining
yir panel instrument needs.
dieing a wide

.

,

I:

INSTRUMENTS
"7.7-

Fiel, switchboard and portable instruments of
p':ctically every standard size, shape, capacity,
tare and style are included in the line of R -S
itruments. The circuit tester at the right and
il;h-mount miniature ammeter at the far right
at typical of the fine time -tested instruments that
bir the R -S mark. Write today, outlining your
jurymen requirements.

Sales Representatives
In

40

all Principal Cities

ROLLER -SMITH

. '

BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

Canadian Plant: ROLLER -SMITH MARSLAND LTD., Kitchener, Ontario

STANDARD

:ECTRONiCS-August 1944
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Electronic Switch
designates a silent, positive -acting, electronic switch for
use in welding equipment. Designed to supersede mechanical
switching on capacitor -type welders, it instantly and completely discharges the capacitor bank through
the welding transformer with minimum damage to metal grain structure and no burning of surrounding
metal. The switch utilizes a Trigniton, which is a new mercury TRIGNITROL

Ns

\
_
,

.

RADIO MASTS
and TOWERS

o

SPEED KING

a
pool -conduction tube fired capacitively by a low -power trigger circuit. The switch is immune to flashback and oscillatory discharges.
While the control circuit must be
reopened before the Trignitrol will
recycle, the speed of operation is
only limited by the capacitor recharging intervals. Power supply
is 110 or 220 v 60 cps, a.c.
Electronic Power Co., Inc., 18
West 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Aec.4e

.Gy} ,

to your
solution
or
are
PROBLEMS ,(present

post -War)

Timing Devices

v``

TEMPERATURES
MPERAI'U

RES
H -B Thermostats and Thermo -regula-

(adjustable thermostats) are
specified and used extensively In
laboratory, broadcasting and electronic equipment. Ranges of application are from -30 to +500°F. and both
straight and angle types are available. Temperatures can be maintained
with these instruments to an accuracy of a fraction of a degree. Many shapes and sizes now
available for shipment. Write for Blue Book No. 4
... For more than 27 years, H -B has been producing specialized F.ecision instruments in large
and small quantities for the measurement and
control of temperature. Relays, thermometers,
manometer tubes and other H -B units are standard in the field. Call on us for assistance
in your problems.
tors

H-B INSTRUMENT COMPANY
2524 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia 32, Penna.

352

(illustrated)

25 to 200 ft.

SERIES 5900 comprises synchronous
motor -operated automatic reset
time delay and interval timers for
time delays of one second to five
minutes with fixed or adjustable intervals. The units are available
with various assemblies of actuating arms, reset springs, terminal
mountings and precision snap
switches, NC, NO, and DT. For applications involving shock and vibration, the motors can be equipped
with a shift -counterweight assembly. The motors are also available
with special plating and other protection against high humidity, corrosion and fungus growth. These
same units, designated as 5148
series, are available for d.c. operation.
Haydon Mfg. Co., Inc., Forest-

ville, Conn.

Whatever your

problems may be,
HARCO can solve them from every
Engineering angle. If none of our 16
Standard Designs meet your requirements, we can give you a "Custom
Built" job.
Please send complete design specifications when inquiring for detailed

information.

£1-1
STEEL
.

E .1

CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
Elizabeth 4, New Jersey
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50,000 FEET
AND
57.4 DEG: F.

,
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-

pilot, high up in the inky
blackness of night, the glowing instruTo the combat

ments are more than a mechanism

..

.

they're his security, his strategy and his return
ticket! These lights must not fail!
To further this dependability in aircraft lighting
systems, the N -Y -T Sample Dept. has produced
the 8 ounce transformer illustrated-lighter in

weight by 40% than any component of the
same output previously used.
Conservative, from the standpoint of elec-

9

1f

trical and mechanical characteristics, this N -Y -T

unit has a temperature rise of only 30 deg. C.
and permits operation over all ambient from
minus 65 deg. C. to plus 70 deg. C. Its diversity
of application is illustrated by the fact that output voltages and currents may be varied without
affecting size and weight, if the output is held
to 30 V.A.

__;
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rljV.:11721
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9
31
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This is but one of the many custom-engineerings executed by

N.Y.T.

technicians, in hastening Victory through electronics,
similar transformer products will aid immeasurably in the ful-

fillment of peace -time advancements.

NEW YORK

-

TRANSFORMER CO.
ISCTRONICS

-

26 WAVERLY PLACE
NEW YORK 3. N. Y.
August 1944
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Pocket -Type Circuit Tester
THIS TESTER is designated as Type
HTD. It is designed to determine
the resistance of an electrical circuit with the scale reading directly
in ohms. It is available with a range
from zero to 10,000 ohms, or with
two ranges from zero to 5,000 and
zero to 50,000 ohms. The unit
weighs 19 oz, and. measures 4i x 3
x 14 in. It consists of a small d'Ar-i
sonval, type d.c., voltmeter which is

Small Stampings

Special Terminals

Soldering Lugs
Precision Washers
upto5/8"O.D.

,.

Manufactured to Your Specifications

Large Tool Room Facilities
plus 20 Years Experience insure

7Ffl

,°

'

u

II

HIGH GRADE STAMPINGS
QUICK DELIVERIES
on Medium and Large Quantities

o

Let Us Quote on Your Requirements

connected in series with a standard
flashlight battery. Terminals are
provided for connecting to the cir- n
cuit under test. The plate on the'y
front can be removed to replace the
dry cell battery and also gives ac-'
cess to the internal zero adjuster. `a
Catalog No. 123-b on this instru f
ment is available from Roller -Smith
Co., Bethlehem, Pa.

CO.

DIEBEL DIE & MFG.
3658 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 13, III.

Phone WELlington 4202

rt
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Chest Set

III re)

THIS CHEST SET, designated as
TD -3, is a Signal Corp item de-

°to A.G. CONVERTERS

When only D.C. power
A.C.

D.C. to

t

\mil

A.C.

lr

J

/i

I

is available,
Electronic devices
by using dependable can be operated
JANETTE rotary
converters.
Many thousands
ore in use on
shore stations,
as
ships,
as for dames
applications.

l rllusrafed,
3

wellr

for

Built in he

`

-

S

to 230 voRs
to 110 and
D.C. input
220 v alts, I
phase, 60
A.C. out put.
Ask for bulletin
cycle
13-25,
Dynamotor
6

areNo
available,
also

«

c

By JANETTE

r
f

í

signed for use between a microphone and a transmitter and consists of a chest unit, equipped with
a switch; a junction box; two cotton webbing straps; and two cords
for connecting a throat or lip mike
to a transmitter. It has a threeway toggle switch (on, off and
momentarily on). The complete
unit or any component part is
available from Trav-Ler Karenola
Radio & Television Corp., 1036 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

A

New Power Supply Units
Wherever there are ships, you

will find Janette converters.

Janette Manufacturing
556.558'.
c

354r,

i

<1. t

e5.-

.

«Monroe S1.

eh

a, ILL.

SELENIUM RECTIFIER power supply
units of 1, 5 and 10 amps capacity
at 115 v d.c. constitute a new line

of such units designed for use in
the operation of magnetic equipment, d -c motors, relays, circuit
Aqgpq 1944:- ELECTROJJICS

IIF

-Only

Offers All Three

Low -voltage

Rectifiers

s.
Ir

Where other manufacturers offer one
or two of the three standard types of
low -voltage rectifiers, General Electric
is alone in supplying all three-an important fact to remember when next you
need a rectifying unit. The reason: The.
most efficient type in one application
may be least efficient on- the very next
application. It .is in determining which
type to use in each instance that G.E.
can help you most-having air three
types it can give impartial engineering
advice on which one you should use.

p.
COPPER -OXIDE
12'

IL\

details from Section A844-119,
Tungar & Metallic Rectifier Division,
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Full

Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The
G -E All Girl Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT,
NBC. "The World Today" news, every weekday
6.45 P.M. EWT, CBS.

GENERAL

/

SELENIUM.

'

ELECTRIC
1'1

44
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LU.X:TRON*
PHOTOCELLS

G'iv:e

.Simplen

Means of

breakers, carbon arc lamps, battery
chargers, and other similar devices.
Other capacities are available on request from the manufacturer. The
units are designed for wall or bench
mounting and require no special
connections. They are equipped
with a 6 ft input lead with male
connector and"a standard convenience receptacle for the output. The
10 amp unit is furnished with an
11 -point selector switch for maintaining 115 v from no load to full
load.

Federal Telephone
Newark, N. J.

Precision Control

&

Radio Corp.,

COPROX

¡t

RECTIFIERS

1

I'ncÍ.ud.e

Many

'La

Longér

l.':i'fé
,I

\

Industrial X-Ray Unit
MODEL 50

KV industrial x-ray unit

is for low kilovoltage x-ray inspection of light metal alloys, spot-weld

control, micro -radiography, thin
sections of heavier metals and articles of low density such as plywood, plastics, leather, glass, textiles, porcelains, ceramics and biological specimens. The unit is selfcontained, shockproof, rayproof and
is rated for continuous operation
over long periods of time.
Picker X -Ray Corp., 300 Fourth
Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

1

t

This pigtail -contact
model is only one of
a series of mountings
and indicates only
one of the. complete
range of Luxtron
cell shapes and sizes
available.

Wire-Wound Surge Resistors
Circuit simplicity contributes to.`a
constant Row of power. The ability ofLuxtroit Photocells.to..operate instruments arid instrument relays, without simplification, removes the hazards of complex circuits.

'

This fact. alone recommends their

application to precision control
problems. Another quality is.
their exceptional resistance to vibration, shock and general mechanical violence. These lectors assure long service and unusual ad=

herence .to calibrated accuracy.
Engineering inquiries .are dl ways welcome.
Illustrated data sent on request.
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC..
82

366

Meadow Street. 'New Haven 10. Conn

x-ray and other
high -voltage applications, Type
290 wire -wound surge resistors are
capable of handling high voltage,
and dissipating normally 200 watts.
The resistors are wound on highgrade, non -hygroscopic ceramic
forms with insulated Nichrome
wire, single layer space -wound. The
wire is protected with a finish which
re -insulates and resists heat and
operates on 450 deg F. Any resistance from 1,000 to 3,000,000
ohms is available. The manufacturer cites as a typical application of these resistors their use
in the constant potential d.c. output of a high -voltage Kenetron
rectifying system to stabilize the
performance of the apparatus to
which this high potential is being
applied, with the resistors operating either as bleeders or as voltmeter multipliers.
Shallcross Mfg. Co., Jackson and
Pusey Aves., Collingdale, Pa.
DEVELOPED

.

%

FOR

F.=

"Coprox" Model CX-1C2BI, a center
tap, full wave rectifier. Completely enclosed in Bakelite. Low capacitance. Rectifies high frequency current. Conservatively rated up to 4.5 volts A.C., 3.0 volts
D.C., 500 microamperes D.C. Other
models and capacities to meet all needs.

Special. terminals,' or pre -soldered
lead wires, prevent 'overheating
during assembly. Standard units
sealed with waterproof lacquers,
critical -application units potted
in -wax. Standard "pellets" gold
coated oh front surface, .Forming
positive contact; for critical applications; gold _ used on both
sides. High leakage, but very
low forward resistance. Highly
adaptable mountings.
To these extras, add Bradley's
ability to produce "Coprox" rectifiers_ for special applications,
then:

Ask for.samples and
full technical dato.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
81 Meadow Street. New Haven

August 1944
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80 10.0 120, hr0, 160, 180, 190,

lccúracy. 10.parts in 1,000,000
Output. 30 Lilts at 500,000. o
Input 105-1.25V, 50-60c., 40 niatts
Weight. 50 pounds

1

i,nj,osiihIe?

40, 60,

--

This Multi frequency -generator Tiirnishes the frequencies shown above at
the turn of a switch. All frequencies are
obtained from a temperature -compensated tuning fork .and voltage -stabilized
circuit.
With this unit it is possible calibrate
oscillators at many selected points without encountering complex oscilloscope

circuits, filters, reeds-and in time measurement can be minimized with the aid
of this instrument.
Developed primarily ,to check frequency

\meters for precision war work, this

Multi -frequency generator possesses a
rugged durability and dependability in
to
service that will prove an extra value to
many. laboratories.
patterns. One of the uncertainties in- Additional information available on revolved in development work on tuned quest.

Manufacturer

of

the

Watch

Mast¢t

America
580 Fifth Avenue

and distributor of

Time ;Products,
,INC.

New_York 19, N. Y.

Western Electric
Watch - rate Recorders

iECTRQNICS

-
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Quartz Crystal Holder

SP -3A HOLDER for quartz crystals ill
suitable for use with certain .aircraft and Navy crystals, and is designed so that it contains no crev.
ices, strands of wire, or hollow ping'
which can hold foreign material, II
The surfaces of the holder may be
washed clean before sealing. Solidv%

?Áeft4471ade
5P RELAYS
for radio and
communications equipment.
Compact and shockproof, the SP -

Relay'has been especially

=

Ir

_ _.

de-"

signed as a cjeiera1 purpose relay with ..
the abilityto withstand shock and 'vibra=
lion. Molded phencilic base. makes it particularly:resistant to, the corrosive action;
of ,salt: water .arid .weathering. Ideal for
WRITE. FOR.
communications equipment of all kinds,
NEW'
DESCRIPTIVE.
radio equipment, aircraft equipment, rind
CATALOG
other applicatioris. AC 'and pc 'types.
-

Princeton; Indiana
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A few' reasons

A

C T

I.O.N

R.EL.Á

Y"

why': P E R M'O P I V O T S are now

THE ACCEPTED 'PIVOT
with precision .-instrument makers everywhere
PERMOPIVOTS

have

emerged with an excellent
record from both labors.
tory tests and long periods
of actual use under trying
conditions. As a result
PERMOPIVOTS are now
generally accepted by
manufacturers as the pivot
that keeps precision instruments accurate longer.

W

4

PERMOPIVOTS cannot rust
or corrode.
Their satin smooth tip is non-abrasive
.
eliminates abrading
particles of wear. Oil is
eliminated by PERMOPIVOTS extremely low co.

of this informative booklet

PERMO, Incorporated
Manufacturing Metallurgists

358
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THIS CONCENTRATE is the newest
development in a line of fungicides
developed in collaboration with mil-

itary engineers. The concentrate
may be used in various insulation
and sealing waxes. It does not volatilize or lose potency at bath temperatures, and it is non-toxic to
humans and therefore will not
cause dermatitis.
Insl-X Co., 857 Meeker Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THOUGH THIS

Write today for your copy

. o

Fungicidal Concentrate
for Waxes

Extruded Tubing

.

efficient of friction.
.-

pins, imbedded in plastic, are used
to make the holder strong and act
as an added precaution against foreign material. Pins and contact
plates are made of stainless steel to
prevent corrosion under adverse
conditions.
Henry Mfg. Co., 2213 Westwood
Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Cal.

6415 Reveniwood' Ave., Chicago 26,111.

newly developed vinyl

tubing, designated Natvar 400
Series, has the same electrical properties as conventional tubing, the
manufacturer states that it has better heat endurance characteristics,
resistance to oil embrittlement and
resistance to gasoline-benzol. Wires
insulated with it may be soldered
without special care or technique
August 1944
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MEND US

YOUR SPECIFICATIONS ON STANDARDIZED ITEMS, OR LET

IS HELP DEVELOP NEW USES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.

EÑCED PAPER CONVERTERS

.. AND

... HAVE

WE ARE EXPER-

A NEW, UP-TO-DATE PLANT

ARE IN A POSITION TO SERVE YOU WELL AND PROMPTLY

INDUSTRIAL GASKETS; DIE CUT SPECIALTIES
'fierce industrial gaskets: manufactured to precision dimen'ons from paper, felt, cork, asbestos, synthetic rubber, leather
special compositions; meet specifications for resistence to
Ir
Die -cut specialties: pro11, water, gasoline, heat, pressure.
uced by rotary press, platen press, punch press, or drawing
tethods from paper, felt, cork, special compositions.

NEW...SAF-T-PAK BOXES

IACKAGING AND SHOP PRODUCTION ENVELOPES
'Pierce packaging envelopes for holding small flat parts;
tetal-top envelopes for secure fastening and convenient reipening; waterproof and greaseproof envelopes to meet all
with protective
pecifications; duplex shop -order envelopes
lassine panels: the modern method of keeping blueprints and

SPIRAL -WOUND PAPER TUBES AND- CANS
Pierce spiral -wound tubes and cans: in diameters from "
from waterproof paper, kraft,
any réquired length
to 6"
chipboard, special compositions. Also, Pierce Saf-T-Pak
tubes with felt liner for protection of fragile parts in shipment.
Pierce protective caps and tubes for male and female threads:
made in any size, waxed or plain.

-

iroduction orders together during work in progress.

..-.

°

*
Wecutuptcáeted
IECTRÓNICS

-

4

i
111..4.941,
.

.

PRODUCTS

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

PIERCE PAPER PRODUCTS CO.,

Auyus! y944

-

-

v--

1....1.1

t}

FOR SMALL PARTS
Pierce Saf-T-Pak Boxes: specially designed to individual requirements for the protection of small precision parts and
other fragile items easily damaged in shipment. Can be produced from kraft, chipboard, or special compositions in a
wide variety. bf forms with die-cut cells, cushion liners, partitions, other construction features of protective packaging.

2726.B AUBURN STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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pal

and without flow or opening of the
tubing near the point of soldering.
It is tough, resistant to tear, and
has tensile- strength in excess of
3000 psi, with elongation from 170
to 410 percent depending on the
type of tubing. It remains flexible
down to -80 deg F. The tubing is
chemically inert and is suitable for
oil lines, sheathing and other protective coverings in applications
where adverse oil, solvent or acid
conditions are severe, and where
protection from chemicals or vibration is required over a wide temperature range.
The National Varnished Products Corp., Woodbridge, N. J.

REFLEX
SPEAKERS
DESIGNED

for
.

USE

*

.

Molded Mica Capacitors

DIAMOND ABRASIVE BLADES
For slicing quartz wafers in crystal manufacture

e

.

DI -MET METAL
and RESINOID BONDED
DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS
For quartz aríd sintered carbide cutting and

grinding operations.

TYPES

*

OF

*

which .include No. 503J and 603J.
Both of these have cases which
measure ik x 176 x 572 inches, with

*

wire terminals measuring 0.032
inches in diameter and U in. long,
"thinned brass. No. 503-J (foil) is
rated at a capacity range from 2.5
to 1500 µµf, maximum working volt
from 800 to 300, and minimum
tolerances rated from ± 10 percent
to ± 5 percent. No. 603J (silver)
has a capacity range of 2.5 to 1000
µµf, maximum working y of 500;
and a minimum tolerance of ± 2
percent. The third type is designated CM -40 (604L silvered). Case
dimensions are 1s x ál x 11 in.
Wire terminals measure 0.040
inches, in diameter and 1# in long,
thinned brass. Capacity range is
from 470 to 10,000 µµf ; maximum
working voltage is '500; and ± 2
percent minimum tolerances.
The Electro Motiva Mfg. Co.,
Willimantic, Conn.

UNIFORM

1116 BORDER AVE.
TORRANCE, CALIF.

tLKE

!ITN
r..--

.%I.,uuoPtlinrerl of

DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS.
360

*

RESPONSE

*
-

*

HIGH

INTELLIGIBILITY

1

*

.fir

WEATHER

*

PROOF

*

REFLEX

*

SPEAKERS
ARE THE
^

ACCEPTED

I

STANDARD
FOR ALL

WAR
USE

at

Every high efficiency speak-

er in University's extensive
line of speech
repropower
has

a

vital pert in
the WAR program.

Precision Welding Timer
SUITABLE FOR WELDING

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.

*

HIGH
POWER

DI -MET DIAMOND HONES
tools.

*

RUGGED

CONSTRUCTION

ducers

For finishing quartz crystals and carbide cutting

*

HIGH
EFFICIENCY

capacitors have
been added to the manufacturer's
line of "El Menco" capacitors.
Type CM -20 comes in two types
THREE

DI -MET RIMLOCK

WAR

.,.

,

e

Submit your spe-

cial

small ob-

jects of high conductivity such as
aluminum or copper, a new precise
welding timer, designated as SP -18,
is available with heat control for
timing intervals of one-half cycle
or less. The timer is designed for
welding of such items as radio tube
parts and sockets, pig -tail resistors

loudspeaker

problem direct N
r engineering
department.
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sanding tisis multi-Isar
commutator.

-DO Volts Between

-

/MAL CORPS
GENERÁTOR

t

Coils is the operating voltage of these engine

dlven generators being built for the Signal Corps by Continental
&tricCo.,In. of Newark, N. J.

jet

volts. three

times their normal voltage.
compact design allows only minimum clearance between coils!

bey are tested at 3000

ratvar varnished acetate and Natvar varnished silk were chosen
they are thin,
E Contiaentaf for this important application because
:rcause they have high dielectric strength, and because they are

Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias
Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas

Varnished duck
Varnished cellulose acetate
Varnished Fiberglas cloth
Varnished papers
Varnished tubings and sleevings
Varnished identification markers

:worm.

Lacquered tubings and sleevings

Vhat are your insulation problems? Write, wire or phone us for
t:liveries, either from stocks located near you, or from our own.

/

201

TELEPHONE

CABLE ADDRESS

RAHWAY 7-2171

NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J.

RANDOLPH

IECTRONICS

-

Extruded Vinylite identification markers

NAL VARNISHED PIPUCTS

THE N
I

Extruded Vinylite tubings

August 1944

AVENUE

*

WOODBRIDGE

NEW

JERSEY
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to terminal lugs, watch and instni
ment parts, contact tips on electri,
cal relays and other small parts
The instrument is furnished as
separate control for use with exist
ing small bench welders in cote
bination with a small weldini
transformer. One control tube ih
used, and this thyratron serves th
dual purpose of rectifying alternat
ing current to charge a firinli
capacitor and also firing the small
ignitron power tube. Heat contra
is accomplished by a phase -shit
method, the adjustment dial fo
which is mounted on the cabine!
door. The timer is rated at 230)1
460 volts, 50/60 cps.
Department 7-N-20, Nesting
house Electric & Mfg. Co., Eas
Pittsburgh, Pa.
For inlormoticn on our Standard Navy and Mari.

Radio Tower

1

BANTAM KING is

A

35

the name of

50 and 100 -ft steel towers made

27

ELKINS ST., SO. BOSTON
YEARS OF PLASTIC MOLDING -EXPERIENCE
I

30,

of

interchangeable four -foot sections
each six feet in height. The towers:
are easily and quickly installed, and:,í
may be used as a portable or per,¡

MEMBER OF THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTIC INDUSTRY

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE
.

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN. HOURS
AND COSTS

PROMPT D-ELIVERIES.,
.

.

Send for full information

euteae Company
'UNION, NEW JERSEY

'362

manent units. They may be used
for vhf and fm radiators, rotary or
stationary beam antennas, or for
radio-range and radio beacon systems.
Harco Steel Construction Co.,
Inc., 1180 East Broad St., Elizabeth
4, N. J.

CLOSEST TOLERANCES

9

i

Il

time Fittings consult Graybar Electric Company.

7-I

,

'

.

Fungus Resistant Coatings
moisture and fungus resistant coatings for war
equipment have been approved by
the Signal Corps. They include:
Tuf-On No. 74-F Bakelite resin
varnish which takes 12 min to set,
and 1 hr to dry hard; Tuf-On No.
74-M which is also a Bakelite resin
varnish. It takes 5 min to set and 45
THESE FOUR NEW
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History of Communications Number Six of a Series

1

COMMUNICATION BY SEMAPHORE
The Semaphore, as a means of communication, met first commercial
acceptance in France tinder the authority of Napoleon in 1792.
Restricted by "line of sight" and low power eye pieces, excessive
numbers of relay stations, as pictured above, were required for "directional broadcasting" over rough terrain. Weather conditions, too, were
a handicap. Because of the code used and its necessary translation,
delays and errors were continually encountered.
.

Today, in the era of applied electronics, Universal microphones are
being used to expedite messages on every battle front in the service of
the Allies. Universal is proud of its contribution in the electronic voice
communications and its every effort to our ultimate Victory.
Model T-45, illustrated at left, is the new Lip Microphone being manufactured by Universal for the U.S.
Army Signal Corps. Shortly, these microphones will be
available to priority users through local Radio Jobbers.

MODEL T-45
LIP MICROPHONE

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
REIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET,

.ECTRONICS

-August

1944

SAN FRANCISCO

11,

CALIFORNIA

CANADIAN

DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WFST, TORONTO

1,

ONTARIO, CANADA
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min to dry hard ; Tuf-On No. 58-F
coating which dries very hard in
10 min, and takes 5 min to set; and
Tuf-On No. 58-M coating which
also takes 10 min to dry hard, .and
5 min to set. The drying times are
based on testing methods as given
in Signal Corps Specifications.
The manufacturer recommends
the varnish types No. 74-F and No.
74 -FM for the protection of rigid
parts and assemblies because of
their high moisture resistance, dielectric strength and good adhesion.
No. 58 is for use where considerable flexibility in the coating is required such as for wire, and where
a good fire retardant quality is desirable. This coating is also for
use in applications where better
protection has to be sacrificed for
speed of production.
Wipe -On Corp., 105 Hudson St.,
New York, N. Y.

6D-g~Z:c4c

VICTORY

Wide -Range Oscilloscope
Ours is the plant behind

...

many plants
molding
plastic parts for numerous
contractors who are supplying the Navy,
the Army Air Forces, and the Signal Corps.

Molding millions of precision
plastic parts for the Armed Forces is
still our, big job, but we have the
time, the equipment and a highly'
skilled staff to handle a limited number of new contracts-and do a

better molding

job, on time.

Whether for

Automatic

production now,
or after the War,

Injection Molding
Small and large parts

our engineers
are ready to
work with you

immediately.
Write us today

and let us know

your molding
problems.

Member: Society of
the Plastics Industry

To
'

11-0Z. SHOTS

Lumarith, Tenite.
Fibestos, Plastacelle,
Crystallite. Lucite.
Ethyl Cellulose.
Polystrene, Lustron,
Styron, Vinylite, Loalln,
Cellulose Acetate and
others
all molded to
your exacting
specifications.

...

*VICTORY
MASSVFACTVRtZG
C O.MPAin.
1724

W.

Arcade Place, Chicago 12,
ESTABLISHED

364

1920

III:

TYPE 248

oscilloscope is a wide
range, portable instrument which
consists of two units, namely the oscilloscope and the power supply connected by a 6 ft plug-in, shielded
cable. A removable cover protects
the oscilloscope panel when the instrument is not in use. The power
supply unit weighs 80 lb and the
oscilloscope unit weighs 30 lb.
Each unit measures 14 x 18 x 21
in. The vertical amplifier is usable
to 10 Mc. A delay network in the
vertical channel permits observation of the entire wave shape of
short -duration phenomena.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc., Passaic, N. J.

Exponential Rule
THIS RULE ATTEMPTS

to give a

graphical prIsentation of natural
and common logarithms, exponentials and reciprocals; giving direct
and without interpolations the
characteristics and mantissas of
numbers ranging. from 1. up to
100,000, and from 1. down to
0.00001. It is an improvement
over the rule released in 1932.
Louis B. Sklar, 816 North Sixth
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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WOW

TYPE P-101
Tip Dio. 3/ems
Ship. Wt. .11/2 lbs,
Equal to 11/2 lbs
Old Style Copper,
100 watts.
.

HEXAGON
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS

operator fatigue . . . easier
manipulation
. rapid,
uniform
heat -these are a' few of the features
responsible for the wide popularity of
*Less

HEXACON electric soldering irons.
Constructed for maximum operating efficiency, HEXACON heating elements are
housed in damage -proof, hexagon shaped barrels' for protection from me-

chanical injury. High heat alloy cores
resist scale and prolong element life.
Insulation breakdown tested for twice
the requirements of the Underwriters'
Laboratories.

WRITE FÓR LITERATURE
Descriptive bulletins, describing
the complete line of HEXACON
electric soldering irons, will be
sent on request.

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY
130 W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, N. J.

HExAst(11
August 1944
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FAMILY
TRAN5f'!
FREED

l

.

This is the first in a series" of advertisements designed to inform you about Freed
Transformers. The spectacular wartime _developments originating in the Freed.
Laboratories are worthy of a page in Electronic Historyl The ingenious applications;
all
the engineering efficiency: the reliable, unfailing performance of Freed units
are tributes to the resourcefulness and sound,
built to exacting specifications
This staff is available to assist you,
basic knowledge of our engineering staff.
and we urge any engineer struggling.with an,intricate problem to submit'itwithout delay.

-

..

-

FREED TRANSFORMERS
FREED TRANSFORMER COMPANY
IECTRONICS

-
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74, SPRING,STREET-. NEW
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Electronic Heating Unit

"RE -CONVERSION LAG"

...will it hit you

for electronic heating in such applications as brazing
and soldering, melting metals, bombarding tubes, surface hardening,
sealing packages, and glass bonding to metals are available for frequencies up to 300 megacycles, and
in power ranges of 3, 5, 71, 10, 121,
15, 18, 25, 40 and 100 kw, with
stepless control from zero to full
load. The heater units are especially designed for their particular applications.
Scientific Electric, Div. of "S"
Corrugated Quenched Gap Co., 119
Monroe St., Garfield, N. J.
HEATER UNITS

-

hard?

Your company's race to capture post-war markets will depend greatly upon the
speed with which key production men can shift from war to peacetime manufacturing and assembly.
This critical transition time can be materially shortened if plans for your production include, knowledge of preferred equipment, tools, methods, sources and

specifications.
Where, for instance, would you turn for newest methods of impregnating with
heated compounds under pressure or vacuum? Or, for spraying heated compounds
from a pressure spray tank? Or, melting Korogel? Or, spraying Nylon?
You'll find the Sta -Warm Production Engineering Service Department
well stocked with ready answers to
these and other similar questions. Use
of Sta -Warm electrically heated tanks,
kettles and pots before the war, plus
greatly expanded applications by war
contractors, provides a backlog of
data now available to you. For factual
information about melting, conveying

Fastener Studs
A QUARTER turn is required
to lock or unlock these new fastener
studs which can accommodate total
sheet thicknesses of from 0.021 to
0.500 inches, and which have an adjustable range of nearly ' one-half
inch. Adjustment is accomplished
from the outside to any desired tension and locking torque. The studs
are available in standard dimen-

ONLY

or dispensing heated compounds and
soft metals, write to Sta -Warm.
Have you latest bulletin no. 036?
Ask for

if today.
100 gal. pressure impregnating
tank with counter balanced top.

oSTA-WARM 'ELECTRIC CO.
100'0
N. CHESTNUT ST.

RAVENNA, OHIO

t.

SEflD

TELLS

NOW

TO0For

THISAOy

TO

QUICKLY.. AND

EASILY.

i

CODE WIRES

got

NEW

WIRE ASSEMBLIES

READY TO, USE

GJ

..

INSTALLATIONS

MAINTENANCE JOBS

a

'

PEEL 'OFF STRIP.

Silicone Resins
NEW ORCANO-SILICON polymers, des-

Write fodoy to

ÉÍ
WESTERN

LITHOGRAPH COMPANY

Dept. A4, 600 East 2nd St., Los Angeles 54, California

366

WIRE MARKERS

sions, are interchangeable with all
snap or spring -type fasteners and
will fit existing pin -type receptacles.
Badly damaged or bent surfaces can
be securely fastened immediately.
Illustrated (from left to right) are
types NU -F-5, NU -V-5 and NU -7.
Nigg Engineering Co., Covina,
Cal.

E -Z CODE Wire Markers come on handy cards. They
are simple to use, stick quickly, no moistening, stay on
and stand abuse.
Our standard types fit most coding requirements,
although special codes, sizes and arrangements can be
made to your specifications. Prompt deliveries.

EACH WIRE' CODED

'

ignated as "Silicones" are now
commercially available for applications essential to the war effort. The
manufacturer states that these silicone resins, when used for electrical
insulation, extend the range of operating temperatures possible in
August 1944
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electrical equipment beyond the
limit of thermal stability of conventional organic materials. One of
the resins is available as a coating
and impregnating varnish which
may be applied to Fiberglas cloth,
asbestos cloth, asbestos paper and
Fiberglas service wire and similar
products by conventional dipping
and drying methods. It requires
baking at a temperature of 250 deg
C for one to three hours to cure to a
non -tacky state. Another resin is
an impregnating varnish which sets
with heat at 200 deg C. Neither of
these materials carbonize or darken
when subjected to prolonged heating at the curing temperatures.
Dow Corning Corp., Midland,

CAM
LEVER

SWITCH

Mich.

MODEL
MCL-FS

A

Complete

.F

Fungicide

-

treatment
for Small Parts...

"a.

.

Revolving Field Generators
The Model MCL-FS

designed
for switching applications requiring long life and dependability.
Due to its ability to control multiple circuits, it is used by the
thousands for electronics and
communications equipment. Roller
cam action elimiñates contact
single bolt secures or
bounce
releases contact assemblies
contact possibilities are unlimited.
If you're thinking of switching,
think of the original cam lever
switch specialist, General Control
Company!

-

_I

KATOLIGHT REVOLVING field generators are built in sizes 5, 10, 15 and
25 kw, 4 pole (1800 rpm) . These
generators can be furnished as independent two -bearing generators
suitable for belt or coupling drive
or as single bearing generators designed to fit standard SAE engine

is

-

,-T-:.-i.+7!;1a.

,-s

l
!qV

.cr..'-.;.;.,,- F.,,á,,``a.,`!f-.,."afi.

*Single Bolt Assembly.
*Static Shielding.
*No Side Thrust.

*Government approved.
*Mechanically stronger.
*Rating

--

*Breakdown

10 amps. 125 V. A. C.
2 amps. 125 V. D. C.

-

2500 V. Between Springs

-4500

V. Springs to Frame.

*Write for Catalog No. MCL-20.

bell housing. They are conservatively rated and will carry 25 percent overload without exceeding allowable temperature rise. Voltage
regulation is approximately 10 percent with 2 cycle. speed change. Il-

lustrated is Model 49EG04 which

Wax or Varnish
In accordance with
government
specifications, we can render a
FUNGICIDE treatment along with
o u r
complete moistureproofing
service. Small parts are thoroughly
dehydrated for the length of time
needed to thoroughly extract moisture. Parts are waxed and varnished
according to specifications and all
areas are thoroughly coated. Sufficient time is allowed to thoroughly
impregnate all materials to the full
extent of their porosity. All surplus
wax is removed by this operation
leaving all machined surfaces and
counter bores clean and smooth.
All smooth surfaces are polished to
a dust -free hard finish.

is a 10 kw, 110 v a.c. motor.

Kato Engineering Co., Mankato,
Minn.

Daily
PICK - UP AND DELIVERY

Rectifier
MODEL No. 869B

GENERAL

CONTROL COMPANY
1202 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD
BOSTON 34, MASS.

368

in METROPOLITAN AREA

rectifier tube is

for use in broadcasting or induction
heating equipment. It is designed
to withstand rough usage, vibration
and high peak -inverse voltages with
no arc back. The carbon anode of
the unit is a large, heavy-duty type.
Protection is provided against loose

PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING

CORP.

666 VAN HOUTEN AVE.
CLIFTON, N. J.

August 1944
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IIBERGLAS*

Electrical Tapes...

... inorganic ... strong ... wide

range of sizes...
can help solve your electrical insulating problems

Many complicated electrical design and repair problems have been solved by the use of Fiberglas Tapes.
One of the many ads antages is their availability in
a wide range of widths and thicknesses.

In combination with suitable varnishes, the result is
longer -lasting and more efficient electrical insulation.
Fiberglas is available in all of the standard untreated forms, together with varnished cloth, mica Fiberglas combinations, varnished sleeving, pressure -sensitive tapes and Fiberglas laminates.
So, whether you manufacture, service, buy or use
electrical ,equipment-Fiberglas is worth knowing
about, in every detail.
Fiberglas electrical insulating materials are now
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE in quantity from
distributors' stocks.
When you write for complete information, include
a request for your copy of booklet "What Keeps the
Wheels Turning"
Owens Corning Fiberglas
Corporation, 1860 Nicholas Bldg., Toledo 1, Ohio.
In Canada, Fiberglas Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario.

Fiberglas Tapes are as thin as .003" and
as thick as .015", with intermediate thicknesses of .005", .007" and .010" ... Standard
widths range from V8" to II/z".
But, you can also add to this feature the extraordinary tensile strength of Fiberglas Tape! Fiberglas
Tape -1/2" x .003"-has an approximate breaking
strength of 80 lbs.! Compare this breaking strength
with those of .007" organic tapes!
Fiberglas Tapes, being glass, have many properties which make them most desirable for use in the
insulating of electrical equipment
resistance to
high temperatures, moisture, oil, corrosive vapors.

...

FIBERGLAS
ST. M. Reg.

TAPES
E1CTRONICS

-
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CORD
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BASIC

MATERIAL

.

U.S. Pat. Off.

SLEEVING

CLOTH AND OTHER FORMS
369

G. A. W. Carbonyl

Iron Powders
Extensive research and manufacturing
development has been put back of the
various G. A. W. Carbonyl Iron Powders
-used by leading core manufacturers.
Powders with different characteristics
are available for specific radio -electronic applications.
Write for samples and
further information.

Water -Seal Electrical
Connectors

GENERAL ANILINE WORKS
A

anodes. The cathode shield is made
with an edgewise -wound ribbon fila.
ment of a new alloy which provide,
emission reserve and longer life
The tube has the following rated '0
characteristics: Maximum peak -in.
verse anode current (25-150 cycles) c
10 amp; average anode Curren)
2.5 amp (in -phase filament excita.j'6
tion) ; typical conditions in a sin.
gle-phase, full -wave circuit (I
tubes) ; a.c. input voltage 707f
(RMS per tube) ; d.c. output volt'
age 6360; maximum d.c. load current 5 amp.
Arpin Mfg. Co., 422 Alden
Orange, N. J.

division of

General Aniline and Film Corporation
435 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

.

Manufacturers and Sole Distributors.

CONNECTORS WHICH SEAL

.

ua

cable ends

c

against water are available in sev-*
eral types, some of which include
Hysealug for single conductor

b

ca-

bles and Hysealinks, Hysealplugs,'
etc., for cables from No. 4 to 2000
mcm. The connectors are made l'
from pure copper and are silver``

.

i1

II,

.

Put The

Finger''

1

on

Fuu/tyf

plated. The barrel of the connectors is indented onto the conductor
while the shroud is compressed
over insulation to form a water-

INSULATION
By

a

tight cable end seal.

Mere Press of the Button on the VIBROTEST
Puf the finger

on dangerous insulation with

the versatile VIBROTEST

Model

201

VIBROTEST

like grip

... just

... no

leveling

... no vise-

an easy one man job.

...

Model 201 VIBROTEST . .. sturdy, compact and easy to use
also provides triple AC and DC voltage ranges. Only two terminals. Many VIBRO TEST models available to meet other requirements. Write today.

ASSOCIATED RESE"RCH
_

370

223- 50.

N. Y.

... prevent costly elec-

trical breakdowns before they happen! Just a
mere press of a button and the large clear-faced
meter tells the story quickly in megohms or ohms.
No hand cranking

Burndy Engineering Co., Inc.,
Eastern Blvd., New York 54,1

107

P

GREEN ST. CHICAGO,

o1

le.d

ILL., Ú.S.A.

Pilot Light Assembly
"TRIO -LIGHT" pilot light assembly
is a unit designed to aid in the control of multiple co-ordinated circuits. It is available in any size
bank, in multiples of three pilot
lights to each assembly. The silver

plated terminals of the assembly
are secured to insure perfect contact under severe stress. The lamp
sockets of the pilot lights accommodate bayonet base lamps which

are easily removable from the front
of the panel. Features of the assemAugust

1999-
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3

,-

t

:M_-

include color -coded flat lenses
letters or
%;h etched numbers,
lens
colors
in either
of
choice
rds;
v
Il, green, amber, blue, yellow,
oil, white or clear; and the use of
hf-round lenses. The unit may be
o;ained grounded or ungrounded.
)ial Light Co. of America, Inc.,
g Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.
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Switch

snap -action
ilich measures la in. high, 11t in.
kg, and i1 in. thick. It is fully enelsed in a Bakelite case which con tins four mounting holes measuri
inches in diameter. Leaf 112
t re or overtravel-plunger-type
a uators may be attached to the
cue if desirable. Actuation is made
ti,a stainless -steel pin plunger. All

-w
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11.

Frts of the switch are non-coriyeive and all contacts are made of
aver. The main and contact
1'des and rolling spring are made
o beryllium copper. The switch is
aailable in SP, normally open,
rrmally closed, and DT types, and
iirated at 15 amp, 115 v a.c.
Acro Electric Co., 1316 Superior
Cleveland 14, Ohio.

4

TRANSFORMERS
UNDER THE SEA

r

c

.

lectanguilar Oil -Type
Apacitors
d

NEW AND COMPLETE

line of rec-

tngular oil -type capacitors (designted as Capacitrons and available
it types BC, EC and CC) are avail le in standard container sizes and
i voltage ratings up to 6000 volts
p. working. These new Capacilions will meet Army and Navy
Fáecifications, including total salt later submersion tests. Capacities,
19ltage ratings, container sizes,
pes of terminals, and mounting
Irangements are given in Bulletin
ió. 104 available from The Capacion Co., 318 W. Schiller St., Chi -

The utmost in dependability, accuracy
and ruggedness is an absolute must where
a single failure can end all.
The finest in men and team work, plus
the best in modern equipment account for
the outstanding success and low losses
of the United States Submarine Services.
Chicago Transformer is proud to manufacture transformers of the type required
for these underwater craft.
T.

. 5 o-14,%""1

.

0.-11-M 1
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Time Delay Relay
time delay
relay, designated as Type TDSA
and TDSB, which provides a definitely varied operation of one circuit in relation to the second circuit. The relay is arranged for surface mounting for either front or
rear connections and is especially
designed to withstand momentary
shock conditions.
R. W. Cramer Co., Inc., Center brook, Conn.
A COMPACT, TWO CIRCUIT

elf Metal
0 Plastic
-

DIALS
SCALES
INSTRUMENT
PANELS
NAME PLATES
Normal Deliveries
AAA Orders

-

-2

Weeks

PULL TO
DROP
TAKE-OFF
GEAR

c

Literature

HIGH VOLTAGE.
CONNECTORS

48 Hours

M/,.ea.
,CHICO.PEE, MASS:

I%

Resistance Welding. Bulletin GET 1189 contains a series of reprinted
articles written by R. T. Gillette.
The book contains sections devoted
to resistance -welding methods and
equipment, the selection of equipment for best welding results,
welding -electrodes and their maintenance, material and its preparation for welding, and a master
chart of welding processes. General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

4

Eó)icI

WIRES
MADE BY

Short Cut to TURRET TERMINALS
C.T.G. TURRET LUGS fill the bill when you want swift, sure, easy -toapply terminals. Just swage them to the board and in a jiffy you've
got uniform, firm terminals.

These heavily silver plated TURRET LUGS are easy to solder to and
contact is perfect. The amount of metal used in their construction has
been carefully calculated to give them maximum strength, yet not
enough is used to draw heat, thus slowing down the soldering operation.
No time lost getting them, either. TURRET LUGS to fit a wide range
of terminal board thicknesses are stock
items with us. Just specify the thickness
you require and we'll send them on their
' way to you in a hurry. Write, phone or wire

,14

I

illlr.elM

439 CONCORD AVENUE
372

:

FOR

.144C
concentrating upon

VICTORY

for the duration

Cornish
WIRE COMPANY,

CAMBRIDGE 74.40tedffie CORPORATION

'

INC

IS Park Row, New York City, New York

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.
August 1944
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impany Brochure. This booklet
of the development of Elec-

111s'

tical Testing Laboratories, Inc.,

company which deals in elec-

lical and general testing, inspecns and research of electrical
poducts. The name of the brochie is "Independent Laboratory
41rvices." Electrical Testing Lab1

atories, Inc., 2 East End Ave. at
th St., New York 21, N. Y.

dtmpany Background Data.

'

An her brochure available gives
lIckground data of North Ameriin Philips Co., Inc., a manufacrers of Norelco electronic prod:ts. North American Philips Co.,
le., 100 East 42nd St., New York
N. Y.

Firansmitter. A new 100 kw shortlh,ve transmitter is illustrated
id described in a 4 -page folder.

esign, performance and operatg features are included in this
illetin entitled "G -E Preview of
New 100 KW Transmitter".
lectronics Dept., General Elec`ic Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
esins and Plastics. "Geon" resins
plastics for calendar and soluon processing are described in
echnical Bulletin PM2 which has
len prepared especially for those
thho are concerned with the coattg of fibrous material. Tables of
)mparative properties, and a secon on mixing and milling, calenering and solution coating, are
tcluded in the bulletin. The B..
Goodrich Co., Chemical Div.,

THE

yid

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat.

ikron, Ohio.

Off.

"MEGGER"* INSULATION

TESTER

The dependability of the "Megger" Instrument for
measuring electrical insulation resistance is like the
constancy of Ohm's Law, on which principle it actually
operates. This "Megger" method for testing insulation
resistance is simple and remarkably accurate. The
principle is precisely the same as it was forty years
ago and yet it meets today's needs perfectly.
You will find the same ruggedness and dependability
in U.S.-made "Megger" instruments that the electrical
industry has known for so long a time.

Let us send you full details on various types and
ratings. Ask for Bulletin 1685-E.

Istrumentation Magazine. This is
ie name of a new house -organ

iblished in the interest of
teasurement and control of in'ustrial processes. The housergan is devoted to electronic,
neumatic and mechanical intrumentation. Vol. 1, No. 2 coniins several articles of interest to
lectronic equipment manufacturrs. Brown Instrument Co., a diision of Minneapolis -Honeywell
legulator Co., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
r'ubular Ceramic Capacitors. Buletin No. 819 describes tubular
leramic capacitors (types 920,
23, 924, 930, 931, 932 and 933) with
ixial leads. The wire leads of
1LECTRONICS

-
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

EAt

In what we term a cross -coil true
ohmmeter, two coils are mounted
in fixed relation to each other on
the same pivot -and -jewel moving
system in the field of a permanent
magnet. "Current" flows in coil
A and "potential" in coil B, and
they are connected so that their
respective torques oppose each other. Since there are no control springs, the opposing coils give a true ratio of Ell, and
ohms (or megohms) are indicated' directly by a pointer over
a scale. The readings are independent of the voltage of the
hand -driven d -c generator, because any change in the voltage
affects both coils in the same proportion.
SULEe)

LINt O

GUARD

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO

PH

LA1211

R

7, PA.
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these capacitors are attached parallel with the body. Dimension
drawings and a capacity chart for
the various temperature coefficients are given in the bulletin
as well as data on power factor,
tolerance, voltage rating and humidity. These capacitors are
mainly for use in temperature'I.1
compensation application to stabilize critical circuits, and in applications where stability of capacitance is especially important.
Centralab, Div., of Globe -Union t,
,1

pecialists

111

... in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products

Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

/

Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems
o

IIAIPELL
CORPORATION
6323-27

Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

Cerium Alloys. "Some Facts About'
Cerium" is a 6 -page leaflet which
serves as an introduction to
cerium. The manufacturer states IC
the material may be used in electronic applications as a constitu- .
ent of getters, filament, electrode
and magnetic materials. Cerium
Metals Corp., 522 Fifth Ave., pe
New York 18, N. Y.
a

1

X11
I

+

GUILFORD AVENUE; INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

LeJ

.a

.

Tube Characteristics. Essential
characteristics of metal, glass,
miniature, cathode-ray and trans-

:.Í'Í_.

A.Isi ROS

n

(ra

Whether
yours is a problem
or large
volume production,in researchexperimental
equipped in
design
Manross craftsmen
experience.
and
equipp
mance counts- facilities to s uPP1yY9ur are wellfor excellence
hairsprings
Manross hairsprings
and endurance.wry
set the standard

,

»,c

j

inc
facsimile
INSTANT COURIER
(Transmits pictured messages
by radio or wire)
For the present, Finch manufacturing facilities are being
devoted to special radio apparatus for
.

..

f-

U. S. SIGNAL CORPS
U. S. NAVY
U. S. ORDNANCE DEPT.
F. C. C.
F. B. I.

U. S. TREASURY DEPT.

and WAR MANUFACTURERS

Fw

N

DIVISION OF

AN ROSS
& SONS
SPRING
ASSOCIATED

,

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
.... <.:,::< .;,
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CORPORATION
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FINCH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS;
PASSAIC, N. J.

Inc

::.,_,.,....
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miing tubes are contained in a
bo:let (EED-44-1). Electronics

o

Erineering Department, Ken Tube & Lamp Corp., Inc.,
0 nsboro, Ky.

,a

Nine types of
are illustrated and de in a booklet entitled
;c )ed
.'Crstals for the Critical". The
[ales Knight Co., Sandwich, Ill.
ltal Catalog.

Cl

r tals

Bulletins.
bulletins available from ConCo.,
innt'al - Diamond Fibre
"Nwark, Del.) include Bulletin
F3 which is devoted to the de and fabrication of laminated
in.' molded phenolic plastics and
Yu anized fibre parts, and Bulle,nDN-44 which describes Dilec-t, a low loss insulation for uhf
p.ications.

A
CUSTOM

20;inental - Diamond
Pm

Pcitener Catalog. A 16 -page cata -

profusely illustrated with
Ihtographs and drawings and
ie;ribing the improvements and
us; to which the manufacturer's
ne Simlock fastener can be put,
alled "Simlock, the Fastener
ofroday with the Design of To.al

mñrow".

DIVISION
FOR
SPECIAL

"SOUND"
JOBS

-"---'`----...,.
_

,

''

Simlock Div., Simmons
Albany, N. Y.

M1:hine Tool Corp.,

Inalation Tester.

Bulletin No.

describes Model B-5 Megohwhich is a battery -vibrator
tys of insulation tester. The
li man H. Stricht Co., Inc., 27
1P k Place, New York 7, N. Y.
48

nu',

Components. Sockets, ter al strips, connectors, plugs,
jacs and fittings are all described
in;atalog No. 441, available from
N ional
Fabricated Products,
2LJ W. Belden Ave., Chicago 47,
Rzlio

Il,

Tapping Screws. Tables, diagams and factual data on the
stject of P -K Self -tapping
Stews is available in a handy
u:rs' guide. Cost of the booklet
is50 cents and it is available
fun Parker-Kalon Corp., 204
V^ick St., New York 14, N. Y.
f

Rho Components. Catalog Supplment No. 95 contains a listing
of a wide assortment of radio
a
electronic parts. Lafayette
1

Rdio Corp., 901 W. ,Jackson Blvd.,

Cicago, Ill.
EICTRONICS
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The Custom Division of the David Bogen Company is devoted exclusively to the design and manufacture of special
an industrial
sound systems. Whatever the assignment
plant, air field, hospital or shipyard each differs in conditions of noise level, areas to be covered, functions and
features required. The Bogen custom sound system is individually designed and built to fulfill the requirements of
the individual job.

- -

To do the job in the right way, the David Bogen Company
maintains an engineering staff and separate construction
Department. The services of a field engineer are available
to Bogen distributors for making the sound survey and

"laying out" the system.
The War Production Board has relaxed the restrictions on
granting priorities for industrial sound systems. The David
Bogen Company is one of the limited number of manufacturers
permitted to expand the production of this vital equipment.
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ItoREW:

COAXIAL PLUGS

JÁZS

.AND
cm2.,

-

iAi-`
.k--

(,

siiisa¡

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

.

Panel Instruments. Panel instra
ments with bridge type construe
tion and with soft iron pole piece:
are illustrated and described, to
gether with cased models, in
16 -page folder. O. B. McClintocl
Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

r
y'

'F
Luminescence.
"The ABC DI
Luminescence" is the title of I
24 -page book which tells in simplt
language the principles of lumi.l,t
nescence, and includes a discus. ,ti
sion of the practical application,t
of these principles in the form of
activated fluorescent and phos
phorescent pigments. A number'
of simple tables and charts are
included to illustrate terms appli',
cable to this particular industry1
The New Jersey Zinc Co., 1601
Front St., New York 7, N. Y.
'

ONLY' ANDREW

in moderate quantities from stock

offers this easy
accessibility for
soldering.

ANDREW coaxial plugs and jacks are used as connectors for flexible coaxial lines, and fit many of the
standard Army and Navy approved cables. They are
especially useful where a simple panel mounting plugin type of connector is required.
Machined from brass bar stock, these sturdy plugs
and jacks provide a positive connection between the
outer conductors and between the inner conductors.
Inner conductor contacts are silver plated to obtain
maximum conductivity. Insulation is the best grade of
hlycalex. Patch cords are made of low -loss flexible
coaxial lines of 72 ohms surge impedance. Patch panels
consist of 24 jacks mounted on a 19" relay rack panel.

You don't hove to solder

through -a window to install on ANDREW plug
or jack. Just remove one
screw, slide the Sections apart with your -fingers
and solder. This is a new
improvement invented
and used exclusively by

U

ANDREW.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN
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SOLDIERS ON GUADALCANALiKI
report that they can receive some'il
American standard broadcast stations with fair regularity.

panel with patch cord in place.

110 -VOLTS A. C.
from DIRECT CURRENT
Is

with KATOLIGHT ROTARY KONVERTERS for
operating radio and electronic equipment,
moving picture projectors, sound apparatus,
A.C. appliances, etc.
Id

HERMETICALLY SEALED
TRANSFORMERS

FILAMENT
TRANSFORMERS

225

WATT

CONVERTER

Available

OIL -COOLED PLATE SUPPLY
TRANSFORMERS

PLATE MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS

THE ACME ELECTRIC & .MANUFACTURING CO.-. CUBA, N.Y.

CLYDE, N.Y.

-

e.

sizes

110

KATO ENGINEERING CO.

72 ELM ST.

316

e

through 2500 watts,
1800 and 3600 r.p.m. ball bearing designs.
Furnish standard I10 -volt 60 cycle A.C. from
32, 110 or 220 -volts direct current. Quiet In
operation. Can be furnished with special
filtering equipment for sentitive radio work.
PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING OF
SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS
At present Kato's entire production must be
directed to furnishing converters on high
priority orders. Wire us If you need this
kind of equipment for orden.
Also manufacturers of A.C. and D.C. generators ranging from 350 watts through 25 K.W.;
power plants; Frequency changers; high frequency generators; and Motor Generator Sets.
in

MANKATO, HINN.
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Carrier
Communication

OSCILLOSCOPES by

(Continued from page 114)

0.002-4,
capacitors.
'pica
Through

1

WORLD FAMOUS

0

ise:Gapacitors by

high -voltage,

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER

-

Signaling and Control Circuits

Located on the dispatcher's desk
e a speech amplifier including an
scillator to give a 1000 -cycle tone.
Implitude of this note is considerIbly higher than that of the averIge voice input. This tone is used
.s an attention signal. It is 'fed
nto the amplifier through a momentary contact switch, thus enbling the dispatcher to secure the
Ittention of all crane operators be 'ore transmitting orders which
night apply to any one of them.
rhe output of this amplifier is fed
o the carrier current transmitter
ria a telephone line which is simplexed. On the amplifier, a "press '.o -talk" key completes the circuit
through this simplex and actuates
relay in the transmitter-applyng plate voltage.
The speech. amplifier is dupli:ated in the transmitter cabinet
Ind by means of a "local -remote"
twitch can be used instead of the
amplifier located on the dispatcher's
lesk. This allows the transmitter
.o be modulated when making tests
,)n it.
A time -delay relay is provided so
elate voltage cannot be applied
simultaneously with filament voltage. This protects mercury vapor
rectifier tubes in the event of in:erruption to the a -c supply voltage.
Plate voltage is applied to the
;ransmitter by means of the relay
iescribed previously.

CORP.

..

.

L

-9

D{iSTRII
rS W:N

oscilloin Dumont's famous
used
Capacitors
engineer ed
designed,
g
scopes are especially
performfor unusual
and manufactured
difficult operating
ance under

Operating Problems

Considerable difficulty has been
Ixperienced with the contactor
Shoes of the cranes. Operation of
the receiver while the crane is in
motion is not entirely satisfactory;
noise produced by the arcing of the
Shoes on the trolley is sufficiently
high to trip the squelch circuit.
This results in a continuous sputtering noise, and since the audio
output of the receiver is quite high,
this is very distracting to the crane
operator. Some improvement has
been effected by reshaping the con ELECTRONICS

-
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.CAPACI.TORS:
PAP,E.R, OIL AND ELECTRO'LY.TÍC
.°.

1119 U'STRI

OND E N'S R
E-.

CORPORATI.ON

1.725

M.

NORTH "AVE., CHICAGO 22, U. S. A.

D'IS.T.RICT. OFFIC.ES'IN PRINCIPAL
QUICK DELIVERY FROM DISTRIBUTOR'S

CITIES
STOCKS
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tact shoes and resurfacing portions
of the trolley bus throughout the

,

"

'
r

"

From QUARTZ

to

QUALITY...

C.T.C. Crystals are Carefully Controlled

-

X-RAY ORIENTATION
predetermination of the crystallographic axes to assure correct cutting
Four individual lap-

...

ping operations, plus edge lapping ... Soap washes and clear
water rinses ... Filtered compressed air drying
insure the
constant frequency, high activity and dependability of every
C. T. C. Crystal.
For complete information, quotations and delivery estimates
on C. T. C. Crystals-"the Crystals you can count on"-write,
phone or wire

7mío#u

CAMBRIDGE
439 CONCORD AVENUE

CORPORATION

plant.
Located, as it is, in the center of
a production area, the dispatcher's
desk has an extremely high acoustical noise level and it was found
necessary to. provide an enclosure
so background noise would be reduced during transmission.
The system has been in continuous operation for six months and
has already demonstrated its value
as a means of speeding production
by saving time. Special credit is
due R. B. Jones, under whose direction all experimental testing as
well as construction work was done.
Tests made outside the plant indicate complete absence of radiation.
Transmitters are now being installed in the crane cabs to provide
two-way communication. Experiments indicate that this will increase the utility of the system considerably. Eight cabs are in use at
present, with plans being made for
the addition of others at an early
date.
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Transformers
for: Combat

.

r

,
-

\

CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity of only 2.5 to 2.6
Water absorption S. 1.5-0.001 per
cent. Per cent power factor.
S. 1.5 to 60 cycles was only 0.0165.
Dielectric constant at 60 cycles
was 5.9-1000 KC 5.4.

<

-Active Service
Over the Entire'Globe
51ñ

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus destined for war service are finding in LAVITE
the precise qualities called for in their
specifications
high compressive and
dielectric strength, low moisture absorption
and resistance to rot fumes, acids, and
high heat. The excedingly low loss -factor

of LAVITE plus its excellent workability
makes it ideal for all high frequency applications.

DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA,

N.: Y.

We will gladly supply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Alain Office & Works, Chattanooga, Tenn.
New York

378

Needham, Mass. Chicago
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'8 -Volt

)peration
(Continued from page 119)

and minimum tube -to -tube variions. For vhf use, the 9003 should
ove very satisfactory.
The types most satisfactory for

I:s
,

voltage amplisupply are pen rs with
High -mu
low
-mu
triodes.
Ides and
successfully
used
be
cannot
Bodes
'cause the bias developed in the
id resistor by the grid contact
stential will cause the tubes to
aerate at or near plate current
t -off. The cut-off bias of a triode
approximately the ratio of plafe
Ultage to mu. For the type 12SQ7,
Mich has a mu of 100, the approxiate cut-off bias would be 28/100,
-0.28 volts. Since the bias de !loped by contact potential in the
.id resistor may vary from -0.2
-1.2 volts, the impracticability
' using high -mu triodes is apparlint. They will not only produce
Iss amplification than a low -mu
iode at 28 -volt B supply, but will
roduce much less maximum volt ;e output, with large gain variaons between tubes of a given type.

A New Miniature

Diffusion Vacuum Pump.

e0~~, ,70et- New

sistance-coupled

28 -volt B

28 -Volt

TIIE I)PI miniature all -metal pump, Type N _NIF-10, marks an
entirely new application of the fractionating, self -conditioning
principle for the production of high vacua. The VMF-10 meets the
demand of industry for a rugged yet compact pump capable of
reaching pressures of

10-6

mm. and lower.

This unit was primarily designed for use on electron microscopes, automatic exhaust machines, continuously evacuated
tubes, and other industrial applications where an inexpensive
miniature metal pump is required. It will be found useful on any
system of moderate size. Choice of water or air cooling.

CHARACTERISTICS
10 L/sec. at 10.4 mm. Hg.

SPEED

ULTIMATE VACUUM

1

x 10-6 mm. Hg. with Octoil-5

0 125 mm. Hg.
7% in.

REQUIRED FOREPRESSURE

HEIGHT

in.

WIDTH

37/e

WEIGHT

2 5 Ib.

Amplifier Performance

Data on resistance -coupled audio
mplifier gain and maximum out an voltage (for 5 percent distoron) are given for triodes in Table
1, for
three different values of
Mate load and following grid resis)r. Information on transconductnce, plate resistance, and mu is
Iso given which will be applicable
the case of transformer or choked amplifier stages. Resistance)upled amplifier data for several
ntodes is presented in Table III.
.ny of the tubes shown in these tales should prove very satisfactory
28 -volt service, the selection de ending on the gain requirements
nd use of auxiliary diode or triode
1

'

ections.
It is probable that in the future
ubes designed especially for lowoltage applications will be added to
he many tube types already avail hie. However, it appears that most
f the present standard types will
'rove satisfactory, and the design
if new types for 28 -volt service
hould be limited to tubes for appliuitions in which present standard
pypes are not entirely suitable.
ELECTRONICS
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WRITE for details about this new style diffusion pump-or similar
models with different capacities-as
well as 20 other types of diffusion
pumps, low-vapor -pressure fluids,
greases, vacuum gauges, control

cir-

items for high vacuum technology. Address Vacuum

cuits. and other
1

Equipment Division.

METAL FRACTIONATING PUMP, TYPE VMF-10 (Water-Cooled)

.DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Jointly owned by EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY and GENERAL MILLS, INC.
HIGH -/VACUUM
HEADQUARTERS

ROCHESTER 13,

N;

Y.
379

ELECTRICITY
FOR ANY JOB-ANYWHERE

For a dependable source of electricity on projects remote
from commercial power. Onan Electric Plants are proven
leaders in the field. More than half of the Armed Forces'
total requirements for Power Plants are built by Onan.

...Suitable
Single -unit, compact design ... Sturdy
for mobile, stationary or emer-

Gasoline -driven
construction . .
i gency service.

+ar

.

Over 65 models, ranging in sizes
from 350 to 35,000 watts. 50 to 800
cycles, 115 to 660 volts, A.C.-6 to 4000
volts, D.C.-Also dual A.C.-D.C. out-

a

put types.

.

o.,

Descriptive literature
sent promptly on request.

r`.
!`.

v

D.

W. ONAN

& SONS
3254 Royalston Ave.

10,

-- h ..
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,á
r

/

S

MINNEAPOLIS 5,
MINNESOTA

i

'bONE DRl1

Crystal Testing
(Continued from
range. The crystal must reach the
minimum acceptable activity within
sec.

The full load test consists of operating the crystal at room temperature in a standard test set for a
period of not less than 15 sec with
the plate circuit of the set tuned to
give maximum activity. Crystal activity must pass a certain minimum.
In the vibration test, crystals are
mounted by the pins in random directions on the platform of a vibration machine. Units are subjected to a simple harmonic motion
of a certain amplitude and frequency and left for two hours. This
treatment is intended to simulate
the shock and jar that crystals will
receive in severe service. At the
end of two hours, frequency must
not have changed more than 0.002
percent and activity more than 10
percent from the values registered
before the tests.
Another test involves immersing

VOt/RS
EaSpóPE
VNT oó0gt .

..FOR THE

ASII/NG

......

.._,:.

absolutel

--- r\e
9_
'--%
GG/
0

MOISTURE DlTIl,,

PRECISIOW METAL SHIELDED lUIRE
NO compromise with moisture -11.0 compromise with
electrical interference
compromisé with mechanical

-U

damage

1

OALI] with PREC1S1O11 METAL SIfi LDED 11)1RE can
all three of these exclusive features be J;,,i .

Top-flight engineers the country over are rrea9gnizinq the
amazing qualities and specifying METAL 'qki.IELDED
U)1RE in their equipment Catalog upon request

PREC.ISION!`iTUE
SPECIALISTS IN ACCURATELY DRAW

Factory: 3824-26-28 TERRACE STREET'
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

380

E

CO.

SALES DEPT.

]IS -OS

local dealers or
by writing factory direct.

,

U/

Available from

,.,,\,''

%GOU//llll
II ItiU'

UNIVERSAL
STROBOSCOPE
This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator,

complete with instructive folder, Is now available
gratis to all phonograph and recorder owners
through their local dealers and jobbers. As a
recorder aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist
In maintaining pre-war quality of recording and
reproducing equipment in true pitch and tempo.
Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers
of microphones and home recording components
as well as Professional Recording Studió Equipment, takes this means of rendering a service to
the owners of phonograph and recording equipment. After victory is ours-dealer shelves will
again stock the many new Universal recording
components you hove been waiting for.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

UNIVERSAL
MICROPHONE CO."

27Te AVE. SAYSIDE, L.1.. N. Y.

INGLÉWOOD,.CALIFORNIA

UBING AND METAL SHIELDED WIRE

1

starting time in a production -type
test oscillator over the temperature

.

Ito

('
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TYPE W L

are spécialistwound to
solve yolúr.

®O

#17141

d

the units inwater at room temperature and heating them to 90 deg
C during a period of 30 min. The
units are held at this temperature
for an hour. They are then dried
and set aside for 30 min. Frequency
must not change more than 0.002
percent, the activity must change
less than 10 percent, and the d -c resistance, measured between the
prongs, must not be less than 10
megohms.
In the cleaning and internal inspection tests, crystals are disassembled and examined. Crystals
are scrubbed with nylon toothbrushes in soap and water. Electrodes and crystal blanks are then
rinsed in clear water and dried by
evaporation. Units are then reassembled; at no time during the entire procedure are the crystals
touched by hand. After this, frequency should not change more than
0.006 percent and activity more
than 10 percent.
After satisfactory spot tests,
each unit is tested for frequency,
activity, and full load at room temperature. Those passing are given
the official stamp and are ready for
shipment.

I

'can tell you

what you can get
and what you can
anticipate
ASK US FO.R THE RADIO
AND

PONENTS

Type WL, for example, has

standard tolerance of 1 %, 1
watt rating and a maximum
resistance of 15,000 ohmsyet measures only 1" long
and 3/16" in diameter.
IN -RES -CO resistor compo-

nents-meter shunts, multi-

pliers, chokes and solenoids
-represent an all-inclusive
line. The new 18 -page catalog will be sent to you free
on request on company letterhead; write today.

\INSTRVMENT

RESISTORS CO.25 AMITY STREET
LITTLE FALLS, N. J.
LECTRONICS
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REQUIRE:

1

Rélays!

Resistors!
Capdcitors! :.
-.7t:a isformers!
':Tést Equipment!'

After the rigid inspection and
testing procedures through which
crystals are run to weed out the
bad ones, it would appear that the
units should last indefinitely. Yet
crystals often go dead on the shelf
before they are actually used. These
defections are due to a phenomenon called aging. Caused by an
action on the surface of the quartz,
this phenomenon resembles common
erosion.
Under high magnification, the
surface of a crystal, although finished with the finest optical powder, is revealed as being covered
with microscopic hills and valleys.
Traces of moisture within the
holder combine with changes in
temperature to cause chipping and
cracking of these hills. This raises
the frequency of the crystal, at the
same time usually decreasing activity. This is explained by the
fact that chipping decreases the
thickness of the crystal-to raise
the frequency-at the same time
depositing a film of quartz powder
in the valleys-to lower activity.
Thorough cleaning of a finished
cry stal seems to lessen aging.
Another solution consists of ac -

YOU

Tubes..

Effects of Age
Analysis of peace -time requirements indicates a tremendous field for electronic
products --and a comparable
multitude of production and
assembly problems.
The numerous engineering
refinements of IN -RES -CO resistors-products of specialized, automatic high-speed
winding-are attested to be
their wide adoption in communication and control equipment of every description.

ELECTRONIC COM-

.i°1100.11t:41.
Chances are that we've got them
right on our shelves ready to be
shipped to you the same day. But,
on rare occasions, should we not
have what you want, our advisory
board can tell you what will be
the most effective substitute. Or. if
you question the availability of a
component, HARVEY can tell you.
the ease or difficulty you may anticipate in getting it. And we'll do
everything possible to trace and
.

procure hard -to -find radio and
electronic parts and equipment for
you anywhere in this country.

And, WE DELIVER
7e ell 4íe atcle,r4 ea:

LONGACRE 3-1800
T T T1 T T 7'I T
RADIO COMPANY

H1

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
3S1

KIRKLAND

Pioneer
INDICATING LAMPS
NEW
D/E DOME TYPE
LENS -CAP WITH HEAVILY
WALLED, DEEPLY CUPPED
LENS.
GLASS
SO OUT-

STANDING THAT A COMPLETE
LINE OF PILOT LIGHTS
HAS
BEEN
EQUIPPED WITH IT.
Three Modern Units for Use
With the Most Readily Obtainable Lamp

Bulbs

Type No. 590 D/E Unit for use
with the 56 candelabra screw
base lamp on voltages up to
120 volts.

celerated aging by subjecting crystals to a series of hot and cold
cycles. If the temperature treatment and a very thorough cleaning
are combined, further aging is very
slight. The effect is also materially
reduced by using an evacuated
holder or placing a chemical inside
the holder to absorb moisture.
Another recent attempt to prevent aging involved coating the
surface of the crystal with water
glass which sets to a silicate chemically similar -to quartz. This fills
up all the valleys and excludes air
and water vapor. However, it has
been found that the material flaked
off after standing several months.
One way to preventing aging is
to plate the surface of the crystal
with such a metal as gold or silver.
This coating, at the same time, can
be used as electrodes for the crystal
and has promising possibilities.
The only difficulty appears to be
that tarnish appears on the metal.
If this difficulty is overcome, perhaps all future crystals will be
plated.
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megohm to 100,000 megohms. Multi10, 100 and 1,000.

plier ranges of I,

Balanced tube circuit and voltage

The

No. 590
(less

ulators In Internal power supply assure
stability.

L. A., Quartz Crystal Cuts,
July 1943.
(2) Elbl, L. A., Quartz Crystal Finishing,
ELECTRONICS, January 1944.

Internal checking standard enables
operator to check and adjust calibration at any time.

(1) Elbl,

diSpecifications: Mounting hole.
ameter overall depth, behind the
length of
panel 2
1 7/16". Underwriters'
Approved.
THE NO. 555 DIE UNIT FOR USE
WITH THE STANDARD DOUBLE
CONTACT BAYONET BASE LAMPS.
TYPE G6 ON LOW VOLTAGES,
TYPE S6 ON 120 VOLTS.

ELECTRONICS,

front of the
threaded area

Induction
Heating

A

(Continued from page 129)

the terminals of the coil. Values of
current and voltage for an operating power of 100,000 watts are
also shown in this table. The current is far in excess of the values
of tank circuit current that may be
obtained so that it is virtually impossible to place this coil directly
in the tank circuit.

D/E Unit. List Price,
lamp) 51.65.
Specifications; Mounting hole 1/' diameter; overall depth, behind the
front of the Panel 1%"; length of
threaded area Ye".
The No.

555

(less

THE TYPE T3 D/E UNIT FOR USE
WITH THE Tat/ SINGLE CONTA,:MINIATURE
BAYONET
BASE
LAMP BULB.

Output Transformer
D/E Unit, List Price, (less
lamp) $1.60.
Specifications: Mounting hole 11/16"
diameter; overall depth behind the
front of the panel
length of
threaded area 7/16"; (our SCB type
socket).
The T3

r:

Distributed Nationally by
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC
COMPANY

Write for Catalogue

THE H: R... 10RKLAÑD 1CO:
MORRI.STOWN, N. J.

382

.

rag

REFERENCES

D/E Unit, List Price,
lamp) 51.25.

A transformer that has been extremely useful in working into low impedance loads of the type being
considered here is pictured in Fig.
17. This transformer consists of a
multi -turn primary which is part
of the tank circuit and a singleturn secondary .which is really a
sheet of copper wrapped around
the primary. with as close a spacing
to the primary as is consistent with
voltage requirements. Where the
single -turn coil presents resistance
values of the order of a few hun-

Broad scale meter dial. Wider than
usual spacing at high end.
One megohm maximum resistance In
series with condenser or insulation under test. Assures practically constant
voltage across test terminals.
Minimized tube -ground current effect.

Extra charging terminals provided for
charging condensers prior to test.

Sloping panel for bench
size: 15" x
x 10" high.

r

use.

Overall

Type L Megohm Meter is designed particularly for highspeed testing of condenser
leakage resistance, insulation
resistance, and insulation
measurements generally. Primarily a production-test instrument. Equally handy in the
laboratory, factory. Operates
on usual AC supply, or with external battery voltage up to
1000. Typically an "Industrial
Instrument".

Write for Literature

/ndus/ría/
PLANT and OFFICES:

17.POLLOCK AVENUE

JERSEY CITY 5, N.I.

Ins/rumen/5:
August 1944
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KELNORIE-::SOLD.ERING..IRONS

30

20

Steel

... light but
strong, welded construction, precision
built KELNORI "Barrel" of KELNOR
314" long, s/a" diameter. 10" overall
length. Each of three KELNOR models...65 watts, 100 watts, 125 watts...
with specially designed

craft,Telephone, Communica
tions fields are included

Bass
10

Difficult Places Easy to Solder

Many of America's most important
firms in Radio, Electronics, Air-

among KELNOR'S

SATISFIED
USERS

Cadper

WEIGHS ONLY 8 OUNCES
R,
MODII'I,

mod,

00
500

1000

Frequency (Kilocycles

-Input resistance

transformer
pith copper, brass, and steel loads. The
five marked R1 is the no-load resistance
(G.

18

of

redths of an ohm and reactance
alues of a few tenths, the resisonce looking into the primary of
ié transformer may be several
hms, while the input reactance may
e several hundred ohms.
Measurements of input resistance
'nd reactance as well as efficiency
'ere made on a transformer similar
the one shown in Fig. 17. The
rimary consisted of thirty-one

Ure

MODEL 5, ANCLI

TiPI

PATENTS

e eC

KELNOR

1500

STRAIGHT

GRANTED &
APPLIED
FOR

e

ELECTRONIC
ANDS RADIO REPAIR FIELDS
MIDGET RADIOS: In cramped space KELNOR effectively
reaches condensers and wiring without danger of burning
insulation. Connections at bottom of coils can be soldered
from .the top, eliminating possibility of melting wax, especially important in the case of oscillator coil.
CHASSIS WORK: KELNOR can be dipped into chassis
end turned up at any angle, making those awkward connections without striking edge of chassis. No need to remove
top wiring or condensers.
RELAY RACKS: Joints can be soldered from side or back
without loosening mounting bolts. KELNOR can reach over
top of relay.

Special KELNOR Alloy
Extendable, CorrosiveResistant Tip
runs completely through center of
barrel. Tip can be extended 31/2
to reach out -of -the-way places.

t

PENCIL TIP
APPROVED BY UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES
Order from your JOBBER. For more facts, prices, write Nat'l
Sales Agent, Wm. Weston & Co., 550 Page, San Francisco 17

(3/16"s 51/4") for Wire Soldering

Q-1
PYRAMID TIP

(1/a'dia. head) for Plate Soldering

OR

KELNOR-MANUFACTURING COMPANY rj;,VEs` CENTRAL TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO 3
Will,,umuratu,aim,,,,mu,i,,,,nii,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

DO YOU

9tt3t PuIJiitieci!

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

NEED

By Donald S. Bond
Radio Corporation of America

TRAINED

281 pages, 162 illustrations
many charts and tables, $3.00

HELP?
For many years we have been
training and placing men for
electricity, radio, and electronics. Write and tell us
about the jobs you have open.
Whether in immediate need of
help or not, registering your
c.ompany. with our Placement
Service gives you first choice
of available National trained
men in your vicinity.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
Established 1905

4000 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California
NY11,,,.1,11111111,,,111111,,,,1,1111111.1,,,,,111w11D,,,,11,,,,11,11111,11111,11,11111,1,F
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For all concerned with the design, procurement, or operation
of radio direction finders for air=
'craft, shipboard, or fixed station
use, this book will fill a longexisting need for a text and reference covering recent developments, practical systems now in
use, and present and future
trends in this specialized field.
This book

gives:-

-handbook material

on accepted
methods of direction finder testing
-numerous summaries of datafor example, data on the maximum range of transmission over
a wide range of frequencies, in
convenient chart form
-tabular summaries of phase shift
characteristics of resonant circuits
-schematics and circuit diagrams
of commercial equipment and representative equipment of other
classifications

3::

lpfo
-

The hook includes complete sections on the
important subjects of wave propagation, directive antenna systems, aural null direction
finders, performance characteristics of loop
input circuits, visual direction finders and
radio navigation aids-any one of which
alone would be a sought-after and useful
reference.
O Particular attention is paid to the use of ultrahigh frequencies, the better understanding of
Adcock Systems, the employment of visual direction finders, and such other topics as have been
required for improving military and peace -time
direction finder systems.

Send this McGRAW-HILL coupon!
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18. N.Y.
Send me Bond's RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS for 10
days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send
$3.00. plus few cents postage, or return book postpaid.
(Postage paid on cash orders.)

Name
Address
City and State

Pósition
Company
(Bum bent on approval in U.

L 8-44
S.

and Canada only.)

38.3
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turns. The secondary copper sheet
fed into a single -turn coil which en-

kORWi1RD

...átá 1ím

DE ION/NG"

IgLITI
Take, for Example this Unique

X[ELITE

circled a cylinder. Copper, brass and
steel cylinders were used. Figure 18
shows the values of resistance for
the three cylinders as well as the
resistance measured when no cylinder was in the single -turn coil. The
accompanying reactance values are
shown in Fig. 19, while the efficiency curves are given in Fig. 20.
The efficiency. into a steel load is

11000

one end, standard 'blade at other. Also available in
STUBBY size (3" overall length). Most XceLite Tools
now available on satisfactory priorities-delivery necessarily delayed by war conditions. Ask your regular

á

211

ó
c

500

Brass and Copper

dealer, or write Dept. C.

1111111P!ra111111

Stubby

~~111111~~~11

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.

Back the Attack

Keep the War Bonds You Buy

with this Automatic High -Speed
POWER LEVEL- RECORDER
This graphic recorder is

S1

_

AIRCO GAS PROPORTIONER

11'1

e65+

primarily de-

a

properties of acoustic
materials, e t c.

\\
- ;,.r

t h e recordings
either in db or

It interprets

in phon.

Due to

.

its

unique construction, it also
can be success-

applied to
measurements of all
fully

kinds

of communication

apparatus.

SOU N D. APPARATUS CO..
150 WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Manufacturers and Designers óf Graphic Recording Ihstruments
384

Introducing the new

signed to perform acoustical measurements such as reverberation time, decay
of sound, sound absorption,

Model PL

Write for

1500

19-Input reactance of transformer
with copper, brass, and steel loads. The
curve marked wL, is the no-load reactance

Save Time...Trouble...Money

PL Bulletin

1000

Frequency (Kilocycles)

FIG.

PREFERRED BY THE EXPERTS
.

500

New Yórk

QUALITY TOOLS
. .

i

1500

Here's just one of the many XceLite "ideal tools"
for faster, more accurate work. The XceLite "Combination Detachable" Screwdriver is actually two
screwdrivers in one-designed with a dual purpose
shaft which fits into genuine shockproof, fire-resistant
XceLite handle. Shaft has genuine Phillips blade at

(ELITE

g

m

4 -Combination Detachable" Screwdriver

Orchard Park

d

'

:

--

A convenient, accurate

gas mixing device
The Airco Gas Proportioner is a new development, designed to meet the needs of
electronic tube manufacturers using mixtures of gases for protective atmospheres.
It produces an accurately proportioned
mixture of gases at a pressure not in excess of 5 psi. Various flowmeters can be
supplied to permit flows of hydrogen of
approximately 2 to 200 cfh. and of nitrogen of approximately 6 to 140 cfh.
Write to Air. Reduction, New York,
Dept. E. for a descriptive folder.

*

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS

*

AIR REDUCTION
60 East 42nd St., New York

17,
Offices in oil principal citing
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good, while the

$th copper and

efficiencies

brass loads ap-

loach the maximum values that
1ty be expected. The dropping off
efficiency at the higher fre<encies is due to resonance effects

-r...:

-

-

'

i

the transformer, brought about
distributed capacitance. The
(iciency at the higher frequencies
cn be improved by the proper
<ange in the design of the transirmer. However, there is really
try little need for this redeEsn because of the fact that in
last metal heating applications
Jere is no point in using frec,encies higher than a few hun<ed kilocycles.
i
1

r f

citation for
doing a good war job!
A second

-TELEVISION

AUDIO OSCILLATORS

RADIO RECEIVERS

Steel L

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
PHONOGRAPHS... Licensed by RCA

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Armstrong F. M.

Ilaieltine

Brass
copee
II

305 EAST 63rd
00

500

1000

1500

Efficiency (Kilocycles)

20-Efficiency of coupling to copper,
ass, and steel by means of a transformer

1G.
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Pyroferric
°
r,
Powdered
jf iristíVmént metal cores have kept
development
to
apace the
vital
They

(Continued from, page 131)

seconds and at 15,000 cycles

f

IRON.
CORES

Fidelity

12

8-7800

''/

'le higher frequencies.

tntributed by the air itself, at
dual values of relative humidity,
(comes of increasing importance.
10,000 cycles and a relative.
umidity of 50 percent, the absorpon of the air limits the reverbera on time to about 1.5 seconds even
tough the walls, floor and ceiling
re perfectly reflective; at 12,000
voles the limit is approximately

BUTTERFIELD

ñ
pre-war`
manufacturer ó H
.r cos
,.
York Metró 'olitan .aréá to earn both. thése°
.

!In conclusion, it may be well to
'state that while the simplifying
sumptions made in this paper
cw that the efficiency of coupling
metal loads is independent of
¶equency, fáctors such as distribted capacitance come into play at

At the
'wer frequencies, the skin thick ass may be of the same order of
agnitude as the dimensions of the
oject to be heated, with a conse,tent sharp reduction in efficiency.
his latter effect is partially exained by a consideration of Eq.
i) and Fig. 2.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

specification:P
.

PERMÉ,4BILITY

HIGH

are manufa`N}ured

1

as desired
RESISTANCE
FREQUENCY
Consult Pyroferric
Yroferric on your
Pow der
Metallurgy

HIGH
MEDIUM

LOW

o

PYROfERRIC C.O.
YORK,

175 VARICK

STREET

NEW.

requirements

14, N.Y.

385

about 0.9 second. This factor
should not be overlooked as it is
one relatively fixed limit which certainly must affect consideration of
higher fidelity, not only in the studio but also in the home.

o
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PILOT LIGHTS
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rr
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The ear, the final criterion of
judgment, is also to be taken into
account, as the higher frequencies
can only be detected by relatively
young listeners, since hearing loss
at the higher frequencies increases
with age. Results obtained by the
U. S. Public Health Service in this
field (in Bulletin No. 5, 1938) show

NEON

'1

7-"`""'
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Frequency, Loudness and Hearing

The distinctive, penetrating glow of Neon
Lamps is enhanced by this "SIGNAL" Pilot'
Light. Features a full -view plastic head
which permits visibility of the glow from
all angles. Head unscrews from front of

that above about 2,000 cycles, hearing loss increases rapidly as a per-

panel, facilitating replacement of lamps.

son grows older. For males, the
average loss in db at 8192 cycles for
age 25 is 9 db; for age 35, 16 db;
for age 45, 22 db; and for age 55,
32 db. For females the loss is considerably less, being uniform from
64 to 8192 cycles up to age 25, then
dropping to 8 db for age 35, to 12
db for age 45 and to 21 db for age
55.
Although few measurements
have ever been made above 10,000

ASSEMBLIES COMPLETE WITH LAMPS:
We con supply any G.E. or Westinghouse
Lamp together with the required Pilot
Light: We manufacture a complete line
for ¿very use in Aircraft, Marine, Radio,
Electronic, and Electricol opparatus
Send sketch for prompt estimates and
suggestions. Write for Catalog.

..

$'IGNAL-.INDI ATO;
894 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3, N. Y:
'

WAMID:
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Where ordinary set screws work loose
Kav

Widespread usage has proved that

oc

de:"

the "UNBRAKO" HOLLOW SET

chew

SCREW with the knurled point can

n

be relied upon to "stay set" once
.__

in

Ptod
Process that
a

nae0

result taster'

11 gO

cbeen
nsn t

ns
Te

ave
beT of
bYnaanWde vacietY

once. We
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industries s to
find
and processesnew prod
war. If your idea forposti
acceptble
theta an attractive
cgntract for purchase
Wars

Those Knurled Points dig in and

hold against vibration. The screws
are easy to remove and can be

:11311

'truing

re -used again and again.
Pat'd. & Pats. Pend.
Iya" diameter.

Knurling of Socket Screws originated
with "UNBRAKO" years ago.

ow+

paee

tightened in the usual way.

Sizes

*4 to

Write For "UNBRAKO"
Catalog Today.

or

will

i uir service be arrase o
Send a copyisoffree to you.)
patent, or

tell

deacrip tion and
drawings anda model is available
us whether
strictest
All information to toed Tn
confidence.

OVER 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS

NEW PRODUCTS DIVISION

PRESSED STEEL CO.
STANDARD
an:
JENKINTOWN, PENNA., BOX
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BRANCHES: BOSTON

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

I
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"UNBRAKO" SELF-LOCKING HOLLOW
SET SCREWS WITH THE KNURLED POINTS.
USE

is

f(

.Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

UNBRAK0

it

is

DESIGNERS FOR

INDUSTRY, INC
2915 DETROIT AVE., Dept E6, CLEVELAND 13,
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cycles, indications are that the hearing loss curves 'do not trend up-

Nature of the Work: Designing the follow.
ing components for electronic equipment:

O

Power transformers up to 5 kw

O

Reactors

Audio transformers

ward!
Program fidelity is also determined by the loudness level at which
the loudspeaker is operated. Curves
in Fig".-2 show -the frequency response of normal ears at four listening levels,- "normal ears: being
those of young people about 20
years of age. Note that only at the
"very loud" and "loud" listening
levels, 100 db and 80 db above the
hearing threshold, respectively, is
the low -frequency response of the
ear substantially flat. The decreased
response of the ear at 50 cycles, 100
cycles and 200 cycles, as compared
with 1,000 cycles, is tabulated below
for four db levels above the threshold of hearing

um

am

mot

em mu

Executives
are made,

not born!

The need for executives-for qualified, well -trained men-is acute!
Their services are at a premium.
In order to take advantage of
day's unusual opportunities, a thorough understanding of practical
business methods and principles is
absolutely necessary.
The Alexander Hamilton InstiModern Business Course and
tute's
Frequency (cycles per second)
1,000
Service deals scientifically with un-.
200
100
50
Condition
0
0
0
Very Loud'(100db)
derlying, unchanging fundamentals.
0
0
-2
-6
Loud (80db)
Basic and broad in scope, it is meant
0
-6
-II
-17
Moderate (60db)
0
-12
-22
-30
Very Soft (40db)
for ambitious men who realize the
imIn the case of the "very soft" value of understanding all four
and inbusiness
of
divisions
portant
listening condition the response dustry -finance, marketing, accountwould further tend to be obscured ing and production.
at the low. frequencies by local airborne noises as this listening level Noted Contributors
compares with average residential Among the noted contributors to
noise. Any decrease of 'more -than the Institute's Course are: Frederick
10 db or so below this level will gen- W. Pickard, Vice President and
de Nemours
erally be obscured or masked by' Director, E. I. du Pont
VicePresident,
&Co.;CiiftonSlusser,
a
young
response
of
said noise. The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.;
listener seated at 45 deg from a Thomas J. Watson, President, Interradio receiver having a reasonably national Business Machines Corp.

tt

:

O

Special filters (for television, etc.)

10

Tuning systems

.

0

O

coils and transformers (including
powdered -iron -core types)
R -f

All of

these positions are now connected

with direct war tvork.

O,

114)

Good Future: These positions are not
temporary. Every one of them offers a
good future after the war.

Location: At our Camden, N. J. plant.
Pay: Starting rate depends on your
experience and ability. Rates are comparable to those for similar positions
throughout the industry.
Security: When you work at RCA, you can
be sure you are with a solid organization
-25 years in the field, and today more

. . .

progressive than ever.

Other Positions Available: Our engineering and manufacturing organizations are
always looking for good engineering
talent. If you do not qualify for the
positions listed, but are interested in a
good future at RCA, let us hear from you.

ARMY BROADCAST
STATION IN ITALY

WMC Regulations will bestrictly followed.
If you don't know how they affect you,
write us about yourself and we will check

O

with WMC or USES.
write us
Don't wait
about yourself right away. If RCA has a
position for which you qualify, a personal
interview will be arranged. Address:
Radio Corporation of America, Personnel
Administration, Camden, N. J.

The method by which the Modern

Business Course and Service

...

is

the men
brought to subscribers
behind the Institute... informative,
inspirational material 'about present-day opportunities in business
all are included in
and industry
the fast -reading pages of "Forging
Ahead in Business." To obtain your
free copy of this valuable book, simply fill in and mail the coupon below.

...

-

WRITE TODAY,

Send For Free Booklet

L. I
111

:r.

ALEXANDER

.4.

.

HAMILTON
INSTITUTE
pr

.,"

Personnel Administration-

RADIO.COR'PORATION
OF

AMERICA'

RCA VICTOR DIVISION

,CAMDEN, N. J.

Officially known as the Fifth Army
Mobile American Expeditionary Station,
this station is packed on ten trucks.
trailers and jeeps and moved to various
points in the combat area in Italy to
entertain troops. The range of the transmitter is fifty miles
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Alexander Hamilton Institute
Dept. 162, 71 W. 23rd St., New York 10;N. Y.
In Canada:
54 Wellington Street, West, Toronto I, Ont.
Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the 64 page hook-"FORGING AHEAD IN BUSI-

NESS."

Name
Firm Name
Business Address
Position
Home Address
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Formed in
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2 PLANES to 'c
.001." A000 RACYr
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DI-A,CRO

ONE-HALF
ACTUAL
SIZE

BENDER

e

No. Z

A heavy Copper Bus -Bar for panel board
and terminal assemblies is illustrated, accurately duplicated in two planes with
angles formed both flat and edgewise, across
the material horizontally and vertically.

Many electrical and other
parts can be duplicated
', ithout dies, saving Man
Flours and Critical Materials and helping to meet rush

DI-ACRO Bender No. 2 has a forming
radius up to 6' and capacity of
cold

rolled solid step bar or equivalent.

Send

y'

í

for Catalog

"DIE -LESS
DUPLICATING"

delivery schedules. DI-

.

'DIE -LESS"

DUPLICATING

rru,ñúñiuu.o

showing all models of DI ARCO Beñders, Shears and

W+nM GN,

Brakes, and many examples
of parts formed by

"DIE -LESS DUPLICATING"

Et Pronounced "DIE-ACK-RO"

-

II

--

ACRO Precision Machines
Shears, Brakes, Benders
form angle, channel, rod,
tube, wire, moulding, strip
stock; bi-metals, dielectrics,
sensitized materials, fiber

slot insulation, frequency
reeds, etc.

PRECISION MACHINES

ESsp-UpLtCQ`

°OIIEIL-ÍRIUIII MFG. co.

Eighth Ave. So.,
Minneapolis 15. Minn.
321

'

uniform response up to about 10,000
cycles, operated at a loudness level
of 60 db 'which is a "moderate"
listening level, shows at 9000 cycles
a drop of 42 db from the peak response occurring at about 450 cycles. In the bass direction, the dropoff in response increases gradually
from this peak to a value of 26 db
down at 40 cycles.
Thus it is apparent that the
higher -fidelity receiver should include compensation for listening
level effects in the volume control
used with the receiver to provide
uniform loudness at low frequencies. This device could also be
used to compensate partially for the
directivity curve of the loudspeaker, where adequate distribution cannot be attained in loudspeaker design. As volume is lowered, such a tone -compensated volume control will then discriminate
against the middle frequencies in
favor of the low frequencies and, to
a lesser degree, the higher frequencies. The effect to the ear will
be more pleasing reproduction at
the usual listening levels, which are
commonly in the "moderate" classi-

fe

fication.
Other Distortion Factors

Soldiers' lives and Victories depend upon the perfect performance
of communications systems. It is the job of our Test Instruments
to keep these vital systems operating at top efficiency.
We have pledged ourselves to maintain the standards of Boonton
Radio quality and dependability in these instruments, in order
to safeguard the lives of our boys and hasten ultimate Victory.

ADIO

BOONTO
,

BOONTON, N.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

GENERATOR
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BEAT

THE
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J.

METER... -OX -CHECKER

FREQUENCY GENERATOR

...

...

FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

The preponderant majority of
sound systems are now, and will be
for years to come as far as can now
be visualized, mon-aural systems,
whether they are utilized for recordings or for radio broadcasting.
This fact alone indicates a fundamental departure from perfection
because of the absence of true space
consciousness of the sound sources.
Some other factors occurring in
the general high-fidelity problem,
such as random noise and distor'tion, may also be mentioned. Since
distortion components are multiples
of fundamental frequencies, and
since many audio devices, particularly recordings, have varying degrees of inherent distortion, difficult to eliminate, a wider band will
increase the effect of same. This
causes much of the upper-frequency "fuzziness" generally in
evidence on most attempts at wide band reproduction. The phase distortion introduced by most sound
systems is not believed to be a serious problem, as the ear is apparently not sensitive to moderate
phase changes. The phase characteristics should, however, be uniAugust 1944
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form. Distortion must be kept to
the lowest possible value and more
attention should be directed to investigation and elimination of crossmodulation products as compared
with present stress on the more
simple harmonic distortion effects.
Multi -path effects resulting in
distortion are observable in recep'tion on both amplitude and frequency -modulation systems. This
'form of distortion, when it occurs,
'can be more noticeable with frequency modulation, and this effect
'has been observed in certain instances. It is possible that some listeners will be subject to this distortion, the effects of which increase
with an extension of the audio range
and deviation. However, good limiting in a frequency -modulation reIceiver should minimize this form of

distortion.

'

i

.11

Easy -to -install . . . corn
pact
quiet -running
economical ... these
ore the features which make Pilot Blowers ideal
for the important job of air circulation and ventilation in Radio Equipment. Available
in standard models to move from 15 to 110 C.F.M. Write for Bulletin 507.

...

"SHADED POLE" F.H.P. MOTORS
Tell us what your requirements are and we will
send you "fact sheets" giving complete specifications on these dependable, efficient, low-cost
Motors. For continuous or intermittent duty with
H.P. ratings ranging from 1/15 to 1/500 H.P. and
from 1550 to 3400 R.P.M. Plain round or with base
open or enclosed cases.
or resilient mounting

...

F.

Random noise is directly proportional to band width and any increase in the latter will increase the
amount of noise passed. This imposes stringent design conditions
on all the units in the line-up and
would be particularly difficult to
get and to maintain, at a reasonable price, in the case of a practical
home receiver.
Standard radio broadcasting is
at present limited to an upper modulation frequency of 5,000 cycles
as a result of the 10,000 -cycle spacing of radio channels, but most

A. SMITH MFG. CO., INC.
ROCHESTER 5

FRACTIONAL H.

- .`r

801 DAVIS STREET
NEW YORK

CENTRIFUGAL,

P.

MOTORS

BLOWERS

t,,`

I

j

PERMANENT MAGNETS

S

S

...

MANUAL

ó°r %r.iors,

,i.

s

From many years experience in the production of ALNICO permanent magnets,
The Arnold Engineering Company has

prepared an authoritative, up-to-date
manual of valuable information on the
design, production and application of
the modern permanent magnet.

--2-1.1~ t

Contents include such subjects as Magnet
Materials, Resistance Comparisons, Physical and Magnetic
Properties, Demagnetization and Energy Curves, Fabrication,
Design and Testing. Charts and tables illustrate and explain
various aspects of the discussion.
.

Recent improvements have opened many new fields for permanent magnets to reduce the cost and improve.the efnciency
of many devices.

Write today for your copy on your company letterhead.
.

s

5

At a Base Air Depot of the USAAF.
Pvt. M. Melts of Chicago examines a

chassis at the end of an inspection line
that handles 3000 aircraft radios per
month
ELECTRONICS -.August 1944
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ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

1

iI

Specialists in the Manufacture of ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS
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Studio equipment and transmitters
are capable of transmitting up to
10,000 cycles or higher. However,
satisfactory reception with this
wide band is not generally possible
in the evening because of "monkey
chatter" from adjacent-channel stations,,,so that a restriction in frequency response in the receiver is
in such. case actually desirable.
Whether or not we can make full
use of a complete audio spectrum
depends, in the final analysis, upon

SUP EME
iI

'BY COMPARISON
* Curran' Supreiheíylode/s
_
.1

®0
<31

Model 504-4
Tube and Set Tester

Model 542
Pocket Multimeter

'

211-`111

~

5"11

r

.,

Supreme
Hairline Accuracy"
Meter

7111I,.
IN TEST EQUIPMENT?

Military secrecy precludes our
answering that now. But radical
new developments in testing
techniques have been and are
being perfected. Because of
these important advances, when

Victory comes your NEW
Supreme Test Equipment will be,
more than ever, "Supreme By
Comparison."
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS
Greenwood. Mite.. U. S. 4.
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sible in the average marketable receiver can we make full use of the
higher portions of the frequency
spectrum and can refer to the system as one of higher' fidelity. The
average price of a broadcast receiver in 1940, of which many millions were sold, was about $35, and
at this price satisfactory reproduction of 50 to 15,000 cycles is not to
be expected. It must be stressed
that power -handling facilities in all
models were quite limited at the
lower frequencies due to loud-'
speaker design, so that the lower
limits indicated in Fig. 1 do not
actually have the full meaning implied.
Recommendations

N

R

"UNDER THIS GLASS
PASS ONLY

Perjea Waded
e4 "
/q Al

the ability of the manufacturers to'
provide receivers which will satisfactorily reproduce the lower frequencies.. Only when this is pos-

I

\;14°

e

CORP.

In an appeal to common sense
and practicability in the matter of
fixing an audio band width for receiver it is suggestéd that the range,
from 60 to 8,000, or possibly 50 to
10,000 cycles be considered for all
types of broadcasting, including
frequency modulation. There is little question, in the opinion of those
who have devoted their lives to the
problems of sound reproduction,
that good reproduction over a practical band will provide a better service to the listener than one of controversial and indefinite quality
over a theoretically complete audio
spectrum. Our efforts should be directed towards the provision of a
balanced system of reproduction as
fine as we can possibly design and
build it, rather than solely toward
extending the upper frequency limits beyond 10,000 cycles with the
possible neglect of other more important factors. It is especially
stressed that reproduction at the
lower frequencies be investigated
and improved, because it is in this

L

°

IS.'

it',
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EVERY Auburn molded part is
subjected to a critical inspection,
though not always, as here, under
high magnification. But where such
a minute inspection means the difference between continuous and
interrupted assembly operations in
your plant you can be sure it will
get that' inspection.
It is knowledge of where to put
the emphasis
hasis that makes Auburn
molded service so valuable. You
can be sure that your requirements
'in molded plastics will get this same
individual study. Every step in the
production of your parts, from the
engineering department to the shipping room, gets the attention it requires so that molded parts will
meet your specifications.

If you are considering the use
of plastics in your products, consult
Auburn. Our engineers can provide
the facts on which to make your
decision.
a.

A

PLASTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
COMPRESSION, TRANSFER, INJECTION MOLDING
EXTRUDED VINYL
CELLULOSE

OR

ACETATE

TUBES AND

SHAPES

NITRATE RODS, SHEETS, MOLDED PARIS

MOLD END-INFERING AND

COMPLETE MOLD SHOP

AUBURN BUTTON WORKS
1N4, ORPO RATES.

EOUNDIO IN

1876
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jrection, the direction of balance
compared with present trends,
tat we can best provide what unased observation and listeners'
;eference demands.
How can publicizing and creating
demand for 15,000 -cycle receivers
j systems be possibly justified,
hen a good 10,000 -cycle receiver
tat can be made available to the
eater part of the public has not
at been designed? For the sake
technical integrity and the f u Ire of the radio industry let's get
own to earth in the matter of high
lelity. We are faced with the pros act of a post-war era in which it is
sly likely that many claims for
aw materials, techniques and over ,l improvements will face the spotght of public test-and fail. Let
s not, therefore, in our enthusism make claims that are too difñalt, if not impossible, to realize.
Acknowledgement. Appreciation
expressed for the cooperation of
she following NBC engineers in the
reparation of this paper: G. M.
Iixon, Assistant Development Entineer and C. A. Rackey, Audio-
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Facilities Engineer.

ARRISON RADIO CORPORATION
.

BROADWAY

12 WEST

Telephone - WOrth 2-6276

NEW YORK CITY 7
Cable

- Harrisorad

Pf

CARTER 'DYNANIOTORS

(a9y,a,,"/
THOUSANDSJof Carter'Products are.

PLUG-IN

faithfully providing dependable, effi-

CONDENSER

cient service"in- leading communications

equipment all over the globe: Send for
Plug-in capácitors with a wide range
of voltages and capacities are one of
the many different paper and electrolytic capacitors manufactured by
the Illinois Condenser Company. This
unit is hermetically sealed and built
to operate under the severest conditions. We also manufacture condensers for special applications with
a wide temperature range of from
-50° C to +85° C and from one
volt to 500 volts D.C. working on the
electrolytic types.

latest Catalog.of CARTER PRODUCTS Today.

'.

T

Cárter' Motor Co.

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY

'

1160 NORTH

HOWE STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

_
1606 MILWAUKEE AVE.

CARTER,
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well known name In radio for over twenty years.
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CABLE: GENEMOTOR
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Transients
(Continued from page 139)
age can be expressed as a sinusoidal
voltage which is the sum of the
three sinusoidal voltages across the
circuit elements. Therefore the
shapes of the current and voltage
waves are identical, except for the
amplitude and a phase displacement
indicated by the j terms.
Since the instantaneous value of
the impressed voltage varies sinusoidally with time and has a phase
displacement (which we shall designate as 0), the impressed voltage
may be written' as
e

Light in Weight

-

Sturdy and Strong

The constantly growing demand for these unique boxes is the greatest
proof of their convenience and efficiency in vital production, either on
the assembly line or in repair and service departments. The contents
can be seen instantly by simply looking through the
If one
of the many standard styles and compartment arrangements will not
meet your needs, we can design a special box for your particular use.

box....

Write for a free illustrated folder.
SHOE FORM CO. Inc. Utility Box Dept.. R AUBURN, N. Y.
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Each of these component voltages
can be considered to be generated
by means of a rotating vector, all
vectors of which rotate at the same
angular velocity. By means of such
a vector diagram, it is easy to show

that
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wC

(19)

The curves of Fig. 4 represent
the current and voltage of a series
circuit with sinusoidal current flowing through it. Curve A represents
the current which flows through
the circuit. Curve B represents the
voltage across the resistor R. Curve
C represents the voltage across inductance L, and curve D represents
the voltage across capacitor C. The
-voltage impressed across a series
circuit consisting only of R and L
in which the sinusoidal current, i,
flows is shown at E, while curve F
represents the voltage across a
series circuit consisting only of R
and C. Curve G represents the
idealized case in which there is no
resistance in a series circuit consisting of L and C. Curve H represents the voltage impressed across
R, L, and C through which. a sinusoidal current flows. By means
of the graphical addition employed
in deriving curves D to H, the dependence upon 'the magnitude of
the circuit constants of shift in
phase between impressed voltage
.

for
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where E,, is the maximum or amplitude value. Comparing Eq. (16)
with Eq. (17) it is
that
Em
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land current may be easily visualized.

The curves of Fig. 4 provide vis-

I

I

ÁRT-

FERR'

sual indication that for linear cirtcuits in which the current is sinu-

soidal, the voltage drops and the
applied voltage have the same general form as that of the current.
Similarity of wave forms results
from the peculiar property of sine
waves which makes their derivative
and integral of the same shape as
the given sine wave, except for
phase displacements. This state of
affairs, which greatly simplifies the
study of alternating current theory,
does not exist in general. If waves
of other shape had been employed,
this state of affairs would not exist.

CORES
¿xcIustve/y
For use in radio and ultra high frequencies , . .
especially for R.F. and I.F. coils, and R.F. filters.
uniform permeability. Specilight
Molded
fied by Government departments, and used by
,leading manufacturers of radio and electronic
equipment.... Our engineering skill, development
and laboratory facilities are at your disposal. Send
us your specifications.

...

...

FERROCART CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Graphics for Non -Sinusoidal Waves

Plant and Laboratory: HASTINGS -ON -HUDSON 6, 'NEW YORK

There is no end to the variety of
shapes which might be
treated, but there is little need to
analyze more than a few simple and
typical wave forms in order to illustrate the essential behavior of
circuits with non -sinusoidal wave
forms. Accordingly, discussion will
'be limited to a graphical treatment

San Francisco: 1355 Market St., W. C. Hitt. Los Angeles:
1341 S. Hope St., W. C. Hitt. Indianapolis: 108 E. 9th St.,
Quelsser Bros. Jenkintown. Pa.: P. 0. Box 246, D. M.
Hilliard. Montreal: 995 St. James St., West. W. T. Hawes.

wave

Specify

IEIM-
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CATHODE-RAY TUBE
AT WORK by John F. Rider

TH'E

'
-

.."«.,:,

PROCESS

This book presents a complete explanation of the various types of
cathode-ray tubes and what role each element within the device.
More than half the book is devoted to the practical applications of
the cathode-ray tube oscillograph. Not one word of this was written
until the actual tests were performed and the patterns appearing on
the screen were photographed. Those oscillograms, made in the
Labotatory maintained by the author, have been used to illustrate this
section of the book, so that the reader may know just what image he
should see under any given circumstances.
This book has proved its value to students' as well as practical

FAST AND

FOR HEAVIER

338 Pages

ECONOMICAL

COATINGS

METAL -COATING
9

IEQUIRES ONLY RAPID ELECTROLYTE-RAPID
METAL CLEANER-RAPID APPLICATOR

Plating current is obtained from dry
cells, storage battery, or any convenient
source of direct current at 3 to 6 V., or
use Rapid Plating Rectifier for heavy
"

work.
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of square waves, triangular waves,
saw -tooth waves, trapezoidal waves
and exponential waves, as well as
the sine waves which have already
been treated. The analysis of the
exponential wave is included because it is the only wave variation
in which all voltage and current
wave forms are identical, except for
scale factor. There is not even a
phase shift, as in the case of sine
waves. Because of this remarkable
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condition, exponential functions are
of great theoretical and practical
importance, and much use will be
made of exponential functions when
transients are treated.
Square Waves

Next consider the case in which
the current flowing through a series
circuit may be represented by a
square wave as shown in Fig. 5. In
this and all following cases, the
original curve will be differentiated
and integrated by graphical methods alone. Curve A of Fig. 5 represents the current flowing in a series
circuit, while curve B represents
the voltage across a resistor in
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which the current flows. To obtain
the voltage across an inductor,
curve A of Fig. 5 must be differentiated (that is, its slope at all points
must be ascertained) and the result multiplied by L.
The slope of curve A is zero at all
points except the points of transition. At these points the slope is
theoretically infinite if the sides of
the original wave shape are truly
vertical. In practice, the slope has
a finite value and is so indicated in
curve C of Fig. 5. Curve C represents the voltage across an inductor
through which a square -wave current flows. Curve D represents the
voltage across a capacitor C through
which the square wave of current
flows and is therefore proportional
to the area under curve A. Note
that the wave shapes of curves C
and D do not resemble that of the
original curve A, nor do they resemble one another.
In order that a square -wave current may flow through the circuit,
the wave form of the applied voltage will now depend upon the configuration of the circuit network.
If the series circuit is composed of
resistance and inductance, curve E
(which is the sum of waves B and
C) represents the wave form of the
voltage required to produce the required square wave of current.
Likewise curve F is the voltage required to produce a square wave of
current in an RC circuit. If the
circuit consists only of inductance,
L, and capacitance, C, the required
voltage wave shape is given by the
sum of curves C and D, shown as
curve G. The curve at H represents the voltage wave required in
an RLC circuit to produce a square
wave of current, but the type of
time variation will be as indicated.
This example tends to illustrate one
very important point. Whereas a
harmonically varying current is
produced by an applied voltage
which is also harmonically varying,
identity of voltage and current wave
forms does not exist in general. It
is for this reason that attention
must be given to the wave forms of
a number of more important elementary circuits and current wave
shape.
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that the current

wave shape is trapezoidal, as shown
in curve A of Fig. G, then the volt -
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forms are more difficult to express
than those in which the wave forms
are sine or cosine waves. Further-
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more, while we have simple trigonometric expressions which enable us to express the sinusoidal
time variation of a voltage or current with great simplicity and ease,
we have, in general, no equally satisfactory method of obtaining analytical expressions for non -sinusoidal wave forms. It has been possible to show these wave forms
graphically, of course. However, if
we wish an analytical expression
for those wave forms; it will be
necessary to break each wave form
down into its fundamental, recurrent cycles. In some cases (as in
all of those selected for treatment
here, except the wave of Fig. 3
which does not include a complete
period or cycle) it is possible to
break down the wave still further,
expressing each segment as a single -valued continuous function of
time. Several expressions, one for
each segment, will then be required
to specify the wave, and we must
find some means of expressing the
fact that these wave segments recur at cycle intervals. With this
procedure, the problem is always
messy, lacks generality, and is difficult of application.
It can be shown (see any text on

means of sine waves which, we
found, were the simplest to handle.
The manner in which saw -tooth
and square, waves may be constructed of a Series of sine waves is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Frequently a non -sinusoidal wave
form requires an infinite number of
sinusoidally varying terms to. express the desired wave shape exactly. But sufficiently good approximations to the desired wave shape
may also usually be obtained with
a finite number of terms since the
terms of higher harmonics usually
have small amplitude and consequently make little contribution to
the wave shapes. Hence, by including a sufficient number of terms, we
can approach the desired wave form
as closely as we like. The frequency
of the last term retained in the
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conclusions as follows
For linear circuit elements, the
fundamental voltage -current relations (given in Table I) are the
general ones employed when deal:ng .with transient or non-sinu>oidal steady-state wave forms.
2. In general, the wave forms of
steady-state voltages and currents
.n linear electric circuits do not re>emble one another, except that all
'lave the same period or time in,erval of periodic variation.
3. For the special case of sinusoilal waves, the general derivatives
and integrals of Table I are re)laceable by terms involving jw.
4. For the special case of ex)onential wave form, all voltage and
Current forms are alike.
5. The graphical methods used in
;his article have aimed to provide
t basis for understanding the funlamental phenomena, rather than
for obtaining numerical values of
;urrent and voltage.
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Iated knowledge and the other on
,related skills. Numbered steps tell
what to do and provide spaces for

recording results or answering
questions. Blank tables are printed
bor tabular data in many cases, and
lank graphs are provided when
results are to be plotted. Optional
added procedures are often given.
Finally, careful selected and worded
iuestions test the student's under;tanding of the principles involved,
with spaces again being provided
or writing the answers in the book.
Some of the questions are of the
missing-word type, which simplifies the work of the instructor who
:nust grade each student's book
regularly.
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soldering, wiring, chassis drilling,
Ise of circuit symbols, checking
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more on measuring instruments,
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traight wire as a guide (in an isotopic medium), the theory of the

0.1

q

¡kin effect for poorly conducting
sires, the problem of oscillatory
'notion of a sphere in a viscous
nedium, the vibration of a heavy
hain in a resisting medium, and
n many other boundary value
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GLENN-ROBERTS COMPANY
2107 ADAMS

STREET

1009 FRUITVALE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

University, Longntans Green & Co., New
'York, 393 pages, $4.00, 1944.
ITHis SMALL, compact volume, intended to "present in as concise a
form as possible, the fundamental

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

iBy AUSTIN R. FREI', Lehigh

principles of radio communication"
provides an introduction to the
principles of radio for those familiar with calculus. Since the entire scope of radio communication
is covered in 400 pages or less, each
topic is developed rapidly and it is
impossible to provide an exhaustive
treatment of any topic.
The 9 chapter headings deal
with (I) Resonant Circuits, (II)
Thermionic Emission and Diodes,
(III) Grid - Controlled Vacuum
Tubes, (IV) Voltage Amplifiers,
(V) Power Amplifiers, (VI) Oscillators, (VII) Modulation and Demodulation, (VIII) R -F Transmission Lines, and (IX) Radiation.
For the most part, concepts of
ultra high -frequency operation are
omitted. There is no treatment of
wave guides or electromagnetic
horns, and only very brief mention
of some of the more recently developed uhf oscillators. A section
on transients which appears in
Chapter VI is introduced by a dis-

ARGON
NEON

-
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MIXTURES

ICNº-o1MENsioNk
WIRE & RIBBON
FOR

VACUUM

TUBES

RARE GASES
AN MIXT'RES

Complete range of sizes
and alloys for Transmit.

ting, Receiving. Battery
and Miniature Tubes .
ED

:

ELECTRONICS

KRYPTON

HELIUM
XENON

/

Melted and worked to
assured maximum uni
formity and strength

WIRES

down

to`
'S

diameter
RIBBON rolled
to .0001"
thick

SPECIAL ALLOYS

made to

meet individual specifications. Inquiries invited.

Write for list of stock alloys

SIGMUND COHN &CO.
NEW YORK
44 GOLD ST,
(/ !90!
SINCE

Spectroscopically Pure
Easily removed from bulb
without contamination
. .

...

Scientific uses for LINDE rare gases include

-

1. The 'study of electrical discharges.
2. Work with rectifying and stroboscopic
devices.
3. Metallurgical research.
4. Work with inert atmospheres, where heat
conduction must be increased or decreased.
Many standard mixtures are available.
Special mixtures for experimental purposes
can be supplied upon request.
The word "Linde" is

a

trademark of

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
30

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
42nd St., New York 17
Office, in Principal Citie,
In Canada: Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., Toronto
E.

M

L
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For Positive Operation of Electrical Brushes and Contacts

USE SILVER GRAPHALLOY

Silver Graphalloy

works in extremes of
heat and cold. It is a molded graphite
impregnated with pure silver, a highly -

efficient conductor that is self-lubricating and extremely
durable. Used in
gun fire control, rodar, slip -ring, instrument applications,
and many others.

Silver Graphalloy brushes hove high current capacity, low contact drop, and. low
electrical noiie. Silver Graphalloy contacts
have low contact resistance and will not
weld when subjected to surge currents.

Silver Graphalloy is furnished silver-plated
for soldering to springs or holders.

Inveytigate the superior qualities of Silver
Graphalloy. Make it a silver job.
AY S

SPEC,FY

<IITAPE

LLa

TRADE

MARK

A

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION
YONKERS, NEW YORK

NN

SLIP -RING .AND CÓttAMU TATOR BRUSHES AtdD STATIOÑ'ARYCONTACTS

'.

Counting 700 per Minule

by

15/e".

New England Manufacturers,
Jobbers, Schools and

Cadmium -

We represent leading manufacturers of basic electronic
components-chassis, coils,

condensers, relays, resistors,
sockets, solder, transformers,
timers'-dependable sources
accustomed to meeting
strictest specifications and
delivery schedules.

ILL.

Nineteen years of experience are your guarantee of intelligent, sat-

GE INDICATOR LAMPS

isfactory service.
*Our index gives the complete listing-yours for the
asking if you are in N. E.

'Vibration -proof -Lock-on Cap. :'' With',
orwithout adjustable"'Dimmer': fecíture

.For complete ,details, write

GENERAL

to,,,

HENRY P. SEGEL CO.
Manufacturers Representatives
Field Engineers
221 COLUMBUS AVENUE
BOSTON 16, MASS.

.
.

'o

'
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177Cá
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Laboratories.

@retll'&4

!

BASIC

To:

plated.
Standard voltage 110-V, 60 -cycles. Draws
only 5 -watts. PRICE $4.10 each, FOB factory.
Reset type, otherwise identical --$12.50 each.
Other voltages from to 220 A.C. or D.C.,
available at 75< extra. Right-angle bracket
mounting 26 extra.Write,
sending check or money order.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS,

Choice of five colors
Well -insulated
plastic, body
Ruggéd construction
Easy to fnourit Lightweight.

Subject:
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

position.

31/8"

qualitative descriptive picture of
communications. But it is not sufficiently elaborate or exhaustive to
be a text or reference for the communications engineer. As the
author states, the main feature of
this book is its compact presenta -

i

G. & G. Hi -Speed Electric Counter operates 'at
any speed up to 700 per minute. Counts to
99,999 and then repeats. Large figures, easily
read through plastic window. Mounted in any
Size 31/8" by

cussion of spark transmitters. It
seems unfortunate that this type of
transmitter is not permitted to die
its natural death. Throughout,
emphasis is placed on fundamental
principles rather than on commercial practice.
The physical interpretation of
the operation of radio circuits is
well done and only a moderate
amount of mathematics is used. For
the most part the mathematival derivations are rather concise and
compact. On page 219 an error occurs in the expansion of sinh /3t as
$t-->0. Although the expansion is
incorrectly carried out, the final result, for the current in an RL circuit for critically damped conditions, is correctly given.
The volume is certainly more advanced than the practical texts on
radio which aim to present only a

Telephones KENmore 3012-6333

Branch Office in Hartford.
Connecticut
Tel. Hartford 2-9859

aSCHENf?C15ADYDNEWT YORK
'

,

c

.
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tion of a quantitative concept
radio communication.

r

1i»

i

The volume can be recommend'-rl
introductory volume for thor
who possess training in science ru
general engineering but are not familiar with the principle
ref
as an

radio.-

'

A

FOR EVERY RADIO
ELECTRICAL AND

R.D.

e

Principles of Powder
Metallurgy
BY FRANZ SKAUPY,

brary, Inc.,

ELECTRONIC USE

Philosophical Li-

40th St., New York;
1944, 80 pages, price tí.1.00.
15 E.

THIS TRANSLATION of what apparently was originally a German report on developments in powder
metallurgy was written when the
author first recognized the importance of the method in the

manufacture of bearings, cutting
tool tips, and machine parts. It is
based on previous successful applications to electric lamp filaments,
electrical contact points, anodes for
x-ray tubes, magnet cores, and
small crucibles.
The book is written from a

Solves the Problem of

Mailing List Maintenance!
Probably no other organisation is as
well equipped as McGraw-Hill to
solve the complicated problem of
list maintenance during this period
of unparalleled change In Industrial
personnel.

McGraw-Hill

cf

Mailing

Lists cover
most malor Industries. They are compiled from inclusive sources, and are
based on hundreds of thousands of
mail questionnaires and the reports
of a nation-wide field staff. All names
are guaranteed accurate within 2/..

When planning your direct mail
advertising and sales promotion consider this unique and economical service in relation to your product. Details

The

"

importance of

MICA
for National Defense
Mica spark plugs are a vital

..

:ét

part of our high-speed Dive Bombers. NO OTHER MATERIAL could stand the
terrific changes in temperature encountered at high altitudes!

k
r

,

FORD RADIO & MICA CORP.

\

Joseph J. Long, President

538 63rd

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Street

Established 1917

Telephone: Windsor 9-8300

IT'S -TIME TÓ THINK. ABOUT

Pone

Zaz

PeaW«

Anticipate Your Transformer Requirements

4.14

Those who are farsighted are getting things in order so that
they can jump info peacetime production the minute wartime
production ends.
Save valuable time by anticipating your transformer requirements and arranging for your postwar source of supply.
Send us your specifications for a quotation.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Detroit 7, Mich.
2977 Franklin
"The Dungan Line Since 1909"

;

"DONGAN"

on request.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
ALL SHAPES- ALL SIZES
FOR ALL PURPOSES

Stamped, Formed, and Cast; Chrome, Tungsten Cobalt and ALNICO** (cast or sintered) under G. E. license.

mat

'Mo CRAW -HILL
DIRECT

THOMAS

MAIL LIST SERVICE

STEEL
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
DIRECT

1116

-

STREET

COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Dies-Heat Treating-Stampings
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SKINNER

Laminations for Radio Transformers-Tools

MAIL DIVISION

330 West 42nd St., New York, 18, N. Y.
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PRODUCTS

YEARS

EXPERIENCE
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'roducts of "MERIT"' are
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passing the test

21

-

that are not found in other books

and technical publications. The
language is often more scholastic
in tone than that of an industrial
metallurgist.-M.G.V.

,'

-

Complying with the most. exacting requirements for precision
workmanship and durable construction. MERIT has established
its ability to produce in quantity and deliver promptly-

20th Century Engineering
BY C..H. S. TUPHOLME, Philosophical
Library, 15 E. 40th St., New York,

Transformers
Coils
Reactors
Electrical Windings of All Types for
Radio, Radar and Electronic Applications.

N. Y., 1944, 201 -xi pages, price $8.

Today these dependable MERIT precision parts are secret weapons; tomorrow when they can be shown in detail as MERIT
standard products you will want them in solving the problems of
a new electronic era.

Illustrated: High Voltage Transformers A-2123 (small) ands
A-2124. Designed for high altitudes. Oil -filled and Hermetic sealed.v

North Desplainés

PROMPT

'

in many branches of engineering
are briefly explained in this book,
with emphasis on British developments since the author is British .
and the book was written in England. The author's aim was to
select and digest a number of interesting engineering developments
for the benefit of engineers and

CC Z

Since 1924

CHICAGO 6, ILL.

St.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PAST decade

-s'

MERIT COIL &TRANSFORMER CORP.
31.1.

view,

describing first the production of
metal powders and their properties, then the production and properties of powdered metal or "ceramic metal" parts with and without
binding agents. Particular attention is given to the metals tungsten, molybdenum; and tantalum
and relatively little to bearing
metals and powdered iron parts.
The discussion of methods is
largely confined to laboratory
technique and methods but contains
details of manufacturing procedure

DELIVERIES!!

Many nationally known and advertised electronic tubes

members of the armed forces

who

NOW FILLING MANY LARGE WARTIME NEEDS.
WE OFFER SPECIAL ATTENTION TO YOUR ENGINEER'S REQUIREMENTS.

wish to keep abreast of what

has

Cathode Ray Tubes
Rectifiers

happening. However, because it was written two or three
been

Photo Cells
Transmitters

years ago

Let us estimate on repairing your Cathode Ray Tubes.
All *repaired tubes carry a new tube guaranty.

many

of the most recent

developments that one .would look
for are missing.
Chapters cover m e c h a n i c a
power, shop processes, air conditioning and refrigeration, chemical and metallurgical engineering,
electric engineering, t r a c t ion,

All Receiving types and Special purpose Tubes.

I

ROBERT GOETZ
321 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

marine engineering,
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Bring your Spring problems to us
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We will give you the benefit of our forty years of
experience in making Springs, Wire Forms, and
Punch Press Stampings for every mechanical need
from .
VANADIUM, PHOSPHOR BRONZE,
PREMIER WIRE, OIL TEMPERED, STAINLESS
STEEL, MONEL, MUSIC WIRE, CROME \X'IRE.
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6832-34
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So. CHICAGO AVE,

H

N

aircraft

and

physics. Engineers who are interested in European developments in
engines and power systems will
find the opening chapter helpful.
The

section

on shop

processes

is

limited chiefly to oxy-acetylene cutting and hardening, chromium
plating to extend life of tools and
parts and to build up worn parts,
precision machining and finishing,
and methods of inspection and

testing.

Goa. 5

CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

The chapter on chemical and
metallurgical engineering covers
plastics, a gas hyper -compressor for
(Continued on page 412)
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We
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FIELD of ELECTRONICS

complete line of equipment

SPOT WELDERS, electric, from '4 to 50 KVA
TRANSFORMERS. special and standard types
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS

AC ARC
WELDERS
From 100 to

PER

FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT
400 Amps.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENER
GLASS working machine, and burners.
COLLEGE GLASS working unit, for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)
Newark. New Jersey
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BURSTEIN=APPLEB.EE CO 1012.1014' McGee St.
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Kansas City 6; Missouri
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Save Fingers
-Grip

Finger Guards

Steel

Hundreds of factories are saving time
Injuries in war production by
protecting workers with Steel -Grip
Finger Guards. Used for handling
rough or sharp articles. for buffing,
grinding, sanding, polishing, punch
press work and hundreds of other job*.
Protect fingers or thumb front or
back, from cuts, abrasions or blisters.
Made of durable leather with elastic
web back for snug, cool, comfortable
fit. Easy on and off. One size fit* aU,
men or women. Send 10e each for
samples or trial order box of SO as
814e each, less 10%.
Catalog o/ Stasi-Grip Sa/.ty
Apparel fr.. on rgv..,
and

/
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Ir STEELGRIP
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INDUSTRIAL GLOVES COMPANY
lndsshisl 321 Garfield, Danville, Illinois

F

,SAX

Inquiries Invited-Let us explain how
Sayings are etrected and the Y & O
greater guarantee.

FREELAND & OLSCHNER PRODUCTS, Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756

g

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER

.Speeds Production

High' Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
(1/4 To 100 K W )

Strips insulation from all types of
instantly, easily, perfectly.
wire
Just press the handles and the ¡ob
is done. Cuts wire too. Strips 800
to 1000 wires per hour. Available
for all size solid or stranded wires
-No. 8 to No. 30. Lisf Price $6.00.

-

Write Dept.

E

For Full Particulars

Electron Tube Machinery
al every rype,-.srrºndºrd, and special desien
Specialists in Equipment for the manufacture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,
Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps,
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes
and other glass or electronic products, on
production or laboratory hosts.

,11..
ilk 411,14,11.-

EnGInEERln6 con1PAny
1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N.

ONLY

°

Since 1930
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ystusi%

Small

J.

3

OUNCES

3 -Stage

REQUIRE

COMMERCIAL

AMATm.

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY

-205 W.Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Factory -2033 Charleston St., Chicago 47, III.
Sales Division

FINE RIBBONS
TUNGSTEN MOLYBDENUM

15

PARAPHONE HEARING AID INC.

2056 East 4th

MICROMETER
METER

for Binding Screws

for

FREQUENCY

checking

transmitters

front 1.5 to 56 mc..
within 0.01 per cent

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
Bradenton. Fla.. U. S. A.
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Cleveland 55, Ohio
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New York

Beekman St.
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STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models
Shop Facilities
Complete Laboratory andAs
e.
6309-Ia--2itIt
2-4213
Telephone
Kenosha, Nis.

J. L. A. McLAUGHLIN

Calif.

PRODUCT
MORE

We are specialists In the
art of conserving space.
Your Inquiries are Invited.

Making a modest but effective contribution in Electronics' War accomplishments.
H. 'CROSS

years Planning in the Fields of Research,
Development, Sales, Engineering, Production.
Finance and Overall Management.
New York 17, Ñ. Y.
521 Fifth Avenue
25

A

CUP WASHERS

OF

COMPANY

P. O. Box 529, LaJolla,

COMPACT AMPLIFIER?

POLICE

&

Consulting Management Engineers

Communications Receivers

Only 21/4' by 3' by s:o
DOES YOUR

WALLACE CLARK

Designer of

AMPLIFIER

AIRCRAFT
MARINE BROADCAST.

Professional Services

GEÑERAL CEMENT MFG. co.
Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

(Safeguard Since 1910 In Canada SafstySupplyCo., Toronto)

Continuously

& O

TRANSMITTING TUBES

Strip Insulated Wires
QUICKER... BETTER
with

DOLLAR WITH

WHITEHEAD
CO.
STAMPING

Lafayette St., Detroit 16, Michigan

E. MITTLEMAN
Consultant- Engineer
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
BUILT TO ORDER
Rm. 503 168 Washington St., N.Y.C., N.Y.
Beekman 3-0462

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph.D.
Consulting Physicist

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Problems
Electronics
Instruments and Contio Devices
Specialists in Colorimetry. Spectophotometry and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities
Llanerclt, Pa.
202 Darby Road
Phone

Hilltop

WOODWARD

6910

& KEEL

Consulting Engineers
Industrial Electronics
If Communications
Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
407

eve

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

r

Electrical Measuring Instruments
or Radio Test Equipment or Both

RADIO DESIGN engineers thoroughly experienced on design of radio receivers. Position
offers an excellent permanent opportunity with
a well established New York company for war
and post-war work. Write giving full particulars, background and experience. P-696.
Electronics. 330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

If

Here is your chance to become associated with a long established and progressive manufacturing concern, well
known in the industry for the quality for
its products.
This company has been successful in
manufacturing pre-war equipment identical with that now provided in the war
effort. We will have a continuing program of post-war engineering development assuring peace -time security and
permanence of employment in a major

-

SALARIED POSITIONS
This advertising
service of 34 years' recognized standing
negotiates for high salaried supervisory technical and executive positions. Procedure will
be Individualized to your personal requirements and will not conflict with Manpower
Commission's. Retaining fee protected by refund provision. Identity covered and present
position protected. Send for details. R. W.
Bixby, Inc.. 271 Delward Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

field.

We need men well grounded in the
fundamentals of electronic engineering
and who have substantial experience in
electrical measuring instrument or test
equipment design. Practical production
experience also is desired. Salary commensurate with previous experience and

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
ELECTRONICS-More positions are coming in
daily for well qualified men in Electronics.
Our service is Nation wide and covers all
branches of Engineering. More than 51 years
at the same address. The Engineering Agency.
Inc.. 53 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, Illinois.

ability.

Our engineering staff is a congenial,
capable team of technicians with whom
you will enjoy working. Modern plant
buildings provide pleasant working condit-ons, and this small Northwestern Ohio
College town is an ideal place to live and
enjoy life.

POSITIONS WANTED
EN3iNEER-PHYSICIST, with fifteen years of
experience; desires position in research or
development.
Familiar with high vacuum
technique, glass blowing, x-rays and related
aeplications. PW-700. Electronics, 330 W. 42nd

Write to

Si.. New York 18, N. Y.

The

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE
wanted by a midwestern manufacturer of
metal stampings in small lots. Some very de
sirable territory still alien on a protected commission basis. Die stamping knowledge an advantage. Reply Room 209, 549 Washington
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.

II

wits,

WANTED

PRODUCTION MANAGER

LEADING ELECTRONIC TUBE MANUFACTURER has opening for production manager with
wide experience in tube manufacturing.
Excellent opportunity for right man. Apply by letter
stating experience, education. etc. Reply
330

JAMES A. DUPREE

WANTED

ENGINEER
EXPERIENCED IN THE
MANUFACTURING OF

TRANSFORMERS
GOOD FUTURE WITH
GROWING CONCERN

Our employees have been informed of this Ad

LOCATION

CHICAGO

P-703, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Ill.

WANTED

AC -DC MOTOR ENGINEER
Thoroughly experienced in development of small fractional H/P DC Aircraft motors and, similar electromechanical devices. Good post-war opportunity. State age, education, complete experience, draft status; salary.
Replies confidential.
F. A. Smith

Manufacturing Co., Inc.

P. O. Box 509

Rochester

2, N. Y.

TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPTS
INSTRUCTION MANUALS

In

All Phases of Electronics

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
21 Henry St.
Detroit 1. Mich.

WANTED

"GROW"

FOR SALE

2 High Frequency Generators
2

CONSULTATION SERVICE

k.w. output, 3 phase, up to 50 megacycles,
suitable for experimental work only.

Forest Products Engineering Co.

Manhattan Building

Chicago, Ill.

BEST QUALITY, USED

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY

of every description
Screws--Nuts-Bolts-Washers & LockwashersSolder Lugs-Rubber Grommets. Bushings &
Feet-Solder Lug & Screw Terminal StripsFibre & Bakelite Washers-Push on & Set Screw
Knobs-Push Button Switches & Knobs-Iron
Cores-Momentary & Toggle Switches-Steel,
Brass & Bakelite Spacers-Leather Handles &
Loops-Slide Lever Hinges-Expansion & Compression.

Etc.

Connection

Springs Of Every DescriptionSpeaker
Plugs &

Wire-Battery,

Receptacles-Magnet Wire-Tubular & Mica Con

denser:-Resistors-Short Lengths Fibre Glass
Wire. (all gauges)-Bakelite Handles-Flexible
Shaft Cables-and 1001 other Items.
Mr. Manufacturer: What are your Buying requirements? We carry huge docks
of above type material on hand-how con
we serve you?

lours raFxREltra.
50 West Broadway,

"In Radio

New York 7, N. Y.
Since 1921"

3A fPTORS

Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes, ncandescent lamps,
neon tubes, photo electric cells. X-ray tubes, etc.

Fractional H.P. Motors/Armatures
Rewound -Rebuilt
Ship at our expense.
All work guaranteed.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC.
65-67 East 8th St.
New York, N. Y.

100 Blackstone St.,

Highest grade materials used throughout.

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Additional Employment Advertising on pages 383, 395, 409, 410 & 411)
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SURPLUS RADIO & ELECTRONIC
PARTS and EQUIPMENT

P-702, Electronics
330 West 92nd St., New York 18. N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

130 Belden Ave., San Antonio 4, Tex.

`4Y'

OPPORTUNITIES TO

wants mechanical and electrical engineers
of proved talent for engineering and development work. Company now producing mechanical, electrical and electronic
instruments for war purposes. Permanent
positions for right men. Reply by letter
giving complete outline of education, experience, and personal statistics. Address:

18, N. Y.

Texas and Southwest? Technical and Practical manufacturers representative, long identified with Radio and Electrical
Industry. Write:

I'-695, Electronics
West 92nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

A leading organization in New England
with extensive present and postwar development program in commercial electronics

P-705. Electronics

Do you want representation in

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Bluffton, Ohio

,,,,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,,,,,, o,,,,,,,1111111111111111111 ....... 111111111 o,,,,,,, 1....................... 111,.

SUCCESSFUL NEW YORK firm of electronic
representatives with an established trade of
twenty years continuous contact with distributors, industrials, laboratories and government
agencies wishes to add additional lines such as
tubes, capacitors, resistors, relays, meters or
allied electronic parts. RA-691, Electronics, 330
W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

thorough technical training and experience In
the handling of men to take charge of a small
research model room and drafting department of
well-known, long established company. Work
principally in the design of light mechanisms.Is
Sonia knowledge of electrical circuits and elec
tonic devices desirable.

t.

333 Harmon Road

REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE at
present selling components to radio manufacturers, government agencies and jobbers in the
eastern territory. Will consider high type lines
with post-war future. RA' -701, Electronics, 330
W. 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.

r

you are thinking about

your post-war future
If you want a position
of permanence

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

West 42nd St., New York

Yr

nge,

For design, development
and production of

POSITIONS VACANT

330

am

ENGINEERS

(Ctasrified Advertising)
UNDISPLAYED RATE:
15c a word. minimum charge $3.00: Positions
Wanted (full or part time individual salaried employment only) % the above rate. DISPLAYED:
The advertising rate is $7.50 per inch for all advertising appearing on other than a contract basis.
Contract rates Quoted on request.
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WANTED

ENGINEERING

PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEERS

-

by a long established manufacturer of electrical
equipment electro-magnetic relays -solenoids
switches. Located in small midwestern city, convenient to Chicago.
Relays, solenoids, switches, and related items to
be designed, are primarily for

-

Automotive

Project Supervisor
Permanent position with an established concern manufacturing communications equipment.
Prefer top-notch man with UHF
experience who can take charge of
development or design project.
.

Salary commensurate with ability.
Additional compensation for assignment of patents to company.

Farm
Radio

Aircraft

OPENING

Pleasant working conditions.

and

W.M.C. rules observed.

Industrial Control Equipment

Address

DALE POLLACK

Write, giving complete resumé of
past experience, salary desired etc. to

Engineering Director

TEMPLETON RADIO
COMPANY

P-694, Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

WANTED

SENIOR

Radio Engineers
Executive type with thorough practical and
educational background in radio and electronics. Must have substantial experience and
demonstrated initiative in design, research,
and development.
Capable of supervising
development and production engineers. Excellent working conditions.
Permanent positions with ample opportunity for advancement.
Outline complete details of qualifications, experience, and when available. Salaries opon.
Confidential inquiries respected. Write.

Personnel Director
AIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Kansas City 10, Missouri

Makers of Temple Radios
MYSTIC, CONN.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

TECHNICIANS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
TUBE TECHNICIANS
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES
IN A MAJOR POST-WAR FIELD!
Openings available at our Research Laboratories and Electronics Manufacturing

Unit. Leaders in the design and development of vital electronic equipment for the
Armed Forces.
Essential workers need release.
Write, stating Experience, Education, Draft
Status, Salary. Include snapshot if available. Or apply to

SPERRY

GYROSCOPE COMPANY,

INC.

Excellent Immediate and post-war opportunity for qualified engineers having
experience on small electro -mechanical devices. Apply by letter only, giving experience and training resume and draft
status.
Must comply with W. M. C. Regulations.

LEAR, INC.
PIQUA, OHIO
R.

J.

Biggs,

Special

Representative

bracket midwest radio electronics manufacturer has
present and postwar positions
for one chief mechanical engineer, two research, three development, two production, one
specifications and standards.
Salaries open. Confidential inquiries respectekl. Write
Top

RESEARCH LABORATORIES
STEWART AVE. & CLINTON RD.
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

520 N.

P-699, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

Ill.

WANTED

WANTED
Top -Flight Distribution Manager

DESIGNER

by one of America's leading manufacturers of small electrical parts, extensively used in radio servicing and in industry.

A central New England Manufacturer
employing over 1000 people needs
Draftsman -Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die-casting and plastic
applications desirable.
WMC Regulations Prevail.
P-681, Electronics
330 \Vest 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

management Is of opinion that
distributional system is in need present
of revision to gear it to post-war competitive
markets. If you have an outstanding promotional record, are chock-full of ideas
and are stirred by the challenge of a big
job you may become part of the executive
"family" of a company that is "going
places". The matter of salary will
depend
entirely on you and what the government
will allow to be paid. Write complete
background data and enclose photo with,
your first letter.

WANTED

GRADUATE MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND STRESS ANALYSTS

SENIOR
RADIO
ENGINEERS

Products enjoy excellent acceptance but

P-09 7. Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.
......... 1111 l o.,..,., o 1111111111 l., l., 1,,..,.1111L,.1l.. llllll 111,.,L,,I,,,L,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
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SID

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

TECHNICAL

WANTED

MANUSCRIPT

WRITER

SENIOR ENGINEER

TO ASSIST ENGINEERS WITH
PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS

with at least seven years industrial experience in important
electronic research and development work. Capable of
executing important assignments from development to
finished products.

FOR PUBLICATION, AND TO SUPERVISE PREPARATION OF INSTRUCTION BOOKS FOR RADIO
EQUIPMENT. SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH ABILITY AND
SEND COMPLETE
EXPERIENCE.
DETAILS OF EXPERIENCE, DRAFT
STATUS, AND RECENT PHOTOGRAPH IN FIRST LETTER. STATE
SALARY EXPECTED, AND IF NOW
EMPLOYED IN WAR INDUSTRY,
STATE CONDITION OF AVAILABILITY.

JUNIOR ENGINEERS
with sound educational background and at least one year's
experience in factory or engineering departments.

RADIO TECHNICIANS

DALE POLLACK,

ADDRESS:

QED

with factory or model shop' experience in building test
equipment on production testing electronic equipment.

CHIEF ENGINEER

TEMPLETONE

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

RADIO COMPANY

preferably experienced in electronic field.

MYSTIC, CONNECTICUT

PRODUCTION MAN

WANTED

experienced in setting up and supervising production lines.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
to work 100% on the job-rather than
25% actual work and 75% "holding
. the job."
The Engineer we need must have substantial experience and demonstrated

initiative in design, research and development.
The position offers an excellent oppor-

tunity with a well-established company
In western New England, employing
over 100 personnel. This company's

years pre-war industrial background
assures a continued program of postwar advancement.
5

These positions offer unusually good permanent

opportunities-top

compensation commensurate with qualifications-congenial, progressive organization with new and one of the best equipped laboratory
Interesting work on most
and factory facilities in the industry.
advanced type of military communication equipment now and broad
field of quality radio -phonograph and industrial electronics after
V -Day. Please write detailed qualifications, including availability, if
not occupied to full extent of ability in war work, to Dept. F.

THE

MAGNAVOX COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

P-686, Electronics
330 West 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

Permanent Employment

WANTED

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

ENGINEER
with

Well - established Eastern Massachusetts
concern desires graduate electronic
engineers with flair for research and eye

ELECTRONIC or ELECTRICAL
Experience for Research
and Development in our

to future. Permanent position concerned
at present with important development
opwork for government with increased
portunities after the war. Unusual openings for men with capacity and initiative,
Must be U. S. Citizens.

TOCCO HEAT TREATING
INDUSTRY
Post War Future
Good Salary for Right Applicant

OHIO CRANKSHAFT
3800 Harvard

-

Cleveland, Ohio

T-670, Electronics

Y.
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.

WANTED

ENGINEERS

DESIGNERS

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL

RADIO, ACOUSTICAL
For Research and Development, Laboratory
of established company engaged in war
work. Activity Includes electronic control

equipment, continuous recorders, special
radio devices, and aircraft accessories.
Excellent post-war opportunities. Laboratory located in central Manhattan. All replies strictly confidential. Writefulldetails.
P-681, Electronics

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

August 1944
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D SEARCal0GHT SECTION
FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEERS
For domestic and
foreign Service
Also instruction book

writers.
Good knowledge of Radio

-

-

Long established mid-western manufacturer

solelectrical equipment-electro-magnetic relays
enoids-switches-selling principally to manufacturers in the following industries:

Automotive

experienced in
technical writing.
Essential workers
need release.

Farm Equipment
Radio

Aircraft
Industrial Controls

HAZELTINE
ELECTRONICS CORP.
58-25 Little Neck Parkway

Little Neck, Long Island

RADIO
EXECUTIVE
Medium size midwest radio - electronics manufacturer seeks assistant chief
engineer capable of wider
responsibilities. Sala r y
open. All queries confidential. Write
P-698, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

WANTED

SALES MANAGERof

and/or

520 N.

Q1)

11. III.

WANTED

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL

Man selected for this position must have sufficient
engineering knowledge of our products and 'their
uses to be able to discuss them intelligently with
engineers; to visualize potential markets, to suggest
new products, and developments.
Write, giving complete resumé of
past experience, salary desired etc. to
SW -693, Electronics, 520 North

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS, INC.
has openings for
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

MACHINE DESIGNERS
RADIO TECHNICIANS
to work on the design, development and
production of radio tubes, fluorescent

lamps, electronic equipment and devices.
We want men who have the "know how"
of getting things done under pressure, and
who would like to become associated with
a company whose post-war future is indeed encouraging.
Reply giving age, education, and experience to our

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
500 Fifth Avenue New York (l&') N. Y.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

Ill:

ENGINEERS
DRAFTSMEN
POST WAR OPPORTUNITY

Progressive New, York Electronic Manufacturing Company is now seeking
additional personnel. Require two (2)
transmitter, five (5) receiver and two
(2) special equipment engineers, as
well as four (4) draftsmen and two (2)
laboratory technicians.
This is not a "Duration" program.
Personnel of proven capabilities assured a post war position, comparable current status.
Transportation
will be paid to New York. Salaries
commensurate with experience and
ability and current earnings. All negotiations confidential. Address replies to
.

-

ELECTRONICS, SUITE 411
280 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N. Y.

MECHANICAL
ELECTRONIC
There is an excellent opportunity for
several men in our comparatively
small organization located in the Midwest. Our plant is now devoted entirely to war work, but we have extensive post-war plans and large resources.
Our staff knows of this advertisement,
so have no hesitancy in writing. Give
complete information of education, experience, age, salary desired, and
telephone number.
P 684 Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
ELECTRONICS

-
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WANTED

DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERS

Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for development work in the following branches:
1. Electro -mechanical devices, communication systems. Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.
2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.
Statement of Availability Required.
P-682. Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

WANTED

PHYSICISTS and
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Needed in connection with the manufacture of a wide variety of new and advanced types of communications equipment and special electronic products.
Openings for Electrical Engineers available in St. Paul, Minn., Eau Claire, Wisc.,
and Chicago. Apply or write, giving full
qualifications and furnish snapshot.
D.L.R.-Employment Dept.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Hawthorne Station
Chicago 23, III.
41I

I

RECORD-HOLDEk3
COATED

with

Records won't get scratched if record -holders are coated
with Cellusuede Flock. The rich, velvety texture of this easy to -apply Cotton or Rayon Flock affords real protection to
records and gives new distinction to the appearance of your
product. A wide assortment of colors is available for immediate shipment.

Write for Color Card,
Samples and Prices

Safety Door
Interlock Switch
G -.E

ing.
Many types of military aircraft
and their features and equipment
are described in the aircraft chapter, but all of the models have now
been superseded. No mention is
made of the de Havilland Mosquito, a 110-percent British developed and manufactured plane.
Only two pages are devoted to
physics, covering the electron
microscope, ultrahigh -speed X-ray
photography and the chloral hydrate treatment for restoring
burned documents. Radar is given
two paragraphs at the end of the

aircraft discussion.-K.S.P.
.

.

How to Pass Radio License
Examinations

OPEN the door and the power's
off! Prevents accidents, pro-

By CHARLES E. DREW, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, Second Edition, 1944, 320 pages, price $3.00.

tects equipment. Will not fail
mechanically. For complete
details, write:

A REVISED VERSION of

GENERAL ( r ) ELECTRIC
177 -CSI

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

WAXES

COMPOUNDS for
ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Zophar offers prompt service on Insulating Compounds for
a wide variety of electrical applications, including:
insulation for CONDENSERS, TRANSFORMERS, COILS, power
packs, pot heads, sockets, wiring devices, wet and dry batteries, etc.
Also WAX SATURATORS for braided wire and tape. WAXES for
radio parts.
.

,

Special compounds made to your order.

ZOPHAR MILLS INC.
a

412

making nitrogen for ammonia,
alumimum, magnesium, stainless
steel, lead -bearing steel, the Linde weld process of gas welding, recent
types of electric welding, electromagnetic crack detection, radiographic examination of metals, induction hardening and controlled atmosphere heat treating, the
Dewey process for forming metal
tubing and ,electroforming.
The photoelectric cell and some
recent uses, fluorescence and fluorescent lighting, infrared baking
of finishes, electric feeler control,
automatic interlocking control for
moving bridges and automatic control of processing operations are
included under electrical engineer-

3® -26th

St.

FOUNDED

Brooklyn, N. Y.
1

8 4 6

the collection

of answers to some 1300 questions
in the FCC Study Guide. Discussion material has been added in
small type after some answers to
clarify reasons for answers. New
material includes data on operation
of circuits to provide maximum frequency stability in transmitters
and extra data on modulation, oscillators, classes of amplifiers and
rectifier power supplies. The six
chapters of the book correspond to
the six elements in FCC examinations: Basic radio laws; basic
theory and practice; radiotelephone; advanced radiotelephone; radiotelegraphy; advanced radiotelegraphy. The new edition, like its predecessors, provides a valuable and
efficient means of refreshing theorectical knowledge in preparation

for the examinations.-J.M.
August 1944
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SELECTIVE
SERVICE
Since pickups first became
important c mercially. the distinguished products of AUDAX
have been SELECTED where ever acid whenever the requirements were exacting.
Today AUDAX magnetically

powered pickups are SE-

LECTED for War contracts that
demand the highest standards of

irrespective
performance
of climatic variations or severe
handling.
Our stern peacetime standards, maintained for so many
years, have proven comfortably
adequate to meet government
specifications.
The sharp, clean-cut facsimile
reproduction of MICRODYNE
is a marvel to all who have put
it to the only test that really
matters . .. the EAR TEST.
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Today warships are structurally stronger because of

Geon, the new electrical insulation material
bulkheads of a modern fighting ship are
honeycombed with holes to permit passage of the
miles of electrical wire and cable needed to control it.
Each hole is a weakening factor in the ship's construction; the larger the hole, the greater the weakening effect. Those thousands of holes are smaller now
enough smaller in their overall effect to have actually increased the structural strength of the ship,
according to a letter from the office of the Secretary
of the Navy now in our files.
That's because of the unusual electrical properties
of GEON insulation material. This new flexible thermoplastic permits materially thinner insulation coatings, and so makes possible smaller diameter holes.
GEON is flame resistant, too, and so eliminates the
danger of quick -spreading fires like the ones that
THE

-

on
/nReydiio s ocO

resulted when rubber insulation acted like a flaming
fuse once it caught on fire.
Various compounds of GEON Plastics are used as
jacketing for power cables; insulation for flexible,
power and communications cables; jacketing for portable and flexible wire. Other compounds can be made
which will combine many of the following characteristics in a wide variety of combinations: resistance
to acids, alkalies, almost all other chemicals; resistance
to heat, cold, light, aging, abrasion; easy to process,
light weight, can be easily colored for quick identification; and many others.
Right now GEON is available to industrial users
subject to allocation under General Preference Order
M-10. However, limited quantities can be had for
and our research staff and laboratory
experiment
facilities are available to help you work out any
special problems or applications. For more complete
information, write Department F-3, Chemical Division, The B. F. Goodrich Company, Rose Building, E.
Ninth and Prospect, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

-

CHEMICAL DIVISION
THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
ROSE BUILDING E. NINTH
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DAVEN Fixed Attenuators are available in any desired impedances, and any
loss from minimum for the selected impedances upward. Extensively used
in major broadcasting and motion picture sound studios, and for laboratory
standards of attenuation, DAVEN Fixed Attenuatora are backed by years of
experience and skill. Our engineers will gladly cooperate on special problems.
RECTANGULAR: TYPE 153... 3%" high x 1'/x" long ,x 1%s" wide (overall), height
of standard key -lever switch.
TYPE 154:.. 1%" high x 1%" long x 1%" wide (overall), approx. half height of key -lever switch.

950... 1'hú" diameter x 1%" long, for use in small space;
mounts with No. 6 screw through center hole.
TYPE 1030... 1%" diameter x '/s" long, type for tapped fixed
attenuators; mounts with No. 6 screw through center hole.

CYLINDRICAL:

TYPE

PLUG-IN:

TYPE 691

(octal. tube base) ... 1%" diameter x 3" long; provides convenience in interchanging fixed value networks.
"T" or Bal. "H", and where required, "L", "U", "0", "IT:*

CIRCUITS:

DAVEN Fixed Attenuators are precision -built of accurately adjusted, card-type
resistors, non -inductively wound on Bakelite strips. Standard accuracy ± 2%
(type 691, ± 1%), closer tolerances available on request. Properly aged to retain
accurate characteristics. Mounted in metal shielding. Wattage, maximum dissipation 1 watt (type 950, 0.6w), special units to 20 watt.
DAVEN SPECIAL FIXED ATTENUATORS: Multiple output networks (size of type 153)
Tapped fixed networks (type 1030)

Medium wattage networks (up to 20w, type 153)
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MINIATURES

ON THE ARMY -NAVY PREFERRED LIST

I

DEVELOPED BY RCA!

The 17 RCA Miniatures shown on
this page-all of them on today's Army Nary Preferred List of Vacuum Tubes-are:
1A3-H-F diode
11.4

113
155

-R -F amplifier

--

pentode
pentagrid converter
diode -pentode

1T4-R-F amplifier pentode
3A4-power amplifier pentode
JAS

-H -F twin triode

254-power

GAGS-R-F amplifier pentode
GALS-twin diode
6ÁQ6-Duplex-diode High-Mu triode
6C4 -H -F power triode

6J4-U-H-F amplifier triode

6J6 -twin triode

9001-Sharp cut-off

U -H -F

pentode

9002 -U -H -F triode
9003-Super-control U -H -F pentode

amplifier pentode

tubes like these-every single one of them developed
by RCA- were destined for the spotlight thanks to
your recognition of their possibilities.
Tttvv

-

The spotlight picked them up first in June, 1940, when
the "Personal Radio" was announced-the history -making
portable designed around RCA's staunch little quartet,
Miniatures 1R5, 1S4, 1S5, and 1T4.

War found Miniatures instantly available for overseas
service
for example, in such equipment as the paratrooper's air -borne "Handie-Talkie.". -

-

Once Victory is won, it will be our privilege to work with
you designers so that, togethe'r, we may play our continuing
parts in miniature tube type development and use for
peace-time purposes. We look forward to that day. And we
will gladly advise you now which tubes-Miniatures, and.
others
will most likely be on RCA's post-war list of

-

"Preferred Tube Types,''-! if you will write to RCA Commercial Engineering Section, 720 South 5th St., Harrison, N. J.
The Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube and
the fountain -head bf modern Tube development is RCA.

BUY
WAR
BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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